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Overview

November 9, 2022

Introduction

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) provides virtualization solutions that
give IT control of virtualmachines, applications, and securitywhile providing anywhere access for any
device. End users can use applications and desktops independently of the device’s operating system
and interface.

Using Citrix DaaS, you can deliver secure virtual apps and desktops to any device, leavingmost of the
installation, setup, and upgrades to Citrix. Youmaintain complete control over applications, policies,
and users while delivering the best user experience on any device.

Citrix DaaS allows you to manage on‑premises data center and public cloud workloads together in a
hybrid deployment. You can connect to public clouds Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS),
andGoogle Cloud, plus on‑premises hypervisors such as Citrix Hypervisor, MicrosoftHyper‑V, Nutanix
AHV, and VMware vSphere. The hybrid, multi‑cloud approach gives you the flexibility to deploy differ‑
ent applications in different resource locations worldwide.

Citrix DaaS offers several ways to deliver apps and desktops.

• Delivery methods describes the primary ways, with use‑cases and pros/cons.
• Delivery models lists more choices, and also offers VDI model comparisons.

Citrix Managed Azure further simplifies the deployment of virtual apps and desktops. With Citrix Man‑
aged Azure, Citrix also manages the hosting of Azure workloads.

Learn more about the advantages of using this service.

Site overview

The following graphic shows the services and components that Citrix administrators work with in a
Citrix DaaS production deployment (also known as a site).
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As shown in the graphic, Citrix manages the user access and management services and components
in Citrix Cloud. The applications and desktops that you deliver to users reside on machines in one or
more resource locations. In a Citrix DaaS deployment, a resource location contains components from
the access layer and resource layers. Each resource location is considered a zone.

If you recently migrated from Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, you’ll see that Citrix DaaS eliminates
most of the component setup work required in an on‑premises deployment.

Components and services managed by Citrix

• Delivery Controllers: Citrix DaaS provides the functionality to load balance applications and
desktops, authenticate users, and broker or prioritize connections directly from the cloud, with‑
out the need to manage Delivery Controllers, as with Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

• Databases: Site configuration, monitoring, and configuration logging data is stored by the
cloud service, eliminating the SQL database requirement of the on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops product.

• Licensing: Manages licenses and provides usage statistics.
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• Management interfaces: See Management interfaces. Many tasks are also available in service
APIs.

• Monitor interface: The Monitor interface enables IT support and help desk teams to monitor
an environment, troubleshoot issues before they become critical, and perform support tasks
for end users. Displays include:

– Real‑time session data from the Broker Service in the Controller, which includes data from
the broker agent in the Virtual Deliver Agent (VDA).

– Historical data from the Monitor Service in the Controller.

– Data about HDX traffic (also known as ICA traffic).

• Cloud Connectors: A Cloud Connector is the communications channel between the compo‑
nents in the Citrix Cloud and components in the resource location. In the resource location, the
Cloud Connector acts as a proxy for the Delivery Controller in Citrix Cloud.

Every resource location contains at least one Cloud Connector. Two or more Cloud Connectors
are recommended for redundancy.

– When using Full Configuration to provision machines, you first install Cloud Connectors
from the Citrix Cloud console. For details, see Cloud Connectors.

– WhenusingQuickDeploy to provision Azuremachines, Citrix creates the resource location
and Cloud Connectors for you when you create a catalog.

After Cloud Connectors are installed, Citrixmanages and updates them. The only tasks handled
by the customer are Cloud Connector Windows updates and patching.

Management interfaces

From theManage tab of Citrix DaaS, you can select the following interfaces.

Full Configuration

From theManage > Full Configuration interface, you can:

• Get an overview of your Citrix DaaS deployment and the latest features from the Home page.

• Create andmanage connections to hosts.

• Create and manage catalogs of machines that contain apps and desktops you deliver to your
users.

• Create andmanage delivery groups (and optionally, application groups.

• Create and manage Citrix policies that affect the use and behavior of HDX technologies and
features, plus site‑level management. This includes policy settings for sessions, adaptive trans‑
port, devices, graphics, multimedia, content redirection, and VDAs.
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• Customize delegated administration to create role‑based administrators who have specific
scopes of authority.

• Manage the Autoscale feature to proactively power manage machines that deliver apps and
desktops.

• Load balance machines

• Run health checks on your VDAs to identify potential issues and fix suggestions.

• Display configuration log content to see when configuration changes and other administrative
activities occurred, and who initiated them.

Quick Deploy

From theManage > Quick Deploy interface, you can easily deploy andmanageMicrosoft Azure work‑
loads that use either a Citrix Managed Azure subscription or your own Azure subscription. For more
information, see Quick Deploy and Citrix Managed Azure. From Quick Deploy, you can:

• Create andmanage catalogs.

• Create and customize images, either from various Citrix prepared images, or from images you
import from your Azure subscription.

For more information, see Quick Deploy.

Environment Management

From the Environment Management interface, you can use intelligent resource management and
Profile Management technologies to deliver the best possible performance, desktop logon, and appli‑
cation response times. For more information, see Workspace Environment Management.

Components and technologies managed by the customer

• Citrix Gateway: When users connect from outside the corporate firewall, Citrix DaaS can use
Citrix Gateway technology to secure these connections with TLS. The Citrix Gateway or VPX vir‑
tual appliance is an SSL VPN appliance deployed in the DMZ. It provides a single secure point of
access through the corporate firewall.

Citrix installs and manages the Citrix Gateway service in Citrix Cloud. You can also optionally
install Citrix Gateway in resource locations.

• Active Directory: Active Directory is used for authentication and authorization. It authenti‑
cates users and ensures that they are getting access to appropriate resources. A subscriber’s
identity defines the services towhich they have access in Citrix Cloud. This identity comes from
Active Directory domain accounts provided from the domains within the resource location.
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• Identity Provider (IdP): The IdP is the final authority for the user’s identity. Supported IdPs
include: on‑premises Active Directory, Active Directory plus token, Azure Active Directory, Citrix
Gateway, and Okta. For more information, see:

– Workspace Identity
– Identity and access management

• Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs): Each physical or virtual machine that delivers resources (ap‑
plications and desktops) must have a Citrix VDA installed on it. VDAs establish andmanage the
connection between themachine onwhich it’s installed and the user device, and apply policies
that are configured for the session.

The VDA registers with a Delivery Controller, using a Cloud Connector in the resource location
as a proxy.

Several VDA types are available:

– VDAs for Windowsmulti‑session operating systems allowmultiple users to connect to the
machine at one time. This VDA type is usually installed on Windows servers.

– VDAs for Windows single‑session operating systems allow one user to connect to a ma‑
chine at a time. This VDA type is usually used for VDI.

A core version of this VDA type is available for use with the Remote PC Access feature. It
contains a subset of the features in the full single‑session VDA.

– LinuxVDAs support virtual appsanddesktopsbasedonanRHEL,CentOS, SUSE,orUbuntu
distribution.

Throughout this service’s documentation, “VDA” often refers to the agent and the machine on
which it is installed.

• Hypervisors and cloud services: In most production sites, the app and desktop instances
(workloads) that youmake available (publish) to your users are “hosted” by a supported hyper‑
visor or cloud service. (The Remote PC Access feature is usually used with physical machines.
Therefore, it does not use hypervisors or cloud services for machine provisioning.)

– When using the Full Configuration interface, you create a connection to a supported host
hypervisor or cloud service. Then from Full Configuration, you use an image (created
through that host) to create a catalog of machines that contain the app and desktop
instances. Then you create a delivery group. Citrix provides many tools to simplify and
facilitate how these session hosts are built andmaintained.

– When using Quick Deploy to deliver Azure workloads, you only need to create the catalog.
AlthoughyoucanuseyourownAzure subscriptionwhencreating thecatalog, usingaCitrix
Managed Azure subscription eliminates your need to manage the host, too.
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The app and desktop instances that you publish can be on‑premises, hosted in public clouds,
or in a hybrid mixture of both.

• Citrix StoreFront: Citrix StoreFront is the predecessor to the cloud‑hosted Citrix Workspace. It
is used as the web interface for access to applications and desktops.

You can optionally install StoreFront servers in resource locations. Having local stores can help
deliver apps and desktops during network outages. The Local Host Cache feature requires a
customer‑managed StoreFront in each resource location.

See User access for considerations for using StoreFront in a service environment.

Objects you configure to deliver desktops and applications

You configure the following items to deliver apps and desktops in a production environment.

• Host connection: Ahost connection (mentionedearlier) helps enable communicationbetween
components in the control plane (Citrix Cloud) and VDAs in a resource location. Connection
specifications include:

– The address and credentials to access the host
– The storage method to use, and the machines to use for storage
– Which network the VMs can use

Remember: When using Quick Deploy, you don’t have to create a connection. And if you use
Citrix Managed Azure, Citrix manages the hosting, as well.

• Catalog: In the Full Configuration and Monitor interfaces, catalogs are called “machine cata‑
logs.”
A catalog is a collection of virtual or physical machines that have the same operating system
type (for example, Windowsmulti‑session, Ubuntu single‑session).

When creating a catalog, you usually use an image, which is also known as a template. (Remote
PC Access catalogs usually contain physical machines, so no image is needed.)

– When using Quick Deploy, Citrix provides several Citrix prepared images you can use to
create your own customized images. Or, you can import images from your own Azure sub‑
scription.

– WhenusingFullConfiguration tocreateVMsusingasupportedhost type, the imageusually
must be created and reside on a hostmachine. When creating the catalog, you provide the
path to that image.

Regardless of where the image resides, you can install applications on the image, if you want
those apps on all machines created from that image (and don’t want to virtualize those apps).

After the image is ready, you create the catalog.
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– For VMs, MCS creates the machines and the catalog.
– For Remote PC Access, MCS simply creates the catalog, because the physical machines
already exist.

For more information about MCS, see Imagemanagement.

• Delivery group: A delivery group specifies:

– One or more machines from a catalog.
– Users who are allowed to access those machines. Alternatively, you can specify users
through the Citrix Cloud Library.

– The applications and desktops that users can access through Workspace. Alternatively,
you can specify applications and users through the Citrix Cloud Library.

When using Quick Deploy, a delivery group is created automatically. (It appears only in the Full
Configuration interface.)

• Application group: Application groups let you manage collections of applications. You can
create application groups for applications shared across different delivery groups or used by a
subset of users within delivery groups. Application groups are optional.

Citrix Managed Azure

CitrixManagedAzure is an option available in several Citrix DaaS editions. Using CitrixManagedAzure
simplifies the deployment of virtual apps and desktops from Azure. Citrix manages the infrastructure
for hosting Azure workloads.

With Citrix Managed Azure, you get a dedicated Citrix‑managed Azure subscription and resource loca‑
tion. In that Azure subscription, you create a catalog of VMs. You can:

• Deploy single‑session andmulti‑sessionWindowsOSmachines or LinuxOSmachines, fromvar‑
ious supported versions.

• Choose from a curated list of compute types and storage options in select regions.
• Provision persistent or non‑persistent workloads on those machines.
• Choose from several Citrix provided images that have the latest VDA installed. Then, from the
Citrix interface, you build your own image from that template, and customize it. You can also
import and use images from your own Azure subscriptions.

Even though Citrix manages Azure capacity, if you want to communicate with existing resources on
your own Azure subscription, you can use Azure VNet peering to connect resources. You can also use
Citrix SD‑WAN to connect to your on‑premises resources directly.

For information about security and responsibilities when using Citrix Managed Azure, see Technical
security overview for Citrix Managed Azure.
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Ordering Citrix Managed Azure

To get a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, youmust subscribe to a supported Citrix service offering,
and thenorderCitrixManagedAzureConsumptionFunds. You canorderCitrixDaaSandconsumption
funds through Citrix or from Azure Marketplace.
Citrix Managed Azure is supported on the following service offerings:

• Citrix Workspace Premium Plus
• Citrix DaaS, Advanced, Advanced Plus, and Premium editions
• Citrix DaaS Standard for Azure edition

For details, see Sign up for Citrix DaaS.

Citrix Managed Azure benefits summary

Using Citrix Managed Azure offers several benefits:

• Fastest path to hybrid‑cloud benefits.
• Offloads IT management of infrastructure. Provides an administration experience that puts IT
in control without the management andmaintenance challenges.

• Enables you to rapidly scale work solutions.
• Provides a separate Azure subscription that is managed andmaintained by Citrix. This Isolates
activity from your other Azure subscriptions.

• You retain the flexibility to create and manage workloads using your own Azure subscriptions.
Your deployment can include workloads that use the Citrix Managed Azure subscription, and
workloads that use your own (customer‑managed) Azure subscriptions.

• Uses a true consumption‑based Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model.
• Several technologies are available to create connections to your own on‑premises networks
(such as Azure VNet peering and SD‑WAN). This allows your users to access your network’s re‑
sources, such as file servers.

Deploying and managing Citrix Managed Azure from this service uses the Quick Deploymanagement
interface.

For more information, contact your Citrix representative.

Delivering applications and desktops to users

Citrix Workspace

Subscribers (users) access their desktops and apps through Citrix Workspace.

After installingandconfiguringCitrixDaaS, you’reprovidedwithaworkspaceURL link. Theworkspace
URL is posted in two places:
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• From the Citrix Cloud console, select Workspace Configuration from the menu in the upper
left corner. The Access tab contains the Workspace URL.

• From the Citrix DaaSWelcome page, the workspace URL appears at the bottom of the page.

Test and then share the workspace URL link with your subscribers (users) to give them access to their
apps and desktops. Your subscribers can access the workspace URL without any additional configu‑
ration.

You configure workspaces from Citrix Cloud.

• Specify which services are integrated with Citrix Workspace.
• Customize the URL that your subscribers use to access their workspace.
• Customize the appearance of subscribers’ workspaces, such as logos, color, and preferences.
• Specifyhowsubscribersauthenticate to theirworkspace, suchasusingActiveDirectoryorAzure
Active Directory.

• Specify external connectivity for resource locations used by your subscribers.
• Automate workspace actions with Microapps and optimize workflows.

For more information, see Citrix Workspace.

Citrix Workspace app

From the user side, Citrix Workspace app is installed on user devices and other endpoints, such as vir‑
tual desktops. Citrix Workspace app provides users with secure, self‑service access to documents, ap‑
plications, and desktops from any device, including smartphones, tablets, and PCs. Citrix Workspace
app provides on‑demand access to Windows, web, and Software as a Service (SaaS) applications.

For devices that cannot install Citrix Workspace app software, Citrix Workspace app for HTML5 pro‑
vides a connection through a HTML5‑compatible web browser.

CitrixWorkspace app is available for various operating systems. For details, see CitrixWorkspace app.

Service Level Agreement

CitrixDaaS isdesignedusing industrybestpractices toachievecloudscaleandahighdegreeof service
availability.

For completedetails aboutCitrix’s commitment for availability of Citrix Cloud services, see theService
Level Agreement.

Performance against this goal can bemonitored on an ongoing basis at https://status.cloud.com.

Limitations

The calculation of this Service Level Goalwill not include loss of availability from the following causes:
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• Customer failure to follow configuration requirements for Citrix DaaS documented in the prod‑
uct documentation on https://docs.citrix.com.

• Caused by any component not managed by Citrix including, but not limited to, customer con‑
trolled physical and virtual machines, customer installed and maintained operating systems,
customer installed and controlled networking equipment or other hardware; customer defined
and controlled security settings, group policies and other configuration policies; public cloud
provider failures, Internet Service Provider failures or other external to Citrix control.

• Service disruption due to reasons beyond Citrix control, including natural disaster, war or acts
of terrorism, government action.

More information

• Citrix DaaS diagrams

• Citrix DaaS Reference Architecture and Deployment Methods

• Technical security overview

• Network ports

• Third‑party notices

• System requirements

• Features

– An introduction to HDX technologies, plus details about Devices, Graphics, and Multime‑
dia.

– Remote PC Access: Allow users to log on remotely from anywhere to a physical PC in the
office. You can configure Remote PC Access from Full Configuration or Quick Deploy.

– Publish content: Publish an application that is simply a URL or UNC path to a resource.
– Server VDI: Deliver a desktop from a server operating system for a single user.

• For Citrix DaaS Standard for Azure, see its dedicated product documentation.

• To learn about feature availability in the Citrix DaaS products and editions, see the Citrix DaaS
feature matrix.

• The Citrix Cloud Learning Series offers education course to get you up and running with Citrix
Cloudand its services. You can sequentially viewall of themodules, from introductions through
planning and building services. You can also choose individual modules or task‑specific seg‑
ments within a module. See Cloud Learning Series.

Get started

To learn how to set up your deployment, start with Plan and build a deployment. That summary
guides you through the major steps in the process, and provides links to more information and de‑
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tailed procedures.

What’s new

May 19, 2023

A goal of Citrix is to deliver new features and product updates to Citrix DaaS customers when they are
available. New releases provide more value, so there’s no reason to delay updates. Rolling updates
to Citrix DaaS release approximately every three weeks.

This process is transparent to you. Initial updates are applied to Citrix internal sites only, and are then
applied to customer environments gradually. Delivering updates incrementally inwaves helps ensure
product quality andmaximize availability.

Fordetails about theServiceLevel Agreement for cloudscaleandserviceavailability, seeServiceLevel
Agreement. To monitor service interruptions and scheduled maintenance, see the Service Health
Dashboard.

Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs)

VDAs forWindowsmachines generally release at the same timeas theCitrix Virtual Apps andDesktops
product.

• For information about newVDAandHDX features, see theWhat’s newandKnown issues articles
for the current Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops release.

• For information about VDA platforms and features that are no longer supported, see Depreca‑
tion. That article also includes platforms and features that are scheduled to be unsupported in
a future release (such as which operating systems support VDA installation).

Important:

If the Personal vDisk (PvD) componentwas ever installed on a VDA, that VDA cannot be upgraded
to version 1912 LTSR or later. To use the new VDA, you must uninstall the current VDA and then
install the new VDA. (This instruction applies even if you installed PvD but never used it.) For
details, see If the VDA has Personal vDisk installed.

May 2023

New and enhanced features

New user exclusions policy where you can define directory paths that are not redirected to the
user layer. User exclusions apply to the user personalization layer (UPL), but not to the session host.
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Logoff.txt now contains all active user exclusions. For more information, see User personalization
layer.

Support for updatinghardwareversionof newVMsadded in anMCSmachine catalog. In VMware
environments, you can now update the hardware version of the newly added VMs in an existing MCS
machine catalog using a machine profile source. You do not have to create a new machine catalog
to update the hardware version of the VMs added to a catalog. You must use the machine profile
workflow to use this feature.

Support for filtering AWS VM instances. Previously, when you used an AWS VM instance as a ma‑
chine profile input to create an MCS machine catalog, the catalog sometimes did not create or func‑
tion correctly because of invalidmachine profile input. With this feature, you can now list the AWS VM
instances that canbe used as validmachine profile VMs. To do this, use theGet-HypInventoryItem
command. For more information, see Filtering VM instances.

Support for converting a non‑machine profile‑basedmachine catalog tomachine profile‑based
machine catalog in Azure environment. In the Azure environment, you can now use a VM or tem‑
plate spec as amachine profile input to convert a non‑machine profile‑basedmachine catalog toma‑
chine profile‑based machine catalog. Existing VMs and new VMs added to the catalog take property
values from the machine profile unless overwritten by explicit custom properties. For more informa‑
tion, see Convert a non‑machine profile‑based machine catalog to machine profile‑based machine
catalog.

Support for double encryption on managed disk in Azure environment. In Azure environment,
you can now create an MCSmachine catalog with double encryption. Double encryption is platform‑
side encryption (default) and customer‑managed encryption (CMEK). Therefore, if you are a high se‑
curity sensitive customer who is concerned about the risk associated with any encryption algorithm,
implementation, or a compromised key, you can opt for this double encryption. Persistent OS and
data disks, snapshots, and images are all encrypted at rest with double encryption. For more infor‑
mation, see Double encryption onmanaged disk.

Support for machine profile in VMware. In VMware environments, you can now create an MCSma‑
chine catalog using amachine profile. The source of the machine profile input is a VMware template.
The machine profile captures the hardware properties from a VMware template and applies them to
the newly provisioned VMs in the catalog. For more information, see Create a machine catalog using
a machine profile.

Ability to reset theOSdiskof apersistentVM inanMCScreatedmachine catalog inAzureandCit‑
rix Hypervisor. You can now use the PowerShell command Reset-ProvVMDisk to reset the OS disk
of a persistent VM in anMCS createdmachine catalog. The feature automates the process of resetting
the OS disk. For example, it helps in resetting the VM to its initial status of a persistent development
desktop catalog created using MCS. Currently, this feature is applicable to Azure, Citrix Hypervisor,
and VMware virtualization environments. For more information on using the PowerShell command
to reset the OS disk, see Reset OS disk.
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Improved host connection creation experience. You can now get the following information while
you create a host connection:

• List of all Citrix supported hypervisor plug‑ins, including third party plugins
• Availability of hypervisor plug‑in. If the availability status is false, possible reasonmight be that
Cloud Connector is not installed

This feature helps you to correctly set‑up a resource location and thus, create a host connection. For
more information, see Step 1. Connection.

User experience improvements for the Policies node. To improve the user experience and make
policymanagementmore efficient, we’ve implemented the following improvements to the Full Con‑
figuration > Policies node:

• New UI design for the Create Policy and Create Template actions:

– Expandable folder view for policy settings. On the Select Settings page, all settings are
displayed by category in an expandable tree view, making it easier to find a setting.

– To select a setting, you simply click a check box instead of using the Select button.
– Legacy settings have been hidden by default so that only the most relevant settings are
shown. If legacy settings are needed, select Include legacy settings.

– An action button has been added next to a Boolean setting, enabling you to change its
value directly in the settings list.

• New UI design for the Edit Policy action:

– The navigation menu has been updated to an unordered list. Each item in the list now
includes a Save button on its page. With this new design, you can save changes made
to an item without having to navigate through all items in the navigation menu. These
improvements make policy management more efficient and streamlined.

– Red dots appear next to the navigation items to indicate setting errors.
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• Drag to reprioritize policies. In the priority list, you can now change the priority of a policy by
dragging it to a desired position.

Newoption to turnoff forceduser logoff forAutocale. Anewoption,Neither notify nor forceuser
logoff, is now available on theManage Autoscale > User Logoff Notification page. With the option
selected, Autoscale will neither force users to log off frommachines in drain state nor notify users to
log off and log on to a different machine. For more information, see User logoff notifications.

Ability to restartWindows365CloudPCs. YoucannowuseCitrixDaaS to restartWindows365Cloud
PCs.

More session details. When you view a session in Full Configuration > Search > Sessions, the ses‑
sion view (in the lower pane) now includesmore session details to help you troubleshoot and identify
client issues:

• Reconnect time. The time when a session reconnected after being disconnected.
• Client platform. The platform used to launch the session.
• Client version. The version of the client platform used to launch the session.
• Remote host IP. The IP address of the remote host where Citrix Workspace is being hosted.

Support for renaming Azure AD security groups for VMs. For VMs added to an Azure AD security
group through Citrix DaaS, you can now rename the security group using Full Configuration > Edit
Machine Catalog. Renaming occurs after you save the change.

Default domain selection formachine accounts. When you create a catalog, the domain where the
resource (connection) resides is selected by default for machine accounts.

Ability to display the Azure AD assigned security groups for VMs to join. In Full Configuration,
when you create Azure Active Directory joined VMs, an option, Join an assigned security group as
a member, is now available, letting you add the Azure AD security group where the VMs reside to an
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assigned security group. Formore information, seeCreate amachine catalog using anAzureResource
Manager image.

Support for changing networks for connections. In Full Configuration, you can now change net‑
works for a connection. You can’t unassociate networks from a connection if they are in use. For
more information, see Edit network.

Ability to remove tags in Azure environments. Previously, Remove-ProvVM and Remove-
ProvScheme PowerShell commands with ForgetVM parameter removed the VMs and machine
catalogs from the Citrix database. However, the commands didn’t remove the tags from the re‑
sources. You had to individually manage the VMs andmachine catalogs that weren’t deleted entirely
from all the resources. With this feature, you can use:

• Remove-ProvVM with ForgetVM parameter to remove VMs and tags created on the resources
from a single VM or a list of VMs from amachine catalog.

• Remove-ProvScheme with ForgetVM parameter to remove a machine catalog from the Citrix
database and tags created on the resources from an entire machine catalog.

This implementation helps in identifying orphaned resources that are created by MCS but no longer
used by MCS.

This feature is only applicable to persistent VMs. For more information, see Remove tags.

April 2023

New and enhanced features

Publishing with specific cloud platforms using Citrix Provisioning in Image Portability Service.
Specific workflows for using Image Portability Service to publish in AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud are
now available. In addition, the required permissions for Azure and networking have been updated.
For more details, see Migrate workloads to public cloud.

Support for identifying why amachine is inmaintenancemode. Previously, PowerShell was your
only choice to identify why a machine was in maintenance mode. You can now achieve that in Full
Configuration:

1. Use Search to locate the machine.
2. Check Maintenance Reason on the Details tab in the lower pane. Or hover over the Mainte‑

nance Mode column. The following information can appear:

• By Administrator: Put into maintenance mode by administrator.
• Maximum Failed Registrations: Put into maintenance mode as machine exceeded maximum
allowed registration attempts.

Also, a filter,Maintenance Reason, is now available. You can use it to identify the target machines.

The feature is useful for administrators to troubleshoot issues with machines in maintenance mode.
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Use variables to notify users of remaining time before they are logged off. When forcing user
logoff, you can now use %s% or %m% as variables to indicate the specified time in the notification mes‑
sage. To express the time in seconds, use %s%. To express the time in minutes, use %m%. For more
information, see User logoff notifications.

Support for customizing power on behavior at storage type change failure. At power‑on, the stor‑
age type of a managed disk might fail to change to the desired type due to a failure on Azure. Pre‑
viously, in these scenarios, the VM would remain off with a failure message sent to you. With this
feature, you can either choose to power on the VM even when storage cannot be restored to its con‑
figured type or choose to keep the VM powered off. For more information, see Customize power on
behavior at storage type change failure.

Support forMAK activation. You can now provision persistent and non‑persistentmachine catalogs
with VMs activated through the Multiple Activation Key (MAK). With this feature, now MCS can also
communicate with provisioned VMs. This implementation helps in activating the Windows system
without losing activation counts. For more information, see Volume licensing activation.

Support for Azure disk encryption at host. With this feature, you can now create an MCS machine
catalogwith encryption at host capability. Currently, MCS supports only themachineprofileworkflow
for this feature. You can use a VM or a template spec as an input for a machine profile. For more
information, see Azure disk encryption at host.

In this type of encryption, the server hosting the VM encrypts the data and then the encrypted data
flows through the Azure storage server. Therefore, this method of encryption encrypts data end to
end. For more information, see Encryption at host ‑ End‑to‑end encryption for your VM data.

Support for GCP instance template as an input formachine profile. With this feature, you can now
select aGCP instance template as an input for themachine profile. Instance templates are lightweight
resources in GCP, therefore are very cost effective. To do this, use PowerShell commands. For more
information on using PowerShell commands to create and update machine catalogs by selecting a
GCP instance template, see Create a machine catalog with machine profile as an instance template.

Support formodifying Azure AD dynamic security group name. You canmodify or delete an Azure
AD dynamic security group name from Azure portal. This action can make the Azure AD dynamic se‑
curity group name out‑of‑sync with the dynamic security group associated with a machine catalog.
With this feature, you can now modify the Azure AD dynamic security group name associated with a
machine catalog.

Thismodification helps you tomake the Azure AD dynamic security group information stored in Azure
AD identity pool object to be consistent with the information stored in Azure portal. For more infor‑
mation, see Modify Azure AD dynamic security group name.

Added permissions required in GCP. The permissions required to do the following are now added:

• Create host connection
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• Do power management of VMs
• Provision catalogs

For more information, see About GCP permissions.

Credential handling. For enhanced security, by default, credentials are not forwarded to the cloud
for users who are not in the same domain as their VDAs. Login attempts fail when all of the following
conditions are met:

• The user is in a domain different from the VDA
• No trust exists between the domains
• StoreFront is installed in the same domain as the VDA

Previously under these conditions, the user couldn’t be authenticated to StoreFront. So, the Cloud
Connector forwarded user credentials to the cloud to route the authentication request to the correct
destination for that user. This behavior can still be configured if needed. For more information, see
the CredentialForwardingToCloudAllowed parameter of Set‑Brokersite in the DaaS PowerShell
SDK.

March 2023

New and enhanced features

Support for configuring role and scope for administrators. Citrix Cloud now supports a higher
degree of flexibility and customization when configuring access for an administrator. Previously, you
could only select predefined pairs of roles and scopes. With this enhancement, you can select a role
and then pair it with the scope of your choice.

For more information, see Configure custom access for an administrator.

Support for creatingdynamic security groupunder existingassigned security group. Previously,
you could create Azure AD dynamic security groups for a machine catalog. With this feature, you can
also add an Azure AD dynamic security group under an existing Azure AD assigned security group. You
can do the following:

• Get security group information.
• Get all Azure AD assigned security groups that are synced from on‑premises AD server or the
assigned security groups to which Azure AD roles can be assigned.

• Get all Azure AD dynamic security groups.
• Add Azure AD dynamic security group as a member of Azure AD assigned group.
• Remove the membership between Azure AD dynamic security group and Azure AD assigned se‑
curity groupwhen Azure AD dynamic security group is deleted along with themachine catalog.

For more information, see Create an Azure AD dynamic security group under an existing Azure AD
assigned security group.
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Support forAzureADdynamic securitygroup forAzureAD joinedVM. Citrix nowsupportsdynamic
security group for a catalog while creating an MCS machine catalog. Dynamic security group rules
place the VMs in the catalog to a dynamic security group based on the naming scheme of themachine
catalog. This is useful when you want tomanage the VMs by Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). This is
also usefulwhen youwant to apply Conditional Access policies or distribute apps from Intuneby filter‑
ing the VMs with Azure AD dynamic security group. When you delete a catalog, the dynamic security
group is also deleted. For more information, see Azure Active Directory dynamic security group.

For more information on license requirement for using dynamic security groups, see the Microsoft
document Create or update a dynamic group in Azure Active Directory.

Support foraddingVMs toAzureADsecuritygroups throughFull Configuration. Anoption,Azure
ADsecuritygroup, is nowavailablewhenyoucreateAzureAD joinedVMs. Theoption lets youadd the
VMs to an Azure AD security group based on their naming scheme. For more information, see Create
a Microsoft Azure catalog.

Support for changing the storage type of existing VMs to a lower tier on shutdown in Azure en‑
vironments. In Azure environments, you can now save storage costs by changing the storage type of
existing VMs to a lower tier when the VMs are shut down. To do this, use the StorageTypeAtShutdown
custom property. For more information, see Change the storage type of existing VMs to a lower tier
on shutdown.

Support for allowing security identifiers while creating virtual machines. Previously, while cre‑
ating new virtual machines with the configuration specified by a provisioning scheme, you could not
add a security identifier (ADAccountSid) to the NewProvVM command. With this feature, you can
now add the parameter ADAccountSid to uniquely identify the machines while creating new virtual
machines. For more information, see Add SIDs while creating virtual machines.

Ability to get warnings associated with MCS catalogs. Previously, you did not get any information
indicating that there are issues with your machine catalog. With this feature, you can now get warn‑
ings to understand issues with your MCS catalogs and fix those issues.

Warnings, unlike errors, do not cause an initiated provisioning task to fail.

To get warnings, use PowerShell commands. Formore information, see Retrievewarnings associated
with a catalog.

Shared tenants for connections. You can now add tenants and subscriptions that share the Azure
Compute Gallery with the subscription of the connection. As a result, when creating or updating cat‑
alogs, you can select shared images from those tenants and subscriptions. Formore information, see
Edit connection settings.

Removed support for changing the OS type for Azure catalogs. When changing catalog images,
only imageswith the sameOS type as the image in use are shown. With this enhancement, Citrix DaaS
no longer supports changing the OS type for Azure catalogs after catalog creation such as, changing
fromWindows OS type to Linux and vice versa.
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February 2023

New and enhanced features

Support for sharing imagesacrossdifferentAzure tenants. Previously, in Azure environments, you
could share images only with shared subscriptions using Azure Compute Gallery. With this feature,
you can now select an image in Azure Compute Gallery that belongs to a different shared subscription
in a different tenant to create and update an MCS catalog. For more information, see Image sharing
across Azure tenants.

Policy modeling. The policy modeling feature is now generally available. You can simulate policies
for planning and testing purposes. For more information, see Use the Policy Modeling wizard.

Ability to turn preview features on or off. In Full Configuration > Home, as a Citrix Cloud adminis‑
tratorwith full access, you can now turn preview features on or offwithout contacting Citrix. Formore
information, see Home page for the Full Configuration interface.

Search Session Diagnostics with user name. This feature enables the use of Session Launch Diag‑
nostics starting with the user name if you don’t have the transaction id. This feature is specifically
useful for help desk administrators to triage a failed session if the end user hasn’t captured the trans‑
action id.
You can search for a user name, and select a session to triage from a list of failed sessions that the
user attempted to launch over the last 48 hours. The Session Launch Diagnostics page shows the de‑
tails of the failed session. It lists the exact component and stage where the failure occurred. Formore
information, see the Session Launch Diagnostics article.

Deploy secure web and SaaS apps with Secure Private Access. On the Full Configuration > Ap‑
plications > Applications tab, a new option, Add Web/SaaS Applications, is now available in the
action bar. The option lets you deploy secure web and SaaS apps with Secure Private Access. Citrix
Secure Private Access provides an easy, flexible way for remote users to access web, SaaS, and client‑
server based apps using a Zero‑Trust approach. It enables single sign‑on toweb and SaaS apps, along
with granular security controls such as watermarking and copy/paste controls, among other security
features. With Citrix Secure Private Access, you can combine all your virtualized and non‑virtualized
apps in one place and enhance the user experience for your users. See Citrix Secure Private Access.

Filter log content for a specific time duration. A new option, Custom, is now available in the time
duration list in Full Configuration > Logging > Events. Use it to specify a period of the events for
which you want to filter your search. For more information, see Configuration logging.

Updates for Autoscale. We’ve updated the Control when Autoscale starts powering on tagged
machines option to make it easy to understand. The option controls when Autoscale starts power‑
ing on tagged machines based on the percentage of the remaining capacity of untagged machines.
When the percentage falls below the threshold (default, 10%), Autoscale starts powering on tagged
machines. When the percentage exceeds the threshold, Autoscale goes into power‑off mode. For
more information, see Autoscaling taggedmachines (cloud burst).
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App protection policies. You can now enable app protection when creating or editing a delivery
group. The featureprovidesanti‑keyloggingandanti‑screen‑capturingcapabilities for client sessions.
For more information, see Create delivery groups and Manage delivery groups.

Real‑timeGPUUtilizationavailable for AMDGPUs. You cannowseeGPUUtilizationof AMDRadeon
Instinct MI25 GPUs and AMDEPYC 7V12(Rome) CPUs onMonitor. Monitor already supports the NVIDIA
Tesla M60 GPUs. GPU Utilization displays graphs with real‑time percentage utilization of the GPU,
the GPU memory, and of the Encoder and the Decoder to troubleshoot GPU‑related issues on multi‑
session and single‑session OS VDAs. The AMD GPU Utilization graphs are available only for VDAs run‑
ning 64‑bit Windows and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 2212 or later. For more information, see
GPU Utilization.

Support for schedulingconfigurationupdates inAzure. InAzureenvironments, youcannowsched‑
ule a time slot for the configuration updates of the existing MCS provisionedmachines using the Pow‑
erShell commandSchedule-ProvVMUpdate. Anypoweronor restart during the scheduled timeslot
applies a scheduled provisioning scheme update to amachine. You can also cancel the configuration
update before the scheduled time using Cancel-ProvVMUpdate.

You can schedule and cancel the configuration update of:

• A single or multiple VMs
• An entire catalog

For more information, see Schedule configuration updates.

Support for using Citrix ready images directly from Google Cloud Marketplace. You can now
browse and select images offered by Citrix on the Google Cloud Marketplace to create MCS catalogs.
Currently, MCS supports only themachine profileworkflow for this feature. Formore information, see
Google Cloud Marketplace.

Limit host groups scope in SCVMM Host Connection. Previously, host connection to SCVMM re‑
quired the admin to have a single top level host group configured. This implies that the admin had
visibility to all host groups, clusters, or hosts beneath the single top level host group. With this feature,
in large deployments where a single SCVMMmanages multiple clusters in different data centers, you
can now limit the host groups scope of the admins. To do this, you can use the Delegated Admin role
in the Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) console to select the host groups to
which an adminmust have access. For more information, see Install and configure a hypervisor.

Support for zone‑redundant storage in Azure. Previously, MCS offered only locally‑redundant stor‑
age. With this feature, zone‑redundant storage is now an option in Azure, allowing you to select a
storage type depending on what type of redundancy you want to use. Zone‑redundant storage repli‑
cates your Azure managed disk across multiple availability zones, which allows you to recover from
a failure in one zone by utilizing the redundancy in others. For more information see, Enable zone‑
redundant storage.
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January 2023

New and enhanced features

Option to downgrade storage disk to Standard HDDwhen VMs shut down. A new option, Enable
storage cost saving, is now available on the Disk Settings page when you create or update Azure
catalogs. The option saves storage costs by downgrading to Standard HDD for the storage disk and
thewrite‑back cache diskwhen the VM shuts down. The VM switches to its original settings on restart.
For more information, see Create a Microsoft Azure catalog.

Support for configuring session roaming in Full Configuration. Previously, PowerShell was your
only choice to configure session roaming for applications and desktops. You can now do that in Full
Configuration. For more information, see Manage delivery groups.

Renamed some actions to better align with their actual meanings. We’ve renamed the following
actions in Full Configuration > Machine Catalogs and Full Configuration > Delivery Groups. The
workflows for performing those actions remain unchanged.

• Update Machines renamed to Change Master Image
• Rollback Machine Update renamed to Roll Back Master Image
• Upgrade Catalog renamed to Change Functional Level
• Upgrade Delivery Group renamed to Change Functional Level
• Undo Upgrade Catalog renamed toUndo Functional Level Change
• Undo Upgrade Delivery Group renamed toUndo Functional Level Change

Support for organizing application groups using folders. You can now create nested folders to or‑
ganize application groups for easy access. For more information, seeOrganize application groups
using folders.

Restrictionenhancements for delivery groups. Previously, when restricting the use of apps or desk‑
tops for a delivery group, you could specify only users and user groups that were allowed to use them
in a delivery group. You cannowalso addusers anduser groups that youwant to block. This enhance‑
ment is useful when you add a group of users to an allow list and at the same time want to block a
subset of users in the allow list. For more information, see Create delivery groups.

Access Citrix Analytics for Performance ‑ Session Details fromMonitor. The Session Details page
fromCitrix Analytics for Performance is now integrated inMonitor. ClickViewSessionTimeline in the
Sessionspage inMonitor toviewtheSessionsDetailspage fromCitrixAnalytics forPerformancewithin
Monitor. This requires you to have a valid Citrix Analytics for Performance entitlement. The Session
Details are available for sessions that are categorized as Excellent, Fair, or Poor in Citrix Analytics for
Performance.

You can view a trend of the session experience for the session for up to the last three days along with
the factors contributing to the experience. This information complements the live data available in
Monitor, used by the helpdesk admin while troubleshooting issues related to session experience.
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For more information, see the Site Analytics article.

Non‑persistent VMs are deleted from hypervisors or cloud services when you delete them or
their machine catalogs in Full Configuration. The option to retain VMs in hypervisors or cloud ser‑
vices is now available only to persistent VMs. For more information, see Managemachine catalogs.

December 2022

New and enhanced features

Support for creating Azure AD joined, Hybrid Azure AD joined, and Microsoft Intune enabled
catalogs with Azure AD joined master VMs. You can now create Azure AD joined, Hybrid Azure AD
joined, andMicrosoft Intune enabled catalogs with Azure AD joined, Hybrid Azure AD joined, and non‑
domain‑joined master VMs. If you want to manage a master VM by Microsoft Intune, use VDA version
2212 or later, and do not skip image preparation while creating or updating machine catalogs.

For more information on machine identities, see Azure Active Directory joined, Microsoft Intune, and
Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined.

Support inMCS for deleting VMobjectswithout accessing the hypervisor. You can nowdelete VM
objects in MCS without having access to the hypervisor. When deleting a VM or provisioning scheme,
MCS needs to remove tags so that the resources are no longer tracked or identified. Previously, if
the hypervisor could not be accessed, the tag removal failures were ignored. With this feature, if the
hypervisor is not accessible while using the Remove-ProvVM command the tag removal will fail, but
by using the PurgeDBOnly option, you can still delete the VM resource object from the database. For
more information, see Delete machines without hypervisor access.

November 2022

New and enhanced features

Support for delivering MSIX and MSIX app attach apps. In Full Configuration > App Packages,
you can now upload MSIX and MSIX app attach packaged apps to Citrix Cloud, and deliver them to
your users. For more information, see App packages.

Prompt for unsupported VDA versions and functional levels. The Full Configuration interface now
alerts you about unsupported VDA versions and functional levels. To avoid potential issues:

• If a machine runs an unsupported VDA version, you are prompted to upgrade to a supported
version.

• If the functional level of a catalog or delivery group is not supported, you are prompted to set it
to a higher level.
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Tip:

VDAs are covered by the CR and LTSR lifecycles of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

Ability to annotatemaster images extended to catalog creation. When creating an MCS catalog in
Full Configuration, you can nowannotate itsmaster image. Formore information, seeMaster image.

Support for exporting desktop assignment data through Full Configuration. When viewing desk‑
top assignments for a single‑session OS delivery group, you can now export the assignment data into
a CSV file for auditing purposes. To do so, select such a delivery group in Full Configuration > Deliv‑
ery Groups, go to the Desktops tab, and then click Export in the upper‑left corner on the tab.

All Applications and Application Folders tabs consolidated into one. In Full Configuration > Ap‑
plications, the All Applications and Application Folders tabs have been consolidated into one tab,
Applications. This change unifies the user experience of folder viewmanagement across Full Config‑
uration nodes.

Support for changing the storage type to a lower tier when a VM is shut down in Azure
environments. In Azure environments, you can now save storage costs by switching the stor‑
age type of a managed disk to a lower tier when you shut down a VM. To do this, use the
StorageTypeAtShutdown custom property. The storage type of the disk changes to a lower
tier (as specified in the StorageTypeAtShutdown custom property) when you shut down the VM.
After you power on the VM, the storage type changes back to the original storage type (as specified in
StorageType or WBCDiskStorageType custom property). For more information, see Change the
storage type to a lower tier when a VM is shut down.

Updates in Filters View. The Filters page inMonitor is updated to include separate Saved andDefault
filters lists for better visualization and accessibility to the filters. You can select a view from among
Machines, sessions, Connections, or Application Instances. Then, you can select a filter from the list
of Saved filters or Default filters to view the filtered list of data. You can use the drop‑down lists to
refine the filter criteria or edit existing criteria. You can save your filter in the Saved Filter list. For
more information, see the Filters article.

Ability to reset the OS disk of a persistent VM in an MCS created machine catalog. In VMware
virtualization environments, you cannowuse thePowerShell commandReset-ProvVMDisk to reset
the OS disk of a persistent VM in anMCS createdmachine catalog. The feature automates the process
of resetting the OS disk. For example, it helps in resetting the VM to its initial status of a persistent
development desktop catalog created using MCS.

For more information on using PowerShell command to reset the OS disk, see Reset OS disk.

Support for updating machine profile and additional custom properties of MCS provisioned
machines in Azure environments. Previously, in Azure environments, you could use Request-
ProvVMUpdate to update ServiceOffering custom property of an MCS provisioned machine.
Now, you can also update the machine profile and the following custom properties:
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• StorageType
• WBCDiskStorageType
• IdentityDiskStorageType
• LicenseType
• DedicatedHostGroupId
• PersistWBC
• PersistOsDisk
• PersistVm

For more information, see Update provisionedmachines to current provisioning scheme state.

Support formachineprofile inGCP.When you create a catalog toprovisionmachines usingMachine
Creation Services (MCS) in Google Cloud Platform (GCP) environments, you can now use a machine
profile to capture the hardware properties from a virtual machine and apply them to the newly provi‑
sioned VMs in the catalog. When MachineProfile parameter is not used, the hardware properties
are captured from themaster image VM or snapshot.

Machine profiles work with both Linux and Windows operating systems.

For information on how to create a machine catalog with a machine profile, see Create a machine
catalog using a machine profile.

Support forupdatingMCSprovisionedmachines inGCPenvironments. InGCPenvironments,Set
-ProvScheme changes the template (provisioning scheme) and does not affect existing machines.
Using the PowerShell command Request-ProvVMUpdate, you can now apply the current provision‑
ing scheme to an existing machine (or set of machines). Currently, in GCP, the property update sup‑
ported by this feature is machine profile. For more information, see Update provisioned machines
using PowerShell.

October 2022

New and enhanced features

Support for using machine profiles and host groups at the same time. When creating a catalog
using an Azure Resource Managermaster image, you can now use amachine profile and a host group
at the same time. This is useful in scenarios where you want to use trusted launch for improved secu‑
rity and at the same time run the machines on dedicated hosts. For more information, see Microsoft
Azure Resource Manager virtualization environments.

Support for organizing delivery groups using folders. You can now create a folder tree to organize
delivery groups for easy access. For more information, see Organize delivery groups using folders.

Support for scheduling a one‑time restart for machines through Full Configuration. A new op‑
tion, Once, is now available when you create restart schedules for delivery groups. With this option,
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you can schedulemachines in a delivery group to restart once, at a specified date and time. Formore
information, see Create a restart schedule.

Advanced Probe Scheduling. Improved scheduling of Application and Desktop Probes can now be
done fromMonitor. Using this feature, Citrix Probe Agent can be configured to run the probe tasks on
specific days of the week and repeated at specified intervals during the day. This allows you to sched‑
ule a single probe task to repeat at specific times of the day and the week. You can now proactively
check your site health with probes set to run regularly at suitable times. This feature simplifies probe
setup andmanagement inMonitor. Formore information, see Application Probing andDesktop Prob‑
ing.

September 2022

New and enhanced features

Older versions of the Remote PowerShell SDK are now deprecated. If you are using a deprecated
version, the SDK stopsworking and you see an errormessage prompting you to download the current
version. If this happens, download the latest Remote PowerShell SDK from the Citrix website.

Machine catalogs with Trusted launch in Azure. In Azure environments, you can create machine
catalogs enabled with Trusted launch, and use the SupportsTrustedLaunch property of the VM
inventory to determine the VM sizes that support Trusted launch.

Trusted launch is a seamlessway to improve the security of Generation 2 VMs. Trusted launchprotects
against advanced and persistent attack techniques. Formore information, seeMachine catalogs with
Trusted launch.

Support for identifyingMicrosoft SystemCenter Virtual MachineManager resources created by
MCS. You can now identify Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) resources cre‑
ated byMCS using tags. Formore information on the tags that MCS adds to the resources, see Identify
resources created by MCS.

Support for identifyingVMware resources createdbyMCS. You cannow identify VMware resources
created by MCS using tags. For more information on the tags that MCS adds to the resources, see
Identify resources created by MCS.

Support foroptimizingAWSWorkspace throttling. You cannowpoweronandoffa largenumberof
machines in an AWSWorkspace without encountering throttling issues. Throttling issues occur when
the number of requests sent to AWS Workspace exceeds the number of requests that the server can
handle. Therefore, Citrix now groups multiple requests into one single request before sending it to
the AWSWorkspace SDK.

Ability to checkmachine details when viewingmachine counts in Home. When viewingmachine
counts by availability state inHome, you cannowclick a state to viewdetails ofmachines in that state.
For more information, see Home page for the Full Configuration interface.
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Support for machine catalog creation using an image from a different subscription in the same
Azure tenant. Previously, inAzureenvironments, youcouldonly select an imagewithin your subscrip‑
tion to create a machine catalog. With this feature, you can now select an image in Azure Compute
Gallery (formerly Shared ImagedGallery) that belongs to a different shared subscription to create and
update MCS catalogs.

For more information on creating a catalog, see Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource
Manager image.

For informationonsharing imagewithanother serviceprincipal in the same tenant, see Image sharing
with another service principal in the same tenant.

For information on PowerShell commands to select an image from a different subscription, see Using
PowerShell to select an image from a different subscription.

For more information on Azure Compute Gallery, see Azure Shared Image Gallery.

August 2022

New and enhanced features

Support for identifying Citrix hypervisor resources created by MCS. You can now identify Citrix
hypervisor resources created by MCS using tags. For more information on the tags that MCS adds to
the resources, see Identify resources created by MCS.

Support for using host groups and Azure availability zones at the same time. In Azure environ‑
ments, there is now a pre‑flight check to assess whether the creation of a machine catalog will be
successful based on the Azure availability zone specified in the custom property and the host group’s
zone. Catalog creation fails if the availability zone custom property does not match the host group’s
zone.

A host group is a resource that represents a collection of dedicated hosts. A dedicated host is a service
that provides physical servers that host one or more virtual machines.
Azure availability zones are physically separate locationswithin each Azure region that are tolerant to
local failures.

Formore information on the various combinations of availability zone andhost group zone that result
in successful or failed themachinecatalog creation, seeUsinghost groupsandAzureavailability zones
at the same time.

Support for updating the folder ID of a machine catalog in VMware. In VMware virtualization en‑
vironments, you can now update the folder ID of an MCSmachine catalog using the custom property
FolderID in Set-ProvScheme. The VMs created after updating the folder ID are created under this
new folder ID. If this property is not specified in CustomProperties, then VMs are created under the
folderwhere themaster image is located. Formore information on updating the folder ID, see Update
the folder ID of a machine catalog.
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Time zone setup. You can now configure the date and time format of the interface to suit your pref‑
erences using the Date and time setting. For more information, see Time zone setup.

Image Portability Service (IPS) now supports Amazon Web Services (AWS). By configuring the
required permissions and components for AWS, IPSworkflows can be usedwith an AWS account. See
Migrate workloads to public cloud for more details.

Page file setting during image preparation in Azure environments. In Azure environments, you
can now avoid potential confusion with the page file location. To that end, MCS now determines the
page file location when you create the provisioning scheme during image preparation. This calcula‑
tion is based on certain rules. Features like ephemeral OS disk (EOS) and MCS I/O have their own,
expected page file location, and are exclusive to each other. Also, if you decouple image preparation
from provisioning scheme creation, MCS correctly determines the page file location. For more infor‑
mation on page file location, see Page file location.

Support for updating page file setting in Azure environments. While creating a catalog in an Azure
environment, you can now specify the page file setting, including its location and the size, using Pow‑
erShell commands. This overrides the page file setting determinedbyMCS. You cando this by running
the New-ProvScheme command with the following custom properties:

• PageFileDiskDriveLetterOverride: Page file location disk drive letter
• InitialPageFileSizeInMB: Initial page file size in MB
• MaxPageFileSizeInMB: Maximum page file size in MB

For more information on updating the page file setting, see Update page file setting.

Updates to the Home page. The Get Started widget now has a new look and feel. Other updates to
the Home page include:

• The newly added Refresh and Help icons in the upper right corner.
• Clickable resource counts, providing quick access to relevant resource pages.
• Enhancement to the Dislike icon. If you dislike a recommendation, the recommendation disap‑
pears. If you dislike the recommendation widget, the widget disappears.

For more information, see Home page.

Support for enabling Azure VM extensions. When using an ARM template spec as amachine profile
to create a machine catalog, you can now add Azure VM extensions to the VMs in the catalog, view
the list of supported extensions, and remove extensions you added. Azure VM extensions are small
applications that provide post‑deployment configuration and automation tasks on Azure VMs. For
example, if a VM requires software installation, antivirus protection, or the ability to run a script inside
it, you can use a VM extension. For more information on how to enable Azure VM extensions, see Use
PowerShell to enable Azure VM extensions.

Trusted launch support for ephemeral OS disk. You can now create provisioning schemes using
ephemeral OS disk on Windows with trusted launch. Trusted launch is a seamless way to improve
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the security of generation 2 VMs. It protects against advanced and persistent attack techniques by
combining technologies that can be independently enabled like secure boot and virtualized version
of trusted platform module (vTPM). For more information on creating a machine catalog, see Create
a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image.

July 2022

New and enhanced features

Dynamic session timeouts for single‑session OS machines. Dynamic session timeouts now sup‑
port single‑session OS machines. A delivery group with at least one VDA of version 2206 or later is
required. Ensure that those VDAs have registered with Citrix Cloud at least once. For more informa‑
tion, go to Dynamic session timeouts.

Send logoff reminders without forcing user logoff in Autoscale. A new feature is now available in
User LogoffNotifications (formerly ForceUser Logoff) in Autoscale. The feature lets you send logoff
reminders to users without forcing them to log off. Doing that avoids potential data loss caused by
forcing users to log off from their sessions. See User logoff notifications for details.

Ability to set the Linux OS license type when creating Linux VM catalogs in Azure. Using the Full
Configuration interface, you can now choose the Linux OS license type when creating Linux VM cata‑
logs in Azure. You have two choices for bring‑your‑own Linux licenses: Red Hat Enterprise Linux and
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server. For more information, see Create a machine catalog using an Azure
Resource Manager image.

Enhanced search experience in Full Configuration. The Search node provides the following new
features and enhancements:

• Ability to export search results. You cannowexport search results. Todo that, click the export
icon in the upper right corner.

• New filter available. A filter, Pending Power Action, is now available for use. Use the filter to
refine your search.

• “Does not contain” search support for certain items. Items such asmachine names and tags
now support “Does not contain” search criteria.

• Support for searching for objects when adding filters. When adding filters for the following
objects, you can now search for them: connections, machine catalogs, delivery groups, appli‑
cation groups, and tags.

For more information, see Use Search in the Full Configuration management interface.

Support for VMware Storage Profiles. When you create a machine catalog using a master image
on a vSAN Datastore, you can now copy the storage policy such as the RAID‑1 or RAID‑5 information
from themaster image to the created target devices. For existing catalogs, the storage policy remains
unchanged even if you update the catalog.
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Support for RestrictedKrbHost SPN registration. All the Citrix MCS created computer accounts are
now registered with RestrictedKrbHost Service Principal Names (SPN). This avoids the require‑
ment to run the setspn command to register the SPN for the computer accounts after MCS creates
them.

App Packages in Full Configuration for delivering Microsoft packaged applications. The App‑V
node is renamed to AppPackages and redesigned to accommodatemore types ofMicrosoftpackaged
apps. Previously, you had to use the discovery module to add App‑V packaged apps to your environ‑
ment for delivery. You cannowaddanddeliver the apps in oneplace by using the AppPackages node.
For more information, see App packages.

Support for using ARM template specs as machine profiles. Previously, you could use only VMs
as machine profiles. You can now use ARM template specs as machine profiles as well when creating
Azure machine catalogs. This feature lets you take advantage of Azure ARM template features such
as versioning. To ensure that the selected spec is configured correctly and contains required config‑
urations, we perform validation on it. If the validation fails, you are prompted to select a different
machine profile. For more information, see Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Man‑
ager image.

Support for validating ARM template spec. You can now validate the ARM template spec to make
sure that it can be used as a machine profile to create a machine catalog. There are two ways to
validate the ARM template spec:

• Using the Full Configuration management interface.
• Using the PowerShell command.

For more information on validating the ARM template spec, see Create a machine catalog using an
Azure Resource Manager image.

June 2022

New and enhanced features

Restart schedule support for single‑session OSmachines. Previously, the restart schedule feature
was available only for multi‑session OS machines. It’s now also available for single‑session OS ma‑
chines. You can now create restart schedules for delivery groups containing single‑session OS ma‑
chines. For more information, see Create and manage restart schedules for machines in a delivery
group.

Option to performuser namepre‑checks. An option,Checkname, is nowavailablewhen you enter
domain credentials. With the option, you can check whether the user name is valid or unique. The
option is useful, for example, when:

• The same user name exists in multiple domains. You are prompted to select the desired user.
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• You can’t remember the domain name. You can enter the user name without specifying the
domain name. If the check passes, the domain name populates automatically.

For more information, see Domain credentials.

Ability to change the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme. You can now change
the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme so that the new VMs are created on the new
subnetwork. Use the parameter -NetworkMapping in the Set-ProvScheme command to change
the network setting. Only the newly provisioned VMs from the schemewill have the new subnetwork
settings. You must also make sure that the subnetworks are under the same hosting unit. For more
information, see Change the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme.

Retrieve region name information for Azure VMs, managed disks, snapshots, Azure VHD, and
ARM template. You can now display the region name information for an Azure VM, managed disks,
snapshots, Azure VHD, and ARM template. This information is displayed for the resources on themas‑
ter image when amachine catalog is assigned. For more information, see Retrieve region name infor‑
mation for Azure VMs, managed disks, snapshots, Azure VHD, and ARM template.

Ability to use machine profile property values in Azure environment. While creating an Azure
catalogwithamachineprofile, youcannowset theproperty values fromtheARMtemplate specorVM,
whichever is usedasamachineprofile, if the values arenot explicitly defined in the customproperties.
The properties affected by this feature are:

• Availability zone
• Dedicated Host Group Id
• Disk Encryption Set Id
• OS type
• License type
• Service Offering
• Storage type

If some of the properties are missing from the machine profile and not defined in the custom proper‑
ties, then the default value of the properties takes place wherever applicable. For more information,
see Use machine profile property values.

Extended support for VDA upgrade. Using the Full Configuration interface, you can now upgrade
MCS‑provisionedpersistentmachines. Youcanupgrade themonaper‑catalogoraper‑machinebasis.
For more information, see Upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface.

Citrix Probe Agent in Citrix Cloud Japan and Citrix Cloud Government Control Planes. Cit‑
rix Probe Agent now supports sites hosted on Citrix Cloud Japan and Citrix Cloud Government
Control Planes. To use the probing agent in these planes, set the registry value in the path,
“\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ProbeAgent\AGENT\region” to 2 for
Japan and 3 for the Government region. Citrix Probe Agent automates the process of checking the
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health of virtual apps and desktops that are published in a site. Formore information, see Application
Probing and Desktop Probing.

Customize the port used for communication between VDAs and Cloud Connectors. You can now
customize the port that the VDA uses to communicate with Cloud Connectors based on your specific
security requirements. This feature is useful if your security team doesn’t allow the default port (port
80) to be open or if the default port is already in use. For more information, see Customize the port
for communicating with Cloud Connectors.

Support for organizingmachine catalogs using folders. You can now create nested folders to orga‑
nize machine catalogs for easy access. For more information, see Organize catalogs using folders.

Support for SCVMM 2022. Citrix DaaS now supports Microsoft’s System Center Virtual Machine Man‑
ager (SCVMM) 2022. SCVMM provides a range of services to include maintaining the resources you
need to deploy VMs. For more information about the new features supported in SCVMM 2022, see
What’s new in System Center Virtual Machine Manager.

Support for configuring maximum concurrent provisioning operations parameter on AWS. Cit‑
rix DaaS now supports MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations as a configurable custom
property for MCS on AWS. MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations is the property that de‑
termines the number of VMs you can create or delete simultaneously. While MCS supports 100 max‑
imum concurrent provisioning operations by default, you can now enter PowerShell commands to
customize this value. You can enter a range from 1‑1000. Setting this property to your preferred value
allows you to control the number of parallel tasks you can performwhen creating or deleting VMs. For
details about configuring themaximum concurrent provisioning operations, see Host Connection De‑
fault Values.

May 2022

New and enhanced features

Enhanced Session launch diagnostics. Citrix DaaS now supports detailed session launch failure
diagnostics. You can now view the components involved in the session launch sequence. The com‑
ponents which failed with last generated error codes are highlighted. This helps identify the exact
reason for a session launch failure and take the recommended action.

The Transaction page is extended with the Transaction Details panel that contains a list of compo‑
nents indicating the error occurrence. Clicking on the component name displays the Component De‑
tails and the Last Known Failure Details. The Failure Reason and Error Code are displayed. Clicking
the Learn more link leads to the specific code on Error codes containing a detailed description and
recommended action. For more information, see Session Diagnostics.

Support for using Set‑ProvServiceConfigurationData in Remote PowerShell SDK. You
can now run Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData using Remote PowerShell SDK to do
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the settings on all applicable parameters. You can also skip enabling DHCP during image
preparation using this command. Following is the list of settings that is supported with Set-
ProvServiceConfigurationData:

• Change Image Preparation Timeout: Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData -Name "
ImageManagementPrep_PreparationTimeout"-value 60

• SkipEnableDHCP:Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData -Name ImageManagementPrep_Excluded_Steps
-Value EnableDHCP

• Skip Microsoft Windows KMS Rearm: Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData -Name
ImageManagementPrep_Excluded_Steps -Value OsRearm

• Skip Microsoft Office KMS Rearm:
Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData -Name ImageManagementPrep_Excluded_Steps
-Value OfficeRearm

• Disable preparation VM auto shutdown:
Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData –Name ImageManagementPrep_NoAutoShutdown
–Value true

• Disable domain injection:
Set-ProvServiceConfigurationData –Name DisableDomainInjection –Value
true

Ability to set the Linux license type when creating Linux machine catalogs using PowerShell
commands. UsingPowerShell commands, you can set the Linux license typewhen creating Linuxma‑
chine catalogs. You have two choices for bring‑your‑own Linux licenses: RHEL_BYOS and SLES_BYOS.
The setting defaults to Azure Linux licensing. For more information, see Create a machine catalog us‑
ing an Azure Resource Manager image.

Support for identifying all Azure resources created by MCS. You can now identify all Azure re‑
sources created by MCS such as Image, ID disk, OS disk, NIC, VM, and so on that are associated with
a ProvScheme using a tag called provschemeID. For more information on the tags that MCS adds to
the resources, see Identify resources created by MCS.

Support for Azure StackHCI provisioning through SCVMM.MCSnow supports Azure StackHCI pro‑
visioning through Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM). You can manage the
Azure stack HCI cluster with your existing tools including SCVMM. Formore information, seeMicrosoft
System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization environments.

Support for adding non‑Active Directory users manually. Using the Full Configuration manage‑
ment interface, you can now enter a semicolon‑separated list of user names when adding non‑Active
Directory users for a catalog. Consider the format when adding users that reside in different directo‑
ries. For example, if the users are in Active Directory, enter the names directly. If not, enter the names
in this format: <identity provider>:<user name>. Example: AzureAD:username. For more
information, see Create machine catalog.
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April 2022

New and enhanced features

Homepage for theFullConfiguration interface. Full Configurationnowhasahomepage,whichpro‑
vides an overview of your Citrix DaaS deployment and workloads along with information that helps
you get the most from your subscription. The page comprises the following parts:

• Service overview. Provides an overview of your Citrix DaaS deployment and workloads.
• Recommendations. Recommends features that are available with your subscription and col‑
lects your feedback.

• What’s new. Shows the latest features.
• Preview features. Shows features that are currently in preview.
• Get started. Shows steps to guide you through the initial setup.

For more information, see Home page.

Show the progress of catalog creation andupdates. Full Configuration now lets you stay up to date
on catalog creation and updates. You can gain an overview of the creation and update process, view
the history of steps performed, and monitor the progress and running time of the current step. For
more information, see Start creating the catalog.

Display available hypervisors and cloud services based on the selected zone. In Full Configura‑
tion, when creating hosting connections, you’re required to select a zone before selecting a connec‑
tion type. The Connection type drop‑down list displays hypervisors and cloud services available with
the zone. Previously, to ensure the Connection type list shows a required hypervisor or cloud service,
you had to install its plug‑in in every zone. With this new configuration sequence, you can now install
the plug‑in only in the required zone.

You can also use PowerShell command to get the list of hypervisor plug‑in available with the selected
zone. For more information, see Create a connection and resources.

Support for non‑on‑premises‑AD‑joined users in Full Configuration. A new field, Select identity
type, is available in the interfaces where you assign users to provisioned desktops or apps, delivery
groups, or application groups. With the field, you can now select user accounts from any of the fol‑
lowing identity providers to which your Citrix Cloud is connected:

• Active Directory
• Azure Active Directory
• Okta

Ability to reject invalid custom properties in Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and Azure environ‑
ments. You can now avoid potential confusion if customproperties set at New-ProvScheme and Set
-ProvSchemedonot takeeffect. If you specify non‑existing customproperty or properties, youget an
error message. For more information, see Important consideration about setting custom properties.
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Support for creatingAzureActiveDirectory joinedmachines. InFull Configuration, when you cre‑
ate a catalog, anAzure Active Directory joined identity type, is now available inMachine Identities.
With that identity type, you can use MCS to create machines that are joined to Azure Active Directory.
You also have an extra option, Enroll the machines in Microsoft Intune, to enroll the machines in
Microsoft Intune for management.

For information about creating Azure Active Directory joined catalogs, see Create machine catalogs.
For information about requirements and considerations related to Azure Active Directory join, see
Azure Active Directory joined.

Support for creating hybrid Azure Active Directory joinedmachines. In Full Configuration, when
you create a catalog, a Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined identity type, is now available in Ma‑
chine Identities. With that identity type, you can use MCS to create hybrid Azure Active Directory
joinedmachines. Thosemachines are owned by an organization and signed into with an Active Direc‑
tory Domain Services account that belongs to that organization.

For informationabout creatinghybridAzureActiveDirectory joined catalogs, seeCreatemachine cata‑
logs. For information about requirements and considerations related to hybrid Azure Active Directory
join, see Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined.

Azure trusted launch support for snapshots. In addition to images, Azure trusted launch is now
available for snapshots aswell. If you select a snapshotwith trusted launch enabled, using amachine
profile is mandatory. Also, you must select a machine profile with trusted launch enabled. For more
information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Exportmachines. Youcannowexportmachines listedon theMachinespageof theMachineCatalog
Setup wizard to a CSV file, to be used as a template when adding machines to a catalog in bulk. For
more information, see Export machines from a catalog.

Option to access Workspace Environment Management web console. An option, Environment
Management (Web), is now available in the menu of the Manage tab. The option takes you to the
new, web‑based Workspace Environment Management console. To access the legacy console, use
Environment Management. We are in the process of migrating the full set of functionalities from
the legacy console to the web console. The web console generally responds faster than the legacy
console. For more information, see Workspace Environment Management service.

Ability to manage ProvScheme parameters. When you use MCS to create a catalog, you will now
get an error if you set the New-ProvScheme parameters in unsupported hypervisors duringmachine
catalog creation or update Set-ProvScheme parameters after machine catalog is created. For more
information, see Create machine catalogs.

Increased resource location limits. Resource location limits for single‑session VDAs and multi‑
session VDAs are now increased to 10000 and 1000 respectively. For more information, see Limits.

Support for restartingnon‑powermanagedmachinesafterdrainingall sessions. CitrixDaaSnow
allows you to create restart schedules formachines that are not powermanaged after all sessions are
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drained from the machines. In the Full Configuration interface, select Restart all machines after
draining all sessions as the Restart duration. For more information, see Create a restart schedule.

Support for upgrading VDA machines (preview). Using the Full Configuration interface, you can
now upgrade VDAmachines for your Citrix DaaS deployment. You can upgrade themon a per‑catalog
or a per‑machine basis. The feature applies tomachines that are not created using MCS (for example,
physical machines). For more information, see Upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface.

Machines are not shut down during outages. Citrix DaaS now prevent virtual machines from being
shutdownby thebrokerwhen the zone that themachinesare inexperiencesanoutage. Themachines
automatically become available for connections when the outage ends. You don’t have to take any
action to make the machines available after the outage.

Session launch diagnostics. Citrix DaaS now supports enhanced session launch failure diagnostics.
Use the CitrixWorkspace app‑generated 32‑digit (8‑4‑4‑4‑12) Transaction ID from inside CitrixMonitor
(that is, Citrix Director service) to narrow down to the exact component and stage where the problem
occurred and apply the recommended actions to resolve the issue. Formore information, see Session
launch diagnostics.

Option to access the Session Recording service. An option, Session Recording, is now available in
the menu of theManage tab. The introduction of the Session Recording service provides centralized
management of policies, playback, and server configurations. It eases the burden on IT administra‑
tors by providing a unified entry point to manage and observe the distributed objects across your
organization. For more information, see Session Recording service (preview).

Rebranded Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service
has been renamed to Citrix DaaS. Learn more about the name change at our announcement on our
blog.

The following offerings of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service have been renamed.

• Citrix Virtual Apps service Advanced renamed to Citrix DaaS Advanced.
• Citrix Virtual Apps service Premium renamed to Citrix DaaS Premium.
• Citrix Virtual Desktops service renamed to Citrix DaaS Advanced Plus.
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service Advanced renamed to Citrix DaaS Advanced Plus.
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service Premium now available as Citrix DaaS Premium
and Citrix DaaS Premium Plus.

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Standard for Azure renamed to Citrix DaaS Standard for
Azure.

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Standard for Google Cloud renamed to Citrix DaaS Stan‑
dard for Google Cloud.

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Premium for Google Cloud renamed to Citrix DaaS Pre‑
mium for Google Cloud.

Implementing this transition in our products and their documentation is an ongoing process. Your
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patience during this transition is appreciated.

• The product UI, in‑product content, and the images and instructions in product documentation
will be updated in the coming weeks.

• It is possible that some items (such as commands and MSIs) might continue to retain their for‑
mer names to prevent breaking existing customer scripts.

• Related product documentation and other resources (such as videos and blog posts) that are
linked from this product documentation might still contain former names.

Note:

The on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops product name remains the same.

Tenant support in Full Configuration. You can now create configuration partitions within a single
Citrix DaaS instance. You achieve that by creating tenant scopes in Administrators > Scopes and
associating related configuration objects, such as machine catalogs and delivery groups, with those
tenants. As a result, administrators with access to a tenant can manage only objects that are associ‑
ated with the tenant. This feature is useful, for example, if your organization:

• Has different business silos (independent divisions or separate IT management teams) or
• Has multiple on‑premises sites and wants to maintain the same setup in a single Citrix DaaS
instance.

Also, theFull Configuration interface lets you filter tenant customersbyname. Bydefault, the interface
displays information about all tenants.

The feature is available for both Citrix Service Providers (CSPs) and non‑CSPs. The interface in a CSP
environment is essentially the same as that in a non‑CSP environment except for themethod used to
create tenants.

• CSPs onboard tenant customers to Citrix DaaS and then configure administrator access to Citrix
DaaS. For more information, see Citrix DaaS for Citrix Service Providers.

• Non‑CSPs create tenant customers by first creating scopes and then configuring custom access
for respective administrators. For more information, see Create andmanage scopes.
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Updates for Autoscale. We have updated Autoscale with a blade style to bring you a better user
experience. Theworkflows for configuring your settings remain the same. Other updates to Autoscale
include:

• Renamed Restrict Autoscale to Autoscaling TaggedMachines to make it easy to understand.
• Added a new option, Control when Autoscale starts powering on taggedmachines. The op‑
tion lets you control when Autoscale starts powering on tagged machines based on the usage
of untaggedmachines.

For more information on autoscaling taggedmachines, see Autoscale taggedmachines.

License validity checks. The Full Configuration interface now automatically checks the validity of
licenses in use by host connections. A host connection is placed into maintenance mode if its license
is invalid. As a result, you cannot perform certain operations, such as editing the connection and
turning offmaintenance mode. A license becomes invalid, for example, when:

• The license has expired. In this case, contact your Citrix sales representative to renew it or to
purchase new licenses.

• The license has been deleted from the License Server.

Blade style applied to the Machine Catalogs and Policies nodes. Blade styles are now applied to
all nodes of Full Configuration.

Support for updating MCS provisioned machines in Azure environments. Set-ProvScheme
changes the template (provisioning scheme) and does not affect existing machines. Using Request‑
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ProvVMUpdate command, you cannowapply the current provisioning scheme to an existingmachine
(or set of machines). Currently, the property update supported by this feature is ServiceOffering.
For more information, see Update provisionedmachines to current provisioning scheme state.

March 2022

New and enhanced features

Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops for Google Cloud available onGoogle CloudMarketplace. Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops Premium for Google Cloud is now available for purchase on Google Cloud
Marketplace. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Premium for Google Cloud runs the Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops service control plane on Google Cloud.

Azure trusted launch support. Azure trusted launch is now available for the Full Configurationman‑
agement interface. If you choose to select an image with trusted launch enabled, using a machine
profile is mandatory. Also, you must select a machine profile with trusted launch enabled. For more
information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Blade style applied to wizards in three more nodes in Full Configuration. The nodes are Search,
Delivery Groups, and Applications.

Image Portability Service (IPS) has been released for general availability. IPS simplifies theman‑
agement of images across platforms. This feature is useful for managing images between an on‑
premises Resource Location and the public cloud. The Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops REST APIs
can be used to automate the administration of resources within a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
site. For more information, see Migrate workloads to public cloud.

February 2022

New and enhanced features

Azure permissions. There are two sets of permissions required for security requirements and tomin‑
imize risk.

• Minimum permissions: This set of permissions gives better security control. However, new fea‑
tures that require additional permissions will fail because of using minimum permissions.

• Generalpermissions: This setofpermissionsdoesnotblockyou fromgettingnewenhancement
benefit.

For more information, see About Azure permissions.

Support for usingVM’s temporarydisk tohost thewrite‑back cachedisk inAzure environments.
We added an option, Use non‑persistent write‑back cache disk, to the Machine Catalog Setup >
Disk Settings page of the Manage > Full Configuration interface. Select that option if you do not
want the write‑back cache disk to persist for the provisioned VMs. With the option selected, we use
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the VM’s temporary disk to host the write‑back cache disk if the temporary disk has sufficient space.
Doing that reduces your costs. For more information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud
environments.

Updates to AWS host connection default settings. The AWS host connection default setting values
are updated to higher values and most likely same for all AWS cloud platform setup. This helps to
create host connections in AWS cloud environments, without evaluating and configuring the default
setting values according to individual setup. For more information, see Host connection default val‑
ues.

Addedsupport fordifferent storage tiers inGCPenvironments. You cannowprovide the following
custom properties in the GCP environments to set the storage type of the disks attached to the newly
created VM:

• StorageType
• IdentityDiskStorageType
• WBCDiskStorageType

For more information, see Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Service SDK.

Change certain VM settings after creating Azure VM catalogs. Using the Full Configuration man‑
agement interface, you can now change the following settings after creating a catalog:

• Machine size
• Availability zones
• Machine profile
• Windows licenses

To do that, on theMachine Catalogs node, select the catalog and then select Edit Machine Catalog
in the action bar. For more information, see Edit a catalog.

Support for storing Azure ephemeral OS disk either on the cache disk or temporary disk. Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops service now allows you to store the Azure ephemeral OS disk either on
cache disk or temporary disk for an Azure‑enabled virtual machine. This functionality is useful for
Azure environments that require a higher performant SSD disk over a standard HDD disk. For more
information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Support forNutanixclustersonAWS. Citrix Virtual AppsandDesktops service supportsNutanixClus‑
ters on AWS.Nutanix Clusters simplifies howapplications are run onprivate ormultiple public clouds.
For more information, see Nutanix clusters on AWS.

Support forVMwarecloudonAmazonWebServices (AWS). VMware cloudonAmazonWebServices
(AWS) enables you tomigrate VMwarebasedon‑premises Citrixworkloads toAWScloudand your core
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment to Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. For more
information, see VMware cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS).
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Support for configuring write‑back cache disk for machines running on Google Cloud Platform
(GCP). In the Full Configurationmanagement interface, when provisioningmachines on GCP, you can
now configure the following write‑back cache disk settings:

• Disk size
• Memory allocated to cache
• Disk storage type
• Disk persistence

For more information, see Create a machine catalog in the Google Cloud Platform virtualization envi‑
ronments article.

January 2022

New and enhanced features

Support for Nutanix clusters on AWS. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service now supports Nu‑
tanix clusters on AWS. This support provides the same functionality as a Nutanix on‑premises cluster.
Only a single cluster is supported, Prism Element. For more information, see Nutanix virtualization
environments.

New features available in Cloud Health Check. Cloud Health Check has been updated to a new
version with features including:

• Automatic fix. Cloud Health Check now supports automatically detecting and fixing certain
issues identified on machines where it is running. There is now a results report to show you
what specific actions were taken. For more information, see Automatic fix.

• Command line support. CloudHealthCheck cannowbe run from the command line. Formore
information, see Running Cloud Health Check on the command line.

• Citrix Universal Injection Driver status. Cloud Health Check now shows the Citrix UVI driver
status and has a related event log check for Citrix UVI drivers.

• Session launch registry check. Cloud Health check now checks for session launch registry
settings.

• Updates to check report. For checked items that have several check points, the final check
report now lists all the checks that have been verified to show what actions were performed
during the health check.

For more information, see Cloud Health Check.

Troubleshoot VDA registration and session launch issues using Full Configuration. Using the Full
Configuration management interface, you can now run checks that gauge the health of VDAs. VDA
health checks identify possible causes for common VDA registration and session launch issues. You
can run health checks individually and in batches. For more information, see VDA health checks.
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Ability to specify theAzure secret expirationdate for existing connections. Using the Full Configu‑
rationmanagement interface, you cannow specify the date afterwhich the application secret expires.
For guidance on how to view the expiration date of the secret, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager
cloud environments. When using this feature, consider the following differences:

• For service principals createdmanually in Azure, you can directly edit the expiration date on the
Edit Connection > Connection Properties page.

• For first‑time edits of the expiration date for service principals created through Full Configu‑
ration on your behalf, go to Edit Connection > Edit settings > Use existing. You can make
subsequent edits on the Edit Connection > Connection Properties page.

A button to add administrators. We added a button, Add Administrator, to the Full Configuration
> Administrators > Administrators tab. The button offers a quick way to go to Identity and Access
Management > Administrators, where you can add (invite) administrators. For more information,
see Add an administrator.

New look and feel of wizards in Full Configuration. We have updated the wizards in the following
nodes with a new style, including colors, fonts, and other formatting changes, to bring you a better
user experience: Administrators, Hosting, StoreFront, App Packages, Zones, and Settings. The
newwizards appear in blade viewswithwider viewports, enablingmore content to display. Thework‑
flows for configuring your settings remain the same.

Support for retaining system disk when MCS I/O is enabled for machines running on Google
CloudPlatform (GCP). In the Full Configurationmanagement interface, whenprovisioningmachines
onGCP, you cannow retain systemdisk during power cycleswhenMCS storage optimization (MCS I/O)
is enabled. For more information, see Enabling MCS storage optimization updates.

Support for direct upload or download from EBS on Amazon Web Services (AWS). AWS now pro‑
vides API to allow direct creation of EBS volume with desired content. You can now use the API to
eliminate volume worker requirement for catalog creation and VM addition. For information on AWS
permissions required for this functionality, see Amazon Web Services cloud environments.

Ability to identify Amazon Web Services (AWS) resources created by MCS. We added a new tag
named CitrixProvisioningSchemeID to identify AWS resources created by MCS. For more infor‑
mation, see Identify resources created by MCS.

Ability to configure access to Manage and Monitor. The Full Configuration management interface
now provides youwith additional options to control whether to grant custom roles access toManage
andMonitor. For more information, see Create andmanage roles.
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December 2021

New and enhanced features

Support for Google CloudVMware Engine. The platformnowenables you tomigrate VMware based
on‑premises Citrix workloads to Google Cloud and your core Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops environ‑
ment to Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. For more information, see Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) VMware Engine support.

Ability to specifywhat account names startwithwhen specifying a naming scheme. This release
introduces an option to theMachine Catalog Setup >Machine Identities page of the Full Configura‑
tion management interface. The option lets you specify numbers or letters the account names start
with, giving you more control over how machine accounts are named during catalog creation. For
more information, see Machine identities.

Support for creating Nutanix AHV XI and Nutanix AHV Prism Central (PC) connections. In the
Full Configuration management interface, you can now create Nutanix AHV XI and Nutanix AHV PC
connections. For more information, see Nutanix virtualization environments.

Support for selecting the storage type for OS disks when provisioning VMs on GCP. In the Full
Configuration management interface, when provisioning VMs on GCP, you can now select the stor‑
age type for the OS disk. Available storage options on the Machine Catalog Setup > Storage page
include Standard persistent disk, Balanced persistent disk, and SSD persistent disk. For more
information, see Create a machine catalog.

Full Configuration management interface now supports Azure ephemeral disk. Previously, Pow‑
erShell was your only choice to create machines that used ephemeral OS disks. We now add an op‑
tion, Azure ephemeral OS disk, to theMachine Catalog Setup > Storage and License Types page.
Select the option if you want to use the VM’s local disk to host the operating system disk. For more
information, see Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image.

Protect Machine Creation Services (MCS) managed resources from accidental deletion.
You can now protect MCS managed resources on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) by applying
GCP’s deletionProtection flag enabled for the VMs. Using the compute.instances.
setDeletionProtection permission or the IAM Compute Admin role, you can reset the flag
to allow the resource to be deleted. This functionality is applicable for both persistent and
non‑persistent catalogs. For more information, see Protect accidental machine deletion.

November 2021

New and enhanced features

Annotate an imagewhen updatingmachines. In the Full Configurationmanagement interface, you
can now annotate an image by adding a note for it when updating anMCS‑created catalog. Each time
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you update the catalog, a note‑related entry is created whether you add a note. If you update the
catalog without adding a note, the entry appears as null (‑). To view note history for the image, select
the catalog, clickTemplate Properties in the lower pane, and then clickViewnote history. Formore
information, see Update a catalog.

Multi‑type licensing support. The Full Configuration management interface now supports multi‑
type licensing, letting you specify which license entitlement you want your site (your deployment of
a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service product) or a delivery group to use.

• At the site level, you determine which license to use site wide when users launch an app or
a desktop on their devices. The selected license applies to all delivery groups, except those
configured with a different license.

• At a delivery group level, you determine which license you want the delivery group to use, en‑
joying the multi‑type licensing flexibility and benefits.

For more information, see Multi‑type licensing.

Support for displaying Azure Marketplace purchase plan information. In the Full Configuration
management interface, when creating a machine catalog, you can now view purchase plan informa‑
tion for master images originated from Azure Marketplace images.

October 2021

New and enhanced features

Ability to update persistent MCS catalogs. We introduced the Update Machines option for persis‑
tent MCS catalogs in the Full Configuration management interface. The option lets you manage the
image or template the catalog uses. When updating a persistent catalog, consider the following: Only
machines you add to the catalog later are created using the new image or template. We do not roll
out the update to existing machines in the catalog. For more information, see Update a catalog.

Option to provision VMs on an Azure dedicated host. We added an option, Use a host group, to
the Machine Catalog Setup > Master Image page of the Full Configuration management interface.
The option lets you specify which host group youwant to usewhen provisioning VMs in Azure environ‑
ments. For more information, see Create amachine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image.

Improve performance by preserving a provisioned VMwhen power cycling. We added a setting,
Retain VMs across power cycles, to the Machine Catalog Setup > Disk Settings page of the Full
Configurationmanagement interface. The setting lets you preserve a provisioned VMwhen power cy‑
cling in Azure environments. For more information, see MCS storage optimization. Alternatively, you
can configure the feature by using PowerShell. For more information, see Preserving a provisioned
virtual machine when power cycling.

Bind a machine catalog to a Workspace Environment Management configuration set. When cre‑
ating amachine catalog, you cannowbind it to aWorkspace EnvironmentManagement configuration
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set. Doing so lets you use Workspace Environment Management service to deliver the best possible
workspace experience to your users. You can also choose to bind the catalog after you create the
catalog. For more information, see Create machine catalogs and Managemachine catalogs.

September 2021

New and enhanced features

Add informative description for image updates. You can now add informative descriptions about
changes related to image updates formachine catalogs. This functionality is useful for administrators
who want to add descriptive labels when updating an image used by a catalog, for example, Office
365 installed. Using PowerShell commands, you can create and view thesemessages. For details, see
Adding descriptions to an image.

Azure VMware Solution (AVS) integration. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service supports AVS,
the Azure VMware Solution. AVS provides cloud infrastructure containing vSphere clusters created
by Azure. Leverage the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service to use AVS for provisioning your VDA
workload in the same way that you would using vSphere in on‑premises environments. For more
information, see Azure VMware Solution Integration.

Same resource group formultiple catalogs. You can nowuse the same resource group for updating
and creating catalogs in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. This process:

• applies to any resource group that contains one or more machine catalogs.
• supports resource groups that are not created by Machine Creation Services.
• creates the VM and associated resources.
• deletes resources in the resource group when the VM or the catalog is removed.

For more information, see Azure Resource groups.

Retrieve information for Azure VMs, snapshots, OS disk, and gallery image definition. You can
display information for an Azure VM, OS disk, snapshot, and gallery image definition. This informa‑
tion is displayed for resources on the master image when a machine catalog is assigned. Use this
functionality to view and select either a Linux or Windows image. For more information, see Retrieve
information for Azure VMs, snapshots, OS disk, and gallery image definition.

New update for Automated Configuration. Automated Configuration has been updated to a new
version with features including:

• Machines Creation Services (MCS) support ‑ Automated Configuration now supports MCS cat‑
alogs. For more information, see Understanding migrating Machine Creation Services provi‑
sioned catalogs.

Other updates to Automated Configuration include:
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• Enhanced Zone support by pre‑populating the ZoneMapping.yml file with the names of on‑
premises zones during export and cloud Resource Locations when backing up.

• StoreFront has been made a top level manageable component. Prior to this, StoreFront was
managed as part of Delivery Groups. This separation better facilitates site merging.

• Changed AddMachinesOnly to MergeMachines to match the pattern for current and new
merge options.

• Added the use of the SecurityClient.csv file to import the ClientId and Secret when creating and
updating the CustomerInfo.yml when using the support cmdlets.

• Added User Zone Preferences migration.
• Fixed support for the Japanese Control Plane.
• Other fixes and improvements.

Download Automated Configuration at Citrix Downloads. For more information on Automated Con‑
figuration, see Migrate configuration to Citrix Cloud.

More scheduling options available with restart schedules. The Full Configuration management
interface now provides youwith additional options to control when scheduled restarts occur. In addi‑
tion to thedaily recurring restart schedules, you cannowsetweekly andmonthly recurrencepatterns.
For more information, see Create a restart schedule.

Preserve custom columns that degrade performance. Previously, on the Search node of the Full
Configurationmanagement interface, customcolumns that degradedperformance disappeared after
you refreshed the browser window or signed out of the console and then signed in. You can now
control whether to preserve those custom columns. For more information, see Use Search in the Full
Configuration management interface.

Use the Automated Configuration tool to back up and restore. We added a node, Backup and
Restore, to the Full Configurationmanagement interface. That node aggregates all resources related
to the Automated Configuration tool, including information about:

• Scheduling automated backups of your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops configuration using a
single command

• Restoring from a previous backup if necessary
• Performing backups and restores granularly
• Other use cases supported

For more information, see the Automated Configuration documentation.

Support for non‑domain‑joined catalogs. We added an identity type, Non‑domain‑joined, to the
Machine Catalog Setup >Machine Identities page of the Full Configurationmanagement interface.
With that identity type, you can use MCS to create machines that are not joined to any domain. For
more information, see Create machine catalogs.

Support for using a machine profile. We added an option, Use a machine profile, to theMachine
Catalog Setup > Master Image page of the Full Configuration management interface. The option
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lets you specify whichmachine profile youwant the VMs to inherit configurations fromwhen creating
VMs in Azure environments. The VMs in the catalog can then inherit configurations from the selected
machine profile. Examples of configurations include:

• Accelerated networking
• Boot diagnostics
• Host disk caching (relating to OS and MCSIO disks)
• Machine size (unless otherwise specified)
• Tags placed on the VM

For more information, see Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image.

Support for Windows Server 2022. Requires minimum VDA 2106.

August 2021

New and enhanced features

Extend the number of sortable items from 500 to 5,000. On the Search node of the Full Configu‑
ration management interface, you can now sort up to 5,000 items by any column header. When the
number of items exceeds 5,000, use filters to reduce the number of items to 5,000 or fewer to enable
sorting. For more information, see Use Search in the Full Configuration management interface.

Support for additional Azure storage types. You can now select different storage types for virtual
machines in Azure environments using MCS. For details, see Storage types.

Support for selecting the storage type for write‑back cache disks. In the Full Configuration man‑
agement interface, when creating an MCS catalog, you can now select the storage type for the write‑
back cache disk. Available storage types include: Premium SSD, Standard SSD, and Standard HDD.
For more information, see Create machine catalogs.

Shut down suspended machines. In the Manage > Full Configuration interface, we added an op‑
tion,Whenno reconnection in (minutes), to theLoad‑basedSettingspageof theManageAutoscale
user interface for single‑session OS delivery groups. The option becomes available after you select
Suspend, letting you specify when to shut down the suspended machines. Suspended machines re‑
main available to disconnected users when they reconnect but are not available for new users. Shut‑
ting the machines downmakes them available again to handle all workloads. For more information,
see Autoscale.

Extended support for using CSV files to bulk add machines to a catalog. In the Manage > Full
Configuration interface, you can now use a CSV file to bulk addmachines already in your data center
to a catalog where those machines are power managed. For more information, see Create machine
catalogs and Managemachine catalogs.
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July 2021

New and enhanced features

Configuration logging. The Logging user interface has changed in Manage > Full Configuration.
The following three tabs comprise the interface:

• Events (formerly, configuration logging). This tab lets you track configuration changes and ad‑
ministrative activities.

• Tasks. This tab lets you view tasks related to machine catalog operations.
• APIs. This tab lets you view REST API requests made during a certain time period.

For more information, see Configuration logging.

Autoscale now provides you with dynamic session timeout options. You can configure discon‑
nected and idle session timeouts for your peak and off‑peak usage times to achieve faster machine
draining and cost savings. For more information, see Dynamic session timeouts.

Support for Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK). You can
now use Google’s CMEK with MCS catalogs. CMEK provides greater control over keys used to encrypt
data within a Google Cloud project. For more information, see Customer‑managed encryption keys
(CMEK). To configure this feature, see Using Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK). The feature
is available on theMachine Catalog Setup > Disk Settings page of theManage > Full Configuration
interface.

Note:

This feature is available as a preview.

Updates to the Manage tab. We have updated options in the menu of theManage tab:

• Full Configuration: Previously, this option took you to the legacy console. It now takes you
to the new, web‑based console (Web Studio). The web‑based console has full parity with the
legacy console and includes several enhancements. We recommend that you start using it now.

• Legacy Configuration: This option takes you to the legacy console, which is scheduled for re‑
moval in September 2021. After that, Full Configuration will be the only interface that offers
access to the full range of configuration andmanagement actions.

Web Studio now supports choosing a power management connection for a Remote PC Access
catalog. Previously, you were able to use Studio to create a Wake on LAN host connection to your
resource location (selecting Remote PCWake on LAN as the connection type). However, PowerShell
was your only choice to associate that connection with a Remote PC Access catalog. You can now use
Studio to achieve that. For more information, see Configure Wake on LAN in the Full Configuration
interface.
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June 2021

New and enhanced features

Access Azure Shared Image Gallery images. When creating a machine catalog, you can now access
images from the Azure Shared Image Gallery on the Master Image screen. For details, see Access im‑
ages from Azure Shared Image Gallery.

Support shielded virtual machines on Google Cloud Platform (GCP). You can provision shielded
virtual machines on GCP. A shielded virtual machine is hardened by a set of security controls that
provide verifiable integrity of your Compute Engine instances, using advanced platform security ca‑
pabilities like secure boot, a virtual trusted platformmodule, UEFI firmware and integritymonitoring.
For more information, see Shield VMs.

Enforce either HTTPS or HTTP. Use registry settings to enforce HTTPS or HTTP traffic through the
XML service.

Always use standard SSD for an identity disk to reduce cost in Azure environments. Machine
catalogs use the standard SSD storage type for identity disks. Azure standard SSDs are a cost‑effective
storage option optimized for workloads that need consistent performance at lower IOPS levels. For
more information about storage types, see Azure Resource Manager master image.

Note:

For more information about Azure managed disk pricing, see Managed Disks pricing.

New feature available in Web Studio. The following features are now available in the web‑based
console:

• Studio now supports authenticating to Azure to create a service principal. You can now
establishahost connection toAzurebyauthenticating toAzure tocreatea serviceprincipal. This
support eliminates the need to manually create a service principal in your Azure subscription
before creating a connection in Studio. For more information, see Microsoft Azure Resource
Manager virtualization environments.

• Studionowsupports cloningof existingmachine catalogs. This feature enables you to clone
an existing machine catalog to use as a template for a new one, eliminating the need to create
a similar catalog from scratch. When cloning a catalog, you cannot change settings associated
with operating system and machine management. The cloned catalog inherits those settings
from the original. For more information, see Clone a catalog.

• Anewnode calledSettings nowavailable in theStudionavigationpane. TheSettingsnode
lets you configure settings that apply to the entire site (your deployment of a Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops service product). The following settings are available:

– Load balance multi‑session catalogs. Select the load balancing option that meets your
needs. This setting applies to all your catalogs. Previously, you accessed this feature by
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clicking the gear icon in the upper right corner of the console. For more information, see
Load balance machines.

• Enhanced search experience in Studio. This release enhances your Studio search experience.
When you use filters to perform an advanced search, the Add filters window appears in the fore‑
ground, leaving the background view unchanged. For more information, see Use Search in the
Full Configuration management interface.

• Ability to suspend and resume Google Cloud VMs in MCS. You can now suspend and resume
Google Cloud VMs in MCS as you would any VM. For details, see Manage delivery groups. To en‑
able this ability, set the compute.instances.suspend and compute.instances.resume
permissions in the Google Cloud service account. The Compute Admin role comes with these
permissions.

In Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, you can also use the New-BrokerHostingPowerAction
PowerShell commandtosuspendandresumetheVMs. Fordetails, seeNew‑Brokerhostingpoweraction.

Google Cloud enforces some limitations on the type and configuration of instances that can be
suspended. For additional information, refer to Suspending and resuming an instance on the
Google Cloud site.

May 2021

New and enhanced features

Session reconnection after disconnect from machine in maintenance mode. Previously, when
pooled (random) single‑session desktop (VDI) users were disconnected from a machine in mainte‑
nance mode, session reconnection was not allowed to any machine in the pool. Multi‑session and
static single‑session machines always allowed session reconnection in that circumstance.

Now, using PowerShell, you can control at the delivery group level whether session reconnection is
allowed after a disconnect occurs on amachine in maintenancemode. This applies to all VDAs in the
group (single‑session andmulti‑session).

For details, see Control session reconnection when disconnected from machine in maintenance
mode.

Applicationprobing andDesktopprobing support in all Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops Service
editions. In addition to the existingPremiumedition support, ApplicationprobingandDesktopprob‑
ing are nowavailable inCitrix Virtual AppsAdvancedService andCitrix Virtual Apps andDesktops
Advanced Service editions.

New feature available in Web Studio. The following feature is now available in the web‑based con‑
sole:
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• Studio now supports selecting Azure Availability Zones. Previously, PowerShell was your
only choice to provisionmachines into a specific Availability Zone in Azure environments. When
usingStudio to create amachine catalog, you cannowselect oneormoreAvailability Zones into
which you want to provision machines. If no zones are specified, Machine Creation Services
(MCS) lets Azure place the machines within the region. If more than one zone is specified, MCS
randomly distributes themachines across them. Formore information, see Provisionmachines
into specified availability zones.

Azure emphemeral disk. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service supports Azure ephemeral disk.
An ephemeral disk allows you to repurpose the cache disk to store the OS disk for an Azure‑enabled
virtual machine. This functionality is useful for Azure environments that require a higher performant
SSD disk over a standard HDD disk.

Note:

Persistent catalogs do not support ephemeral OS disks. Also, when using this feature, consider
that the extra performant disk incurs an extra cost. It’s beneficial to reuse the cache disk to store
the OS disk instead of paying for an extra managed disk.

Ephemeral OS disks require that your provisioning scheme use managed disks and a Shared Image
Gallery. For more information, see Azure ephemeral disks.

Improved performance for MCSmanaged VDAs on Azure. The Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops ser‑
vice improves performance for VDAs managed with Machine Creation Services (MCS) on Azure. This
enhancement changes the default values for Absolute Simultaneous actions for the hosting connec‑
tion to 500, and Maximum new actions per minute for the hosting connection to 2,000. No manual
configuration tasks are required to take advantage of this enhancement. For details, see Azure throt‑
tling.

New features available in Cloud Health Check. Cloud Health Check has been updated to a new
version with features including:

• Automatically discovering VDA machines. Cloud Health Check can now automatically dis‑
cover and retrieve VDAs from your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service deployments. For
more information, see Retrieve VDAmachines.

• Scheduling health checks. Cloud Health Check now lets you set up schedules for performing
periodic health checks. For more information, see Cloud Health Check scheduler.

• Cloud Health Check version information. You can now check which version of Cloud Health
Check you are using. To view version information, click the gear icon in the upper right corner
of the Cloud Health Check main window.

• Automatic fix. Cloud Health Check now supports automatically detecting and fixing certain
issues identified onmachines where it is running. For more information, see Automatic fix.
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Note:

Automatic fix is available as a preview.

April 2021

New and enhanced features

Retreivedynamic instancesusingAWSAPI. TheCitrix VirtualAppsandDesktopsservicenowqueries
AWS to retrieve instance types dynamically. This functionality removes the need to create a cus‑
tom InstanceTypes.xml file for those customers wishing to use machine sizes beyond those de‑
fined in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. This information was previously supplied by the
InstanceTypes.xml file. To facilitate this dynamic access to the available AWS instance types, users
must update the permissions on their service principals to include ec2:DescribeInstanceTypes
permissions. To support backward compatibility for customers who choose not to update their ser‑
vice principal permissions, the AWS instance types listed in the InstanceTypes.xml are used. This
process generates a warning message to the MCS CDF log.

Note:

Citrix Studio does not display the warning message contained in the CDF log.

For more information about permissions, see Defining IAM permissions and About AWS permissions.

New feature available in Web Studio. The following feature is now available in the web‑based con‑
sole:

• Studio nowdisplays date and time of your time zone. Previously, Studio displayed only date
and time based on the system clock and time zone. Studio now supports displaying date and
time local to your time zone when you hover themouse pointer over an event item. The time is
expressed in UTC.

MCS I/Osupport forAzureVMswithout temporary storage. MCS I/Onowsupportsmachine catalog
creation for VMs that do not have temporary disks or attached storage. With this support:

• The snapshot (managed disk) is retrieved from the source VM without temporary storage. The
VMs in the machine catalog have no temporary storage.

• The snapshot (managed disk) is retrieved from the source VMwith temporary storage. The VMs
in the machine catalog have temporary storage.

For more information, see Machine Creation Services (MCS) storage optimization

New feature available in Web Studio. The following feature is now available in the web‑based con‑
sole:

• Force log off. Autoscale now lets you log off sessions existing on machines by force when the
established grace period is reached, making the machine eligible for shutdown. Doing that en‑
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ables Autoscale to power offmachines much faster, thus reducing costs. You can send notifica‑
tions to users before they are logged off. For more information, see Autoscale.

New update for Automated Configuration. Automated Configuration has been updated to a new
version with features including:

• Merging multiple sites – you can merge multiple sites into a single site while avoiding name
collisions using prefixes and suffixes. For more information, see Merging multiple sites into a
single site.

• Site activation – you can select whether your on‑premises or cloud deployment controls re‑
sources such as reboot schedules and power schemes. For more information, see Activating
sites.

Other updates to Automated Configuration include:

• The ability to migrate administrator roles and scopes.

• A Quiet parameter for select cmdlets to suppress console logging.

• A SecurityFileFolder parameter to allow placing of the CvadAcSecurity.yml file in a secure
network file share that requires authentication.

• The ability to filter by machine name in machine catalogs and delivery groups.

• Improvements to component selection parameters to use the switch parameter method, elimi‑
nating the need to add a $true after the component name.

• A new cmdlet (New-CvadAcZipInfoForSupport) to zip all your log files to send to Citrix for
support.

Download Automated Configuration at Citrix Downloads. For more information on Automated Con‑
figuration, see Migrating to cloud.

Preserve GCP instances across power cycles. Non‑persistent Google Cloud Platform (GCP) in‑
stances are no longer deleted when powering off. Instead, the instances are preserved across power
cycles. When a non‑persistent instance is powered off, the OS disk is detached and deleted. When
the instance is powered on, the OS disk is recreated from the base disk, and attached to the existing
instance.

Support for Azure Gen2 images. You can now provision a Gen2 VM catalog by using either a Gen2
snapshot or a Gen 2 managed disk to improve boot time performance. For more information, see
Create machine catalogs. The following operating systems are supported for Azure Gen2 images:

• Windows Server 2019, 2016, 2012 and 2012 R2
• Windows 10
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Note:

Creating a Gen2 machine catalog using a Gen1 snapshot, or managed disk, is not supported.
Similarly, creating a Gen1 machine catalog using a Gen2 snapshot, or managed disk, is also not
supported. For more information, see Support for generation 2 VMs on Azure.

Disabling table storage accounts. Machine Creation Services (MCS) no longer creates table storage
accounts for catalogs that use managed disks when provisioning VDAs on Azure. For more informa‑
tion, see Azure table storage.

Eliminating locks in storageaccounts. Whencreatinga catalog inAzureusingamanageddisk, a stor‑
age account is no longer created. Storage accounts created for existing catalogs remain unchanged.
This change is applicable for managed disks only. For unmanaged disks, there is no change in the
existing behavior. Machine Creation Services (MCS) continues creating storage accounts and locks.

New features available in Web Studio. The following features are now available in the web‑based
console:

• Use a customer‑managed encryption key to encrypt data on machines. Studio now adds a
setting called Customer‑managed encryption key to theMachine Catalog Setup > Disk Set‑
tings page. The setting lets you choose whether to encrypt data on the machines to be provi‑
sioned in the catalog. For more information, see Customer‑managed encryption key.

• Studio now supports restricting Autoscale to tagged machines. Previously, you had to use
PowerShell to restrict Autoscale to certain machines in a delivery group. You can now also use
Studio. For more information, see Restrict Autoscale to certain machines in a delivery group.

March 2021

New and enhanced features

Azure dedicated hosts. Azure dedicated hosts allow you to provision virtual machines on hardware
dedicated to a single customer. While using a dedicated host, Azure ensures that your virtual
machines would be the onlymachines running on that host. This providesmore control and visibility
to customers thereby ensuring they meet their regulatory or internal security requirements. A
pre‑configured Azure host group, in the region of the hosting unit, is required when using the
HostGroupId parameter. Also, Azure auto‑placement is required. For more information, see Azure
dedicated hosts.

Tip:

When using Azure dedicated hosts, selecting the Azure Availability Zone has no effect. The vir‑
tual machine is placed by the Azure auto‑placement process.

Support for Azure server side encryption. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service supports
customer‑managed encryption keys for Azure managed disks. With this support you can manage
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your organizational and compliance requirements by encrypting themanaged disks of yourmachine
catalog using your own encryption key. For more information, see Azure server side encryption.

Provision machines into specified availability zones on Azure. You can now provision machines
into a specific availability zone in Azure environments. With this functionality:

• You can specify one or multiple Availability Zones on Azure. Machines are nominally equally
distributed across all provided zones if more than one zone is provided.

• The virtual machine and the corresponding disk are placed in the specified zone (or zones).
• You can browse Availability Zones for a given service offering or region. Valid Availability Zones
are displayed using PowerShell commands. View service offering inventory items using Get-
Item.

For more information, see Provision machines into specified availability zones on Azure.

New features available in Web Studio. The following features are now available in the web‑based
console:

• Studio now supports associating appswith custom icons. Previously, you had to use Power‑
Shell to add custom icons for use with published applications. You can now also use Studio to
do that. For more information, see Manage application groups.

• Studio nowsupports applying tags tomachine catalogs. Previously, youmight use Studio to
create or delete tags for use with a catalog. However, you had to use PowerShell to apply tags
to the catalog. You can now also use Studio to apply or remove a tag to or from a catalog as you
do with delivery groups. For more information, see Apply tags to machine catalogs.

• Studio now supports switching between “horizontal load balancing” and “vertical load
balancing”modes. Previously, PowerShell was your only choice to switch between horizontal
and vertical load balancingmodes. Studio now gives youmore flexibility to control how to load
balance multi‑session OSmachines. For more information, see Load balance machines.

• Studio now supports including machines in maintenance mode in restart schedules. Pre‑
viously, PowerShell was your only choice to configure scheduled restarts for machines in main‑
tenance mode. You can now also use Studio to control whether to include those machines in a
restart schedule. For more information, see Create a restart schedule.

• Studio now supports configuring Wake on LAN for Remote PC Access. Previously, you had
to use PowerShell to configureWake on LAN for Remote PC Access. You can nowalso use Studio
to configure the feature. For more information, see Configure Wake on LAN.

• StudionowsupportsapplyingAWS instancepropertiesandtaggingoperational resources.
When creating a catalog to provisionmachines in AWSby usingMCS, you can specifywhether to
apply the IAM role and tag properties to thosemachines. You can also specify whether to apply
machine tags to operational resources. You have the following two options:

– Applymachine template properties to virtual machines
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– Applymachine tags to operational resources

Formore information, seeApplyingAWS instanceproperties and taggingoperational resources.

Azure Shared Image Gallery. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service supports Azure Shared Image
Gallery as a published image repository for MCS provisionedmachines in Azure. Administrators have
the option of storing an image in the gallery to accelerate the creation and hydration of OS disks. This
process improves theboot andapplication launch times for non‑persistent VMs. For details about this
feature, see Azure shared image gallery.

Note:

Shared Image Gallery functionality is compatible with managed disks. It is not available for
legacy machine catalogs.

Storage buckets created in same Google Cloud Platform region as themachine catalog. In previ‑
ous releases, MCS created temporary storage buckets during provisioning as part of the disk upload
process. These buckets spanned multiple regions, which Google defines as a large geographic area
containing two or more geographic places. These temporary buckets resided in the United States ge‑
ographic location, nomatter where the catalog was provisioned. MCS now creates storage buckets in
the same region where you provision your catalogs. Storage buckets are no longer temporary; they
remain in your Google Cloud Platform project after you complete the provisioning process. Future
provisioning operations use the existing storage bucket, if one exists in that region. A new storage
bucket is created if one does not exist in the specified region.

February 2021

New and enhanced features

Support for Azure Gen2 images. You can now provision managed disks using Gen2 VMs in Azure
environments to improve boot time performance. The following operating systems are supported:

• Windows Server 2019, 2016, 2012 and 2012 R2
• Windows 10

Note:

With this support, only a subset of VMs is supported. For example, some VMs can be both Gen1
and Gen2 types, while other VMs can only be Gen1. For more information, see Support for gen‑
eration 2 VMs on Azure.

Machine restart schedules. Citrix Studio now adds an option called Restart all machines after
draining sessions to the Restart durationmenu. The option lets you choose whether to restart all
machines after draining all sessions. When the restart time is reached,machines are put into the drain
state and restarted when all sessions are logged off. Formore information, see Create a restart sched‑
ule.
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New features available in Web Studio. The following features are now available in the web‑based
console:

• Studio nowsupports using CSV files to bulk addmachines to a catalog. This feature enables
you to use a CSV file to:

– Bulk addmachines to amulti‑sessionor single‑sessionOScatalogwheremachines arenot
power managed through Studio.

– Bulk add machines to a Remote PC Access catalog. Previously, you had to choose OUs
to bulk add machines to a Remote PC Access catalog. Doing that, however, is not easy
in scenarios with OU structure restrictions. The feature gives you more flexibility to bulk
add machines. You can add only machines (for use with user auto‑assignments) or add
machines along with user assignments.

For more information, see Create machine catalogs and Managemachine catalogs.

• Extended support for Citrix Managed Azure. Citrix Managed Azure is now available in the
following Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service editions: Standard for Azure, Advanced, Pre‑
mium, and Workspace Premium Plus.

• Support for placingmaster images in Azure Shared ImageGallery. Studio nowprovides you
an option to place master images in Azure Shared Image Gallery (SIG). SIG is a repository for
managing and sharing images. It lets you make your images available throughout your organi‑
zation. We recommend that you store amaster image in SIGwhen creating large non‑persistent
machine catalogs because doing that enables faster reset of VDA OS disks. For more informa‑
tion, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager virtualization environments.

• Retain system disk for MCSmachine catalogs in Azure. Studio now lets you control whether
to retain system disks for VDAs during power cycles. Ordinarily, the system disk is deleted on
shutdown and recreated on startup. This ensures that the disk is always in a clean state but
results in longer VM restart times. If systemwrites are redirected to the cache and written back
to the cache disk, the system disk remains unchanged. To avoid unnecessary disk recreation,
use the Retain system disk during power cycles option, available on the Machine Catalog
Setup > Disk Settings page. Enabling the option reduces VM restart times but increases your
storage costs. The option can be useful in scenarios where an environment contains workloads
with sensitive restart times. For more information, see MCS storage optimization.

• Studio now supports creating MCS machine catalogs with persistent write‑back cache
disk. Previously, PowerShellwas your only choice to create a catalogwith persistentwrite‑back
cache disk. You can now use Studio to control whether the write‑back cache disk persists for
the provisioned VMs in Azure when you are creating a catalog. If disabled, the write‑back cache
disk is deleted during each power cycle to save storage costs, causing any data redirected
to the disk to be lost. To retain the data, enable the Use persistent write‑back cache disk
option, available on theMachine Catalog Setup > Disk Settings page. For more information,
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see MCS storage optimization.

Support for App protection for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Service with StoreFront. For
more information, see the App protection.

January 2021

New features available in Web Studio. The following features are now available in the web‑based
console:

• Studio now supports associating appswith custom icons. Previously, you had to use Power‑
Shell to add custom icons for use with published applications. You can now also use Studio to
do that. For more information, see Manage application groups.

• Studio nowsupports applying tags tomachine catalogs. Previously, youmight use Studio to
create or delete tags for use with a catalog. However, you had to use PowerShell to apply tags
to the catalog. You can now also use Studio to apply or remove a tag to or from a catalog as you
do with delivery groups. For more information, see Apply tags to machine catalogs.

• Studio now supports switching between “horizontal load balancing” and “vertical load
balancing”modes. Previously, PowerShell was your only choice to switch between horizontal
and vertical load balancingmodes. Studio now gives youmore flexibility to control how to load
balance multi‑session OSmachines. For more information, see Load balance machines.

• Studio now supports including machines in maintenance mode in restart schedules. Pre‑
viously, PowerShell was your only choice to configure scheduled restarts for machines in main‑
tenance mode. You can now also use Studio to control whether to include those machines in a
restart schedule. For more information, see Create a restart schedule.

• Studio now supports configuring Wake on LAN for Remote PC Access. Previously, you had
to use PowerShell to configureWake on LAN for Remote PC Access. You can nowalso use Studio
to configure the feature. For more information, see Configure Wake on LAN.

• StudionowsupportsapplyingAWS instancepropertiesandtaggingoperational resources.
When creating a catalog to provisionmachines in AWSby usingMCS, you can specifywhether to
apply the IAM role and tag properties to thosemachines. You can also specify whether to apply
machine tags to operational resources. You have the following two options:

– Applymachine template properties to virtual machines
– Applymachine tags to operational resources

Formore information, seeApplyingAWS instanceproperties and taggingoperational resources.

• AWS dedicated host. Citrix Studio now adds an option called Use dedicated host to the Ma‑
chine Catalog Setup > Security page. This setting is suitable for deployments with licensing
restrictions or security requirements that need your use of a dedicated host. With a dedicated
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host, you own an entire physical host and are billed on an hourly basis. Owning that host lets
you spin up as many EC2 instances as that host permits, without more charges. For more infor‑
mation, see AWS tenancy.

• Studio now supports running a restart schedule immediately. Studio now lets you run a
restart schedule immediately to restart all applicablemachines in the schedule. Formore infor‑
mation, see Immediately run a restart schedule.

• Autoscale. Autoscale provides the following new features and enhancements:

– Studio now supports displaying machines in drain state. Previously, PowerShell was
your only choice to identifymachines in drain state. You cannowuseStudio to identifyma‑
chines that are in drain state. For more information, see Display machines in drain state.

– Studio now supports defining peak times at a granular level of 30 minutes for VDI
delivery groups. Previously, you had to use PowerShell to define the peak times for the
days included in a schedule at a granular level of 30 minutes for VDI delivery groups. You
can now also use Studio to do that. This support enables you to set theminimumnumber
of machines running in a VDI Delivery Group separately for each half hour of the day.

Azure Shared Image Gallery. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service supports Azure Shared Image
Gallery as a published image repository for MCS provisionedmachines in Azure. Administrators have
the option of storing an image in the gallery to accelerate the creation and hydration of OS disks from
the master image. This process improves the boot and application launch times for non‑persistent
VMs.

The gallery contains the following three elements:

• Gallery. Images are stored here. MCS creates one gallery for eachmachine catalog.
• Gallery ImageDefinition. This definition includes information (operating system type and state,
Azure region) about themaster image. MCS creates one image definition for eachmaster image
created for the catalog.

• Gallery Image Version. Each image in a Shared Image Gallery can have multiple versions, and
each version can have multiple replicas in different regions. Each replica is a full copy of the
master image. Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops service always creates one Standard_LRS image
version (version 1.0.0) for each image with the appropriate number of replicas in the catalog’s
region. This configuration is based on the number of machines in the catalog, the configured
replica ratio, and the configured replica maximum.

Note:

Shared Image Gallery functionality only works with managed disks. It is not available for legacy
machine catalogs.

For details about this feature, see Configure shared image gallery.
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Storage buckets created in same Google Cloud Platform region as themachine catalog. In previ‑
ous releases, MCS created temporary storage buckets during provisioning as part of the disk upload
process. These buckets spanned multiple regions, which Google defines as a large geographic area
containing two or more geographic places. These temporary buckets resided in the United States ge‑
ographic location, nomatter where the catalog was provisioned. MCS now creates storage buckets in
the same region where you provision your catalogs. Storage buckets are no longer temporary; they
remain in your Google Cloud Platform project after you complete the provisioning process. Future
provisioning operations use the existing storage bucket. If one exists in that region, or a new storage
bucket is created if one does not exist in the specified region.

PowerShell option that sets default to re‑use pooled VDAs during an outage. A new PowerShell
command option (-DefaultReuseMachinesWithoutShutdownInOutage) extends the ability to
reusepooleddesktopVDAs thathaven’t been shutdownduringanoutage, bydefault. SeeApplication
and desktop support.

Google Cloud Platform on‑demand provisioning. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service updates
how theGoogleCloudPlatform (GCP) provisionsmachine catalogs. When creating amachine catalog,
the correspondingmachine instance is not created in GCP and the power state is set toOFF. Machines
are not provisioned at catalog creation time but rather the first time the machines are powered on.
For example, after you create a catalog, the VM power state is set toOff:

December 2020

New and enhanced features

Web Studio is available as a preview. A new, web‑based console is now available. We are in the
process of migrating the full set of Studio functionalities from the legacy console to the new, web‑
based console. Theweb‑based console generally responds faster than the legacy console. By default,
you automatically log on to the web‑based console. You can easily switch between the web‑based
console and the legacy console from within the Manage tab to perform your configuration or site
management tasks. Click the down arrow next toManage and select an option:

• Web Studio (Preview). Takes you to the new, web‑based console.
• Full Configuration. Takes you to the legacy console.
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The following features are available only in the web‑based console:

• Standard SSD disk type support for Azure. Studio now adds support for standard SSD disk
type. Azure standardSSDsare a cost‑effective storageoptionoptimized forworkloads that need
consistent performance at lower IOPS levels. For more information, see Create amachine cata‑
log using an Azure Resource Manager master image.

• Studio now supports configuring the power‑off delay for static VDI delivery groups. Previ‑
ously, you might configure the power‑off delay for static VDI delivery groups only through the
PowerShell SDK. Studio now lets you configure the power‑off delay in the Autoscale user inter‑
face for static VDI delivery groups. For more information, see Autoscale.

October 2020

New and enhanced features

Dismiss multiple hypervisor alerts. Citrix Monitor now supports automatic dismissal of hypervisor
alerts older than a day. For more information, see Hypervisor Alerts Monitoring.

Remove external IP address. An external IP address on a temporary virtual machine that is used to
prepare a provisioned image in the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is no longer required. This external
IP address enables the temporary virtual machine to access the Google public API to complete the
provisioning process.

Enable Private Google Access to permit the VM to access the Google public API directly from the sub‑
net. For more information, see Enable Google Private access.

Newmodel addresses howmachine identities are managed. Machine identities used in machine
catalogs havebeenmanagedandmaintainedusing ActiveDirectory. Allmachines createdbyMCSwill
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now be joining Active Directory. The new Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service model addresses
howmachine identities aremanaged. Thismodel allows the creation ofmachine catalogs usingwork‑
group, or, non‑domain joinedmachines.

Tip:

This functionality supports a new identity service, FMA trust, added to Citrix Cloud for non‑
domain joinedmachines.

MCS communicates with the new FMA trust service for identity management. Identity information
is stored in the identity disk as a pair of GUID and private key pairs, instead of the domain SID and
machine account password paradigm used by Active Directory. VDAs using non‑domain joined ma‑
chines use this GUID and private key combination for broker registration. For more information, see
Configure support for non‑domain joined catalogs.

Use direct upload for Azuremanaged disks. This release allows you to use direct upload when cre‑
ating managed disks in an Azure environment. This functionality reduces costs associated with extra
storage accounts. You no longer have to stage the VHD into a storage account before converting it to
a managed disk. Also, direct upload eliminates the need to attach an empty managed disk to a vir‑
tual machine. Directly uploading to an Azure managed disk simplifies the workflow by enabling you
to copy an on‑premises VHD directly for use as a managed disk. Supported managed disks include
Standard HDD, Standard SSD, and Premium SSD.

For more information on this feature, see the Microsoft Azure blog.

For more information about Azure managed disks, see the documentation page.

Single Resource Group in Azure. You can now create and use a single Azure resource group for up‑
dating and creating catalogs in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops. This enhancement applies to both
the full scope and narrow scope service principals.
The previous limit of 240 VMs per 800 managed disks per Azure Resource Group has been removed.
There is no longer a limit on the number of virtual machines, managed disks, snapshots, and images
per Azure Resource Group.

For more information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager virtualization environments.

September 2020

New and enhanced features

Quick Deploy. The new Quick Deploy feature replaces the earlier Azure Quick Deploy. The new fea‑
ture offers a quick way to get started with the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service using Microsoft
Azure. You can use Quick Deploy to deliver desktops and apps, and configure Remote PC Access.

Session Administrator (built‑in role). Citrix Studio now adds a new built‑in role called Session Ad‑
ministrator. The role lets an administrator view delivery groups and manage their associated ses‑
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sions andmachines on theFilterspageof theMonitor tab. With this feature, you can configure access
permissions of existing administrators or administrators you invite in a way that aligns with their role
in your organization. For more information about the built‑in role, see Built‑in roles and scopes. For
information about how to assign the built‑in role to an administrator, see Delegated administration
andmonitoring.

For amore granular level of control over access to the Filters page related to sessions andmachines,
create a custom role and select one of the following for the Director object: View Filters page ‑ Ma‑
chines only, View Filters page ‑ Sessions only. For information about creating a custom role, see
Create andmanage roles.

Support for a new machine type. This release adds support for the NV v4 and the DA v4 series of
AMD machines, when configuring Premium Disks for a machine catalog. For more information, see
Create delivery groups.

August 2020

New and enhanced features

Limited access to the Remote PowerShell SDK during an outage. Previously, you might not use
PowerShell commands during an outage. Now, Local Host Cache allows limited access to the Remote
PowerShell SDK during an outage. See What is unavailable during an outage.

Support for two new Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service editions. Citrix Monitor now sup‑
ports two new Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service editions, namely, Citrix Virtual Apps Ad‑
vanced service and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Advanced service. For more information,
see the Citrix Monitor Feature compatibility matrix.

Support for shared Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) in Google Cloud Platform. The Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops service supports Shared VPC on Google Cloud Platform as a host resource. You can use
MachineCreationServices (MCS) toprovisionmachines in aSharedVPCandmanage themusingCitrix
Studio. For information about Shared VPC, see Shared Virtual Private Cloud.

Zone selection support for Google Cloud Platform. The Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service
supports zone selection on Google Cloud Platform. This feature allows administrators to specify one
or multiple zones within a region for catalog creation.

For sole‑tenant type VMs, zone selection provides administrators with the ability to place sole tenant
nodes across zones of their choice. For non‑sole tenant VMs, zone selection provides the ability to
place VMs deterministically across zones of their choice thereby providing flexibility in designing the
deployment. For configuration information, see Enable zone selection.

Also:
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• Sole tenancy provides exclusive access to a sole tenant node, which is a physical compute en‑
gine server dedicated to hosting only your project’s VMs. These nodes allow you to group your
VMs together on the same hardware or separate your VMs from other project’s VMs.

• Sole tenant nodes help youmeet dedicated hardware requirements for Bring Your Own License
(BYOL) scenarios. They also enable you to comply with network access control policy, security,
and privacy requirements such as HIPAA.

Note:

Sole tenancy is theonly route tousingWindows10VDI deployments onGoogleCloud. Server VDI
also supports this method. A detailed description for sole tenancy can be found on the Google
documentation site.

Improved boot performance for Azure system disks. This release supports improved boot perfor‑
mance for Citrix Cloud implementations using Azure when MCSIO is enabled. With this support, you
can retain the system disk. This provides the following advantages:

• VMs and applications now boot and launch with performance similar to how the golden image
is served.

• Reduction in API quota consumption, deleting and creating the systemdisk, and state transition
delay caused when you delete a VM.

For example, use the PowerShell PersistOSDisk custom property in the New-ProvScheme com‑
mand to configure this feature.

1 -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com
/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="
benvaldev5RG3" />

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="true"
/>

6 </CustomProperties>'
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more configuration information, see Improve boot performance.
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July 2020

New and enhanced features

Support for granular, role‑based access to the Filters page. Citrix Studio now provides more gran‑
ular control over access to the Monitor > Filters page when you create a custom role. Specifically,
you can assign permissions to view any combination ofMachines, Sessions, Connections, and Ap‑
plication Instances to a custom role. The following are four more options for the Director object in
the Create Rolewindow:

• View Filters page ‑ Application Instances only
• View Filters page ‑ Connections only
• View Filters page ‑ Machines only
• View Filters page ‑ Sessions only

For information about creating roles, see Create andmanage roles.

Power‑off delay support for assigned VDI machines (PowerShell only). In earlier releases, the
power‑off delay applied only to unassignedmachines. Starting with this release, the power‑off delay
applies to both assigned and unassignedmachines. For more information, see How Autoscale power
manages machines.

Support for Windows Client licenses. The Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service now supports
using Windows Client licenses to provision VMs in Azure. To run Windows 10 VMs in Azure, verify that
your volume licensing agreement with Microsoft qualifies for this usage. For more information, see
Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager master image.

May 2020

New and enhanced features

Machine restart schedules. You can now indicate whether a restart schedule affects machines that
are in maintenance mode. This feature is available only in PowerShell. For details, see Scheduled
restarts for machines in maintenance mode.

Resource availability. You can now ensure resource availability during an outage without having to
publish resources in every zone (resource location). For details, see Resource availability.

April 2020

New and enhanced features

Enhanced scheduling granularity for VDI Delivery Groups (PowerShell only). Autoscale now sup‑
ports defining the peak times for the days included in a schedule at a granular level of 30 minutes.
You can set the minimum number of machines running in a VDI Delivery Group separately for each
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half hour of the day. Also, Autoscale can now scale up or down the number of powered‑on machines
in VDI Delivery Groups on a half‑hourly basis instead of on an hourly basis. For more information, see
Broker PowerShell SDK commands.

MTU Discovery. The Citrix protocol Enlightened Data Transport (EDT) now has MTU Discovery capa‑
bilities. MTU Discovery allows EDT to automatically determine and set the payload size for the ses‑
sion. This feature enables the ICA session to adjust to networks with non‑standard Maximum Trans‑
missionUnit (MTU)orMaximumSegmentSize (MSS) requirements. Theability to adjust avoidspacket
fragmentation that might result in degraded performance or failure to establish an ICA session. This
update requires a minimum of Citrix Workspace app 1911 for Windows. If using Citrix Gateway, the
minimum Citrix ADC firmware version required is 13.0.52.24 or 12.1.56.22. For more information, see
EDT MTU Discovery.

March 2020

New and enhanced features

PVS target device metrics. Citrix Monitor now provides a PVS target device metrics panel on the
MachineDetails page. Use thepanel to view the statusof Provisioning targetdevices for single‑session
and multi‑session OS machines. Several metrics for Network, Boot, and Cache are available on this
panel. These metrics help you monitor and troubleshoot PVS target devices to ensure that they are
up and running. For more information, see PVS target device metrics.

AWS instance property capturing. MCS now reads properties from the instance fromwhich the AMI
was taken and applies the IAM role and tags of the machine to the machines provisioned for a given
catalog. When using this optional feature, the catalog creation process finds the selected AMI source
instance, reading a limited set of properties. These properties are then stored in an AWS Launch Tem‑
plate, which is used to provision machines for that catalog. Any machine in the catalog inherits the
captured instance properties. For more information, see AWS instance property capturing.

AWS operational resource tagging. This release introduces an option to tag resources created by
Citrix components during provisioning. Each tag represents a label consisting of a customer‑defined
key and an optional value that improve your ability to manage, search for, and filter resources. For
more information, see AWS operational resource tagging.

Secure transfer in Azure storage. Machine Creation Services (MCS) provides an enhancement for
storage accounts created by MCS‑provisioned catalogs in Azure Resource Manager environments.
This enhancement automatically enables the secure transfer required property. This option en‑
hances storage account security by only allowing requests to the account from secure connections.
Formore information, see Require secure transfer to ensure secure connections on theMicrosoft site.

Enable the Secure transfer required property when creating a storage account in Azure:
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Support for Azure SSD managed disks. Machine Creation Services (MCS) supports standard SSD
managed disks for Azure virtual machines. This disk type provides consistent performance, and de‑
livers better availability compared to HDD disks. For more information, see Standard SSD Disks for
Azure Virtual machine workloads.

Use the PowerShell StorageAccountType custom property in the New-ProvScheme command or
Set-ProvScheme command to configure this feature:

1 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"
true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
StorageAccountType`" Value=`"StandardSSD_LRS`" /><Property xsi:type
=`"StringProperty`" Value=`"Windows_Server`" />

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This feature is only available when using managed disks, that is, the custom property
UseManagedDisks is set to true. For unmanaged disks only Standard HDD and Premium SSD
are supported.
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January 2020

New and enhanced features

Language bar in Citrix Studio. Starting with this release, Citrix Studio provides a language bar to
facilitate correct keyboard mapping.

• If the language of Citrix Cloud or the display language of your browser is set to English or
Japanese, the language bar does not appear.

• If the language of Citrix Cloud or the display language of your browser is set to German, Span‑
ish, or French, the language bar appears after you log on to Citrix Studio. There are two lan‑
guage options on the language bar list. Select an option that matches the topmost language of
your browser.

Tip:

1 - Settings that you configure for the language bar might not
take effect. In this case, log out and log back on.

2 - You might fail to input certain symbols and localized
characters by using the language bar. To resolve the issue,
you need to configure the language of Citrix Cloud, the

display language of your browser, and the local keyboard
layout. For more information, see Knowledge Center article
[CTX310743](https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX310743).

Restart schedulemaximumdelay timer (PowerShell only). If a scheduled restart of machines in a
Delivery Group doesn’t begin because of a site database outage, you can specify how long to wait be‑
yond the scheduled start time. If the database connection is restored during that interval, the restarts
begin. If the connection isn’t restored during that interval, the restarts don’t begin. For details, see
Scheduled restarts delayed due to database outage.

Vertical load balancing (PowerShell only). Previously, the service used horizontal load balancing
for all RDS launches, which assigns incoming load to the least‑loaded RDSmachine. That remains the
default. Now, you can use PowerShell to enable vertical load balancing as a site‑wide setting.

When vertical load balancing is enabled, the broker assigns incoming load to the most‑loaded ma‑
chine that has not reached a high watermark. This saturates existing machines before moving on to
newmachines. As users disconnect and free up existing machines, new load is assigned to those ma‑
chines.

By default, horizontal load balancing is enabled. To view, enable, or disable vertical load balancing,
theGet-BrokerSite, andSet-BrokerSitecmdletsnowsupport theUseVerticalScalingForRdsLaunches
setting. For more information, see Loadmanagemachines in Delivery Groups.
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December 2019

New and enhanced features

Service for Citrix Service Providers (CSP). CSPs can now onboard tenant customers to the Virtual
Apps and Desktops service, configure customer administrator access to the service, and provide
shared or dedicatedworkspaces to customers’ users using federated domains. Formore information,
see Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service for Citrix Service Providers.

Support for determining why amachine is in maintenancemode (PowerShell only). Using Pow‑
erShell, you can now determine why a machine is in maintenance mode. To do so, use the parame‑
ter -MaintenanceModeReason. The feature is useful for administrators to troubleshoot issues with
machines in maintenance mode. For details, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑
virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/Broker/Get‑BrokerMachine/.

Autoscale. Autoscale now provides the capability to create machines and delete them dynamically.
You can use the capability by using a PowerShell script. The script helps you dynamically scale up or
down the number of machines in the Delivery Group based on the current load conditions. For more
information, see Dynamically provision machines with Autoscale.

November 2019

New and enhanced features

GroomStartHour. Monitor now supports GroomStartHour ‑ a new configuration that helps admin‑
istrators to determine the time of the day that grooming should start running. For more information,
see the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops SDK documentation.

OData Pagination. Monitor now supports OData pagination. All OData v4 endpoints return a maxi‑
mumof 100 recordsper pagewith a link to thenext 100 records in the response. Formore information,
see Accessing Monitor Service data using the OData v4 endpoint in Citrix Cloud.

October 2019

New and enhanced features

App‑V. App‑V functionality is now available in Citrix Cloud. You can add App‑V packages to the Deliv‑
eryController in yourCitrix Cloudconfiguration, in either single‑ ordual adminmode. TheVirtual Apps
andDesktops Service App‑V package discoverymodule, available in Citrix Downloads, allows you to im‑
port App‑V packages and registerMicrosoft App‑V servers. The apps they contain are then available to
your users. This PowerShell module allows you to register Microsoft App‑V Management and Publish‑
ing Servers using DNS URLs, avoiding the need for servers behind load balancing mechanisms to be
registered using their actualmachineURL. Formore information, see Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops
service discovery module for App‑V packages and servers.
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Google Cloud Platform. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service now adds support for using Ma‑
chine Creation Services (MCS) to provision machines on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). For more
information, see Google Cloud Platform virtualization environments.

September 2019

New and enhanced features

VDAsupport forAzureVirtualDesktop. For supportedoperating systemsandVDAversions seeVDAs
in an Azure Virtual Desktop environment.

Enhanced power policy. In earlier releases, a VDI machine transitioning to a time period where an
action (disconnect action=”Suspend” or “Shutdown”) was required remained powered on. This sce‑
nario occurred if the machine disconnected during a time period (peak or off‑peak times) where no
action (disconnect action=”Nothing”) was required.

Starting with this release, Autoscale suspends or powers off the machine when the specified discon‑
nection time elapses, depending on the disconnect action configured for the destination time period.
For more information, see Power manage VDI machines transitioning to a different time period with
disconnected sessions.

Machine catalogs: Tags. You can now use PowerShell to apply tags to machine catalogs. For more
information, see Apply tags to machine catalogs.

Session startupduration. Monitor nowdisplays the session startupdurationdivided intoWorkspace
App Session Startup and VDA Session Startup time periods. This data helps you to understand and
troubleshoot high session startup duration. Further, the time duration for each phase involved in the
session startup helps in troubleshooting issues associatedwith individual phases. For example, if the
Drive Mapping time is high, you can check if all the valid drives are mapped properly in the GPO or
script. This feature is available on VDAs 1903 or later. For more information, see Diagnose session
startup issues.

August 2019

New and enhanced features

Session Auto Reconnect. The Sessions page on the Trends tab now includes information about the
numberof auto reconnects. Auto reconnects areattemptedwhen theSessionReliabilityorAutoClient
Reconnect policies are in effect. The auto reconnect information helps you view and troubleshoot
network connections having interruptions, and also analyze networks having a seamless experience.

The drilldown provides additional information like Session Reliability or Auto Client Reconnect, time
stamps, Endpoint IP, and Endpoint Name of the machine where the Workspace app is installed. This
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feature is available for Citrix Workspace app for Windows, Citrix Workspace app for Mac, Citrix Re‑
ceiver for Windows, and Citrix Receiver for Mac. This feature requires VDAs 1906 or later. For more
information, see:

• Sessions

• Auto client reconnect policy settings

• Session reliability policy settings

• Session Auto Reconnect

July 2019

New and enhanced features

Configuration Logging. You can now use the Remote PowerShell SDK to periodically delete Config‑
uration Logging database content. For details, see Schedule periodic data deletion.

Autoscale. Autoscale now provides the flexibility to power manage only a subset of machines in a
Delivery Group. This feature can be useful in cloud bursting use cases, where you want to use on‑
premises resources to handle workloads before cloud‑based resources address other demands (that
is, burst workloads). For more information, see Restrict Autoscale to certain machines in a Delivery
Group.

Local App Access and URL redirection. Citrix Studio now lets you add the Add Local App Access
Application option to the Studio user interface for your Site by using the PowerShell SDK. For more
information, see Provide access only to published applications.

Operating system name changes. Operating system names on the Create Machine Catalog > Ma‑
chine Catalog Setup > Operating System and theMonitor pages have changed:

• Multi‑session OS (formerly Server OS): The multi‑session OS machine catalog provides hosted
shared desktops for a large‑scale deployment of standardized Windows multi‑session or Linux
OSmachines.

• Single‑session OS (formerly Desktop OS): The single‑session OS machine catalog provides VDI
desktops ideal for various users.

Citrix Profile Management duration in Profile Load. Monitor now includes profile processing dura‑
tion in the Profile Load bar of the Logon duration chart. This is the duration Citrix ProfileManagement
takes to process user profiles. This information helps administrators to troubleshoot high profile load
durations with greater accuracy. This enhancement is available on VDAs 1903 and later. For more in‑
formation, see Profile Load.

Desktop probing. Desktop probing is a feature of the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service. It
automates health checks of virtual desktops published on a site, which improves user experience.
To initiate desktop probing, install and configure the Citrix Probe Agent on one or more endpoints.
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Desktop probing is available for Premium licensed Sites. This feature requires Citrix Probe Agent 1903
or later. For more information, see Desktop Probing.

Note:

Citrix Probe Agent now supports TLS 1.2.

June 2019

New and enhanced features

Restrict by tags. Tags are strings that identify items such as machines, applications, desktops, Ap‑
plication Groups, and policies. After creating a tag and adding it to an item, you can tailor certain
operations to apply to only items that have a specified tag. For more information, see Application
Groups and Tags.

Email Notifications. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service sends email notifications related to
alerting and probing directly. This eliminates the need to configure the SMTP email server. The No‑
tification Preferences box is enabled by default and Citrix Cloud sends alert notifications to the
email addresses provided in the Notification Preferences section. Ensure that the email address
donotreplynotifications@citrix.com is white‑listed in your email setup.

May 2019

New and enhanced features

Autoscale. Autoscale is a feature of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service that provides a consis‑
tent, high‑performance solution toproactively powermanage yourmachines. It aims tobalance costs
and user experience. Autoscale incorporates the deprecated Smart Scale technology into the Studio
power management solution. For more information, see Autoscale. You can monitor the metrics of
Autoscale‑managed machines from the Trends pages on theMonitor tab. For more information, see
Monitor Autoscale‑managedmachines.

February 2019

New and enhanced features

Hypervisor alertsmonitoring. Alerts fromCitrix Hypervisor and VMware vSphere are nowdisplayed
on theMonitor > Alerts tab to help monitor the following states/parameters of hypervisor health:

• CPU usage
• Memory usage
• Network usage
• Hypervisor connection unavailable
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• Disk usage (vSphere only)
• Host connection or power state (vSphere only)

For more information, see the Hypervisor alerts monitoring section in Alerts and Notifications.

Communications over earlier TLS versions. To improve the security of the service, Citrix will block
any communicationover Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.0 and1.1 asofMarch15, 2019, allowingonly
TLS 1.2 communications. For more information, see TLS versions. For comprehensive guidance, see
CTX247067.

Application Groups. Application Groups let you manage collections of applications. You can create
Application Groups for applications shared across different Delivery Groups or used by a subset of
users within Delivery Groups. For more information, see Create Application Groups.

LogonPerformance ‑ Profile Drilldown. The LogonDurationpanel on theUserDetailspagewithin
Monitor now includes information on the Profile load phase drilldown of the logon process. Profile
drilldownprovides useful information about user profiles for the current session that can help admin‑
istrators troubleshoot high profile load issues. A tool tip with the following user profiles information
is displayed:

• Number of files
• Profile size
• Number of large files

A detailed drill‑down provides information about the individual folders, their size, and the number of
files. This feature is available on VDAs 1811 and later. For more information, see Diagnose user logon
issues.

MicrosoftRDS licensehealth. Monitor theMicrosoftRDS (RemoteDesktopServices) license statuson
theMachine Details panel on the Machine Details and the User Details page for Server OSmachines.
An appropriate message is displayed for the license status. You can hover over the info icon to see
further details. Formore information, see theMicrosoftRDS license health section in Troubleshooting
Machines.

Application Probing. This feature automates the assessment of the health of Virtual Apps published
in a Site.

To initiate application probing:

• On one or more endpoint machines, install the Citrix Application Probe Agent
• Configure the Citrix Application Probe Agent with the credentials of Citrix Workspace and Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops service.

• Configure the applications to be probed, the endpoint machines to run the probe on, and the
scheduled probe time in Monitor > Configuration of the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops ser‑
vice.
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The agent tests the launch of selected applications via Citrix Workspace and reports back the probe
results on theMonitor tab of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service in:

• the Applications page – the last 24‑hours’ data and the Trends > Application Probe Results
page

• the historical probe data along with the stage when the probe failure occurred ‑ Workspace
Reachability, WorkspaceAuthentication, WorkspaceEnumeration, ICA download, or Applica‑
tion launch

The failure report is emailed to configured email addresses. You can schedule application probes
to run during off‑peak hours across multiple geographical locations. In that way, you can use the
results to proactively troubleshoot issues related to provisioned applications, hosting machines, or
connections before the users experience them. For more information, see Application Probing

January 2019

New and enhanced features

Delegated Administration with custom scope. Monitoring now supports custom scope for built‑in
delegated administrator roles. Formore information on the available built‑in roles formonitoring and
how to assign them, see Delegated administrator roles.

December 2018

New and enhanced features

The date after which Citrix will block communication over Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.0 and 1.1
has changed from December 31, 2018 to January 31, 2019. For details, see Deprecation of TLS ver‑
sions.

November 2018

New and enhanced features

Machine historical data available using OData API: Historical data containing machine analytics is
now available through the OData API. This data is collected on an hourly basis and rolled up for the
day.

• Number of powered onmachines (for power managedmachines)
• Number of registeredmachines
• Number of machines in maintenance mode
• Total number of machines
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Thedata is aggregated for the timeperiodduringwhich theMonitoringService is running. Formore in‑
formationon theusageof theODataAPIandexamples, seeCitrixMonitorService71808. Thedatabase
schema is available at Monitor Service Schema.

Logon Performance ‑ Interactive session drilldown: The Logon Duration panel on the User and
Session Details view includes information on the Interactive Session phase of the logon process.
The time taken for each of the three subphases (Pre‑userinit,Userinit, and Shell) is displayed on the
Interactive Session bar as a tooltip. This provides more granular troubleshooting and remediation
of this phase of the logon. The cumulative time delay between the subphases and a link to the docu‑
mentation is also provided. This feature is available on Delivery Controller version 7 1808 and later.
The Interactive Sessiondrilldownbar shows the time duration for the current session only. Formore
information, see Diagnose user logon issues.

Logon Performance ‑ GPO drilldown: The Logon Duration panel on the User and Session details
view contains the GPO (Group Policy Objects) duration. This is the total time taken to apply the GPOs
on the virtual machine during the logon process. Now, you can see the drilldown of each policy ap‑
plied as per CSEs (Clients‑Side Extension) as a tool tip on the GPObar. For each policy application, the
drilldown displays the status and the time taken. This additional information eases troubleshooting
and remediation of issues involving high GPO duration. The time durations in the drilldown repre‑
sent the CSE processing time only and do not add up to the total GPO time. This feature is available
onDelivery Controller version 7 1808 and later. Formore information, seeDiagnose user logon issues.

Fixes

Custom report queries saved duringmonitoring are not available after a Cloud upgrade. [DNA‑23420]

October 2018

New and enhanced features

Applications: Limit per machine. You can now limit the number of application instances per ma‑
chine. This limit applies to all machines in the Site. This limit is an addition to the existing application
limit for all users in the Delivery Group and the limit per user. This capability is available only through
PowerShell, not in Studio. For details, see Configure application limits.

Windows Server 2019. You can now install VDAs for multi‑session OS (formerly VDAs for Server OS)
on Windows Server 2019 machines, as noted in System requirements.
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September 2018

New and enhanced features

Delegated Administration. With Delegated Administration, you can configure the access permis‑
sions that all of your administrators need, in accordance with their role in your organization. For de‑
tails, see Delegated Administration. Monitoring supports allocation of built‑in roles. Built‑in roles are
available with full scope. For more information about built‑in roles for monitoring and how to assign
them, see Delegated administrator roles.

Configuration Logging. Configuration Logging allows administrators to keep track of configuration
changes and administrative activities. For details, see Configuration Logging.

Several PowerShell cmdlets in the Remote PowerShell SDK that were previously disabled are now
enabled, for use with Configuration Logging:

• Log:GetLowLevelOperation
• Log:GetHighLevelOperation
• Log:GetSummary
• Log:GetDataStore
• Log:ExportReport

Local Host Cache. Local Host Cache is now fully available. Local Host Cache enables connection
brokeringoperations to continuewhenaCloudConnector in a resource locationcannot communicate
with Citrix Cloud. For details, see Local Host Cache.

Citrix Provisioning. To provision VDAs, you can now use Citrix Provisioning or the existing Machine
Creation Services. For Citrix Provisioning information specific to the cloud environment, see Citrix
Provisioning managed by Citrix Cloud.

Fixes

In earlier versions, when using Azure on‑demand provisioning, all VMs were deleted when powered‑
off. Now, only pooled VMs are deleted. Persistent (dedicated) VMs are not deleted when powered‑off.

August 2018

• New product names

If you’ve been a Citrix customer or partner for a while, you’ll notice new names in our products
and in this product documentation. If you’re new to this Citrix product, youmight see different
names for a product or component.

The new product and component names stem from the expanding Citrix portfolio and cloud
strategy. Articles in this product documentation use the following names.
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– Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops: Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops offers a virtual app
and desktop solution, provided as a cloud service and as an on‑premises product, giving
employees the freedom to work from anywhere on any device while cutting IT costs. De‑
liver Windows, Linux, web, and SaaS applications or full virtual desktops from any cloud:
public, on‑premises, or hybrid. Virtual Apps and Desktops was formerly XenApp and Xen‑
Desktop.

– Citrix Workspace app: The Citrix Workspace app incorporates existing Citrix Receiver
technology and other Citrix Workspace client technologies. It has been enhanced to de‑
liver more capabilities to provide end users with a unified, contextual experience where
they can interact with all the work apps, files, and devices they must do their best work.
For more information, see this blog post.

– Citrix SD‑WAN: NetScaler SD‑WAN, a crucial technology for our customers and partners
transforming their branch networks and WANs with cloud technology, is now Citrix SD‑
WAN.

– Citrix Secure Web Gateway: As the Citrix Networking portfolio expands, we’re proud to
offer our robust Citrix SecureWebGateway Service, previously knownasNetScaler Secure
Web Gateway.

– Citrix Gateway: Our robust NetScaler Unified Gateway, which allows secure, contextual
access to the apps and data youmust do your best work, is now Citrix Gateway.

– Citrix Content Collaboration and Citrix Files for Windows: The advanced access, col‑
laboration, workflows, rights management, and integration features of ShareFile are now
available in the Citrix Content Collaboration component set in our secure, contextual, in‑
tegrated Citrix Workspace. Citrix Files for Windows allows you to access your Content Col‑
laboration files directly through a mapped drive, providing a native Windows Explorer ex‑
perience.

– CitrixHypervisor: The technology fromXenServer for virtualization infrastructure, based
on the XenProject hypervisor, is now Citrix Hypervisor.

Here’s a quick recap:

Is Was

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops XenApp and XenDesktop

Citrix Workspace app Incorporates Citrix Receiver and extensive
enhancements

Citrix SD‑WAN NetScaler SD‑WAN

Citrix Secure Web Gateway NetScaler Secure Web Gateway

Citrix Gateway NetScaler Unified Gateway

Citrix Content Collaboration ShareFile
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Is Was

Citrix Files for Windows ShareFile Desktop App, ShareFile Sync,
ShareFile Drive Mapper

Citrix Hypervisor XenServer

Citrix Provisioning Citrix Provisioning Services

Implementing this transition in our products and their documentation is an ongoing process.

– In‑product content might still contain former names. For example, you might see
instances of earlier names in console text, messages, and directory/file names.

– It is possible that some items (such as commands andMSIs)might continue to retain their
former names to prevent breaking existing customer scripts.

– Related product documentation and other resources (such as videos and blog posts) that
are linked from this product’s documentation might still contain former names.

– For Citrix Hypervisor: The new name is used on the Citrix website and in informational
product materials from September 2018. You will also see the new name on the ad‑
ministrator consoles of some Citrix products, such as Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.
The XenServer product release and technical documentation materials continue to use
XenServer 7.x until early 2019.

Your patience during this transition is appreciated.

For more detail about our new names, see https://www.citrix.com/about/citrix‑product‑
guide/.

• Product and component version number changes

Citrix installs and manages most of the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops components, so you
won’t be concerned with those version numbers. However, you might see version numbers
when installing CloudConnectors, andwhen installing or upgrading VDAs in resource locations.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops product and component version numbers are displayed in the
format: YYMM.c.m.b

– YYMM=Year andmonthwhen theproduct or component released. For example, a Septem‑
ber 2018 release appears as 1809.

– c = Citrix Cloud release number for the month.
– m =Maintenance version (if applicable).
– b = Build number. This field is shown only on the About page of the component, and in the
OS’s feature for removing or changing programs.

For example, Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1809.1.0 indicates that the component
released in September 2018. It is associated with Citrix Cloud release 1 in that month, and
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is not a maintenance version. Some displays show only the version’s year and month: for
example, Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1809.

In earlier releases (7.18 and earlier), version numbers were displayed in the format: 7.version,
where version incremented by one for each release. For example, the VDA release following
XenApp and XenDesktop 7.17 was 7.18. Earlier releases (7.18 and earlier) will not be updated
with the new numbering format.

• Deprecation of TLS versions. To improve the security of the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
service, Citrix will block any communication over Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.0 and 1.1,
effective December 31, 2018. For details, see Deprecation of TLS versions.

• Google CloudPlatformvirtualization environment. The Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops ser‑
vice supports the ability tomanually power cycle Virtual Apps and Desktops VMs on the Google
Cloud Platform (GCP). For more information, see Google Cloud Platform virtualization environ‑
ments.

July 2018

• Export of Filters data. You can now export real‑timemonitoring data on theMonitor > Filters
tab to CSV format files. The export feature is available from the Machines, Sessions, Connec‑
tions, and Application Instances Filters pages. You can select a predefined custom filter or se‑
lect suitable filter criteria, choose required columns on the table, and export the data. Data of
up to 100,000 records can be exported. The exported CSV files give a comprehensive view of the
real‑time data, and helps ease analysis of large data sets.

June 2018

• Azure Resource Manager connections. In the Studio connection creation wizard, the Azure
environment selection on theConnection page includes all Azure Clouds that are valid for your
Azure subscription. General availability for Azure US Government Cloud and Azure Germany
Cloud replaces the preview versions of those two environments in earlier releases.

May 2018

• Azure Quick Deploy. When your resource location uses Azure Resource Manager machines to
deliver applications and desktops, you can now choose a deployment method:

– Full Configuration: This existing method uses the Studio management console, which
guides you through creating a machine catalog and then creating a Delivery Group.

– Azure Quick Deploy: This new option offers a simpler interface that offers faster deploy‑
ment of apps and desktops.
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• CitrixHealth Assistant link. TheMachine Details page of an unregisteredmachine on theMon‑
itoring console now contains a Health Assistant button. Currently, the button links to Trou‑
bleshoot machines and to the Knowledge Center article, Citrix Health Assistant ‑ Troubleshoot
VDA Registration and Session Launch where you can download the tool. Citrix Health Assistant
is a tool to troubleshoot configuration issues in unregistered VDAs. The tool automates several
health checks to identify possible root causes for commonVDA registration, session launch, and
time zone redirection configuration issues.

• Interactive Session drilldown. In themonitoring console, theUser Details view > Logon Du‑
ration panel now includes information on the Interactive Session stage of the logon process.
To provide more granular troubleshooting and remediation of this phase of the logon, Inter‑
active Session now has three subphases: Pre‑userinit, Userinit, and Shell. In this release,
hovering over Interactive Session displays a tooltip showing the subphases and a link to the
documentation. For a description of the subphases and how to improve the performance of
each phase, see Diagnose user logon issues.

March 2018

• Application instance prediction (Preview feature). This is the first monitoring feature based
on predictive analytics. Predicting resource usage patterns is important for administrators to
organize resources and the required number of licenses on each resource. The Application in‑
stance prediction feature indicates the number of hosted application instances that are likely
to be launched per Site or Delivery Group over time. Machine learning algorithms based on
data models created with existing historical data are used to do the prediction. Tolerance level
indicates the prediction quality.

For more information see Application instance prediction in Director. Submit your feedback
regarding the usefulness and usability of this feature in the Citrix Cloud discussion forum.

• Delivery Groups APIs ‑ Preview

The Delivery Groups APIs Preview provides a set of REST APIs that you can use to automate the
management of Delivery Groups. The complete set of available APIs can be viewed and tried
out in the Citrix Cloud API documentation at https://developer.cloud.com/.

• Web Studio authentication

The service management console on Citrix Cloud now uses a bearer token to authenticate cus‑
tomers. The bearer token is required to authenticate access to the Delivery Groups REST API.

• Access Monitor Service data using OData Version 4 API (Preview feature)

Youcancreate your customizedmonitoringand reportingdashboardsbasedon theMonitor Ser‑
vice data by using theOData V.4 endpoint. OData V.4 is based on ASP .NetWeb API and supports
aggregation queries. Use your Citrix Cloud user name and bearer token to access the data with
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the V4 endpoint. For more information and examples, see Access Monitor Service data using
the OData v4 endpoint in Citrix Cloud.

Share your feedback on the utility of this feature in the Citrix Cloud discussion forum.

Fixes

• You can rename, move, and delete application folders. [#STUD‑2376]

January 2018

• RDS licensecheck. Creationofmachine catalogs containingWindowsServerOSmachinesnow
includes an automatic RDS license check. Any RDS license issues found are displayed, so that
you can take the appropriate steps to prevent a gap in service. For details, see Create machine
catalogs.

• Access to machine console from Monitor. The Machine Details panel from Monitor now pro‑
vides access to consoles of machines hosted on the XenServer hypervisor version 7.3. You can
now troubleshoot issues in VDAs directly fromMonitor. Formore information, seeMachine Con‑
sole access in Troubleshoot machines.

December 2017

New and enhanced features

• Citrix Workspace. Citrix Workspace is now available for new XenApp and XenDesktop Service
customers. For more information, see Workspace Configuration.

• Applications Analytics. You can now analyze and monitor the performance of applications
efficiently with the new Application Analytics page available fromMonitor > Applications tab.
The page provides a consolidated view of the health and usage of all applications published
on your Site. It shows metrics such as the number of instances per application, and faults and
errors associated with the published applications. This feature requires VDAs Version 7.15 or
later.

For more information, see Application Analytics section in Monitor.

November 2017

New and enhanced features

• Local Host Cache. Local Host Cache enables connection brokering operations to continue
when a Cloud Connector in a resource location cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud. For de‑
tails, see Local Host Cache.
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• AzureManaged Disks. Azure Managed Disks are now used by default for MCS‑provisioned VMs
in Azure Resource Manager environments. Optionally, you can use conventional storage ac‑
counts. For details, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager virtualization environments.

• Help desk administrator. When managing service administrators for a Citrix Cloud customer
account, you now have a new choice: Help Desk Administrator. A help desk administrator can
access the Monitor functions on the service. For details, see Manage.

Fixes

• You can now use the service management console wizard to create a Remote PC Access ma‑
chine catalog. In earlier releases, you had to use a PowerShell cmdlet to create a catalog (as
documented in CTX220737). Then, you had to return to the management console to create a
Delivery Group. Now, you create the catalog and the Delivery Group sequentially on the man‑
agement console.

• MCS‑created catalogs can use existing Active Directory machine accounts. [#DNA‑24566]
• Whenmonitoring a deployment, scrolling in a sortedTrends > Sessions table displays accurate
results. [DNA‑51257]

More information

• Known issues.
• For information about third‑party software that is included in the service, see Third party noti‑
fications.

Known issues

May 10, 2023

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) has the following known issues:

• Monitor screens might not load if the Pendo URL, https://citrix-cloud-content.
customer.pendo.io/ is blocked.
[DIR‑18482]

• You get an error if you run a commandwith XDHyp:\ in the remote PowerShell SDK. To resolve
this issue:

1. Run a command with Hyp. For example: Get-HypServiceStatus
2. Runa commandwithXDHyp:\. For example: Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\Connections\

[BRK‑13723]
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• MCS machine catalog creation fails if you use Ephemeral OS disk to create a catalog using an
image from a different subscription in Azure environment. [CCVADHELP‑2600]

• When you shut down a non‑persistent VM, it might not always unregister from Azure AD and as
such, leaves stale device information in Azure. As a result, when a VMwith the same host name
is powered on, it does not register to Azure AD. This blocks the new VM to be Azure AD joined
because Azure does not allow VMs with the same hostname to join Azure AD. For information
on removing stale device information from the Azure portal, see Manage stale devices in Azure
AD. To clean up stale Azure AD devices using script, see CTX477042. [PMCS‑32580]

• When creating an MCS catalog with Nutanix host connection (specifically, Nutanix AHV plugin
2.7.1 and Nutanix AHV plugin 2.5.1), the hard disk size of provisioned VMs are incorrectly dis‑
played on Full Configuration interface.

– Nutanix AHV plugin 2.7.1: The size displayed is much smaller (1 GB) than the real storage
size (50 GB)

– Nutanix AHV plugin 2.5.1: The size displayed is much smaller (32 GB) than the real storage
size (60 GB)

The hard disk size is correctly displayed on theNutanix console. There is a pending update from
Nutanix to provide the proper disk size. [PMCS‑30639, STUD‑20894]

• After changes in the Citrix DaaS architecture in version 2209, the default icons for Windows
desktops and for applications deployed before this release have changed to generic PC desk‑
top icons. This change is only applicable to desktops and applications that are pointing to the
default icon. If you want to change icons back to the Windows application default icon, run the
following script using the Remote PowerShell SDK:
Get-BrokerApplication -IconUid 1 | Set-BrokerApplication -IconUid 0.

• In Full Configuration > Logging > Events, MCS provisioning operations triggered through Pow‑
erShell might not display the correct status. Example: Even when an operation performed
through PowerShell is completed, it might still appear as “In progress.” This issue does not
affect the functionality of Citrix DaaS. This issue occurs with the following PowerShell cmdlets:

– New‑ProvSchme
– New‑ProvVM
– Remove‑ProvVM
– Publish‑ProvMasterVMImage
– Reset‑ProvVMDisk
– New‑ProvImageVersion
– Set‑ProvSchemeImage [STUD‑23361, PMCS‑36679, CCVADHELP‑2743]

• InManage > Full Configuration, attempts to change the OS type for Azure catalogs fail with an
error message. Changing the OS type for Azure catalogs is no longer supported even if you use
PowerShell. [STUD‑19819]
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• If you don’t upgrade to the latest Remote SDK before introducing Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops version 2206 VDAs to the DaaS environment, you get the following error
when running the cmdlets: Invalid enum value L7_34 cannot be deserialized into Cit‑
rix.Broker.Admin.SDK.FunctionalLevel. [PMCS‑27248]

• When creating a machine catalog, the volume worker bootstrapper VM (XenDesktop Temp) is
not terminated correctly. As a result, an error occurs and the VM leaks. This occurs when Ma‑
chine Creation Services (MCS) fails to recognize a device name associated with the HVM Linux
bootstrapper. To resolve this issue, manually delete the volumeworker bootstrapper (XenDesk‑
top Temp) and its associated network interface. [PMCS‑20277]

• In Microsoft Azure environments, enabling Azure ephemeral OS disk and MCS I/O at the same
time fails to create a machine catalog. However, for existing machine catalogs, you can still
update a machine catalog, add or delete VMs, and delete a machine catalog. [PMCS‑21698]

• In AWS environments, launching and terminating volumeworker instances fails to remove their
associated network interfaces. To resolve this issue, manually delete network interfaces with
conditions matching the following state: Available && Description: "XD NIC"&& tag
: "XdConfig : XdProvisioned=true". [PMCS‑20775]

• The current hypervisor communication implementation, Remote HCL, might throw exceptions
by the target hypervisor platform. As a result, the connection between the cloud controller
and the cloud connector fails and is then recreated. If any other Remote HCL operations are in
progress and using the same connection, those connections can also fail. This causes machine
power and registration states to fall out of sync. Other problems can arise as a result because
the issue affects all types of Remote HCL operations, not just power states. Azure and GCP hy‑
pervisors hosting connections are not affected. These connections do not use Remote HCL.
[CCVADHELP‑483]

• VMware machines fail to restart and cannot be forcefully restarted. This issue applies to all ver‑
sions of VMware, including VMC on AWS. The problem occurs in machine catalogs that have
persistent (dedicated) VMs, or, VMs that are powermanaged. To resolve this issue, use the New-
Brokerhostingpoweraction cmdlet to restart or force restart yourmachines. [PMCS‑15797]

• The drop‑down arrow icon for the Average IOPS, Session Control, and Power Control buttons
might not appear on the User Details and theMachine Details pages. However, the function‑
ality works as expected. To view all the items on the menu, click anywhere on the button. [DIR‑
11875]

• If you use Azure AD Domain Services: Workspace (or StoreFront) logon UPNs must contain the
domain name that was specified when enabling Azure AD Domain Services. Logons cannot use
UPNs for a custom domain you create, even if that custom domain is designated as primary.

• When deploying to Azure and creating anMCS catalog version 7.9 or later withwrite‑back cache
enabled and the VDA installed on themaster image is 1811 or earlier, an error occurs. Also, you
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cannot create anything related to Personal vDisk for Microsoft Azure. As a workaround, select a
different catalog version to deploy to Azure, or disable write‑back cache. To disable write‑back
cache when you create a catalog, clear the Memory allocated to cache and Disk cache size
check boxes on theMachines page.

• The Console link on Monitor > Machine Details does not launch the Machine Console in the
Microsoft Edge 44 and Firefox 68 ESR browsers. [DIR‑8160]

• Changing the nameof an AWSVirtual Private Cloud (VPC) in the AWS console breaks the existing
hosting unit in Citrix Cloud. When the hosting unit is broken, you cannot create catalogs or add
machines to existing catalogs. [PMCS‑7701]

• When you try to use the ‘Restart’ option in Workspace App web or desktop, the ‘Restarting’ dia‑
logue never closes and never reports success. The hypervisor shows that themachine has shut
down but has not started. As a workaround, after some time the user can close the ‘Restarting’
dialogue and launch the desktop and the desktopmust start. [BRK‑5564]

• When you deploy machines in an MCS catalog, the provisioning task can fail and the following
error message appears: “Terminating Error: Desktop Studio closed.” The error details might
show that no AD accounts were created. The catalogmight complete successfully later without
intervention. The issue is seen in large, complex deployments. [PMCS‑8869]

• Cloud Library cannot be used to assign resources in deployments that include on‑premises
StoreFront. [CCVADHELP‑625]

For issues related to current VDAs, see Known issues.

Deprecation

May 17, 2023

This article gives youadvancednoticeofCitrixDaaS (formerlyCitrix Virtual AppsandDesktops service)
features that are being phased out, so that you can make timely business decisions. Citrix monitors
customer use and feedback to determine when features are withdrawn. Announcements can change
in subsequent releases and might not include every deprecated feature or functionality. For details
about product lifecycle support, see the Product Lifecycle Support Policy article.

Note:

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops deprecations and removals are described in their own Depreca‑
tion article.
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Deprecations and removals

The following list shows the Citrix DaaS features that are deprecated or removed.

Deprecated items are not removed immediately. Citrix continues to support them but they will be
removed in a future release.

Removed items are removed, or no longer supported, in Citrix DaaS. Dates in bold face indicate the
latest updates.

Item

Deprecation
announced in
release Removed in release Alternative

Schedule-
ProvVMUpdate
PowerShell command

April 2023 Use Set-
ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow
command.

Request-
ProvVMUpdate
PowerShell command

April 2023 Use Set-
ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow
command with
-StartsNow and -
DurationInMinutes
-1 parameters.

Cancel-
ProvVMUpdate
PowerShell command

April 2023 Use Clear-
ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow
command.

Support for Windows
Server 2012 R2

April 2023 Use higher versions
for Windows Server.

DedicatedTenancy
parameter used in
New-ProvScheme
command

March 2023 Use TenancyType
parameter.

Unmanaged disk to
provision VM in Azure
environments

June 2022
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Item

Deprecation
announced in
release Removed in release Alternative

Support for four AWS
specific commands:
Revoke-
HypSecurityGroupIngress
,
Revoke-
HypSecurityGroupEgress
,
Grant-
HypSecuritygroupegress
, and
Grant-
HypSecurityGroupIngress

May 2022

StorageAccountType
parameter used in
Azure environments

April 2022 Use StorageType.

Legacy console
(MMC‑based console)

July 2021 November 2021 UseManage > Full
Configuration to
access the full range
of configuration and
management actions.

Azure Quick Deploy September 2020 Use Quick Deploy.

Ability to import Citrix
Provisioning target
devices to create
catalogs in cloud
Studio.

August 2020 February 2021 Use the Citrix
Provisioning Export
Devices Wizard to
push Citrix
Provisioning VMs into
Delivery
Controllers/MCS for
catalog creation.
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System requirements

May 9, 2023

Introduction

System requirements for components that are not covered here (such as Citrix Workspace app and
Citrix Provisioning) are described in their respective documentation.

Specific recommendations for sizing VMs that deliver desktops and applications cannot be provided
because of the complex and dynamic nature of hardware offerings. Every deployment has unique
needs. Generally, sizing a VM is based on the hardware and not the user workloads (except for RAM;
you need more RAM for applications that consume more.) The Citrix Tech Zone contains the latest
guidance on VDA sizing.

Important:

VDA versions mentioned in this article are subject to the Citrix product lifecycle. For more infor‑
mation, see the Product Matrix on the Citrix web site.

For more information about using LTSR VDAs with Citrix DaaS, see CTX205549.

For more information about the Extended Support program for applicable LTSR releases see the
CTX459999.

Remember: In aCitrixDaaS (formerlyCitrix Virtual AppsandDesktops service)deployment, youdon’t
need to install or manage the core components (Delivery Controllers, the site database, or manage‑
ment andmonitoring consoles). For Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) installation guidance, see:

• Install VDAs
• Install VDAs using the command line.

Cloud Connectors

For details, see Cloud Connector Technical Details.

VDAs in an Azure environment

Supported operating systems:

• Windows 11 multi‑session
• Windows 11 single‑session
• Windows 10 multi‑session
• Windows 10 single‑session
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• Windows Server 2022 (requires minimum VDA 2106)
• Windows Server 2019
• Windows Server 2016
• Windows Server 2012 R2

All VDAs that haven’t reached end of life are supported for use with Citrix DaaS. For LTSR VDAs, we
recommend using themwith the latest Cumulative Update. For more information about the lifecycle
of VDAs, see Citrix Product Matrix.

Windows Server 2012 R2 is supported only with VDA 1912 (and later CUs).

Windows Server requires Microsoft RDS licensing.

For information about Azure Virtual Desktop, see the Microsoft documentation.

VDA for single‑session OS

The following information applies to the latest VDA release.

Supported operating systems:

• Windows 11
• Windows 10

– For edition support, see CTX224843. That article also contains links to Citrix known issues
with the supported Windows versions.

– Desktop composition redirection and legacy graphics mode are not supported on Win‑
dows 10.

Requirements:

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.8 is installed automatically, if it (or a later version) is not already
installed.

• Microsoft Visual C++ 2015‑2019 Redistributable.

– If the machine contains an earlier version of that runtime (such as 2015‑2017), the Citrix
installer upgrades it.

– If themachine contains a version earlier than 2015, Citrix installs the newer version in par‑
allel.

Remote PC Access uses this VDA, which you install on physical office PCs. This VDA supports Secure
Boot for Citrix Virtual Desktops Remote PC Access.

Several multimedia acceleration features (such as HDX MediaStreamWindows Media Redirection) re‑
quire thatMicrosoftMedia Foundation be installed on themachine onwhich you install the VDA. If the
machine does not have Media Foundation installed, the multimedia acceleration features are not in‑
stalled and do not work. Do not removeMedia Foundation from themachine after installing the Citrix
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software. Otherwise, users cannot log on to the machine. On most supported Windows desktop OS
editions, Media Foundation support is already installed and cannot be removed. However, N editions
do not include certain media‑related technologies. You can obtain that software from Microsoft or a
third party.

More information:

• For Linux VDA information, see the Linux Virtual Delivery Agent product documentation.

• To use the server VDI feature, you can use the command line interface to install a single‑session
VDA on a supported Windows Server machine. See Server VDI for guidance.

• For information about installing a VDA on an older machine, see Earlier operating systems.

• See also VDAs in an Azure Virtual Desktop environment.

VDA for multi‑session OS

The following information applies to the latest VDA release.

Supported operating systems:

• Windows Server 2022 (requires minimum VDA 2106)
• Windows Server 2019, Standard and Datacenter Editions
• Windows Server 2016, Standard and Datacenter Editions

The installer automatically deploys the following requirements:

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.8 is installed automatically, if it (or a later version) is not already
installed.

• Microsoft Visual C++ 2015‑2019 Redistributable.

– If the machine contains an earlier version of that runtime (such as 2015‑2017), the Citrix
installer upgrades it.

– If themachine contains a version earlier than 2015, Citrix installs the newer version in par‑
allel.

The installer automatically installs and enables Remote Desktop Services role services, if they are not
already installed and enabled. This triggers a restart.

Several multimedia acceleration features (such as HDX MediaStreamWindows Media Redirection) re‑
quire that the Microsoft Media Foundation be installed on the machine on which you install the VDA.
If the machine does not have Media Foundation installed, the multimedia acceleration features are
not installed and do not work. Do not removeMedia Foundation from themachine after installing the
Citrix software. Otherwise, users cannot log on to the machine. On most Windows Server versions,
the Media Foundation feature is installed through the Server Manager. However, N editions do not
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include certain media‑related technologies. You can obtain that software from Microsoft or a third
party.

If Media Foundation is not present on the VDA, these multimedia features do not work:

• Flash Redirection
• Windows Media Redirection
• HTML5 Video Redirection
• HDX RealTimeWebcam Redirection

More information:

• For Linux VDA information, see the Linux Virtual Delivery Agent articles.

• For information about installing a VDA on a Windows operating system that is no longer sup‑
ported, see Earlier operating systems.

• See also VDAs in an Azure Virtual Desktop environment.

Hosts / virtualization resources

The following host/virtualization resources (listed alphabetically) are supported. Where applicable,
themajor.minor versions are supported, including updates to those versions. CTX131239 contains the
most current hypervisor version information, plus links to known issues.

• AmazonWeb Services (AWS)

– You can provision applications and desktops on supportedWindows server operating sys‑
tems.

– The Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) is not supported.

For more information, see AWS cloud environments.

• Citrix Hypervisor (formerly XenServer)

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.

• Google Cloud Platform

For more information, see Google Cloud environments and Getting Started with Citrix DaaS on
Google Cloud.

• Microsoft Azure Resource Manager

For more information, see Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

• Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager

Includes any version of Hyper‑V that can register with the supported System Center Virtual Ma‑
chine Manager versions.
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CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization en‑
vironments.

• Nutanix Acropolis

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see Nutanix virtualization environments.

• VMware Cloud on AWS

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see VMware cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS).

• Azure VMware Solution (AVS)

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see Azure VMware Solution (AVS) integration.

• Google Cloud VMware Engine

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see Google Cloud VMware Engine.

• VMware vSphere(vCenter + ESXi)

No support is provided for vSphere vCenter Linked Mode operation.

CTX131239 contains current version information, plus links to known issues.

For more information, see VMware virtualization environments.

Note:

You must not install the VDA software on any Citrix DDC or StoreFront server. The VDA must be
a stand‑alone system. Installing multiple components on a single VM is only permissible when
developing a proof‑of‑concept or when publishing the Studio admin console to administrators
only. In this case youmust ensure non‑admin users do not have access to DDC/StoreFront VMs.

Active Directory functional levels

The following functional levels for the Active Directory forest and domain are supported:

• Windows Server 2016
• Windows Server 2012 R2
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2008 R2

For more information about Active Directory, see Active Directory.
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HDX technologies

For specific HDX feature support and requirements, see HDX.

Universal Print Server

The Universal Print Server comprises client and server components. The UpsClient component is in‑
cluded in theVDA installation. You install theUpsServer componentoneachprint serverwhere shared
printers reside that you want to provision with the Citrix Universal Print Driver in user sessions.

The UpsServer component is supported on:

• Windows Server 2019
• Windows Server 2016

Requirements:

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.8 (minimum)

• Microsoft Visual C++ 2015‑2022 Redistributable.

– If the machine contains an earlier version of that runtime (such as 2015‑2017), the Citrix
installer upgrades it.

– If themachine contains a version earlier than 2015, Citrix installs the newer version in par‑
allel.

For multi‑session VDAs, user authentication during printing operations requires the Universal Print
Server to be joined to the same domain as the VDA.

Standalone client and server component packages are also available for download.

For more information, see Provision printers.

Service connectivity

See System and Connectivity Requirements for Internet connection information. That information
includes requirements that are common to most Citrix Cloud services, plus requirements specific to
Citrix DaaS.

Other

• The Microsoft Group Policy Management Console (GPMC) is required if you store Citrix policy
information in Active Directory rather than the site configuration database. The machine on
which you install CitrixGroupPolicyManagement_x64.msi must have Visual Studio 2015
runtime installed. For more information, see the Microsoft documentation.

• This product supports PowerShell versions 3 through 5.
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• For product components and features that you can install onWindows Servers, Server Core and
Nano Server installations are not supported, unless noted.

• For details about resource limits in a deployment, see Limits.

• For supported StoreFront versions, see the StoreFront system requirements.

• For globalization information, see CTX119253.

• For information about ports that Citrix DaaS uses, see Communications Ports Used by Citrix
Technologies.

• For information about requirements when using the Quick Deploy management interface, see
Requirements.

Limits

April 19, 2023

The values in this article indicate the limits of a single Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops service) instance. When the number of concurrent users exceeds 125,000, Citrix can scale
and combine multiple Citrix DaaS instances, to deliver a unified experience at any scale.

The information in this article is dynamic. Check back frequently for updates. If you have current re‑
quirements that the published limits do not address, contact your Citrix representative for assistance.

Configuration limits

If policiesexceed the limit, Citrix recommendsusing theWorkspaceEnvironmentManagement service
or Active Directory Group Policy Objects (GPOs).

Resource Limit

Active Directory domains 50

Application folders 1,000

Application Groups 250

Applications 5,000

Catalogs 1,000

Delivery Groups 1,000

Host connections 200

Resource locations 50
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Resource Limit

Manage console (Full Configuration) policies 200

Tags 500

VDAs 100,000

Resource location limits

The following table lists the limits for each resource location.

If your requirements exceed these limits, Citrix recommends using additional resource locations.

Resource Limit

Single‑session VDAs 10,000

Multi‑session VDAs 1000

Active Directory domains 1

Host connections 40

Citrix Cloud Connectors are assigned to resource locations and link workloads to Citrix DaaS. For in‑
formation about Cloud Connector limits, see Size and scale considerations for Cloud Connectors.

Provisioning limits

The provisioning limits in the following table are the Citrix recommendedmaximums for a single pub‑
lic provider subscription.

You are likely to reach quota limits from your public cloud vendor at lower levels. In such cases, con‑
tact the vendor to raise your subscription quota. For larger‑scale deployments, Citrix recommends
a hub‑and‑spoke model, where VDAs are distributed across multiple subscriptions and host connec‑
tions.

For more information, see the following reference architectures:

• Citrix DaaS on AWS
• Citrix virtualization on Google Cloud
• Citrix DaaS on Azure
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Resource Limit

VDAs per Amazon Web Services account per
region

1,500

VDAs per Google Cloud Platform project 2,000

VDAs per Microsoft Azure subscription 2,500

Note:

The limits are Citrix recommended.

Usage limits

For information about administrator roles and the differences between them, see:

• Manage (Full Configuration) administrators
• Monitor (Director) administrators

Resource Limit

Concurrent Monitor (Director) full
administrators

40

Concurrent Monitor (Director) help desk
administrators

200

Concurrent Monitor (Director) session
administrators

50

Concurrent Manage (Full Configuration) cloud
administrators

100

Concurrent Manage (Full Configuration) help
desk administrators

60

Concurrent end users 125,000

Resources published to a single user 250

Session launches per minute 3,000

• Monitor (Director) supports aggregationof up to four Citrix DaaS tenants (spokes) under a single
tenant (hub).

• A help desk administrator on the hub instance can monitor and troubleshoot users, machines,
endpoints, and transactions from all aggregated instances (hub and spokes) as per the Dele‑
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gated Administration configuration on the specific instance.
• The number of concurrent administrators per Citrix DaaS instance is as per the Usage Limits
table.

Technical security overview

April 14, 2023

Security overview

This document applies to Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) hosted in
Citrix Cloud. This information includes Citrix Virtual Apps Essentials and Citrix Virtual Desktops Es‑
sentials.

Citrix Cloud manages the operation of the control plane for Citrix DaaS environments. The control
plane includes the Delivery Controllers, management consoles, SQL database, license server, and
optionally StoreFront and Citrix Gateway (formerly NetScaler Gateway). The Virtual Delivery Agents
(VDAs) hosting the apps and desktops remain under the customer’s control in the data center of their
choice, either cloud or on‑premises. These components are connected to the cloud service using an
agent called the Citrix Cloud Connector. If customers elect to use Citrix Workspace, they can also
choose to use the Citrix Gateway Service instead of running Citrix Gateway within their data center.
The following diagram illustrates Citrix DaaS and its security boundaries.
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Citrix cloud‑based compliance

As of January 2021, the use of Citrix Managed Azure Capacity with various Citrix DaaS editions and
Workspace Premium Plus has not been evaluated for Citrix SOC 2 (Type 1 or 2), ISO 27001, HIPAA, or
other cloud compliance requirements. Visit the Citrix Trust Center for more information regarding
Citrix Cloud Certifications, and check back frequently for updates.

Data flow

Citrix DaaS does not host the VDAs, so the customer’s application data and images required for provi‑
sioning are always hosted in the customer setup. The control plane has access to metadata, such as
user names, machine names, and application shortcuts, restricting access to the customer’s Intellec‑
tual Property from the control plane.

Data flowing between the cloud and customer premises uses secure TLS connections over port 443.

Data isolation

Citrix DaaS stores only themetadata needed for the brokering andmonitoring of the customer’s appli‑
cations and desktops. Sensitive information, including images, user profiles, and other application
data remains on the customer premises or in their public cloud vendor’s subscription.

Service editions

The capabilities of Citrix DaaS vary by edition. For example, Citrix Virtual Apps Essentials supports
only Citrix Gateway service and Citrix Workspace. Consult that product documentation to learnmore
about supported features.

ICA Security

Citrix DaaS provides several options for securing ICA traffic in transit. The following are the options
available:

• Basic encryption: The default setting.
• SecureICA: Allows encrypting session data using RC5 (128‑bit) encryption.
• VDA TLS/DTLS: Allows using network‑level encryption using TLS/DTLS.
• Rendezvous protocol: Available only when using the Citrix Gateway Service. When using the
Rendezvous protocol, ICA sessions are encrypted end‑to‑end using TLS/DTLS.

Basic encryption

When using basic encryption, traffic is encrypted as shown in the following graphic.
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SecureICA

When using SecureICA, traffic is encrypted as shown in the following graphic.

Note:

SecureICA is not supported when using Workspace app for HTML5.

VDA TLS/DTLS

When using VDA TLS/DTLS encryption, traffic is encrypted as shown in the following graphic.
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Note:

Whenusing theGateway Servicewithout Rendezvous, the traffic between the VDA and the Cloud
Connector is not TLS encrypted, because the Cloud Connector does not support connecting to
the VDA with network‑level encryption.

More resources

For more information about the ICA security options and how to configure them, see:

• SecureICA: Security policy settings
• VDA TLS/DTLS: Transport Layer Security
• Rendezvous protocol: Rendezvous protocol

Credential handling

Citrix DaaS handles four types of credentials:

• User Credentials: When using a customer‑managed StoreFront, the Cloud Connector encrypts
user credentials using AES‑256 encryption and a random one‑time key generated for each
launch. The key is never passed into the cloud, and returned only to Citrix Workspace app.
The Citrix Workspace app then passes this key to the VDA to decrypt the user password during
session launch for a single sign‑on experience. The flow is shown in the following figure.

By default, user credentials are not forwarded across untrusted domain boundaries. If a VDA
andStoreFront are installed in onedomain and auser in a different domain attempts to connect
to the VDA, the logon attempt fails unless a trust is established between the domains. You can
disable this behavior and allow credentials to be forwarded between untrusted domains using
the DaaS PowerShell SDK. For more information, see Set‑Brokersite.
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• Administrator Credentials: Administrators authenticate against Citrix Cloud. Authentication
generates a one‑time signed JSON Web Token (JWT) which gives the administrator access to
Citrix DaaS.

• Hypervisor Passwords: On‑premises hypervisors that require a password for authentication
haveanadministrator‑generatedpassword that isdirectly storedencrypted in theSQLdatabase
in the cloud. Citrix manages peer keys to ensure that hypervisor credentials are only available
to authenticated processes.

• ActiveDirectory (AD)Credentials: MachineCreationServicesuses theCloudConnector for creat‑
ingmachine accounts in a customer’s AD. Because themachine account of the CloudConnector
has only read access to AD, the administrator is prompted for credentials for eachmachine cre‑
ation or deletion operation. These credentials are stored only in memory, and are held only for
a single provisioning event.

Deployment considerations

Citrix recommends that users consult thepublishedbest practices documentation for deployingCitrix
Gateway applications and VDAs within their environments.

Citrix Cloud Connector network access requirements

The Citrix Cloud Connectors require only port 443 outbound traffic to the internet, and can be hosted
behind an HTTP proxy.

• The communication used in Citrix Cloud for HTTPS is TLS. (See Deprecation of TLS versions.)
• Within the internal network, the Cloud Connector needs access to the following for Citrix DaaS:

– VDAs: Port 80, both inbound and outbound. plus 1494 and 2598 inbound if using Citrix
Gateway service

– StoreFront servers: Port 80 inbound.
– Citrix Gateways, if configured as a STA: Port 80 inbound.
– Active Directory domain controllers
– Hypervisors: Outbound only. See Communications Ports Used by Citrix Technologies for
specific ports.

Traffic between the VDAs and Cloud Connectors is encrypted using Kerberos message‑level security.

Customer‑managed StoreFront

A customer‑managed StoreFront offers greater security configuration options and flexibility for de‑
ployment architecture, including the ability tomaintain user credentials on‑premises. TheStoreFront
can be hosted behind the Citrix Gateway to provide secure remote access, enforcemultifactor authen‑
tication, and add other security features.
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Citrix Gateway service

Using the Citrix Gateway service avoids the need to deploy Citrix Gateway within customer data cen‑
ters.

For details, see Citrix Gateway service.

All TLS connections between the Cloud Connector and Citrix Cloud are initiated from the Cloud Con‑
nector to the Citrix Cloud. No in‑bound firewall port mapping is required.

XML trust

This setting is available in Full Configuration > Settings > Enable XML trust and is disabled by de‑
fault. Alternatively, you can use the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK to manage XML trust.

XML trust applies to deployments that use:

• An on‑premises StoreFront.
• A subscriber (user) authentication technology that does not require passwords. Examples of
such technologies are domain pass‑through, smart cards, SAML, and Veridium solutions.

Enabling XML trust allows users to successfully authenticate and then start applications. The Cloud
Connector trusts the credentials sent from StoreFront. Enable XML trust only when you have secured
communications between your Citrix Cloud Connectors and StoreFront (using firewalls, IPsec, or
other security recommendations).

This setting is disabled by default.

Use the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK to manage XML trust.

• To check the XML trust current value, run Get-BrokerSite and inspect the value of
TrustRequestsSentToTheXMLServicePort.

• To enable XML trust, run Set-BrokerSite -TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort
$true

• To disable XML trust, run Set-BrokerSite -TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort
$false

Enforce HTTPS or HTTP traffic

To enforce either HTTPS or HTTP traffic through the XML Service, configure one of the following reg‑
istry value sets on each of your Cloud Connectors.

After you configure the settings, restart the Remote Broker Provider Service on each Cloud Connector.

In HKLM\Software\Citrix\DesktopServer\:

• ToenforceHTTPS (ignoreHTTP) traffic: SetXmlServicesEnableSsl to1, andXmlServicesEnableNonSsl
to 0.
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• To enforce HTTP (ignore HTTPS) traffic: Set XmlServicesEnableNonSsl to 1, and
XmlServicesEnableSsl to 0.

Deprecation of TLS versions

To improve the security of Citrix DaaS, Citrix began blocking any communication over Transport Layer
Security (TLS) 1.0 and 1.1 as of March 15, 2019.

All connections to Citrix Cloud services from Citrix Cloud Connectors require TLS 1.2.

To ensure successful connection to Citrix Workspace from user devices, the installed Citrix Receiver
version must be equal to or newer than the following versions.

Receiver Version

Windows 4.2.1000

Mac 12.0

Linux 13.2

Android 3.7

iOS 7.0

Chrome/HTML5 Latest (browser must support TLS 1.2)

To upgrade to the latest Citrix Receiver version, go to https://www.citrix.com/products/receiver/.

Alternatively, upgrade to the Citrix Workspace app, which uses TLS 1.2. To download the Citrix
Workspace app, go to https://www.citrix.com/downloads/workspace‑app/.

If you must continue using TLS 1.0 or 1.1 (for example, with a thin client based on an earlier Receiver
for Linux version), install a StoreFront in your resource location. Then, have all the Citrix Receivers
point to it.

More information

The following resources contain security information:

• Technical security overview for Citrix Managed Azure.

• Citrix security site.

• Security and Compliance Information: The security and compliance center contains security
bulletins that can help you stay informed. The center also has documentation about standards
and certifications that are important in maintaining a secure and compliant IT environment.
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• SecureDeploymentGuide for theCitrixCloudPlatform: This guideprovidesanoverviewof secu‑
rity best practices when using Citrix Cloud and describes the information Citrix Cloud collects
and manages. This guide also contains links to comprehensive information about the Citrix
Cloud Connector.

• System and Connectivity Requirements.

• Security considerations and best practices.

• Smart cards.

• Transport Layer Security (TLS).

Note:

This document is intended to provide the reader with an introduction to and overview of the
security functionality of Citrix Cloud; and to define the division of responsibility between Citrix
and customers with regard to securing the Citrix Cloud deployment. It is not intended to serve
as a configuration and administration guidancemanual for Citrix Cloud or any of its components
or services.

Technical security overview for Citrix Managed Azure

March 25, 2022

The following diagram shows the components in a Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops service) deployment that uses Citrix Managed Azure. This example uses a VNet peering connec‑
tion.
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With Citrix Managed Azure, the customer’s Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs) that deliver desktops and
apps, plus Citrix Cloud Connectors, are deployed into an Azure subscription and tenant that Citrix
manages.

Citrix cloud‑based compliance

As of January 2021, the use of Citrix Managed Azure Capacity with various Citrix DaaS editions and
Workspace Premium Plus has not been evaluated for Citrix SOC 2 (Type 1 or 2), ISO 27001, HIPAA, or
other cloud compliance requirements. Visit the Citrix Trust Center for more information regarding
Citrix Cloud Certifications, and check back frequently for updates.

Citrix responsibility

Citrix Cloud Connectors for non‑domain‑joined catalogs

When using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, Citrix DaaS deploys at least two Cloud Connectors
in each resource location. Some catalogsmay share a resource location if they are in the same region
as other catalogs for the same customer.

Citrix is responsible for the following security operations on non‑domain‑joined catalog Cloud Con‑
nectors:

• Applying operating system updates and security patches
• Installing andmaintaining antivirus software
• Applying Cloud Connector software updates

Customers do not have access to the Cloud Connectors. Therefore, Citrix is wholly responsible for the
performance of the non‑domain‑joined catalog Cloud Connectors.

Azure subscription and Azure Active Directory

Citrix is responsible for the security of the Azure subscription andAzure ActiveDirectory (AAD) that are
created for the customer. Citrix ensures tenant isolation, so each customer has their own Azure sub‑
scription and AAD, and cross‑talk between different tenants is prevented. Citrix also restricts access
to the AAD to Citrix DaaS and Citrix operations personnel only. Access by Citrix to each customer’s
Azure subscription is audited.

Customers employing non‑domain‑joined catalogs can use the Citrix‑managed AAD as ameans of au‑
thentication for Citrix Workspace. For these customers, Citrix creates limited privilege user accounts
in the Citrix‑managed AAD. However, neither customers’ users nor administrators can execute any
actions on the Citrix‑managed AAD. If these customers elect to use their own AAD instead, they are
wholly responsible for its security.
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Virtual networks and infrastructure

Within the customer’s Citrix Managed Azure subscription, Citrix creates virtual networks for isolating
resource locations. Within those networks, Citrix creates virtual machines for the VDAs, Cloud Con‑
nectors, and image builder machines, in addition to storage accounts, Key Vaults, and other Azure
resources. Citrix, in partnership with Microsoft, is responsible for the security of the virtual networks,
including virtual network firewalls.

Citrix ensures the default Azure firewall policy (network security groups) is configured to limit access
to network interfaces in VNet peering and SD‑WAN connections. Generally, this controls incoming
traffic to VDAs and Cloud Connectors. For details, see:

• Firewall policy for Azure VNet peering connections
• Firewall policy for SD‑WAN connections

Customers cannot change this default firewall policy, but may deploy additional firewall rules on
Citrix‑created VDAmachines; for example, to partially restrict outgoing traffic. Customers that install
virtual private network clients, or other software capable of bypassing firewall rules, on Citrix‑created
VDAmachines are responsible for any security risks that might result.

When using the image builder in Citrix DaaS to create and customize a new machine image, ports
3389‑3390 are opened temporarily in the Citrix‑managed VNet, so that the customer can RDP to the
machine containing the newmachine image, to customize it.

Citrix responsibility when using Azure VNet peering connections

For VDAs in Citrix DaaS to contact on‑premises domain controllers, file shares, or other intranet re‑
sources, Citrix DaaS provides a VNet peeringworkflow as a connectivity option. The customer’s Citrix‑
managed virtual network is peered with a customer‑managed Azure virtual network. The customer‑
managed virtual network may enable connectivity with the customer’s on‑premises resources using
the cloud‑to‑on‑premises connectivity solution of the customer’s choice, such as Azure ExpressRoute
or IPsec tunnels.

Citrix responsibility for VNet peering is limited to supporting theworkflow and related Azure resource
configuration for establishing peering relationship between Citrix and customer‑managed VNets.

Firewall policy for Azure VNet peering connections

Citrix opens or closes the following ports for inbound and outbound traffic that uses a VNet peering
connection.

Citrix‑managed VNet with non‑domain‑joinedmachines

• Inbound rules
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– Allow ports 80, 443, 1494, and 2598 inbound from VDAs to Cloud Connectors, and from
Cloud Connectors to VDAs.

– Allow ports 49152‑65535 inbound to the VDAs from an IP range used by the Monitor shad‑
owing feature. See Communications Ports Used by Citrix Technologies.

– Deny all other inbound. This includes intra‑VNet traffic fromVDA to VDA, and VDA to Cloud
Connector.

• Outbound rules
– Allow all traffic outbound.

Citrix‑managed VNet with domain‑joinedmachines

• Inbound rules:
– Allowports 80, 443, 1494, and 2598 inbound from the VDAs to Cloud Connectors, and from
Cloud Connectors to VDAs.

– Allow ports 49152‑65535 inbound to the VDAs from an IP range used by the Monitor shad‑
owing feature. See Communications Ports Used by Citrix Technologies.

– Deny all other inbound. This includes intra‑VNet traffic fromVDA to VDA, and VDA to Cloud
Connector.

• Outbound rules
– Allow all traffic outbound.

Customer‑managed VNet with domain‑joinedmachines

• It is up to the customer to configure their VNet correctly. This includes opening the following
ports for domain joining.

• Inbound rules:
– Allow inbound on 443, 1494, 2598 from their client IPs for internal launches.
– Allow inbound on 53, 88, 123, 135‑139, 389, 445, 636 from Citrix VNet (IP range specified
by customer).

– Allow inbound on ports opened with a proxy configuration.
– Other rules created by customer.

• Outbound rules:
– Allow outbound on 443, 1494, 2598 to the Citrix VNet (IP range specified by customer) for
internal launches.

– Other rules created by customer.

Citrix responsibility when using SD‑WAN connectivity

Citrix supports a fully automated way of deploying virtual Citrix SD‑WAN instances to enable connec‑
tivity between Citrix DaaS and on‑premises resources. Citrix SD‑WAN connectivity has several advan‑
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tages compared to VNet peering, including:

High reliability and security of VDA‑to‑datacenter and VDA‑to‑branch (ICA) connections.

• Best end‑user experience for office workers, with advanced QoS capabilities and VoIP optimiza‑
tions.

• Built‑in ability to inspect, prioritize, and report on Citrix HDX network traffic and other applica‑
tion usage.

Citrix requires customers who want to take advantage of SD‑WAN connectivity for Citrix DaaS to use
SD‑WAN Orchestrator for managing their Citrix SD‑WAN networks.

The following diagram shows the added components in a Citrix DaaS deployment using a Citrix Man‑
aged Azure subscription and SD‑WAN connectivity.

The Citrix SD‑WAN deployment for Citrix DaaS is similar to the standard Azure deployment configu‑
ration for Citrix SD‑WAN. For more information, see Deploy Citrix SD‑WAN Standard Edition Instance
on Azure. In a high availability configuration, an active/standby pair of SD‑WAN instances with Azure
load balancers is deployed as a gateway between the subnet containing VDAs and Cloud Connectors,
and the Internet. In a non‑HA configuration, only a single SD‑WAN instance is deployed as a gateway.
Network interfaces of the virtual SD‑WAN appliances are assigned addresses from a separate small
address range split into two subnets.

WhenconfiguringSD‑WANconnectivity, Citrixmakesa fewchanges to thenetworking configurationof
managed desktops described above. In particular, all outgoing traffic from the VNet, including traffic
to Internet destinations, is routed through the cloud SD‑WAN instance. The SD‑WAN instance is also
configured to be the DNS server for the Citrix‑managed VNet.
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Management access to the virtual SD‑WAN instances requires an admin login and password. Each
instance of SD‑WAN is assigned a unique, random secure password that can be used by SD‑WAN ad‑
ministrators for remote login and troubleshooting through the SD‑WAN Orchestrator UI, the virtual
appliance management UI and CLI.

Just like other tenant‑specific resources, virtual SD‑WAN instances deployed in a specific customer
VNet are fully isolated from all other VNets.

When the customer enables Citrix SD‑WAN connectivity, Citrix automates the initial deployment of vir‑
tual SD‑WAN instancesusedwithCitrixDaaS,maintains underlyingAzure resources (virtualmachines,
load balancers, and so on), provides secure and efficient out‑of‑the‑box defaults for the initial config‑
uration of virtual SD‑WAN instances, and enables ongoingmaintenance and troubleshooting through
SD‑WAN Orchestrator. Citrix also takes reasonable measures to perform automatic validation of SD‑
WANnetwork configuration, check for known security risks, and display corresponding alerts through
SD‑WAN Orchestrator.

Firewall policy for SD‑WAN connections

Citrix uses Azure firewall policies (network security groups) and public IP address assignment to limit
access to network interfaces of virtual SD‑WAN appliances:

• Only WAN and management interfaces are assigned public IP addresses and allow outbound
connectivity to the Internet.

• LAN interfaces, acting as gateways for the Citrix‑managed VNet, are only allowed to exchange
network traffic with virtual machines on the same VNet.

• WAN interfaces limit inbound traffic to UDP port 4980 (used by Citrix SD‑WAN for virtual path
connectivity), and deny outbound traffic to the VNet.

• Management ports allow inbound traffic to ports 443 (HTTPS) and 22 (SSH).
• HA interfaces are only allowed to exchange control traffic with each other.

Access to infrastructure

Citrixmay access the customer’s Citrix‑managed infrastructure (CloudConnectors) to performcertain
administrative tasks such as collecting logs (includingWindows Event Viewer) and restarting services
without notifying the customer. Citrix is responsible for executing these tasks safely and securely, and
withminimal impact to the customer. Citrix is also responsible for ensuring any log files are retrieved,
transported, and handled safely and securely. Customer VDAs cannot be accessed this way.

Backups for non‑domain‑joined catalogs

Citrix is not responsible for performing backups of non‑domain‑joined catalogs.
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Backups for machine images

Citrix is responsible for backing up any machine images uploaded to Citrix DaaS, including images
created with the image builder. Citrix uses locally redundant storage for these images.

Bastions for non‑domain‑joined catalogs

Citrix operations personnel have the ability to create a bastion, if necessary, to access the customer’s
Citrix‑managed Azure subscription for diagnosing and repairing customer issues, potentially before
the customer is aware of a problem. Citrix does not require the customer’s consent to create a bas‑
tion. When Citrix creates the bastion, Citrix creates a strong randomly generated password for the
bastion and restricts RDP access to Citrix NAT IP addresses. When the bastion is no longer needed,
Citrix disposes of it and the password is no longer valid. The bastion (and its accompanying RDP
access rules) are disposed of when the operation completes. Citrix can access only the customer’s
non‑domain‑joined Cloud Connectors with the bastion. Citrix does not have the password to log in to
non‑domain‑joined VDAs or domain‑joined Cloud Connectors and VDAs.

Firewall policy when using troubleshooting tools

When a customer requests creation of a bastion machine for troubleshooting, the following security
groupmodifications are made to the Citrix‑managed VNet:

• Temporarily allow 3389 inbound from the customer‑specified IP range to the bastion.
• Temporarily allow 3389 inbound from the bastion IP address to any address in the VNet (VDAs
and Cloud Connectors).

• Continue to block RDP access between the Cloud Connectors, VDAs, and other VDAs.

When a customer enables RDP access for troubleshooting, the following security groupmodifications
are made to the Citrix‑managed VNet:

• Temporarily allow 3389 inbound from the customer‑specified IP range to any address in the
VNet (VDAs and Cloud Connectors).

• Continue to block RDP access between the Cloud Connectors, VDAs, and other VDAs.

Customer‑managed subscriptions

For customer‑managed subscriptions, Citrix adheres to the above responsibilities during deployment
of the Azure resources. After deployment, everything above falls to the customer’s responsibility, be‑
cause the customer is the owner of the Azure subscription.
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Customer responsibility

VDAs andmachine images

The customer is responsible for all aspects of the software installed on VDAmachines, including:

• Operating system updates and security patches
• Antivirus and antimalware
• VDA software updates and security patches
• Additional software firewall rules (especially outbound traffic)
• Follow Citrix security considerations and best practices

Citrix provides a prepared image that is intended as a starting point. Customers can use this image
for proof‑of‑concept or demonstration purposes or as a base for building their own machine image.
Citrix does not guarantee the security of this prepared image. Citrix will make an attempt to keep
the operating system and VDA software on the prepared image up to date, and will enable Windows
Defender on these images.
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Customer responsibility when using VNet peering

The customer must open all ports specified in Customer‑managed VNet with domain‑joined
machines.

When VNet peering is configured, the customer is responsible for the security of their own virtual net‑
work and its connectivity to their on‑premises resources. The customer is also responsible for security
of the incoming traffic fromtheCitrix‑managedpeeredvirtual network. Citrix doesnot takeanyaction
to block traffic from the Citrix‑managed virtual network to the customer’s on‑premises resources.

Customers have the following options for restricting incoming traffic:

• Give the Citrix‑managed virtual network an IP block which is not in use elsewhere in the cus‑
tomer’s on‑premises network or the customer‑managed connected virtual network. This is re‑
quired for VNet peering.

• Add Azure network security groups and firewalls in the customer’s virtual network and
on‑premises network to block or restrict traffic from the Citrix‑managed IP block.

• Deploymeasures such as intrusion prevention systems, software firewalls, and behavioral ana‑
lytics engines in the customer’s virtual network and on‑premises network, targeting the Citrix‑
managed IP block.

Customer responsibility when using SD‑WAN connectivity

When SD‑WAN connectivity is configured, customers have full flexibility to configure virtual SD‑WAN
instances used with Citrix DaaS according to their networking requirements, with the exception of a
few elements required to ensure correct operation of SD‑WAN in the Citrix‑managed VNet. Customer
responsibilities include:

• Design and configuration of routing and firewall rules, including rules for DNS and Internet traf‑
fic breakout.

• Maintenance of the SD‑WAN network configuration.
• Monitoring of the operational status of the network.
• Timely deployment of Citrix SD‑WAN software updates or security fixes. Since all instances of
Citrix SD‑WAN on a customer network must run the same version of SD‑WAN software, deploy‑
ments of updated software versions to Citrix DaaS SD‑WAN instances need to be managed by
customers according to their network maintenance schedules and constraints.

Incorrect configuration of SD‑WAN routing and firewall rules, ormismanagement of SD‑WANmanage‑
ment passwords, may result in security risks to both virtual resources in Citrix DaaS, and on‑premises
resources reachable through Citrix SD‑WAN virtual paths. Another possible security risk stems from
not updating Citrix SD‑WAN software to the latest available patch release. While SD‑WAN Orchestra‑
tor and other Citrix Cloud services provide themeans to address such risks, customers are ultimately
responsible for ensuring that virtual SD‑WAN instances are configured appropriately.
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Proxy

The customermay choosewhether to use a proxy for outbound traffic from the VDA. If a proxy is used,
the customer is responsible for:

• Configuring the proxy settings on the VDA machine image or, if the VDA is joined to a domain,
using Active Directory Group Policy.

• Maintenance and security of the proxy.

Proxies are not allowed for use with Citrix Cloud Connectors or other Citrix‑managed infrastructure.

Catalog resiliency

Citrix provides three types of catalogs with differing levels of resiliency:

• Static: Each user is assigned to a single VDA. This catalog type provides no high availability. If
a user’s VDA goes down, they will have to be placed on a new one to recover. Azure provides
a 99.5% SLA for single‑instance VMs. The customer can still back up the user profile, but any
customizations made to the VDA (such as installing programs or configuring Windows) will be
lost.

• Random: Each user is assigned randomly to a server VDA at launch time. This catalog type
provides high availability via redundancy. If a VDA goes down, no information is lost because
the user’s profile resides elsewhere.

• Windows 10multisession: This catalog type operates in the samemanner as the random type
but uses Windows 10 workstation VDAs instead of server VDAs.

Backups for domain‑joined catalogs

If the customeruses domain‑joined catalogswith a VNet peering, the customer is responsible for back‑
ing up their user profiles. Citrix recommends that customers configure on‑premises file shares and set
policies on their Active Directory or VDAs to pull user profiles from these file shares. The customer is
responsible for the backup and availability of these file shares.

Disaster recovery

In the event of Azure data loss, Citrix will recover as many resources in the Citrix‑managed Azure sub‑
scription as possible. Citrix will attempt to recover the Cloud Connectors and VDAs. If Citrix is unsuc‑
cessful recovering these items, customers are responsible for creating a new catalog. Citrix assumes
that machine images are backed up and that customers have backed up their user profiles, allowing
the catalog to be rebuilt.

In the event of the loss of an entire Azure region, the customer is responsible for rebuilding their
customer‑managed virtual network in a new region and creating anewVNet peering or a newSD‑WAN
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instance within Citrix DaaS.

Citrix and customer shared responsibilities

Citrix Cloud Connector for domain‑joined catalogs

CitrixDaaSdeploys at least twoCloudConnectors in each resource location. Somecatalogsmay share
a resource location if they are in the same region, VNet peering, and domain as other catalogs for the
same customer. Citrix configures the customer’s domain‑joined Cloud Connectors for the following
default security settings on the image:

• Operating system updates and security patches
• Antivirus software
• Cloud Connector software updates

Customers do not normally have access to the Cloud Connectors. However, they may acquire access
by using catalog troubleshooting steps and logging in with domain credentials. The customer is re‑
sponsible for any changes they make when logging in through the bastion.

Customers also have control over the domain‑joined Cloud Connectors through Active Directory
Group Policy. The customer is responsible for ensuring that the group policies that apply to the Cloud
Connector are safe and sensible. For example, if the customer chooses to disable operating system
updates using Group Policy, the customer is responsible for performing operating system updates
on the Cloud Connectors. The customer can also choose to use Group Policy to enforce stricter
security than the Cloud Connector defaults, such as by installing a different antivirus software. In
general, Citrix recommends that customers put Cloud Connectors into their own Active Directory
organizational unit with no policies, as this will ensure that the defaults Citrix uses can be applied
without issue.

Troubleshooting

In the event the customer experiences problemswith the catalog in Citrix DaaS, there are two options
for troubleshooting: using bastions and enabling RDP access. Both options introduce security risk
to the customer. The customer must understand and consent to undertaking this risk prior to using
these options.

Citrix is responsible for opening and closing the necessary ports to carry out troubleshooting opera‑
tions, and restricting which machines can be accessed during these operations.

With either bastions or RDP access, the active user performing the operation is responsible for the se‑
curity of the machines that are being accessed. If the customer accesses the VDA or Cloud Connector
through RDP and accidentally contracts a virus, the customer is responsible. If Citrix Support person‑
nel access these machines, it is the responsibility of those personnel to perform operations safely.
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Responsibility for any vulnerabilities exposed by any person accessing the bastion or othermachines
in the deployment (for example, customer responsibility to add IP ranges to allow list, Citrix responsi‑
bility to implement IP ranges correctly) is covered elsewhere in this document.

In both scenarios, Citrix is responsible for correctly creating firewall exceptions to allow RDP traffic.
Citrix is also responsible for revoking these exceptions after the customer disposes of the bastion or
ends RDP access through Citrix DaaS.

Bastions

Citrix may create bastions in the customer’s Citrix‑managed virtual network within the customer’s
Citrix‑managed subscription to diagnose and repair issues, either proactively (without customer no‑
tification) or in response to a customer‑raised issue. The bastion is a machine that the customer can
access through RDP and then use to access the VDAs and (for domain‑joined catalogs) Cloud Connec‑
tors through RDP to gather logs, restart services, or perform other administrative tasks. By default,
creating a bastion opens an external firewall rule to allow RDP traffic from a customer‑specified range
of IP addresses to the bastion machine. It also opens an internal firewall rule to allow access to the
Cloud Connectors and VDAs through RDP. Opening these rules poses a large security risk.

The customer is responsible for providing a strong password used for the localWindows account. The
customer is also responsible for providing an external IP address range that allows RDP access to the
bastion. If the customer elects not to provide an IP range (allowing anyone to attempt RDP access),
the customer is responsible for any access attempted bymalicious IP addresses.

The customer is also responsible for deleting the bastion after troubleshooting is complete. The bas‑
tion host exposes additional attack surface, so Citrix automatically shuts down the machine eight (8)
hours after it is powered on. However, Citrix never automatically deletes a bastion. If the customer
chooses to use the bastion for an extended period of time, they are responsible for patching and up‑
dating it. Citrix recommends that a bastion be used only for several days before deleting it. If the
customer wants an up‑to‑date bastion, they can delete their current one and then create a new bas‑
tion, which will provision a fresh machine with the latest security patches.

RDP access

For domain‑joined catalogs, if the customer’s VNet peering is functional, the customer can enable
RDP access from their peered VNet to their Citrix‑managed VNet. If the customer uses this option, the
customer is responsible for accessing the VDAs and Cloud Connectors over the VNet peering. Source
IP address ranges can be specified so RDP access can be restricted further, evenwithin the customer’s
internal network. The customerwill need to use domain credentials to log in to thesemachines. If the
customer isworkingwith Citrix Support to resolve an issue, the customermayneed to share these cre‑
dentials with support personnel. After the issue is resolved, the customer is responsible for disabling
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RDP access. Keeping RDP access open from the customer’s peered or on‑premises network poses a
security risk.

Domain credentials

If the customer elects to use a domain‑joined catalog, the customer is responsible for providing to
Citrix DaaS a domain account (username and password) with permissions to joinmachines to the do‑
main. When supplying domain credentials, the customer is responsible for adhering to the following
security principles:

• Auditable: The account should be created specifically for Citrix DaaS usage so that it is easy to
audit what the account is used for.

• Scoped: The account requires only permissions to join machines to a domain. It should not be
a full domain administrator.

• Secure: A strong password should be placed on the account.

Citrix is responsible for the secure storage of this domain account in an Azure Key Vault in the cus‑
tomer’s Citrix‑managed Azure subscription. The account is retrieved only if an operation requires the
domain account password.

More information

For related information, see:

• SecureDeploymentGuide for theCitrixCloudPlatform: Security information for theCitrixCloud
platform.

• Technical security overview: Security information for the Citrix DaaS
• Third party notifications

Deliverymethods

May 11, 2022

A single delivery method likely cannot meet all of your requirements.

You can consider several application delivery methods. Choosing the appropriate method helps im‑
prove scalability, management, and user experience.

• Installed app: The application is part of the base desktop image. The install process involves
dll, exe, and other files copied to the image drive in addition to registry modifications. For de‑
tails, see Create machine catalogs.
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• Streamed app (Microsoft App‑V): The application is profiled and delivered to the desktops
across the network on‑demand. Application files and registry settings are placed in a container
on the virtual desktop, isolated from the base operating system and each other. This action
helps address compatibility issues. For details, see App‑V.

• Layered app (Citrix App Layering): Each layer contains a single application, agent, or operat‑
ing system. By integrating one OS layer, one platform layer (for example, VDA) and many appli‑
cation layers, an administrator can easily create new, deployable images. Layering simplifies
ongoingmaintenance, as anOS, agent and application exists in a single layer. When you update
the layer, all deployed images containing that layer are updated. See Citrix App Layering.

• Hosted Windows app: An application installed on a multi‑user Citrix Virtual Apps host and de‑
ployedasanapplicationandnotadesktop. Auser accesses thehostedWindowsappseamlessly
from the VDI desktop or endpoint device, hiding the fact that the app is running remotely. For
details, see Create delivery groups.

• Local app: An application deployed on the endpoint device. The application interface appears
within the user’s hosted VDI session even though it runs on the endpoint. For details, see Local
App Access and URL redirection.

For desktops, you can consider Citrix Virtual Apps published desktops or VDI desktops.

Citrix Virtual Apps published apps and desktops

Usemulti‑session OSmachines to deliver Citrix Virtual Apps published apps and published desktops.

Use case:

• You want inexpensive server‑based delivery to minimize the cost of delivering applications to
many users, while providing a secure, high‑definition user experience.

• Your users perform well‑defined tasks and do not require personalization or offline access to
applications. Users can include task workers such as call center operators and retail workers,
or users that share workstations.

• Application types: any application.

Benefits and considerations:

• Manageable and scalable solution within your data center.
• Most cost effective application delivery solution.
• Hosted applications aremanaged centrally and users cannotmodify the application, providing
a user experience that is consistent, safe, and reliable.

• Users must be online to access their applications.

User experience:

• User requests one ormore applications fromStoreFront, their Startmenu, or a URL you provide
to them.
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• Applications are delivered virtually and display seamlessly in high definition on user devices.
• Dependingonprofile settings, user changes are savedwhen theuser’s application sessionends.
Otherwise, the changes are deleted.

Process, host, and deliver applications:

• Application processing takes place on hosting machines, rather than on the user devices. The
hosting machine can be a physical or a virtual machine.

• Applications and desktops reside on amulti‑session OSmachine.
• Machines become available throughmachine catalogs.
• Machines frommachine catalogs are organized into delivery groups that deliver the same set of
applications to groups of users.

• Multi‑session OS machines support delivery groups that host either desktops or applications,
or both.

Sessionmanagement and assignment:

• Multi‑sessionOSmachines runmultiple sessions fromasinglemachine todelivermultipleappli‑
cations and desktops to multiple, simultaneously connected users. Each user requires a single
session fromwhich they can run all their hosted applications.

For example, a user logs on and requests an application. One session on thatmachine becomes
unavailable to other users. A second user logs on and requests an application which that ma‑
chine hosts. A second session on the same machine is now unavailable. If both users request
more applications, no additional sessions are required because a user can runmultiple applica‑
tions using the same session. If twomore users log on and request desktops, and two sessions
are available on that machine, that one machine now uses four sessions to host four different
users.

• Within the delivery group to which a user is assigned, a machine on the least loaded server is
selected. A machine with session availability is randomly assigned to deliver applications to a
user when that user logs on.

VM hosted apps

Use single‑session OSmachines to deliver VM hosted applications

Use case:

• You want a client‑based application delivery solution that is secure, provides centralized man‑
agement, and supportsmany users per host server. You want to provide those users with appli‑
cations that display seamlessly in high‑definition.

• Your users are internal, external contractors, third‑party collaborators, and other provisional
teammembers. Your users do not require offline access to hosted applications.
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• Application types: Applications thatmight not work well with other applications ormight inter‑
act with the operation system, such as Microsoft .NET framework. These types of applications
are ideal for hosting on virtual machines.

Benefits and considerations:

• Applications and desktops on the image are securely managed, hosted, and run on machines
within your data center, providing a more cost effective application delivery solution.

• Upon logon, users can be randomly assigned to a machine within a delivery group that is con‑
figured to host the same application. You can also statically assign a single machine to deliver
an application to a single user each time that user logs on. Statically assigned machines allow
users to install andmanage their own applications on the virtual machine.

• Running multiple sessions is not supported on single‑session OS machines. Therefore, each
user consumes a single machine within a delivery group when they log on, and users must be
online to access their applications.

• This method can increase the amount of server resources for processing applications and in‑
crease the amount of storage for users’ personal vDisks.

User experience:

• The same seamless application experience as hosting shared applications onmulti‑session OS
machines.

Process, host, and deliver applications:

• The same as multi‑session OSmachines except they are virtual single‑session OSmachines.

Sessionmanagement and assignment:

• Single‑session OS machines run a single desktop session from a single machine. When access‑
ing applications only, one user can use multiple applications (and is not limited to a single ap‑
plication). The operating system sees each application as a new session.

• Within a delivery group, logged‑on users can access either a statically assigned machine (each
time the user logs on to the same machine), or a randomly assigned machine that is selected
based on session availability.

VDI desktops

Use single‑session OSmachines to deliver Citrix Virtual Desktops VDI desktops.

VDI desktops are hosted on virtual machines and provide each user with a desktop operating system.

VDI desktops require more resources than Citrix Virtual Apps published desktops, but do not require
that applications installed on them support server‑based operating systems. Also, depending on the
type of VDI desktop you choose, these desktops can be assigned to individual users. This allows users
a high level of personalization.
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When you create a machine catalog for VDI desktops, you create one of these types of desktops:

• Random non‑persistent desktop, also known as pooled VDI desktop: Each time a user logs
on to one of these desktops, that user connects to a desktop selected from a pool of desktops.
That pool is based on a single image. All changes to the desktop are lost when the machine
restarts.

• Static non‑persistent desktop: During the first logon, a user is assigned a desktop from a pool
of desktops. (Eachmachine in the pool is based on a single image.) After the first use, each time
a user logs on to use one of these desktops, that user connects to the same desktop that was
assigned on first use. All changes to the desktop are lost when the machine restarts.

• Static persistentdesktop: Unlike other types of VDI desktops, users can fully personalize these
desktops. During the first logon, a user is assigned a desktop from a pool of desktops. Sub‑
sequent logons from that user connect to the same desktop that was assigned on first use.
Changes to the desktop are retained when the machine restarts.

Remote PC Access

Remote PC Access is a feature of Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) that
enables organizations to easily allow their employees to access corporate resources remotely in a se‑
cure manner. The Citrix platform makes this secure access possible by giving users access to their
physical office PCs. If users can access their office PCs, they can access all the applications, data,
and resources they need to do their work. Remote PC Access eliminates the need to introduce and
provide other tools to accommodate teleworking. For example, virtual desktops or applications and
their associated infrastructure.

Remote PC Access uses the same Citrix DaaS components that deliver virtual desktops and applica‑
tions. As a result, the requirements and process of deploying and configuring Remote PC Access are
the same as those required for deploying Citrix DaaS for the delivery of virtual resources. This unifor‑
mity provides a consistent and unified administrative experience. Users receive the best user experi‑
ence by using Citrix HDX to deliver their office PC session.

For more information, Remote PC Access.

Get started: Plan and build a deployment

March 9, 2023

If you’re not familiar with the components, terminology, and objects used with Citrix DaaS (formerly
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service), see Citrix DaaS.

For a customer journey perspective, go to the Citrix Success Center. The Success Center provides
guidance for the five key stages of your Citrix journey: plan, build, roll out, manage, and optimize.
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• The Success Center information is an essential partner to this product documentation.
• Success Center articles and guides offer a broad solution‑based perspective. They also contain
links to service‑specific details in this product documentation.

If you’re migrating from a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops deployment, see Migrate to cloud.

Important:

To ensure that you get important information about Citrix Cloud and the Citrix services you sub‑
scribe to, make sure you can receive all email notifications.

In theupper right cornerof theCitrixCloudconsole, expand themenu to the rightof thecustomer
name and OrgID fields. Select Account Settings. On theMy Profile tab, select all entries in the
Email Notifications section.

How to use this article

To set up your Citrix DaaS deployment, complete the tasks summarized below. Links are provided to
each task’s details.

Review the entire process before starting the deployment, so you know what to expect. This article
also links to other helpful information sources.

Note:

If you plan to use the Quick Deploy interface to provision Microsoft Azure machines, follow the
setup guidance in Get started with Quick Deploy.

Plan and prepare

Use the Success Center Plan guidance to help establish goals, define use cases and business objec‑
tives, identify potential risks, and create a project plan.

In the Citrix Tech Zone documentation, see a step‑by‑step proof of concept guide for this service.

Sign up

Sign up for a Citrix account and request a Citrix DaaS demo.

Set up a resource location

A resource location contains resources required to deliver applications and desktops to users. Creat‑
ing resource locations enables DaaS to use those resources. To learn more about resource locations,
see Connect to Citrix Cloud.

Before creating machines, youmust connect a resource location to DaaS:
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• Domain‑joined machines require that you have Cloud Connectors installed in the resource lo‑
cation. In this case, you can:

– Create on‑premises Active Directory joined catalogs

– Create Azure Active Directory joined catalogs

– Create hybrid Azure Active Directory joined catalogs

For high availability, we recommend that you install two Cloud Connectors in each resource
location. See Cloud Connector installation.

More information:

– What are resource locations and Cloud Connectors?

– Video about installing Cloud Connectors:

• Non‑domain‑joined machines don’t require Cloud Connectors but require that you have Ren‑
dezvous V2 enabled. The Rendezvous protocol allows VDAs to bypass the Cloud Connectors to
connect directly and securely with DaaS. See Rendezvous V2. In this case, you can:

– Create non‑domain‑joined catalogs

If you’re using the Quick Deploy interface to provision Azure VMs, Citrix creates the resource location
and Cloud Connectors for you.

Create a connection to the resource location

After you add a resource location and Cloud Connectors, create a connection to the resource location
using the Full Configuration interface of Citrix DaaS.
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This step isn’t necessary in either of the following cases:

• You’re building a simple proof of concept deployment
• You’re using the Quick Deploy interface to provision Azure VMs.

More information:

• What are hosts?
• What are host connections?

Install VDAs

Each machine that delivers applications and desktops to users must have a Citrix Virtual Delivery
Agent (VDA) installed on it.

• For a simple proof of concept deployment, download and install a VDA on onemachine.
• If you’re using an image to provision VMs, install a VDA on the image.
• For a Remote PC Access deployment, install the core version of the VDA for single‑sessionOS on
each physical office PC.

How‑to andmore information:

• What are VDAs?

• Installation preparation and instruction

• Command‑line VDA installation

• Video about downloading and installing a VDA:
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Create a catalog

After youcreate a connection to your resource location (if needed), you create a catalog. If you’reusing
the Full Configuration interface, the workflow guides you automatically to this step.

How‑to andmore information:

• What are catalogs?

• Create a catalog

• Use the Quick Deploy interface to deploy a catalog containing Azure VMs.

• Video about creating a catalog using the full configuration management interface:
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Create a delivery group

After you create your first catalog, theManageworkflow guides you to create a delivery group.

This step isn’t necessary if you’re using the Quick Deploy interface to provision Azure VMs.

How‑to andmore information:

• What are delivery groups?

• Create a delivery group

• Video about how to create a delivery group:
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Deploy other components and technologies

After you complete the tasks above that set up the Citrix DaaS deployment, follow the guidance in
the Build area of the Citrix Success Center. You’ll find information about provisioning and configuring
other components and technologies in the Citrix solution, such as:

• Citrix policies
• StoreFront
• App Layering
• Workspace Environment Management (WEM) Service
• Citrix Gateway service
• Zones
• Federated Authentication Service (FAS)

Complete other tasks that apply to your configuration. For example, if you plan to deliver Windows
Server workloads, configure a Microsoft RDS License Server.
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Launch applications and desktops

After you configure your deployment, publishing occurs automatically. Applications and desktops
that you configured are available to users in their Citrix Workspace. A user simply navigates to their
Workspace URL and selects an application or desktop, which launches immediately.

Send the Workspace URL to your users. You can find the workspace URL in two locations:

• From the Citrix Cloud console, select Workspace Configuration from the menu in the upper
left corner. The Access tab contains the Workspace URL.

• From the Citrix DaaSOverview page, the workspace URL appears near the bottom of the page.

More information:

• Video about users launching applications and desktops from their Workspace:

More information

The Citrix Cloud Learning series provides education courses that are organized by your path:

• If you’re new to Citrix DaaS, see New to Citrix DaaS Learning Path.
• If you’re migrating from a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops deployment, see Migrating Citrix
DaaS to Citrix Cloud Learning Path.
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Sign up for Citrix DaaS

May 17, 2022

Introduction

You can subscribe to Citrix DaaS through Citrix or through the Azure Marketplace.

If youplan touseCitrixManagedAzure, you canalsoorder theCitrix AzureConsumption Fund through
Citrix or through the Azure Marketplace.

• Whenyouorder throughCitrix, youcanorderCitrixDaaSand theCitrixAzureConsumptionFund
at the same time.

• When you order through Azure Marketplace, you first order Citrix DaaS. Then, you can place
another order for the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund.

If you order only Citrix DaaS now, you can order the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund later, either
through Azure Marketplace or your Citrix account representative.

Demos and trials

You can evaluate Citrix DaaS by request through Citrix. From a trial, you can convert to a paid service
subscription.

During a trial, you can optionally use a Citrix Managed Azure subscription for catalogs, images, and
network connections. If youhaveCitrix‑managed resources at the time you convert to a paid subscrip‑
tion, you must either purchase consumption or delete those Citrix‑managed resources. If you do not
purchase consumption, those resources are deleted automatically, which might affect users.

If you currently subscribe to a Citrix DaaS service

Generally, a Citrix Cloud account allows you to subscribe to only one of Citrix DaaS’s services (or one
edition) at a time per Citrix OrgID. For example, you can subscribe to Citrix DaaS Premium edition OR
Citrix DaaS for Azure, but not both.

If you currently subscribe to a Citrix DaaS, andwant to subscribe to this service, you have two choices:

• Subscribe to this service using a different Citrix Cloud account (OrgID).
• Decommission Citrix DaaS you already have, and then order this service. For decommission
instruction, see CTX239027.
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Order through Citrix

You can order this service (and the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund) through Citrix Cloud or through
your Citrix account representative.

Through Citrix Cloud:

• Follow the guidance in Sign up for Citrix Cloud to get a Citrix Cloud account and Organization
ID.

• You can request a Citrix DaaS demo. In the Citrix DaaS tile, click Request Demo. Provide the
requested information.

A Citrix representative will contact you to discuss your requirements, environment, and plans.
Depending on our representative’s assessment, you will be authorized to participate in an ad‑
ministrator demo or a proof of concept trial. For more information, see Citrix Cloud Service
Trials.

When you are authorized for a trial, the text on Citrix DaaS tile in the Citrix Cloud console changes to
Manage.

Order through Azure Marketplace

You can order the following Citrix offerings through Azure Marketplace:

• Citrix DaaS for Azure
• Citrix DaaS Advanced edition
• Citrix DaaS Premium edition
• Workspace Premium Plus

If you plan to host your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops workloads on Microsoft Azure, and want to
use aCitrixManagedAzure subscription, order theCitrix AzureConsumptionFundafter orderingCitrix
DaaS or Workspace Premium Plus.

With the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund, you’re charged each month for your consumption, which
can vary depending on the hosting resources you choose and the hours of use. You can review your
consumption use through Citrix Cloud.

From the Azure Marketplace:

• You cannot combine Citrix DaaS and consumption fund in one order.
• The order process for the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund is essentially the same as ordering
Citrix DaaS, but youmust have previously ordered Citrix DaaS.

Requirements for ordering through Azure Marketplace

• The OrgID of your Citrix Cloud account.
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– If you have a Citrix Cloud account, but don’t know the OrgID, look in the upper right cor‑
ner of the Citrix Cloud console. Or, look at the email you received when you created the
account.

– If you don’t have a Citrix Cloud account, follow the guidance in Sign up for Citrix Cloud.

• An Azure account and at least one Azure subscription in that account.

Procedure for ordering through Azure Marketplace

Follow this procedure to order a Citrix DaaS or Workspace Premium Plus through Azure Marketplace.
(If you want to use Citrix Managed Azure, place another order for the Citrix Azure Consumption Fund,
after you order Citrix DaaS.)

1. Sign in to the Azure Marketplace using your Azure account credentials.

2. Search for and then navigate to the Citrix offering you want to order.

3. Select Get it now.

4. On theOnemore thingmessage, fill in the required information, enable the consent checkbox,
and then select Continue.

5. Review the tabs containing information about the product, plans, pricing, and usage. When
you’re ready, select a plan (if more than one is available), and then select Set up + subscribe.

6. On the Basics tab:

• Subscription: Indicates the plan that you selected.
• Resource group: Select or create a resource group.
• Name: Enter a name for your subscription order so you can easily identify it later.
• The Plan information shows the price for the selected plan, based on the billing term. To
change the plan term, select Change plan. Select the term you want and select Change
plan.

7. On the Review + subscribe tab, review the contact information, and update it, if needed. Re‑
view the basic subscription information. Select Subscribe.

8. On the Subscription in progress page, select Configure account now. (If the button is dis‑
abled, wait a moment.) You’re taken to a Citrix activation page.

9. On the activation page:

• Use the Sign in link to sign in to Citrix Cloud. A successful sign‑in automatically populates
theOrganization ID field.

• Quantity: Enter the number of users. (An initial order must be at least 25.) An estimated
price is displayed.

• Agree to the terms and conditions, and then select Activate Order.
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After ordering through Azure Marketplace

Citrix sends you an email when your service is provisioned. Provisioning can take awhile. If you don’t
receive the email by the following day, contact Citrix Support. When you receive the email fromCitrix,
you can begin using Citrix DaaS.

Fulfillment of a Citrix Azure Consumption Fund order does not take much time. When Citrix is noti‑
fied of the order, a banner appears in the Citrix DaaS console, indicating that a Citrix Managed Azure
subscription will be prepared for you.

Do not delete Citrix DaaS resource in Azure. Deleting that resource cancels your subscription.

Order through Google Cloud Marketplace

You can order the following Citrix offerings through Google Cloud Marketplace:

• Citrix DaaS Standard for Google Cloud
• Citrix DaaS Premium for Google Cloud

You need the following to order through Google Cloud Marketplace:

• The OrgID of your Citrix Cloud account.
– If you have a Citrix Cloud account, but don’t know the OrgID, look in the upper right cor‑
ner of the Citrix Cloud console. Or, look at the email you received when you created the
account.

– If you don’t have a Citrix Cloud account, follow the guidance in Sign up for Citrix Cloud.
• A Google Cloud account and at least one Google Cloud subscription in that account.

To place your order:

1. Sign in to Google Cloud Marketplace
2. Follow the instructions on the Citrix DaaS for Google Cloud page to make your purchase.

Citrix sends you an email when your service is provisioned. Provisioning can take awhile. If you don’t
receive the email by the following day, contact Citrix Support. When you receive the email fromCitrix,
you can begin using Citrix DaaS.

Do not delete Citrix DaaS resource in Google Cloud. Deleting that resource cancels your subscription.

What’s next

After your order is fulfilled, continue with the next steps in Plan and build a deployment.

For example:

• If you haven’t already set up your hypervisor or cloud service, or Active Directory, see Set up a
resource location.
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• If your host environment and Active Directory are already set up, see Create a connection.

Citrix HDX Plus for Windows 365

October 13, 2022

Citrix HDX Plus for Windows 365 allows you to integrate Citrix Cloud with Windows 365 to use Citrix
HDX technologies for an enhanced andmore secure Windows 365 Cloud PC experience in addition to
other Citrix Cloud services for enhancedmanageability.

For more information, see Citrix HDX Plus for Windows 365

Citrix DaaS for Google Cloud

November 2, 2022

Citrix DaaS for Google Cloud enables you to deploy Google Cloud desktops and apps using the Full
Configuration management interface of Citrix DaaS. Citrix DaaS for Google Cloud is available in Stan‑
dard and Premium editions.

For information about supported features, see the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops feature matrix.

You can order Citrix DaaS for Google Cloud from the Google Cloud Marketplace.

After you order Citrix DaaS, sign in to Citrix Cloud. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

Follow the setup guidance in this product documentation. Using the Full Configuration interface, you
can create connections, catalogs, and delivery groups, just as you would when using that interface
with other product editions. (These editions currently don’t have a Quick Deploy management inter‑
face.)

Somedisplays in the Full Configuration interfacemight differ fromdisplays in the documentation. For
example, when creating a connection in a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops edition for Google Cloud,
the available connection types include the supported hypervisors and Google Cloud. Other cloud
services are not available.

Similarly, use the information in the product documentation that applies to supported hypervisors
and Google Cloud.

For step‑by‑step instructions ondeploying and configuringCitrix DaaSonGoogleCloud, see this Citrix
Tech Zone article: Citrix virtualization on Google Cloud. This article covers defining the deployment
architecture, preparing the Google Cloud project, configuring network services, and deploying Active
Directory.
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Machine identities

April 13, 2023

Eachmachinemust have a uniquemachine identity, also known as computer account. Machine iden‑
tities can be created and managed in the machines locally or in a directory, such as on‑premises Ac‑
tive Directory (AD) or Azure AD. Citrix supports hosting virtual applications and desktops onmachines
that are Active Directory joined, Azure Active Directory joined, Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined,
or non‑domain joined.

Machine identity types

The following machine identity types are supported.

Machine identity type Description

AD joined Identities are created andmanaged in
on‑premises Active Directory. Provisioned
machines are joined to on‑premises Active
Directory using the assignedmachine
identities.

Azure AD joined Identities are created andmanaged in Azure
AD. Provisionedmachines are joined to Azure
AD using the assignedmachine identities.
Importing VMs to Citrix DaaS is not supported.

Hybrid Azure AD joined Identities are created in on‑premises Active
Directory and are synced with Azure AD
through Azure AD Connect. Provisioned
machines are joined to on‑premises Active
Directory and Azure AD. The machines are then
Hybrid Azure AD joined. For importing a Hybrid
Azure AD joined VM, the VM is treated as an
Active Directory joined VM by Citrix DaaS.

Non‑domain‑joined Identities are created andmanaged in the
machines locally. Importing VMs to Citrix DaaS
is not supported.
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Supported Configurations

The following are details of the supported configurations for each scenario.

Supported infrastructure

Machine
identity Citrix DaaS

Citrix
Virtual
Apps and
Desktops

Citrix
Workspace

Citrix
Storefront

Citrix
Gateway
Service

Citrix
Gateway

AD joined Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Azure AD
joined

Yes No Yes No Yes No

Hybrid
Azure AD
joined

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Non‑
domain‑
joined

Yes No Yes No Yes No

Supported workspace authentication identity providers

Machine
identity

Azure
Active
Directory

Active
Directory

Active
Directory
and
Token Okta SAML

Citrix
Gateway

Adaptive
Authen‑
tication

AD joined Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Azure AD
joined

Yes No No No No No No

Hybrid
Azure AD
joined

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Non‑
domain‑
joined

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Active Directory

November 1, 2022

Identities are created andmanaged in on‑premises Active Directory. Provisionedmachines are joined
to on‑premises Active Directory using the assignedmachine identities. For more information on sup‑
ported functional levels for the forest and domain, see Active Directory functional levels.

For information on how to create Active Directory (AD) joined catalogs using Citrix DaaS, see Create
machine catalogs.

Azure Active Directory joined

April 14, 2023

This article describes the requirements to create Azure Active Directory (AAD) joined catalogs using
Citrix DaaS in addition to the requirements outlined in the Citrix DaaS system requirements section.

Requirements

• Control plane: See Supported Configurations
• VDA type: Single‑session (desktops only) or multi‑session (apps and desktops)
• VDA version: 2203 or later
• Provisioning type: Machine Creation Services (MCS), Persistent and Non‑persistent using Ma‑
chine Profile workflow

• Assignment type: Dedicated and pooled
• Hosting platform: Azure only
• Rendezvous V2 must be enabled

Limitations

• Service continuity is not supported.
• Single sign‑on to virtual desktops not supported. Users must manually enter credentials when
signing in to their desktops.

• Logging in with Windows Hello in the virtual desktop is not supported. Only username and
password are supported at this time. If users try to log in with anyWindows Hellomethod, they
receive an error stating that they are not the brokered user, and the session is disconnected.
Associatedmethods include PIN, FIDO2 key, MFA, and so on.

• Support only Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.
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• The first time a virtual desktop session is launched, the Windows sign‑in screen may show the
logon prompt for the last logged on user without the option to switch to another user. The
user must wait until the logon times out and the desktop’s lock screen appears, and then click
the lock screen to reveal the logon screen once again. At this point, the user is able to select
Other Users and enter their credentials. This is the behavior with every new session when the
machines are non‑persistent.

• When you shut down a non‑persistent VM, it might not always unregister from Azure AD and as
such, leaves stale device information in Azure. To clean up stale Azure AD devices using script,
see CTX477042.

Considerations

Image configuration

• Consider optimizing your Windows image using the Citrix Optimizer tool.

Azure AD joined

• Consider disabling Windows Hello so users are not prompted to set it up when they log into
their virtual desktop. If you are using VDA 2209 or later, this is done automatically. For earlier
versions, you can do this in one of two ways:

– Group policy or local policy

* Navigate toComputerConfiguration>AdministrativeTemplates>WindowsCom‑
ponents > Windows Hello for Business.

* SetUseWindows Hello for Business to:
· Disabled, or
· Enabled and select Do not start Windows Hello provisioning after sign‑in.

– Microsoft Intune

* Create a device profile that disables Windows Hello for Business. Refer to Microsoft
documentation for details.

* Currently, Microsoft supports Intune enrollment of persistent machines only, mean‑
ing you cannot manage non‑persistent machines with Intune.

• Users must be granted explicit access in Azure to log into the machines using their AAD creden‑
tials. This can be facilitated by adding the role assignment at the resource group level:

1. Sign into the Azure portal.
2. Select Resource Groups.
3. Click the resource group where the virtual desktop workloads reside.
4. Select Access control (IAM).
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5. Click Add role assignment.
6. Search for Virtual Machine User Login, select it on the list, and clickNext.
7. SelectUser, group, or service principal.
8. Click Select members and select the users and groups you want to provide access to the

virtual desktops.
9. Click Select.

10. Click Review + assign.
11. Click Review + assign once again.

Note:

If you choose to let MCS create the resource group for the virtual desktops, you add this role
assignment after the machine catalog is created.

• Master VMs can be Azure AD joined or non‑domain‑joined. This functionality requires VDA ver‑
sion 2212 or later.

VDA installation and configuration

Follow the steps for installing the VDA:

1. Make sure to select the following options in the installation wizard:

• In the Environment page, select Create amaster MCS image.

• In the Delivery Controller page, select Let Machine Creation Services do it automati‑
cally.
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2. After the VDA is installed, add the following registry value:

• Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent
• Value type: DWORD
• Value name: GctRegistration
• Value data: 1

3. For Windows 11 22H2 basedmaster VM, create a scheduled task in themaster VM that executes
the following command at system startup using SYSTEM account. This task of scheduling a task
in the master VM is only required for VDA version 2212 or earlier.

1 reg ADD HKLM\Software\AzureAD\VirtualDesktop /v Provider /t REG_SZ
/d Citrix /f

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. If you join the master VM to Azure AD, and then manually remove the join by dsregcmd
utility, make sure that the value of AADLoginForWindowsExtensionJoined under

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows Azure\CurrentVersion\AADLoginForWindowsExtension is
zero.

Where to go next

Once the resource location and hosting connection are available, proceed to create the machine cat‑
alog. For more information on creating Azure Active Directory joined machine catalogs, see Create
Azure Active Directory joined catalogs.

Microsoft Intune

December 20, 2022
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This article describes the requirements to create Microsoft Intune enabled catalogs using Citrix DaaS
in addition to the requirements outlined in the Citrix DaaS system requirements section.

Microsoft Intune is a cloud‑based service that focuses onmobile device management (MDM) andmo‑
bile applicationmanagement (MAM). You control how your organization’s devices are used, including
mobile phones, tablets, and laptops. For more information, see Microsoft Intune. The devices must
meet the minimum system requirements. For more information, see the Microsoft documentation
Supported operating systems and browsers in Intune.

Microsoft Intune works by using the functionality of Azure AD.

Important:

Before enabling this feature, verify that your Azure environment meets licensing requirements
to use Microsoft Intune. For more information, see the Microsoft documentation: https://docs.
microsoft.com/en‑us/mem/intune/fundamentals/licenses. Do not enable the feature if you do
not have the appropriate Intune license.

Requirements

• Control plane: Citrix DaaS
• VDA type: Single‑session OS VDA
• VDA version: 2203 or later
• Provisioning type: Machine Creation Services (MCS) Persistent using the Machine Profile work‑
flow only

• Assignment type: Dedicated
• Hosting platform: Azure only

Limitations

• Support only single‑session Azure AD joined persistent VMs.
• Do not skip image preparation while creating or updating machine catalogs.

Considerations

• Create a device profile that disables Windows Hello for Business.
• If a master VMmust be managed by Microsoft Intune, use VDA version 2212 or later.

Where to go next

For information on creating Microsoft Intune enabled catalogs, see Create Microsoft Intune enabled
catalogs.
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Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined

March 28, 2023

This article describes the requirements to createHybrid Azure Active Directory (HAAD) joined catalogs
using Citrix DaaS in addition to the requirements outlined in the Citrix DaaS system requirements
section.

Hybrid Azure AD joinedmachines use on‑premises AD as the authentication provider. You can assign
them todomain users or groups in on‑premises AD. To enable Azure AD seamless SSOexperience, you
need to have the domain users synced to Azure AD.

Note:

Hybrid Azure AD joined VMs are supported in both federated and managed identity infrastruc‑
tures.

Requirements

• Control plane: See Supported Configurations
• VDA type: Single‑session (desktops only) or multi‑session (apps and desktops)
• VDA version: 2212 or later
• Provisioning type: Machine Creation Services (MCS), Persistent and Non‑persistent
• Assignment type: Dedicated and pooled
• Hosting platform: Any hypervisor or cloud service

Limitations

• If Citrix FederatedAuthenticationService (FAS) is used, single sign‑on is directed toon‑premises
AD rather than Azure AD. In this case, it is recommended to configure Azure AD certificate‑based
authentication so that the primary refresh token (PRT) is generated upon user logon, which fa‑
cilitates single sign‑on to Azure AD resources within the session. Otherwise, the PRT will not be
present and SSO to Azure AD resources will not work. For information on achieving Azure AD
single sign‑on (SSO) to hybrid joined VDAs using Citrix Federated Authentication Service (FAS),
see Hybrid‑joined VDAs.

• Do not skip image preparation while creating or updatingmachine catalogs. If youwant to skip
image preparation, make sure the master VMs are not Azure AD or Hybrid Azure AD joined.

Considerations

• CreatinghybridAzureActiveDirectory joinedmachines requires theWrite userCertificate
permission in the target domain. Make sure that you enter credentials of an administrator
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with that permission during catalog creation.

• ThehybridAzureAD joiningprocess ismanagedbyCitrix. Youneed todisableautoWorkplaceJoin
controlled by Windows in the master VMs as follows. The task of manually disabling
autoWorkplaceJoin is only required for VDA version 2212 or earlier.

1. Run gpedit.msc.
2. Navigate to Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows Compo‑

nents > Device Registration.
3. Set Register domain joined computers as devices to Disabled.

• Select the Organizational Unit (OU) that is configured to be synced with Azure AD when you
create the machine identities.

• For Windows 11 22H2 basedmaster VM, create a scheduled task in themaster VM that executes
the following commands at system startup using SYSTEM account. This task of scheduling a
task in the master VM is only required for VDA version 2212 or earlier.

1 $VirtualDesktopKeyPath = 'HKLM:\Software\AzureAD\VirtualDesktop'
2 $WorkplaceJoinKeyPath = 'HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\

Windows\WorkplaceJoin'
3 $MaxCount = 60
4
5 for ($count = 1; $count -le $MaxCount; $count++)
6 {
7
8 if ((Test-Path -Path $VirtualDesktopKeyPath) -eq $true)
9 {

10
11 $provider = (Get-Item -Path $VirtualDesktopKeyPath).GetValue(

"Provider", $null)
12 if ($provider -eq 'Citrix')
13 {
14
15 break;
16 }
17
18
19 if ($provider -eq 1)
20 {
21
22 Set-ItemProperty -Path $VirtualDesktopKeyPath -Name "

Provider" -Value "Citrix" -Force
23 Set-ItemProperty -Path $WorkplaceJoinKeyPath -Name "

autoWorkplaceJoin" -Value 1 -Force
24 Start-Sleep 5
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25 dsregcmd /join
26 break
27 }
28
29 }
30
31
32 Start-Sleep 1
33 }
34
35 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where to go next

For more information on creating Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined catalogs, see Create Hybrid
Azure Active Directory joined catalogs.

Non‑domain‑joined

November 9, 2022

This article describes the requirements to create non‑domain‑joined catalogs using Citrix DaaS in ad‑
dition to the requirements outlined in the Citrix DaaS system requirements section.

Requirements

• Control plane: See Supported Configurations
• VDA type: Single‑session (desktops only) or multi‑session (apps and desktops)
• VDA version: 2203 or later
• Provisioning type: Machine Creation Services (MCS), Persistent and Non‑persistent
• Assignment type: Dedicated and pooled
• Hosting platform: All platforms supported by MCS
• Rendezvous V2 must be enabled
• Cloud Connectors: Only required if you plan to provisionmachines on on‑premises hypervisors
or if you want to use Active Directory as the identity provider in Workspace.

Limitations

• Service continuity is not supported.
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VDA installation and configuration

Follow the steps for installing the VDA:

1. Make sure to select the following options in the installation wizard:

• In the Environment page, select Create amaster MCS image.

• In the Delivery Controller page, select Let Machine Creation Services do it automati‑
cally.

2. After the VDA is installed, add the following registry value:

• Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent
• Value type: DWORD
• Value name: GctRegistration
• Value data: 1
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Where to go next

Once the resource location and hosting connection are available, proceed to create themachine cata‑
log. Formore information on creating non‑domain‑joinedmachine catalogs, see Create non‑domain‑
joined catalogs.

Set up resource locations

May 9, 2023

Resource locations contain the resources required to deliver applications and desktops to users. You
manage the resources from Citrix Cloud. Typically, resources include:

• Active Directory domain controller.
• Hypervisors or cloud services, known as hosts.
• Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs). VDAs are the machines containing the apps or desktop. Each
machine also has a Citrix VDA installed. The term VDA often refers to the VDA software and the
machine on which it is installed.

• Citrix Gateway (optional): To enable secure external access to the applications and desktops
offered to users, add a Citrix Gateway VPX appliance to the resource location. Then set up Citrix
Gateway.

• Citrix StoreFront servers (customer‑managed).
• To communicate with Citrix Cloud, every resource locationmust contain a Citrix Cloud Connec‑
tor. A minimum of two Cloud Connectors per resource location is recommended, for availabil‑
ity.

A resource location is considered a zone in a Citrix DaaS environment. For more information, see
Zones.

To learn more about resource types, see Connect to Citrix Cloud.

Host requirements

The hypervisor or cloud service where you provision VMs that deliver apps or desktops to usersmight
have unique permission or setup requirements.

• If the hypervisor or cloud service requires virtual networks or other items, follow the guidance
in its documentation.

• Create the appropriate virtual private cloud (VPC) or virtual networks for the machines you’ll
add to your resource location, if needed. For example,whenusingAWS, set upaVPCwithpublic
and private subnets.
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• Create the appropriate rules to secure inbound and outbound internet traffic, and traffic be‑
tween machines in the virtual network. For example, when using AWS, ensure the VPC’s secu‑
rity group has the appropriate rules configured so that machines in the VPC are accessible to
only the IP addresses you specify.

The following host types are supported:

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) virtualization environments
• Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments
• Google Cloud Platform virtualization environments
• Microsoft Azure Resource Manager virtualization environments
• Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization environments
• Nutanix virtualization environments
• Nutanix cloud and partner solutions
• VMware virtualization environments
• VMware cloud and partner solutions

Active Directory

Provision a Windows server, install Active Directory Domain Services, and promote it to a domain
controller. For guidance, see the Microsoft Active Directory documentation.

• Youmust have at least one domain controller running Active Directory Domain Services.
• Do not install any Citrix components on a domain controller.
• Do not use a forward slash (/) when specifying Organizational Unit names in the Full Configura‑
tion management interface.

For more information, see:

• Active Directory functional levels
• Identity and access management in Citrix Cloud.

Cloud Connectors

The Cloud Connector is a group of services from Citrix Cloud that allow communication between the
VDAs, customer‑managed StoreFront, and the cloud‑based Delivery Controller. You can install Cloud
Connectors interactively or from the command line.

For complete Cloud Connector information, see:

• Citrix Cloud Connector

• Technical details, which include system requirements

• Proxy and firewall configuration
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• Installation

• Connector updates

Size and scale considerations

When evaluating Citrix DaaS for sizing and scalability, consider all components. Research and test
the configuration of the Cloud Connectors and the customer‑managed StoreFront for your specific
requirements. Undersizing the machines can impact system performance negatively.

The following article contains size and scale testing information. This article provides details of the
tested maximum capacities, plus best practice recommendations for Cloud Connector machine con‑
figuration.

• Size and scale considerations for Cloud Connectors

Add a resource type or activate an unused domain in Citrix Cloud

Add a resource type:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.

2. In the upper leftmenu, select Resource Locations.

3. Select + Resource Locations to add a new resource location.

4. Enter a name for the resource location and then click Save. For information about naming con‑
siderations, see Name restrictions.

5. Under the new resource location, select Cloud Connectors.

6. Download and install the CloudConnector software on at least two servers in the domainwhere
your Citrix DaaS resources reside.

• During the installation, select the resource location you created in Steps 3 and 4.

• After installation, Citrix Cloud adds the servers to the resource location, and registers the
domains in which you installed the Cloud Connectors.

7. Verify that the registered domains are active:

• From the Citrix Cloudmenu, select Identity Access Management.

• Select Domains. A list of domains where Cloud Connectors have been deployed displays.

• Locate the domains that you are using with Citrix DaaS. Active domains display with a
green bar on the left side of the domain entry.

If your domain does not have the visual indicator described in Step 7, the domain is in an “unused”
state. If you specify an unuseddomain duringmachine catalog setup, catalog creation fails. To ensure
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machine catalog setup occurs without errors, follow the steps in “Activate an unused domain” in this
article.

For more information, see CTX473009: DaaS Catalog Creation Wizard: “Internal Server Error” when
creating adding newmachine accounts.

Activate an unsused domain:

1. From the Domain tab, in Identity and Access Management, select Show Unused Domains.
After you select this option, the label changes toHide Unused Domains.

2. Locate the unused domain in the list. Unused domains display a grey bar on the left side of the
domain entry, and a single‑option ellipsis menu on the right side.

3. Select the ellipsis menu and then select Use domain. The gray bar becomes green, and the
ellipsis menu change to Disable.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For setting up resource location for specific host types:

– AWS cloud environments
– Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments
– Google Cloud environments
– Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments
– Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization environments
– Nutanix virtualization environments
– Nutanix cloud and partner solutions
– VMware virtualization environments
– VMware cloud and partner solutions

• For a full deployment, create a connection to a resource location.

• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process

AWS cloud environments

January 4, 2023

This article walks you through setting up your Amazon Web Services (AWS) account as a resource lo‑
cation you can use with Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). The resource
location includes a basic set of components, ideal for a proof‑of‑concept, or other deployment that
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does not require resources spread over multiple availability zones. After you complete these tasks,
you can install VDAs, provision machines, create machine catalogs, and create Delivery Groups.

When you complete the tasks in this article, your resource location includes the following compo‑
nents:

• A virtual private cloud (VPC) with public and private subnets inside a single availability zone.
• An instance that runs as both an Active Directory domain controller and DNS server, located in
the private subnet of the VPC.

• Two domain‑joined instances on which the Citrix Cloud Connector is installed, located in the
private subnet of the VPC.

• An instance that acts as a bastion host, located in the public subnet of your VPC. This instance
is used to initiate RDP connections to the instances in the private subnet for administration pur‑
poses. After you finish setting up your resource location, you can shut down this instance so it
is no longer readily accessible. When you must manage other instances in the private subnet,
such as VDA instances, you can restart the bastion host instance.

Task overview

Setupavirtual private cloud (VPC)withpublic andprivate subnets. Whenyou complete this task,
AWS deploys NAT gateway(s) with an Elastic IP address in the public subnet. This enables instances
in the private subnet to access the Internet. Instances in the public subnet are accessible to inbound
public traffic while instances in the private subnet are not.

Configure security groups. Security groups act as virtual firewalls that control traffic for the in‑
stances in your VPC. You add rules to your security groups that allow instances in your public subnet
to communicate with instances in your private subnet. You will also associate these security groups
with each instance in your VPC.

Create a DHCP options set. With an Amazon VPC, DHCP and DNS services are provided by default,
which affects how you configure DNS on your Active Directory domain controller. Amazon’s DHCP
cannotbedisabledandAmazon’sDNScanbeusedonly for publicDNS resolution, not ActiveDirectory
name resolution. To specify the domain and name servers handed to instances through DHCP, create
a DHCP options set. The set assigns the Active Directory domain suffix and specifies the DNS server
for all instances in your VPC. To ensure Host (A) and Reverse Lookup (PTR) records are automatically
registered when instances join the domain, you configure the network adapter properties for each
instance you add to the private subnet.

Add a bastion host, domain controller, and Citrix Cloud Connectors to the VPC. Through the bas‑
tion host, you can log on to instances in the private subnet to set up the domain, join instances to the
domain, and install the Citrix Cloud Connector.
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Task 1: Set up the VPC

1. From the AWSmanagement console, select VPC.
2. From the VPC Dashboard, selectCreate VPC.
3. SelectVPC andmore.
4. Under NAT gateways ($) select either In 1 AZ or 1 per AZ.
5. For the NAT instance, specify the instance type and the key pair you want to use. The key pair

enables you to securely connect to the instance later.
6. Under DNS options, leave Enable DNS hostnames selected.
7. Select Create VPC. AWS creates the public and private subnets, Internet gateway, route tables,

and default security group.

Note:

Changing the name of an AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) in the AWS console breaks the existing
hosting unit in Citrix Cloud. When the hosting unit is broken, you cannot create catalogs or add
machines to existing catalogs. From Known Issue: PMCS‑7701

Task 2: Configure security groups

This task creates and configures the following security groups for your VPC:

• A public security group, with which instances in your Public subnet will be associated.
• A private security group, with which instances in your Private subnet will be associated.

To create the security groups

1. From the VPC Dashboard, select Security Groups.
2. Create a security group for the public security group. Select Create Security Group and enter

a name tag and description for the group. In VPC, select the VPC you created earlier. Select Yes,
Create.

Configure the Public security group

1. From the security group list, select the Public security group.

2. Select the Inbound Rules tab and select Edit to create the following rules:

Type Source

ALL Traffic Select the Private security group.

ALL Traffic Select the Public security group.

ICMP 0.0.0.0/0
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Type Source

22 (SSH) 0.0.0.0/0

80 (HTTP) 0.0.0.0/0

443 (HTTPS) 0.0.0.0/0

1494 (ICA/HDX) 0.0.0.0/0

2598 (Session Reliability) 0.0.0.0/0

3389 (RDP) 0.0.0.0/0

3. When finished, select Save.

4. Select theOutbound Rules tab and select Edit to create the following rules:

Type Destination

ALL Traffic Select the Private security group.

ALL Traffic 0.0.0.0/0

ICMP 0.0.0.0/0

5. When finished, select Save.

Configure the private security group

1. From the security group list, select the Private security group.

2. If youhavenotyet setup traffic fromthepublic security group, youmust setTCPports to include;
select the Inbound Rules tab and select Edit to create the following rules:

Type Source

ALL Traffic Select the NAT security group.

ALL Traffic Select the Private security group.

ALL Traffic Select the Public security group.

ICMP Select the Public security group.

TCP 53 (DNS) Select the Public security group.

UDP 53 (DNS) Select the Public security group.
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Type Source

80 (HTTP) Select the Public security group.

TCP 135 Select the Public security group.

TCP 389 Select the Public security group.

UDP 389 Select the Public security group.

443 (HTTPS) Select the Public security group.

TCP 1494 (ICA/HDX) Select the Public security group.

TCP 2598 (Session Reliability) Select the Public security group.

3389 (RDP) Select the Public security group.

TCP 49152–65535 Select the Public security group.

3. When finished, select Save.

4. Select theOutbound Rules tab and select Edit to create the following rules:

Type Destination

ALL Traffic Select the Private security group.

ALL Traffic 0.0.0.0/0

ICMP 0.0.0.0/0

UDP 53 (DNS) 0.0.0.0/0

5. When finished, select Save.

Task 3: Launch instances

The following steps create four EC2 instances and decrypt the default Administrator password that
Amazon generates.

1. From the AWSmanagement console, select EC2.

2. From the EC2 Dashboard, select Launch Instance.

3. Select a Windows Server machine image and instance type.

4. On the Configure Instance Details page, enter a name for the instance and select the VPC you
set up earlier.
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5. In Subnet, make the following selections for each instance:

• Bastion host: Select the Public subnet.
• Domain controller and Connectors: Select the Private subnet.

6. In Auto‑assign Public IP address, make the following selections for each instance:

• Bastion host: Select Enable.
• Domain controller and Connectors: SelectUse default setting or Disable.

7. InNetwork Interfaces, enter a primary IP addresswithin the IP range of your private subnet for
the domain controller and Cloud Connector instances.

8. On the Add Storage page, modify the disk size, if necessary.

9. On the Tag Instance page, enter a friendly name for each instance.

10. On the Configure Security Groups page, select Select an existing security group and then
make the following selections for each instance:

• Bastion host: Select the Public security group.
• Domain controller and Cloud Connectors: Select the Private security group.

11. Review your selections and then select Launch.

12. Create a new key pair or select an existing one. If you create a new key pair, download your
private key (.pem) file and keep it in safe place. You must supply your private key when you
acquire the default Administrator password for the instance.

13. Select Launch Instances. select View Instances to display a list of your instances. Wait until
the newly launched instance has passed all status checks before accessing it.

14. Acquire the default Administrator password for each instance:

a) From the instance list, select the instance and then select Connect.
b) Select Get Password and supply your private key (.pem) file when prompted.
c) Select Decrypt Password. AWS displays the default password.

15. Repeat Steps 2–14 until you have created four instances: a bastion host instance in your public
subnet and three instances in your private subnet that for use as a domain controller and two
Cloud Connectors.

Task 4: Create a DHCP options set

1. From the VPC Dashboard, select DHCP Options Sets.

2. Enter the following information:

• Name tag: Enter a friendly name for the set.
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• Domain name: Enter the fully qualified domain name you use when you configure the
domain controller instance.

• Domain name servers: Enter the private IP address you assigned to the domain controller
instance and the string AmazonProvidedDNS, separated by commas.

• NTP servers: Leave this field blank.
• NetBIOS name servers: Enter the private IP address of the domain controller instance.
• NetBIOS node type: Enter 2.

3. Select Yes, Create.

4. Associate the new set with your VPC:

a) From the VPC Dashboard, select Your VPCs and then select the VPC you set up earlier.
b) Select Actions > Edit DHCP Options Set.
c) When prompted, select the new set you created and then select Save.

Task 5: Configure the instances

1. Using an RDP client, connect to the public IP address of the bastion host instance. When
prompted, enter the credentials for the Administrator account.

2. From the bastion host instance, launch Remote Desktop Connection and connect to the private
IP address of the instance you want to configure. When prompted, enter the Administrator cre‑
dentials for the instance.

3. For all instances in the private subnet, configure the DNS settings:

a) Select Start > Control Panel > Network and Internet > Network and Sharing Center >
Change adapter settings. Double‑click the network connection displayed.

b) Select Properties > Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) > Properties.

c) Select Advanced > DNS. Ensure that the following settings are enabled and selectOK:

• Register this connection’s addresses in DNS
• Use this connection’s DNS suffix in DNS registration

4. To configure the domain controller:

a) Using Server Manager, add the Active Directory Domain Services role with all default fea‑
tures.

b) Promote the instance to a domain controller. During promotion, enable DNS and use the
domain name you specified when you created the DHCP options set. Restart the instance
when prompted.

5. To configure the first Cloud Connector:
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a) Join the instance to the domain and restart when prompted. From the bastion host in‑
stance, reconnect to the instance using RDP.

b) Sign in to Citrix Cloud. Select Resource Locations from the upper leftmenu.
c) Download the Cloud Connector.
d) When prompted, run the cwcconnector.exe file and supply your Citrix Cloud creden‑

tials. Follow the wizard.
e) When finished, selectRefresh to display the Resource Locations page. When the Cloud

Connector is registered, the instance appears on the page.

6. Repeat Step 5 to configure the second Cloud Connector.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to AWS.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments

December 8, 2022

Citrix Hypervisor simplifies your operationalmanagement, ensuring a high definition user experience
for intensive workloads.

To set up your Citrix hypervisor, see Set up resource type.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to Citrix Hypervisor.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.
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More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Google Cloud environments

April 17, 2023

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) lets you provision and manage ma‑
chines on Google Cloud.

Requirements

• Citrix Cloud account. The feature described in this article is available only in Citrix Cloud.
• Citrix DaaS subscription. For details, see Get started.
• A Google Cloud project. The project stores all compute resources associated with the machine
catalog. It can be an existing project or a new one.

• Enable four APIs in your Google Cloud project. For details, see Enable Google Cloud APIs.
• Google Cloud service account. The service account authenticates to Google Cloud to enable
access to the project. For details, see Configure and update service accounts.

• Enable Google private access. For details, see Enable‑private‑google‑access.

Enable Google Cloud APIs

To use the Google Cloud functionality through the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Full Configuration
interface, enable these APIs in your Google Cloud project:

• Compute Engine API
• Cloud Resource Manager API
• Identity and Access Management (IAM) API
• Cloud Build API

From the Google Cloud console, complete these steps:

1. In the upper leftmenu, select APIs and Services > Dashboard.
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2. On the Dashboard screen, ensure that Compute Engine API is enabled. If
not, follow these steps:

a) Navigate to APIs and Services > Library.
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b) In the search box, type Compute Engine.

c) From the search results, select Compute Engine API.

d) On the Compute Engine API page, select Enable.

3. Enable Cloud Resource Manager API.

a) Navigate to APIs and Services > Library.

b) In the search box, type Cloud Resource Manager.

c) From the search results, select Cloud Resource Manager API.

d) On the Cloud Resource Manager API page, select Enable. The status of the API appears.

4. Similarly, enable Identity and Access Management (IAM) API and Cloud Build API.

You can also use Google Cloud Shell to enable the APIs. To do this:

1. Open the Google Console and load the Cloud Shell.

2. Run the following four commands in the Cloud Shell:

• gcloud services enable compute.googleapis.com
• gcloud services enable cloudresourcemanager.googleapis.com
• gcloud services enable iam.googleapis.com
• gcloud services enable cloudbuild.googleapis.com

3. Click Authorize if the Cloud Shell prompts.
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Configure and update service accounts

Citrix Cloud uses three separate service accounts within the Google Cloud project:

• Citrix Cloud Service Account: This service account enables Citrix Cloud to access the Google
project, provision, and manage machines. The Google Cloud account authenticates to Citrix
Cloud using a key generated by Google Cloud.

Youmust create this service account manually.

You can identify this service account with an email address. For example, <my-service-
account>@<project-id>.iam.gserviceaccount.com.

Each account (personal or service) has various roles defining the management of the project.
Grant the following roles to this service account:

– Compute Admin
– Storage Admin
– Cloud Build Editor
– Service Account User
– Cloud Datastore User

• Cloud Build Service Account: This service account is provisioned automatically after you enable
all the APIs mentioned in Enable Google Cloud APIs.

You can identify this service account by an email address that begins with the Project ID and
the word cloudbuild. For example, <project-id>@cloudbuild.gserviceaccount.com

Grant the following roles to this service account:

– Cloud Build Service Account
– Compute Instance Admin
– Service Account User

• Cloud Compute Service Account: This service account is added by Google Cloud to instances
created in Google Cloud once Compute API is activated. This account has the IAM basic editor
role to do the operations. However, if you delete the default permission to have more granular
control, youmust add Storage Admin role that requires the following permissions:

– resourcemanager.projects.get
– storage.objects.create
– storage.objects.get
– storage.objects.list

You can identify this service account by an email address that beginswith theProject ID and theword
compute. For example, <project-id>-compute@developer.gserviceaccount.com.
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Create a Citrix Cloud Service Account

To create a Citrix Cloud Service Account, follow these steps:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to IAM & Admin > Service accounts.

2. On the Service accounts page, select CREATE SERVICE ACCOUNT.

3. On the Create service account page, enter the required information and then select CREATE
AND CONTINUE.

4. On theGrant this service account access toprojectpage, clickSelect a roledrop‑downmenu
and select the required roles. Click +ADD ANOTHER ROLE if you want to addmore roles.

Note:

Enable all the APIs to get the complete list of roles available while creating a new service
account.

5. Click CONTINUE

6. On the Grant users access to this service account page, add users or groups to grant them
access to perform actions in this service account.

7. Click DONE.

8. Navigate to IAMmain console.

9. Identify the service account created.

10. Validate the roles are assigned successfully.

Considerations:

When creating the service account, consider the following:

• The steps Grant this service account access to project and Grant users access to this ser‑
vice account are optional. If you choose to skip these optional configuration steps, the newly
created service account does not display in the IAM & Admin > IAM page.

• To display roles associated with a service account, add the roles without skipping the optional
steps. This process ensures that roles appear for the configured service account.

Citrix Cloud Service Account key

When creating a service account, there is an option to create a key for the account. You need this key
when creating a connection in Citrix DaaS. The key is contained in a credential file (.json). The file is
automatically downloaded and saved to the Downloads folder after you create the key. When you
create the key, be sure to set the key type to JSON. Otherwise, the Citrix Full Configuration interface
cannot parse it.
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Tip:

Create keys using the Service accounts page in the Google Cloud console. We recommend that
you change keys regularly for security purposes. You can provide new keys to the Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops application by editing an existing Google Cloud connection.

Add roles to the Citrix Cloud Service Account

To add roles to the Citrix Cloud Service Account:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to IAM & Admin > IAM.

2. On the IAM > PERMISSIONS page, locate the service account you created, identifiable with an
email address.

For example, <my-service-account>@<project-id>.iam.gserviceaccount.com

3. Select the pencil icon to edit the access to the principal of the service account.

4. On theEdit access to“project‑id”page for the selectedprincipal option, selectADDANOTHER
ROLE to add the required roles to your service account one by one and then select SAVE.

Add roles to the Cloud Build Service Account

To add roles to the Cloud Build Service Account:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to IAM & Admin > IAM.

2. On the IAMpage, locate the CloudBuild service account, identifiablewith an email address that
begins with the Project ID and the word cloudbuild.

For example, <project-id>@cloudbuild.gserviceaccount.com

3. Select the pencil icon to edit the Cloud Build account roles.

4. On theEdit access to“project‑id”page for the selectedprincipal option, selectADDANOTHER
ROLE to add the required roles to your Cloud Build service account one by one and then select
SAVE.

Note:

Enable all the APIs to get the complete list of roles.

Storage permissions and bucket management

Citrix DaaS improves the process of reporting cloud build failures for the Google Cloud service.
This service runs builds on the Google Cloud. Citrix DaaS creates a storage bucket named citrix-
mcs-cloud-build-logs-{ region } -{ 5 random characters } where the Google Cloud
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services captures build log information. An option is set on this bucket that deletes the contents
after a period of 30 days. This process requires that the service account used for the connection has
Google Cloud permissions set to storage.buckets.update. If the service account does not have
this permission, Citrix DaaS ignores errors and proceeds with the catalog creation process. Without
this permission, the size of the build logs increases and requires manual cleanup.

Enable private Google access

When a VM lacks an external IP address assigned to its network interface, packets are only sent to
other internal IP addresses destinations. When you enable private access, the VM connects to the set
of external IP addresses used by the Google API and associated services.

Note:

Whether private Google access is enabled, all VMs that are with andwithout public IP addresses,
must be able to access Google Public APIs, especially if third‑party networking appliances have
been installed in the environment.

To ensure that a VM in your subnet can access the Google APIs without a public IP address for MCS
provisioning:

1. In Google Cloud, access the VPC network configuration.
2. In the Subnet details screen, turn on Private Google access.
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For more information, see Configuring Private Google Access.

Important:

If your network is configured to prevent VM access to the Internet, ensure that your organization
assumes the risks associatedwith enabling Private Google access for the subnet towhich the VM
is connected.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to Google cloud environments.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.
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More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments

December 8, 2022

When using the Microsoft Azure Resource Manager to provision virtual machines in your Citrix Virtual
Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops service deployment, get familiar with the following:

• AzureActiveDirectory: https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑in/azure/active‑directory/fundamentals/
active‑directory‑whatis/

• Consent framework: https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/active‑directory/manage‑apps/
plan‑an‑application‑integration

• Service principal: https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/active‑directory/develop/app‑
objects‑and‑service‑principals/

To set up your Microsoft Azure Resource Manager, see Set up resource location.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to Microsoft Azure.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs
• CTX219211: Set up a Microsoft Azure Active Directory account
• CTX219243: Grant XenApp and XenDesktop access to your Azure subscription
• CTX219271: Deploy hybrid cloud using site‑to‑site VPN
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Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization
environments

February 8, 2023

Follow this guidance if you use Hyper‑V with the Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager
(VMM) to provide virtual machines.

See System requirements for a list of supported VMM versions.

You can use Machine Creation Services or Citrix Provisioning (formerly Provisioning Services) to pro‑
vision:

• Generation 1 Desktop or Server OS VMs
• Generation 2 Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016, and Windows 10 VMs (with or
without Secure Boot)

Install and configure a hypervisor

Install the Microsoft Hyper‑V server and VMM on your servers.

Verify the following account information:

InManage > Full Configuration, the account you specify when creating a connectionmust be a VMM
administrator or VMM delegated administrator for the relevant Hyper‑V machines. If this account has
only the delegated administrator role in VMM, the storage data is not listed in the Full Configuration
interface during the connection creation process.

Your user account must also be amember of the administrators local security group on each Hyper‑V
server to support VM lifecycle management (such as VM creation, update, and deletion).

In large deployments where a single SCVMMmanages multiple clusters in different data centers, you
can limit the host groups scope of the admins.

To limit the host groups scope, use the delegated admin role in Microsoft System Center Virtual Ma‑
chine Manager (VMM) console.

1. On Create User RolesWizard, select Fabric Administrator (delegated administrator) as a user
role.

2. In Members, add the user account in the Active Directory that you want to use as delegated
admin.

3. In Scope, select the host groups you want the delegated admin to have access to.
4. Create a newRun As Account using delegated admin user credentials. Use these credentials to

create a hypervisor connection later. Do not use the main administrator role accounts.
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Install the VMM console

Install a SystemCenter Virtual MachineManager console on each server having a Citrix Cloud Connec‑
tor.

The console version must match the management server version. Although an earlier console can
connect to the management server, provisioning VDAs fails if the versions differ.

Azure Stack HCI provisioning through SCVMM

Azure Stack HCI is a hyper‑converged infrastructure (HCI) cluster solution that hosts virtualized Win‑
dows and Linux workloads and their storage in a hybrid, on‑premises environment.

Azure hybrid services enhance the cluster with capabilities such as cloud‑based monitoring, site re‑
covery, and VM backups. You can also have a central view of all your Azure Stack HCI deployments in
the Azure portal.

Integrate Azure Stack HCI with SCVMM

To integrate Azure Stack HCI with SCVMM, you need to first create an Azure Stack HCI cluster, and then
integrate that cluster with SCVMM.

1. To create the Azure Stack HCI cluster, see the Microsoft document Connect Azure Stack HCI to
Azure.

2. To integrate Azure Stack HCI cluster with SCVMM, do the following:

a) Log in to the machine that is prepared to host the SCVMM server and install SCVMM 2019
UR3 or later.

Note:

Install SCVMM 2019 UR3 or later Administrator Console in the Cloud Connector VM.

b) In the Settings page of the VMM console, create a run as account.
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c) Run the following PowerShell commands with administrative permissions in the SCVMM
server to add the Azure Stack HCI cluster as a host:

1 $runAsAccountName = 'Admin'
2 $runAsAccount = Get-SCRunAsAccount -Name $runAsAccountName
3 $hostGroupName = 'All Hosts'
4 $hostGroup = Get-SCVMHostGroup -Name $hostGroupName
5 $hostCluster = 'FQDN of Azure Stack HCI cluster'
6 Add-SCVMHostCluster -Name $hostCluster -RunAsynchronously -

VMHostGroup
7 $hostGroup -Credential $runAsAccount -RemoteConnectEnabled

$true
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

d) You can now see the Azure Stack HCI cluster along with the nodes in the VMM console.
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e) Create the SCVMM hosting connection in the Full Configuration interface.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating and managing a connection, see Connection to Microsoft System Center Virtual
Machine Manager.

• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Nutanix virtualization environments

December 8, 2022

Follow this guidance when using Nutanix Acropolis to provide virtual machines in your Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops deployment. The setup process includes the task of installing and registering the
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Nutanix plug‑in in your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment.

For more information, see the Nutanix Acropolis MCS plug‑in Installation Guide, available at the Nu‑
tanix Support Portal.

Important:

Install the Nutanix plug‑in on all Cloud Connectors where Citrix DaaSmust create a host connec‑
tion to the resource location that has a Nutanix hypervisor.

Install and register the Nutanix plug‑in

Complete the following procedure to install and register the Nutanix plug‑in on all your Cloud Con‑
nectors. Use the Manage > Full Configuration functions in Citrix Cloud to create a connection to
Nutanix. Then, create a machine catalog that uses a snapshot of a master image you created in the
Nutanix environment.

Tip:

We recommend that you stop and then restart the Citrix Host Service, the Citrix Broker Service,
and the Machine Creation Services when you install or update the Nutanix plug‑in.

For information about installing the Nutanix plug‑in, see the Nutanix Documentation site.

Formore information on how to set up your Nutanix virtualization environments, see Set up resource
location.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to Nutanix.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Nutanix cloud and partner solutions

March 23, 2023
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Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) supports the following Nutanix cloud
and partner solution:

• Nutanix Cloud Clusters on AWS

Nutanix Cloud Clusters on AWS

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) supports Nutanix Cloud Clusters on
AWS.Nutanix clusters simplify howapplications are runonprivate ormultiple public clouds. Formore
information on Nutanix Cloud Clusters on AWS, see Nutanix Cloud Clusters on AWS Deployment and
User Guide.

Tip:

This support provides the same functionality as a Nutanix on‑premises cluster. Only a single
cluster is supported, Prism Element. For more information, see here.

Requirements

You need the following to use Nutanix Clusters on AWS:

• A Nutanix account.
• An AWS account with the following permissions:

– IAMFullAccess
– AWSConfigRole
– AWSCloudFormationFullAccess

Create a Nutanix Cluster

To create a Nutanix Cluster:

1. Log in to your Nutanix account.
2. Locate the Nutanix cluster option, and click Launch. The Nutanix Console opens. For more

information, see Get Started with Nutanix Cluster on AWS.
3. Choose to create a new VPC.

The cluster creation process may fail with the following errors:

• Cluster failed to create within a given time. Deleting cluster.
• Host Nutanix Cluster ‑ Node XXXXXXXXXXX: Instance i-xxxxxxxxxxxxx: disable
network interface source/dest check error.

• HostNutanixCluster ‑NodeXXXXXXXXXXX: Unable to obtain instance i-xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
network interface info.

If the cluster failed to create:
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• Try to recreate one in a different region.
• Make sure to delete the Nutanix CloudFormation Stack (CFS) before retrying.

In addition to other resources, the Nutanix CFS creates:

• 1 VPC named Nutanix Cluster xxxxxxxxxxxxx 10.0.0.0/16
• 2 subnets 10.0.128.0/24 and 10.0.129.0/24
• 1 Internet gateway
• 1 NAT gateway

Once the cluster is created, retrieve the address of theNutanix Prism:

1. Go to theNutanix Console.
2. In the upper right on the console, mouse over the link Launch Prism Element and copy the

URL.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating and managing a connection, see Connection to Nutanix cloud and partner solu‑
tions.

• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

VMware virtualization environments

December 8, 2022

Follow this guidance if you use VMware to provide virtual machines.

Install vCenter Server and the appropriate management tools. (No support is provided for vSphere
vCenter Linked Mode operation.)

If you plan to use Machine Creation Services (MCS), do not disable the Datastore Browser feature in
vCenter Server (described in this VMware article). If you disable this feature, MCS does not work cor‑
rectly.

To set up your VMware virtualization environments, see Set up resource type.
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Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.

• For creating andmanaging a connection, see Connection to VMware.
• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs
• Azure VMware Solution

VMware cloud and partner solutions

November 28, 2022

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) supports the following VMware cloud
and partner solutions:

• Azure VMware Solution (AVS)
• Google Cloud VMware Engine
• VMware Cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Use Citrix DaaS tomigrate VMware based on‑premises Citrix workloads to the respective VMware part‑
ner solutions.

Azure VMware Solution (AVS) integration

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktop service supports AVS. AVS provides cloud infrastructure containing
vSphere clusters created by Azure infrastructure. Leverage the Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktop Service
to use AVS for provisioning your VDA workload in the same way that you would using vSphere in on‑
premises enviornments.

Setting up the AVS cluster

To enable the Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktop Service to use AVS, perform the following steps in Azure:

• Request a host quota
• Register the Microsoft.AVS resource provider
• Network Checklist
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• Create an Azure VMware Solution private cloud
• Access an Azure VMware Solution private cloud
• Configure networking for your VMware private cloud in Azure
• Configure DHCP for Azure VMware Solution
• Add a network segment in Azure VMware Solution
• Verify Azure VMware Solution environment

Request host quota for Azure Enterprise Agreement customers

In the Azure portal’s Help + Support page select New support request, and include the following
information:

• Issue type:Technical
• Subscription:Select your subscription
• Service:All services > Azure VMware Solution
• Resource:General question
• Summary:Need capacity
• Problem type:Capacity Management Issues
• Problem subtype:Customer Request for Additional Host Quota/Capacity

In the Description of the support ticket, incldue the following information in the Details tab:

• POC or Production
• Region Name
• Number of hosts
• Any other details

Note:

AVS requires aminimumof three hosts, and recommends that you use redundancy of N+1 hosts.

After specifying details for the support ticket, select Review + Create to submit the request to Azure.

Register the Microsoft.AVS resource provider

After requesting the host quota, register the resource provider:

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. On the Azure portal menu, select All services.
3. In the All servicesmenu, enter the subscription, and select Subscriptions.
4. Select the subscription from the subscription list.
5. Select Resource providers and enterMicrosoft.AVS in the search bar.
6. If the resource provider is not registered, select Register.
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Networking considerations

AVS offers networking services requiring specific network address ranges and firewall ports. See Net‑
working planning checklist for Azure VMware Solution for more information.

Create an Azure VMware Solution private cloud

After conidering network requirements for your environment, create a ASV private cloud:

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Select Create a new resource.
3. In the Search theMarketplace text box type, Azure VMware Solution, and selectAzure VMware

Solution from the list.

image

In the Azure VMware Solutionwindow:

1. Select Create.
2. Click the Basics tab.
3. Enter values for the fields, using the information in the table below:

Field Value

Subscription Select the subscription you plan to use for the
deployment. All resources in an Azure
subscription are billed together.
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Field Value

Resource group Select the resource group for your private
cloud. An Azure resource group is a logical
container into which Azure resources are
deployed andmanaged. Alternatively, you can
create a new resource group for your private
cloud.

Location Select a location, such as east us. This is the
region you defined during the planning phase.

Resource name Provide the name of your Azure VMware
Solution private cloud.

SKU Select AV36.

Hosts Shows the number of hosts allocated for the
private cloud cluster. The default value is 3,
which can be raised or lowered after
deployment.

Address block Provide an IP address block for the private
cloud. The CIDR represents the private cloud
management network and will be used for the
cluster management services, such as vCenter
Server and NSX‑T Manager. Use /22 address
space, for example, 10.175.0.0/22. The address
should be unique and not overlap with other
Azure Virtual Networks as well as with
on‑premises networks.

Virtual Network Leave this blank because the Azure VMware
Solution ExpressRoute circuit is established as
a post‑deployment step.

In the Create a private cloud screen:

1. In the Location field, select the region that has the AVS; the resource group region is the same
as the AVS region.

2. In the SKU field, select AV36 Node.
3. Specify an IP address in the Address Block field. For example, 10.15.0.0/22.
4. Select Review + Create.
5. After reviewing the information, click Create.
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Tip:

Creating a private cloud can take 3‑4 hours. Adding a single host to cluster can take 30‑45 min‑
utes.

Verify that thedeploymentwas successful. Navigate to the resourcegroupyoucreatedand select your
private cloud. Once the Status is Succeeded the deployment is complete.
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Access an Azure VMware Solution private cloud

Once you have created a private cloud, create aWindows VM and connect to the local vCenter of your
private cloud.

Create a newWindows virtual machine

1. In the resource group, select + Add then search and selectMicrosoftWindows 10/2016/2019.
2. Click Create.
3. Enter the required information, then select Review + Create.
4. Once validation passes, select Create to start the virtual machine creation process.

Connect to the local vCenter of your private cloud

1. Sign in to vSphere Client with VMware vCenter SSO as a cloud administrator.
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2. In the Azure portal, select your private cloud, and thenManage> Identity.

The URLs and user credentials for private cloud vCenter and NSX‑T Manager appear:
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After confirming URLs and user credentials:

1. Navigate to the VM you created in the preceding step and connect to the virtual machine.

2. In the Windows VM, open a browser and navigate to the vCenter and NSX‑T Manager URLs in
two browser tabs. In the vCenter tab, enter the cloudadmin@vmcp.local user credentials from
the previous step.

Configure networking for your VMware private cloud in Azure

After accessing an ASV private cloud, configure networking by creating a virtual network and gateway.

Create a virtual network

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Navigate to the previously created resource group.
3. Select + Add to define a new resource.
4. In theSearch theMarketplace text box, type virtual network. Find the virtual network resource

and select it.
5. On theVirtual Networkpage, selectCreate to set up the virtual network for your private cloud.
6. On the Create Virtual Network page, enter the details for your virtual network.
7. On theBasics tab, enter a name for the virtual network, select the appropriate region, and click

Next : IP Addresses.
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8. On the IP Addresses tab, under IPv4 address space, enter the previously created address.

Important:

Use an address that does not overlap with the address space you used when you created your
private cloud.

After entering the address space:

1. Select + Add subnet.
2. On the Add subnet page, give the subnet a name and appropriate address range.
3. Click Add.
4. Select Review + create.
5. Verify the information and click Create. Once the deployment is complete, the virtual network

appears in the resource group.

Create a virtual network gateway

After creating a virtual network, create a virtual network gateway.

1. In your resource group, select + Add to add a new resource.
2. In the Search theMarketplace text box, type virtual network gateway. Find the virtual network

resource and select it.
3. On the Virtual Network gateway page, click Create.
4. On the Basics tab in the Create virtual network gateway page, provide values for the fields.
5. Click Review + create.
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After reviewing the virtual network gateway configuration, clickCreate to deploy your virtual network
gateway.
Once the deployment completes, connect your ExpressRoute connection to the virtual network gate‑
way containing your Azure AVS private cloud.

Connect ExpressRoute to the virtual network gateway

After deploying a virtual network gateway, add a connection between it and your Azure AVS private
cloud:
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1. Request an ExpressRoute authorization key.
2. In the Azure portal, navigate to the Azure VMware Solution private cloud. Select Manage>

Connectivity > ExpressRoute and then select + Request an authorization key.

After requesting an authorization key:

1. Enter a name for the key and click Create. It may take about 30 seconds to create the key. Once
created, the new key appears in the list of authorization keys for the private cloud.

2. Copy the authorization key and ExpressRoute ID. You’ll need them to complete the peering
process. The authorization key disappears after some time, so copy it as soon as it appears.

3. Navigate to the virtual network gateway you plan to use and select Connections> + Add.
4. On the Add connection page, provide values for the fields, and selectOK.
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The connection is established between your ExpressRoute circuit and your virtual network:
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Configure DHCP for Azure VMware Solution

After connecting ExpressRoute to the virutal gateway, configure DHCP.

Use NSX‑T to host your DHCP server

In NSX‑T Manager:

1. SelectNetworking> DHCP, and then select Add Server.
2. Select DHCP for the Server Type, provide the server name and IP address.
3. Click Save.
4. Select Tier 1 Gateways, select the vertical ellipsis on the Tier‑1 gateway, and then select Edit.
5. SelectNo IP Allocation Set to add a subnet.
6. Select DHCP Local Server for the Type.
7. For the DHCP Server, select Default DHCP, and then click Save.
8. Click Save again and then select Close Editing.

Add a network segment in Azure VMware Solution

After settnig up DHCP, add a network segment.

To add a network segment, in NSX‑T Manager, select Networking> Segments, and then click Add
Segment.
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In the Segments profile screen:

1. Enter a name for the segment.
2. Select the Tier‑1 Gateway (TNTxx‑T1) as the Connected Gateway and leave the Type as Flex‑

ible.
3. Select the pre‑configured overlay Transport Zone(TNTxx‑OVERLAY‑TZ).
4. Click Set Subnets.

In the Subnets section:

1. Enter the gateway IP address.
2. Select Add.

Important:

This segment IP address must belong to the Azure gateway IP address, 10.15.0.0/22.

DHCP range should be belong to segment IP address:
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SelectNo to decline the option to continue configuring the segment:

In vCenter, selectNetworking > SDDC‑Datacenter:

Verify the Azure AVS environment

Setup a direct connection and connector in the Azure resource group:
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Verify the connection with vCenter credentials:

Google Cloud VMware Engine

Citrix DaaS lets you migrate VMware‑based on‑premises Citrix workloads to Google Cloud VMware
Engine.
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Configuring Google Cloud VMware Engine

The following procedure describes how to acquire and set up cluster onGoogle Cloud VMware Engine.

Access the VMware Engine portal

1. In the Google Cloud Console, click the navigation menu.
2. In the Compute section, click VMware Engine to open VMware Engine in a new browser tab.

Requirements to create first private cloud

You must have access to Google Cloud VMware Engine, available VMware Engine node quota, and an
appropriate IAM role. Prepare the following requirements before you continue to create your private
cloud:

1. Request API access and node quota. For more information, see Requesting API access and
quota.

2. Note the address ranges you want to use for VMware management appliances and the HCX de‑
ployment network. For more information, see Networking requirements.

3. Get the VMware Engine Service Admin IAM role.

Create your first private cloud

1. Access the VMware Engine portal.

2. On the VMware EngineHomepage, clickCreate aprivate cloud. The hosting location andhard‑
ware node types are listed.

3. Select the number of nodes for the private cloud. At least three nodes are required.

4. Enter a Classless Inter‑Domain Routing (CIDR) range for the VMware management network.

5. Enter a CIDR range for the HCX deployment network.

Important:

The CIDR rangemust not overlapwith any of your on‑premises or cloud subnets. The CIDR
rangemust be /27 or higher.

6. Select Review and create.

7. Review the settings. To change any settings, click Back.

8. Click Create to begin creating the private cloud.

As VMware Engine creates your newprivate cloud, it deploys several VMware components and sets up
initial Autoscale policies for clusters in the private cloud. Private cloud creation can take 30 minutes
to 2 hours. After the provisioning is complete, you receive an email.
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Set up Google Cloud VMware Engine VPN Gateway

To establish an initial connectivity to Google Cloud VMware Engine, you can use a VPN gateway. This
is an OpenVPN‑based client VPN using which you can connect to your VMware Software Defined Data
Center (SDDC) vCenter and do any initial configuration required.

Before deploying VPN gateway, configure the Edge Services range for the region where your SDDC is
deployed. To do this:

1. Log on to the Google Cloud VMware Engine portal, and go to Network > Regional Settings.
Click Add Region.

2. Choose the regionwhere your SDDC is deployed and enable Internet Access andPublic IP Ser‑
vice.

3. Supply the Edge Services range noted during planning and click Submit. Enabling these ser‑
vices take 10–15 minutes.

Once complete, the Edge Services show as Enabled on the Regional Settings page. Enabling
these settings allow Public IPs to be allocated to your SDDC, which is a requirement for deploy‑
ing a VPN gateway.

To deploy a VPN gateway:

1. In theGoogleCloudVMwareEngineportal, go toNetwork>VPNGateways. ClickCreateNew
VPN Gateway.

2. Supply the name for the VPN gateway and the client subnet reserved during planning. Click
Next.

3. Select users to grant VPN access. Click Next.
4. Specify the networks that must be accessible over VPN. ClickNext.
5. A summary screen is displayed. Verify the selections, and click Submit to create the VPN Gate‑

way. The VPN Gateways page is displayed with the status of the new VPN gateway as Creating.
6. After the status changes toOperational, click the new VPN gateway.
7. ClickDownloadmyVPN configuration to download a ZIP file containing pre‑configuredOpen‑

VPN profiles for the VPN gateway. Profiles for connecting through UDP/1194 and TCP/443 are
available. Choose your preference and import it into Open VPN, and then connect.

8. Go to Resources and select your SDDC.

Connect the VPN

Connect to VPN through Azure machine:

1. Create an Azure machine in Azure portal.
2. Download and install the installerOpenVPN.
3. Open theOpenVPN.
4. Upload the VPN file and connect the VPN.
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Create first subnet

Access NSX‑T Manager from the VMware Engine portal

The process of creating a subnet happens in NSX‑T, which you access through VMware Engine. Do the
following to access NSX‑T Manager.

1. Log on to the Google Cloud VMware Engine portal.

2. From themain navigation, go to Resources.

3. Click the Private cloud name corresponding to the private cloud where you want to create the
subnet.

4. On the details page of your private cloud, click the vSphere Management Network tab.

5. Click the FQDN corresponding to the NSX‑T Manager.

6. When prompted, enter your sign‑in credentials. If you have set up vIDM and connected it to an
identity source, such as Active Directory, use your identity source credentials instead.

Reminder:

You can retrieve generated credentials from the private cloud details page.

Set up DHCP service for the subnet

Before you can create a subnet, set up a DHCP service:

In NSX‑T Manager:

1. Go to Networking > DHCP. The networking dashboard shows that the DHCP service creates
one Tier‑0 and one Tier‑1 gateway.

2. To begin provisioning a DHCP server, click Add Server.
3. Select DHCP for the Server Type, provide the server name and IP address.
4. Click Save to create the DHCP service.

Do the following to attach this DHCP service to the relevant Tier‑1 gateway. A default Tier‑1 gateway
is already provisioned by the DHCP service:

1. Select Tier 1 Gateways, select the vertical ellipsis on the Tier‑1 gateway, and then select Edit.
2. In the IP Address Management field, selectNo IP Allocation Set.
3. Select DHCP Local Server for the Type.
4. Select the DHCP server that you created for the DHCP Server.
5. Click Save.
6. Click Close Editing.

You can now create a network segment in NSX‑T. For more information about DHCP in NSX‑T, see the
VMware documentation for DHCP.
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Create a network segment in NSX‑T

For workload VMs, you create subnets as NSX‑T network segments for your private cloud:

1. In NSX‑T Manager, go toNetworking > Segments.
2. Click Add Segment.
3. Enter a name for the segment.
4. Select the Tier‑1 as the Connected Gateway and leave the Type as Flexible.
5. Click Set Subnets.
6. Click Add Subnets.
7. Enter the subnet range in the Gateway IP/Prefix Length. Specify the subnet range with .1 as

the last octet. For example, 10.12.2.1/24.
8. Specify the DHCP Ranges and click ADD.
9. In Transport Zone, select TZ‑OVERLAY from the drop‑down list.

10. Click Save. You can now select this network segment in vCenter when creating a VM.

In a given region, you can set up at most 100 unique routes from VMware Engine to your VPC net‑
work using private services access. This includes, for example, private cloudmanagement IP address
ranges, NSX‑T workload network segments, and HCX network IP address ranges. This limit includes
all private clouds in the region.

Note:

There is a Google Cloud configuration issue because of which you need to configure DHCP range
setting several times. Therefore, make sure to configure the DHCP range setting after Google
Cloud configuration. Click EDIT DHCP CONFIG to configure the DHCP ranges.
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Create the Google Cloud VMware connection in Citrix Studio

1. Create a machine in vCenter and install the Cloud Connector in the machine.

2. Launch the Citrix Studio.

3. Select the hosting node, and click Add Connection and Resources.

4. On the Connection screen, select Create a new Connection, and the following details:
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a) Select Connection type as VMware vSphere.
b) In the Connection address, enter the vCenter private IP address.
c) Enter the vCenter credentials.
d) Enter a connection name.
e) Choose the tool to create virtual machines.

5. On theNetwork screen, select the subnet created in NSX‑T server.

6. Complete the wizard.

VMware cloud on AmazonWeb Services (AWS)

VMware cloud on Amazon Web Services (AWS) enables you to migrate VMware based on‑premises
Citrix workloads to AWS Cloud and your core Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment to Citrix
DaaS.

This article describes the procedure to set up a VMware cloud on AWS.

Access the VMware cloud environment

1. Log in to VMware cloud services using the URL https://console.cloud.vmware.com/.
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2. Click VMware Cloud on AWS. The page Software‑Defined Data Centers (SDDC) appears.

3. ClickOPEN VCENTER, and then click SHOW CREDENTIALS. Note the credentials for later use.
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4. Open a Web browser and enter the URL for the vSphere Web Client.

5. Enter the credentials as noted and click Login. The vSphere client webpage is similar to the
on‑premises environment.
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About VMware cloud environment

There are four views on the vSphere client webpage.

• Host andCluster view: You cannot create anewCluster, but the cloudadmin can createmultiple
resource pools.
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• VM and Template view: Cloud admin can create many folders.

• StorageView: SelectWorkloadDatastore storagewhenyouaddhostingunit in theCitrix Studio
because you have access to only Workload Datastore.
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• Network View: The icons are different for VMware cloud networks and opaque networks.

After you set up the cluster, refer to VMware virtualization environments for adding connections and
resources.

Where to go next

• For a simple proof‑of‑concept deployment, install a VDA on a machine that will deliver apps or
a desktop to your users.
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• For creating and managing a connection, see Connection to VMware cloud and partner solu‑
tions.

• Review all the steps in the installation and configuration process.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Create machine catalogs

Size and scale considerations for Cloud Connectors

February 24, 2023

When evaluating Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops service) for sizing and scalabil‑
ity, consider all the components. Research and test the configuration of Citrix Cloud Connectors and
StoreFront for your specific requirements. Providing insufficient resources for sizing and scalability
negatively affects the performance of your deployment.

Note:

These recommendations apply to Citrix DaaS Standard for Azure in addition to Citrix DaaS.

This article provides details of the tested maximum capacities and best practice recommendations
for Cloud Connector machine configuration. Tests were performed on deployments configured with
StoreFront and Local Host Cache (LHC).

The information provided applies to deployments inwhich each resource location contains either VDI
workloads or RDS workloads. For resources locations that contain mixed workloads of VDI and RDS
together, contact Citrix Consulting Services.

The Cloud Connector links your workloads to Citrix DaaS in the following ways:

• Provides a proxy for communication between your VDAs and Citrix DaaS
• Provides a proxy for communication between Citrix DaaS and your Active Directory (AD) and
hypervisors

• In deployments that include StoreFront servers, the Cloud Connector serves as a temporary
session broker during cloud outages, providing users with continued access to resources

It is important to have your Cloud Connectors properly sized and configured to meet your specific
needs.

Each set of Cloud Connectors is assigned to a resource location (also known as a zone). A resource
location is a logical separation that specifies which resources communicate with that set of Cloud
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Connectors. At least one resource location is required per domain to communicate with the Active
Directory (AD).

Each machine catalog and hosting connection is assigned to a resource location.

For deployments with more than one resource location, assign machine catalogs and VDAs to the
resource locations to optimize the ability of LHC to broker connections during outages. For more
information on creating andmanaging resource locations, see Connect to Citrix Cloud. For optimum
performance, configure your Cloud Connectors on low‑latency connections to VDAs, AD servers, and
hypervisors.

Recommended processors and storage

For performance similar to that seen in these tests, use modern processors that support SHA exten‑
sions. SHA extensions reduce the cryptographic load on the CPU. Recommended processors include:

• Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Zen and newer processors
• Intel Ice Lake and newer processors

The recommended processors run efficiently. You can use older processors, however, it might lead to
higher CPU load. We recommend increasing your vCPU count to offset this.

The tests described in this article were performed with AMD EPYC and Intel Cascade Lake processors.

Cloud Connectors have a heavy cryptographic load while communicating with the cloud. Cloud Con‑
nectors using processors with SHA extensions experience lower load on their CPUwhich is expressed
by lower CPU usage by the Windows Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS).

Citrix recommends usingmodern storage with adequate I/O operations per second (IOPS), especially
for deployments that use LHC. Solid state drives (SSDs) are suggestedbut premiumcloud storage tiers
are not needed. Higher IOPS are needed for LHC scenarios where the Cloud Connector runs a small
copyof thedatabase. This database is updatedwith site configuration changes regularly andprovides
brokering capabilities to the resource location in times of Citrix Cloud outages.

Recommended compute configuration for Local Host Cache

Local Host Cache (LHC) provides high availability by enabling connection brokering operations in a
deployment to continue when a Cloud Connector cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud.

Cloud Connectors run Microsoft SQL Express Server LocalDB, which is automatically installed when
you install theCloudConnector. TheCPUconfigurationof theCloudConnector, especially thenumber
of cores available to SQL Express Server LocalDB, directly affects LHC performance. The number of
CPU cores available to SQL Server Express Server LocalDB affects LHC performance even more than
memory allocation does. This CPU overhead is observed only when in LHC mode when Citrix DaaS
is not reachable, and the LHC broker is active. For any deployment using LHC, Citrix recommends
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four cores per socket, with a minimum of four CPU cores per Cloud Connector. For information on
configuring compute resource for SQLExpress Server LocalDB, seeCompute capacity limits by edition
of SQL Server.

If compute resources available to the SQL Express Server LocalDB are misconfigured, configuration
synchronization times might be increased and performance during outages might be reduced. In
some virtualized environments, compute capacitymight depend on the number of logical processors
and not CPU cores.

Summary of test findings

All results in this summary are based on the findings from a test environment as configured in the
detailed sections of this article. The results shown here are for a single resource location. Different
system configurations might yield different results.

This illustration gives a graphical overview of the tested configuration.

This table provides a quick guide to sizing your resource location. 10k is the maximum for a single
resource location. See Limits for information on the resource location limits.
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Note:

Exceeding the limit may cause connectivity as well as performance issues during an outage.
Therefore, youmust not exceed the recommended limit as this can lead to unregistered VDAs.

Results are based on Citrix internal testing. The configurations described were tested with varying
workloads, including high‑rate session launch tests and registration storms.

Medium Large Maximum

VDAs 1000 VDI or 250 RDS 5000 VDI or 500 RDS 10,000 VDI or 1000
RDS

Hosting connections 20 40 40

CPUs for Connectors 4 vCPU 4 vCPU 8 vCPU

Memory for
Connectors

6 GB 8 GB 10 GB

Test methodology

Tests were conducted to add load and tomeasure the performance of the environment components.
Thecomponentsweremonitoredbycollectingperformancedataandprocedure timing, suchas logon
time and registration time. In some cases, proprietary Citrix simulation tools were used to simulate
VDAs and sessions. These tools are designed to exercise Citrix components the same way that tradi‑
tional VDAs and sessions do, without the same resource requirements to host real sessions and VDAs.
Tests were conducted in both cloud brokering and LHCmode for scenarios with Citrix StoreFront.

Recommendations for Cloud Connector sizing in this article are based on data gathered from these
tests.

The following tests were run:

• Session logon/launch storm: a test that simulates high‑volume logon periods.
• VDA registration storm: a test that simulates high‑volume VDA registration periods. For exam‑
ple, following an upgrade cycle or transitioning between cloud brokering and Local Host Cache
mode.

• VDA power action storm: a test that simulates high‑volume of VDA power actions.

Test scenarios and conditions

These tests were performed with LHC configured. For more information about using LHC, see the
Local Host Cache article. LHC requires an on‑premises StoreFront server. For detailed information
about StoreFront, see the StoreFront product documentation.
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Recommendations for StoreFront configurations:

• If you have multiple resource locations with a single StoreFront server or server group, enable
the advanced health check option for the StoreFront store. See StoreFront requirement in the
Local Host Cache article.

• For higher session launch rates, use a StoreFront server group. See Configure server groups in
the StoreFront product documentation.

Test conditions:

• CPU and memory requirements are for the base OS and Citrix services only. Third‑party apps
and services might require additional resources.

• VDAs are any virtual or physical machines running Citrix Virtual Delivery Agent.
• All VDAs tested were power‑managed using Citrix DaaS.
• Workloads of 1000 to 10,000 VDI and 250–1000 RDS servers with 1000‑20000 sessions were
tested.

• RDS sessions were tested up to 20,000 per resource location.
• Tests were performed using one Cloud Connector in both normal operations as well as during
outage. Citrix recommends using at least two Cloud Connectors for high availability. When in
outage mode, only one of the connectors is used for VDA registrations and brokering.

• Testswere performedwith the CloudConnector configuredwith Intel Cascade Lake processors.
• Sessions were launched via a single Citrix StoreFront server.
• LHC outage sessions launch tests conducted after machines had re‑registered.

RDS session counts are a recommendation and not a limit. Test your own RDS session limit in your
environment.

Note:

Session count and launch rate are more important for RDS than the VDA count.

Mediumworkloads

These workloads were tested with 4 vCPUs and 6 GBmemory.
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Test
workloads

Site
condition

VDA
registration
time

Registration
CPU and
memory
usage

Launch test
length

Session
launch CPU
and
memory
usage Launch rate

1000 VDI Online 5 minutes CPU
maximum =
36%, CPU
average =
33%,
memory
maximum =
5.3 GB

2minutes CPU
maximum =
29%, CPU
average =
27%,
memory
maximum =
3.7 GB

500 per
minute

1000 VDI Outage 4 minutes CPU
maximum =
11%, CPU
average =
10%,
memory
maximum =
4.5 GB

2minutes CPU
maximum =
42%, CPU
average =
28%,
memory
maximum =
4.0 GB

500 per
minute

250 RDS,
5000
sessions

Online 3 minutes CPU
maximum =
14%, CPU
average =
4%,
memory
maximum =
3.5 GB

9minutes CPU
maximum =
46%, CPU
average =
21%,
memory
maximum =
3.7 GB

555 per
minute

250 RDS,
5000
sessions

Outage 3 minutes CPU
maximum =
15%, CPU
average =
5%,
memory
maximum =
3.7

9 minutes CPU
maximum =
51%, CPU
average =
32%,
memory
maximum =
4.2 GB

555 per
minute
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Large workloads

These workloads were tested with 4 vCPUs and 8 GBmemory.

Test
workloads

Site
condition

VDA
registration
time

Registration
CPU and
memory
usage

Launch test
length

Session
launch CPU
and
memory
usage Launch rate

5000 VDI Online 3–4
minutes

CPU
maximum =
45%, CPU
average =
25%,
memory
maximum =
7.0 GB

5minutes CPU
maximum =
75%, CPU
average =
55%,
memory
maximum =
7.0 GB

1000 per
minute

5000 VDI Outage 4–6
minutes

CPU
maximum =
15%, CPU
average =
5%,
memory
maximum =
7.5 GB

5minutes CPU
maximum =
45%, CPU
average =
40%,
memory
maximum =
7.5 GB

1000 per
minute

500 RDS,
10,000
sessions

Online 3 minutes CPU
maximum =
45%, CPU
average =
25%,
memory
maximum =
7.0 GB

10minutes CPU
maximum =
75%, CPU
average =
55%,
memory
maximum =
7.0 GB

1000 per
minute
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Test
workloads

Site
condition

VDA
registration
time

Registration
CPU and
memory
usage

Launch test
length

Session
launch CPU
and
memory
usage Launch rate

500 RDS,
10,000
sessions

Outage 3 minutes CPU
maximum =
15%, CPU
average =
5%,
memory
maximum =
7.5

10 minutes CPU
maximum =
45%, CPU
average =
40%,
memory
maximum =
7.5 GB

1000 per
minute

Maximumworkloads

These workloads were tested with 8 vCPUs and 10 GBmemory.

Test
workloads

Site
condition

VDA
registration
time

Registration
CPU and
memory
usage

Launch test
length

Session
launch CPU
and
memory
usage Launch rate

10,000 VDI Online 3–4
minutes

CPU
maximum =
85%, CPU
average =
10%,
memory
maximum =
8.5 GB

7minutes CPU
maximum =
66%, CPU
average =
28%,
memory
maximum =
7.0 GB

1400 per
minute
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Test
workloads

Site
condition

VDA
registration
time

Registration
CPU and
memory
usage

Launch test
length

Session
launch CPU
and
memory
usage Launch rate

10,000 VDI Outage 4–5
minutes

CPU
maximum =
90%, CPU
average =
17%,
memory
maximum =
8.2 GB

5minutes CPU
maximum =
90%, CPU
average =
45%,
memory
maximum =
8.5 GB

2000 per
minute

1000 RDS,
20,000
sessions

Online 1–2
minutes

CPU
maximum =
60%, CPU
average =
20%,
memory
maximum =
8.6 GB

17minutes CPU
maximum =
66%, CPU
average =
25%,
memory
maximum =
6.8 GB

1200 per
minute

1000 RDS,
20,000
sessions

Outage 3–4
minutes

CPU
maximum =
22%, CPU
average =
10%,
memory
maximum =
8.5

21 minutes CPU
maximum =
90%, CPU
average =
50%,
memory
maximum =
7.5 GB

1000 per
minute

Note:

The workloads shown here are the maximum recommended workloads for one resource loca‑
tion. To support larger workloads, addmore resource locations.

Configuration synchronization resource usages

The configuration synchronization process keeps the Cloud Connectors up to date with Citrix DaaS.
Updates are automatically sent to the Cloud Connectors to make sure that the Cloud Connectors are
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ready to take over brokering if an outage occurs. The configuration synchronization updates the LHC
database, SQL Express Server LocalDB. The process imports the data to a temporary database then
switches to that database once imported. This ensures that there is always an LHC database ready to
take over.

CPU, memory, and disk usage are temporarily increased while data is imported to the temporary
database.

Test results:

• Data import time: 7–10 minutes
• CPU usage:

– maximum = 25%
– average = 15%

• Memory usage:
– maximum = 9 GB
– increase of approximately 2 GB to 3 GB

• Disk usage:
– 4 MB/s disk read spike
– 18 MB/s disk write spike
– 70 MB/s disk write spike during downloading and writing of xml config files
– 4 MB/s disk read spike at the completion of import

• LHC database size:
– 400–500 MB database file
– 200–300 MB log database

Test conditions:

• Tested on an 8 vCPU AMD EPYC
• The imported site configuration databasewas for an environmentwith site‑wide total of 80,000
VDAs and 300,000 users (three shifts of 100,000 users)

• Data import time was tested on a resource location with 10,000 VDI

Additional resource usage considerations:

• During import the full site configuration data is downloaded. This download might cause a
memory spike, depending on the site size.

• The tested site used approximately 800 MB for the database and database log files combined.
During a configuration synchronization, these files are duplicated with a maximum combined
size of approximately 1600MB. Ensure that your CloudConnector has enough disk space for the
duplicated files. The configuration synchronization process fails if the disk is full.
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Install VDAs

May 9, 2023

Introduction

This article begins with a description of Windows VDAs and the available VDA installers. The remain‑
der of the article describes the steps in the VDA installation wizard. Command‑line equivalents are
provided. For details, see Install VDAs using the command line.

For information about Linux VDAs, see Linux Virtual Delivery Agent.

View an introduction to VDAs.

Installation considerations

The Citrix DaaS article describes what VDAs are and what they do. Here’s more information.

• Analytics collection: Analytics are collected automaticallywhen you install or upgrade compo‑
nents. By default, that data is uploaded to Citrix automaticallywhen the installation completes.
Also, when you install components, you are automatically enrolled in the Citrix Customer Expe‑
rience Improvement Program (CEIP), which uploads anonymous data. Also, during an installa‑
tion or upgrade, you’re offered the opportunity to enroll in Call Home.
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If a VDA installation fails, an MSI analyzer parses the failing MSI log, displaying the exact er‑
ror code. The analyzer suggests a CTX article, if it is a known issue. The analyzer also collects
anonymized data about the failure error code. This data is included with other data collected
by CEIP. If you end enrollment in CEIP, the collectedMSI analyzer data is no longer sent to Citrix.

For information about these programs, see Citrix Insight Services.

• Citrix Workspace app: Citrix Workspace app for Windows is not installed by default when you
install a VDA. You can download and install or upgrade Citrix Workspace app for Windows and
other Citrix Workspace apps from the Citrix website. Alternatively, you can make those Citrix
Workspace apps available from the Workspace or a StoreFront server.

• Print Spooler Service: The Microsoft Print Spooler Service must be enabled. You cannot suc‑
cessfully install a VDA if that service is disabled.

• MicrosoftMedia Foundation: Most supportedWindows editions comewithMedia Foundation
already installed. If themachine onwhich you’re installing a VDAdoes not haveMicrosoftMedia
Foundation (such as N editions), severalmultimedia features are not installed and do not work.

– Flash Redirection
– Windows Media Redirection
– HTML5 Video Redirection
– HDX RealTimeWebcam Redirection

You can acknowledge the limitation, or end the VDA installation and restart it later, after in‑
stalling Media Foundation. In the graphical interface, this choice is presented in a message. In
the command line, you can use the /no_mediafoundation_ack option to acknowledge the
limitation.

• Local user group: When you install the VDA, a new local user group calledDirect AccessUsers is
created automatically. For a single‑sessionOS VDA, this group applies only to RDP connections.
For a multi‑session OS VDA, this group applies to ICA and RDP connections.

• Cloud Connector address requirement: The VDA must have at least one valid Cloud Connec‑
tor address (in the same resource location) with which to communicate. Otherwise, sessions
cannot be established. You specify Cloud Connector addresses when you install the VDA. For
information about other ways to specify Cloud Connector addresses where VDAs can register,
see VDA registration.

• Operating system considerations:

– Review the System requirements for supported platforms, operating systems, and ver‑
sions.

– Ensure that each operating systemmaintains the latest updates.
– Ensure that VDAs have synchronized system clocks. The Kerberos infrastructure that se‑
cures communication between the machines requires synchronization.
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– Optimization guidance for Windows 10 machines is available in CTX216252.
– If you try to install (or upgrade to) a Windows VDA on an OS that is not supported for that
VDA version, a message describes your options. For example, if you try to install the lat‑
est VDA on an older Windows machine, a message guides you to CTX139030. For more
information, see Earlier operating systems.

• InstalledMSIs: SeveralMSIs are installedautomaticallywhenyou install a VDA. Youcanprevent
the installation of someMSIs on the Additional Components page of the graphical interface or
with the /exclude option in the CLI. For others, the only way to prevent their installation is
with the /exclude CLI option.

• Domain‑joined: Ensure that the machine is domain‑joined before installing the VDA software.

VDA supportability tools

Each VDA installer includes a supportability MSI that contains Citrix tools for checking the VDA’s per‑
formance, such as its overall health and the quality of connections. Enable or disable installation of
thisMSI on theAdditional Componentspage of the VDA installer’s graphical interface. From the com‑
mand line, disable installation with the /exclude "Citrix Supportability Tools" option.

Bydefault, the supportabilityMSI is installed inC:\Program Files (x86)\Citrix\Supportability
Tools\. You can change this location on the Components page of the VDA installer’s graphical

interface, or with the /installdir command‑line option. Keep in mind that changing the location
changes it for all installed VDA components, not just the supportability tools.

Current tools in the supportability MSI:

• Citrix Health Assistant: For details, see CTX207624.
• VDA Cleanup Utility: For details, see CTX209255.

If you do not install the tools when you install the VDA, the CTX article contains a link to the current
download package.

Restarts during VDA installation

A restart is required at the end of the VDA installation. That restart occurs automatically by default.

To minimize the number of other restarts needed during VDA installation:

• Ensure that a supportedMicrosoft .NETFrameworkversion is installedbeforebeginning theVDA
installation.

• For Windows multi‑session OS machines, install and enable the RDS role services before in‑
stalling the VDA.

If you do not install those prerequisites before installing the VDA:
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• If you are using the graphical interface or the command line interface without the /noreboot
option, the machine restarts automatically after installing the prerequisite.

• If you are using the command line interface with the /noreboot option, you must initiate the
restart.

After each restart, the VDA installation continues. If you’re installing from the command line, you can
prevent the automatic resumption with the /noresume option.

WhenupgradingaVDA toversion7.17ora later supportedversion, a restartoccursduring theupgrade.
This restart cannot be avoided.

Restore on install or upgrade failure
Note:

This feature is available only for single‑session VDAs.

If a single‑session VDA installation or upgrade fails, and the “restore on failure” feature is enabled, the
machine is returned to a restore point that was set before the installation or upgrade began.

When a single‑session VDA installation or upgrade starts with this feature enabled, the installer cre‑
ates a system restore point before beginning the actual install or upgrade. If the VDA installation or
upgrade fails, themachine is returned to the restore point state. The %temp%/Citrix folder contains
deployment logs and other information about the restore.

By default, this feature is disabled.

If you plan to enable this feature, make sure that system restore is not disabled through a GPO setting
(Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > System > System Restore
).

To enable this feature when installing or upgrading a single‑session VDA:

• WhenusingaVDA installer’s graphical interface (suchasusingAutostartor theXenDesktopVDASetup
.exe command without any restore or quiet options), select the Enable automatic restore if
update fails check box on the Summary page.

If the install/upgrade completes successfully, the restore point is not used, but is retained.

• Run a VDA installer with either the /enablerestore or /enablerestorecleanup option.

– If you use the /enablerestorecleanup option, and the install/upgrade completes suc‑
cessfully, the restore point is removed automatically.

– If you use the /enablerestore option, and the install/upgrade completes successfully,
the restore point is not used, but is retained.
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VDA installers

VDA installers can be downloaded directly from the Citrix Cloud console.

By default, files in the self‑extracting installers are extracted to the Temp folder. The files extracted to
the Temp folder are automatically deleted after the installation completes. Alternatively, you can use
the/extract command with an absolute path.

Three standalone VDA installers are available for download.

VDAServerSetup.exe Installs a multi‑session OS VDA.

VDAWorkstationSetup.exe Installs a single‑session OS VDA.

VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe Installs a single‑session OS VDA that is optimized for Remote PC Ac‑
cess deployments or core VDI installations. Remote PC Access uses physical machines. Core VDI in‑
stallations are VMs that are not being used as an image. This installer deploys only the core services
necessary for VDA connections. Therefore, it supports only a subset of the options that are valid with
the VDAWorkstationSetup installer.

This installer for the current release does not install or contain the components used for:

• App‑V.
• Profile Management. Excluding Citrix Profile Management from the installation affects Monitor
displays.

• Machine Identity Service.
• Citrix Workspace app for Windows.
• Citrix Supportability Tools.
• Citrix Files for Windows.
• Citrix Files for Outlook.
• MCSIO write cache for storage optimization.

This installer does not install or contain a Citrix Workspace app for Windows.

This installer automatically installs the Browser Content Redirection MSI. Automatic installation ap‑
plies to VDA release 2003 and later supported releases.

UsingVDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe is equivalent to using theVDAWorkstationSetup.exe in‑
staller to install a single‑session OS VDA and either:

• In the graphical interface: Selecting the Remote PC Access option on the Environment page.
• In the command‑line interface: Specifying the /remotepc option.
• In the command line interface: Specifying /components vda and /exclude "Citrix

Personalization for App-V - VDA""Personal vDisk""Machine Identity
Service""Citrix Profile Management""Citrix Profile Management WMI
Plugin""Citrix Supportability Tools""Citrix Files for Windows""Citrix
Files for Outlook""Citrix MCS IODriver".
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If you install a VDA with the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer and later upgrade that VDA
using theVDAWorkstationSetup.exe installer, you can optionally install the omitted components
and features.

Step 1. Download the product software and launch the wizard

1. On the machine where you’re installing the VDA, sign in to Citrix Cloud.
2. In the upper leftmenu, select the Citrix DaaS in theMy Services list.
3. On the right side, click Downloads and select Download VDA. You are redirected to the VDA

download page. Find the VDA installer you want and then select Download File.
4. After the download completes, right‑click the file and select Run as administrator. The instal‑

lation wizard launches.

As an alternative to steps 1‑3, you can download the VDA directly from the Citrix download page.

Step 2. Specify how the VDAwill be used

On the Environment page, specify how you plan to use the VDA, indicating whether you’ll use this
machine as an image to provisionmachines. The option you choose affects which Citrix provisioning
tools are installed automatically (if any), and the default values on the Additional Components page
of the VDA installer.

Choose one of the following:

• Create amasterMCS image: Select this option to install a VDAon a VM image, if you plan to use
Machine Creation Services to provision VMs. This option installs the Machine Identity Service.
This is the default option.

Command‑line option: /mastermcsimage or /masterimage
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• Create a master image using Citrix Provisioning or third‑party provisioning tools: Select
this option to install a VDA on a VM image, if you plan to use Citrix Provisioning or third‑party
provisioning tools (such as Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager). Use this option
for previously provisioned VMs that were booted from a Citrix Provisioning read/write disk.

Command‑line option: /masterpvsimage

• (Appears only on multi‑session OS machines) Enable brokered connections to a server: Se‑
lect this option to install a VDAonaphysical or virtualmachine thatwill not beusedas an image.

Command‑line option: /remotepc

• (Appears only on multi‑session OSmachines) Enable Remote PC Access: Select this option to
install a VDA on a physical machine for use with Remote PC Access.

Command‑line option: /remotepc

SelectNext.

This page does not appear:

• When upgrading a VDA.
• When using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer.

Step 3. Select the components to install and the installation location

On the Core components page:

• Location: By default, components are installed in C:\Program Files\Citrix. This default
is fine formost deployments. If you specify a different location, that locationmust have execute
permissions for the network service.

Command‑line option: /installdir
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• Components: By default, CitrixWorkspace app forWindows is not installedwith the VDA. If you
are using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer, CitrixWorkspace app forWindows is
never installed, so this check box is not displayed.

Command‑lineoption: /components vda,plugin to install the VDAand theCitrixWorkspace
app for Windows

SelectNext.

Step 4. Install additional components

The Additional Components page contains check boxes to enable or disable installation of other
features and technologieswith the VDA. In a command‑line installation, you can use the /exclude or
/includeadditional option to omit or include one or more available components.

The following table indicates the default setting of items on this page. The default setting depends on
the option you selected on the Environment page.
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Additional Components page

Environment page: “Master
image with MCS” or “Master
image with Citrix Provisioning
…” selected

Environment page: “Enable
brokered connections to
server” (for multi‑session OS)
or “Remote PC Access” (for
single‑session OS) selected

Citrix Personalization for
App‑V

Not selected Not selected

User Personalization Layer Not selected Not shown because it’s not
valid for this use case

Citrix Supportability tools Selected Not selected

Citrix Profile Management Selected Not selected

Citrix Profile Management
WMI Plug‑in

Selected Not selected

Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent Not selected Not selected

Citrix Files for Windows Not selected Not selected

Citrix Files for Outlook Not selected Not selected

Machine Creation Services
(MCS) storage optimization

Not selected Not selected

Rendezvous protocol
configuration

Not selected Not selected

This page does not appear when:

• Using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer. Also, the command‑line options for the
additional components are not valid with that installer.

• Upgrading a VDA and all the additional components are already installed. If some of the ad‑
ditional components are already installed, the page lists only the components that are not in‑
stalled.

The components list can include:

• Citrix Personalization for App‑V: Install this component if you use applications fromMicrosoft
App‑V packages. For details, see App‑V.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "Citrix Personalization for App-V –
VDA" to enable component installation, /exclude "Citrix Personalization for App

-V – VDA" to prevent component installation

• Citrix User Personalization Layer: Installs the MSI for the user personalization layer. For de‑
tails, see User personalization layer.
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This component appears only when installing a VDA on a single‑session Windows 10 machine.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "User Personalization Layer" to
enable component installation, /exclude "User Personalization Layer" to prevent
component installation

• Citrix Supportability Tools: Installs the MSI that contains Citrix supportability tools.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "Citrix Supportability Tools" to
enable component installation, /exclude "Citrix Supportability Tools" to prevent
component installation

• Citrix Profile Management: This component manages user personalization settings in user
profiles. For details, see Profile Management.

Excluding Citrix Profile Management from the installation affects the monitoring and trou‑
bleshooting of VDAs in Citrix Cloud.

– On the User details and EndPoint pages of the Monitor tab, the Personalization panel
and the Logon Duration panel fail.

– On the Dashboard and Trends pages, the Average Logon Duration panel display data
only for machines that have Profile Management installed.

Even if you are using a third‑party user profile management solution, Citrix recommends that
you install and run the Citrix Profile Management Service. Enabling the Citrix Profile Manage‑
ment Service is not required.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "Citrix Profile Management" to en‑
able component installation, /exclude "Citrix Profile Management" to prevent
component installation

• Citrix Profile Management WMI Plug‑in: This plug‑in provides Profile Management runtime
information in WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) objects (for example, profile
provider, profile type, size, and disk usage). WMI objects provide session information to
Director.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "Citrix Profile Management WMI
Plugin" to enable component installation, /exclude "Citrix Profile Management
WMI Plugin" to prevent component installation

• VDA Upgrade Agent: (Applicable only to Citrix DaaS deployments.) Enables the VDA to partici‑
pate in the VDA Upgrade feature. You can use that feature to upgrade a catalog’s VDAs from the
management console, immediately or at a scheduled time. If this agent is not installed, you can
upgrade a VDA by running the VDA installer on the machine.

Command‑line options: /includeadditional "Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent" to enable
component installation, /exclude "Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent" to prevent component
installation
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• CitrixFiles forWindows: This component enablesusers to connect to their Citrix Files account.
They can then interactwith Citrix Files through amappeddrive in theWindows file system,with‑
out requiring a full sync of their content.

Command‑line options: /includeadditional "Citrix Files for Windows" to enable
component installation, /exclude "Citrix Files for Windows" to prevent component
installation

• Citrix Files for Outlook: This component allows you to bypass file size restrictions and add
security to your attachments or emails by sending them through Citrix Files. You can provide
a secure file upload request directly in your email. For more information, see Citrix Files for
Outlook.

Command‑line options: /includeadditional "Citrix Files for Outlook" to enable
component installation, /exclude "Citrix Files for Outlook" to prevent component
installation

• Machine Creation Services (MCS) storage optimization: Installs the Citrix MCS IO driver. For
more information, see Storage shared by hypervisors and Configure cache for temporary data.

Command‑line options: /includeadditional "Citrix MCS IODriver" to enable com‑
ponent installation, /exclude "Citrix MCS IODriver" to prevent component installation

• Rendezvous Proxy Configuration: Install this component if you plan to use the Rendezvous
protocol with the Citrix Gateway Service in your environment, and you have a non‑transparent
proxy in your network for outbound connections. Only HTTP proxies are supported.

If you install this coponent, specify the address of the proxy or PAC file path on theRendezvous
Proxy Configuration page. For feature details, see Rendezvous protocol.

Command‑line option: /includeadditional "Citrix Rendezvous V2" to enable
component installation, /exclude "Citrix Rendezvous V2" to prevent component
installation
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Step 5. Cloud Connector addresses

On the Delivery Controller page, select Do it manually. Enter the DNS name of an installed Cloud
Connector and then select Add. If you’ve installed additional Cloud Connectors in the resource loca‑
tion, add their DNS names.

SelectNext.

Considerations:

• The address can contain only alphanumeric characters.
• Successful VDA registration requires that the firewall ports used to communicatewith the Cloud
Connector are open. That action is enabled by default on the Firewall page of the wizard.

Command‑line option: /controllers

Step 6. Rendezvous Proxy Configuration

TheRendezvousProxyConfigurationpageappears only if youenabled theRendezvousProxyCon‑
figuration check box on the Additional Components page.
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1. Select whether you will specify the proxy source by proxy address or PAC file path.

2. Specify the proxy address or PAC file path.

• Proxy address format: http://<url-or-ip>:<port>
• PAC file format: http://<url-or-ip>:<port>/<path>/<filename>.pac

The firewall for the proxy portmust be open for the connection test to succeed. If a connection cannot
be made to the proxy, you can choose whether to continue with the VDA installation.

Command‑line option: /proxyconfig

Step 7. Enable or disable features

On the Features page, use the check boxes to enable or disable features you want to use.

• Use Windows Remote Assistance: When this feature is enabled, Windows Remote Assistance
is used with the user shadowing feature of the Director component in Citrix Cloud. Windows
Remote Assistance opens the dynamic ports in the firewall. (Default = disabled)

Command‑line option: /enable_remote_assistance

• UseReal‑TimeAudio Transport for audio: Enable this feature if voice‑over‑IP iswidely used in
your network. The feature reduces latency and improves audio resilience over lossy networks.
It allows audio data to be transmitted using RTP over UDP transport. (Default = disabled)

Command‑line option: /enable_real_time_transport

• Use screen sharing: When enabled, ports used by screen sharing are opened in the Windows
firewall. (Default = disabled)

Command‑line option: /enable_ss_ports

• Is this VDA installed on a VM in a cloud: This setting helps Citrix to correctly identify resource
locations for on‑premises and service (Citrix Cloud) VDA deployments for telemetry purposes.
This feature has no impact on customer side utilization. Enable this setting if your deployment
uses Citrix DaaS. (Default = disabled)

Command‑line option: /xendesktopcloud
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SelectNext.

If this page contains a feature namedMCS I/O, do not use it. The MCS IO feature is configured on the
Additional Components page.

Step 8. Firewall ports

TheFirewallpage indicateswhichports theVDAandCloudConnectorsuse to communicatewitheach
other. By default, these ports are opened automatically if the Windows Firewall Service is running,
even if the firewall is not enabled. This default setting is fine for most deployments.

For port information, see Network ports.

SelectNext.

Command‑line option: /enable_hdx_ports
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Step 9. Review prerequisites and confirm installation

The Summary page lists what will be installed. You can return to earlier wizard pages and change
selections, if needed.

(Single‑session VDAs only) Select the Enable automatic restore if update fails check box to enable
the restore on failure feature. For details, see Restore on install or upgrade failure.

When you’re ready, select Install.

Step 10. Diagnose

On the Diagnostics page, choose whether to participate in Citrix Call Home. If you choose to partici‑
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pate (the default), select Connect. When prompted, enter your Citrix account credentials.

After your credentials are validated (or if you choose not to participate), selectNext.

For more information, see Call Home.

Step 11. Complete this installation

The Finish page contains green check marks for all prerequisites and components that installed and
initialized successfully.

SelectFinish. Bydefault, themachine restartsautomatically. Althoughyoucandisable this automatic
restart, the VDA cannot be used until the machine restarts.

If you are installing a VDA on individual machines (rather than an image), repeat the steps above to
install a VDA on other machines, as needed.

Troubleshoot

In theManage > Full Configuration display for a delivery group, the Installed VDA version entry in
the details pane might not be the version installed on the machines. The machine’s Windows Pro‑
grams and Features display shows the actual VDA version.

Citrix Optimizer

Citrix Optimizer is a tool for Windows OS that helps Citrix administrators optimize VDAs by removing
and optimizing various components.

After installing a VDA and completing the final restart, download and install Citrix Optimizer. See
CTX224676. The CTX article contains the download package, plus instructions about installing and
using Citrix Optimizer.
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Customize a VDA

Later, to customize (change information for) an installed VDA:

1. From the Windows feature for removing or changing programs, select Citrix Virtual Delivery
Agent orCitrix RemotePCAccess/VDI Core Services VDA. Then right‑click and selectChange.

2. Select Customize Virtual Delivery Agent Settings.

When the installer launches, change any available settings.

Customize the port for communicating with Cloud Connectors

You can customize the port that VDAs use to communicate with Cloud Connectors based on your spe‑
cific security requirements. This feature is useful if your security team doesn’t allow the default port
(port 80) to be open or if the default port is already in use.

To customize the port, complete the following steps:

1. Add the Controller port number on Citrix Cloud Connectors.

2. Add the VDA port number on VDAs.

Add the Controller port number on Citrix Cloud Connectors

Go to the Citrix Cloud Connector and run the following two PowerShell commands:

• PS C:\> & 'C:\Program Files\Citrix\XaXdCloudProxy\XaXdCloudProxy.exe'-
VdaPort <port number>

• PS C:\> & 'C:\Program Files\Citrix\Broker\Service\HighAvailabilityService
.exe'-VdaPort <port number> -ConfigureFirewall

Example:

• PS C:\> & 'C:\Program Files\Citrix\XaXdCloudProxy\XaXdCloudProxy.exe'-
VdaPort 18000

• PS C:\> & 'C:\Program Files\Citrix\Broker\Service\HighAvailabilityService
.exe'-VdaPort 18000 -ConfigureFirewall

When customizing the port, consider the following:

• Youmust use the same port number in both commands.
• Youmust run both commands on all Cloud Connectors.
• To successfully communicate with Cloud Connectors, ensure that all VDAs use the same port
number.

• The port you configure persists across connector updates.
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Add the VDA port number on VDAs

Install the VDA with default settings and configure as follows. If the VDA is already installed, continue
with the steps below.

1. On the VDA, open XenDesktopVdaSetup.exe, which is located at C:\Program Files\
Citrix\XenDesktopVdaSetup\XenDesktopVdaSetup.exe.

2. On the Protocol and Port page, add the custom port number.

3. On the Delivery Controller page, enter the FQDN of the Controller.
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4. ClickNext to proceed through the wizard to complete the configuration.

The port numbers are then reconfigured successfully.

Note:

You might see the following error message when you test a Controller connection: No running
instance of a Controller foundon < the Controller address you entered >. If the address is correct,
you can dismiss the message.

Troubleshooting

To check whether the custom ports are configured correctly, go to the Cloud Connector and perform
the following troubleshooting steps:

1. Verify that the following two registry keys exist.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XaXdCloudProxyPersist
Name: CustomVDAPortNumber
Type: REG_DWORD
Data: 18000

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\XaXdCloudProxyPersist
Name: CustomVDAPortNumberHA
Type: REG_DWORD
Data: 18000
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2. Run the following command to create a .txt file.

• netsh http show urlacl > <filepath>.txt

Example:

• netsh http show urlacl > c:\reservations.txt

3. Open the .txt file and check the following four URLs to verify that the correct port is used.

• http://+:18000/Citrix/CdsController/IRegistrar/
• http://+:18000/Citrix/CdsController/ITicketing/
• http://+:18000/Citrix/CdsController/IDynamicDataSink/
• http://+:18000/Citrix/CdsController/INotifyBroker/

4. Verify that the following two firewall rules are created and required ports are open.

• Citrix XaXdProxy
• Citrix Broker Service (TCP‑In)

Other information

• After you install a VDA, you can check the health and availability of the site and its components
with a Cloud Health check.

Where to go next

Create machine catalogs.

To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.

Install VDAs using the command line

March 1, 2023

Introduction

This article applies to installing, upgrading, and customizing Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs) on ma‑
chines with Windows operating systems.

This article describes how to issue VDA installation commands. Before beginning an installation, re‑
view Install VDAs to learn about installation considerations, installers, and what you specify during
installation.
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Install a VDA from the command line

To install a VDA (and see command execution progress and return values), you must have elevated
administrative permissions or use Run as administrator.

1. On the machine where you’re installing the VDA, sign to Citrix Cloud.

2. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

3. On the upper right side, click Downloads and select Download VDA. You’re redirected to the
VDA download page. Find the VDA installer that you want and click Download File.

4. After the download completes, run its name. Use the options described in this article.

• For the multi‑session OS Virtual Delivery Agent, run VDAServerSetup.exe

• For the single‑session OS Virtual Delivery Agent, run VDAWorkstationSetup.exe

• For thesingle‑sessionOSCoreServicesVirtualDeliveryAgent, runVDAWorkstationCoreSetup
.exe

To extract the files before installing them, use /extract with the absolute path, for example
.\VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe /extract %temp%\CitrixVDAInstallMedia. (The
directory must exist. Otherwise, the extract fails.) Then in a separate command, run the appropriate
command, using the valid options listed in this article.

• For VDAServerSetup_XXXX.exe, run <extract folder>\Extract\Image-Full\x64\
XenDesktop Setup\XenDesktopVDASetup.exe

• For VDAWorkstationCoreSetup_XXXX.exe, run <extract folder>\Extract\Image-
Full\x64\XenDesktop Setup\XenDesktopRemotePCSetup.exe

• For VDAWorkstationSetup_XXXX.exe, run <extract folder>\Extract\Image-Full\
x64\XenDesktop Setup\XenDesktopVDASetup.exe

Command‑line options to install a VDA

The following options are valid with one or more of the commands: VDAServerSetup.exe,
VDAWorkstationSetup.exe, and VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe.

• /components component[,component]

Comma‑separated list of components to install or remove. Valid values are:

– VDA: Virtual Delivery Agent

– PLUGINS: Citrix Workspace app for Windows

To install the VDA and Citrix Workspace app, specify /components vda,plugins.

If the plugins option is left out, only the VDA is installed (not the Citrix Workspace app).
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This option is not valid when using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer. That in‑
staller cannot install Citrix Workspace app.

• /controllers “controller [controller]…”

Space‑separated FQDNs of Citrix Cloud Connectors with which the VDA can communicate, en‑
closed in straight quotation marks. Do not specify both the /site_guid and /controllers
options.

• /disableexperiencemetrics

Prevents the automatic upload of analytics collected during installation, upgrade, or removal
to Citrix.

• /enable_hdx_ports

Opens ports in theWindows firewall required by the VDA and enabled features (exceptWindows
Remote Assistance), if the Windows Firewall Service is detected, even if the firewall is not en‑
abled. If you are using a different firewall or no firewall, you must configure the firewall manu‑
ally. For port information, see Network ports.

To open the UDP ports that HDX adaptive transport, specify the /enable_hdx_udp_ports op‑
tion, in addition to the /enable_hdx_ports option.

• /enable_hdx_udp_ports

Opens UDP ports in the Windows firewall that HDX adaptive transport requires, if the Windows
Firewall Service isdetected, even if the firewall is notenabled. If youareusingadifferent firewall
or no firewall, you must configure the firewall manually. For port information, see Network
ports.

To open the ports that the VDA uses, specify the /enable_hdx_ports option, in addition to
the /enable_hdx_udp_ports option.

• /enable_real_time_transport

EnablesordisablesuseofUDP foraudiopackets (RealTimeAudioTransport for audio). Enabling
this feature can improve audio performance. Include the /enable_hdx_ports option if you
want the UDP ports opened automatically when the Windows Firewall Service is detected.

• /enable_remote_assistance

Enables the shadowing feature in Windows Remote Assistance for use with the Monitor func‑
tions. If you specify this option, Windows Remote Assistance opens the dynamic ports in the
firewall.

• /enablerestore or /enablerestorecleanup

(Valid only for single‑session VDAs) Enables automatic return to the restore point, if the VDA
install or upgrade fails.
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If the install/upgrade completes successfully:

– /enablerestorecleanup instructs the installer to remove the restore point.
– /enablerestore instructs the installer to keep the restore point, even though it was not
used.

For details, see Restore on install or upgrade failure.

• /enable_ss_ports

Opens ports in the Windows Firewall that are required for screen sharing, if the Windows Fire‑
wall Service is detected, even if the firewall is not enabled. If you are using a different firewall
or no firewall, youmust configure the firewall manually.

• /exclude “component”[,”component”]

Prevents installation of one or more comma‑separated optional components, each enclosed
in straight quotation marks. For example, installing or upgrading a VDA on an MCS‑managed
image needs the Machine Identity Service component. Valid values are:

– Machine Identity Service
– Citrix Profile Management
– Citrix Profile Management WMI Plug‑in
– Citrix Personalization for App‑V ‑ VDA
– Citrix Supportability Tools
– Citrix MCS IODriver
– Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent
– Citrix Rendezvous V2

Excluding Citrix Profile Management from the installation (/exclude "Citrix Profile
Management") affects monitoring and troubleshooting of VDAs from the Monitor tab. On the
User details and EndPoint pages, the Personalization panel and the Logon Duration panel fail.
On the Dashboard and Trends pages, the Average Logon Duration panel display data only for
machines that have Profile Management installed.

Even if you are using a third‑party Profile Management solution, Citrix recommends that you
install and run the Citrix Profile Management Service. Enabling the Citrix Profile Management
Service is not required.

If you plan to use MCS to provision VMs, do not exclude the Machine Identity Service.

If you specify both/exclude and/includeadditionalwith the same component name, the
component isn’t installed.

This option is not valid when using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer. That in‑
staller automatically excludes many of these items.

• /h or /help
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Displays command help.

• /includeadditional “component”[,”component”] …

Includes installation of one or more comma‑separated optional components, each enclosed in
straight quotation marks. The component names are case‑sensitive.

This option can be helpful when you are creating a Remote PC Access deployment, and want to
install components that are not included by default. Valid values are:

– Citrix Profile Management
– Citrix Profile Management WMI Plug‑in
– Citrix Personalization for App‑V ‑ VDA
– Citrix Supportability Tools
– Citrix MCS IODriver
– Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent
– Citrix Rendezvous V2
– User personalization layer
– Citrix Web Socket VDA Registration Tool

If you specify both /exclude and /includeadditional with the same component name,
that component isn’t installed.

• /installdir directory

Existing empty directory where components will be installed. Default = c:\Program Files\Citrix.

• /install_mcsio_driver

Do not use. Instead, use /includeadditional "Citrix MCS IODriver" or /exclude "
Citrix MCS IODriver"

• /logpath path

Log file location. The specified folder must exist. The installer does not create it. Default =
“%TEMP%\Citrix\XenDesktop Installer”

This option isn’t available in the graphical interface.

• /masterimage

Valid only when installing a VDA on a VM. Sets up the VDA as an image. This option is equivalent
to /mastermcsimage.

This option is not valid when using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer.

• /mastermcsimage

Specifies that thismachinewill beusedasan imagewithMachineCreationServices. This option
is equivalent to /masterimage.
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• /masterpvsimage

Specifies that this machine will be used as an image with either Citrix Provisioning or a third‑
party provisioning tool (such as Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager).

• /no_mediafoundation_ack

Acknowledges that Microsoft Media Foundation is not installed, and several HDX multimedia
features are not installed and do notwork. If this option is omitted andMedia Foundation is not
installed, the VDA installation fails. Most supported Windows editions come with Media Foun‑
dation already installed, except N editions.

• /nodesktopexperience

Valid only when installing a multi‑session OS VDA. Prevents enabling of the Enhanced Desktop
Experience feature. This feature is also controlled with the Enhanced Desktop Experience Citrix
policy setting.

• /noreboot

Prevents a restart after installation. The VDA cannot be used until after a restart.

• /noresume

By default, when a machine restart is needed during an installation, the installer resumes au‑
tomatically after the restart completes. To override the default, specify /noresume. This can
be helpful if youmust remount themedia or want to capture information during an automated
installation.

• /portnumber port

Valid onlywhen the/reconfigoption is specified. Port number to enable for communications
between the VDA and the Controller. The previously configured port is disabled, unless it is port
80.

• /proxyconfig “address or PAC file path”

Valid only if command contains /includeadditional "Citrix Rendezvous V2". The ad‑
dress or PAC file path of the proxy for use with the Rendezvous protocol. For feature details, see
Rendezvous protocol.

– Proxy address format: http://<url-or-ip>:<port>
– PAC file format: http://<url-or-ip>:<port>/<path>/<filename>.pac

• /quiet or /passive

No user interface appears during the installation. The only evidence of the installation and con‑
figuration process is in Windows Task Manager. If this option is omitted, the graphical interface
launches.
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• /reconfigure

Customizes previously configured VDA settings when used with the /portnumber, /
controllers, or /enable_hdx_ports options. If you specify this option without also
specifying the /quiet option, the graphical interface for customizing the VDA launches.

• /remotepc

Valid only for Remote PC Access deployments (single‑session OS) or brokered connections
(multi‑session OS).

This option is not valid when using the VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe installer. That in‑
staller automatically excludes installation of these components.

• /remove_appdisk_ack

Authorizes the VDA installer to uninstall the AppDisks VDA plug‑in if it’s installed.

• /remove_pvd_ack

Authorizes the VDA installer to uninstall Personal vDisk if it’s installed.

• /remove

Removes the components specified with the /components option.

• /removeall

Removes the VDA. It does not remove the Citrix Workspace app (if installed).

• /sendexperiencemetrics

Automatically sends analytics collected during the installation, upgrade, or removal to Citrix.
If this option is omitted (or the /disableexperiencemetrics option is specified), analytics
are collected locally, but not sent automatically.

• /servervdi

Installs a single‑session OS VDA on a supported Windows server. Omit this option when in‑
stalling a multi‑session VDA on a Windows server. Before using this option, see Server VDI.

• /site_guid guid

Globally Unique Identifier of the site Active Directory Organizational Unit (OU). This associates
a virtual desktop with a site when you are using Active Directory for discovery (auto‑update is
the recommended and default discovery method). The site GUID is a site property displayed
in Manage > Full Configuration. Do not specify both the /site_guid and /controllers
options.

• /tempdir directory

Directory to hold temporary files during installation. Default = c:\Windows\Temp.

This option is not available in the graphical interface.
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• /virtualmachine

Valid only when installing a VDA on a VM. Overrides detection by the installer of a physical ma‑
chine, where BIOS information passed to VMsmakes them appear as physical machines.

This option is not available in the graphical interface.

• /xendesktopcloud

Indicates that the VDA is installed in a Citrix DaaS (Citrix Cloud) deployment.

Examples: Install a VDA

• Install a VDA on amulti‑session OS. The following command installs a VDA on amulti‑session
OS.

VDAServerSetup.exe /quiet /controllers "Contr-East.domain.com"/enable_hdx_ports
/masterimage

The VDA will be used as an image.

• Install a multi‑session OS VDA or single‑session OS VDA. The following command installs a
multi‑session OS VDA or a single‑session OS VDA.

VDAServerSetup_XXXX.exe /quiet /controllers "ddc1.abc.com","ddc2.abc.
com"/enable_hdx_ports /enable_Remote_Assistance /enable_real_time_transport
/enable_ss_ports /noreboot

Separate each delivery controller FQDN by a comma. Note that XXXX represents the VDA ver‑
sion.

• Install a Core Services VDA on a single‑session OS. The following command installs a Core
Services VDA on a single session OS for use in a Remote PC Access or VDA deployment.

VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe /quiet /controllers "Contr-East.domain.com"
/enable_hdx_ports /noreboot

CitrixWorkspace app and other non‑core services are not installed. The address of a Cloud Con‑
nector is specified, and ports in the Windows Firewall Service are automatically opened. The
administrator handles restarts.

Customize a VDA using the command line

After you install a VDA, you can customize several settings. Run XenDesktopVDASetup.exe, using
one or more of the following options.

• /reconfigure (required when customizing a VDA)
• /h or /help
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• /quiet
• /noreboot
• /controllers
• /portnumber port
• /enable_hdx_ports

Where to go next

• Create machine catalogs

• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.

Create andmanage connections

May 17, 2023

Introduction

Configuring a connection includes selecting the connection type from among the supported hypervi‑
sors andcloud services and the storageandnetwork you select fromthe resources for that connection.

Youmust be a Full Administrator to perform connection and resource management tasks.

Where to find information about connection types

System requirements lists the supported hypervisor and cloud service versions, and includes links to
host‑specific articles.

Host storage

A storage product is supported if it can bemanaged by a supported hypervisor. Citrix Support assists
those storage product vendors in troubleshooting and resolving issues, and documents those issues
in the knowledge center, as needed.

When provisioning machines, data is classified by type:

• Operating system (OS) data, which includes images.
• Temporary data, which include all non‑persistent data written to MCS‑provisioned machines,
Windows page files, user profile data, and any data that is synchronized with Content Collabo‑
ration (formerly ShareFile). This data is discarded each time amachine restarts.
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Providing separate storage for eachdata type can reduce loadand improve IOPSperformanceoneach
storage device, making best use of the host’s available resources. It also enables appropriate storage
to be used for the different data types. Persistence and resilience are more important for some data
than others.

• Storage can be shared (located centrally, separate from any host, used by all hosts) or local to
a hypervisor. For example, central shared storage can be one or more Windows Server 2012
clustered storage volumes (with or without attached storage), or an appliance from a storage
vendor. The central storagemight alsoprovide its ownoptimizations suchas hypervisor storage
control paths and direct access through partner plug‑ins.

• Storing temporary data locally avoids having to traverse the network to access shared storage,
and it also reduces load (IOPS) on the shared storagedevice. Shared storage canbemore costly,
so storing data locally can lower expenses. These benefits must be weighed against the avail‑
ability of sufficient storage on the hypervisor servers.

Storage shared by hypervisors

The storage shared by hypervisors method stores data that needs longer‑term persistence centrally,
providing centralized backup, andmanagement. That storage holds the OS disks.

When you select this method, you can choose whether to use local storage (on servers in the same
hypervisor pool) for temporary machine data. This data does not require persistence or as much re‑
silience as the data in the shared storage. This is called the temporary data cache. The local disk
helps reduce traffic to the main OS storage. This disk is cleared after every machine restart. The disk
is accessed through awrite‑throughmemory cache. Keep inmind that if you use local storage for tem‑
porary data, the provisioned VDA is tied to a specific hypervisor host. If that host fails, the VM cannot
start.

Exception: If you use Clustered Storage Volumes (CSV), Microsoft SystemCenter Virtual MachineMan‑
ager does not allow temporary data cache disks to be created on local storage.

If you store temporary data locally, you can then enable and configure nondefault values for eachVM’s
cache disk andmemory size when you create amachine catalog that uses that connection. However,
the default values are tailored to the connection type, and are sufficient for most cases.

The hypervisor can also provide optimization technologies through read caching of the disk images
locally. For example, Citrix Hypervisor offers IntelliCache. This can also reduce network traffic to the
central storage.

Storage local to the hypervisor

The storage local to the hypervisor method stores data locally on the hypervisor. With this method,
imagesandotherOSdataare transferred toall thehypervisorsused in the site, both for initialmachine
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creation and future image updates. This results in significant traffic on the management network.
Image transfers are also time‑consuming, and the images become available to each host at a different
time.

Create a connection and resources
Important:

The host resources (storage and network) in your resource locationmust be available before you
create a connection.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.
2. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.
3. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
4. Select Add Connections and Resources in the action bar.
5. The wizard guides you through the following pages. Specific page content depends on the se‑

lected connection type. After completing each page, select Next until you reach the Summary
page.

Step 1. Connection

On the Connection page:
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• To create a new connection, select Create a newConnection. To create a connection based on
the same host configuration as an existing connection, selectUse an existing Connection and
then choose the relevant connection.

• Select a zone in the Zone name field. The options are all resource locations you configured.

• Select a hypervisor or cloud service in the Connection type field. The options are hypervi‑
sors and cloud services that have their plug‑ins installed properly in the zone. Alternatively,
you can use the PowerShell command Get-HypHypervisorPlugin [-ZoneUid] $rluid
[-IncludeUnavailable] false or true to get the following:

– List of all Citrix supported hypervisor plugins, including third party plugins
– Availability of hypervisor plugin. If the availability status is false, possible reason could be
that Cloud Connector is not installed

• Enter a connection name. This name appears in theManage display.

• Choose the tool to create virtual machines: Machine Creation Services or Citrix Provisioning.

Information on the Connection page differs depending on the host (connection type) you’re using.
For example, when using Azure Resource Manager, you can use an existing service principal or create
a newone. For details, see the virtualization environment page listed in System requirements for your
connection type.
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Step 2. Storagemanagement

For information about storage management types andmethods, see Host storage.

If you are configuring a connection to a Hyper‑V or VMware host, browse to and then select a cluster
name. Other connection types do not request a cluster name.

Select a storage management method: storage shared by hypervisors or storage local to the hypervi‑
sor.

• If you choose storage shared by hypervisors, indicate if you want to keep temporary data on
available local storage. (You can specify nondefault temporary storage sizes in the machine
catalogs that use this connection.) Exception: When using Clustered Storage Volumes (CSV),
MicrosoftSystemCenter VirtualMachineManager does not allow temporary data cachedisks to
be createdon local storage. Configuring that storagemanagement setup in theManage console
fails.

If you use shared storage on a Citrix Hypervisor pool, indicate if youwant to use IntelliCache to reduce
the load on the shared storage device. See Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.
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Step 3. Storage selection

For more information about storage selection, see Host storage.

Select at least one host storage device for each available data type. The storagemanagementmethod
youselectedon thepreviouspageaffectswhichdata typesareavailable for selectionon thispage. You
must select at least one storage device for each supported data type before you can proceed to the
next page in the wizard.

The lower portion of the Storage Selection page contains more configuration options if you chose
storage shared by hypervisors and enabled Optimize temporary data on available local storage.
You can select which local storage devices (in the same hypervisor pool) to use for temporary data.

The number of currently selected storage devices is shown (in the graphic, “1 storage device se‑
lected”). When you hover over that entry, the selected device names appear (unless no devices are
configured).

1. Select Select to change the storage devices to use.
2. In the Select Storage dialog box, select or clear the storage device check boxes, and then select

OK.

Step 4. Region

(Appearsonly for somehost types.) The regionselection indicateswhereVMswill bedeployed. Ideally,
choose a region close to where users will access their applications.
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Step 5. Network

Enter a name for the resources. This name appears in the Manage console to identify the storage and
network combination associated with the connection.

Select one or more networks that the VMs will use.

Some connection types (such as Azure Resource Manager) also list subnets that VMs will use. Select
one or more subnets.

Step 6. Summary

Review your selections; if you want to make changes, use return to previous wizard pages. When you
complete your review, select Finish.

Remember: If you store temporary data locally, you can configure nondefault values for temporary
data storage when you create the catalog containing machines that use this connection.

Note:

A scope is not shown for Full access administrators. For more information, see Administrators,
roles, and scopes.

Edit connection settings

Do not use this procedure to rename a connection or to create a connection. Those are different oper‑
ations. Change the address only if the current host machine has a new address. Entering an address
to a different machine breaks the connection’s machine catalogs.

You cannot change the GPU settings for a connection, because catalogs accessing this resource must
use an appropriate GPU‑specific image. Instead, create a new connection.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection and then select Edit Connection in the action bar.
3. Follow the guidance for the settings available when you edit a connection.
4. Whenyouare finished, selectApply to apply any changes youmadeandkeep thewindowopen,

or selectOK to apply changes and close the window.

Connection Properties page:

• To change the connection address and credentials, select Edit settings… and then enter the
new information.

• To specify the high‑availability servers for a Citrix Hypervisor connection, select Edit servers…
and select the servers. Citrix recommends that you select all servers in the pool to allow com‑
munication with Citrix Hypervisor if the pool master fails.
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Note:

If you are usingHTTPS andwant to configure high‑availability servers, do not install awild‑
card certificate for all servers in a pool. An individual certificate for each server is required.
For more information, see Create a connection to Citrix Hypervisor.

Advanced page:

The throttling threshold settings enable you to specify amaximum number of power actions allowed
on a connection. These settings can help when power management settings allow too many or too
few machines to start at the same time. Each connection type has specific default values that are
appropriate for most cases. Usually, they do not need to be changed.

• The Simultaneous actions (all types) and Simultaneous Personal vDisk inventory updates
settings specify two values: a maximum absolute number that can occur simultaneously on
this connection, and amaximumpercentage of allmachines that use this connection. Youmust
specify both absolute and percentage values. The actual limit applied is the lower of the values.

For example, in a deployment with 34 machines, if Simultaneous actions (all types) is set to
an absolute value of 10 and a percentage value of 10, the actual limit applied is 3 (that is, 10
percent of 34 rounded to the nearest whole number, which is less than the absolute value of 10
machines).

• TheMaximum new actions per minute is an absolute number. There is no percentage value.

Shared Tenants page:

Add tenants and subscriptions that share the Azure Compute Gallery with the subscription of this
connection. As a result, when creating or updating catalogs, you can select shared images from those
tenants and subscriptions.

• Enter the Application ID and Application secret for the application associated with this con‑
nection. With this information, you can authenticate to Azure. We recommend that you change
keys regularly to ensure security.

• Specify shared tenants and subscriptions. You can add up to eight shared tenants. For each
tenant, you can add up to eight subscriptions.

• Click Save and Applywhen you’re done.

Enter information in the Connection options field only under the guidance of a Citrix Support repre‑
sentative.

Edit networks

You can change networks for a connection. Do the following:

1. Go toManage > Full Configuration > Hosting.
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2. Select the target resources under the connection and then select Edit Network in the action
bar.

3. Select one or more networks for the virtual machines to use.
4. Click Save to save your changes and to exit.

Turnmaintenancemode on or off for a connection

Turning on maintenance mode for a connection prevents any new power action from affecting any
machine stored on the connection. Users cannot connect to a machine when it is in maintenance
mode. If users are already connected, maintenance mode takes effect when they log off.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection. To turn maintenance mode on, select Turn On Maintenance Mode in

the action bar. To turn maintenance mode off, select Turn OffMaintenance Mode.

You can also turn maintenance mode on or off for individual machines. You can turn maintenance
mode on or off for machines in machine catalogs or delivery groups.

Delete a connection
Caution:

Deleting a connection can result in the deletion of large numbers of machines and loss of data.
Ensure that user data on affectedmachines is backed up or no longer required.

Before deleting a connection, ensure that:

• All users are logged off from themachines stored on the connection.
• No disconnected user sessions are running.
• Maintenance mode is turned on for pooled and dedicatedmachines.
• All machines in machine catalogs used by the connection are powered off.

A machine catalog becomes unusable when you delete a connection that the catalog references. If
this connection is referenced by a catalog, you can delete the catalog. Before you delete a catalog,
make sure it is not used by other connections.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection and then select Delete Connection in the action bar.
3. If this connection has machines stored on it, you are asked whether to delete the machines.

If they are to be deleted, specify what to do with the associated Active Directory computer ac‑
counts.

Rename or test a connection

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
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2. Select the connection and then select Rename Connection or Test Connection in the action
bar.

Viewmachine details on a connection

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.

The upper pane lists the machines accessed through the connection. Select a machine to view its
details in the lower pane. Session details are also provided for open sessions.

Use the search feature to findmachines quickly. Either select a saved search from the list at the top of
the window, or create a new search. You can either search by typing all or part of the machine name,
or you can build an expression to use for an advanced search. To build an expression, select Unfold,
and then select from the lists of properties and operators.

Managemachines on a connection

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.

2. Select a connection and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.

3. Select one of the following in the action bar. Some actions might not be available, depending
on the machine state and the connection host type.

• Start: Starts the machine if it is powered off or suspended.
• Suspend: Pauses the machine without shutting it down, and refreshes the list of
machines.

• Shut down: Requests the operating system to shut down.
• Force shut down: Forcibly powers off the machine, and refreshes the list of machines.
• Restart: Requests the operating system to shut down and then start the machine again.
If the operating system cannot comply, the desktop remains in its current state.

• Enable maintenance mode: Temporarily stops connections to a machine. Users cannot
connect to amachine in this state. If users are connected, maintenancemode takes effect
when they logoff. (Youcanalso turnmaintenancemodeonoroff for allmachinesaccessed
through a connection, as described earlier.)

• Remove from Delivery Group: Removing a machine from a Delivery Group does not
delete it from the machine catalog that the Delivery Group uses. You can remove a
machine only when no user is connected to it. Turn onmaintenancemode to temporarily
prevent users from connecting while you are removing the machine.

• Delete: When you delete amachine, users no longer have access to it, and themachine is
deleted from the machine catalog. Before deleting a machine, ensure that all user data is
backeduporno longer required. You candelete amachineonlywhennouser is connected
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to it. Turn onmaintenancemode to temporarily stop users from connecting while you are
deleting the machine.

For actions that involvemachine shutdown, if themachine does not shut downwithin 10minutes, it is
powered off. If Windows attempts to install updates during shutdown, there is a risk that themachine
will be powered off before the updates are complete.

Edit storage

You can display the status of servers that are used to store operating system, temporary, and personal
(PvD) data for VMs that use a connection. You can also specify which servers to use for storage of each
data type.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection and then select Edit Storage in the action bar.
3. In the left pane, select the data type: operating system or temporary.
4. Select or clear the check boxes for one or more storage devices for the selected data type.
5. SelectOK.

Each storage device in the list includes its name and storage status. Valid storage status values are:

• In use: The storage is being used for creating machines.
• Superseded: The storage is being usedonly for existingmachines. Nonewmachines are added
in this storage.

• Not in use: The storage is not being used for creating machines.

If you clear the check box for a device that is currently In use, its status changes to Superseded. Exist‑
ing machines will continue to use that storage device (and can write data to it). So, that location can
become full even after it stops being used for creating machines.

Delete, rename, or test resources

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the resource and then select the appropriate entry in the action bar: Delete Resources,

Rename Resources, or Test Resources.

Connection timers

You can use Citrix policy settings to configure three connection timers:

• Maximum connection timer: Determines the maximum duration of an uninterrupted connec‑
tion between a user device and a virtual desktop. Use the Session connection timer and Ses‑
sion connection timer interval policy settings.
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• Connection idle timer: Determines how long an uninterrupted user device connection to a
virtual desktop is maintained if there is no input from the user. Use the Session idle timer and
Session idle timer interval policy settings.

• Disconnect timer: Determines how long a disconnected, locked virtual desktop can remain
lockedbefore the session is loggedoff. Use theDisconnected session timer andDisconnected
session timer interval policy settings .

When you update any of these settings, ensure they are consistent across your deployment.

See the policy settings documentation for more information.

Where to go next

• For information on connection to specific host types, see:

– Connection to AWS
– Connection to Citrix Hypervisor
– Connection to Google cloud environments
– Connection to Microsoft Azure
– Connection to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager
– Connection to Nutanix
– Connection to Nutanix cloud and partner solutions
– Connection to VMware
– Connection to VMware cloud and partner solutions

If you’re in the initial deployment process, create a machine catalog.

Connection to AWS

December 8, 2022

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to AWS cloud environments.

Note:

Before creating a connection to AWS, you need to first finish setting up your AWS account as a
resource location. See AWS cloud environments.

Create a connection

When you create a connection from the Full Configuration interface:
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• Youmust provide the API key and secret key values. You can export the key file containing those
values fromAWSand then import them. Youmust alsoprovide the region, availability zone, VPC
name, subnet addresses, domain name, security group names, and credentials.

• The credentials file for the root AWS account (retrieved from the AWS console) is not formatted
the same as credentials files downloaded for standard AWS users. Therefore, Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops management cannot use the file to populate the API key and secret key fields.
Ensure that you are using AWS Identity Access Management (IAM) credentials files.

Note:

After youcreate a connection, attempts toupdate theAPI keyand secret keymight fail. To resolve
the issue, check your proxy server or firewall restrictions and ensure that the following address
is contactable: https://*.amazonaws.com.

Host connection default values

When you create host connections in the Full Configuration interface of the AWS cloud environment,
the following default values display:

Option Absolute Percentage

Simultaneous actions (all
types)

125 100

Maximum new actions per
minute

125

Maximum concurrent
provisioning operations

100

MCS supports 100 maximum concurrent provisioning operations by default.

You can configure these values by accessing the Citrix Studio Advanced section on the Edit Connec‑
tion screen:
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MCS supports 100maximum concurrent operations by default. Alternatively, you can use the Remote
PowerShell SDK to set the maximum number of concurrent operations for optimal settings per your
environment.

Use the PowerShell custom property, MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations, to specify
the maximum number of concurrent AWS provisioning operations.

Prior to configuration:

• Ensure you have installed PowerShell SDK for Cloud.
• Understand that the default value for MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations is
100.

Perform the following steps to customize the MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations
value:

1. Open a PowerShellwindow.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Enter cd xdhyp:\Connections\.

4. Enter dir to list the connections.

5. Change or Initialize the Custom Properties string:

• If the Custom Properties string has a value, copy the Custom Properties into Notepad.
Next, change the MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations property to your
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preferred value. You can enter a value ranging from 1‑1000.
Forexample,<Property xsi:type="IntProperty"Name="MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations
"Value="xyz"/>.

• If the Custom Properties string is empty/null, youmust initialize the string by entering the
proper syntax forboth theschemaandtheMaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations
property.

6. In the PowerShell window, paste the modified Custom Properties from Notepad and assign a
variable to the modified Custom Properties. If you initialized the Custom Properties, add the
lines below following the syntax:

$customProperties = '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com
/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"><Property xsi:type="IntProperty" Name="MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations
" Value="100"/></CustomProperties>'.

This string sets the MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations property to 100. In the
CustomProperties string, youmust set the MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations
property to a value that aligns with your needs.

7. Enter Get-XDAuthentication, which prompts you for your credentials.

8. Run $cred = Get-Credential, which might prompt you for solely a Password (or a Name
and Password). You also might be prompted for the application ID and associated secret. For
connections using role‑based authentication, role_based_auth is both the Name and Pass‑
word. Otherwise, enter the AWS API ID and secret.

9. Runset-item -PSPath 'XDHyp:\Connections<connection-name>'-CustomProperties
$customProperties -username $cred.username -Securepassword $cred.

password. Youmust set the <connection‑name> to the name of the connection.

10. Enter dir to verify the updated CustomProperties string.

Service endpoint URL

Standard zone service endpoint URL

When you use MCS, a new AWS connection is added with an API key and an API secret. With this infor‑
mation, along with the authenticated account, MCS queries AWS for the supported zones using the
AWSDescribeRegionsEC2API call. Thequery ismadeusingagenericEC2ServiceEndpointURLhttps
://ec2.amazonaws.com/. Use MCS to select the zone for the connection from the list of supported
zones. The preferred AWS service endpoint URL is automatically selected for the zone. However, after
you create the service endpoint URL, you can no longer set or modify the URL.
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Non‑standard service endpoint URL

There can be situations where you might not need the automatically chosen AWS Service Endpoint
URL for the connection. For such cases, you can use Citrix Cloud SDK and PowerShell to create a
connection with a non‑standard service endpoint URL. For example, to create a connection using the
service endpoint URL https://ec2.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn:

1. Set up the AWS hosted Cloud Connector and ensure that it has connectivity.

2. Run the following PowerShell commands to see the list of Cloud Connectors.

1 PS C:\> asnp citrix.*
2 PS C:\> Get-XDAuthentication
3 PS C:\> Get-ConfigEdgeServer
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Find the ZoneUid from the newly created Cloud Connector and enter it into the following Pow‑
erShell commands. Replace the italicized items with the respective values.

PS C:\> $hyp= New-Item -Path xdhyp:\Connections -ZoneUidZoneUid-Name“My
New Connection”-ConnectionType "AWS"-HypervisorAddress @("https://ec2.cn-
north-1.amazonaws.com.cn")-UserName“APIkey” -Password“API Secret” -Persist
PS C:\> New-BrokerHypervisorConnection -HypHypervisorConnectionUid $hyp
. HypervisorConnectionUid

4. Refresh the Full Configuration > Hosting tab to verify that the EC2 connection has been cre‑
ated.

5. Add a resource location using the new connection.

Defining IAM permissions

Use the information in this section to define IAM permissions for Citrix DaaS on AWS. Amazon’s IAM
service permits accounts having multiple users, which can be further organized into groups. These
users can possess different permissions to control their ability to perform operations associated with
the account. For more information about IAM permissions, see IAM JSON policy reference.

To apply IAM permissions policy to a new group of users:

1. Log into the AWSmanagement console and select the IAM service from the drop‑down list.
2. Select Create a New Group of Users.
3. Type a name for the new user group and select Continue.
4. On the Permissions page, choose Custom Policy then Select.
5. Type a name for the Permissions policy.
6. In the Policy Document section, enter relevant permissions.
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After entering the policy information, selectContinue to complete the group of users. Users in the
group are granted permissions to perform only those actions that are required for Citrix DaaS.

Important:

Use the policy text provided in the example above to list the actions that a Citrix DaaS uses to
perform actions within an AWS account without restricting those actions to specific resources.
Citrix recommends that youuse the example for testingpurposes. For productionenvironments,
youmight choose to add further restrictions on resources.

Adding IAM permissions

Set the permissions in the IAM section of the AWS Management Console:

1. In the Summary panel, select the Permissions tab.
2. Select Add permissions.

In the Add Permissions to screen, grant permissions:
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Use the following as an example in the JSON tab:

Tip:

The noted JSON example might not include all the permissions for your environment. See How
to Define Identity Access Management Permissions Running Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops on
AWS for more information.
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About AWS permissions

This section contains the complete list of AWS permissions. Use the complete set of permissions as
given in the section for the functionality to work correctly.

Note:

The iam:PassRole permission is needed only for role_based_auth.

Creating a host connection

A new host connection is added using the information obtained from AWS.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Action": [
8 "ec2:DescribeAvailabilityZones",
9 "ec2:DescribeImages",

10 "ec2:DescribeInstances",
11 "ec2:DescribeInstanceTypes",
12 "ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
13 "ec2:DescribeSubnets",
14 "ec2:DescribeVpcs"
15 ],
16 "Effect": "Allow",
17 "Resource": "*"
18 }
19
20 ]
21 }
22
23 <!--NeedCopy-->

Powermanagement of VMs

Machine instances are powered on or off.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
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5 {
6
7 "Action": [
8 "ec2:AttachVolume",
9 "ec2:CreateVolume",

10 "ec2:DeleteVolume",
11 "ec2:DescribeInstances",
12 "ec2:DescribeVolumes",
13 "ec2:DetachVolume",
14 "ec2:StartInstances",
15 "ec2:StopInstances"
16 ],
17 "Effect": "Allow",
18 "Resource": "*"
19 }
20
21 ]
22 }
23
24 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creating, updating, or deleting VMs

Amachine catalog is created, updated, or deleted with VMs provisioned as AWS instances.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Action": [
8 "ec2:AttachVolume",
9 "ec2:AssociateIamInstanceProfile",

10 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgress",
11 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",
12 "ec2:CreateImage",
13 "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplate",
14 "ec2:CreateSecurityGroup",
15 "ec2:CreateTags",
16 "ec2:CreateVolume",
17 "ec2:DeleteVolume",
18 "ec2:DescribeAccountAttributes",
19 "ec2:DescribeAvailabilityZones",
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20 "ec2:DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociations",
21 "ec2:DescribeImages",
22 "ec2:DescribeInstances",
23 "ec2:DescribeInstanceTypes",
24 "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
25 "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
26 "ec2:DescribeNetworkInterfaces",
27 "ec2:DescribeRegions",
28 "ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
29 "ec2:DescribeSnapshots",
30 "ec2:DescribeSubnets",
31 "ec2:DescribeTags",
32 "ec2:DescribeVolumes",
33 "ec2:DescribeVpcs",
34 "ec2:DetachVolume",
35 "ec2:DisassociateIamInstanceProfile",
36 "ec2:RunInstances",
37 "ec2:StartInstances",
38 "ec2:StopInstances",
39 "ec2:TerminateInstances"
40 ],
41 "Effect": "Allow",
42 "Resource": "*"
43 }
44 ,
45 {
46
47 "Action": [
48 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgress",
49 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",
50 "ec2:CreateSecurityGroup",
51 "ec2:DeleteSecurityGroup",
52 "ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupEgress",
53 "ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupIngress"
54 ],
55 "Effect": "Allow",
56 "Resource": "*"
57 }
58 ,
59 {
60
61 "Action": [
62 "s3:CreateBucket",
63 "s3:DeleteBucket",
64 "s3:PutBucketAcl",
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65 "s3:PutBucketTagging",
66 "s3:PutObject",
67 "s3:GetObject",
68 "s3:DeleteObject",
69 "s3:PutObjectTagging"
70 ],
71 "Effect": "Allow",
72 "Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::citrix*"
73 }
74 ,
75 {
76
77 "Action": [
78 "ebs:StartSnapshot",
79 "ebs:GetSnapshotBlock",
80 "ebs:PutSnapshotBlock",
81 "ebs:CompleteSnapshot",
82 "ebs:ListSnapshotBlocks",
83 "ebs:ListChangedBlocks",
84 "ec2:CreateSnapshot"
85 ],
86 "Effect": "Allow",
87 "Resource": "*"
88 }
89
90 ]
91 }
92
93 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

• The EC2 section related to SecurityGroups is only needed if an Isolation Security Group
must be created for the Preparation VM during catalog creation. Once this is done, these
permissions are not required.

• Use ec2:CreateNetworkInterface and ec2:DeleteNetworkInterface permissions only if you
are using volume worker method.

Direct disk upload and download

Direct disk upload eliminates the volume worker requirement for machine catalog provisioning, and
instead uses public APIs provided by AWS. This functionality reduces the cost associated with extra
storage accounts and the complexity for maintaining volume worker operations.

Following permissions must be added to the policy:
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• ebs:StartSnapshot
• ebs:GetSnapshotBlock
• ebs:PutSnapshotBlock
• ebs:CompleteSnapshot
• ebs:ListSnapshotBlocks
• ebs:ListChangedBlocks
• ec2:CreateSnapshot
• ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates

Important:

• You can add a new VM to existing machine catalogs without any volume worker operation
such as volume worker AMI, and volume worker VM.

• If you delete an existing catalog that used volume worker before, all artifacts including vol‑
ume worker related are deleted.

EBS encryption of created volumes

EBScanauto‑encryptnewly createdvolumes if theAMI is encrypted, or EBS is configured toencrypt all
new volumes. However, to implement the functionality, the following permissions must be included
in the IAM policy.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Effect": "Allow",
8 "Action": [
9 "kms:CreateGrant",

10 "kms:Decrypt",
11 "kms:DescribeKey",
12 "kms:GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlainText",
13 "kms:GenerateDataKey",
14 "kms:ReEncryptTo",
15 "kms:ReEncryptFrom"
16 ],
17 "Resource": "*"
18 }
19
20 ]
21 }
22
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23 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The permissions can be limited to specific keys by including a Resource and Condition block at
the discretion of the user. For example, KMS Permissions with Condition:

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Effect": "Allow",
8 "Action": [
9 "kms:CreateGrant",

10 "kms:Decrypt",
11 "kms:DescribeKey",
12 "kms:GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlainText",
13 "kms:GenerateDataKey",
14 "kms:ReEncryptTo",
15 "kms:ReEncryptFrom"
16 ],
17 "Resource": [
18 "arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:123456789012:key/abcd1234-a123

-456d-a12b-a123b4cd56ef"
19 ],
20 "Condition": {
21
22 "Bool": {
23
24 "kms:GrantIsForAWSResource": true
25 }
26
27 }
28
29 }
30
31 ]
32 }
33
34 <!--NeedCopy-->

The following key policy statement is the entire default key policy for KMS keys that is required to
allow the account to use IAM policies to delegate permission for all actions (kms:*) on the KMS key.
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1 {
2
3 "Sid": "Enable IAM policies",
4 "Effect": "Allow",
5 "Principal": {
6
7 "AWS": "arn:aws:iam::111122223333:root"
8 }
9 ,

10 "Action": "kms:",
11 "Resource": ""
12 }
13
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information, see AWS Key Management Service official documentation.

IAM role‑based authentication

The following permissions are added to support role‑based authentication.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Effect": "Allow",
8 "Action": "iam:PassRole",
9 "Resource": "arn:aws:iam::*:role/*"

10 }
11
12 ]
13 }
14
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

Minimal IAM permissions policy

The following JSON canbe used for all currently supported features. You can create host connections,
create, update, or delete VMs, and do power management using this policy.
The policy can be applied to the users as explained in Defining IAM permissions sections or you can
also use role‑based authentication using role_based_auth security key and secret key.
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Important:

Touse role_based_auth, first configure thedesired IAM role on the cloud connector ec2 instance
when setting up the cloud connector. Using Citrix Studio, add the hosting connection and sup‑
ply the role_based_auth for the authentication key and secret. A hosting connection with these
settings then uses role‑based authentication.

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Action": [
8 "ec2:AttachVolume",
9 "ec2:AssociateIamInstanceProfile",

10 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgress",
11 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",
12 "ec2:CreateImage",
13 "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplate",
14 "ec2:CreateNetworkInterface",
15 "ec2:CreateTags",
16 "ec2:CreateVolume",
17 "ec2:DeleteLaunchTemplate",
18 "ec2:DeleteNetworkInterface",
19 "ec2:DeleteSecurityGroup",
20 "ec2:DeleteSnapshot",
21 "ec2:DeleteTags",
22 "ec2:DeleteVolume",
23 "ec2:DeregisterImage",
24 "ec2:DescribeAccountAttributes",
25 "ec2:DescribeAvailabilityZones",
26 "ec2:DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociations",
27 "ec2:DescribeImages",
28 "ec2:DescribeInstances",
29 "ec2:DescribeInstanceTypes",
30 "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
31 "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
32 "ec2:DescribeNetworkInterfaces",
33 "ec2:DescribeRegions",
34 "ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
35 "ec2:DescribeSnapshots",
36 "ec2:DescribeSubnets",
37 "ec2:DescribeTags",
38 "ec2:DescribeVolumes",
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39 "ec2:DescribeVpcs",
40 "ec2:DetachVolume",
41 "ec2:DisassociateIamInstanceProfile",
42 "ec2:RebootInstances",
43 "ec2:RunInstances",
44 "ec2:StartInstances",
45 "ec2:StopInstances",
46 "ec2:TerminateInstances"
47 ],
48 "Effect": "Allow",
49 "Resource": "*"
50 }
51 ,
52 {
53
54 "Action": [
55 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgress",
56 "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",
57 "ec2:CreateSecurityGroup",
58 "ec2:DeleteSecurityGroup",
59 "ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupEgress",
60 "ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupIngress"
61 ],
62 "Effect": "Allow",
63 "Resource": "*"
64 }
65 ,
66 {
67
68 "Action": [
69 "s3:CreateBucket",
70 "s3:DeleteBucket",
71 "s3:DeleteObject",
72 "s3:GetObject",
73 "s3:PutBucketAcl",
74 "s3:PutObject",
75 "s3:PutBucketTagging",
76 "s3:PutObjectTagging"
77 ],
78 "Effect": "Allow",
79 "Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::citrix*"
80 }
81 ,
82 {
83
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84 "Action": [
85 "ebs:StartSnapshot",
86 "ebs:GetSnapshotBlock",
87 "ebs:PutSnapshotBlock",
88 "ebs:CompleteSnapshot",
89 "ebs:ListSnapshotBlocks",
90 "ebs:ListChangedBlocks",
91 "ec2:CreateSnapshot"
92 ],
93 "Effect": "Allow",
94 "Resource": "*"
95 }
96 ,
97 {
98
99 "Effect": "Allow",

100 "Action": [
101 "kms:CreateGrant",
102 "kms:Decrypt",
103 "kms:DescribeKey",
104 "kms:GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlainText",
105 "kms:GenerateDataKey",
106 "kms:ReEncryptTo",
107 "kms:ReEncryptFrom"
108 ],
109 "Resource": "*"
110 }
111 ,
112 {
113
114 "Effect": "Allow",
115 "Action": "iam:PassRole",
116 "Resource": "arn:aws:iam::*:role/*"
117 }
118
119 ]
120 }
121
122 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

• The EC2 section related to SecurityGroups is only needed if an Isolation Security Group
must be created for the Preparation VM during catalog creation. Once this is done, these
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permissions are not required.
• The KMS section is only required when using EBS volume encryption.
• The iam:PassRole permission section is needed only for role_based_auth.
• Specific resource‑level permissions can be added instead of full access based on your re‑
quirements and environment. Refer to AWS documents Demystifying EC2 Resource‑Level
Permissions and Access management for AWS resources for more details.

• Use ec2:CreateNetworkInterface and ec2:DeleteNetworkInterface permissions only if you
are using volume worker method.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For AWS specific information, see Create an AWS catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• AWS cloud environments

Connection to Citrix Hypervisor

December 21, 2022

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.

Note:

Before creating a connection to Citrix Hypervisor, you need to first finish setting up your Citrix
Hypervisor account as a resource location. See Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.

Create a connection to Citrix Hypervisor

When you create a connection to Citrix Hypervisor (formerly XenServer), youmust provide the creden‑
tials for a VM Power Admin or higher‑level user.

Citrix recommends using HTTPS to secure communications with Citrix Hypervisor. To use HTTPS,
you must replace the default TLS certificate installed on Citrix Hypervisor. For more information, see
Install a TLS certificate on your server.
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You can configure high availability if it is enabled on the Citrix Hypervisor server. Citrix recommends
that you select all servers in the pool (from Edit High Availability) to allow communication with the
Citrix Hypervisor server if the pool master fails.

Note:

If you are using HTTPS and want to configure high‑availability servers, do not install a wildcard
certificate for all servers in a pool. An individual certificate for each server is required.

You can select a GPU type and group, or pass through, if the Citrix Hypervisor supports vGPU. The
display indicates if the selection has dedicated GPU resources.

Whenusing local storageononeormoreCitrixHypervisorhosts for temporarydata storage,makesure
that each storage location in the pool has a unique name. (To change a name in XenCenter, right‑click
the storage and edit the name property.)

Use IntelliCache for Citrix Hypervisor connections

Using IntelliCache, hosted VDI deployments are more cost‑effective because you can use a combina‑
tionof shared storage and local storage. This enhancesperformanceand reducesnetwork traffic . The
local storage caches themaster image from the shared storage, which reduces the amount of reads on
the shared storage. For shared desktops, writes to the differencing disks are written to local storage
on the host and not to shared storage.

• Shared storage must be NFS when using IntelliCache.
• Citrix recommends that you use a high performance local storage device to ensure the fastest
possible data transfer.

To use IntelliCache, youmust enable it in both this product and Citrix Hypervisor.

• When installing Citrix Hypervisor, select Enable thin provisioning (Optimized storage for Cit‑
rix Virtual Desktops). Citrix does not support mixed pools of servers that have IntelliCache en‑
abled and servers that do not. For more information, see the Citrix Hypervisor documentation.

• In Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, IntelliCache is disabled by default. You can change the set‑
ting only when creating a Citrix Hypervisor connection; you cannot disable IntelliCache later.
When you add a Citrix Hypervisor connection:

– Select Shared as the storage type.
– Select theUse IntelliCache check box.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For Citrix Hypervisor specific information, see Create a Citrix Hypervisor catalog.
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More information

• Connections and resources
• Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments

Connection to Google cloud environments

May 4, 2023

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Google cloud environments.

Note:

Before creating a connection to Google cloud environments, you need to first finish setting up
your Google cloud account as a resource location. See Google Cloud environments.

Add a connection

In the Full Configuration interface, follow the guidance in Create a connection and resources. The
following description guides you through setting up a hosting connection:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.

2. Select Add Connection and Resources in the action bar.

3. On the Connection page, select Create a new Connection and Citrix provisioning tools, and
then selectNext.

• Zone name. Select a zone (equivalent to a resource location) where you want your host
resources to reside. Zones are created automatically when you create a resource location
and add a Cloud Connector to it. For more information, see Zones.

• Connection type. Select Google Cloud from themenu.
• Service account key. Import the key contained in your Google credential file (.json). To
do so, locate your credential file, open the file with Notepad (or any text editor), and then
copy the content. After that, return to the Connection page, select Import key, paste the
content, and then select Save.

• Service account ID. The field automatically populates with the information from the im‑
ported key.

• Connection name. Type a name for the connection.

4. On the Region page, select a project name from the menu, select a region containing the re‑
sources you want to use, and then selectNext.
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5. On the Network page, type a name for the resources, select a virtual network from the menu,
select a subset, and then select Next. The resource name helps identify the region and net‑
work combination. Virtual networks with the (Shared) suffix appended to their name represent
shared VPCs. If you configure a subnet‑level IAM role for a shared VPC, only specific subnets of
the shared VPC appear on the subnet list.

Note:

• The resourcenamecancontain1–64characters, andcannot containonlyblank spaces
or the characters \ / ; : ## . * ? = < > | [ ] { } "' ( )' ).

6. On the Summary page, confirm the information and then select Finish to exit theAddConnec‑
tion and Resourceswindow.

After you create the connection and resources, the connection and resources you created are listed.
To configure the connection, select the connection and then select the applicable option in the action
bar.

Similarly, you can delete, rename, or test the resources created under the connection. To do so, select
the resource under the connection and then select the applicable option in the action bar.

Service endpoint URLs

Youmust have access to the following URLs:

• https://oauth2.googleapis.com
• https://cloudresourcemanager.googleapis.com
• https://compute.googleapis.com
• https://storage.googleapis.com
• https://cloudbuild.googleapis.com

Google Cloud projects

There are basically two types of Google Cloud projects:

• Provisioning project: In this case, the current admin account owns the provisionedmachines in
the project. This project is also referred to as a local project.

• Shared VPC project: Project in which machines created in the provisioning project use the VPC
from the Shared VPC project. The admin account used for provisioning project has limited per‑
missions in this project, specifically, only permissions to use the VPC.

About GCP permissions

This section has the complete list of GCP permissions. Use the complete set of permissions as given
in the section for the functionality to work correctly.
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Creating a host connection

• Minimum permissions required for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Provisioning project:

1 compute.instanceTemplates.list
2 compute.instances.list
3 compute.networks.list
4 compute.projects.get
5 compute.regions.list
6 compute.subnetworks.list
7 compute.zones.list
8 resourcemanager.projects.get
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Compute Admin
– Cloud Datastore User

• Additional permissions required for Shared VPC for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Shared VPC
project:

1 compute.networks.list
2 compute.subnetworks.list
3 resourcemanager.projects.get
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined role:

– Compute Network User

Powermanagement of VMs

Minimum permissions required for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Provisioning project:

1 compute.instanceTemplates.list
2 compute.instances.list
3 compute.instances.get
4 compute.instances.reset
5 compute.instances.resume
6 compute.instances.start
7 compute.instances.stop
8 compute.instances.suspend
9 compute.networks.list

10 compute.projects.get
11 compute.regions.list
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12 compute.subnetworks.list
13 compute.zones.list
14 resourcemanager.projects.get
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

• Compute Admin
• Cloud Datastore User

Creating, updating, or deleting VMs

• Minimum permissions required for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Provisioning project:

1 cloudbuild.builds.create
2 cloudbuild.builds.get
3 cloudbuild.builds.list
4 compute.acceleratorTypes.list
5 compute.diskTypes.get
6 compute.diskTypes.list
7 compute.disks.create
8 compute.disks.createSnapshot
9 compute.disks.delete

10 compute.disks.get
11 compute.disks.list
12 compute.disks.setLabels
13 compute.disks.use
14 compute.disks.useReadOnly
15 compute.firewalls.create
16 compute.firewalls.delete
17 compute.firewalls.list
18 compute.globalOperations.get
19 compute.images.create
20 compute.images.delete
21 compute.images.get
22 compute.images.list
23 compute.images.setLabels
24 compute.images.useReadOnly
25 compute.instanceTemplates.create
26 compute.instanceTemplates.delete
27 compute.instanceTemplates.get
28 compute.instanceTemplates.list
29 compute.instanceTemplates.useReadOnly
30 compute.instances.attachDisk
31 compute.instances.create
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32 compute.instances.delete
33 compute.instances.detachDisk
34 compute.instances.get
35 compute.instances.list
36 compute.instances.reset
37 compute.instances.resume
38 compute.instances.setDeletionProtection
39 compute.instances.setLabels
40 compute.instances.setMetadata
41 compute.instances.setServiceAccount
42 compute.instances.setTags
43 compute.instances.start
44 compute.instances.stop
45 compute.instances.suspend
46 compute.machineTypes.get
47 compute.machineTypes.list
48 compute.networks.list
49 compute.networks.updatePolicy
50 compute.nodeGroups.list
51 compute.nodeTemplates.get
52 compute.projects.get
53 compute.regions.list
54 compute.snapshots.create
55 compute.snapshots.delete
56 compute.snapshots.list
57 compute.snapshots.setLabels
58 compute.snapshots.useReadOnly
59 compute.subnetworks.get
60 compute.subnetworks.list
61 compute.subnetworks.use
62 compute.zoneOperations.get
63 compute.zoneOperations.list
64 compute.zones.get
65 compute.zones.list
66 iam.serviceAccounts.actAs
67 resourcemanager.projects.get
68 storage.buckets.create
69 storage.buckets.delete
70 storage.buckets.get
71 storage.buckets.list
72 storage.buckets.update
73 storage.objects.create
74 storage.objects.delete
75 storage.objects.get
76 storage.objects.list
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77 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Compute Admin
– Storage Admin
– Cloud Build Editor
– Service Account User
– Cloud Datastore User

• Additional permissions required for Shared VPC for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Shared VPC
project to create a hosting unit using VPC and subnetwork from Shared VPC project:

1 compute.firewalls.list
2 compute.networks.list
3 compute.projects.get
4 compute.regions.list
5 compute.subnetworks.get
6 compute.subnetworks.list
7 compute.subnetworks.use
8 compute.zones.list
9 resourcemanager.projects.get

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Compute Network User
– Cloud Datastore User

• Minimumpermissions required for CloudBuild Service Account inProvisioningproject required
by Google Cloud Build service when downloading preparation instruction disk to MCS:

1 compute.disks.create
2 compute.disks.delete
3 compute.disks.get
4 compute.disks.list
5 compute.disks.setLabels
6 compute.disks.use
7 compute.disks.useReadOnly
8 compute.images.get
9 compute.images.list

10 compute.images.useReadOnly
11 compute.instances.create
12 compute.instances.delete
13 compute.instances.get
14 compute.instances.getSerialPortOutput
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15 compute.instances.list
16 compute.instances.setLabels
17 compute.instances.setMetadata
18 compute.instances.setServiceAccount
19 compute.machineTypes.list
20 compute.networks.get
21 compute.networks.list
22 compute.projects.get
23 compute.subnetworks.list
24 compute.subnetworks.use
25 compute.subnetworks.useExternalIp
26 compute.zoneOperations.get
27 compute.zones.list
28 iam.serviceAccounts.actAs
29 logging.logEntries.create
30 pubsub.topics.publish
31 resourcemanager.projects.get
32 source.repos.get
33 source.repos.list
34 storage.buckets.create
35 storage.buckets.get
36 storage.buckets.list
37 storage.objects.create
38 storage.objects.delete
39 storage.objects.get
40 storage.objects.list
41 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Cloud Build Service Account
– Compute Instance Admin
– Service Account User

• Minimum permissions required for Cloud Compute Service Account in Provisioning project re‑
quired by Google Cloud Build service when downloading preparation instruction disk to MCS:

1 resourcemanager.projects.get
2 storage.objects.create
3 storage.objects.get
4 storage.objects.list
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Compute Network User
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– Storage Account User
– Cloud Datastore User

• Additional permissions required for Shared VPC for Cloud Build Service Account in Provisioning
project required by Google Cloud Build service when downloading preparation instruction disk
to MCS:

1 compute.firewalls.list
2 compute.networks.list
3 compute.subnetworks.list
4 compute.subnetworks.use
5 resourcemanager.projects.get
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined roles:

– Compute Network User
– Storage Account User
– Cloud Datastore User

• Additional permissions required for Cloud Key Management Service (KMS) for Citrix Cloud Ser‑
vice Account in Provisioning project:

1 cloudkms.cryptoKeys.get
2 cloudkms.cryptoKeys.list
3 cloudkms.keyRings.get
4 cloudkms.keyRings.list
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also assign the following Google defined role:

– Compute KMS Viewer

General permissions

Following are the permissions for Citrix Cloud Service Account in Provisioning project for all features
supported in MCS. These permissions provide the best compatibility going forward:

1 resourcemanager.projects.get
2 cloudbuild.builds.create
3 cloudbuild.builds.get
4 cloudbuild.builds.list
5 compute.acceleratorTypes.list
6 compute.diskTypes.get
7 compute.diskTypes.list
8 compute.disks.create
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9 compute.disks.createSnapshot
10 compute.disks.delete
11 compute.disks.get
12 compute.disks.setLabels
13 compute.disks.use
14 compute.disks.useReadOnly
15 compute.firewalls.create
16 compute.firewalls.delete
17 compute.firewalls.list
18 compute.globalOperations.get
19 compute.images.create
20 compute.images.delete
21 compute.images.get
22 compute.images.list
23 compute.images.setLabels
24 compute.images.useReadOnly
25 compute.instanceTemplates.create
26 compute.instanceTemplates.delete
27 compute.instanceTemplates.get
28 compute.instanceTemplates.list
29 compute.instanceTemplates.useReadOnly
30 compute.instances.attachDisk
31 compute.instances.create
32 compute.instances.delete
33 compute.instances.detachDisk
34 compute.instances.get
35 compute.instances.list
36 compute.instances.reset
37 compute.instances.resume
38 compute.instances.setDeletionProtection
39 compute.instances.setLabels
40 compute.instances.setMetadata
41 compute.instances.setTags
42 compute.instances.start
43 compute.instances.stop
44 compute.instances.suspend
45 compute.instances.update
46 compute.instances.updateAccessConfig
47 compute.instances.updateDisplayDevice
48 compute.instances.updateSecurity
49 compute.instances.updateShieldedInstanceConfig
50 compute.instances.updateShieldedVmConfig
51 compute.machineTypes.get
52 compute.machineTypes.list
53 compute.networks.list
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54 compute.networks.updatePolicy
55 compute.nodeGroups.list
56 compute.nodeTemplates.get
57 compute.projects.get
58 compute.regions.list
59 compute.snapshots.create
60 compute.snapshots.delete
61 compute.snapshots.list
62 compute.snapshots.setLabels
63 compute.snapshots.useReadOnly
64 compute.subnetworks.get
65 compute.subnetworks.list
66 compute.subnetworks.use
67 compute.subnetworks.useExternalIp
68 compute.zoneOperations.get
69 compute.zoneOperations.list
70 compute.zones.get
71 compute.zones.list
72 resourcemanager.projects.get
73 storage.buckets.create
74 storage.buckets.delete
75 storage.buckets.get
76 storage.buckets.list
77 storage.buckets.update
78 storage.objects.create
79 storage.objects.delete
80 storage.objects.get
81 storage.objects.list
82 cloudkms.cryptoKeys.get
83 cloudkms.cryptoKeys.list
84 cloudkms.keyRings.get
85 cloudkms.keyRings.list
86 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For Google Cloud Platform (GCP) specific information, see Create a Google Cloud Platform cat‑
alog.

More information

• Connections and resources
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• Google Cloud environments.

Connection to Microsoft Azure

March 17, 2023

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Note:

Before creating a connection to Microsoft Azure, you need to first finish setting up your Azure
account as a resource location. See Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Connection to Azure Resource Manager

Considerations:

• Citrix recommends using Service Principal with contributor role. However, see Minimum per‑
missions section to get the list of minimum permissions.

• When creating the first connection, Azure prompts you to grant it the necessary permissions.
For future connections youmust still authenticate, but Azure remembers your previous consent
and does not display the prompt again.

• Accounts used for authentication must be a co‑administrator of the subscription.

• The account used for authentication must be a member of the subscription’s directory. There
are two types of accounts to be aware of: ‘Work or School’ and ‘personal Microsoft account.’
See CTX219211 for details.

• While you can use an existing Microsoft account by adding it as a member of the subscription’s
directory, there can be complications if the user was previously granted guest access to one of
the directory’s resources. In this case, theymight have a placeholder entry in the directory that
does not grant them the necessary permissions, and an error is returned.

Rectify this by removing the resources from the directory and add them back explicitly. How‑
ever, exercise this option carefully, because it has unintended effects for other resources that
account can access.

• There is a known issue where certain accounts are detected as directory guests when they are
actually members. Configurations like this typically occurs with older established directory ac‑
counts. Workaround: add an account to the directory, which takes the proper membership
value.
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• Resource groups are simply containers for resources, and they can contain resources from re‑
gions other than their own region. This can potentially be confusing if you expect resources
displayed in a resource group’s region to be available.

• Ensure that your network and subnet are large enough to host the number of machines you
require. This requires some foresight, but Microsoft helps you specify the right values, with
guidance about the address space capacity.

You can establish a host connection to Azure in two ways:

• Authenticate to Azure to create a service principal.
• Use the details from a previously created service principal to connect to Azure.

Create a service principal
Important:

This feature is not yet available for Azure China and Azure Germany subscriptions.

Before you start, authenticate to Azure. Ensure:

• You have a user account in your subscription’s Azure Active Directory tenant.
• The Azure AD user account is also a co‑administrator for the Azure subscription that you want
to use for provisioning resources.

• You have global administrator, application administrator, or application developer permissions
for authentication. The permissions can be revoked after you create host connection. Formore
information about roles, see Azure AD built‑in roles.

When you authenticate to Azure to create a service principal, an application is registered in Azure.
A secret key (client secret) is created for the registered application. The registered application uses
the client secret to authenticate to Azure AD. Be sure to change the client secret before it expires.
You receive an alert on the console before the secret key expires. See Application secret and secret
expiration date.

To authenticate to Azure to create a service principal, complete the following steps in the Add Con‑
nection and Resourceswizard:

1. On the Connection page, select Create a new connection, the Microsoft Azure connection
type, and your Azure environment.

2. Select which tools to use to create the virtual machines and then selectNext.

3. On the Connection Details page, enter your Azure subscription ID and a name for the connec‑
tion. After you enter the subscription ID, the Create new button is enabled.

Note:

The connection name can contain 1–64 characters, and cannot contain only blank spaces
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nor the characters \/;:##.*?=<>|[]{ } "'()'.

4. Select Create new and then enter the Azure Active Directory account user name and password.

5. Select Sign in.

6. Select Accept to give Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops the listed permissions. Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops creates a service principal that allows it to manage Azure resources on behalf of
the specified user.

7. After you select Accept, you return to the Connection page in the wizard.

Note:

After you successfully authenticate to Azure, the Create new and Use existing buttons
disappear. The Connection successful text appears, with a green check mark, indicating
the successful connection to your Azure subscription.

8. On the Connection Details page, selectNext.

Note:

You cannot proceed to the next page until you successfully authenticate to Azure and con‑
sent to giving the required permissions.

9. Configure resources for the connection. Resources comprise the region and the network.

• On the Region page, select a region.
• On theNetwork page, do the following:

– Type a 1–64 character resource name to help identify the region and network
combination. A resource name cannot contain only blank spaces nor the characters
\/;:##.*?=<>|[]{ } "'()'.

– Select a virtual network/resource group pair. (If you have more than one virtual net‑
work with the same name, pairing the network name with the resource group pro‑
vides unique combinations.) If the region you selected on the previous page does not
have any virtual networks, return to that page and select a region that has virtual net‑
works.

10. On the Summary page, view a summary of settings and select Finish to complete your setup.

Use the details from a previously created service principal to connect to Azure

To create a service principal manually, connect to your Azure Resource Manager subscription and use
the PowerShell cmdlets provided in the following sections.

Prerequisites:

• SubscriptionId: Azure Resource Manager SubscriptionID for the subscription where you
want to provision VDAs.
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• ActiveDirectoryID: Tenant ID of the application that you registered with Azure AD.
• ApplicationName: Name for the application to be created in Azure AD.

To create a service principal:

1. Connect to your Azure Resource Manager subscription.

Connect-AzAccount

2. Select the Azure ResourceManager subscriptionwhere youwant to create the service principal.

Get-AzSubscription -SubscriptionId $subscriptionId | Select-AzSubscription

3. Create the application in your AD tenant.

$AzureADApplication = New-AzADApplication -DisplayName $ApplicationName

4. Create a service principal.

New-AzADServicePrincipal -ApplicationId $AzureADApplication.AppId

5. Assign a role to the service principal.

New-AzRoleAssignment -RoleDefinitionName Contributor -ServicePrincipalName
$AzureADApplication.AppId –scope /subscriptions/$SubscriptionId

6. From the outputwindowof the PowerShell console, note the ApplicationId. You provide that ID
when creating the host connection.

In the Add Connection and Resourceswizard:

1. On the Connection page, select Create a new connection, the Microsoft Azure connection
type, and your Azure environment.

2. Select which tools to use to create the virtual machines and then selectNext.

3. On the Connection Details page, enter your Azure subscription ID and a name for the connec‑
tion.

Note:

The connection name can contain 1–64 characters, and cannot contain only blank spaces
nor the characters \/;:##.*?=<>|[]{ } "'()'.

4. Select Use existing. In the Existing Service Principal Detailswindow, enter the following set‑
tings for the existing service principal. After you enter the details, the Save button is enabled.
Select Save. You cannot progress beyond this page until you provide valid details.

• Subscription ID. Enter your Azure subscription ID. To obtain your subscription ID, sign in
to the Azure portal and navigate to Subscriptions > Overview.

• Active Directory ID (tenant ID). Enter the Directory (tenant) ID of the application that you
registered with Azure AD.
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• Application ID. Enter the Application (client) ID of the application that you registeredwith
Azure AD.

• Application secret. Create a secret key (client secret). The registered application uses
the key to authenticate to Azure AD. We recommend that you change keys regularly for
security purposes. Be sure to save the key because you cannot retrieve the key later. See
Application secret and secret expiration date.

• Secret expiration date. Enter the date after which the application secret expires. You
receive an alert on the console before the secret key expires. However, if the secret key
expires, you receive errors.

Note:

For security purposes, the expiration period cannot be more than two years from
now.

• Authentication URL. This field is automatically populated and is not editable.

• Management URL. This field is automatically populated and is not editable.

• Storage suffix. This field is automatically populated and is not editable.

Access to the following endpoints is required for creating an MCS catalog in Azure. Access
to these endpoints optimizes connectivity between your network and theAzureportal and
its services.

– Authentication URL: https://login.microsoftonline.com/
– Management URL: https://management.azure.com/. This is a request URL for Azure
Resource Manager provider APIs. The endpoint for management depends on the en‑
vironment. For example, for Azure Global, it is https://management.azure.com/, and
for Azure US Government, it is https://management.usgovcloudapi.net/.

– Storage suffix: https://*.core.windows.net./. This (*) is a wildcard character for stor‑
age suffix. For example, https://demo.table.core.windows.net/.

5. After selecting Save, you return to the Connection Details page. SelectNext to proceed to the
next page.

6. Configure resources for the connection. Resources comprise the region and the network.

• On the Region page, select a region.
• On theNetwork page, do the following:

– Type a 1–64 character resource name to help identify the region and network
combination. A resource name cannot contain only blank spaces nor the characters
\/;:##.*?=<>|[]{ } "'()'.

– Select a virtual network/resource group pair. (If you have more than one virtual net‑
work with the same name, pairing the network name with the resource group pro‑
vides unique combinations.) If the region you selected on the previous page does not
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have any virtual networks, return to that page and select a region that has virtual net‑
works.

7. On the Summary page, view a summary of settings and select Finish to complete your setup.

Application secret and secret expiration date

View the application ID

You can view the application ID in the Full Configuration interface.

In the Add Connection and Resourceswizard, select the connection to view the details. The Details
tab shows the Application ID.

View the application secret

You can view the application secret in the Azure portal.

1. Get the Application ID from the Full Configuration interface.
2. Sign in to the Azure portal.
3. In Azure, select Azure Active Directory.
4. From App registrations in Azure AD, select your application.
5. Go to Certificates & secrets.
6. Click Client secrets.
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Change the secret expiration date

Use the Full Configuration interface to add or modify the expiration date for the application secret in
use.

1. In the Add Connection and Resourceswizard, right‑click a connection, and click Edit Connec‑
tion.

2. On the Connection Properties page, click Secret expiration date to add or modify the expira‑
tion date for the application secret in use.

Create a new application secret

You can create a new application secret of a connection through the Azure portal.

1. Select Azure Active Directory.

2. From App registrations in Azure AD, select your application.

3. Go to Certificates & secrets.

4. Click Client secrets > New client secret.
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5. Provide a description of the secret and specify a duration. When you are done, select Add.

Note:

Be sure to save the client secret because you cannot retrieve it later.

6. Copy the client secret value and the expiration date.

7. In the Full Configuration interface, edit the corresponding connection and replace the content
in the Application secret and Secret expiration date field with the values you copied.

Azure host connections

Azure throttling

Azure Resource Manager throttles requests for subscriptions and tenants, routing traffic based on de‑
fined limits, tailored to the specific needs of the provider. See Throttling Resource Manager requests
on the Microsoft site for more information. Limits exist for subscriptions and tenants, where manag‑
ingmanymachines canbecomeproblematic. For example, a subscription containingmanymachines
might experience performance problems related to power operations.

Tip:

For more information, see Improving Azure performance with Machine Creation Services.

To helpmitigate these issues, Citrix DaaS allows you to removeMCS internal throttling to usemore of
the available request quota from Azure.

We recommend the following optimal settingswhen powering VMs on or off in large subscriptions, for
example, those containing 1,000 VMs:

• Absolute simultaneous operations: 500
• Maximum new operations per minute: 2000
• Max concurrency of operations: 500

Use the Full Configuration interface to configure Azure operations for a given host connection:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select an Azure‑related connection to edit it.
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3. In the Edit Connectionwizard, select Advanced.
4. On the Advanced page, use the configuration options to specify the number of simultaneous

actions andmaximum new actions per minute, and any additional connection options.

MCS supports 500maximum concurrent operations by default. Alternatively, you can use the Remote
PowerShell SDK to set the maximum number of concurrent operations.

Use the PowerShell property, MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations, to specify the
maximum number of concurrent Azure provisioning operations. When using this property, consider:

• Default value of MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations is 500.
• Configure the MaximumConcurrentProvisioningOperations parameter using the Power‑
Shell command Set-item.

Image sharing with another service principal in the same tenant

To select an image in Azure Compute Gallery that belongs to a different subscription, the imagemust
be shared with the service principal (SPN) of that subscription.

For example, if there is a service principal (SPN 1), which is configured in Studio as:

Service principal: SPN 1

Subscription: subscription 1
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Tenant: tenant 1

The image is in different subscription, which is configured in Studio as:

Subscription: subscription 2

Tenant: tenant 1

If you want to share the image in subscription 2 with subscription 1 (SPN 1), go to subscription 2, and
share the resource group with SPN1.

The imagemustbe sharedwithanotherSPNusingAzure role‑basedaccess control (RBAC). AzureRBAC
is the authorization systemused tomanage access to Azure resources. Formore information on Azure
RBAC, see the Microsoft document What is Azure role‑based access control (Azure RBAC). To grant
access, you assign roles to service principals at resource group scopewith Contributor role. To assign
Azure roles, you must have Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/write permission,
such as User Access Administrator or Owner. For more information on sharing images with another
SPN, see the Microsoft document Assign Azure roles using the Azure portal.

Image sharing across Azure tenants

To share images across tenants with Azure Compute Gallery, create an application registration.

For example, if there are two tenants (Tenant 1 andTenant 2) andyouwant to share your imagegallery
with Tenant 1, then:

1. Create an application registration for Tenant 1. For more information, see Create the app regis‑
tration.

2. Give Tenant 2 access to the application by requesting a sign‑in using a browser. Replace
Tenant2 ID with the tenant ID of Tenant 1. Replace Application (client)ID with
the application ID of the application registration that you created. When done making the
replacements, paste the URL into a browser and follow the sign‑in prompts to sign into Tenant
2. For example:

1 https://login.microsoftonline.com/<Tenant 2 ID>/oauth2/authorize?
client_id=<Application (client) ID>&response_type=code&
redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2F

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information, see Give Tenant 2 access.

3. Give the application access to the Tenant 2 resource group. Sign in as Tenant 2 and give the
application registration access to the resource group which has the gallery image. For more
information, see Authenticate requests across tenants.
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Update hosting connection custom properties

Use Set-Item to update the hosting connection custom properties with shared tenant ID and
subscription ID. Add a property SharedTenants in CustomProperties. The format of Shared
Tenants is:

1 [{
2 "Tenant":"94367291-119e-457c-bc10-25337231f7bd","Subscriptions":["7

bb42f40-8d7f-4230-a920-be2781f6d5d9"] }
3 ,{
4 "Tenant":"50e83564-c4e5-4209-b43d-815c45659564","Subscriptions":["06

ab8944-6a88-47ee-a975-43dd491a37d0"] }
5 ]
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

For example:

1 Set-Item -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.
citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org
/2001/XMLSchema-instance`">

2 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"SubscriptionId`" Value=`"
123`" />

3 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ManagementEndpoint`" Value
=`"https://management.azure.com/`" />

4 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"AuthenticationAuthority`"
Value=`"https://login.microsoftonline.com/`" />

5 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageSuffix`" Value=`"
core.windows.net`" />

6 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"TenantId`" Value=`"123abc`
" />

7 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"SharedTenants`" Value=`"`[
{

8 'Tenant':'123abc', 'Subscriptions':['345', '567'] }
9 ]`"` />

10 </CustomProperties>"
11 -LiteralPath @("XDHyp:\Connections\aazure") -PassThru -UserName "

advc345" -SecurePassword
12 $psd
13 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

You can addmore than one tenant. Each tenant can have more than one subscription.
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Use shared images to create or updatemachine catalogs using Full Configuration

When creating or updatingmachine catalogs in the Full Configuration interface, you can select shared
images from different Azure tenants and subscriptions (shared through the Azure Compute Gallery).
The feature requires that you provide shared tenant and subscription information for associated host
connections. Complete the following steps for a connection:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectHosting in the left pane.
2. Select the connection and then select Edit Connection in the action bar.
3. In Shared Tenants, do the following:

a) Provide the application ID and applications secret associated with the subscription of the
connection. DaaS uses this information to authenticate to Azure AD.

b) Add tenants and subscriptions that share theAzureComputeGallerywith the subscription
of the connection. You can addup to eight shared tenants and eight subscriptions for each
tenant.

4. When you are finished, selectApply to apply the changes youmade and keep thewindowopen,
or selectOK to apply the changes and close the window.

Using PowerShell to select an image from a different subscription

You can select an image in Azure Compute Gallery that belongs to a different shared subscription in
the same Azure tenant to create and update MCS catalogs using PowerShell commands.

1. In the hosting unit root folder, Citrix creates a new shared subscription folder called
sharedsubscription.

2. List all shared subscriptions in a tenant.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "XDhyp:\HostingUnits\azres\sharedsubscription.
folder"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Select one shared subscription, and then list all shared resource groups of that shared subscrip‑
tion.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "XDhyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123
.sharedsubscription"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Select a resource group, and then list all galleries of that resource group.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "XDhyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123
.sharedsubscription\ xyz.resourcegroup"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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5. Select a gallery, and then list all image definitions of that gallery.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "XDhyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123
.sharedsubscription\xyz.resourcegroup\testgallery.gallery"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Select one image definition, and then list all image versions of that image definition.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "XDhyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123
.sharedsubscription\xyz.resourcegroup\sigtestdef.
imagedefinition"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

7. Create and update an MCS catalog using the following elements:

• Resource group
• Gallery
• Gallery image definition
• Gallery image version

For information on how to create a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see https:
//developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑
catalog/.

Using PowerShell to select an image from a different tenant

Youcan select an image in theAzureComputeGallery that belongs toadifferent Azure tenant to create
and update MCS catalogs using PowerShell commands.

1. In the hosting unit root folder, Citrix creates a new shared subscription folder called
sharedsubscription.

2. List all shared subscriptions.

1 Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azres\sharedsubscription.folder
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Select one shared subscription, and then list all shared resource groups of that shared subscrip‑
tion.

1 Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123.
sharedsubscription

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Select a resource group, and then list all galleries of that resource group.
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1 Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123.
sharedsubscription\ xyz.resourcegroup

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Select a gallery, and then list all image definitions of that gallery.

1 Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123.
sharedsubscription\xyz.resourcegroup\efg.gallery

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Select one image definition, and then list all image versions of that image definition.

1 Get-ChildItem XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azres\image.folder\abc123.
sharedsubscription\xyz.resourcegroup\efg.gallery\hij.
imagedefinition

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

7. Create and update an MCS catalog using the following elements:

• Resource group
• Gallery
• Gallery image definition
• Gallery image version

For information on how to create a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see https:
//developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑
catalog/.

About Azure permissions

This section contains the minimum and general permissions required for Azure.

Minimum permissions

Minimumpermissions give better security control. However, new features that require additional per‑
missions will fail because of using only minimum permissions.

Creating a host connection

Add a new host connection using the information obtained from Azure.

1 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
2 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
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3 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Powermanagement of VMs

Power on or off the machine instances.

1 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
2 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
4 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/start/action",
5 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/restart/action",
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creating, updating, or deleting VMs

Create a machine catalog, then add, delete, update machines, and delete the machine catalog.

Following is the list of minimum permissions required when the master image is managed disk or
snapshots are located in the same region as the hosting connection.

1 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
2 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/validate/action",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
4 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
5 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
6 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
7 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/read",
8 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/write",
9 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/delete",

10 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/beginGetAccess/action",
11 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/endGetAccess/action",
12 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
13 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/write",
14 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete",
15 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/beginGetAccess/action",
16 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/endGetAccess/action",
17 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
18 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action",
19 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
20 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
21 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
22 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
23 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
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24 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
25 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
26 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
27 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
28 <!--NeedCopy-->

You need the following extra permissions based onminimal permissions for the following features:

• If the master image is a VHD in a storage account located in the same region as the hosting
connection:

1 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
2 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listKeys/action",
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If the master image is an ImageVersion from the Shared Image Gallery:

1 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read",
2 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/read",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/read",
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If themaster image is amanaged disk. Snapshots, or VHD is in a region different from the region
of hosting connection:

1 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
2 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listKeys/action",
3 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
4 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you use Citrix‑managed resource group:

1 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/write",
2 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/delete",
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you put the master image in Shared Image Gallery:

1 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/write",
2 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/write",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/write",
4 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read",
5 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/read",
6 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/read",
7 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/delete",
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8 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/delete",
9 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/delete",

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you use Azure dedicated host support:

1 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/read",
2 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/write",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/hosts/read",
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you use Server Side Encryption (SSE) with Customer Managed Keys (CMK):

1 "Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/read",
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you deploy VMs using ARM templates (machine profile):

1 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write",
2 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationstatuses/read",
3 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read",
4 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/delete",
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If you use Azure template spec as a machine profile:

1 "Microsoft.Resources/templateSpecs/read",
2 "Microsoft.Resources/templateSpecs/versions/read",
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Creating, updating, and deletingmachines with unmanaged disk

Following is the list ofminimumpermissions requiredwhen themaster image is VHDanduse resource
group as provided by admin:

1 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
2 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
3 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listKeys/action",
4 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
5 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
6 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
7 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
8 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
9 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
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10 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/validate/action",
11 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
12 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
13 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
14 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
15 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
16 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
17 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
18 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
19 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
20 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
21 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action"
22 <!--NeedCopy-->

General permission

Contributor role has full access to manage all resources. This set of permissions does not block you
from getting new features.

The following set of permissions provides the best compatibility going forward although it does in‑
clude more permissions than needed with the current feature set:

1 "Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/read",
2 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/beginGetAccess/action",
3 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete",
4 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/endGetAccess/action",
5 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
6 "Microsoft.Compute/disks/write",
7 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/delete",
8 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/delete",
9 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/read",

10 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/delete",
11 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/read",
12 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/write",
13 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/write",
14 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read",
15 "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/write",
16 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/hosts/read",
17 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/read",
18 "Microsoft.Compute/hostGroups/write",
19 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/beginGetAccess/action",
20 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/delete",
21 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/endGetAccess/action",
22 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/read",
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23 "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/write",
24 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
25 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
26 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
27 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/restart/action",
28 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/start/action",
29 "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
30 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
31 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
32 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
33 "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
34 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
35 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
36 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
37 "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
38 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
39 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
40 "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action",
41 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationstatuses/read",
42 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read",
43 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/validate/action",
44 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write",
45 "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/delete",
46 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
47 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/write",
48 "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/delete",
49 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
50 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listKeys/action",
51 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
52 "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
53 "Microsoft.Resources/templateSpecs/read",
54 "Microsoft.Resources/templateSpecs/versions/read",
55 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For Azure specific information, see Create a Microsoft Azure catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments
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Connection to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager

December 8, 2022

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM).

Note:

Before creating a connection to VMM, you need to first finish setting up your VMM account as a
resource location. See Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization environ‑
ments.

Create a connection

If you used MCS to provision VMs, do the following in the connection creation wizard:

• Enter the address as a fully qualified domain name of the host server.

• Enter credentials for the administrator account that you set up earlier. This account must have
permission to create new VMs.

• In the Host Details dialog box, select the cluster or standalone host to use when creating VMs.

Important

Browse for a cluster or standalone host even if you are using a single Hyper‑V host deploy‑
ment.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For creatingmachine catalogs with MCS on SMB 3 file share, see Create a Microsoft System Cen‑
ter Virtual Machine Manager catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager virtualization environments.

Connection to Nutanix

December 8, 2022
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Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Nutanix.

Note:

Before creating a connection to Nutanix, you need to first finish setting up your Nutanix account
as a resource location. See Nutanix virtualization environments.

Create a connection to Nutanix

The following information is a supplement to the guidance in Create and manage connections. To
create a Nutanix connection, follow the general guidance in that article, minding the details specific
to Nutanix.

In theAddConnectionandResourceswizard, select theNutanixconnection typeon theConnection
page, and then specify the address and credentials, plus a name for the connection. On theNetwork
page, select a network for the hosting unit.

The following connection types are available for selection: Nutanix AHV, Nutanix AHV XI, and Nu‑
tanix AHV PC.

• ForNutanix AHV, specify the Prism Element (PE) cluster address and credentials.

• ForNutanix AHV PC, specify the hypervisor address and credentials.

• ForNutanixAHVXI, specify youraddressandusername, and then import thepublic andprivate
keys contained in yourNutanix XI credential files (.pem). (Public andprivate keys are generated
in Nutanix XI cloud by Nutanix XI administrators.)

– To import the key, locate your credential file, open it withNotepad (or any text editor), and
then copy the content. After that, return to theConnectionpage, select Import key, paste
the content, and then select Save.

Caution: Do not change the credential content or its format.

Tip:

If you deploy machines using Nutanix AHV (Prism Element) as the resource, select the container
where the VM’s disk resides.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For Nutanix specific information, see Create a Nutanix catalog.
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More information

• Connections and resources
• Nutanix virtualization environments
• Nutanix cloud and partner solutions

Connection to Nutanix cloud and partner solutions

May 19, 2023

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Nutanix cloud and partner solutions.

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) supports the following Nutanix cloud
and partner solution:

• Nutanix Cloud Clusters on AWS

Note:

Before creating a connection to Nutanix cloud and partner solution, you need to first finish set‑
ting up your respective account as a resource location. See Nutanix cloud and partner solutions.

Connect to Nutanix Prism

After you create a Nutanix cluster, connect to Nutanix Prism.
To connect to Nutanix Prism:

1. Create a bastion VM in the 10.0.129.0/24 subnet.
2. RDP into thebastion VM, go to theURLof thePrismElement you copied in theprevious section.
3. Log in using the default credentials: admin:nutanix/4u. Remember to change the password.

Create a VM on the Nutanix Cluster

After connecting toNutanix Prism, create VMs on the Nutanix cluster.

If the VM needs Internet access

1. Go to AWS console.
2. Create a new subnet 10.0.130.0/24 in the same VPC as the one created by Nutanix CFS.
3. Add a route to the route table of this subnet to direct all none local traffic to the NAT gateway

above.
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4. RDP into the bastion VM, go to theURL of thePrismElement you copied in the previous section
and login.

5. Add a new network. Go to Settings>Network Configuration>Create Subnet. Use the same
subnet 10.0.130.0/24 used in AWS.

6. Create all the VMs (AD, CC, VDA, and so on) in that new subnet.

If the VM does not need Internet access

1. RDP into the bastion VM, go to theURL of thePrismElement you copied in the previous section
and login.

2. Add a new network. Go to Settings>Network Configuration>Create Subnet. Use the subnet
10.0.129.0/24.

3. Create all the VMs (AD, CC, VDA, and so on) in that subnet.

Tip:

Make sure that the time and timezone information in the VMs are set up correctly. This is espe‑
cially true for AD.

Create host connection

1. Launch the Citrix Studio.
2. Select the hosting node, and click Add Connection and Resources.
3. On the Connection screen, select Create a new Connection, and in the Connection address,

enter https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:9440.
4. Follow the UI to complete the wizard.

Note:

All connector VMs must have the Nutanix plug‑in installed for the Nutanix option to be available
in Citrix Studio, even if the plug‑ins are not used in the Nutanix zone.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For Nutanix specific information, see Create a Nutanix catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Nutanix virtualization environments
• Nutanix cloud and partner solutions
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Connection to VMware

April 28, 2023

Create and manage connections describes the wizards that create a connection. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to VMware virtualization environments.

Note:

Before creating a connection to VMware, you need to first finish setting up your VMware account
as a resource location. See VMware virtualization environments.

Required permissions

Create a VMware user account and one ormore VMware roleswith a set or all of the permissions listed
below. Base the roles’ creation on the specific level of granularly required over the user’s permissions
to request the various Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops operations at any time. To grant
the user‑specific permissions at any point, associate themwith the respective role, at the data center
level at a minimum.

The following tables show themappings betweenCitrix Virtual Apps andDesktops operations and the
minimum required VMware permissions.

Add connections and resources

SDK User interface

System.Anonymous, System.Read, and
System.View

Added automatically. Can use the built‑in
read‑only role.

Powermanagement

SDK User interface

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOff Virtual machine > Interaction > Power Off

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOn Virtual machine > Interaction > Power On

VirtualMachine.Interact.Reset Virtual machine > Interaction > Reset

VirtualMachine.Interact.Suspend Virtual machine > Interaction > Suspend
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Provisionmachines (Machine Creation Services)

To provision machines using MCS, the following permissions are mandatory:

SDK User interface

Datastore.AllocateSpace Datastore > Allocate space

Datastore.Browse Datastore > Browse datastore

Datastore.FileManagement Datastore > Low level file operations

Network.Assign Network > Assign network

Resource.AssignVMToPool Resource > Assign virtual machine to resource
pool

VirtualMachine.Config.AddExistingDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Add existing
disk

VirtualMachine.Config.AddNewDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Add new disk

VirtualMachine.Config.AdvancedConfig Virtual machine > Configuration > Advanced

VirtualMachine.Config.RemoveDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Remove disk

VirtualMachine.Config.CPUCount Virtual machine > Configuration > Change CPU
count

VirtualMachine.Config.Memory Virtual machine > Configuration > Change
memory

VirtualMachine.Config.Settings Virtual machine > Configuration > Change
settings

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOff Virtual machine > Interaction > Power Off

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOn Virtual machine > Interaction > Power On

VirtualMachine.Interact.Reset Virtual machine > Interaction > Reset

VirtualMachine.Interact.Suspend Virtual machine > Interaction > Suspend

VirtualMachine.Inventory.CreateFromExisting Virtual machine > Inventory > Create from
existing

VirtualMachine.Inventory.Create Virtual machine > Inventory > Create new

VirtualMachine.Inventory.Delete Virtual machine > Inventory > Remove

VirtualMachine.Provisioning.Clone Virtual machine > Provisioning > Clone virtual
machine
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SDK User interface

VirtualMachine.State.CreateSnapshot vSphere 5.0, Update 2, vSphere 5.1, Update 1,
and vSphere 6.x, Update 1: Virtual machine >
State > Create snapshot; vSphere 5.5: Virtual
machine > Snapshot management > Create
snapshot

Image update and rollback

SDK User interface

Datastore.AllocateSpace Datastore > Allocate space

Datastore.Browse Datastore > Browse datastore

Datastore.FileManagement Datastore > Low level file operations

Network.Assign Network > Assign network

Resource.AssignVMToPool Resource > Assign virtual machine to resource
pool

VirtualMachine.Config.AddExistingDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Add existing
disk

VirtualMachine.Config.AddNewDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Add new disk

VirtualMachine.Config.AdvancedConfig Virtual machine > Configuration > Advanced

VirtualMachine.Config.RemoveDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Remove disk

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOff Virtual machine > Interaction > Power Off

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOn Virtual machine > Interaction > Power On

VirtualMachine.Interact.Reset Virtual machine > Interaction > Reset

VirtualMachine.Inventory.CreateFromExisting Virtual machine > Inventory > Create from
existing

VirtualMachine.Inventory.Create Virtual machine > Inventory > Create new

VirtualMachine.Inventory.Delete Virtual machine > Inventory > Remove

VirtualMachine.Provisioning.Clone Virtual machine > Provisioning > Clone virtual
machine

Delete provisionedmachines
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SDK User interface

Datastore.Browse Datastore > Browse datastore

Datastore.FileManagement Datastore > Low level file operations

VirtualMachine.Config.RemoveDisk Virtual machine > Configuration > Remove disk

VirtualMachine.Interact.PowerOff Virtual machine > Interaction > Power Off

VirtualMachine.Inventory.Delete Virtual machine > Inventory > Remove

Storage Profile (vSAN)

To view, create, or delete storage policies during catalog creations on a vSAN datastore, the following
permissions are mandatory:

SDK User interface

storage.Profile‑driven storage update PROFILE‑DRIVEN STORAGE > Profile‑driven
storage update

storage.Profile‑driven storage view PROFILE‑DRIVEN STORAGE > Profile‑driven
storage view

Tags and Custom Attributes

Tags and customattributes allow you to attachmetadata to the VMs created in vSphere inventory and
make it easier to search and filter these objects. To create, edit, assign, and delete tags or categories,
the following permissions are mandatory:

SDK User interface

Tagging.Create vSphere Tagging > Create vSphere Tag

Tagging.Create vSphere Tagging > Create vSphere Tag
Category

Tagging.Edit vSphere Tagging > Edit vSphere Tag

Tagging.Edit vSphere Tagging > Edit vSphere Tag Category

Tagging.Delete vSphere Tagging > Delete vSphere Tag

Tagging.Delete vSphere Tagging > Delete vSphere Tag
Category
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SDK User interface

Tagging.Assign vSphere Tagging > Assign or Unassign vSphere
Tag

Tagging.Assign vSphere Tagging > Assign or Unassign vSphere
Tag on Object

Global.ManageCustomFields Global > Manage custom attributes

Global.SetCustomField Global > Set custom attribute

Note:

When MCS creates a machine catalog, it tags the target VMs with special name tags. These tags
differentiate the master image from MCS created VMs and prevent using MCS created VMs for
image preparation. You can identify the difference by the value of XdProvisioned attribute in
vCenter. The attribute is set to True if MCS creates VMs.

Cryptographic operations

Cryptographic operations privileges control who can perform which type of cryptographic operation
on which type of object. vSphere Native Key Provider uses the Cryptographer.* privileges. The
following minimum permissions are required for cryptographic operations:

SDK User interface

Cryptographic operations.Direct Access Privileges > All Privileges > Cryptographic
operations > Direct Access

Cryptographic operations.Add disk Privileges > All Privileges > Cryptographic
operations > Add disk

Cryptographic operations.Clone Privileges > All Privileges > Cryptographic
operations > Clone

Cryptographic operations.Encrypt Privileges > All Privileges > Cryptographic
operations > Encrypt

Cryptographic operations.Encrypt new Privileges > All Privileges > Cryptographic
operations > Encrypt new

Provisionmachines (Citrix Provisioning)

All permissions from Provisionmachines (Machine Creation Services) and the following.
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SDK User interface

VirtualMachine.Config.AddRemoveDevice Virtual machine > Configuration > Add or
remove device

VirtualMachine.Config.CPUCount Virtual machine > Configuration > Change CPU
Count

VirtualMachine.Config.Memory Virtual machine > Configuration > Memory

VirtualMachine.Config.Settings Virtual machine > Configuration > Settings

VirtualMachine.Provisioning.CloneTemplate Virtual machine > Provisioning > Clone
template

VirtualMachine.Provisioning.DeployTemplate Virtual machine > Provisioning > Deploy
template

Note:

Thepermissions to clone anddeploy a template are required to provision VMs using Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops SetupWizard and Export DevicesWizard through Citrix Provisioning console.

Securing connections to the VMware environment

Using HTTPS/SSL connections to vCenter requires that the connection is trusted by Citrix DaaS (for‑
merly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service).

There are two options:

• Each cloud connector trusts the vCenter certificate, and services on the connector reuses this
trust. This trust can be from a:

– vCenter certificate, issued by the Certificate Authority and trusted by windows, resulting
in established trust between Windows and vCenter.

– vCenter certificate installed on Windows, resulting in established trust between Windows
and vCenter.

• Alternatively the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops database has the SSL thumbprint installed.
This thumbprint is used by Citrix DaaS on each cloud connector to trust connections to vCenter.

Note:

vCenter certificate and VMware SSL thumbprint are not required for VMware Cloud and its part‑
ner solutions.
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Obtain and import a certificate

Toprotect vSphere communications, Citrix recommends that youuseHTTPS rather thanHTTP.HTTPS
requires digital certificates. Citrix recommends you use a digital certificate issued from a certificate
authority in accordance with your organization’s security policy.

If you are unable to use a digital certificate issued from a certificate authority, and your organization’s
security policy permits it, you can use the VMware‑installed self‑signed certificate. Add the VMware
vCenter certificate to each Cloud Connector.

1. Add the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the computer running vCenter Server to the
hosts file on that server, locatedat%SystemRoot%/WINDOWS/system32/Drivers/etc/. This step
is required only if the FQDN of the computer running vCenter Server is not already present in
the domain name system.

2. Obtain the vCenter certificate using any of the following three methods:

From the vCenter server:

a) Copy the file rui.crt from the vCenter server to a location accessible on your Cloud Connec‑
tors.

b) On the Cloud Connector, navigate to the location of the exported certificate and open the
rui.crt file.

Download the certificate using aweb browser: If you are using Internet Explorer, depending
on your user account, youmaymust right‑click on Internet Explorer and chooseRun as Admin‑
istrator to download or install the certificate.

a) Open your web browser and make a secure web connection to the vCenter server (for ex‑
ample https://server1.domain1.com).

b) Accept the security warnings.
c) Click the address bar displaying the certificate error.
d) View the certificate and click the Details tab.
e) Select Copy to file and export in .CER format, providing a name when prompted to do

so.
f) Save the exported certificate.
g) Navigate to the location of the exported certificate and open the .CER file.

Import directly from Internet Explorer running as an administrator:

a) Open your web browser and make a secure web connection to the vCenter server (for ex‑
ample https://server1.domain1.com).

b) Accept the security warnings.
c) Click the address bar displaying the certificate error.
d) View the certificate.

3. Import the certificate into the certificate store on each Cloud Connector.
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a) Click Install certificate, select Local Machine, and then click Next.
b) Select Place all certificates in the following store, and then click Browse. On a later

supported version: Select Trusted People and then click OK. Click Next and then click
Finish.

Important:

If you change the name of the vSphere server after installation, you must generate a new self‑
signed certificate on that server before importing the new certificate.

VMware SSL thumbprint

The VMware SSL thumbprint feature addresses a frequently reported error when creating a host con‑
nection to a VMware vSphere hypervisor. Previously, administrators had to manually create a trust
relationship between the Citrix‑managed Delivery Controllers in the Site and the hypervisor’s certifi‑
cate before creating a connection. The VMware SSL thumbprint feature removes thatmanual require‑
ment: the untrusted certificate’s thumbprint is stored on the Site database so that the hypervisor can
be continuously identified as trusted by Citrix Virtual Apps or Citrix Virtual Desktops, even if not by the
Controllers.

When creating a vSphere host connection, a dialog box allows you to view the certificate of the ma‑
chine you are connecting to. You can then choose whether to trust it.

The VMware SSL thumbprint can be updated later using PowerShell SDK Set-Item -LiteralPath
"<FullPath_to_connection>"-username $cred.username -Securepassword $cred.

password -SslThumbprint "<New ThumbPrint>"-hypervisorAddress <vcenter URL>.

Tip:

The certificate thumbprint has to be written in capital letters.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For VMware specific information, see Create a VMware catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• VMware virtualization environments.
• VMware cloud and partner solutions
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Connection to VMware cloud and partner solutions

December 8, 2022

After setting upAzure VMware Solution (AVS) cluster, Google CloudVMware Engine, andVMware cloud
on AWS, create the connections. See Connection to VMware virtualization environments for creating
connections.

Where to go next

• If you’re in the initial deployment process, see Create machine catalogs.
• For VMware specific information, see Create a VMware catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• VMware virtualization environments.
• VMware cloud and partner solutions

Createmachine catalogs

May 17, 2023

Note:

This article describes how to create catalogs using the Full Configuration interface. If you’re us‑
ing Quick Deploy to create Azure resources, follow the guidance in Create catalogs using Quick
Deploy.

Collectionsof physical or virtualmachines aremanagedasa single entity calledamachine catalog. All
themachines in a catalog have the same type of operating system: multi‑sessionOS or single‑session
OS, and Windows or Linux machines.

TheManage > Full Configuration interface guides you to create the first machine catalog. After you
create the first catalog, you create the first delivery group. Later, you can change the catalog you
created, and create more catalogs.

Overview

When you create a catalog of VMs, you specify how to provision those VMs. You can use Machine Cre‑
ation Services (MCS). Or, you can use your own tools to provide machines.
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• If you use MCS to provision VMs, you provide an image (or snapshot) to create identical VMs
in the catalog. Before you create the catalog, you first use hypervisor or cloud service tools to
createandconfigure the image. Thisprocess includes installingaVirtualDeliveryAgent (VDA)on
the image. Then you create themachine catalog in theManage > Full Configuration interface.
You select that image (or a snapshot of an image), specify the number of VMs to create in the
catalog, and configure additional information.

• If your machines are already available, you must still create one or more machine catalogs in
order to import these VM into catalog.

When using MCS to create the first catalog, you specify a hosting unit that you created previously.
Hosting unit provide resource configuration for you to create virtual machine. Later (after you create
your first cataloganddelivery group), youcanchange informationabout thathostingunit or its parent
host connection or create more connections and hosting units.

If a Cloud Connector is not operating properly, MCS provisioning operations (such as catalog updates)
take much longer than usual, and the management interface’s performance degrades significantly.

RDS license check

Creation of amachine catalog containingWindowsmulti‑sessionOSmachines includes an automatic
check for valid Microsoft RDS licenses. The catalog is searched for a powered‑on and registered ma‑
chine to perform the check on.

• If a powered‑on and registered machine cannot be found, a warning is displayed, explaining
that the RDS licensing check cannot be performed.

• If amachine is found and an error is detected,Manage > Full Configuration displays awarning
message for the catalog containing the detected issue. To remove an RDS license warning from
a catalog (so that it no longer appears in the display), select the catalog. Select Remove RDS
license warning. When prompted, confirm the action.

VDA registration

AVDAmust be registeredwith aCloudConnector to be consideredwhen launchingbrokered sessions.
Unregistered VDAs can result in underutilization of otherwise available resources. There are various
reasons a VDA might not be registered, many of which you can troubleshoot. Troubleshooting infor‑
mation is provided in the catalog creation wizard, and after you add a catalog to a delivery group.

In the catalog creation wizard, after you add existing machines, the list of computer account names
indicateswhether eachmachine is suitable for adding to the catalog. Hover over the icon next to each
machine to display an informative message about that machine.

If the message identifies a problematic machine, you can either remove that machine (using the Re‑
move button), or add the machine. For example, if a message indicates that information cannot be
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obtained about a machine (perhaps because it had never registered), you might choose to add the
machine anyway.

For more information about VDA registration troubleshooting, see CTX136668.

MCS catalog creation summary

Here’s a brief overview of default MCS actions after you provide information in the catalog creation
wizard.

• If you selected an image (rather than a snapshot), MCS creates a snapshot.
• MCS creates a full copy of the snapshot and places the copy on each storage location defined in
the host connection.

• MCS adds the machines to Active Directory, which creates unique identities.
• MCS creates the number of VMs specified in the wizard, with two disks defined for each VM. In
addition to the two disks per VM, a master is also stored in the same storage location. If you
have multiple storage locations defined, each gets the following disk types:

– The full copy of the snapshot (noted above), which is read‑only and shared across the just‑
created VMs.

– A unique 16MB identity disk that gives each VMaunique identity. Each VMgets an identity
disk.

– A unique difference disk to store writes made to the VM. This disk is thin provisioned (if
supported by the host storage) and increases to themaximum size of themaster image, if
necessary. Each VM gets a difference disk. The difference disk holds changesmade during
sessions. It is permanent for dedicated desktops. For pooled desktops, it is deleted and a
new one created after each restart.

Alternatively, when creating VMs to deliver static desktops, you can specify (on the Machines page
of the catalog creation wizard) thick (full copy) VM clones. Full clones do not require retention of the
master image on every data store. Each VM has its own file.

MCS storage considerations

There are many factors when deciding on storage solutions, configurations, and capacities for MCS.
The following information provides proper considerations for storage capacity:

Capacity considerations:

• Disks

The Delta or Differencing (Diff) Disks consume the largest amount of space inmost MCS deploy‑
ments for each VM. Each VM created by MCS is given at minimum 2 disks upon creation.

– Disk0 = Diff Disk: contains the OS when copied from the Master Base Image.
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– Disk1 = Identity Disk: 16 MB ‑ contains Active Directory data for each VM.

As theproduct evolves, youmighthave toaddmoredisks to satisfy certainuse casesand feature
consumption. For example:

– MCS Storage Optimization creates a write cache style disk for each VM.
– MCS added the ability to use full clones as opposed to the Delta disk scenario described in
the previous section.

Hypervisor features might also enter into the equation. For example:

– Citrix Hypervisor IntelliCache creates a Read Disk on local storage for each Citrix Hyper‑
visor. This option saves on IOPS against the image which might be held on the shared
storage location.

• Hypervisor overhead

Different hypervisors use specific files that create overhead for VMs. Hypervisors also use stor‑
age for management and general logging operations. Calculate space to include overhead for:

– Log files
– Hypervisor‑specific files. For example:

* VMware adds more files to the VM storage folder. See VMware Best Practices.

* Calculate your total virtual machine size requirements. Consider a virtual machine
containing 20 GB for the virtual disk, 16 GB for the swap file, and 100 MB for log files
consuming 36.1 GB total.

– Snapshots for XenServer; Snapshots for VMware.

• Process overhead

Creating a catalog, adding amachine, andupdating a catalog have unique storage implications.
For example:

– Initial catalog creation requires a copy of the base disk to be copied to each storage loca‑
tion.

* It also requires you to create a Preparation VM temporarily.
– Adding a machine to a catalog does not require copying of the base disk to each storage
location. Catalog creation varies based on the features selected.

– Updating the catalog to create an extra base disk on each storage location. Catalog up‑
dates also experience a temporary storage peak where each VM in the catalog has 2 Diff
disks for a certain amount of time.

More considerations:

• RAM sizing: Affects the size of certain hypervisor files and disks, including I/O optimization
disks, write cache, and snapshot files.

• Thin / Thick provisioning: NFS storage is preferred due to the thin provisioning capabilities.
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Machine Creation Services (MCS) storage optimization

The Machine Creation Services (MCS) storage optimization feature is also known as MCS I/O. This fea‑
ture is only available on Azure, GCP, Citrix Hypervisor, VMware, and SCVMM.

• The write cache container is file‑based, the same functionality found in Citrix Provisioning. For
example, the Citrix Provisioning write cache file name is D:\vdiskdif.vhdx and the MCS I/O
write cache file name is D:\mcsdif.vhdx.

• Achieve diagnostic improvements by including support for a Windows crash dump file written
to the write cache disk.

• MCS I/O retains the technology cache in RAM with overflow to hard disk to provide the most op‑
timal multi‑tier write cache solution. This functionality allows an administrator to balance be‑
tween the cost in each tier, RAM and disk, and performance to meet the desired workload ex‑
pectation.

Updating the write cachemethod from disk‑based to file‑based requires the following changes:

1. MCS I/Ono longer supportsRAMonly cache. Specify adisk sizeduringmachinecatalogcreation.
2. The VMwrite cache disk is created and formatted automatically when booting a VM for the first

time. Once the VM is up, thewrite cache file mcsdif.vhdx is written into the formatted volume
MCSWCDisk.

3. Thepagefile is redirected to this formattedvolume,MCSWCDisk. Asa result, thisdisk size consid‑
ers the total amount of disk space. It includes the delta between the disk size and the generated
workload plus the pagefile size. This is typically associated with VM RAM size.

Enabling MCS storage optimization updates

To enable the MCS I/O storage optimization feature, upgrade the Delivery Controller and the VDA to
the latest version of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

Note:

If you upgrade an existing deployment which has MCS I/O enabled, no additional configuration
is required. The VDA and the Delivery Controller upgrade handle the MCS I/O upgrade.

Prepare amaster image on the hypervisor or cloud service

The master image contains the operating system, non‑virtualized applications, VDA, and other soft‑
ware.

Good to know:

• A master image might also be known as a clone image, golden image, base VM, or base image.
Host vendors and cloud service providers may use different terms.
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• Ensure that the hypervisor or cloud service has enough processors, memory, and storage to
accommodate the number of machines created.

• Configure the correct amount of hard disk space needed for desktops and applications. That
value cannot be changed later or in the machine catalog.

• Remote PC Access machine catalogs do not use master images.
• Microsoft KMS activation considerationswhen usingMCS: If your deployment includes 7.x VDAs
with a XenServer 6.1 or 6.2, vSphere, or Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager host,
you do not need to manually rearmMicrosoftWindows or Microsoft Office.

Install and configure the following software on the master image:

• Integration tools for your hypervisor (such as Citrix VM Tools, Hyper‑V Integration Services, or
VMware tools). If you omit this step, applications and desktops might not function correctly.

• A VDA. Citrix recommends installing the latest version to allow access to the newest features.
Failure to install a VDA on the master image causes the catalog creation to fail.

• Third‑party tools as needed, such as antivirus software or electronic software distribution
agents. Configure services with settings that are appropriate for users and the machine type
(such as updating features).

• Third‑party applications that you are not virtualizing. Citrix recommends virtualizing applica‑
tions. Virtualizing reduces costs by eliminating having to update themaster image after adding
or reconfiguring an application. Also, fewer installed applications reduce the size of themaster
image hard disks, which saves storage costs.

• App‑V clients with the recommended settings, if you plan to publish App‑V applications. The
App‑V client is available fromMicrosoft.

• When using MCS, if you localize MicrosoftWindows, install the locales and language packs. Dur‑
ing provisioning, when a snapshot is created, the provisioned VMs use the installed locales and
language packs.

Important:

If you are using MCS, do not run Sysprep onmaster images.

To prepare a master image:

1. Using your hypervisor’smanagement tool, create amaster image and then install the operating
system, plus all service packs and updates. Specify the number of vCPUs. You can also specify
the vCPUvalue if you create themachine catalogusingPowerShell. You cannot specify the num‑
berof vCPUswhencreatinga catalog fromManage>Full Configuration. Configure theamount
of hard disk space needed for desktops and applications. That value cannot be changed later
or in the catalog.

2. Ensure that the hard disk is attached at device location 0. Most standard master image tem‑
plates configure this location by default, but some custom templates might not.

3. Install and configure the software listed above on the master image.
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4. If you are not using MCS, join the master image to the domain where applications and desk‑
tops are members. Ensure that the master image is available on the host where the machines
are created. If you are using MCS, joining the master image to a domain is not required. The
provisionedmachines are joined to the domain specified in the catalog creation wizard.

5. Citrix recommends that you create and name a snapshot of yourmaster image so that it can be
identified later. If you specify a master image rather than a snapshot when creating a catalog,
the management interface creates a snapshot, but you cannot name it.

Volume licensing activation

MCS supports volume licensing activation to automate andmanage the activation ofWindows operat‑
ing systems and Microsoft Office. The two models that MCS supports for volume licensing activation
are:

• Key Management Service (KMS): The KMS is a lightweight service that does not require a dedi‑
cated system and can easily be co‑hosted on a system that provides other services. This func‑
tionality is supported on all Citrix supportedWindows versions. During image preparation, MCS
does theMicrosoftWindows andMicrosoftOffice KMS rearm. You can skip rearmby running the
command Set-Provserviceconfigurationdata. For more information on Microsoft Win‑
dows KMS Rearm and Microsoft Office KMS Rearm during image preparation, see Machine Cre‑
ation Services: Image Preparation Overview and Fault‑Finding. For more information on KMS
activation, see Activate using Key Management Service.

Note:

Allmachinecatalogscreatedafter running thecommandSet-Provserviceconfigurationdata
have the same setting as provided in the command.

• Active Directory‑based activation: ADBA enables you to activate machines through their do‑
main connections. Machines are immediately activated when they join the domain. These
machines remain activated as long as they remain joined to the domain and in contact with
it. This functionality is supported on all Citrix supported Windows versions except Windows
server 2022. For more information on Active directory‑based activation, see Activate using Ac‑
tive Directory‑based activation.

• Multiple Activation Key (MAK): MAK is a way of activating volume and authenticating the Win‑
dows system with the help of the Microsoft server. You must buy the MAK key from Microsoft
which is assigned with a fixed number of activation counts. Every time a Windows system is
activated, the activation count reduces. There are two ways of activating the system:

– Online Activation: If theWindows system that youwant to activate has internet access, the
system automatically activates the Windows on installing the product key. This process
reduces the activation count by 1 for the corresponding MAK.
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– Offline Activation: If theWindows system is not able to connect to the internet todo theon‑
line activation, MCS gets a confirmation id and an installation id from the Microsoft server
to get the Windows system activated. This way of activation is useful for non‑persistent
machine catalogs.

Key requirements:

– The Delivery Controller must have internet access
– Create a new catalog if the new image to be updated has a different MAK Key from the
original

– Install the MAK key on the master image
– If youarenotusing imagepreparation, change the registryatComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\SoftwareProtectionPlatform
\Activation from 0 to 1

To activate the Windows system using MAK:

1. Install the product key on the master image. This step consumes one activation count.
2. Create an MCSmachine catalog.
3. If youaren’tusing imagepreparation, change the registryatComputer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\SoftwareProtectionPlatform
\Activation from 0 to 1. This method disables the option of online activation.

4. Add VMs to the machine catalog.
5. Power on the VMs.
6. Depending on whether it’s online or offline activation, the Windows system is activated.

– If the activation is online, the Windows system is activated after the product key is
installed.

– If the activation is offline, MCS communicates with provisioned VMs to get the acti‑
vation status of the Windows system. MCS then retrieves a confirmation id and an
installed id from the Microsoft server. These ids are used to activate theWindows sys‑
tem.

You can change the activation setting after you create the machine catalog. If you want
to skip the rearm during the machine catalog update, run the PowerShell command Set-
ProvSchemeMetadata.

Start creating the catalog

Before creating a catalog:

• Review this section to learn about the choices youmake and information you supply.
• Ensure that you have created a connection to the hypervisor, cloud service, other resource that
hosts your machines.
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• If you have created amaster image to provisionmachines, ensure that you have installed a VDA
on that image.

To start the catalog creation wizard:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

2. SelectManage.

3. If this is the first catalog being created, you are guided to the correct selection (such as “Set up
the machines and create machine catalogs to run apps and desktops”). The catalog creation
wizard opens.

4. If you already created a catalog and want to create another, follow these steps:

a) FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

b) To organize catalogs using folders, create folders under the default Machine Catalogs
folder. For more information, see Create a catalog folder.

c) Select the folder where you want to create the catalog, and then click Create Machine
Catalog. The catalog creation wizard opens.

The wizard walks you through the pages described in the following sections. The pages you see may
differ, depending on the selections you make, and the connection (to a host) you use. Hosts / virtual‑
ization resources lists information sources for the supported host types.

Operating system

Each catalog contains machines of only one type:

• Multi‑session OS: Amulti‑session OS catalog provides hosted shared desktops. Themachines
can be running supported versions of the Windows or Linux operating systems, but the catalog
cannot contain both.

• Single‑session OS: A single‑session OS catalog provides VDI desktops that you can assign to
various different users.

• Remote PC Access: A Remote PC Access catalog provides users with remote access to their
physical office desktopmachines. RemotePCAccess does not require a VPN toprovide security.

Machinemanagement

This page does not appear when you are creating a Remote PC Access catalog.

The Machine Management page indicates how machines are managed and which tool you use to
deploy machines.

Choose if machines in the catalog will be power managed through the Full Configuration interface.
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• Machines are power managed through the Full Configuration interface or provisioned through
a cloud environment, for example, VMs or blade PCs. This option is available only if you already
configured a connection to a hypervisor or cloud service.

• Machines are not power managed through the Full Configuration interface, for example, physi‑
cal machines.

If you indicated that machines are power managed through the Full Configuration interface or provi‑
sioned through a cloud environment, choose which tool to use to create VMs.

• Citrix Machine Creation Services (MCS): Uses a master image to create and manage virtual
machines. Machine catalogs in cloud environments use MCS. MCS is not available for physical
machines.

• Other: A tool that manages machines already in the data center. Citrix recommends that you
use Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager or another third‑party application to en‑
sure that the machines in the catalog are consistent.

Desktop types (desktop experience)

This page appears only when you are creating a catalog containing single‑session OSmachines.

The Desktop Experience page determines what occurs each time a user logs on. Select one of:

• Users connect to a new (random) desktop each time they log on.
• Users connect to the same (static) desktop each time they log on.

Master image

This page appears only when you are using MCS to create VMs.

Select the connection to the host hypervisor or cloud service, and then select the snapshot or VM
created earlier. You can add a note for the selected image if needed.

Note:

• When you are using MCS, do not run Sysprep onmaster images.
• If you specify a master image rather than a snapshot, the management interface creates a
snapshot, but you cannot name it.

Do not change the default minimum VDA version selection. To enable use of the latest product fea‑
tures, ensure that the master image has the latest VDA version installed.

An error message appears if you select a snapshot or VM that is not compatible with the machine
management technology you selected earlier in the wizard.
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Cloud platform and service environments

When you are using a cloud service or platform to host VMs, the catalog creationwizardmight contain
extra pages specific to that host. For example, when using an Azure Resource Managermaster image,
the catalog creation wizard contains a Storage and License Types page.

For host‑specific information, follow the appropriate link listed in Start creating the catalog.

Machines

This page does not appear when you are creating Remote PC Access catalogs.

The title of this page depends on what you selected on theMachine Management page: Machines,
Virtual Machines, orMachines and Users.

• When using MCS to createmachines:

– Specify howmany virtual machines to create.
– Choose the amount of memory (in MB) each VM has.
– Important: Each created VMhas a harddisk. Its size is set in themaster image; you cannot
change the hard disk size in the catalog.

– If you indicated on the Desktop Experience page that user changes to static desktops
should be saved on a separate Personal vDisk, specify the virtual disk size in GB and the
drive letter.

– If your deployment usesmore than one zone (resource location), you can select a zone for
the catalog.

– If you are creating static desktop VMs, select a virtual machine copy mode. See Virtual
machine copymode.

– If you are creating randomdesktop VMs that do not use personal vDisks, you can configure
a cache to be used for temporary data on each machine. See Configure cache for tempo‑
rary data.

• When using other tools to providemachines:

Add (or import a list of) machine account names. You can change the account name for a VM
after you add or import it. If you have specified static machines on the Desktop Experience
page, you can optionally specify the user name for use with each VM you add.

Tip:

To add users, you can browse to the users or enter a semicolon‑separated list of user
names manually. If the users are in Active Directory, enter the names directly. If not,
enter the names in this format: <identity provider>:<user name>. Example:
AzureAD:username.
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After you add or import names, you can use the Remove button to delete names from the list
while you are still on this wizard page.

• When using other tools (not MCS):

An icon and tooltip for each machine added (or imported) help identify machines that might
not be eligible to add to the catalog, or be unable to register with a Cloud Connector.

Add SIDs while creating virtual machines

You can nowadd the parameterADAccountSid to uniquely identify themachineswhile creating new
virtual machines.

To do this:

1. Create a catalog with the supported identity type.

2. Addmachines to the catalog using NewProvVM. For example:

1 New-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName "name" -ADAccountSid @("SID "
) -RunAsynchronously

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

However, you cannot provision a machine with:

• An AD account that is not in the catalog identity pool
• An AD account that is not in available state

Virtual machine copymode

The copy mode you specify on the Machines page determines whether MCS creates thin (fast copy)
or thick (full copy) clones from themaster image. (Default = thin clones)

• Use fast copy clones for more efficient storage use and faster machine creation.
• Use full copy clones for better data recovery and migration support, with potentially reduced
IOPS after the machines are created.

Configure cache for temporary data

Caching temporary data locally on the VM is optional. You can enable use of the temporary data cache
on the machine when you use MCS to manage pooled (not dedicated) machines in a catalog. If the
catalog uses a connection that specifies storage for temporary data, you can enable and configure the
temporary data cache information when you create the catalog.

To enable the caching of temporary data, the VDA on each machine in the catalog must be minimum
version 7.9. This feature is referred to as MCSIO.
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Important:

This feature requires a current MCSIO driver. Installing this driver is an option when you install
or upgrade a VDA. By default, that driver is not installed.

You specifywhether temporary data uses shared or local storagewhen you create the connection that
the catalog uses. For details, see Connections and resources. Enabling and configuring the temporary
cache in the catalog includes two checkboxes and values: Memoryallocated to cache (MB) andDisk
cache size (GB). By default, these checkboxes are cleared. When youenable oneor both checkboxes,
the default values differ according to the connection type. Generally, the default values are sufficient
for most cases; however, consider the space needed for:

• Temporary data files created by Windows itself, including the Windows page file.
• User profile data.
• ShareFile data that is synced to users’ sessions.
• Data that might be created or copied by a session user or any applications users may install
inside the session.

If you enable the Disk cache size check box, temporary data is initially written to thememory cache.
When the memory cache reaches its configured limit (the Memory allocated to cache value), the
oldest data is moved to the temporary data cache disk.

The memory cache is part of the total amount of memory on each machine. Therefore, if you enable
theMemory allocated to cache check box, consider increasing the total amount of memory on each
machine.

If you clear the Memory allocated to cache check box and leave the Disk cache size check box en‑
abled, temporary data iswritten directly to the cache disk, using aminimal amount ofmemory cache.
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Changing theDisk cache size from its default value can affect performance. The sizemustmatch user
requirements and the load placed on the machine.

Important:

If the disk cache runs out of space, the user’s session becomes unusable.

If you clear the Disk cache size check box, no cache disk is created. In this case, specify a Memory
allocated to cache value that is large enough to hold all of the temporary data. This is feasible only if
large amounts of RAM are available for allocation to each VM.

If you clear both checkboxes, temporary data is not cached. It iswritten to thedifferencedisk (located
in the OS storage) for each VM. (This is the provisioning action in releases earlier than 7.9.)

Do not enable caching if you intend to use this catalog to create AppDisks.

You cannot change the cache values in a machine catalog after it is created.

Using CSV files to bulk addmachines

If you use the Full Configuration management interface, you can bulk add machines by using CSV
files. The feature is available to all catalogs except catalogs created through MCS.

A general workflow to use CSV files to bulk addmachines is as follows:

1. On theMachines page, select Add CSV File. The AddMachines in Bulkwindow appears.

2. Select Download CSV Template.

3. Fill out the template file.

4. Drag or browse to the file to upload it.

5. Select Validate to do validation checks on your import.

6. Select Import to complete.

For information about CSV file considerations, see Considerations when using CSV files to add ma‑
chines.

You can also export machines from a catalog on the same Machines page. The exported CSV of ma‑
chines can then be used as a template when adding machines in bulk. To export machines:

1. On theMachines page, select Export to CSV file. A CSV file containing a list of the machines is
downloaded.

2. Open the CSV file to add or edit machines as needed. To add machines in bulk using the saved
CSV file, see the previous section, Using CSV files to bulk addmachines.
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Note:

• This feature is not available for Remote PC Access catalogs.

• Export and import ofmachines in CSV files is only supported between catalogs of the same
type.

NIC (NICs)

This page does not appear when you are creating Remote PC Access catalogs.

If you plan to use multiple NICs, associate a virtual network with each card. For example, you can
assign one card to access a specific secure network, and another card to access a more commonly
used network. You can also add or remove NICs from this page.

Note:

MCS only supports single NIC on Azure.

Machine accounts

This page appears only when creating Remote PC Access catalogs.

Specify the Active Directory machine accounts or Organizational Units (OUs) to add that correspond
to users or user groups. Do not use a forward slash (/) in an OU name.

You can choose a previously configured power management connection or select not to use power
management. If you want to use power management but a suitable connection has not been config‑
ured yet, you can create that connection later and then edit themachine catalog to update the power
management settings.

You can also bulk addmachines by using CSV files. A general workflow to do that is as follows:

1. On the Machine Accounts page, select Add CSV File. The Add Machines in Bulk window ap‑
pears.

2. Select Download CSV Template.

3. Fill out the template file.

4. Drag or browse to the file to upload it.

5. Select Validate to do validation checks on your import.

6. Select Import to complete.

For information about CSV file considerations, see Considerations when using CSV files to add ma‑
chines.
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Machine identities

This page appears only when using MCS to create VMs.

Each machine in the catalog must have a unique identity. This page lets you configure identities for
machines in the catalog. The machines are joined to the identity after they are provisioned. You can‑
not change the identity type after you create the catalog.

A general workflow to configure settings on this page is as follows:

1. Select an identity from the list.
2. Indicate whether to create accounts or use existing ones, and the location (domain) for those

accounts.

You can select one of the following options:

• On‑premises Active Directory. Machines owned by an organization and signed into with an
Active Directory account that belongs to that organization. They exist on‑premises.

Note:

By default, the domain where the resource (connection) resides is selected.

• Azure Active Directory joined. Machines owned by an organization and signed into with an
Azure Active Directory account that belongs to that organization. They exist only in the cloud.
For information about the requirements, limitations, and considerations, see Azure Active Di‑
rectory joined.

Note:

This option requires that the master image meets the operating system prerequisite. For
more information, see the Microsoft documentation: https://learn.microsoft.com/en‑us/
azure/active‑directory/devices/concept‑azure‑ad‑join.

• Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined. Machines owned by an organization and signed into
with an Active Directory Domain Services account that belongs to that organization. They exist
in the cloud and on‑premises. For information about the requirements, limitations, and consid‑
erations, see Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined.

Note:

– Before you can use hybrid Azure Active Directory join, make sure that your
Azure environment meets the prerequisites. See https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑
us/azure/active‑directory/devices/hybrid‑azuread‑join‑managed‑domains.

– This option requires that the master image meets the operating system prerequisite.
For more information, see the Microsoft documentation: https://learn.microsoft.
com/en‑us/azure/active‑directory/devices/concept‑azure‑ad‑join‑hybrid.
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• Non‑domain‑joined. Machines not joined to any domain. For information about the require‑
ments and limitations, see Non‑domain‑joined.

Important:

• If you select On‑premises Active Directory or Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined as
the identity type, each machine in the catalog must have a corresponding Active Directory
computer account.

• TheNon‑domain‑joined identity type requires version 1811 or later of the VDA as themini‑
mum functional level for the catalog. Tomake it available, update theminimum functional
level.

• The Azure Active Directory joined and Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined identity
types require version 2203 or later of the VDA as the minimum functional level for the cata‑
log. To make them available, update the minimum functional level.

If you create accounts, you must have permission to create computer accounts in the OU where the
machines reside. Eachmachine in the catalogmust have a unique name. Specify the account naming
scheme for the machines you want to create. For more information, see Machine account naming
scheme.

Note:

Make sure that OU names do not use forward slashes (/).

If you use existing accounts, browse to the accounts or click Import and specify a .csv file containing
account names. The imported file content must use the format:

• [ADComputerAccount] ADcomputeraccountname.domain

Ensure that there are enough accounts for all the machines you are adding. The Full Configuration
interface manages those accounts. Therefore, either allow that interface to reset the passwords for
all the accounts or specify the account password, which must be the same for all accounts.

For catalogs containing physical or existing machines, select or import existing accounts and assign
eachmachine to both an Active Directory computer account and to a user account.

Machine account naming scheme

Each machine in a catalog must have a unique name. You must specify a machine account naming
schemewhen creating a catalog. Usewildcards (hashmarks) as placeholders for sequential numbers
or letters that appear in the name.

When specifying a naming scheme, be aware of the following rules:

• The naming schememust contain at least one wildcard. Youmust put all wildcards together.
• The entire name, including wildcards, must contain at least 2 but no more than 15 characters.
It must include at least one non‑numeric and one # (wildcard) character.
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• The name must not include spaces or any of the following characters: ,~!@'$%^&.()} {
\/*?"<>|=+[];:_"..

• The name cannot end with a hyphen (‑).

Also, leave enough room for growth when specifying the naming scheme. Consider this example: If
you create 1,000 machine accounts with the scheme “veryverylong#”, the last account name created
(veryverylong1000) contains 16 characters. Therefore, the naming scheme will result in one or more
machine names that exceed the maximum of 15 characters.

You can indicate whether the sequential values are numbers (0‑9) or letters (A‑Z):

• 0‑9. If selected, the specified wildcards resolve to sequential numbers.

Note:

If there is only one wildcard (#), the account names start with 1. If there are two, the ac‑
count names start with 01. If there are three, the account names start with 001, and so
on.

• A‑Z. If selected, the specified wildcards resolve to sequential letters.

For example, a naming schemeof PC‑Sales‑## (with 0‑9 selected) results in accounts namedPC‑Sales‑
01, PC‑Sales‑02, PC‑Sales‑03, and so on.

Optionally, you can specify what the account names start with.

• If you select 0‑9, accounts are named sequentially, starting with the specified numbers. Enter
one ormore digits, depending on howmanywildcards you use in the preceding field. For exam‑
ple, if you use two wildcards, enter two digits or more.

• If you select A‑Z, accounts are named sequentially, startingwith the specified letters. Enter one
ormore letters, depending on howmanywildcards you use in the preceding field. For example,
if you use two wildcards, enter two letters or more.

Domain credentials

Select Enter credentials and enter credentials of an administrator with permission to perform ac‑
count operations in the target Active Directory domain.

Use the Check name option to check whether the user name is valid or unique. The option is useful,
for example, when:

• The same user name exists in multiple domains. You are prompted to select the desired user.
• You can’t remember the domain name. You can enter the user name without specifying the
domain name. If the check passes, the domain name populates automatically.
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Note:

If the identity type you selected inMachine Identities isHybrid Azure Active Directory joined,
the credentials you enter must have been granted the Write userCertificate permission.

Workspace Environment Management (optional)

This page appears only when you use the Advanced or Premium edition of Citrix DaaS.

Select aWorkspace EnvironmentManagement (WEM) configuration set towhich youwant to bind the
catalog. Aconfigurationset is a logical containerused toorganizea setofWEMconfigurations. Binding
a catalog to a configuration set lets you useWEM to deliver the best possible workspace experience to
your users.

Important:

• Before you can bind a catalog to a configuration set, you must set up your WEM service de‑
ployment. Sign in to Citrix Cloud and then launch the WEM service. For more information,
see Get started with Workspace Environment Management service.

• If youalreadyuseWEM, themachines in the catalog that youareabout toprovisionmight al‑
ready be present in a configuration set, for example, through Active Directory. In that case,
we recommend that you use Active Directory consistently to perform the configuration and
skip this configuration.

If the selected configuration set does not contain settings relating to the basic configuration of WEM,
the following option appears:

• Apply basic settings to configuration set. The option lets you quickly get started with WEM
by applying basic settings to the configuration set. Basic settings include CPU spike protection,
auto‑preventing CPU spikes, and intelligent CPU optimization. To view the basic settings, click
the here link. To modify them, use the WEM console.

VDA upgrade (optional)
Important:

• This feature is available as a preview.
• To ensure a smooth upgrade,make sure that youmeet the prerequisites and review known
issues before upgrading VDAs to CR or LTSR CU versions. See Upgrade VDAs using the Full
Configuration interface.

• When upgrading LTSR VDAs to LTSR Cumulative Update (CU) versions, make sure that the
version of the VDA Upgrade Agents running on the VDAs is 7.36.0.7 or later. For more infor‑
mation, see Upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface.

This feature applies to the following machine types:
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• MCS‑provisioned persistent machines. You deploy them using Citrix Machine Creation Ser‑
vices on theMachine Management page during catalog creation.

• Machines that are not created using MCS (for example, physical machines). You deploy them
usingOtherserviceor technologyon theMachineManagementpageduringcatalogcreation.

For more information about the two options, see Machine management.

On the VDA Upgrade page, select the VDA version to upgrade to. If specified, the VDAs in the catalog
that have the VDA Upgrade Agent installed can upgrade to the selected version— immediately or at a
scheduled time.

Note:

• This feature supports upgrading only to the latest VDA. The time at which you create a VDA
upgrade schedule or upgrade a VDA determines the latest version of the VDA.

• After you configure VDA upgrade settings, it might take up to 15 minutes for the VDA Up‑
grade field to reflect the latest status. To show theVDAUpgrade column, click theColumns
to display icon in the upper right corner, selectMachine Catalog > VDAUpgrade, and click
Save.

Choose a VDA track that suits your deployment:

Important:

Youcanswitchbetween theCRVDAand theLTSRVDAas longasyouswitch fromanearlier version
to a later version. You cannot switch from a later version to an earlier version because that is
considered a downgrade. For example, you cannot downgrade from 2212 CR to 2203 LTSR (any
CU) but you can upgrade from 2112 CR to 2203 LTSR (any CU).

• Latest CR VDA. Current Releases (CRs) deliver the latest andmost innovative app, desktop, and
server virtualization features and functionality.

• Latest LTSR VDA. Long Term Service Releases (LTSRs) are recommended for large enterprise
production environments that prefer to keep the same base version for an extended period.

After catalog creation, you can upgrade VDAs as needed. For more information, see Upgrade VDAs.

If youwant to enable VDAupgrade later, you can return to this pageby editing the catalog after catalog
creation. For more information, see Configure VDA upgrade settings by editing a catalog.

Summary, name, and description

On the Summary page, review the settings you specified. Enter a name and description for the cata‑
log. This information appears in the Full Configuration management interface.

When you’re done, select Finish to start the catalog creation.

InMachine Catalogs, the new catalog appears with an inline progress bar.
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To view details of the creation progress:

1. Hover the mouse over the machine catalog.

2. In the tooltip that appears, click View details.

A step‑by‑step progress graph appears where you can see the following:

• History of steps
• Progress and running time of the current step
• Remaining steps

Important consideration about setting custom properties

Custom properties must be set correctly at New-ProvScheme and Set-ProvScheme in GCP and
Azure environments. If you specify non‑existing custom property or properties, you get the following
error message, and the commands fail to run.

Invalid property found: <invalid property>. Ensure that the CustomProperties
parameter supports the property.

Important consideration about setting ProvScheme parameters

When you use MCS to create a catalog, you get an error if you:

• Set the following New-ProvScheme parameters in unsupported hypervisors when you create a
machine catalog:

Parameter Supported hypervisor

UseWriteBackCache VMware

Hyper‑V

Citrix Hypervisor

Azure

GCP

DedicatedTenancy Azure

GCP

AWS

TenancyType Azure

GCP

AWS
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Parameter Supported hypervisor

UseFullDiskCloneProvisioning VMware

Hyper‑V

Citrix Hypervisor

• Update the following Set-ProvScheme parameters after you create the machine catalog:

– CleanOnBoot
– UseWriteBackCache
– DedicatedTenancy
– TenancyType
– UseFullDiskCloneProvisioning

Where to go next

For information on creating specific hypervisor catalogs, see:

• Create an AWS catalog
• Create a Citrix Hypervisor catalog
• Create a Google Cloud Platform catalog
• Create a Microsoft Azure catalog
• Create a Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog
• Create a Nutanix catalog
• Create a VMware catalog

If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.

To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.

More information

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Image Management
• Connections and resources
• Create machine identities joined catalogs
• Managemachine catalogs

Create an AWS catalog

May 17, 2023
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Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to AWS virtualization environments.

Note:

Before creating anAWScatalog, youneed to finish creating a connection to AWS. SeeConnection
to AWS.

Network setting during image preparation

During image preparation, a preparation virtual machine (VM) is created based on the original VM.
This preparation VM is disconnected from the network. To disconnect the network from the prepara‑
tion VM, a network security group is created to deny all inbound and outbound traffic. This network
security group persists and is reused. The network security group’s name is Citrix.XenDesktop.
IsolationGroup-GUID, where GUID is randomly generated.

AWS tenancy

AWS provides the following tenancy options: shared tenancy (the default type) and dedicated ten‑
ancy. Shared tenancy means that multiple Amazon EC2 instances from different customers might
reside on the same piece of physical hardware. Dedicated tenancymeans that your EC2 instances run
only on hardwarewith other instances that you have deployed. Other customers do not use the same
piece of hardware.

You can use MCS to provision AWS dedicated hosts by using the Full Configuration interface or Power‑
Shell.

Configure AWS dedicated host tenancy using the Full Configuration interface

When you use MCS to create a catalog to provision machines in AWS, the Machine Catalog Setup >
Security page presents the following options:

• Use sharedhardware. This setting is suitable formost deployments. Multiple customers share
pieces of hardware even though they do not interact with each other. Using shared hardware is
the least expensive option for running your Amazon EC2 instances.

• Use dedicated host. An Amazon EC2 dedicated host is a physical server with EC2 instance ca‑
pacity that is fully dedicated, letting you use existing per‑socket or per‑VM software licenses.
Dedicated hosts have preset utilization based on instance type. For example, a single allocated
dedicated host of C4 Large instance types is limited to running 16 instances. See the AWS site
for more information.

The requirements for provisioning to AWS hosts include:
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– An imported BYOL (bring your own license) image (AMI). With dedicated hosts, use and
manage your existing licenses.

– An allocation of dedicated hosts with sufficient utilization to satisfy provisioning requests.
– Enabling auto‑placement.

This setting is suitable for deploymentswith licensing restrictions or security requirements that
need your use of a dedicated host. With a dedicated host, you own an entire physical host and
are billed on an hourly basis. Owning that host lets you spin up as many EC2 instances as that
host permits, without more charges.

Alternatively, you can provision AWS dedicated hosts through PowerShell. To do that, use the
New-ProvScheme cmdlet with the parameter TenancyType set to Host. See the Citrix Devel‑
oper Documentation for more information.

• Use dedicated instance. This setting is more suitable for deployments with specific security
or compliance requirements. With a dedicated instance, you still enjoy the benefits of having a
host separate fromother AWS customers but youdonot pay for the entire host. Youdonot need
to worry about the capacity of the host but you are charged at a higher rate for the instances.

Configure AWS dedicated host tenancy using PowerShell

You can create a catalog of machines with host tenancy defined through PowerShell.

An Amazon [EC2] dedicated host is a physical server with [EC2] instance capacity that is fully dedi‑
cated, allowing you to use existing per‑socket, or per‑VM software licenses.

Dedicated hosts have preset utilization based on instance type. For example, a single allocated ded‑
icated host of C4 Large instance types is limited to running 16 instances. See the AWS site for more
information.

The requirements for provisioning to AWS hosts include:

• An imported BYOL (bring your own license) image (AMI). With dedicated hosts, use andmanage
your existing licenses.

• An allocation of dedicated hosts with sufficient utilization to satisfy provisioning requests.
• enable auto‑placement.

To provision to a dedicated host in AWS using PowerShell, use theNew‑ProvScheme cmdlet with the
parameter TenancyType set to Host.

Refer to the Citrix Developer Documentation for more information.

AWS instance property capturing

When you create a catalog to provision machines using Machine Creation Services (MCS) in AWS, you
select an AMI to represent the master/golden image of that catalog. From that AMI, MCS uses a snap‑
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shot of the disk. In previous releases, if youwanted roles or tags on yourmachines youwould use the
AWS console to set them individually. This functionality is enabled by default.

Tip:

To use AWS instance property capturing, youmust have a VM associated with the AMI.

To improve this process,MCS reads properties from the instance from which the AMI was taken and
applies the Identity Access Management (IAM) role and tags of the machine to the machines provi‑
sioned for a given catalog. When using this optional feature, the catalog creation process finds the
selected AMI source instance, reading a limited set of properties. These properties are then stored in
an AWS Launch Template, which is used to provision machines for that catalog. Any machine in the
catalog inherits the captured instance properties.

Captured properties include:

• IAM roles – applied to provisioned instances.
• Tags ‑ applied to provisioned instances, their disk, and NICs. These tags are applied to tran‑
sientCitrix resources, including: S3bucketandobjects, volumeandworker resources, andAMIs,
snapshots, and launch templates.

Tip:

The taggingof transientCitrix resources isoptional and is configurableusing thecustomproperty
AwsOperationalResourcesTagging. To successfully apply tags and create an AWS catalog
with operational resource tagging, do not delete the EC2 instance which was used to create the
AMI image.

Capturing the AWS instance property

You can use this feature by specifying a customproperty, AwsCaptureInstanceProperties, when
creating a provisioning scheme for an AWS hosting connection:

New-ProvScheme -CustomProperties “AwsCaptureInstanceProperties,true” ⋯<
standard provscheme parameters

Refer to the Citrix Developer Documentation for more information.

Applying AWS instance properties and tagging operational resources in the Full
Configuration interface

When creating a catalog to provisionmachines in AWSby usingMCS, you can controlwhether to apply
the IAMroleand tagproperties to thosemachines. Youcanalsocontrolwhether toapplymachine tags
to operational resources. You have the following two options:
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• Applymachine template properties to virtual machines
– Controls whether to apply the IAM role and tag properties associated with the selected
machine template to virtual machines in this catalog.

• Applymachine tags to operational resources
– Controls whether to apply machine tags to every item created in your AWS environment
that facilitates provisioning ofmachines. Operational resources are created as byproducts
of catalog creation. They include both temporary and persistent resources, such as prepa‑
ration VM instance and AMI.

AWS operational resource tagging

An Amazon Machine Image (AMI) represents a type of virtual appliance used to create a virtual ma‑
chine within the Amazon Cloud environment, commonly referred to as EC2. You use an AMI to deploy
services that use the EC2 environment. When you create a catalog to provision machines using MCS
for AWS, you select the AMI to act as the golden image for that catalog.
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Important:

Creating catalogs by capturing an instance property and a launch template is required for using
operational resource tagging.

To create an AWS catalog, you must first create an AMI for the instance you want to be the golden
image. MCS reads the tags from that instance and incorporates them into the launch template. The
launch template tags are then applied to all Citrix resources created in your AWS environment, includ‑
ing:

• Virtual Machines
• VM disks
• VM network interfaces
• S3 buckets
• S3 objects
• Launch templates
• AMIs

Tagging an operational resource

To use PowerShell to tag resources:

1. Open a PowerShell window from the DDC host.
2. Run the command asnp citrix to load Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

To taga resource foraprovisionedVM,use thenewcustompropertyAwsOperationalResourcesTagging
. The syntax for this property is:

New-ProvScheme -CustomProperties “AwsCaptureInstanceProperties,true;
AwsOperationalResourcesTagging,true” ⋯<standard provscheme parameters>

Filtering VM instances

An AWS VM instance that you use as amachine profile VMmust be compatible for themachine catalog
to create and function correctly. To list the AWS VM instances that can be used as machine profile
input VMs, you can use the Get-HypInventoryItem command. The command can page and filter
the inventory of VMs available on a hosting unit.

Pagination:

Get‑HypInventoryItem supports twomodes of pagination:

• Paging mode uses the -MaxRecords and -Skip parameters to return sets of items:
– -MaxRecords: The default is 1. This controls howmany items to return.
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– -Skip: Thedefault is0. This controls howmany items to skip from the absolute beginning
(or absolute end) of the list in the hypervisor.

• Scrollingmode uses -MaxRecords, -ForwardDirection and -ContinuationToken param‑
eters to allow scrolling of the records:

– -ForwardDirection: The default is True. This is used along with -MaxRecords to re‑
turn either the next set of matching records or the previous set of matching records.

– -ContinuationToken: The returns the items immediately after (or before if
ForwardDirection is false) butnot including the itemgiven in theContinuationToken
.

Examples of pagination:

• To return a single record of themachine templatewith the lowest name. TheAdditionalData
field contains the TotalItemsCount and the TotalFilteredItemsCount:

1 Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\ctx-test"
-ResourceType template

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To return ten records of the machine template with the lowest name:

1 PS C:\> Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\
ctx-test" -ResourceType template -MaxRecords 10 | select Name

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To return an array of records ending with the highest name:

1 PS C:\> Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\
ctx-test" -ResourceType template -ForwardDirection $False -
MaxRecords 10 | select Name

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To return an array of records starting at the machine template associated with the given
ContinuationToken:

1 PS C:\> Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\
ctx-test" -ResourceType template -ContinuationToken "ami-07
xxxxxxxxxx" -MaxRecords 10

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Filtering:

The following additional optional parameters are supported for filtering. You can combine these pa‑
rameters with the pagination options.
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• -ContainsName "my_name": If the given string matches part of an AMI name, then the AMI is
included in the Get result. For example:

1 Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\ctx-test"
-ResourceType template -MaxRecords 100 -ContainName ‘ apollo’
| select Name

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• -Tags '{ "Key0": "Value0", "Key1": "Value1", "Key2": "Value2" } ': If an
AMI has at least one of these tags, it is included in the Get result. For example:

1 Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\ctx-test"
-ResourceType template -MaxRecords 100 -Tags '{

2 "opex owner": "Not tagged" }
3 ' | select Name
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Two tag values are supported. Not Tagged tag value matches items which do not have
the given tag in their list of tags. All values tag value matches items which have the tag
regardless of the value of the tag. Otherwise, the match happens only if the item has the
tag and the value equals to what is given in the filter.

• -Id "ami-0a2d913927e0352f3": If the AMI matches the given ID, it is included in the Get
result. For example:

1 Get-HypInventoryItem -LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\ctx-test"
-ResourceType template -Id ami-xxxxxxxxxxxxx

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Filtering on AdditionalData parameter:

The AdditionalData filter parameter lists templates or VMs based on their capability, service offer‑
ing or any property which is in AdditionalData. For example:

1 (Get-HypInventoryItem -ResourceType "launchtemplateversion" -
LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\aws" -MaxRecords 200).
AdditionalData

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also add a -Warn parameter to indicate the incompatible VMs. The VMs are included with an
AdditionalData field namedWarning. For example:
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1 (Get-HypInventoryItem -ResourceType "launchtemplateversion" -
LiteralPath "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\aws" -MaxRecords 200 -Template "ami
-015xxxxxxxxx" -Warn $true).AdditionalData

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Managemachine catalogs and Manage an AWS catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to AWS
• Create machine catalogs

Create a Citrix Hypervisor catalog

December 8, 2022

Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.

Note:

Before creating a Citrix Hypervisor catalog, you need to finish creating a connection to Citrix Hy‑
pervisor. See Connection to Citrix Hypervisor.

Create amachine catalog using a Citrix Hypervisor connection

GPU‑capable machines require a dedicated master image. Those VMs require video card drivers that
support GPUs. Configure GPU‑capable machines to allow the VM to operate with software that uses
the GPU for operations.

1. In XenCenter, create a VM with standard VGA, networks, and vCPU.
2. Update the VM configuration to enable GPU use (either Passthrough or vGPU).
3. Install a supported operating system and enable RDP.
4. Install Citrix VM Tools and NVIDIA drivers.
5. Turn off the Virtual Network Computing (VNC) Admin Console to optimize performance, and

then restart the VM.
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6. You are prompted to use RDP. Using RDP, install the VDA and then restart the VM.
7. Optionally, create a snapshot for the VM as a baseline template for other GPUmaster images.
8. Using RDP, install customer‑specific applications that are configured in XenCenter and use GPU

capabilities.

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Managemachine catalogs and Manage a Citrix Hypervisor catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Citrix Hypervisor
• Create machine catalogs

Create a Google Cloud Platform catalog

May 17, 2023

Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to Google cloud environments.

Note:

Before creating a Google cloud platform (GCP) catalog, you need to finish creating a connection
to GCP. See Connection to Google cloud environments.

Prepare amaster VM instance and a persistent disk
Tip:

Persistent disk is the Google Cloud term for virtual disk.

To prepare your master VM instance, create and configure a VM instance with properties that match
the configuration you want for the cloned VDA instances in your planned machine catalog. The con‑
figuration does not apply only to the instance size and type. It also includes instance attributes such
as metadata, tags, GPU assignments, network tags, and service account properties.

As part of the mastering process, MCS uses your master VM instance to create the Google Cloud in‑
stance template. The instance template is then used to create the cloned VDA instances that comprise
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the machine catalog. Cloned instances inherit the properties (except the VPC, subnet, and persistent
disk properties) of the master VM instance fromwhich the instance template was created.

After configuring theproperties of themaster VM instance to your specifics, start the instance and then
prepare the persistent disk for the instance.

We recommend that you manually create a snapshot of the disk. Doing so lets you use a meaningful
naming convention to track versions, gives youmore options tomanage earlier versions of your mas‑
ter image, and saves time for machine catalog creation. If you do not create your own snapshot, MCS
creates a temporary snapshot for you (which is deleted at the end of the provisioning process).

Create amachine catalog
Note:

Create your resources before you create a machine catalog. Use the naming conventions es‑
tablished by Google Cloud when configuring machine catalogs. See Bucket and object naming
guidelines for more information.

Follow the guidance in Createmachine catalogs. The following description is unique to Google Cloud
catalogs.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select Create Machine Catalog in the action bar.

3. On theMachine Type page, selectMulti‑session OS and then selectNext.

• Citrix DaaS also supports single‑session OS.

4. On the Machine Management page, select the Machines that are power managed and the
CitrixMachineCreationServicesoptions and then selectNext. If there aremultiple resources,
select one from themenu.

5. On the Master Image page, select a VM and the minimum functional level for the catalog and
then select Next. If you want to use the sole tenancy functionality, be sure to select an image
whose node group property is correctly configured. See Enable zone selection.

6. On the Storage page, select the type of storage used to contain the operating system for this
machine catalog. Each of the following storage options has unique price and performance char‑
acteristics. (An identity disk is always created using the zonal standard persistent disk.)

• Standard persistent disk
• Balanced persistent disk
• SSD persistent disk

For details about Google Cloud storage options, see https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/
disks/.
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7. On the Virtual Machines page, specify how many VMs you want to create, view the detailed
specification of the VMs, and then select Next. If you use sole tenant node groups for machine
catalogs, be sure to select only the zones where reserved sole tenant nodes are available. See
Enable zone selection.

8. On the Disk Settings page, you can configure the following settings:

• Choose whether to enable write‑back cache. After enabling write‑back cache, you can do
the following:

– Configure the size of the disk and RAM used for caching temporary data. For more
information, see Configure cache for temporary data.

– Select the storage type for the write‑back cache disk. The following storage options
are available to use for the write‑back cache disk:

* Standard persistent disk

* Balanced persistent disk

* SSD persistent disk

For details about GCP storage options, see https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/
disks/.

– Select the type for the write‑back cache disk.

* Use non‑persistent write‑back cache disk. If selected, the write‑back cache
disk does not persist for the provisioned VMs. The disk is deleted during power
cycles and any data redirected to the disk will be lost.

* Usepersistentwrite‑back cachedisk. If selected, thewrite‑back cache disk per‑
sists for the provisioned VMs. Enabling this option increases your storage costs.

• When MCS storage optimization (MCS I/O) is enabled, you can choose whether to retain
system disks for VDAs during power cycles. For more information, see Enabling MCS stor‑
age optimization updates.

• Choosewhether to use your ownkey toprotect disk contents. Touse the feature, youmust
first create your own Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEKs). Formore information,
see Using Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK).

Note:

It is available only in theManage > Full Configuration interface.

After creating the keys, you can select one of those keys from the list. You cannot change
the key after you create the catalog. Google Cloud does not support rotating keys on exist‑
ing persistent disks or images. Therefore, after you provision a catalog, the catalog is tied
to a specific version of the key. If that key is disabled or destroyed, the instances and disks
encrypted with it become unusable until the key is reenabled or restored.
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9. On theMachine Identities page, select an Active Directory account and then selectNext.

• If you select Create new Active Directory accounts, select a domain and then enter the
sequence of characters representing the naming scheme for the provisioned VMcomputer
accounts created in the Active Directory. The account naming scheme can contain 1–64
characters, and cannot contain blank spaces, or non‑ASCII or special characters.

• If you select Use existing Active Directory accounts, select Browse to navigate to the
existing Active Directory computer accounts for the selectedmachines.

10. On theDomain Credentials page, select Enter credentials, type the user name and password,
select Save, and then selectNext.

• The credential you type must have permissions to perform Active Directory account oper‑
ations.

11. On the Scopes page, select scopes for the machine catalog and then selectNext.

• You can select optional scopes or select custom scope to customize scopes as needed.

12. On theSummarypage, confirm the information, specify a name for the catalog, and then select
Finish.

Note:

The catalog name can contain 1–39 characters, and cannot contain only blank spaces or
the characters \ / ; : ## . * ? = < > | [ ] { } "' ( )' ).

Machine catalog creationmight take a long time to complete. When it completes, the catalog is listed.
You can verify that the machines are created on the target node groups in the Google Cloud console.

Using PowerShell to create a catalog with persistent write‑back cache disk

To configure a catalog with persistent write‑back cache disk, use the PowerShell parameter New-
ProvScheme CustomProperties.

Tip:

Use the PowerShell parameter New-ProvScheme CustomProperties only for cloud‑based
hosting connections. If youwant to provisionmachines using a persistent write‑back cache disk
for an on‑premises solution (for example, Citrix Hypervisor) PowerShell is not needed because
the disk persists automatically.

This parameter supports an extra property, PersistWBC, used to determine how the write‑back
cache disk persists for MCS provisioned machines. The PersistWBC property is only used when the
UseWriteBackCache parameter is specified, and when the WriteBackCacheDiskSize parameter
is set to indicate that a disk is created.
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Note:

This behavior applies to both Azure and GCP where the default MCSIO write‑back cache disk is
deleted and re‑createdwhen power cycling. You can choose to persist the disk to avoid the dele‑
tion and recreation of MCSIO write‑back cache disk.

Examples of properties found in the CustomProperties parameter before supporting PersistWBC
include:

1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="
benvaldev5RG3" />

5 </CustomProperties>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This example only applies to Azure. The properties are different in GCP environment.

When using these properties, consider that they contain default values if the properties are omitted
from the CustomProperties parameter. The PersistWBC property has two possible values: true
or false.

Setting the PersistWBC property to true does not delete the write‑back cache disk when the Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops administrator shuts down the machine from themanagement interface.

Setting the PersistWBC property to false deletes the write‑back cache disk when the Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops administrator shuts down the machine from themanagement interface.

Note:

If the PersistWBC property is omitted, the property defaults to false and the write‑back cache
is deleted when the machine is shut down from themanagement interface.

For example, using the CustomProperties parameter to set PersistWBC to true:

1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>
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3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="
benvaldev5RG3" />

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistWBC" Value="true" />
6 </CustomProperties>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

Important:

The PersistWBC property can only be set using the New-ProvScheme PowerShell cmdlet. At‑
tempting to alter theCustomPropertiesof a provisioning schemeafter creation has no impact
on themachine catalog and the persistence of thewrite‑back cache diskwhen amachine is shut
down.

For example, set New-ProvSchemeto use the write‑back cache while setting the PersistWBC prop‑
erty to true:

1 New-ProvScheme
2 -CleanOnBoot
3 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com

/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance`"><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageAccountType`" Value=`"Premium_LRS`"
/><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ResourceGroups`"
Value=`"benvaldev5RG3`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name
=`"PersistWBC`" Value=`"true`" /></CustomProperties>"

4 -HostingUnitName "adSubnetScale1"
5 -IdentityPoolName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
6 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\image.folder\

GoldImages.resourcegroup\W10MCSIO-01
_OsDisk_1_a940e6f5bab349019d57ccef65d2c7e3.manageddisk"

7 -NetworkMapping @{
8 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\

CloudScale02.resourcegroup\adVNET.virtualprivatecloud\
adSubnetScale1.network" }

9
10 -ProvisioningSchemeName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
11 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\serviceoffering.

folder\Standard_D2s_v3.serviceoffering"
12 -UseWriteBackCache
13 -WriteBackCacheDiskSize 127
14 -WriteBackCacheMemorySize 256
15 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Improve boot performance with MCSIO

You can improve boot performance for Azure and GCP managed disks when MCSIO is enabled. Use
the PowerShell PersistOSDisk custom property in the New-ProvScheme command to configure
this feature. Options associated with New-ProvScheme include:

1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="Resource<!--NeedCopy-->
5 ``````<!--NeedCopy-->
6 ````````Groups" Value="benvaldev5RG3" />
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="true"

/>
8 </CustomProperties>
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

To enable this feature, set thePersistOSDisk custom property to true. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme
2 -CleanOnBoot
3 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com

/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance`"><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageAccountType`" Value=`"Premium_LRS`"
/><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ResourceGroups`"
Value=`"benvaldev5RG3`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name
=`"PersistOsDisk`" Value=`"true`" /></CustomProperties>"

4 -HostingUnitName "adSubnetScale1"
5 -IdentityPoolName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
6 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\image.folder\

GoldImages.resourcegroup\W10MCSIO-01
_OsDisk_1_a940e6f5bab349019d57ccef65d2c7e3.manageddisk"

7 -NetworkMapping @{
8 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\

CloudScale02.resourcegroup\adVNET.virtualprivatecloud\
adSubnetScale1.network" }

9
10 -ProvisioningSchemeName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
11 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\serviceoffering.
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folder\Standard_D2s_v3.serviceoffering"
12 -UseWriteBackCache
13 -WriteBackCacheDiskSize 127
14 -WriteBackCacheMemorySize 256
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create amachine catalog using amachine profile

When you create a catalog to provision machines using Machine Creation Services (MCS), you can
use a machine profile to capture the hardware properties from a virtual machine and apply them to
newly provisioned VMs in the catalog. When MachineProfile parameter is not used, the hardware
properties are captured from themaster image VM or snapshot.
Somepropertiesyoudefineexplicitly, forexample,StorageType,CatalogZonesandCryptoKeyIs
are ignored frommachine profile.

• To create a catalog with a machine profile, use the New-ProvScheme command. For ex‑
ample, New-ProvScheme –MachineProfile “path to VM”. If you do not specify the
MachineProfile parameter, hardware properties are captured from themaster image VM.

• To update a catalog with a new machine profile, use the Set-ProvScheme command. For
example, Set-ProvScheme –MachineProfile “path to new VM”. This command does
not change the machine profile of the existing VMs in the catalog. Only the newly created VMs
added to the catalog have the newmachine profile.

• You can also update the master image, however, when you update the master image, the hard‑
ware properties are not updated. If you want to update the hardware properties, you need to
update the machine profile using Set-ProvScheme command. These changes will only ap‑
ply to the new machines in the catalog. For updating the hardware properties of an existing
machine, you can use the command Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindowwith -StartsNow and
-DurationInMinutes -1 parameters.

Note:

– StartsNow indicates that the scheduled start time is the current time.
– DurationInMinutes with a negative number (for example, –1) indicates no upper
bound on the schedule’s time window.

Create amachine catalog withmachine profile as an instance template

You can select a GCP instance template as an input for the machine profile. Instance templates are
lightweight resources in GCP, therefore, are very cost effective.

To create a newmachine catalogwithmachine profile as an instance template using PowerShell com‑
mands:
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1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Find an instance template in your GCP project using the following command:

1 cd XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<HostingUnitName>\instanceTemplates.folder
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Create a new machine catalog with machine profile as an instance template using New‑
ProvScheme command:

1 New-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName <CatalogName> -
HostingUnitName <HostingUnitName> -IdentityPoolName <identity
pool name> -MasterImageVM

2 XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<HostingUnitName> \Base.vm\Base.snapshot -
MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<HostingUnitName>\
instanceTemplates.folder\mytemplate.template

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

For more information on the New‑ProvScheme command, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.
com/projects/citrix‑daas‑sdk/en/latest/MachineCreation/New‑ProvScheme/.

5. Finish creating the machine catalog using PowerShell commands.

To change the machine profile of an existing machine catalog to be an instance template:

1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run the following command:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName <CatalogName> -
MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<HostingUnitName>\
instanceTemplates.folder\<TemplateName>.template

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

For information on the Set‑ProvScheme command, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/
projects/citrix‑daas‑sdk/en/latest/MachineCreation/Set‑ProvScheme/.

Using PowerShell to create a catalog with shielded VM

You can create an MCS machine catalog with shielded VM properties. A shielded virtual machine is
hardened by a set of security controls that provide verifiable integrity of your Compute Engine in‑
stances, using advanced platform security capabilities like secure boot, a virtual trusted platform
module, UEFI firmware and integrity monitoring.
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MCS supports creating the catalog using the machine profile workflow. If you use machine profile
workflow, then you must enable the shielded VM properties of a VM instance. You can then use this
VM instance as a machine profile input.

To create an MCSmachine catalog with shielded VM using machine profile workflow.

1. Enable shielded VM options of a VM instance in Google Cloud console. See Quickstart: Enable
Shielded VM options.

2. Create an MCSmachine catalog with machine profile workflow by using the VM instance.
a) Open a PowerShell window
b) Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.
c) Create an identity pool if not already created.
d) Run the New-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName <catalog-name>
2 -HostingUnitName gcp-hostint-unit
3 -MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\gcp-hostint-unit\catalog-

vda.vm
4 -MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\gcp-hostint-unit\catalog-

machine.vm
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Finish creating the machine catalog.

To update machine catalog with a newmachine profile:

1. Run the Set-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName <catalog-name>
2 -MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hostin-unit>\catalog-vda.vm
3 -MachineProfile "DHyp:\HostingUnits\<hostin-unit>\catalog-machine.

vm
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Toapply thechangedone inSet-ProvScheme to theexistingVMs, run theSet-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow
command.

1. Run Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow command. For example:

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog -
VMName <List-Of-Vm-Names> -StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Restart the VMs.
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Import manually created Google Cloudmachines

You can create a connection to Google Cloud and then create a catalog containing Google Cloud ma‑
chines. Then, you can manually power cycle Google Cloud machines through Citrix DaaS. With this
feature, you can:

• Importmanually createdGoogle Cloudmulti‑sessionOSmachines into a Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops machine catalog.

• Remove manually created Google Cloud multi‑session OS machines from a Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops catalog.

• Use existing Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops power management capabilities to power man‑
age Google CloudWindowsmulti‑session OSmachines. For example, set a restart schedule for
those machines.

This functionality does not require changes to an existing Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops provision‑
ing workflow, nor the removal of any existing feature. We recommend that you use MCS to provision
machines in Citrix DaaS’s Full Configuration interface instead of importing manually created Google
Cloudmachines.

Shared Virtual Private Cloud

SharedVirtual PrivateClouds (VPCs) comprise ahostproject, fromwhich the shared subnets aremade
available, and one or more service projects that use the resource. Shared VPCs are desirable options
for larger installations because they provide centralized control, usage, and administration of shared
corporate Google cloud resources. For more information, see the Google Documentation site.

With this feature,MachineCreationServices (MCS) supportsprovisioningandmanagingmachine cata‑
logs deployed to Shared VPCs. This support, which is functionally equivalent to the support currently
provided in local VPCs, differs in two areas:

1. You must grant extra permissions to the Service Account used to create the Host Connection.
This process allows MCS to access and use Shared VPC Resources.

2. Youmust create two firewall rules, one each for ingress and egress. These firewall rules are used
during the imagemastering process.

New permissions required

A Google Cloud service account with specific permissions is required when creating the host connec‑
tion. These additional permissions must be granted to any service accounts used to create Shared
VPC based host connections.

Tip:

These additional permissions are not new to Citrix DaaS. They are used to facilitate the imple‑
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mentation of local VPCs. With Shared VPCs, these additional permissions allow access to other
shared VPC resources.

Amaximumof four extra permissionsmust be granted to the service account associatedwith the host
connection to support Shared VPC:

1. compute.firewalls.list ‑ This permission is mandatory. It allows MCS to retrieve the list of fire‑
wall rules present on the Shared VPC.

2. compute.networks.list ‑ This permission is mandatory. It allows MCS to identify the Shared
VPC networks available to the service account.

3. compute.subnetworks.list – This permission is optional depending on how you use VPCs. It
allows MCS to identify the subnets within the visible Shared VPCs. This permission is already
required when using local VPCs but must also be assigned in the Shared VPC host project.

4. compute.subnetworks.use ‑ This permission is optional depending on how you use VPCs. It
is necessary to use subnet resources in the provisioned machine catalogs. This permission is
already required for using local VPCs but must also be assigned in the Shared VPC host project.

When using these permissions, consider that there are different approaches based on the type of per‑
mission used to create the machine catalog:

• Project‑level permission:
– Allows access to all Shared VPCs within the host project.
– Requires the permissions #3 and #4must be assigned to the service account.

• Subnet‑level permission:
– Allows access to specific subnets within the Shared VPC.
– Permissions #3 and #4 are intrinsic to the subnet level assignment and therefore do not
need to be assigned directly to the service account.

Select the approach that matches your organizational needs and security standards.

Tip:

Formore information about the differences betweenproject‑level and subnet‑level permissions,
see the Google Cloud documentation.

Firewall Rules

During the preparation of a machine catalog, a machine image is prepared to serve as the master
image system disk for the catalog. When this process occurs, the disk is temporarily attached to a
virtualmachine. This VMmust run inan isolatedenvironment thatprevents all inboundandoutbound
network traffic. This is accomplished through a pair of deny‑all firewall rules; one for ingress and one
for egress traffic. When using Google Cloud local VCPs, MCS creates this firewall in the local network
and applies it to the machine for mastering. After mastering completes, the firewall rule is removed
from the image.
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We recommend keeping the number of new permissions required to use Shared VPCs to aminimum.
Shared VPCs are higher‑level corporate resources and typically have more rigid security protocols in
place. For this reason, create a pair of firewall rules in the host project on the shared VPC resources,
one for ingress and one for egress. Assign the highest priority to them. Apply a new target tag to each
of these rules, using the following value:

citrix-provisioning-quarantine-firewall

When MCS creates or updates a machine catalog, it searches for firewall rules containing this target
tag. It then examines the rules for correctness and applies them to the machine used to prepare the
master image for the catalog. If the firewall rules are not found, or the rules are found but the rules or
their priorities are incorrect, a message similar to the following appears:

"Unable to find valid INGRESS and EGRESS quarantine firewall rules for
VPC <name> in project <project>. "Please ensure you have created 'deny
all'firewall rules with the network tag ‘citrix-provisioning-quarantine-
firewall'and proper priority." "Refer to Citrix Documentation for details."

Configuring the shared VPC

Before adding the Shared VPC as a host connection in Citrix DaaS’s Full Configuration interface, com‑
plete the following steps to add service accounts from the project you intend to provision into:

1. Create an IAM role.
2. Add the service account used to create a CVAD host connection to the Shared VPC host project

IAM role.
3. Add the Cloud Build service account from the project you intend to provision into to the Shared

VPC host project IAM role.
4. Create firewall rules.

Create an IAM role

Determine the access level of the role — project level access or a more restricted model using subnet
level access.

Project level access for IAM role. For the project level IAM role, include the following permissions:

• compute.firewalls.list
• compute.networks.list
• compute.subnetworks.list
• compute.subnetworks.use

To create a project level IAM role:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to IAM & Admin > Roles.
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2. On the Roles page, select CREATE ROLE.
3. On the Create Role page, specify the role name. Select ADD PERMISSIONS.

a) On the Add permissions page, add permissions to the role, individually. To add a permis‑
sion, type the name of the permission in the Filter table field. Select the permission and
then select ADD.

b) Select CREATE.

Subnet‑level IAM role. This role omits the addition of the permissions compute.subnetworks.
list and compute.subnetworks.use after selecting CREATE ROLE. For this IAM access level, the
permissions compute.firewalls.list and compute.networks.list must be applied to the
new role.

To create a subnet level IAM role:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to VPC network > Shared VPC. The Shared VPC page
appears, displaying the subnets of the Shared VPC networks that the host project contains.

2. On the Shared VPC page, select the subnet that you want to access.
3. In the top‑right corner, select ADDMEMBER to add a service account.
4. On the Addmembers page, complete these steps:

a) In the New members field, type the name of your service account and then select your
service account in the menu.

b) Select the Select a role field and then Compute Network User.
c) Select SAVE.

5. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to IAM & Admin > Roles.
6. On the Roles page, select CREATE ROLE.
7. On the Create Role page, specify the role name. Select ADD PERMISSIONS.

a) On the Add permissions page, add permissions to the role, individually. To add a permis‑
sion, type the name of the permission in the Filter table field. Select the permission, and
then select ADD.

b) Select CREATE.

Add a service account to the host project IAM role

After creating an IAM role, do the following steps to add a service account for the host project:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to the host project and then to IAM & Admin > IAM.
2. On the IAM page, select ADD to add a service account.
3. On the Addmembers page:

a) In the New members field, type the name of your service account and then select your
service account in the menu.

b) Select a role field, type the IAM role you created, and then select the role in the menu.
c) Select SAVE.
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The service account is now configured for the host project.

Add the cloud build service account to the shared VPC

Every Google Cloud subscription has a service account that is named after the project ID number,
followed by cloudbuild.gserviceaccount. For example: 705794712345@cloudbuild.
gserviceaccount.

You can determine what the project ID number is for your project by selectingHome and Dashboard
in the Google Cloud console:

Find the Project Number below the Project Info area of the screen.

Perform the following steps to add the Cloud Build service account to the Shared VPC:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to the host project and then to IAM & Admin > IAM.
2. On the Permissions page, select ADD to add an account.
3. On the Addmembers page, complete these steps:

a) In the New members field, type the name of the Cloud Build service account and then
select your service account in the menu.

b) Select the Select a role field, type Computer Network User, and then select the role in
the menu.

c) Select SAVE.

Create firewall rules

As part of the mastering process, MCS copies the selected machine image and uses it to prepare the
master image system disk for the catalog. During mastering, MCS attaches the disk to a temporary
virtual machine, which then runs preparation scripts. This VM must run in an isolated environment
that prohibits all inbound and outbound network traffic. To create an isolated environment, MCS
requires two deny all firewall rules (an ingress rule and an egress rule). Therefore, create two firewall
rules in the Host Project as follows:
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1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to the host project and then to VPC network > Firewall.
2. On the Firewall page, select CREATE FIREWALL RULE.
3. On the Create a firewall rule page, complete the following:

• Name. Type a name for the rule.
• Network. Select the Shared VPC network to which the ingress firewall rule applies.
• Priority. The smaller the value is, the higher the priority of the rule is. We recommend a
small value (for example, 10).

• Direction of traffic. Select Ingress.
• Action onmatch. Select Deny.
• Targets. Use the default, Specified target tags.
• Target tags. Type citrix-provisioning-quarantine-firewall.
• Source filter. Use the default, IP ranges.
• Source IP ranges. Type a range that matches all traffic. Type 0.0.0.0/0.
• Protocols and ports. Select Deny all.

4. Select CREATE to create the rule.
5. Repeat steps 1–4 to create another rule. For Direction of traffic, select Egress.

Add a connection

After adding the network interfaces to the Cloud Connector instance, add a connection.

Enable zone selection

Citrix DaaS supports zone selection. With zone selection, you specify the zones where you want to
create VMs. With zone selection, administrators can place sole tenant nodes across zones of their
choice. To configure sole tenancy, youmust complete the following on Google Cloud:

• Reserve a Google Cloud sole‑tenant node
• Create the VDAmaster image

Reserving a Google Cloud sole‑tenant node

To reserve a sole‑tenant node, refer to the Google Cloud documentation.

Important:

A node template is used to indicate performance characteristics of the system that is reserved
in the node group. Those characteristics include the number of vGPUs, the amount of memory
allocated to the node, and the machine type used for machines created on the node. For more
information see the Google Cloud documentation.
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Creating the VDAmaster image

To deploymachines on the sole‑tenant node successfully, you need to take extra steps when creating
a master VM image. Machine instances on Google Cloud have a property called node affinity labels.
Instances used asmaster images for catalogs deployed to the sole‑tenant node require a node affinity
label that matches the name of the target node group. To achieve this, keep the following in mind:

• For a new instance, set the label in the Google Cloud console when creating an instance. For
details, see Set a node affinity label when creating an instance.

• For an existing instance, set the label by using the gcloud command line. For details, see Set a
node affinity label for an existing instance.

Note:

If you intend to use sole tenancy with a shared VPC, see Shared Virtual Private Cloud.

Set a node affinity label when creating an instance

To set the node affinity label:

1. In the Google Cloud console, navigate to Compute Engine > VM instances.

2. On the VM instances page, select Create instance.

3. On the Instance creation page, type or configure the required information and then select
management, security, disks, networking, sole tenancy to open the settings panel.

4. On theSole tenancy tab, selectBrowse toviewtheavailablenodegroups in thecurrentproject.
The Sole‑tenant node page appears, displaying a list of available node groups.

5. On the Sole‑tenant node page, select the applicable node group from the list and then select
Select to return to the Sole tenancy tab. The node affinity labels field populates with the infor‑
mation you selected. This setting ensures that machine catalogs created from the instance will
be deployed to the selected node group.

6. Select Create to create the instance.

Set a node affinity label for an existing instance

To set the node affinity label:

1. In the Google Cloud Shell terminal window, use the gcloud compute instances command to set
a node affinity label. Include the following information in the gcloud command:

• Name of the VM. For example, use an existing VM named s*2019-vda-base.*
• Nameof thenodegroup. Use the node groupnameyoupreviously created. For example,
mh-sole-tenant-node-group-1.
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• The zone where the instance resides. For example, the VM resides in the *us-east-1b
* zone.

For example, type the following command in the terminal window:

• gcloud compute instances set-scheduling "s2019-vda-base"--node-
group="mh-sole-tenant-node-group-1"--zone="us-east1-b"

For more information about the gcloud compute instances command, see the Google Devel‑
oper Tools documentation at https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/beta/compute/
instances/set‑scheduling.

2. Navigate to the VM instance details page of the instance and verify that the Node Affinities
field populates with the label.

Create amachine catalog

After setting the node affinity label, configure the machine catalog.

Using Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK)

You can use CustomerManaged Encryption Keys (CMEK) forMCS catalogs. When using this functional‑
ity, you assign the Google Cloud KeyManagement Service CryptoKey Encrypter/Decrypter role
to the Compute Engine Service Agent. Citrix DaaS account must have the correct permissions in the
project where the key is stored. Refer to Helping to protect resources by using Cloud KMS keys for
more information.

Your Compute Engine Service Agent is in the following form: service-<Project _Number>
@compute-system.iam.gserviceaccount.com. This form is different than the default Compute
Engine Service Account.

Note:

This Compute Engine Service Accountmight not appear in the Google Console IAMPermissions
display. In such cases, use the gcloud command as described in Helping to protect resources
by using Cloud KMS keys.

Assign permissions to Citrix DaaS account

Google CloudKMSpermissions can be configured in variousways. You can either provide project level
KMS permissions or resource level KMS permissions. See Permissions and roles formore information.

Project level permissions
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One option is to provide Citrix DaaS account with project‑level permissions to browse Cloud KMS re‑
sources. To do this, create a custom role, and add the following permissions:

• cloudkms.keyRings.list
• cloudkms.keyRings.get
• cloudkms.cryptokeys.list
• cloudkms.cryptokeys.get

Assign this custom role to your Citrix DaaS account. This allows you to browse regional keys in the
relevant project in the inventory.

Resource Level Permissions

For the other option, resource level permissions, in the Google Cloud console, browse to the
cryptoKey you use for MCS provisioning. Add Citrix DaaS account to a key ring or a key that you use
for catalog provisioning.

Tip:

With this option, you cannot browse regional keys for your project in the inventory because Cit‑
rix DaaS account does not have project‑level list permissions on the Cloud KMS resources. How‑
ever, you can still provision a catalog using CMEK by specifying the correct cryptoKeyId in the
ProvScheme custom properties, described below.

Provisioning with CMEK using custom properties

When creating your Provisioning Scheme via PowerShell, specify a CryptoKeyId property in
ProvScheme CustomProperties. For example:

1 '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="CryptoKeyId" Value="<
yourCryptoKeyId>" />

3 </CustomProperties>'
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

The cryptoKeyIdmust be specified in the following format:

projectId:location:keyRingName:cryptoKeyName

For example, if you’d like to use the key my-example-key in key ring my-example-key-ring in the
region us-east1 and project with ID my-example-project-1, your ProvScheme custom settings
would resemble:
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1 '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="CryptoKeyId" Value="my-
example-project-1:us-east1:my-example-key-ring:my-example-key"
/>

3 </CustomProperties>'
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

All MCS provisioned disks and images related to this provisioning scheme use this customermanaged
encryption key.

Tip:

If you use global keys, the customer properties location must say global and not the region
name, which in the example above is us‑east1. For example: <Property xsi:type="
StringProperty"Name="CryptoKeyId"Value="my-example-project-1:global:my-
example-key-ring:my-example-key"/>.

Rotating customermanaged keys

Google Cloud does not support rotating keys on existing persistent disks or images. Once a machine
is provisioned it is tied to the key version in use at the time it was created. However, a new version of
the key can be created and that new key is used for newly provisionedmachines or resources created
when a catalog is updated with a newmaster image.

Important considerations about key rings

Key rings cannot be renamed or deleted. Also, youmight incur unforeseen charges when configuring
them. When deleting or removing a key ring, Google Cloud displays an error message:

1 Sorry, you can't delete or rename keys or key rings. We were concerned
about the security implications of allowing multiple keys or key
versions over time to have the same resource name, so we decided to
make names immutable. (And you can't delete them, because we wouldn'
t be able to do a true deletion--there would still have to be a
tombstone tracking that this name had been used and couldn't be
reused).

2 We're aware that this can make things untidy, but we have no immediate
plans to change this.

3 If you want to avoid getting billed for a key or otherwise make it
unavailable, you can do so by deleting all the key versions; neither
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keys nor key rings are billed for, just the active key versions
within the keys.

4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tip:

For more information, see Editing or deleting a key ring from the console.

Uniform bucket‑level access compatibility

Citrix DaaS is compatible with uniform bucket‑level access control policy on Google Cloud. This func‑
tionality augments the use of IAM policy that grants permissions to a service account to allow for the
manipulation of resources, including storage buckets. With uniform bucket level access control, Cit‑
rix DaaS allows you to use an access control list (ACL) to control access to storage buckets or objects
stored in them. See Uniform bucket‑level access for overview information about Google Cloud uni‑
form bucket‑level access. For configuration information, see Require uniform bucket‑level access.

Google Cloud Marketplace

You can browse and select images offered by Citrix on Google Cloud Marketplace to create machine
catalogs. Currently, MCS supports only the machine profile workflow for this feature.

To search for Citrix VDA VM product through Google Cloud Marketplace, go to https://console.cloud.
google.com/marketplace/.

You can use a custom image or a Citrix ready image on Google CloudMarketplace to update an image
of a machine catalog.

Note:

If the machine profile does not contain storage type information, the value is derived from cus‑
tom properties.

The supported Google Cloud Marketplace images are:

• Windows 2019 Single Session
• Windows 2019 Multi Session
• Ubuntu

Example of using a Citrix ready image as a source for creating a machine catalog:

1 New-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName GCPCatalog \
2 -HostingUnitName GcpHu -IdentityPoolName gcpPool -CleanOnBoot \
3 -MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\GcpHu\images.folder\citrix-daas-

win2019-single-vda-v20220819.publicimage \
4 -MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\GcpHu\Base.vm
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5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Manage machine catalogs and Manage a Google Cloud Platform cata‑
log.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Google cloud environments
• Create machine catalogs

Create a Microsoft Azure catalog

May 19, 2023

Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Note:

Before creating a Microsoft Azure catalog, you need to finish creating a connection to Microsoft
Azure. See Connection to Microsoft Azure.

Azure on‑demand provisioning

With Azure on‑demand provisioning, VMs are created only when Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops ini‑
tiates a power‑on action, after the provisioning completes.

When you use MCS to create machine catalogs in the Azure Resource Manager, the Azure on‑demand
provisioning feature:

• Reduces your storage costs
• Provides faster catalog creation

When you create an MCS catalog, the Azure portal displays the network security group, network inter‑
faces, base images, and identity disks in the resource groups.
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The Azure portal does not showa VMuntil Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops initiates a power‑on action
for it. Then, the VM’s status in the Full Configuration interface changes to On. There are two types of
machines with the following differences:

• For a pooled machine, the operating system disk and write‑back cache exist only when the VM
exists. When you shut down a pooled machine in the console, the VM is not visible in the Azure
portal. There is a significant storage cost saving if you routinely shut downmachines (for exam‑
ple, outside of working hours).

• For a dedicated machine, the operating system disk is created the first time the VM is powered
on. The VM in the Azure portal remains in storage until the machine identity is deleted. When
you shut down a dedicatedmachine in the console, the VM is still visible in the Azure portal.

Create amachine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image

This information is a supplement to the guidance in Create machine catalogs.

An image is the template that is used to create the VMs in a machine catalog. Before creating the
machine catalog, create an image in Azure Resource Manager. For general information about images,
see Create machine catalogs.

Tip:

Use of unmanaged disk to provision VM is deprecated.

During image preparation, a preparation virtual machine (VM) is created based on the original VM.
This preparation VM is disconnected from the network. To disconnect the network from the prepa‑
ration VM, a network security group is created to deny all inbound and outbound traffic. The net‑
work security group is created automatically once per catalog. The network security group’s name is
Citrix-Deny-All-a3pgu-GUID, where GUID is randomly generated. For example, Citrix-Deny
-All-a3pgu-3f161981-28e2-4223-b797-88b04d336dd1.

In the machine catalog creation wizard:

• The Machine Type and Machine Management pages do not contain Azure‑specific informa‑
tion. Follow the guidance in the Create machine catalogs article.

• On the Master Image page, select an image that you want to use as the master image for all
machines in the catalog. The Select an image wizard appears. Select a subscription where
the image resides, select a resource group, and then navigate to the Azure VHD, or the Azure
Compute Gallery (formerly Shared Image Gallery), or the Azure image version.

When selecting an image, consider the following:

– Verify that a Citrix VDA is installed on the image.
– If you select a VHD attached to a VM, youmust shut down the VM before proceeding to the
next step.
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Note:

– The subscription corresponding to the connection (host) that created themachines in
the catalog is denoted with a green dot. The other subscriptions are those that have
the Azure ComputeGallery sharedwith that subscription. In those subscriptions, only
shared galleries are shown. For information about how to configure shared subscrip‑
tions, see Use shared images to create or update machine catalogs using Full Config‑
uration.

– Using a machine profile with trusted launch as Security Type is mandatory when
you select an image or snapshot that has trusted launch enabled. You can then en‑
able or disable SecureBoot and vTPM by specifying their values in the Machine Pro‑
file. For information about Azure trusted launch, see https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑
us/azure/virtual‑machines/trusted‑launch.

– You can create a provisioning scheme using ephemeral OS disk on Windows with
trusted launch. When you select an image with trusted launch, then you must select
a machine profile with trusted launch that is enabled with vTPM. To create machine
catalogs using ephemeral OS disk, see How to create machines using ephemeral OS
disks.

– When image replication is in progress, you can proceed and select the image as the
master image and complete the setup. However, catalog creation might take longer
to complete while the image is being replicated. MCS requires the replication to com‑
plete within an hour starting from catalog creation. If the replication times out, cata‑
log creation fails. You can verify the replication status in Azure. Try again if the repli‑
cation is still pending or after the replication completes.

– When you select a master image for machine catalogs in Azure, MCS identifies the OS
type based on the master image and machine profile you select. If MCS can’t identify
it, select the OS type that matches the master image.

Choose whether you want VMs in the catalog to inherit configurations from a machine profile.
By default, the Use a machine profile (mandatory for Azure Active Directory) check box is
selected. Click Select amachine profile to browse to a VM or an ARM template spec from a list
of resource groups.

Validate the ARM template spec to make sure whether it can be used as a machine profile to
create a machine catalog. For information on creating an Azure template spec, see Create an
Azure template spec. There are two ways to validate the ARM template spec:

– After you select the ARM template spec from the resource group list, clickNext. Errormes‑
sages appear if the ARM template spec has errors.

– Run one of the following PowerShell commands:

* Test-ProvInventoryItem -HostingUnitName <string> -InventoryPath
<string>
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* Test-ProvInventoryItem -HostingUnitUid <Guid> -InventoryPath <
string>

Examples of configurations that VMs can inherit from amachine profile include:

– Accelerated networking
– Boot diagnostics
– Host disk caching (relating to OS and MCSIO disks)
– Machine size (unless otherwise specified)
– Tags placed on the VM

After you create the catalog, you can view the configurations that the image inherits from the
machine profile. On the Machine Catalogs node, select the catalog to view its details in the
lower pane. Then, click the Template Properties tab to view machine profile properties. The
Tags section displays up to three tags. To view all tags placed on the VM, click View all.

If you want MCS to provision VMs on an Azure dedicated host, enable the Use a host group
check box and then select a host group from the list. A host group is a resource that represents
a collection of dedicated hosts. A dedicated host is a service that provides physical servers that
host one or more virtual machines. Your server is dedicated to your Azure subscription, not
shared with other subscribers. When you use a dedicated host, Azure ensures that your VMs
are the only machines running on that host. This feature is suitable for scenarios where you
must meet regulatory or internal security requirements. To learn more about host groups and
considerations for using them, see Azure dedicated hosts.

Important:

– Only host groups that have Azure auto‑placement enabled are shown.
– Using a host group changes the Virtual Machines page offered later in the wizard.
Only machine sizes that the selected host group contains are shown on that page.
Also, Availability Zones are selected automatically and not available for selection.

• The Storage and License Types page appears only when you use an Azure Resource Manager
image.
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You have the following storage types to use for the machine catalog:

– Premium SSD. Offers a high‑performance, low‑latency disk storage option suitable for
VMs with I/O‑intensive workloads.

– Standard SSD. Offers a cost‑effective storage option that is suitable for workloads that
require consistent performance at lower IOPS levels.

– Standard HDD. Offers a reliable, low‑cost disk storage option suitable for VMs that run
latency‑insensitive workloads.

– Azure ephemeral OS disk. Offers a cost‑effective storage option that reuses the local disk
of the VMs to host the operating system disk. Alternatively, you can use PowerShell to
createmachines that use ephemeralOSdisks. Formore information, see Azure ephemeral
disks. Be aware of the following considerations when using an ephemeral OS disk:

* Azure ephemeral OS disk and MCS I/O cannot be enabled at the same time.

* To update machines that use ephemeral OS disks, you must select an image whose
size does not exceed the size of the VM’s cache disk or temporary disk.

* You cannot use the Retain system disk during power cycles option offered later in
the wizard.
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Note:

The identity disk is always created using Standard SSD irrespective of the storage type that
you choose.

The storage type determines which machine sizes are offered on the Virtual Machines page
of the wizard. MCS configures premium and standard disks to use Locally Redundant Storage
(LRS). LRS makes multiple synchronous copies of your disk data within a single data center.
Azure ephemeral OSdisks use the local disk of the VMs to store the operating system. For details
about Azure storage types and storage replication, see the following:

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/storage/common/storage‑introduction/
– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑machines/premium‑storage‑performance/
– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/storage/common/storage‑redundancy/

Select whether to use existing Windows licenses or Linux licenses.

– Windows licenses: Using Windows licenses along with Windows images (Azure platform
support images or custom images) lets you run Windows VMs in Azure at a reduced cost.
There are two types of licenses:

* WindowsServer license. Lets youuse yourWindowsServer or AzureWindowsServer
licenses, allowing you to use Azure Hybrid Benefits. For details, see https://azure.
microsoft.com/en‑us/pricing/hybrid‑benefit/. Azure Hybrid Benefit reduces the cost
of running VMs in Azure to the base compute rate, waiving the cost of extra Windows
Server licenses from the Azure gallery.

* WindowsClient license. Lets you bring yourWindows 10 andWindows 11 licenses to
Azure, allowing you to runWindows10andWindows11VMs inAzurewithout theneed
for extra licenses. For details, see Client Access Licenses and Management Licenses.

You can verify that the provisioned VM is using the licensing benefit by running the following
PowerShell command: Get-AzVM -ResourceGroup MyResourceGroup -Name MyVM.

– For the Windows Server license type, verify that the license type is Windows_Server.
More instructions are available at https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑
machines/windows/hybrid‑use‑benefit‑licensing/.

– For the Windows Client license type, verify that the license type is Windows_Client.
More instructions are available at https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑
machines/windows/windows‑desktop‑multitenant‑hosting‑deployment/.

Alternatively, you can use the Get-Provscheme PowerShell SDK to do the verification. For
example: Get-Provscheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "My Azure Catalog". For
more information about this cmdlet, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑
virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/MachineCreation/Get‑ProvScheme/.
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– Linux licenses: With bring‑your‑own‑subscription (BYOS) Linux licenses, you do not have
to pay for the software. The BYOS charge only includes the compute hardware fee. There
are two types of licenses:

* RHEL_BYOS: To use RHEL_BYOS type successfully, enable Red Hat Cloud Access on
your Azure subscription.

* SLES_BYOS: The BYOS versions of SLES include support from SUSE.

You can set the LicenseType value to Linux options at New-ProvScheme and Set-
ProvScheme.

Example of setting LicenseType to RHEL_BYOS at New-ProvScheme:

1 New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot -ProvisioningSchemeName "
azureCatalog" -RunAsynchronously -Scope @() -SecurityGroup
@() -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://
schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http
://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true" /><
Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType
" Value="StandardSSD_LRS" /><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="hu-dev-mcs"
/><Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="
Linux" /><Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
LicenseType" Value="RHEL_BYOS" /></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Example of setting LicenseType to SLES_BYOS at Set-ProvScheme:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "azureCatalog" -
CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.
citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.
w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true" /><
Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType
" Value="StandardSSD_LRS" /><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="hu-dev-mcs"
/><Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="
Linux" /><Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
LicenseType" Value="SLES_BYOS" /></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

If LicenseType value is empty, then the default values are Azure Windows Server
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License or Azure Linux License, depending on OsType value.

Example of setting LicenseType to empty:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "azureCatalog" -
CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.
citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.
w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true" /><
Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType
" Value="StandardSSD_LRS" /><Property xsi:type="
StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="hu-dev-mcs"
/><Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="
Linux" /></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

See the following documents to understand License types and their benefits:

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/dotnet/api/microsoft.azure.management.compute.
models.virtualmachine.licensetype?view=azure‑dotnet

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑machines/linux/azure‑hybrid‑benefit‑
linux

Azure Shared Image Gallery (SIG) is a repository for managing and sharing images. It lets you
make your images available throughout your organization. We recommend that you store an
image in SIG when creating large non‑persistent machine catalogs because doing that enables
faster resets of VDA OS disks. After you select Place image in Azure Shared Image Gallery, the
Azure Shared Image Gallery settings section appears, letting you specify more SIG settings:

– Ratio of virtual machines to image replicas. Lets you specify the ratio of virtual ma‑
chines to image replicas that you want Azure to keep. By default, Azure keeps a single im‑
age replica for every 40 non‑persistent machines. For persistent machines, that number
defaults to 1,000.

– Maximum replica count. Lets you specify the maximum number of image replicas that
you want Azure to keep. The default is 10.

• On the Virtual Machines page, indicate howmany VMs you want to create. Youmust specify at
least one and select amachine size. After catalog creation, you can change themachine size by
editing the catalog.

• The NICs page does not contain Azure‑specific information. Follow the guidance in the Create
machine catalogs article.

• On the Disk Settings page, choose whether to enable write‑back cache. With the MCS storage
optimization feature enabled, you can configure the following settingswhen creating a catalog.
These settings apply to both Azure and GCP environments.
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After enabling write‑back cache, you can do the following:

– Configure the size of the disk and RAM used for caching temporary data. For more infor‑
mation, see Configure cache for temporary data.

– Select the storage type for the write‑back cache disk. The following storage options are
available to use for the write‑back cache disk:

* Premium SSD

* Standard SSD

* Standard HDD

– Choose whether you want the write‑back cache disk to persist for the provisioned VMs.
Select Enable write‑back cache to make the options available. By default, Use non‑
persistent write‑back cache disk is selected.

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/storage/common/storage‑introduction/

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑machines/premium‑storage‑performance/

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/storage/common/storage‑redundancy/

– Select the type for the write‑back cache disk.
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* Use non‑persistent write‑back cache disk. If selected, the write‑back cache disk is
deleted during power cycles. Any data redirected to it will be lost. If the VM’s tempo‑
rary disk has sufficient space, it is used to host the write‑back cache disk to reduce
your costs. After catalog creation, you can check whether the provisioned machines
use the temporary disk. To do so, click the catalog and verify the information on
the Template Properties tab. If the temporary disk is used, you see Non‑persistent
Write‑back Cache Disk and its value is Yes (using VM’s temporary disk). If not, you
seeNon‑persistentWrite‑back Cache Disk and its value isNo (not using VM’s tem‑
porary disk).

* Usepersistentwrite‑back cachedisk. If selected, thewrite‑back cache disk persists
for the provisioned VMs. Enabling the option increases your storage costs.

– Choose whether to retain system disks for VDAs during power cycles.

* Retain system disk during power cycles. By default, the system disk is deleted on
shutdown and recreated on startup. This ensures that the disk is always in a clean
state but results in longer VM restart times. If systemwrites are redirected to the RAM
cache and overflow to the cache disk, the system disk remains unchanged. Enabling
this option increases your storage costs but reduces VM restart times. Select Enable
write‑back cache to make this option available.
· Retain VMs across power cycles. Select this option to retain your VM customiza‑
tion and to enable the VMs to be started through the Azure portal.

– Choose whether to enable storage cost savings. If enabled, save storage costs by down‑
grading the storage disk to Standard HDD when the VM shuts down. The VM switches to
its original settings on restart. The option applies to both storage and write‑back cache
disks. Alternatively, you can also use PowerShell. See Change the storage type to a lower
tier when a VM is shut down.

– Choose whether to encrypt data on the machines provisioned in the catalog. Server‑side
encryption with a customer‑managed encryption key lets you manage encryption at a
managed disk level and protect data on the machines in the catalog. For more informa‑
tion, see Azure server side encryption.

• On theResourceGrouppage, choosewhether to create resource groups or use existing groups.

– If you choose to create resource groups, selectNext.
– If you choose to use existing resource groups, select groups from the Available Provi‑
sioning Resource Groups list. Remember: Select enough groups to accommodate the
machines you’re creating in the catalog. A message appears if you choose too few. You
might want to select more than theminimum required if you plan to addmore VMs to the
catalog later. You can’t addmore resource groups to a catalog after the catalog is created.

For more information, see Azure resource groups.
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• On theMachine Identities page, choose an identity type and configure identities formachines
in this catalog. If you select the VMs as Azure Active Directory joined, you can add them to an
Azure AD security group. Detailed steps are as follows:

1. From the Identity type field, select Azure Active Directory joined. The Azure AD secu‑
rity group (optional) option appears.

2. Click Azure AD security group: Create new.
3. Enter a group name, and then click Create.
4. Follow the onscreen instructions to sign in to Azure.

If the group name doesn’t exist in Azure, a green icon appears. Otherwise, an error mes‑
sage appears requesting you to enter a new name.

5. To add the security group to an assigned security group, select Join an assigned security
group as amember, and then click Select a group to choose an assigned group to join.

6. Enter the machine account naming scheme for the VMs.

After catalog creation, Citrix DaaS accesses Azure on your behalf and creates the security group
and a dynamicmembership rule for the group. Based on the rule, VMswith the naming scheme
specified in this catalog are automatically added to the security group.

AddingVMswith adifferent naming scheme to this catalog requires you to sign in toAzure. Citrix
DaaS can then access Azure and create a dynamic membership rule based on the new naming
scheme.

When deleting this catalog, deleting the security group from Azure also requires signing in to
Azure.

Note:

To rename the Azure AD security group after catalog creation, edit the catalog and go to
Azure AD Security Group from the left navigation. Names of Azure AD security groups
must not contain the following characters: @ "\ / ; : ## . * ? = < > | [ ] ( )
'.

• The Domain Credentials and Summary pages do not contain Azure‑specific information. Fol‑
low the guidance in the Create Machine Catalogs article.

Complete the wizard.

Conditions for Azure temporary disk to be eligible for write‑back cache disk

You can use the Azure temporary disk as write‑back cache disk only if all the following conditions are
satisfied:

• The write‑back cache disk must non‑persist as the Azure temporary disk is not appropriate for
persistent data.
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• The chosen Azure VM size must include a temporary disk.

• The ephemeral OS disk is not required to be enabled.

• Accept to place the write‑back cache file on Azure temporary disk.

• The Azure temporary disk size must be greater than the total size of (write‑back cache disk size
+ reserved space for paging file + 1 GB buffer space).

Using PowerShell to create a catalog with non‑persistent write‑back cache disk

To configure a catalog with non‑persistent write‑back cache disk, use the PowerShell parameter New
-ProvScheme CustomProperties. The custom properties are:

• UseTempDiskForWBC. This property indicateswhether you are accepting to use the Azure tem‑
porary storage to store the write‑back cache file. This must be configured to true when running
New-ProvScheme if you want to use the temporary disk as write‑back cache disk. If this prop‑
erty is not specified, the parameter is set to False by default.

For example, using the CustomProperties parameter to set UseTempDiskForWBC to true:

1 -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns=" http://schemas.citrix.
com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi=" http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance"> `

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistWBC" Value="false
"/> `

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="
false"/> `

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistVm" Value="false
"/> `

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value
="Premium_LRS"/> `

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="WBCDiskStorageType" Value
="Premium_LRS"/> `

7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="
Windows_Client"/> `

8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseTempDiskForWBC" Value
="true"/> `

9 </CustomProperties>'
10 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

After you commit themachine catalog to use Azure local temporary storage for write‑back cache
file, it cannot be changed to use VHD later.
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Non‑persistent write‑back cache disk scenarios

The following table describes three different scenarios when temporary disk is used for write‑back
cache while creating machine catalog.

Scenario Outcome

All conditions to use temporary disk for
write‑back cache are satisfied.

The WBC file mcsdif.vhdx is placed on the
temporary disk.

Temporary disk has insufficient space for
write‑back cache usage.

A VHD disk ‘MCSWCDisk’ is created and WBC
file mcsdif.vhdx is placed on this disk.

Temporary disk has sufficient space for
write‑back cache usage but
UseTempDiskForWBC is set to false.

A VHD disk ‘MCSWCDisk’ is created and WBC
file mcsdif.vhdx is placed on this disk.

Using PowerShell to create a catalog with persistent write‑back cache disk

To configure a catalog with persistent write‑back cache disk, use the PowerShell parameter New-
ProvScheme CustomProperties.

Tip:

Use the PowerShell parameter New-ProvScheme CustomProperties only for cloud‑based
hosting connections. If youwant to provisionmachines using a persistent write‑back cache disk
for an on‑premises solution (for example, Citrix Hypervisor) PowerShell is not needed because
the disk persists automatically.

This parameter supports an extra property, PersistWBC, used to determine how the write‑back
cache disk persists for MCS provisioned machines. The PersistWBC property is only used when the
UseWriteBackCache parameter is specified, and when the WriteBackCacheDiskSize parameter
is set to indicate that a disk is created.

Note:

This behavior applies to both Azure and GCP where the default MCSIO write‑back cache disk is
deleted and re‑createdwhen power cycling. You can choose to persist the disk to avoid the dele‑
tion and recreation of MCSIO write‑back cache disk.

Examples of properties found in the CustomProperties parameter before supporting PersistWBC
include:

1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">
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2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="
benvaldev5RG3" />

5 </CustomProperties>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

This example only applies to Azure. The properties are different in GCP environment.

When using these properties, consider that they contain default values if the properties are omitted
from the CustomProperties parameter. The PersistWBC property has two possible values: true
or false.

Setting the PersistWBC property to true does not delete the write‑back cache disk when the Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops administrator shuts down the machine from themanagement interface.

Setting the PersistWBC property to false deletes the write‑back cache disk when the Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops administrator shuts down the machine from themanagement interface.

Note:

If the PersistWBC property is omitted, the property defaults to false and the write‑back cache
is deleted when the machine is shut down from themanagement interface.

For example, using the CustomProperties parameter to set PersistWBC to true:

1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="
benvaldev5RG3" />

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistWBC" Value="true" />
6 </CustomProperties>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

Important:

The PersistWBC property can only be set using the New-ProvScheme PowerShell cmdlet. At‑
tempting to alter theCustomPropertiesof a provisioning schemeafter creation has no impact
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on themachine catalog and the persistence of thewrite‑back cache diskwhen amachine is shut
down.

For example, set New-ProvSchemeto use the write‑back cache while setting the PersistWBC prop‑
erty to true:

1 New-ProvScheme
2 -CleanOnBoot
3 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com

/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance`">

4 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"
true`" />

5 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageAccountType`" Value
=`"Premium_LRS`" />

6 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ResourceGroups`" Value=`"
benvaldev5RG3`" />

7 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"PersistWBC`" Value=`"true`
" />

8 </CustomProperties>"
9 -HostingUnitName "adSubnetScale1"

10 -IdentityPoolName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
11 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\image.folder\

GoldImages.resourcegroup\W10MCSIO-01
_OsDisk_1_a940e6f5bab349019d57ccef65d2c7e3.manageddisk"

12 -NetworkMapping @{
13 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\

CloudScale02.resourcegroup\adVNET.virtualprivatecloud\
adSubnetScale1.network" }

14
15 -ProvisioningSchemeName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
16 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\serviceoffering.

folder\Standard_D2s_v3.serviceoffering"
17 -UseWriteBackCache
18 -WriteBackCacheDiskSize 127
19 -WriteBackCacheMemorySize 256
20 <!--NeedCopy-->

Improve boot performance with MCSIO

You can improve boot performance for Azure and GCP managed disks when MCSIO is enabled. Use
the PowerShell PersistOSDisk custom property in the New-ProvScheme command to configure
this feature. Options associated with New-ProvScheme include:
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1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="Resource<!--NeedCopy-->
5 ``````<!--NeedCopy-->
6 ````````Groups" Value="benvaldev5RG3" />
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="true"

/>
8 </CustomProperties>
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

To enable this feature, set thePersistOSDisk custom property to true. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme
2 -CleanOnBoot
3 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com

/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance`"><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageAccountType`" Value=`"Premium_LRS`"
/><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ResourceGroups`"
Value=`"benvaldev5RG3`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name
=`"PersistOsDisk`" Value=`"true`" /></CustomProperties>"

4 -HostingUnitName "adSubnetScale1"
5 -IdentityPoolName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
6 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\image.folder\

GoldImages.resourcegroup\W10MCSIO-01
_OsDisk_1_a940e6f5bab349019d57ccef65d2c7e3.manageddisk"

7 -NetworkMapping @{
8 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\

CloudScale02.resourcegroup\adVNET.virtualprivatecloud\
adSubnetScale1.network" }

9
10 -ProvisioningSchemeName "BV-WBC1-CAT1"
11 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\adSubnetScale1\serviceoffering.

folder\Standard_D2s_v3.serviceoffering"
12 -UseWriteBackCache
13 -WriteBackCacheDiskSize 127
14 -WriteBackCacheMemorySize 256
15 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Create an Azure template spec

You can create anAzure template spec in theAzureportal anduse it in theFull configuration interface
and PowerShell commands to create or update an MCSmachine catalog.

To create an Azure template spec for an existing VM:

1. Go to the Azure portal. Select a resource group, and then select the VM and network interface.
From…menu on the top, click Export template.

2. Clear Includeparameters check box if youwant to create a template spec for catalog provision‑
ing.

3. Click Add to library to modify the template spec later.

4. On the Importing templatepage, enter the required information such asName, Subscription,
Resource Group, Location, and Version. Click Next: Edit Template.

5. You also need a network interface as an independent resource if youwant to provision catalogs.
Therefore, youmust remove any dependsOn specified in the template spec. For example:

1 "dependsOn": [
2 "[resourceId('Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces', 'tnic937')]"
3 ],
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Create Review+Create and create the template spec.

7. On theTemplateSpecspage, verify the template spec you just created. Click the template spec.
On the left panel, click Versions.

8. You can create a new version by clicking Create new version. Specify a new version number,
makechanges to thecurrent template spec, andclickReview+Create to create thenewversion
of the template spec.

You canget informationabout the template spec and template versionusing the followingPowerShell
commands:

• To get information about the template spec, run:

1 get-item XDHyp:\HostingUnits\East\machineprofile.folder\abc.
resourcegroup\bggTemplateSpec.templatespec

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To get information about the template spec version, run:

1 get-item XDHyp:\HostingUnits\East\machineprofile.folder\abc.
resourcegroup\bggTemplateSpec.templatespec\bgg1.0.
templatespecversion
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use template spec in creating or updating a catalog

You can create or update an MCS machine catalog using a template spec as a machine profile input.
To do this, you can use the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell commands.

Using the Full configuration interface: See Create a machine catalog using an Azure Resource Man‑
ager image.

Using PowerShell commands:

1. Open the PowerShellwindow.
2. Run asnp citrix*.
3. Create or update a catalog.

• To create a catalog:
a) Use theNew-ProvScheme commandwith a template spec as amachineprofile input.

For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:/HostingUnits/azure/
image.folder/fgthj.resourcegroup/nab-ws-
vda_OsDisk_1_xxxxxxxxxxa.manageddisk"

2 MachineProfile "XDHyp:/HostingUnits/azure/machineprofile.
folder/fgthj.resourcegroup/test.templatespec/V1.
templatespecversion"

3 -ProvisioningSchemeName <String>
4 -HostingUnitName <String>
5 -IdentityPoolName <String>
6 [-ServiceOffering <String>][-CustomProperties <String>
7 [-LoggingId <Guid>]
8 [-BearerToken <String>][-AdminAddress <String>]
9 [<CommonParameters>]

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

b) Finish creating the catalog.
• To update a catalog, use Set-ProvScheme command with a template spec as a machine
profile input. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -MasterImageVm 'XDHyp://Connections/Azure/East
Us.region/vm.folder/MasterDisk.vm'

2 MachineProfile 'XDHyp:/HostingUnits/azure/machineprofile.
folder/fgthj.resourcegroup/testing.templatespec/V1.
templatespecversion'

3 [-ProvisioningSchemeName] <String>
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4 [-CustomProperties <String>][-ServiceOffering <String>] [-
PassThru]

5 [-LoggingId <Guid>] [-BearerToken <String>][-AdminAddress <
String>] [<CommonParameters>]

6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Machine catalogs with Trusted launch

To successfully create a machine catalog with Trusted launch, use:

• A machine profile with Trusted launch
• A VM size that supports Trusted launch
• A Windows VM version that supports Trusted launch. Currently, Windows 10, 2016, 2019, and
2022 support trusted launch.

Important:

Trusted launch requires the creation of new VMs. You cannot enable Trusted launch on existing
VMs that were initially created without it.

To view the Citrix DaaS offering inventory items, and to determine whether the VM size supports
Trusted launch, run the following command:

1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run the following command:

1 $s = (ls XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<name of hosting unit>\
serviceoffering.folder\"<VM size>.serviceoffering)

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Run $s | select -ExpandProperty Additionaldata

5. Check the value of the SupportsTrustedLaunch attribute.

• If SupportsTrustedLaunch is True, the VM size supports Trusted launch.
• If SupportsTrustedLaunch is False, the VM size does not support Trusted launch.

As per Azure’s PowerShell, you canuse the following command todetermine the VMsizes that support
Trusted launch:

1 (Get-AzComputeResourceSku | where {
2 $_.Locations.Contains($region) -and ($_.Name -eq "<VM size>") }
3 )[0].Capabilities
4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Following are examples that describe whether the VM size supports Trusted launch after you run the
Azure PowerShell command.

• Example 1: If the Azure VM supports only Generation 1, that VMdoes not support trusted launch.
Therefore, the TrustedLaunchDisabled capability is not displayed after you run the Azure
PowerShell command.

• Example 2: If the Azure VM supports only Generation 2 and the TrustedLaunchDisabled ca‑
pability is True, the Generation 2 VM size is not supported for Trusted launch.

• Example 3: If the Azure VM supports only Generation 2 and the TrustedLaunchDisabled ca‑
pability is not displayed after you run the PowerShell command, the Generation 2 VM size is
supported for Trusted launch.

For more information on Trusted launch for Azure virtual machines, see the Microsoft document
Trusted launch for Azure virtual machines.

Errors while creatingmachine catalogs with Trusted launch

You get appropriate errors in the following scenarios while creating a machine catalog with trusted
launch:

Scenario Error

If you select a machine profile while creating
an unmanaged catalog

MachineProfileNotSupportedForUnmanagedCatalog

If you select a machine profile that supports
Trusted launch while creating a catalog with
unmanaged disk as the master image

SecurityTypeNotSupportedForUnmanagedDisk

If you do not select a machine profile while
creating a managed catalog with a master
image source with Trusted launch as the
security type

MachineProfileNotFoundForTrustedLaunchMasterImage

If you select a machine profile with a security
type different from the security type of the
master image

SecurityTypeConflictBetweenMasterImageAndMachineProfile

If you select a VM size that does not support
Trusted launch but use a master image that
supports Trusted launch while creating a
catalog

MachineSizeNotSupportTrustedLaunch
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Usemachine profile property values

Themachine catalog uses the following properties that are defined in the custom properties:

• Availability zone
• Dedicated Host Group Id
• Disk Encryption Set Id
• OS type
• License type
• Storage type

If these custom properties are not defined explicitly, then the property values are set from the ARM
template spec or VM, whichever is used as the machine profile. In addition, if ServiceOffering is
not specified, then it is set from themachine profile.

Note:

If some of the properties are missing from the machine profile and not defined in the custom
properties, then the default values of the properties take place wherever applicable.

The following section describes some scenarios at New-ProvScheme and Set-ProvScheme when
CustomProperties either have all the properties defined or values are derived from the Machine‑
Profile.

• New‑ProvScheme Scenarios

– MachineProfile has all the properties and CustomProperties are not defined. Example:

New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpA.vm"

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<mpA-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<mpA
-value>"/>

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<mpA-value>"/>

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="DiskEncryptionSetId
" Value="<mpA-value>"/>

7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
DedicatedHostGroupId" Value="<mpA-value>"/>
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8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="Zones" Value="<mpA-
value>"/>

9 </CustomProperties>
10 <!--NeedCopy-->

– MachineProfile has some properties and CustomProperties are not defined. Example: Ma‑
chineProfile only has LicenseType and OsType.

New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpA.vm"

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<mpA
-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<mpA-value>"/>

5 </CustomProperties>
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

– Both MachineProfile and CustomProperties define all properties. Example:

New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpA.vm"-CustomProperties
$CustomPropertiesA

Custom properties take priority. The following values are set as custom properties for the
catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<
CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="DiskEncryptionSetId
" Value="<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
DedicatedHostGroupId" Value="<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>
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8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="Zones" Value="<
CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

9 </CustomProperties>
10 <!--NeedCopy-->

– Some properties are defined in MachineProfile and some properties are defined in Cus‑
tomProperties. Example:

* CustomProperties define LicenseType and StorageAccountType

* MachineProfile define LicenseType, OsType, and Zones

New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpA.vm"-CustomProperties
$CustomPropertiesA

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<mpA
-value>"/>

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<CustomPropertiesA-value>"/>

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="Zones" Value="<mpA-
value>"/>

7 </CustomProperties>
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

– Some properties are defined in MachineProfile and some properties are defined in Cus‑
tomProperties. In addition, ServiceOffering is not defined. Example:

* CustomProperties define StorageType

* MachineProfile define LicenseType

1 New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit
\machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mp.vm"

2 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
serviceoffering.folder\<explicit-machine-size>.
serviceoffering"

3 <!--NeedCopy-->

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:
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1 Get-ProvScheme | select ServiceOffering
2 serviceoffering.folder\<explicit-machine-size>.

serviceoffering
3
4 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
5 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="explicit-storage-type"/>

7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"value-from-machineprofile"/>

8 </CustomProperties>
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

– If the OsType is in neither in the CustomProperties nor in the MachineProfile, then:

* The value is read from themaster image.

* If the master image is an unmanaged disk, the OsType is set to Windows. Example:

New-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpA.vm"-MasterImageVM
"XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\image.folder\linux-master-image.
manageddisk"

The value from themaster image is written to the custom properties, in this case Linux.

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="
Linux"/>

4 </CustomProperties>
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Set‑ProvScheme Scenarios

– An existing catalog with:

* CustomProperties for StorageAccountType and OsType

* MachineProfile mpA.vm that defines zones

– Updates:

* MachineProfile mpB.vm that defines StorageAccountType
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* A new set of customproperties $CustomPropertiesB that defines LicenseType andOs‑
Type

Set-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpB.vm"-CustomProperties
$CustomPropertiesB

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<mpB-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<
CustomPropertiesB-value>"/>

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<CustomPropertiesB-value>"/>

6 </CustomProperties>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

– An existing catalog with:

* CustomProperties for StorageAccountType and OsType

* MachineProfile mpA.vm that defines StorageAccountType and LicenseType

– Updates:

* Anewsetof customproperties$CustomPropertiesB thatdefinesStorageAccountType
and OsType.

Set-ProvScheme -CustomProperties $CustomPropertiesB

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
2 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<CustomPropertiesB-value>"/>

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<
CustomPropertiesB-value>"/>

5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<mp-A-value>"/>

6 </CustomProperties>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->
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– An existing catalog with:

* CustomProperties for StorageAccountType and OsType

* MachineProfile mpA.vm that defines Zones

– Updates:

* A MachineProfile mpB.vm that defines StorageAccountType and LicenseType

* ServiceOffering is not specified

Set-ProvScheme -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azureunit\
machineprofile.folder\azure.resourcegroup\mpB.vm"

The following values are set as custom properties for the catalog:

1 Get-ProvScheme | select ServiceOffering
2 serviceoffering.folder\<value-from-machineprofile>.

serviceoffering
3
4 Get-ProvScheme | select CustomProperties
5 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType"
Value="<mpB-value>"/>

7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OSType" Value="<
prior-CustomProperties-value>"/>

8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value=
"<mpB-value>"/>

9 </CustomProperties>
10 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use PowerShell to enable Azure VM extensions

After you select the ARM template spec, run the following PowerShell commands to work with Azure
VM extensions:

• To view the list of supported Azure VM extensions: Get-ProvMetadataConfiguration

• To add more VM extensions: Add-ProvMetadataConfiguration. For example, Add-
ProvMetadataConfiguration -PluginType "AzureRM"-ConfigurationName "
Extension"-ConfigurationValue "CustomScriptExtension"

If you try to add any of the following, the command fails with an error message:

– Citrix defined extension.
– Existing user defined extension.
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– Unsupported configuration keys. Currently, the supported configuration key is
Extension.

• To remove extensions from the list: Remove-ProvMetadataConfiguration. You can remove
the extensions that you added.

Page File Location

In Azure environments, the page file location is set up when you first create a VM. The format of the
page file setting is: page file location [min size] [max size] (the size in MB). For more information, see
How to determine the appropriate page file size.

During image preparation, when you create the provisioning scheme, MCS determines the page file
location based on certain rules. After you create the provisioning scheme, you cannot:

• Change the VM size
• Update the machine profile
• Change the EOS and MCS I/O properties

Page file location determination

Features like EOS and MCS I/O have their own expected page file location and are exclusive to each
other. The following table shows the expected page file location for each feature:

Feature Expected page file location

EOS OS disk

MCS I/O Azure temporary disk first, otherwise
write‑back cache disk

Note:

Even if you decouple image preparation fromprovisioning scheme creation, MCS correctly deter‑
mines the page file location. The default page file location is on the OS disk.

Page file setting scenarios

The following table describes some of the possible scenarios of page file setting during image prepa‑
ration and provisioning scheme update:
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During Scenario Outcome

Image preparation You set the source image page
file on the temporary disk,
while the VM size that you
specify in the provisioning
scheme has no temporary
disk

The page file is placed on the
OS

Image preparation You set the source image page
file on the OS disk, while the
VM size that you specify in the
provisioning scheme has a
temporary disk

The page file is placed on the
temporary disk

Image preparation You set the source image page
file on the temporary disk and
enable the ephemeral OS disk
in the provisioning scheme

The page file is placed on the
OS disk

Provisioning scheme update You attempt to update the
provisioning scheme.
The original VM size has a
temporary disk whereas the
target VM has no
temporary disk

Rejects the change with an
error message

Provisioning scheme update You attempt to update the
provisioning scheme.
The original VM size has no
temporary disk whereas the
target VM has a
temporary disk

Rejects the change with an
error message

Update page file setting

Using PowerShell commands, you can specify page file settings, including the location and size. This
overrides the page file settings determined by MCS. You can do this by running the following New-
ProvScheme command during machine catalog creation:

1 New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot `
2 -HostingUnitName "zijinnet" `
3 -IdentityPoolName "PageFileSettingExample" `
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4 -ProvisioningSchemeName "PageFileSettingExample" `
5 -InitialBatchSizeHint 1 `
6 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\zijinnet\image.folder\neal-

zijincloud-resources.resourcegroup\
CustomWin10VDA_OsDisk_1_9473d7c8a6174b2c8284c7d3efeea88f.
manageddisk" `

7 -NetworkMapping @{
8 "0"="XDHyp:\\HostingUnits\\zijinnet\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\\East

US.region\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\\neal-zijincloud-resources.
resourcegroup\\neal-zijincloud-resources-vnet.virtualprivatecloud\\
default.network" }

9 `
10 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\\HostingUnits\\zijinnet\\serviceoffering.

folder\\Standard_B2ms.serviceoffering" `
11 -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns=" http://schemas.citrix.

com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi=" http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance"> `

12 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="
false"/> `

13 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistVm" Value="false
"/> `

14 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
PageFileDiskDriveLetterOverride" Value="d"/> `

15 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="InitialPageFileSizeInMB"
Value="2048"/> `

16 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="MaxPageFileSizeInMB"
Value="8196"/> `

17 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value
="Premium_LRS"/> `

18 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="
Windows_Client"/> `

19 </CustomProperties>'
20 <!--NeedCopy-->

For information on how to create a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see Creating a catalog
using PowerShell.

Constraints:

• You can update the page file setting only when you create the provisioning scheme by running
the New-ProvScheme command. You cannot change the page file setting later.

• You must provide all the custom properties (‘PageFileDiskDriveLetterOverride’, ‘InitialPageFile‑
SizeInMB’, and ‘MaxPageFileSizeInMB’) in the New-ProvScheme command or none of them.

• This feature is not supported through Citrix Studio.
• The initial page file size must be between 16 MB and 16777216 MB.
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• The maximum page file size must be greater than or equal to the initial page file size and less
than 16777216 MB.

• You can set both the initial page file size andmaximum page file size to zero at the same time.

Customize power on behavior at storage type change failure

Atpoweron, the storage typeof amanageddisk could fail to change to thedesired typedue toa failure
on Azure. In these scenarios, the VM would remain off with a failure message sent to you. However,
you can either choose topower on the VMevenwhen storage cannot be restored to its configured type
or choose to keep the VM powered off.

• If you configure the custom property FailSafeStorageType as true (default setting) or do
not specify it in New-ProvScheme or Set-ProvScheme commands:

– On power on, the VM powers on with incorrect storage type.
– On shutdown, the VM remains off with incorrect storage type.

• If you configure the custom property FailSafeStorageType as false in New-ProvScheme or
Set-ProvScheme commands:

– On power on, the VM remains off with incorrect storage type.
– On shutdown, the VM remains off with incorrect storage type.

To create a machine catalog:

1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Create an identity pool if not already created.

4. Add the custom property in New-ProvScheme. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -HostingUnitName "Azure-Resources-1" -
IdentityPoolName "name" -InitialBatchSizeHint 1

2 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\Azure-Resources-1\image.folder
\abc.resourcegroup\def.snapshot"

3 -NetworkMapping @{
4 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\Azure-Resources-1\ght.folder\abc.

resourcegroup\abc-vnet.virtualprivatecloud\default.network" }
5
6 -ProvisioningSchemeName "name"
7 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\Azure-Resources-1\

serviceoffering.folder\Standard_DS2_v2.serviceoffering"
8 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix

.com/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org
/2001/XMLSchema-instance`">
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9 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageType`" Value=`
"Premium_LRS`" />

10 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageTypeAtShutdown
`" Value=`"Standard_LRS`" />

11 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"FailSafeStorageType`"
Value=`"true`" />

12 </CustomProperties>"
13 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Create the machine catalog. For information on how to create a catalog using the Remote
PowerShell SDK, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑
sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑catalog/.

To update an existing machine catalog so to include FailSafeStorageType custom property. This
update does not affect existing VMs.

1. Update the custom property in Set-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName <String> -CustomProperties "
2 <CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/

machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance`">

3 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageType`" Value=`"
Premium_LRS`" />

4 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"IdentityDiskStorageType
`" Value=`"Premium_LRS`" />

5 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"FailSafeStorageType`"
Value=`"false`" />

6 </CustomProperties>"
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

To apply the change done in Set‑ProvScheme to the existing VMs, run the Request-ProvVMUpdate
command.

1. Run Request‑ProvVMUpdate command. For example:

1 Request-ProvVMUpdate -ProvisioningSchemeName <String> -VMName <
List-Of-Vm-Names>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Restart the VMs.

Azure resource groups

Azure provisioning resource groups provide a way to provision the VMs that provide applications and
desktops to users. You can add existing empty Azure resource groups when you create an MCS ma‑
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chine catalog, or have new resource groups created for you. For information about Azure resource
groups, see the Microsoft documentation.

Azure Resource Group Usage

There is no limit on the number of virtualmachines, managed disks, snapshots, and images per Azure
Resource Group. (The limit of 240 VMs per 800 managed disks per Azure Resource Group has been
removed.)

• When using a full scope service principal to create a machine catalog, MCS creates only one
Azure Resource Group and uses that group for the catalog.

• When using a narrow scope service principal to create a machine catalog, you must supply an
empty, pre‑created Azure Resource Group for the catalog.

Azure ephemeral disks

An Azure ephemeral disk allows you to repurpose the cache disk or temporary disk to store the OS
disk for an Azure‑enabled virtual machine. This functionality is useful for Azure environments that
require a higher performant SSD disk over a standardHDDdisk. To use ephemeral disks, youmust set
the custom property UseEphemeralOsDisk to truewhen running New-ProvScheme.

Note:

If the custom property UseEphemeralOsDisk is set to false or a value is not specified all provi‑
sioned VDAs continue to use a provisioned OS disk.

The following is an example set of custom properties to use in the provisioning scheme:

1 "CustomProperties": [
2 {
3
4 "Name": "UseManagedDisks",
5 "Value": "true"
6 }
7 ,
8 {
9

10 "Name": "StorageType",
11 "Value": "Standard_LRS"
12 }
13 ,
14 {
15
16 "Name": "UseSharedImageGallery",
17 "Value": "true"
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18 }
19 ,
20 {
21
22 "Name": "SharedImageGalleryReplicaRatio",
23 "Value": "40"
24 }
25 ,
26 {
27
28 "Name": "SharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum",
29 "Value": "10"
30 }
31 ,
32 {
33
34 "Name": "LicenseType",
35 "Value": "Windows_Server"
36 }
37 ,
38 {
39
40 "Name": "UseEphemeralOsDisk",
41 "Value": "true"
42 }
43
44 ],
45 <!--NeedCopy-->

How to createmachines using ephemeral OS disks

EphemeralOSdisksarecontrolledbasedon theUseEphemeralOsDiskproperty in theCustomProperties
parameter.

Important considerations for ephemeral disks

To provision ephemeral OS disks using New-ProvScheme, consider the following constraints:

• The VM size used for the catalog must support ephemeral OS disks.
• The size of the cache or temporary disk associated with the VM size must be greater than or
equal to the size of the OS disk.

• The temporary disk size must be greater than the cache disk size.

Also consider these issues when:
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• Creating the provisioning scheme.
• Modifying the provisioning scheme.
• Updating the image.

Azure ephemeral disk and Machine Creation Services (MCS) storage optimization (MCS I/O)

Azure ephemeral OS disk and MCS I/O cannot be enabled at the same time.

The important considerations are as follows:

• You cannot create a machine catalog with both ephemeral OS disk and MCS I/O enabled at the
same time.

• In theMachine Catalog Setup wizard, if you select Azure ephemeral OS disk on the Storage
and License Types page, you do not get the option for write‑back cache disk settings on the
Disk Settings page.
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• The PowerShell parameters (UseWriteBackCache and UseEphemeralOsDisk) set to true in
New-ProvScheme or Set-ProvScheme fails with proper error message.

• For existing machine catalogs created with both features enabled, you can still:

– update a machine catalog.
– add or delete VMs.
– delete a machine catalog.

Azure server side encryption

Citrix DaaS supports customer‑managed encryption keys for Azuremanaged disks through Azure Key
Vault. With this support you can manage your organizational and compliance requirements by en‑
crypting the managed disks of your machine catalog using your own encryption key. For more infor‑
mation, see Server‑side encryption of Azure Disk Storage.

When using this feature for managed disks:

• To change the key that the disk is encrypted with, you change the current key in the
DiskEncryptionSet. All resources associated with that DiskEncryptionSet change to be
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encrypted with the new key.

• When you disable or delete your key, any VMs with disks using that key automatically shuts
down. After shutting down, the VMs are not usable unless the key is enabled again or you assign
a new key. Any catalog using the key cannot be powered on, and you cannot add VMs to it.

Important considerations when using customer‑managed encryption keys

Consider the following when using this feature:

• All resources related to your customer‑managed keys (Azure Key Vaults, disk encryption sets,
VMs, disks, and snapshots) must reside in the same subscription and region.

• Once you have enabled the customer‑managed encryption key that you cannot disable it later.
If you want to disable or remove the customer‑managed encryption key, copy all the data to a
different managed disk that is not using the customer‑managed encryption key.

• Disks created from encrypted custom images using server‑side encryption and customer‑
managed keys must be encrypted using the same customer‑managed keys. These disks must
be in the same subscription.

• Snapshots created from disks that are encrypted with server‑side encryption and customer‑
managed keys must be encrypted with the same customer‑managed keys.

• Disks, snapshots, and images encryptedwith customer‑managed keys cannotmove to another
resource group and subscription.

• Managed disks currently or previously encrypted using Azure Disk Encryption cannot be en‑
crypted using customer‑managed keys.

• Refer to the Microsoft site for limitations on disk encryption sets per region.

Note:

See Quickstart: Create a Key Vault using the Azure portal for information on configuring Azure
server side encryption.

Azure Customer‑managed encryption key

When creating a machine catalog, you can choose whether to encrypt data on the machines provi‑
sioned in the catalog. Server‑side encryptionwith a customer‑managed encryption key lets youman‑
age encryption at a managed disk level and protect data on the machines in the catalog. A Disk En‑
cryption Set (DES) represents a customer‑managed key. To use this feature, youmust first create your
DES in Azure. A DES is in the following format:
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• /subscriptions/12345678-1234-1234-1234-123456789012/resourceGroups/
Sample-RG/providers/Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/SampleEncryptionSet

Select a DES from the list. The DES you select must be in the same subscription and region as your re‑
sources. If your image is encryptedwith a DES, use the same DESwhen creating themachine catalog.
You cannot change the DES after you create the catalog.

If you create a catalog with an encryption key and later disable the corresponding DES in Azure, you
can no longer power on the machines in the catalog or addmachines to it.

If you want to create a machine catalog using PowerShell commands, where encryption key is
customer‑managed key, do the following:

1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Enter cd xdhyp:/.

4. Enter cd .\HostingUnits\(your hosting unit).

5. Enter cd diskencryptionset.folder.

6. Enter dir to get the list of the Disk Encryption Sets.

7. Copy the Id of a Disk Encryption Set.

8. Create a custom property string to include the Id of the Disk Encryption Set. For example:

1 $customProperties = "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.
citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema-instance`">

2 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"persistWBC`" Value=`"
False`" />

3 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"PersistOsDisk`" Value
=`"false`" />

4 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"UseManagedDisks`"
Value=`"true`" />

5 <Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"DiskEncryptionSetId`"
Value=`"/subscriptions/0xxx4xxx-xxb-4bxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx/
resourceGroups/abc/providers/Microsoft.Compute/
diskEncryptionSets/abc-des`"/>

6 </CustomProperties>
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

9. Create an identity pool if not already created. For example:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -IdentityPoolName idPool -NamingScheme ms## -
Domain def.local -NamingSchemeType Numeric
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

10. Run the New‑ProvScheme command: For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot -HostingUnitName "name" -
IdentityPoolName "name" -InitialBatchSizeHint 1

2 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-res2\image.folder\def.
resourcegroup\def.snapshot"

3 -NetworkMapping @{
4 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-res2\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\

def.resourcegroup\def-vnet.virtualprivatecloud\subnet1.network
" }

5
6 -ProvisioningSchemeName "name"
7 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-res2\serviceoffering.

folder\Standard_DS2_v2.serviceoffering"
8 -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<adnet>\machineprofile.folder

\<def.resourcegroup>\<machine profile vm.vm>"
9 -CustomProperties $customProperties

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

11. Finish creating the machine catalog.

Azure disk encryption at host

You can create an MCS machine catalog with encryption at host capability. Currently, MCS supports
only the machine profile workflow for this feature. You can use a VM or a template spec as an input
for a machine profile.

This encryptionmethod does not encrypt the data through the Azure storage. The server hosting the
VM encrypts the data and then the encrypted data flows through the Azure storage server. Hence, this
method of encryption encrypts data end to end.

Restrictions:

Azure disk encryption at host is:

• Not supported for all Azure machine sizes
• Incompatible with Azure disk encryption

To create a machine catalog with encryption at host capability:

1. Check if the subscription has the encryption at host feature enabled or not. To do this,
see https://learn.microsoft.com/en‑us/rest/api/resources/features/get?tabs=HTTP/. If not en‑
abled, youmust enable the feature for the subscription. For informationonenabling the feature
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for your subscription, see https://learn.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑machines/disks‑
enable‑host‑based‑encryption‑portal?tabs=azure‑powershell#prerequisites/.

2. Check if a particular Azure VMsize supports encryption at host or not. Todo this, in aPowerShell
window, run one of the following:

1 PS XDHyp:\Connections\<your connection>\east us.region\
serviceoffering.folder>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 PS XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<your hosting unit>\serviceoffering.folder>
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Create a VM or a template spec, as an input for machine profile, in Azure portal with encryption
at host enabled.

• If you want to create a VM, select a VM size that supports encryption at host. After you
create the VM, the VM property Encryption at host is enabled.

• If you want to use a template spec, assign the parameter Encryption at Host as true
inside securityProfile.

4. Create an MCS machine catalog with machine profile workflow by either selecting a VM or a
template spec.

• OS disk / Data Disk: Gets encrypted through Customer‑managed key and Platform‑
managed key

• Ephemeral OS Disk: Gets encrypted only through Platform‑managed key
• Cache Disk: Gets encrypted through Customer‑managed key and Platform‑managed key

You can create the machine catalog using Full Configuration interface or running PowerShell
commands.

Double encryption onmanaged disk

You can create amachine catalogwith double encryption. Any catalogs createdwith this feature have
all disks server sideencryptedwithbothplatformandcustomermanagedkeys. Youownandmaintain
the Azure Key Vault, Encryption Key, and the Disk Encryption Sets (DES).

Double encryption is platform‑side encryption (default) and customer‑managed encryption (CMEK).
Therefore, if you are a high security sensitive customer who is concerned about the risk associated
with any encryption algorithm, implementation, or a compromised key, you can opt for this double
encryption. Persistent OS and data disks, snapshots, and images are all encrypted at rest with double
encryption.
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Note:

• You can create and update amachine catalog with double encryption using Full Configura‑
tion interface and PowerShell commands.

• You can use non‑machine profile‑based workflow or machine profile‑based workflow for
creating or updating a machine catalog with double encryption.

• If you use non‑machine profile‑based workflow workflow to create amachine catalog, you
can reuse the stored DiskEncryptionSetId.

• If you use amachine profile, you can use a VM or template spec as amachine profile input.

Limitations:

• Double encryption is not supported for Ultra Disks or Premium SSD v2 disks.
• Double encryption is not supported on unmanaged disks.
• If you disable a key that the Disk Encryption Set is associatedwith a catalog, then the VMs of the
catalog are disabled.

• All resources related to your customer‑managed keys (Azure Key Vaults, disk encryption sets,
VMs, disks, and snapshots) must be in the same subscription and region.

• You can only create up to 50 disk encryption sets per region per subscription.
• You cannot update a machine catalog that already has a DiskEncryptionSetIdwith a differ‑
ent DiskEncryptionSetId.

Creating amachine catalog with double encryption

1. Create an Azure Key Vault and DES with Platform‑managed and customer‑managed keys. For
information on how to create an Azure Key Vault and a DES, see Use the Azure portal to enable
double encryption at rest for managed disks.

2. To browse available Disk Encryption Sets in your hosting connection:

a) Open a PowerShellwindow.
b) Run the following PowerShell commands:

i. asnp citrix*
ii. cd xdhyp:
iii. cd HostingUnits
iv. cd YourHostingUnitName (ex. azure‑east)
v. cd diskencryptionset.folder
vi. dir

You can use an Id of the DiskEncryptionSet to create or update a catalog using customprop‑
erties.

3. If you want to use machine profile workflow, create a VM or template spec as a machine profile
input.
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• If you want to use a VM as a machine profile input:
a) Create a VM in Azure Portal.
b) Navigate to Disks>Key management to encrypt the VM directly with any

DiskEncryptionSetID.
• If you want to use a template spec as a machine profile input:

a) In the template, under properties>storageProfile>osDisk>managedDisk,
add diskEncryptionSet parameter and add the id of the double encryption DES.

4. Create the machine catalog.

• If using Web Studio, do one of the following in addition to the steps in Create machine
catalogs.

– If you do not use machine‑profile based workflow, on the Disk Settings page, select
Use the following key to encrypt data on each machine. Then, select your double
encryption DES from the dropdown. Continue creating the catalog.

– If using machine profile workflow, on theMaster Image page, select a master image
and a machine profile. Make sure that the machine profile has a disk encryption set
id in its properties.

All machines created in the catalog are double encrypted by the key associated with the
DES you selected.

• If using PowerShell commands, do one of the following:

– If notusingmachineprofile‑basedworkflow, add thecustompropertyDiskEncryptionSetId
in the New-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot -CustomProperties '<
CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/
xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks"
Value="true" />

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
StorageAccountType" Value="Premium_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
DiskEncryptionSetId" Value="/subscriptions/12345678-
xxxx-1234-1234-123456789012/resourceGroups/Sample-RG/
providers/Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/
SampleEncryptionSet" />

5 </CustomProperties>'
6 -HostingUnitName "Redacted"
7 -IdentityPoolName "Redacted"
8 -InitialBatchSizeHint 1
9 -MasterImageVM "Redacted"
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10 -NetworkMapping @{
11 "0"="Redacted" }
12
13 -ProvisioningSchemeName "Redacted"
14 -ServiceOffering "Redacted"
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

– If using machine profile‑based workflow, use a machine profile input in the New-
ProvScheme command. For example:

1 New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot
2 -HostingUnitName azure-east
3 -IdentityPoolName aio-ip
4 -InitialBatchSizeHint 1
5 -MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-east\image.folder

\abc.resourcegroup\fgb-vda-snapshot.snapshot
6 -NetworkMapping @{
7 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-east\virtualprivatecloud.

folder\apa-resourceGroup.resourcegroup\apa-
resourceGroup-vnet.virtualprivatecloud\default.network"
}

8
9 -ProvisioningSchemeName aio-test

10 -MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-east\
machineprofile.folder\abc.resourcegroup\abx-mp.
templatespec\1.0.0.templatespecversion

11 <!--NeedCopy-->

Finish creating a catalog using remote powershell sdk. For information on how to create
a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/
projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑catalog/. All machines
created in the catalog are double encrypted by the key associated with the DES you
selected.

Converting an unencrypted catalog to use double encryption

Youcanupdateamachine catalog’s encryption type (using customproperties ormachineprofile) only
if the catalog was previously unencrypted.

• If not using machine profile‑based workflow, add the custom property DiskEncryptionSetId in
the Set-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "SampleProvSchemeName"
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2 -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix
.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org
/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="DiskEncryptionSetId"
Value="/subscriptions/12345678-xxxx-1234-1234-123456789012/
resourceGroups/Sample-RG/providers/Microsoft.Compute/
diskEncryptionSets/SampleEncryptionSet" />

4 </CustomProperties>'
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

• If using machine profile‑based workflow, use a machine profile input in the Set-ProvScheme
command. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName mxiao-test -MachineProfile
XDHyp:\HostingUnits\azure-east\machineprofile.folder\aelx.

resourcegroup\elx-mp.templatespec\1.0.0.templatespecversion
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Once successful, all new VMs that you add in your catalog are double encrypted by the key associated
with the DES you selected.

Verifying the catalog is double encrypted

• In the Web Studio:

1. Navigate toMachine Catalogs.
2. Select the catalog you want to verify. Click the Template Properties tab located near the

bottom of the screen.
3. Under Azure Details, verify the Disk Encryption Set ID in Disk Encryption Set. If the cata‑

log’s DES Id is blank, the catalog is not encrypted.
4. In the Azure Portal, verify that the encryption type of the DES associatedwith the DES Id is

platform‑managed and customer‑managed keys.

• Using PowerShell command:

1. Open the PowerShellwindow.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Use Get-ProvScheme to get the information of your machine catalog. For example:

1 Get-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "SampleProvSchemeName"
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Retrieve the DES Id custom property of the machine catalog. For example:
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1 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="DiskEncryptionSetId"
Value="/subscriptions

/12345678-1234-1234-1234-123456789012/resourceGroups/Sample
-RG/providers/Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/
SampleEncryptionSet" />

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. In the Azure Portal, verify that the encryption type of the DES associatedwith the DES Id is
platform‑managed and customer‑managed keys.

Azure dedicated hosts

You can use MCS to provision VMs on Azure dedicated hosts. Before provisioning VMs on Azure dedi‑
cated hosts:

• Create a host group.
• Create hosts in that host group.
• Ensure that there is sufficient host capacity reserved for creating catalogs and virtualmachines.

You can create a catalog of machines with host tenancy defined through the following PowerShell
script:

1 New-ProvScheme <otherParameters> -CustomProperties '<CustomProperties
xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi
="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="HostGroupId" Value="
myResourceGroup/myHostGroup" />

3 ...other Custom Properties...
4 </CustomProperties>
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

When using MCS to provision virtual machines on Azure dedicated hosts, consider:

• A Dedicated host is a catalog property and cannot be changed once the catalog is created. Ded‑
icated tenancy is currently not supported on Azure.

• A pre‑configured Azure host group, in the region of the hosting unit, is required when using the
HostGroupId parameter.

• Azure auto‑placement is required. This functionality makes a request to onboard the subscrip‑
tion associatedwith the host group. Formore information, see VMScale Set on AzureDedicated
Hosts ‑ Public Preview. If auto‑placement is not enabled, MCS throws an error during catalog
creation.
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Azure Shared Image Gallery

Use Azure Shared Image Gallery as a published image repository for MCS provisioned machines in
Azure. You can store a published image in the gallery to accelerate the creation and hydration of OS
disks, improving start and application launch times for non‑persistent VMs. Shared image gallery con‑
tains the following three elements:

• Gallery. Images are stored here. MCS creates one gallery for eachmachine catalog.
• Gallery ImageDefinition. This definition includes information (operating system type and state,
Azure region) about the published image. MCS creates one image definition for each image cre‑
ated for the catalog.

• Gallery Image Version. Each image in a Shared Image Gallery can have multiple versions, and
each version can have multiple replicas in different regions. Each replica is a full copy of the
published image. Citrix DaaS creates one Standard_LRS image version (version 1.0.0) for each
image with the appropriate number of replicas in the catalog’s region, based on the number of
machines in the catalog, the configured replica ratio, and the configured replica maximum.

Note:

Shared Image Gallery functionality is only compatible withmanaged disks. It is not available for
legacy machine catalogs.

For more information, see Azure shared image gallery overview.

Access images from Azure Shared Image Gallery

When selecting an image to use for creating a machine catalog, you can select images you created in
the Azure Shared ImageGallery. These images appear in the list of images in theMaster Image screen
of the Machine Catalog Setup wizard.

For these images to appear, youmust:

1. Configure a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops site.
2. Connect to the Azure Resource Manager.
3. In the Azure portal, create a resource group. For details, see Create an Azure Shared Image

Gallery using the portal.
4. In the resource group, create a Shared Image Gallery.
5. In the Shared Image Gallery, create an image definition.
6. In the image definition, create an image version.

Configure Shared Image Gallery

Use the New-ProvScheme command to create a provisioning schemewith Shared Image Gallery sup‑
port. Use the Set-ProvScheme command to enable or disable this feature for a provisioning scheme
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and to change the replica ratio and replica maximum values.

Three custom properties were added to provisioning schemes to support the Shared Image Gallery
feature:

UseSharedImageGallery

• Defines whether to use the Shared Image Gallery to store the published images. If set to True,
the image is stored as a Shared Image Gallery image, otherwise the image is stored as a snap‑
shot.

• Valid values are True and False.
• If the property is not defined, the default value is False.

SharedImageGalleryReplicaRatio

• Defines the ratio of machines to gallery image version replicas.
• Valid values are integer numbers greater than 0.
• If the property is not defined, default values are used. The default value for persistent OS disks
is 1000 and the default value for non‑persistent OS disks is 40.

SharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum

• Defines the maximum number of replicas for each gallery image version.
• Valid values are integer numbers greater than 0.
• If the property is not defined, the default value is 10.
• Azure currently supports up to 10 replicas for a gallery image single version. If the property is
set to a value greater than that supported by Azure, MCS attempts to use the specified value.
Azure generates an error, which MCS logs then leaves the current replica count unchanged.

Tip:

When using Shared Image Gallery to store a published image for MCS provisioned catalogs, MCS
sets the gallery image version replica count based on the number ofmachines in the catalog, the
replica ratio, and the replica maximum. The replica count is calculated by dividing the number
of machines in the catalog by the replica ratio (rounding up to the nearest integer value) and
then capping the value at the maximum replica count. For example, with a replica ratio of 20
and amaximumof 5, 0–20machines have one replica created, 21–40 have 2 replicas, 41–60 have
3 replicas, 61–80 have 4 replicas, 81+ have 5 replicas.

Use case: Updating the Shared Image Gallery replica ratio and replicamax

The existing machine catalog uses Shared Image Gallery. Use the Set-ProvScheme command to
update the custom properties for all existing machines in the catalog and any future machines:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name -CustomProperties '
<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
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machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType"
Value="Standard_LRS"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
UseManagedDisks" Value="True"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty"
Name="UseSharedImageGallery" Value="True"/> <Property xsi:type="
IntProperty" Name="SharedImageGalleryReplicaRatio" Value="30"/> <
Property xsi:type="IntProperty" Name="
SharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum" Value="20"/></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Use Case: Converting a snapshot catalog to a Shared Image Gallery catalog

For this use case:

1. RunSet-ProvSchemewith theUseSharedImageGallery flag set toTrue. Optionally include
the SharedImageGalleryReplicaRatio and SharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum
properties.

2. Update the catalog.
3. Power cycle the machines to force an update.

For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name -CustomProperties '
<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType"
Value="Standard_LRS"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
UseManagedDisks" Value="True"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty"
Name="UseSharedImageGallery" Value="True"/> <Property xsi:type="
IntProperty" Name="SharedImageGalleryReplicaRatio" Value="30"/> <
Property xsi:type="IntProperty" Name="
SharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum" Value="20"/></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tip:

TheparametersSharedImageGalleryReplicaRatioandSharedImageGalleryReplicaMaximum
are not required. After the Set-ProvScheme command completes the Shared Image Gallery
image has not yet been created. Once the catalog is configured to use the gallery, the next
catalog update operation stores the published image in the gallery. The catalog update
command creates the gallery, the gallery image, and the image version. Power cycling the
machines updates them, at which point the replica count is updated, if appropriate. From that
time, all existing non‑persistent machines are reset using the Shared Image Gallery image and
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all newly provisioned machines are created using the image. The old snapshot is cleaned up
automatically within a few hours.

Use Case: Converting a Shared Image Gallery Catalog to a snapshot catalog

For this use case:

1. Run Set-ProvSchemewith the UseSharedImageGallery flag set to False or not defined.
2. Update the catalog.
3. Power cycle the machines to force an update.

For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name -CustomProperties '
<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType"
Value="Standard_LRS"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="
UseManagedDisks" Value="True"/> <Property xsi:type="StringProperty"
Name="UseSharedImageGallery" Value="False"/></CustomProperties>'

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tip:

Unlike updating from a snapshot to a Shared Image Gallery catalog, the custom data for
each machine is not yet updated to reflect the new custom properties. Run the following
command to see the original Shared Image Gallery custom properties: Get-ProvVm -
ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name. After the Set-ProvScheme command com‑
pletes the image snapshot has not yet been created. Once the catalog is configured to not use
the gallery, the next catalog update operation stores the published image as a snapshot. From
that time, all existing non‑persistent machines are reset using the snapshot and all newly provi‑
sioned machines are created from the snapshot. Power cycling the machines updates them, at
which point the custom machine data is updated to reflect that UseSharedImageGallery is
set to False. The old Shared Image Gallery assets (gallery, image, and version) are automatically
cleaned up within a few hours.

Provisionmachines into specified Availability Zones

You can provision machines into specific Availability Zones in Azure environments. You can achieve
that using the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell.

Note:

If no zones are specified, MCS lets Azure place the machines within the region. If more than one
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zone is specified, MCS randomly distributes the machines across them.

Configuring Availability Zones in the Full Configuration interface

When creating amachine catalog, you can specify Availability Zones into which youwant to provision
machines. On the Virtual Machines page, select one or more Availability Zones where you want to
create machines.

There are two reasons that no Availability Zones are available: The region has no Availability Zones or
the selectedmachine size is unavailable.

Configuring Availability Zones through PowerShell

Using PowerShell, you can view the Citrix DaaS offering inventory items by using Get-Item. For ex‑
ample, to view the Eastern US region Standard_B1ls service offering:

1 $serviceOffering = Get-Item -path "XDHyp:\Connections\my-connection-
name\East US.region\serviceoffering.folder\Standard_B1ls.
serviceoffering"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To view the zones, use the AdditionalData parameter for the item:

$serviceOffering.AdditionalData

If Availability Zones are not specified, there is no change in howmachines are provisioned.

To configure Availability Zones through PowerShell, use the Zones custom property available with
the New-ProvScheme operation. The Zones property defines a list of Availability Zones to provision
machines into. Those zones can include one or more Availability Zones. For example, <Property
xsi:type="StringProperty"Name="Zones"Value="1, 3"/> for Zones 1 and 3.

Use the Set-ProvScheme command to update the zones for a provisioning scheme.

If an invalid zone is provided, the provisioning scheme is not updated, and an error message appears
providing instructions on how to fix the invalid command.

Tip:

If you specify an invalid customproperty, the provisioning scheme is not updated and a relevant
error message appears.

Using host groups and Azure availability zones at the same time

There is apre‑flight check toassesswhether the creationof amachine catalogwill be successful based
on the availability zone specified in the custom property and the host group’s zone. Catalog creation
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fails if the availability zone custom property does not match the host group’s zone.

For information on configuring availability zones through PowerShell, see Configuring Availability
Zones through PowerShell.

For information on Azure dedicated hosts, see Azure dedicated hosts.

The following table describes the various combinations of availability zone and host group zone and
which ones result in successful or failed creation of a machine catalog.

Host group zone
Availability zone in custom
property

Machine catalog creation
outcome

Specified. For example, host
group is in Zone 1

Not specified Successful. Machines are
created in the host group’s
zone

Specified. For example, host
group is in Zone 1

Same zone as host group
zone. For example, zone in
the customproperty is set to 1

Successful. Machines are
created in Zone 1

Specified. For example, host
group is in Zone 1

Different from the host group
zone. For example, zone in
the customproperty is set to 2

As the specified availability
zone and the host group’s
zone do not match, catalog
creation fails with a relevant
error during pre‑flight checks

Specified. For example, host
group is in Zone 1

Multiple zones specified. For
example, zones in the custom
properties are set to 1,2 or 2,3

As the specified availability
zone and the host group’s
zone do not match, catalog
creation fails with a relevant
error during pre‑flight checks

Not specified. For example,
zone of the host group is None

Not specified As the specified availability
zone and the host group’s
zonematch (that is, no zone),
catalog creation is successful.
Machines are not created in
any zone

Not specified. For example,
zone of the host group is None

Specified. For example, zones
in the custom property are set
to one or multiple zones

Because the specified
availability zone and the host
group’s zone do not match,
catalog creation fails with a
relevant error during
pre‑flight checks
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Azure ephemeral disk

Azure ephemeral disks allow you to repurpose the cache or temporary disk to store the OS disk for
an Azure‑enabled virtual machine. This functionality is useful for Azure environments that require a
higher performant SSD disk over a standard HDD disk.

Note:

Persistent catalogs do not support ephemeral OS disks.

Ephemeral OS disks require that your provisioning scheme use managed disks and a Shared Image
Gallery. For more information, see Azure shared image gallery.

Using PowerShell to configure an ephemeral disk

To configure an Azure ephemeral OS disk for a catalog, use the UseEphemeralOsDisk parameter in
Set-ProvScheme. Set the value of the UseEphemeralOsDisk parameter to true.

Note:

Touse this feature, youmustalsoenable theparametersUseManagedDisksandUseSharedImageGallery
.

For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name -CustomProperties <
CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseSharedImageGallery" Value=
"true" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseEphemeralOsDisk" Value="
true" />

5 </CustomProperties>'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Storing an ephemeral OS temporary disk

You have the option of storing an ephemeral OS disk on the VM temp disk or a resource disk. This
functionality enables you to use an ephemeral OS disk with a VM that either doesn’t have a cache, or
has insufficient cache. Such VMs have a temp or resource disk to store an ephemeral OS disk, such as
Ddv4.

Consider the following:
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• An ephemeral disk is stored either in the VM cache disk, or the VMs temporary (resource) disk.
The cache disk is preferred over the temporary disk, unless the cache disk is not large enough
to hold the contents of the OS disk.

• For updates, a new image that is larger than the cache disk but smaller than the temp disk re‑
sults in replacing the ephemeral OS disk with the VM’s temp disk.

Storage types

Select different storage types for virtualmachines in Azure environments that useMCS. For target VMs,
MCS supports:

• OS disk: premium SSD, SSD, or HDD
• Write back cache disk: premium SSD, SSD, or HDD

When using these storage types, consider the following:

• Ensure that your VM supports the selected storage type.
• If your configuration uses an Azure ephemeral disk, you do not get the option for write‑back
cache disk setting.

Tip:

StorageType is configured for an OS type and storage account. WBCDiskStorageType is
configured for write back cache storage type. For a normal catalog, StorageType is required.
If WBCDiskStorageType is not configured, the StorageType is used as the default for
WBCDiskStorageType.

If WBCDiskStorageType is not configured, then StorageType is used as the default for WBCDiskStor‑
ageType

Configuring storage types

To configure storage types for VM, use the StorageType parameter in New-ProvScheme. Set the
value of the StorageType parameter to one of the supported storage types.

The following is an example set of the CustomProperties parameter in a provisioning scheme:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName catalog-name -CustomProperties '
<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType" Value="
Premium_LRS" />
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4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="
Windows_Client" />

5 </CustomProperties>'
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable zone‑redundant storage

Youcanselect zone‑redundant storageduring catalog creation. It synchronously replicates yourAzure
manageddiskacrossmultipleavailability zones,whichallowsyou to recover froma failure inonezone
by utilizing the redundancy in others.

You can specify Premium_ZRS and StandardSSD_ZRS in the storage type custom properties. ZRS
storage can be set using existing custom properties or through the MachineProfile template. ZRS
storage is also supported with Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow command with -StartsNow and
-DurationInMinutes -1 parameters. You can change existing machine from LRS to ZRS storage.

Note:

• StartsNow indicates that the scheduled start time is the current time.
• DurationInMinuteswith a negative number (for example, –1) indicates no upper bound
on the schedule’s time window.

Limitations:

• Supported only for managed disks
• Supported only with premium and standard solid‑state drives (SSD)
• Not supported with StorageTypeAtShutdown
• Available only in certain regions.
• Performance of Azure drops when creating ZRS disks at scale. Therefore, for the first power on,
turn on the machines in smaller batches (less than 300 machines at a time)

Set zone‑redundant storage as the disk storage type

You can select zone‑redundant storage during the initial catalog creation, or you can update your stor‑
age type in an existing catalog.

Select zone‑redundant storage using PowerShell commands

When creating a new catalog in Azure using the New-ProvScheme Powershell command, use
Standard_ZRS as the value in the StorageAccountType.
For example:

1 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageAccountType" Value="
StandardSSD_ZRS" />
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

When setting this value, it is validated by a dynamic API that determines if it can be used properly. The
following exceptions can occur if the use of ZRS is not valid for your catalog:

• StorageTypeAtShutdownNotSupportedForZrsDisks: The StorageTypeAtShutdown custom
property cannot be used with ZRS storage.

• StorageAccountTypeNotSupportedInRegion: This exception occurs if you try to use ZRS Stor‑
age in an Azure Region that does not support ZRS

• ZrsRequiresManagedDisks: You can use zone‑redundant storage only with managed disks.

You can set the disk storage type using the following custom properties:

• StorageType
• WBCDiskStorageType
• IdentityDiskStorageType

Note:

During catalog creation, the machine profile’s OS disk StorageType is used if the custom prop‑
erties are not set.

Azure Marketplace

CitrixDaaSsupportsusingamaster imageonAzure that containsplan information tocreateamachine
catalog. For more information, see Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

Tip:

Some images found on the Azure Marketplace, like the standard Windows Server image, do not
append plan information. Citrix DaaS feature is for paid images.

Ensure that the image created in Shared Image Gallery contains Azure plan information

Use the procedure in this section to view Shared Image Gallery images in Citrix Studio. These images
can optionally be used for a master image. To put the image into a Shared Image Gallery, create an
image definition in a gallery.
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In the Publishing options page, verify the purchase plan information.

The purchase plan information fields are initially empty. Populate those fieldswith the purchase plan
informationused for the image. Failure topopulatepurchaseplan information can cause themachine
catalog process to fail.

After verifying the purchase plan information, create an image version within the definition. This is
used as the master image. Click Add version:
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In the Version details section, select the image snapshot or managed disk as the source:

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Managemachine catalogs and Manage a Microsoft Azure catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Microsoft Azure Resource Manager
• Create machine catalogs
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Create a Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog

December 8, 2022

Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) virtualization
environments.

Note:

Before creating a VMM catalog, you need to finish creating a connection to VMM. See Connection
to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager.

Create amaster VM

• Install a VDA on the master VM, and select the option to optimize the desktop. This improves
performance.

• Take a snapshot of the master VM to use as a backup.
• Create virtual desktops.

MCS on SMB 3 file shares

Formachine catalogs createdwithMCSon SMB3 file shares for VM storage, credentialsmustmeet the
following requirements to ensure that calls from the Citrix Hypervisor Communications Library (HCL)
connect successfully to SMB storage.

• VMM user credentials must include full read write access to the SMB storage.
• Storage‑virtual disk operations during VM lifecycle events are performed through the Hyper‑V
server using the VMM user credentials.

When using VMM 2012 SP1 with Hyper‑V on Windows Server 2012: When using SMB as storage, en‑
able the Authentication Credential Security Support Provider (CredSSP) from the Cloud Connector to
individual Hyper‑V machines. For more information, see CTX 137465.

Usinga standardPowerShell V3 remote session, theHCL in theCloudConnector usesCredSSP toopen
a connection to the Hyper‑Vmachine. This feature passes Kerberos‑encrypted user credentials to the
Hyper‑V machine, and the PowerShell commands in the session on the remote Hyper‑V machine run
with the credentials provided (in this case, those of the VMMuser), so that communication commands
to storage work correctly.

The following tasks use PowerShell scripts that originate in the HCL. The scripts are then sent to the
Hyper‑V machine to act on the SMB 3.0 storage.
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Consolidate Master Image: An image creates a new MCS provisioning scheme (machine catalog). It
clones and flattens themaster VM ready for creating newVMs from the newdisk created (and removes
dependency on the original master VM).

ConvertVirtualHardDisk on the root\virtualization\v2 namespace

Example:

1 $ims = Get-WmiObject -class $class -namespace "root\\virtualization\\v2
";

2 $result = $ims.ConvertVirtualHardDisk($diskName, $vhdastext)
3 $result
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Create difference disk: Creates a difference disk from the image generated by consolidating the im‑
age. The difference disk is then attached to a new VM.

CreateVirtualHardDisk on the root\virtualization\v2 namespace

Example:

1 $ims = Get-WmiObject -class $class -namespace "root\\virtualization\\v2
";

2 $result = $ims.CreateVirtualHardDisk($vhdastext);
3 $result
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Upload identity disks: The HCL cannot directly upload the identity disk to SMB storage. Therefore,
the Hyper‑V machine must upload and copy the identity disk to the storage. Because the Hyper‑V
machine cannot read the disk from the Cloud Connector, the HCL must first copy the identity disk
through the Hyper‑V machine as follows.

1. The HCL uploads the Identity to the Hyper‑V machine through the administrator share.

2. The Hyper‑Vmachine copies the disk to the SMB storage through a PowerShell script running in
the PowerShell remote session.

A folder is created on theHyper‑Vmachine and the permissions on that folder are locked for the
VMM user only (through the remote PowerShell connection).

3. The HCL deletes the file from the administrator share.

4. When the HCL completes the identity disk upload to the Hyper‑V machine, the remote Pow‑
erShell session copies the identity disks to SMB storage, and then deletes it from the Hyper‑V
machine.

The identity disk folder is recreated if deleted to make it available for reuse.
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Download identity disks: As with uploads, the identity disks pass through the Hyper‑V machine to
the HCL. The following process creates a folder that has only VMM user permissions on the Hyper‑V
server if it does not exist.

1. The HyperVmachine copies the disk from the SMB storage to local Hyper‑V storage using a Pow‑
erShell script running in the PowerShell V3 remote session.

2. HCL reads the disk from the Hyper‑V machine’s administrator share into memory.
3. HCL deletes the file from the administrator share.

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Manage machine catalogs and Manage a Microsoft System Center Vir‑
tual Machine Manager catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager
• Create machine catalogs

Create a Nutanix catalog

December 8, 2022

Createmachine catalogs describes the wizards that create amachine catalog. The following informa‑
tion covers details specific to Nutanix virtualization environments.

Note:

Before creating a Nutanix catalog, you need to finish creating a connection to Nutanix. See Con‑
nection to Nutanix.

Create amachine catalog using a Nutanix snapshot

The snapshot you select is the template used to create the VMs in the catalog. Before creating the cat‑
alog, create images and snapshots in Nutanix. Formore information, see theNutanix documentation.

In the catalog creation wizard:
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• The Operating System and Machine Management pages do not contain Nutanix‑specific in‑
formation.

• The Container or Cluster and Container page is unique to Nutanix.

– If you deploy machines by using Nutanix AHV XI as the resources, on the Container page,
select a container where the VMs’ identity disks will be placed.

– If you deploymachines by using Nutanix AHV Prism Central (PC) as the resources, you see
the Cluster and Container page. Select which cluster to use for the deployment of VMs
and then a container.

• On theMaster Image page, select the image snapshot. Acropolis snapshot namesmust be pre‑
fixed with “XD_” to be used in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops. Use the Acropolis console to
rename your snapshots if needed. If you rename snapshots, restart the catalog creation wizard
to see a refreshed list.

• On the Virtual Machines page, indicate the number of virtual CPUs and the number of cores
per vCPU.

• On theNICs page, select the NIC type to filter associated networks. This option is available only
for Nutanix AHV PC connections. There are two NIC types: VLAN and OVERLAY. Select one or
more NICs that the master image contains and then select an associated virtual network for
each NIC.

• The Machine Identities, Domain Credentials, Scopes, and Summary pages do not contain
Nutanix‑specific information.

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Managemachine catalogs.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Nutanix
• Connection to Nutanix cloud and partner solutions
• Create machine catalogs
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Create a VMware catalog

May 17, 2023

Create machine catalogs describes the wizards that create a machine catalog.

Note:

Before creating a VMware catalog, you need to finish creating a connection to VMware. See Con‑
nection to VMware.

Create amachine catalog using amachine profile

You can create an MCS machine catalog using a machine profile. The source of the machine profile
input is a VMware template. The machine profile captures the hardware properties from a VMware
template and applies them to the newly provisioned VMs in the catalog.

Note:

• Master image input (snapshot) and machine profile input (VMware template) must either
be both vTPM enabled or both vTPM disabled. This rule applies to both New-ProvScheme
and Set-ProvScheme.

• If the master image is vTPM enabled, then the VMware template can only come from the
same VM source as the master image.

• Encrypted storage policy only supports full clone.

The VMware template in themachine profilemust exist during the catalog life cycle to allowprovision‑
ing of VMs to the catalog. Without a VMware template, you cannot provision newVMs. When a VMware
template gets deleted, youmust supply a new template using the Set-ProvScheme command.

• MCS captures properties of a VMware template. You can create a new VMware template refer‑
encing stored properties of the VMware template using the Get-Provscheme command.

• Alternatively, if the machine catalog and provisioned VMs exist, then an MCS provisioned ma‑
chine can also be used to create a new VMware template

Based on different OS, you can create a machine catalog with different configurations:

• If windows 11 is installed on the master image, then it is a requirement to have vTPM enabled
for the master image. Therefore, the VMware template, which is a source of machine profile,
must have vTPM attached to it.

• If windows 10 is installed on the master image with no vTPM attached, then you can create a
machine catalog with non‑vTPM VMware template as source for machine profile.

There is another configurationwhere you can create amachine catalog using full copy diskmodewith
machine profile template applied with encrypted storage policy.
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To create a machine catalog using PowerShell commands with machine profile as input:

1. Open a PowerShellwindow.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run the following commands:

• To create amachine catalogwith vTPMattached VMware template as a source formachine
profile input and windows11 installed master image:

1 $identityPool = New-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "<string>"
3 -NamingScheme "<string>-###"
4 -NamingSchemeType Numeric
5 -Domain "<domain name"
6 -ZoneUid "<Uid>" -Scope @()
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $provScheme =New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot
2 -HostingUnitName "vSanRg"
3 -IdentityPoolName "<string>"
4 -InitialBatchSizeHint 1
5 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

snapshot name>.snapshot"
6 -NetworkMapping @{
7 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\\<network name>.

network" }
8
9 -ProvisioningSchemeName "<string>"

10 -Scope @() -VMCpuCount 4 -VMMemoryMB 6144
11 -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

template name>.template"
12 -TenancyType Shared
13 -FunctionalLevel "L7_20"
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $catalog = New-BrokerCatalog
2 -AllocationType "Static"
3 -PersistUserChanges "OnLocal"
4 -Description "<string>" -IsRemotePC $False
5 -MinimumFunctionalLevel 'L7_9' -Name "<catalog name>" -

ProvisioningType 'MCS'
6 -Scope @() -SessionSupport "SingleSession"
7 -ZoneUid "<Uid>"
8 <!--NeedCopy-->
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1 Set-BrokerCatalog -Name "<string>"
2 -ProvisioningSchemeId $provScheme.ProvisioningSchemeUid.Guid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Tocreateamachinecatalogwithnon‑vTPMVMware templateas source formachineprofile
and Windows10 installed master image:

1 $identityPool = New-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "<string>"
3 -NamingScheme "<string>-###"
4 -NamingSchemeType Numeric
5 -Domain "<domain name>"
6 -ZoneUid "<Uid>" -Scope @()
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $provScheme =New-ProvScheme -CleanOnBoot
2 -HostingUnitName "<string>"
3 -IdentityPoolName "<string>"
4 -InitialBatchSizeHint 1
5 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

snapshot name>.snapshot"
6 -NetworkMapping @{
7 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\\<string>.

network" }
8
9 -ProvisioningSchemeName "<string>" -Scope @() -VMCpuCount 4

-VMMemoryMB 8192
10 -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

template name>.template"
11 -TenancyType Shared -FunctionalLevel "L7_20"
12 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $catalog = New-BrokerCatalog
2 -AllocationType "Static"
3 -PersistUserChanges "OnLocal" -Description "<string>" -

IsRemotePC $False
4 -MinimumFunctionalLevel 'L7_9' -Name "<string>" -

ProvisioningType 'MCS' -Scope @() -SessionSupport "
SingleSession" -ZoneUid "<Uid"

5 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 Set-BrokerCatalog -Name "<string>"
2 -ProvisioningSchemeId $provScheme.ProvisioningSchemeUid.Guid
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3 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To create a machine catalog using Full copy disk mode with machine profile template ap‑
plied with encrypted storage policy:

1 $identityPool = New-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "<string>"
3 -NamingScheme "<string>-###"
4 -NamingSchemeType Numeric
5 -Domain "<domain name>"
6 -ZoneUid "<Uid>" -Scope @()
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $provScheme =New-ProvScheme
2 -HostingUnitName "<string>"
3 -IdentityPoolName "<string>" -InitialBatchSizeHint 1
4 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

snapshot name>.snapshot"
5 -NetworkMapping @{
6 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\\<string>.

network" }
7
8 -ProvisioningSchemeName "<string>" -Scope @() -VMCpuCount 4

-VMMemoryMB 8192
9 -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<

template name>.template"
10 -TenancyType Shared -FunctionalLevel "L7_20"
11 -UseFullDiskCloneProvisioning
12 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 $catalog = New-BrokerCatalog
2 -AllocationType "Static"
3 -PersistUserChanges "OnLocal"
4 -Description "<string>"
5 -IsRemotePC $False
6 -MinimumFunctionalLevel 'L7_9' -Name "<string>" -

ProvisioningType 'MCS' -Scope @()
7 -SessionSupport "SingleSession" -ZoneUid "<Uid>"
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

1 Set-BrokerCatalog -Name "<string>"
2 -ProvisioningSchemeId $provScheme.ProvisioningSchemeUid.Guid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->
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• To update a machine profile, use the Set-ProvScheme command. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName 'name' -
IdentityPoolName 'name' -MachineProfile 'XDHyp:\
HostingUnits\<hosting unit name>\<template name>.template

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshooting

If the catalog fails to create, see CTX294978.

Where to go next

• If this is the first catalog created, you are guided to create a delivery group.
• To review the entire configuration process, see Plan and build a deployment.
• To manage catalogs, see Managemachine catalogs and Manage a VMware catalog.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to VMware
• Connection to VMware cloud and partner solutions
• Create machine catalogs

Createmachine identities joined catalogs

November 1, 2022

Using MCS, you can provision machines as non‑domain‑joined, on‑premises AD joined, Azure AD
joined, or hybrid Azure AD joined.

For information about how to configure machine identities in the Full Configuration interface, see
Create machine catalogs.

For specific information on how to create machine identities joined catalogs, see the following:

• Create Azure Active Directory joined catalogs
• Create Microsoft Intune enabled catalogs
• Create Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined catalogs
• Create Non‑domain‑joined catalogs
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Create Azure Active Directory joined catalogs

April 14, 2023

This article describes how to create Azure Active Directory (AD) joined catalogs using Citrix DaaS.

For information on requirements, limitations, and considerations, see Azure Active Directory joined.

Before you create the machine catalog, you need the following:

1. New resource location
• Navigate to theCitrix Cloud adminUI > upper left hamburgermenu >Resource Locations.
• Click + Resource Location.
• Enter a name for the new resource location and click Save.

2. Create a hosting connection. See Create and manage connections section for details. When
deploying machines on Azure, see Connection to Azure Resource Manager.

You can create Azure AD joined catalogs by using the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell.

Use the Full Configuration interface

The following information is a supplement to the guidance in Create machine catalogs. To create
Azure AD joined catalogs, follow the general guidance in that article, minding the details specific to
Azure AD joined catalogs.

In the catalog creation wizard:

1. On theMaster Image page:

• Select 2106 or later as the functional level.
• SelectUse amachine profile and select the appropriate machine from the list.

2. On theMachine Identities page, select Azure Active Directory joined. The created machines
are owned by an organization and are signed intowith an Azure AD account that belongs to that
organization. They exist only in the cloud.

Note:

• The Azure Active Directory joined identity type requires version 2106 or later as the
minimum functional level for the catalog.

• Themachines are joined to the Azure AD domain associated with the tenant to which
the hosting connection is bound.

3. Users must be granted explicit access in Azure to log into the machines using their AAD creden‑
tials. See Azure Active Directory joined section for more details.
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Use PowerShell

The following are PowerShell steps equivalent to operations in Full Configuration. For information
on how to create a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/
projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑catalog/.

The difference between on‑premises AD joined catalogs and Azure AD joined ones lies in the creation
of the identity pool and the provisioning scheme.

To create an identity pool for Azure AD joined catalogs:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -AllowUnicode -IdentityType="AzureAD" -
WorkgroupMachine -IdentityPoolName "AzureADJoinedCatalog" -
NamingScheme "AzureAD-VM-##" -NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -Scope @()
-ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49d2-ab12-bae5bbd0df05"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To create a provisioning scheme for Azure AD joined catalogs, the MachineProfile parameter is re‑
quired in New‑ProvScheme:

1 New-ProvScheme -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://
schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.
w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance`"><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty
`" Name=`"UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageType`" Value=`"StandardSSD_LRS`" /><
Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"LicenseType`" Value=`"
Windows_Server`" /></CustomProperties>" -HostingUnitName "
AzureResource" -IdentityPoolName "AzureADJoinedCatalog" -
InitialBatchSizeHint 1 -MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\
AzureResource\image.folder\azuread-rg.resourcegroup\MasterVDA.vm" -
MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\AzureResource\image.folder\
azuread-rg.resourcegroup\azuread-
small_OsDisk_1_5fb42fadf7ff460bb301ee0d56ea30da.manageddisk" -
NetworkMapping @{

2 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\AzureResource\virtualprivatecloud.folder\East
US.region\virtualprivatecloud.folder\azuread-rg.resourcegroup\

azuread-vnet.virtualprivatecloud\Test_VNET.network" }
3 -ProvisioningSchemeName "AzureADJoinedCatalog" -RunAsynchronously -

Scope @() -SecurityGroup @() -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits
\AzureResource\serviceoffering.folder\Standard_DS1_v2.
serviceoffering"

4 <!--NeedCopy-->

All other commands used to create Azure AD joined catalogs are the same as for traditional
on‑premises AD joined catalogs.
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View the status of the Azure AD join process

In the Full Configuration interface, the status of the Azure AD join process is visible when Azure AD
joinedmachines in a delivery group are in a powered‑on state. To view the status, use Search to iden‑
tify those machines and then for each checkMachine Identity on the Details tab in the lower pane.
The following information can appear inMachine Identity:

• Azure AD joined
• Not yet joined to Azure AD

Note:

If themachines fail tobe inAzureAD joinedstate, theydonot registerwith theDeliveryController.
Their registration status appears as Initialization.

Also, using the Full Configuration interface, you can learn why machines are unavailable. To do that,
click a machine on the Search node, check Registration on the Details tab in the lower pane, and
then read the tooltip for additional information.

Delivery Group

See Create delivery groups section for details.

Enable Rendezvous

Once thedelivery grouphasbeencreated, youcanenableRendezvous. SeeRendezvousV2 fordetails.

Troubleshoot

If machines fail to be Azure AD joined, do the following:

• Check if the system assigned managed identity is enabled for the machines. MCS‑provisioned
machinesmust have this enabled automatically. The Azure AD join process fails without system
assigned managed identity. If the system assigned managed identity is not enabled for MCS‑
provisionedmachines, possible reason is:

– IdentityType of the identity pool associated with the provisioning scheme is not set to
AzureAD. You can verify this by running Get-AcctIdentityPool.

• Check the provisioning status ofAADLoginForWindows extension for themachines. MCS relies
on this extension to join a virtual machine to Azure AD. If the AADLoginForWindows extension
does not exist, possible reasons are:

– IdentityType of the identity pool associated with the provisioning scheme is not set to
AzureAD. You can verify this by running Get-AcctIdentityPool.
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– The AADLoginForWindows extension installation is blocked by Azure policy.

• To troubleshoot AADLoginForWindows extension provisioning failures, you can check
logs under C:\WindowsAzure\Logs\Plugins\Microsoft.Azure.ActiveDirectory.
AADLoginForWindows on the MCS‑provisionedmachine.

• Check the Azure AD join status and debug logs by running dsregcmd /status /debug com‑
mand on the MCS‑provisionedmachine.

• Check Windows event logs under Application and Services Logs > Microsoft > Windows >
User Device Registration.

Azure Active Directory dynamic security group

Dynamic group rules place the VMs in the catalog to a dynamic security group based on the naming
scheme of the machine catalog.

If the naming scheme of the machine catalog is Test### (where, # means number), Citrix creates the
dynamic membership rule ^Test[0‑9]{3}$ in the dynamic security group. Now, if the name of the VM
created by Citrix is anything from Test001 to Test999, then the VM is included in the dynamic security
group.

Note:

If the name of the VM created by you manually is anything from Test001 to Test999, then also
the VM is included in the dynamic security group. This is one of the limitations of the dynamic
security group.

The dynamic security group feature is useful when youwant tomanage the VMs by Azure Active Direc‑
tory (Azure AD). This is also useful when you want to apply Conditional Access policies or distribute
apps from Intune by filtering the VMs with Azure AD dynamic security group.

You can use PowerShell commands to:

• Create a machine catalog with Azure AD dynamic security group
• Enable security group feature for an Azure AD catalog
• Delete a machine catalog with Azure AD joined device security group

Important:

• To create a machine catalog with Azure AD dynamic security group, add machines to the
catalog, and delete the machine catalog, you must have Azure AD access token. For infor‑
mationongetting theAzureADaccess token, seehttps://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/graph/
graph‑explorer/graph‑explorer‑features#consent‑to‑permissions/.

• To request an access token in Azure AD, Citrix requests the Group.ReadWrite.All per‑
mission for Microsoft Graph API. An Azure AD user who has tenant‑wide admin consent
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permission can grant Group.ReadWrite.All permission for Microsoft Graph API. For
information on how to grant tenant‑wide admin consent to an application in Azure
Active Directory (Azure AD), see the Microsoft document https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑
us/azure/active‑directory/manage‑apps/grant‑admin‑consent/.

Create amachine catalog with Azure AD dynamic security group

1. In the machine catalog setup user interface of the web‑based console, on theMachine Identi‑
ties page, select Azure Active Directory joined.

2. Login to Azure AD.

3. Get theaccess token toMSGraphAPI.Use thisaccess tokenasavalueof$AzureADAccessToken
parameter when you run the PowerShell commands.

4. Run the following command to verify if the dynamic security group name exists in the tenant.

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 – AccessToken $AzureADAccessToken
3 -AzureADTenantId 620387bb-9167-4bdd-8435-e3dccc58369e
4 – SecurityGroupName "SecurityGroupName"
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Create a machine catalog using the Tenant ID, access token, and dynamic security group. Run
the following command to create an IdentityPool with IdentityType=AzureAD and create a
dynamic security group in Azure.

1 New-AcctIdentityPool
2 -AllowUnicode
3 -IdentityPoolName "SecurityGroupCatalog"
4 -NamingScheme "SG-VM-###"
5 -NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -Scope @()
6 -ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49d2-ab12-bae5bbd0df05"
7 -WorkgroupMachine
8 -IdentityType "AzureAD"
9 -DeviceManagementType "None"

10 -AzureADTenantId 620387bb-9167-4bdd-8435-e3dccc58369e
11 -AzureADSecurityGroupName "SecurityGroupName"
12 -AzureADAccessToken $AzureADAccessToken
13 <!--NeedCopy-->

Enable security group feature for an Azure AD catalog

You can enable the dynamic security feature for an Azure AD catalog that was created without the
dynamic security group feature enabled. To do this:
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1. Manually create a new dynamic security group. You can also reuse an existing dynamic security
group.

2. Log in to Azure AD, and get the access token to MS Graph API. Use this access token as a value
of $AzureADAccessToken parameter when you run the PowerShell commands.

Note:

For information on the permissions required by the Azure AD user, see https://docs.
microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/active‑directory/manage‑apps/grant‑admin‑consent#
prerequisites/.

3. Run the following command to connect the identity pool to the created Azure AD dynamic secu‑
rity group.

1 Set-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "SecurityGroupCatalog"
3 -AzureADTenantId 620387bb-9167-4bdd-8435-e3dccc58369e
4 -AzureADSecurityGroupNam "ExistingSecurityGroupName"
5 -AzureADAccessToken $AzureADAccessToken
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

If you update the naming scheme, Citrix updates the naming scheme to a new membership rule. If
you delete the catalog, membership rule gets deleted, and not the security group.

Delete amachine catalog with Azure AD joined device security group

When you delete a machine catalog, the Azure AD joined device security group is also deleted.

To delete the Azure AD dynamic security group, do the following:

1. Login to Azure AD.

2. Get the access token toMSGraphAPI. Use this access tokenas valueof$AzureADAccessToken
parameter when you run the PowerShell commands.

3. Run the following command:

1 Remove-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "SecurityGroupCatalog"
3 -AzureADAccessToken $AzureADAccessToken
4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Create an Azure AD dynamic security group under an existing Azure AD assigned
security group

You can create an Azure AD dynamic security group under an existing Azure AD assigned security
group. You can do the following:

• Get security group information.
• Get all Azure AD assigned security groups that are synced from on‑premises AD server or the
assigned security groups to which Azure AD roles can be assigned.

• Get all Azure AD dynamic security groups.
• Add Azure AD dynamic security group as a member of Azure AD assigned group.
• Remove the membership between Azure AD dynamic security group and Azure AD assigned se‑
curity groupwhen Azure AD dynamic security group is deleted along with themachine catalog.

You can also see explicit error messages when any of the above operations fail.

Requirement:

Youmust have the access token to the MS Graph API when you run the PowerShell commands.

To get the access token:

1. Open Microsoft graph explorer and log in to Azure AD.
2. Make sure you have consent to Group.ReadWrite.All and GroupMember.ReadWrite.All per‑

missions.
3. Get access token fromMicrosoft graph explorer. Use this access token when you run the Power‑

Shell commands.

To get security group information by group id:

1. Get the access token.

2. Find group object id from Azure portal.

3. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token> -GroupId <GroupUid>
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get security groups by group display name:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -Name <TargetGroupDisplayName>
4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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To get security groups whose display name contains a substring:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -SearchString <displayNameSubString>
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get all Azure AD assigned security groups that are synced from on‑premises AD server or the as‑
signed security groups to which Azure AD roles can be assigned:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -Assigned true
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get all Azure AD dynamic security groups:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -Dynamic true
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get Azure AD assigned security groups with maximum record count:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroup
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -Assigned true
4 -MaxRecordCount 10
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

To add Azure AD dynamic security group as a member of Azure AD assigned security group:

1. Get the access token.
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2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Add-AcctAzureADSecurityGroupMember
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -GroupId <ASG-Id>
4 -RefGroupId <DSG-Id>
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

To get Azure AD assigned security groupmembers:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroupMember
2 -AccessToken <token>
3 -GroupId <ASG-Id>
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Get-AcctAzureADSecurityGroupMember provides you only the directmembers of the
ecurity group type under Azure AD assigned security group.

To remove themembershipbetweenAzureADdynamic security groupandAzureADassigned security
group when Azure AD dynamic security group is deleted along with machine catalog:

1. Get the access token.

2. Run the following PowerShell command in the PowerShell console:

1 Remove-AcctIdentityPool
2 -IdentityPoolName "SecurityGroupCatalog"
3 -AzureADAccessToken $AzureADAccessToken
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Modify Azure AD dynamic security group name

You can modify the Azure AD dynamic security group name associated with a machine catalog. This
modification makes the security group information stored in Azure AD identity pool object to be con‑
sistent with the information stored in Azure portal.

Note:

The Azure AD dynamic security groups do not include security groups synced from on‑premises
AD and other group types like Office 365 group.
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You can modify the Azure AD dynamic security group name using Full Configuration interface and
PowerShell commands.

Tomodify the Azure AD dynamic security group name using PowerShell:

1. Open the PowerShell window.
2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.
3. Run the command Set-AcctIdentityPool -AzureAdSeurityGroupName [DSG-Name].

You get appropriate errormessages if the Azure ADdynamic security group name cannot bemodified.

Create Microsoft Intune enabled catalogs

November 14, 2022

This article describes how to create Microsoft Intune enabled catalogs using Citrix DaaS. You can en‑
able Microsoft Intune by using the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell.

For information on requirements, limitations, and considerations, see Microsoft Intune.

Use the Full Configuration interface

The following information is a supplement to the guidance inCreatemachine catalogs. This feature re‑
quires the selection of Azure Active Directory joined inMachine Identities during catalog creation.
Follow the general guidance in that article, minding the details specific to this feature.

In the catalog creation wizard:

• On the Machine Identities page, select Azure Active Directory joined and then Enroll the
machines inMicrosoft Intune. If enabled, enroll themachines in Microsoft Intune formanage‑
ment.

Use PowerShell

The following are PowerShell steps equivalent to operations in Full Configuration.

Toenrollmachines inMicrosoft Intuneusing theRemotePowerShell SDK,use theDeviceManagementType
parameter in New-AcctIdentityPool. This feature requires that the catalog is Azure AD joined
and that Azure AD possesses the correct Microsoft Intune license. For example:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -AllowUnicode -DeviceManagementType "Intune"
IdentityType="AzureAD" -WorkgroupMachine -IdentityPoolName "
AzureADJoinedCatalog" -NamingScheme "AzureAD-VM-##" -
NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -Scope @() -ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49d2-
ab12-bae5bbd0df05"
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshoot

If machines fail to enroll in Microsoft Intune, do the following:

• Check if the MCS‑provisioned machines are Azure AD joined. The machines fail to enroll in
Microsoft Intune if they are not Azure AD joined. See https://docs.citrix.com/en‑us/citrix‑
daas/install‑configure/create‑machine‑identities‑joined‑catalogs/create‑azure‑ad‑joined‑
catalogs.html to troubleshoot Azure AD join issues.

• Check if your Azure AD tenant is assignedwith the appropriate Intune license. See https://learn.
microsoft.com/en‑us/mem/intune/fundamentals/licenses for license requirement ofMicrosoft
Intune.

• Check the provisioning status ofAADLoginForWindows extension for themachines. MCS relies
on this extension to join a virtual machine to Azure AD and enroll in Microsoft Intune. If the
AADLoginForWindows extension does not exist, possible reasons are:

– IdentityType of the identity pool associated with the provisioning scheme is not set to
AzureAD or DeviceManagementType is not set to Intune. You can verify this by running
Get-AcctIdentityPool.

– The AADLoginForWindows extension installation is blocked by Azure policy.

• To troubleshoot AADLoginForWindows extension provisioning failures, you can check
logs under C:\WindowsAzure\Logs\Plugins\Microsoft.Azure.ActiveDirectory.
AADLoginForWindows on the MCS provisionedmachine.

• Check Windows event logs under Application and Services Logs > Microsoft > Windows >
DeviceManagement‑Enterprise‑Diagnostics‑Provider.

Create Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined catalogs

January 18, 2023

This article describes how to create Hybrid Azure Active Directory (AD) joined catalogs using Citrix
DaaS.

You can create Azure AD joined catalogs by using the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell.

For information on requirements, limitations, and considerations, see Hybrid Azure Active Directory
joined.
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Use the Full Configuration interface

The following information is a supplement to the guidance in Create machine catalogs. To create hy‑
brid Azure AD joined catalogs, follow the general guidance in that article, minding the details specific
to hybrid Azure AD joined catalogs.

In the catalog creation wizard:

• On the Machine Identities page, select Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined. The created
machines are owned by an organization and are signed into with an Active Directory Domain
Services account that belongs to that organization. They exist in the cloud and on‑premises.

Note:

If you select Hybrid Azure Active Directory joined as the identity type, each machine in the
catalog must have a corresponding AD computer account.

Use PowerShell

The following are PowerShell steps equivalent to operations in Full Configuration. For information
on how to create a catalog using the Remote PowerShell SDK, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/
projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑catalog/.

The difference between on‑premises AD joined catalogs and hybrid Azure AD joined ones lies in the
creation of the identity pool and the machine accounts.

To create an identity pool along with the accounts for hybrid Azure AD joined catalogs:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -AllowUnicode -IdentityType "HybridAzureAD" -
Domain "corp.local" -IdentityPoolName "HybridAADJoinedCatalog" -
NamingScheme "HybridAAD-VM-##" -NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -OU "CN=
AADComputers,DC=corp,DC=local" -Scope @() -ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49
d2-ab12-bae5bbd0df05"

2 New-AcctADAccount -IdentityPoolName "HybridAADJoinedCatalog" -Count 10
-ADUserName "corp\admin1" -ADPassword $password

3 Set-AcctAdAccountUserCert -IdentityPoolName "HybridAADJoinedCatalog" -
All -ADUserName "corp\admin1" -ADPassword $password

4 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

$password is the matching password for an AD user account with Write Permissions.

All other commands used to create hybrid Azure AD joined catalogs are the same as for traditional
on‑premises AD joined catalogs.
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View the status of the hybrid Azure AD join process

In the Full Configuration interface, the status of the hybrid Azure AD join process is visiblewhenhybrid
Azure AD joinedmachines in adelivery groupare in apowered‑on state. To view the status, use Search
to identify thosemachines and then for each checkMachine Identity on the Details tab in the lower
pane. The following information can appear inMachine Identity:

• Hybrid Azure AD joined
• Not yet joined to Azure AD

Note:

• You might experience delayed hybrid Azure AD join when the machine initially powers on.
This is caused by the default machine identity sync interval (30 minutes of Azure AD Con‑
nect). The machine is in hybrid Azure AD joined state only after the machine identities are
synced to Azure AD through Azure AD Connect.

• If machines fail to be in hybrid Azure AD joined state, they are not registered with the Deliv‑
ery Controller. Their registration status appears as Initialization.

Also, using the Full Configuration interface, you can learn why machines are unavailable. To do that,
click a machine on the Search node, check Registration on the Details tab in the lower pane, and
then read the tooltip for additional information.

Troubleshoot

If machines fail to be hybrid Azure AD joined, do the following:

• Check if themachine account has been synced to Azure AD through the Microsoft Azure AD por‑
tal. If synced,Not yet joined to Azure AD appears, indicating pending registration status.

To sync machine accounts to Azure AD, make sure:

– The machine account is in the OU that is configured to be synced with Azure AD. Machine
accounts without the userCertificate attribute are not synced to Azure AD even they are
in the OU that is configured to be synced.

– The attribute userCertificate populates in the machine account. Use Active Directory Ex‑
plorer to view the attribute.

– Azure AD Connect must have been synced at least once after the machine account is cre‑
ated. If not, manually run the Start-ADSyncSyncCycle -PolicyType Delta com‑
mand in the PowerShell console of the Azure ADConnectmachine to trigger an immediate
sync.

• Check if theCitrixmanageddevicekeypair forhybridAzureAD join is correctlypushed to thema‑
chinebyquerying thevalueofDeviceKeyPairRestoredunderHKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Citrix.

Verify that the value is 1. If not, possible reasons are:
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– IdentityType of the identity pool associated with the provisioning scheme is not set to
HybridAzureAD. You can verify this by running Get-AcctIdentityPool.

– Themachine is not provisioned using the same provisioning scheme of the machine cata‑
log.

– Themachine is not joined to the local domain. Local domain joined is a prerequisite of the
hybrid Azure AD join.

• Check diagnostic messages by running the dsregcmd /status /debug command on the
MCS‑provisionedmachine.

If hybrid Azure AD join is successful, AzureAdJoined and DomainJoined are YES in the output
of the command line.

If not, refer to the Microsoft documentation to troubleshoot the issues: https://docs.microsoft.
com/en‑us/azure/active‑directory/devices/troubleshoot‑hybrid‑join‑windows‑current.

Create non‑domain‑joined catalogs

November 1, 2022

This article describes how to create non‑domain‑joined catalogs using Citrix DaaS.

For information on requirements, limitations, and considerations, see Non‑domain‑joined.

Before you create the machine catalog, you need the following:

1. New resource location
• Navigate to theCitrix Cloud adminUI > upper left hamburgermenu >Resource Locations.
• Click + Resource Location.
• Enter a name for the new resource location and click Save.

2. Create a hosting connection. See Create andmanage connections section for details.

Using Citrix DaaS, you can create catalogs based on workgroups or non‑domain‑joined machines.
Creating non‑domain‑joined machines depends on how the account identity pool is created. The ac‑
count identity pool is themechanism used byMCS to create and trackmachine names during catalog
provisioning.

You can create non‑domain‑joined catalogs by using the Full Configuration interface or PowerShell.

Use the Full Configuration interface

The following information is a supplement to the guidance in Createmachine catalogs. To create non‑
domain‑joined catalogs, follow the general guidance in that article, minding the details specific to
non‑domain‑joined catalogs.
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In the catalog creation wizard:

• On the Machine Identities page, select Non‑domain‑joined. The created machines are not
joined to any domain.

Note:

TheNon‑domain‑joined identity type requires version 1811 or later of the VDA as theminimum
functional level for the catalog. To make it available, update the minimum functional level if
necessary.

Use PowerShell

The following are PowerShell steps equivalent to operations in Full Configuration.

You can create an identity pool for non‑domain‑joined catalogs using the Remote PowerShell SDK.

For example, in previous releases, all Active Directory fields were supplied in a single instance:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -AllowUnicode -Domain "corp.local" -
IdentityPoolName "NonDomainJoinedCatalog" -NamingScheme "NDJ-VM-##"
-NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -OU "CN=Computers,DC=corp,DC=local"* -
Scope @() -ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49d2-ab12-bae5bbd0df05"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

MCSnowuses newPowerShell parameters,WorkgroupMachineand IdentityType, to create an iden‑
titypool fornon‑domain‑joinedcatalogs. Using the sameexampleasabove, theparameterseliminate
the need to specify all AD‑specific parameters including domain administrator credentials:

1 New-AcctIdentityPool -AllowUnicode -IdentityType "Workgroup" -
WorkgroupMachine -IdentityPoolName "NonDomainJoinedCatalog" -
NamingScheme "NDJ-VM-##" -NamingSchemeType "Numeric" -Scope @() -
ZoneUid "81291221-d2f2-49d2-ab12-bae5bbd0df05"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

All other commands used to create non‑domain‑joined catalogs are the same as for the traditional
on‑premises Active Directory joined catalogs.

Managemachine catalogs

May 17, 2023
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Note:

This article describes how to manage catalogs using the Full Configuration interface. If you cre‑
ated the catalog using the Quick Deploy interface, and continue using that interface to manage
the catalog, then follow Manage catalogs in Quick Deploy.

Introduction

You can add or remove machines from a machine catalog, and rename, change the description, or
manage a catalog’s Active Directory computer accounts.

Catalog maintenance can also include the tasks of making sure that each machine has the latest OS
updates, antivirus software updates, operating system upgrades, or configuration changes.

• Catalogs containing pooled random machines created using Machine Creation Services (MCS)
maintainmachines by updating the image used in the catalog and then updating themachines.
This method lets you update large numbers of user machines efficiently.

• For catalogs containing static, permanently assigned machines, you can manage the image or
template that those catalogs currently use but only the machines you add to the catalogs later
are created using the new image or template.

• For Remote PC Access catalogs, youmanage updates to users’machines outside of the Full Con‑
figurationmanagement interface. Perform this task individually or collectively using third‑party
software distribution tools.

For information about creating and managing connections to host hypervisors and cloud services,
see Connections and resources.

Note:

MCSdoesnot supportWindows10 IoTCoreandWindows10 IoTEnterprise. Refer to theMicrosoft
site for more information.

About persistent instances

When updating an MCS catalog created using persistent, or dedicated instances, any new machines
created for the catalog use the updated image. Pre‑existing instances continue to use the original in‑
stance. Theprocessof updatingan image is done the sameway for anyother typeof catalog. Consider
the following:

• With persistent disk catalogs, the pre‑existingmachines are not updated to the new image, but
any newmachines added to the catalog use the new image.

• For non‑persistent disk catalogs, the machine image is updated the next time only if the ma‑
chine is restarted within Studio or PowerShell. If the machine is restarted from the hypervisor
outside of Studio, the disk is not reset.
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• With persistent machine catalogs, updating the image also updates the catalog instances that
use it.

• For catalogs that do not persist, if you want different images for differentmachines, the images
must reside in separate catalogs.

Addmachines to a catalog

Before you start:

• Make sure the virtualization host (hypervisor or cloud service provider) has sufficient proces‑
sors, memory, and storage to accommodate the additional machines.

• Make sure that you have enough unused Active Directory computer accounts. If you are using
existing accounts, the number of machines you can add is limited by the number of accounts
available.

• If you use the Full Configuration management interface to create Active Directory computer ac‑
counts for the additional machines, you must have appropriate domain administrator permis‑
sion.

Tip:

If the Citrix DaaS account used to addmachines to themachine catalog has restricted AD permis‑
sions, add all cloud connectors you intend to use in the Log on to.. screen.

To addmachines to a catalog:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a machine catalog and then select Addmachines in the action bar.

3. On the Virtual Machines page, select the number of virtual machines to add.

4. On theMachine Identities page, configure settings as follows:

• Select an identity from the list.

• If applicable, indicate whether to create accounts or use existing ones, and the location
(domain) for those accounts.

If there are insufficient existing Active Directory accounts for the number of VMs you are
adding, select the domain and location where the accounts are created.

If you use existing Active Directory accounts, browse to the accounts or select Import and
specify a .csv file containing account names. Make sure that there are enough accounts for
all themachines youareadding. TheFull Configuration interfacemanages theseaccounts.
Allow that interface to reset thepasswords for all the accounts, or specify the account pass‑
word, which must be the same for all accounts.
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• Specify an account naming scheme, using hash marks to indicate where sequential num‑
bers or letters appear. For example, a naming scheme of PC‑Sales‑## (with 0‑9 selected)
results in computer accounts named PC‑Sales‑01, PC‑Sales‑02, PC‑Sales‑03, and so on.

• Optionally, you can specify what the account names start with.

When specifying what the account names start with, be aware of the following scenario: If
the starting numbers or letters are already in use, the first account created is named using
the nearest unused numbers or letters thereafter.

5. On theDomain Credentials page, select Enter credentials and enter user credentials with suf‑
ficient permissions to create machine accounts.

The machines are created as a background process, and can take much time when creating many
machines. Machinecreationcontinueseven if youclose theFull Configurationmanagement interface.

Use CSV files to bulk addmachines to a catalog

You can bulk addmachines by using CSV files. The feature is available for all catalogs except catalogs
provisioned through MCS.

To bulk addmachines to a catalog, complete the following steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a machine catalog and then select Add Machines in the action bar. The Add Machines
window appears.

3. Select Add CSV File. The AddMachines in Bulkwindow appears.

4. Select Download CSV Template.

5. Fill out the template file.

6. Drag or browse to the file to upload it.

7. Select Validate to perform validation checks on your import.

8. Select Import to complete the process.

Considerations when using CSV files to addmachines

Note:

• For non‑Active Directory users, you must type their names in this format: <identity
provider>:<user name>. Example: AzureAD:username.

• VM names are case sensitive. When entering VM paths, make sure that you enter the VM
names correctly.
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When editing the CSV template file, keep the following in mind:

• The feature gives you more flexibility to bulk add machines through a CSV file. In the file, you
can add only machines (for use with user auto‑assignments) or add machines along with user
assignments. Type your data in the following format:

– For machine account and user name (samName) pairs:

* Domain\ComputerName1, Domain\Username1

* Domain\ComputerName2, Domain\Username1;Domain\Username2

* Domain\ComputerName3, AzureAD:username

– For machine accounts only:

* Domain\ComputerName1

* Domain\ComputerName2

– For VM and user name pairs:

* XDHyp:\Connections\ConnectionName\RegionName\vm.folder\VMName1.vm,Domain\ComputerName1,Domain\Username1

* XDHyp:\Connections\ConnectionName\RegionName\vm.folder\VMName2.vm,Domain\ComputerName2,Domain\Username2

– For VMs only:

* XDHyp:\Connections\ConnectionName\RegionName\vm.folder\VMName1.vm,Domain\ComputerName1

* XDHyp:\Connections\ConnectionName\RegionName\vm.folder\VMName2.vm,Domain\ComputerName2

For example:
XDHyp:\Connections\xpace-scale\East US.region\vm.folder\wsvdaV3-2.
vm

where,

* xpace-scale is the ConnectionName: The name of the connection that you entered
in Full Configuration > Hosting > Add Connections and Resources. For more infor‑
mation, see Create a connection and resources.

* East US.region is the RegionName: The name of the region with .region as ex‑
tension.

* wsvdaV3-2.vm is the VMName: The name of the virtual machine with .vm as exten‑
sion.

• The maximum number of machines that a file can contain is 1,000. To import more than 1,000
machines, spread them across different files and then import those files one by one. We rec‑
ommend that you import no more than 1,000 machines. Otherwise, catalog creation can take
a long time to complete.

You can also export machines from a catalog on the same Add Machines page. The exported CSV of
machines can then be used as a template when adding machines in bulk. To export machines:
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1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a machine catalog and then select Add Machines in the action bar. The Add Machines
window appears.

3. Select Export to CSV file. A CSV file containing a list of the machines is downloaded.

4. Open the CSV file to add or edit machines as needed. To add machines in bulk using the saved
CSV file, see the previous section, Use CSV files to bulk addmachines to a catalog.

Note:

• This feature is not available for Remote PC Access and MCS‑provisioned catalogs.

• Export and import ofmachines in CSV files is only supported between catalogs of the same
type.

Retrieve warnings associated with a catalog

You can get warnings to understand issues with your MCS catalog and fix those. Warnings, unlike
errors, do not cause an initiated provisioning task to fail.

Using PowerShell commands, you can:

• Get a list of warnings
• Change the warning state fromNew to Acknowledged
• Delete the warnings

To run the PowerShell commands:

1. Open a PowerShell window.
2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

To get a list of warnings:

Run Get-ProvSchemeWarning command.

• With no parameters: Gets all warnings
• With ProvisioningSchemeName or ProvisioningSchemeUid parameter: Gets all warnings
for this provisioning scheme

• With WarningId parameter: Gets the warning that matches this warning ID

To change the warning state of warnings fromNew to Acknowledged:

Run Set-ProvSchemeWarning command.

• With WarningId parameter: Sets the warning state of a warning that matches this ID. You can
get the warning as an output from Get-ProvSchemeWarning command

• WithProvisioningSchemeNameorProvisioningSchemeUidparameter: Sets thewarnings
state of all the warnings for this provisioning scheme
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• With All parameter: Set the state of all warnings as Acknowledged

To delete the warnings:

Run Remove-ProvSchemeWarning command.

• With WarningId parameter: Removes a specific warning that matches this ID. You can get the
warning as an output from Get-ProvSchemeWarning

• With ProvisioningSchemeName or ProvisioningSchemeUid parameter: Removes all
warnings associated with this provisioning scheme

• With All parameter: Removes all warnings

Deletemachines from a catalog

After you delete a machine from a machine catalog, users can no longer access it, so before deleting
a machine, ensure that:

• User data is backed up or no longer required.
• All users are loggedoff. Turningonmaintenancemode stopsnewconnections frombeingmade
to a machine.

• Machines are powered off.

To delete machines from a catalog:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select a catalog and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.
3. Select one or more machines and then select Delete in the action bar.
4. If you are deleting persistent machines from the catalog, choose whether to delete them from

the hypervisor or cloud service aswell. If you choose to delete them, indicatewhether to retain,
disable, or delete their Active Directory accounts.

When you delete persistent machines from an Azure Resource Manager catalog, the machines and
associated resource groups are deleted from Azure, even if you choose to retain them.

When you delete non‑persistent machines from a catalog, they are automatically deleted from the
hypervisor or cloud service.

Deletemachines without hypervisor access

Whendeleting a VMor a provisioning scheme, MCSneeds to remove tags from the VM, and sometimes
from thebasedisk aswell, so that the resources included in the deletion options are no longer tracked
or identified by MCS. However, some of these resources are only accessible through hypervisor. Use
the PurgeDBOnly option in Remove-ProvVM PowerShell to delete VM resource objects such as VM,
base disk, image in ACG, and so on from the database even when there is no hypervisor access.

This option is enabled on:
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• all supported hypervisors
• persistent and non‑persistent VMs

Limitations

You cannot use the commands ‑PurgeDBOnly and ‑ForgetVM at the same time.

Use the PurgeDBOnly command

When running the PowerShell command Remove-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName SCVMM-
MC -VMName SCVMM01 -ForgetVM the deletion operation might fail in the following scenarios:

• The host connection is in maintenance mode
• Invalid credentials
• Authentication failure
• Unauthorized operation
• The hypervisor is unreachable

Note:

Remove‑provVM ‑ForgetVM targets only persistent VMs. If one of the VMs in the list is non‑
persistent, the operation fails.

When the operation fails because the hypervisor is unreachable, the following prompt appears:

Try to use -PurgeDBOnly option to clean DDC database.

Use the -PurgeDBOnly option in the Remove-ProvVM PowerShell command to delete references of
a VM fromMCS database. For example,

Remove-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName SCVMM-MC -VMName SCVMM01 -PurgeDBOnly

Edit a catalog

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a catalog and then select Edit Machine Catalog in the action bar.

3. On the Scopes page, change the scopes.

4. On the VDA Upgrade page, change or select the VDA version to upgrade to. For more informa‑
tion, see VDA upgrade.

5. Youmight see additional pages depending on the catalog type.

For catalogs created using an Azure Resource Manager image, the following pages are visible.
Keep inmind that changes youmake apply only tomachines you add to the catalog later. Exist‑
ing machines remain unchanged.
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• On the Virtual Machines page, change themachine size and availability zones where you
want to create machines.

Note:

– Only machine sizes that the catalog supports are shown.
– If necessary, select Show only machine sizes used in other machine catalogs
to filter the machine size list.

• On theMachine Profile page, choose whether to use or change amachine profile.

• On the Storage and License Types page, choose whether to change the Windows license
or Linux license setting.

Formore information about settings available on the pages, see Create amachine catalog using
an Azure Resource Manager image.

For Remote PC Access catalogs, the following pages are visible:

• On the Power Management page, change the power management settings and select a
power management connection.

• On theOrganizational Units page, add or remove Active Directory OUs.

6. On the Description page, change the catalog description.

7. Click Apply to apply the changes youmade and click Save to exit.

Rename a catalog

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select a catalog and then select RenameMachine Catalog in the action bar.
3. Enter the new name.

Delete a catalog

Before deleting a catalog, ensure that:

• All users are logged off and no disconnected sessions are running.
• Maintenancemode is turned on for all machines in the catalog so that new connections cannot
be made.

• All machines in the catalog are powered off.
• The catalog is not associatedwith a delivery group. In other words, the delivery group does not
contain machines from the catalog.

To delete a catalog:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select a catalog and then select Delete Machine Catalog in the action bar.
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3. If the catalog contains persistentmachines, indicatewhether todelete thosemachines from the
hypervisor or cloud service as well. If you choose to do so, choosewhether to retain, disable, or
delete their Active Directory computer accounts.

4. If necessary, selectHide progress to run the deletion in the background.

When you delete an Azure Resource Manager catalog, the associated machines and resource groups
are deleted from Azure, even if you choose to retain them.

When you delete a catalog containing non‑persistentmachines, thosemachines are deleted from the
hypervisor or cloud service.

Manage Active Directory computer accounts in a catalog

Tomanage Active Directory accounts in a machine catalog, you can:

• Free unused machine accounts by removing Active Directory computer accounts from single‑
session andmulti‑session catalogs. Those accounts can then be used for other machines.

• Add accounts so that when more machines are added to the catalog, the computer accounts
are already in place. Do not use a forward slash (/) in an OU name.

Tomanage Active Directory accounts:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a catalog and then selectManage AD accounts in the action bar.

3. Choose whether to add or delete computer accounts. If you add accounts, specify what to do
with the account passwords: either reset them all or enter a password that applies to all ac‑
counts.

You might reset passwords if you do not know the current account passwords; you must have
permission to perform a password reset. If you enter a password, the password is changed on
the accounts as they are imported. If you delete an account, choose whether the account in an
Active Directory is to be kept, disabled, or deleted.

You can also indicate whether Active Directory accounts are to be retained, disabled, or deletedwhen
you removemachines from a catalog or delete a catalog.

Change themaster image for a catalog

We recommend that you save copies or snapshots of images before you change themaster image for
a catalog. The database keeps a historical record of the images used with each machine catalog. If
users encounter problems with the new image you deployed to their desktops, you can roll it back to
the previous version,minimizing user downtime. Do not delete,move, or rename images. Otherwise,
you cannot roll back the master image.
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Important:

When changing themaster image for a persistent catalog, consider the following: onlymachines
you add to the catalog later are created using the new image. We do not roll out the new image
to existing machines in the catalog.

After a machine is updated, it restarts automatically.

Update or create an image

Before you change the master image for a catalog, prepare a new image on your host hypervisor by
either updating an existing image or creating one.

1. On your hypervisor or cloud service provider, take a snapshot of the current VM and give the
snapshot a meaningful name. This snapshot can be used to roll back the master image.

2. If necessary, power on the image, and log on.
3. Install updates or make any required changes to the image.
4. If the image uses a Personal vDisk, update the inventory.
5. Power off the VM.
6. Take a snapshot of the VM, and give the snapshot a meaningful name that is recognized when

you change the master image. Although the management interface can create a snapshot, We
recommend that you create a snapshot using the hypervisor management console, and then
select that snapshot in the Full Configuration management interface. This enables you to pro‑
vide ameaningful nameanddescription rather thananautomatically generatedname. ForGPU
images, you can change the image only through the XenServer XenCenter console.

Change themaster image

To roll out a newmaster image to all machines in a catalog:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select a catalog and then select Change Master Image in the action bar.

3. On theMaster Image page, select the host and the image you want to roll out.

Tip:

For an MCS‑created catalog, you can annotate its image by adding a note for the image.
A note can contain up to 500 characters. Each time you change the master image, a note‑
related entry is created whether you add a note. If you update a catalog without adding a
note, the entry appears as null (‑). To view note history for the image, select the catalog,
click Template Properties in the low pane, and then click View note history.
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4. On the Rollout Strategy page, choose when themachines in themachine catalog are changed
with the new image: on the next shutdown or immediately.

Note:

TheRollout Strategy page is not available for persistent VMs because rollout is only appli‑
cable to non‑persistent VMs.

5. Verify the information on the Summary page and then select Finish. Each machine restarts
automatically after it is updated.

To track theprogress of the update, locate the catalog inMachineCatalogs to view the inlineprogress
bar and the step‑by‑step progress graph.

If you are updating a catalog using the PowerShell SDK, you can specify a hypervisor template
(VMTemplates), as an alternative to an image or a snapshot of an image.

Rollout strategy:

Changing the image on the next shutdownwill immediately affect anymachines not currently in use,
that is, machines that do not have an active user session. A system that is in use receives the update
when the current active session ends.

Note:

Rollout strategy is only applicable to non‑persistent VMs.

Consider the following:

• New sessions cannot be launched until the update has completed on applicable machines.
• For single‑session machines, machines are immediately updated when the machine is not in
use, or when users are not logged in.

• For a multi‑session OS with child machines, reboots do not occur automatically. They must be
manually shut down and restarted.

Tip:

Limit the number of machines being rebooted by using the advanced settings for a host connec‑
tion. Use these settings to modify the actions taken for a given catalog; advanced settings vary
depending on the hypervisor.

If you choose to change the image immediately, configure a distribution time and notifications.

• Distribution time: You can choose to change the master image for all machines at the same
time, or specify the total length of time it is expected to take to begin changing the image for all
machines in the catalog. An internal algorithm determines when each machine is changed to
the new image and restarted during that interval.

• Notification: In the left notification list, choose whether to display a notification message on
the machines before changing the image begins. By default, no message is displayed.
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If you choose to display a message 15 minutes before the change begins, you can choose (in
the right list) to repeat themessage every fiveminutes after the initial message. By default, the
message is not repeated.

Unless you choose to update all machines at the same time, the notification message displays
on each machine at the appropriate time before the change begins, calculated by an internal
algorithm.

Roll back themaster image

After you roll out anupdatedor new image, you can roll it back. Thismight benecessary if issues occur
with the newly updatedmachines. When you roll back, machines in the catalog are rolled back to the
last working image. Any new features that require the newer image are no longer available. As with
the rollout, rolling back a machine includes a restart.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select the catalog and then select Roll Back Master Image in the action bar.
3. Specify when to apply the earlier image to machines, as described for the rollout operation.

The rollback is applied only to machines that need to be reverted. For machines that have not been
changed to the new or updated image (for example, machines with users who have not logged off),
users do not receive notification messages and are not forced to log off.

To track the rollback progress, locate the catalog inMachine Catalogs to view the inline progress bar
and the step‑by‑step progress graph.

Youcannot roll back in certain scenarios, including the following. (TheRollBackMaster Imageoption
is not visible).

• You do not have permission to roll back.
• The catalog was not created using MCS.
• The catalog was created using an image of the OS disk.
• The snapshot used to create the catalog has become corrupted.
• User changes to the machines in the catalog do not persist.
• Machines in the catalog are running.

Change the functional level or undo the change

Change the functional level for the machine catalog after you upgrade the VDAs on the machines to
a newer version. We recommend upgrading all VDAs to the latest version to enable access to all the
newest features.

Before changing the functional level for a machine catalog:
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• Start the upgraded machines so that they register with Citrix DaaS. This lets the management
interface determine that the machines in the catalog need upgrading.

To change the functional level for a catalog:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select the catalog. The Details tab in the lower pane displays version information.
3. SelectChangeFunctional Level. If themanagement interfacedetects that the catalogneeds to

change the functional level, it displays amessage. Follow theprompts. If oneormoremachines
cannot be changed, amessage explainswhy. To ensure that all machines function properly, We
recommend you resolve those issues before clicking Change.

After the catalog upgrade completes, you can revert the machines to their previous VDA versions by
selecting the catalog and then selectingUndo Functional Level Change in the action bar.

Clone a catalog

Before cloning a catalog, be aware of the following considerations:

• You cannot change settings associated with operating system and machine management. The
cloned catalog inherits those settings from the original.

• Cloning a catalog can take some time to complete. If necessary, selectHide progress to run the
cloning in the background.

• The cloned catalog inherits the name of the original and has a suffix Copy. You can change the
name. See Rename a catalog.

• After cloning completes, be sure to assign the cloned catalog to a delivery group.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. Select a catalog and then select Clone in the action bar.
3. In the Clone Selected Machine Catalog window, view the settings for the cloned catalog and

configure settings as applicable. SelectNext to proceed to the next page.
4. On the Summary page, view a summary of the settings and select Finish to start cloning.
5. If necessary, selectHide progress to run the cloning in the background.

Organize catalogs using folders

You can create folders to organize catalogs for easy access. For example, you can organize catalogs by
image type or by organization structure.

Required roles

By default, you need to have the following built‑in role to create and manage catalog folders: Cloud
Administrator, Full Administrator, or Machine Catalog Administrator. If necessary, you can customize
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roles for creating andmanaging catalog folders. For more information, see Required permissions.

Create a catalog folder

Before you start, first plan how to organize your catalogs. Consider the following:

• You can nest folders up to five levels deep (excluding the default root folder).
• A catalog folder can contain catalogs and subfolders.
• All nodes in Full Configuration (such as the Machine Catalogs and the Applications nodes)
share a folder tree in the backend. To avoid name conflicts with other nodes when renaming or
moving folders, we recommend yougive different names to first‑level folders in different nodes.

To create a catalog folder, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. In the folder hierarchy, select a folder and then select Create Folder in the Action bar.
3. Enter a name for the new folder, and then click Done.

Tip:

If you create a folder in an unintended location, you can drag it to the correct location.

Move a catalog

You canmove a catalog between folders. Detailed steps are as follows:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.
2. View catalogs by folder. You can also turn on View all above the folder hierarchy to view all

catalogs at a time.
3. Right‑click a catalog and then selectMove Machine Catalog.
4. Select the folder to which you want to move the catalog, and then click Done.

Tip:

You can drag a catalog to a folder.

Manage catalog folders

You can delete, rename, andmove catalog folders.

You can delete a folder only if it and its subfolders don’t contain catalogs.

To manage a folder, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. In the folder hierarchy, select a folder, and then select an action in the Action bar as needed:
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• To rename the folder, select Rename Folder.
• To delete the folder, select Delete Folder.
• To move the folder, selectMove Folder.

3. Follow onscreen instructions to complete the remaining steps.

Required permissions

The following table lists the permissions required to perform actions on catalog folders.

Action Required permissions

Create catalog folders Create Machine Catalog Folder

Delete catalog folders Remove Machine Catalog Folder

Move catalog folders Move Machine Catalog Folder

Rename catalog folders Edit Machine Catalog Folder

Move catalogs to folders Edit Machine Catalog Folder and Edit Machine
Catalog Properties

Configure auto‑upgrade for VDAs
Important:

• This feature is available as a preview.
• To ensure a smooth upgrade,make sure that youmeet the prerequisites and review known
issues before upgrading VDAs to CR or LTSR CU versions. See Upgrade VDAs using the Full
Configuration interface.

• When upgrading LTSR VDAs to LTSR Cumulative Update (CU) versions, make sure that the
version of the VDA Upgrade Agents running on the VDAs is 7.36.0.7 or later. For more infor‑
mation, see Upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface.

• You can switch between the CR VDA and the LTSR VDA as long as you switch from an earlier
version to a later version. You cannot switch from a later version to an earlier version be‑
cause that is considered a downgrade. For example, you cannot downgrade from 2212 CR
to 2203 LTSR (any CU) but you can upgrade from 2112 CR to 2203 LTSR (any CU).

With the feature, you can do the following:

• Upgrade VDAs on a per‑catalog basis
• Edit or cancel a scheduled VDA upgrade
• Configure VDA upgrade settings after catalog creation
• Upgrade VDAs on a per‑machine basis
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Note:

• When you schedule VDA upgrades for a catalog, only VDAs in the catalog that have the VDA
Upgrade Agent installed can be upgraded.

• Upgrading a VDA fails when the machine is in maintenance mode or when a session is run‑
ning on the machine.

Supportedmachine types

This feature applies to the following machine types:

• MCS‑provisioned persistent machines. You deploy them using Citrix Machine Creation Ser‑
vices on theMachine Management page during catalog creation.

• Machines that are not created using MCS (for example, physical machines). You deploy them
usingOtherserviceor technologyon theMachineManagementpageduringcatalogcreation.

For more information about the two options, see Machine management.

Upgrade VDAs on a per‑catalog basis
Note:

When scheduling VDA upgrades for a catalog, be aware that all machines in the catalog will be
included in the upgrade scope. Therefore, we recommend backing up those machines before
initiating the upgrade.

After enabling VDA upgrade for a catalog, you can upgrade VDAs in the catalog immediately or sched‑
ule upgrades for the catalog. To do that, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs.

2. Select the catalog and thenUpgradeVDAs in the actionbar. The VDAUpgradewindowappears.

3. Choose whether to upgrade the VDAs immediately or at a scheduled time.

• To upgrade the VDAs immediately, selectUpgrade now and then specify a duration.

A duration is the amount of time, in hours, after which the VDAUpgrade Service stops initi‑
ating additional upgrades. Upgrades in progress will run to completion. During that time,
DaaS starts to upgrade the VDAs when they become eligible (for example, no active ses‑
sions anymore).

The more VDAs that need to be upgraded, the longer this duration is. We recommend se‑
lecting a large value (for example, 12 hours). Otherwise, depending on the number of the
VDAs, there might still be VDAs that DaaS is unable to upgrade within this window.

• To schedule the upgrades, select Upgrade later and then specify when you want the up‑
grades to occur.
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You can schedule the upgrades only for the next seven days. Upgrades you schedule apply
only to the machines that are currently in the catalog. If you add machines to the catalog
later but want to upgrade them as well, cancel the scheduled upgrade and then recreate
a schedule.

4. Click Done to apply your settings and to exit the window.

Note:

• The Upgrade VDAs option is available only after you enable VDA upgrade for the catalog.
To enable VDA upgrade, edit the catalog.

• All machines in the catalog are placed inmaintenancemodewhile upgrades are rolled out.
Upgrades can take up to 30 minutes to begin and will be performed only during the speci‑
fied time period.

On theMachine Catalogs node, the VDA Upgrade column provides VDA upgrade information for the
catalog. The following information can appear:

Tip:

To show the VDA Upgrade column, select Columns to Display in the action bar, selectMachine
Catalog > VDA Upgrade, and then click Save.

• Available: A new VDA version is available.
• Scheduled: The VDA upgrade has been scheduled.
• Not configured: Appears when you have not enabled VDA upgrade for the catalog.
• Up to date: The catalog’s VDAs are up to date.
• Unknown: Unable to get information necessary for VDA upgrade. There are multiple possible
reasons:

– The VDA was in use during the upgrade window.
– The number of upgrades in progress reached the maximum limit of 500.
– The VDA Upgrade Agent was unresponsive during the upgrade window. Ensure that the
agent is running on the VDA and can communicate with Citrix DaaS.

– Unable to perform upgrade validation checks. See VDA upgrade requirement.

You can also view the status of VDAupgrades for a catalog. Todo that, click the catalog and then check
the VDA Upgrade State information on the Details tab. The following information can appear:

• Not scheduled: You have enabled VDA upgrade for the catalog but have not set up an upgrade
schedule.

• Scheduled: You have created an upgrade schedule for the catalog. For example, if you set the
schedule to start at09:00 PM, December 14, 2030, informationappears as follows: Sched‑
uled for December 14, 2030 09:00 PM UTC.

• In progress: VDA upgrades have started.
• Canceled: You have canceled the scheduled upgrade.
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• Failed: The catalog contains one or more machines whose VDA upgrades were not successful.
• Successful: All VDAs in the catalog were upgraded successfully.

You can also troubleshoot VDA upgrade issues with recommended actions for a catalog. To do that,
click the catalog and then go to the Troubleshoot tab.

To quickly drill down to catalogs that have a specific VDA upgrade state, you can use filters. For more
information, see Use Search in the Full Configuration management interface.

Be aware of the following considerations:

• TheVDAUpgrade orVDAUpgrade State filter is available for use onlywith the following filters:
Name andMachine Catalog.

• When you use the VDA Upgrade or the VDA Upgrade State filter, Errors andWarnings in the
upper right corner become unavailable.

Edit or cancel a scheduled VDA upgrade

After you schedule theupgrades for a catalog, youmightwant toedit or cancel the scheduledupgrade.
To do that, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs.

2. Select the catalog and then Edit Scheduled VDA Upgrade in the action bar. The Edit VDA Up‑
grade window appears, showing information about installed VDA version and VDA version to
upgrade to.

3. Choose whether to edit or cancel the scheduled upgrade.

• Tocancel theupgrade, clickCancel scheduledupgrade. Remember: Canceling the sched‑
uled upgrade does not force the upgrade in progress to stop.

4. Click Done to exit the window.

Configure VDA upgrade settings by editing a catalog

After catalog creation, you can configure VDA upgrade settings by editing the catalog. Before you start
editing, consider the following:

• Verify that allmachines in the catalogareon the sameVDA (CRor LTSR) track. Otherwise, certain
VDA upgrades will fail. For example, if you select Latest LTSR VDA, CR VDA upgrades will fail.

• Upgrades to some of the machines in the catalog might have started. You cannot modify up‑
grades that are already in progress. Upgrades in progress continue. Those that have not yet
started will upgrade to the specified version.
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Upgrade VDAs on a per‑machine basis

After enabling VDAupgrade for a catalog, you canupgrade the catalog’s VDAsonebyoneor in batches.
To do that, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Search.

2. Select one or more machines and thenUpgrade VDA in the action bar.

Note:

• For the Upgrade VDA option to be available, make sure that you have enabled VDA
upgrade for the catalog where the selectedmachines reside and that thosemachines
have the VDA Upgrade Agent installed. To enable VDA upgrade for it, edit the catalog.

• Machines will be placed in maintenance mode while upgrades are rolled out. Up‑
grades can take up to 30 minutes to begin.

• If your selection containsmachines forwhichVDAupgrades arenot availableorwhose
upgrades are pending (scheduled, in progress, or awaiting upgrades), we will skip up‑
grades for those machines.

On the Search node, you can add the VDA Upgrade column. For information about how to add a
custom column, see Customize columns to display. The column is useful. It provides VDA upgrade
information for the machine. The following information can appear:

• Available: A new VDA version is available.
• Scheduled: The VDA upgrade has been scheduled.
• Not configured: Appears when you have not enabled VDA upgrade for the machine.
• Up to date: The VDA is up to date.
• Unknown: Information about the VDA upgrade is not yet available.

You can also view the status of the VDA upgrade for amachine. To do that, click themachine and then
check the VDAUpgrade State information on theDetails tab. The following information can appear:

• Unknown: Unable to get information necessary for VDA upgrade. There are multiple possible
reasons:

– The VDA was in use during the upgrade window.
– The number of upgrades in progress reached the maximum limit of 500.
– The VDA Upgrade Agent was unresponsive during the upgrade window. Ensure that the
agent is running on the VDA and can communicate with Citrix DaaS.

– Unable to perform upgrade validation checks. See VDA upgrade requirement.
• Scheduled: You have set up an upgrade schedule. For example, if you set the schedule to
start at 09:00 PM, December 14, 2030, information appears as follows: Scheduled for
December 14, 2030 09:00 PM UTC.

• Awaiting upgrade: Themachine is placed inmaintenancemode, awaiting the upgrade. (Make
sure that users have logged out of their session so that the upgrade can proceed.)
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• In progress: The VDA upgrade has started.
• Upgrade failed: Attempts to upgrade the VDA failed.
• Validation failed: Attempts to validate VDA upgrade settings failed.
• Canceled: The upgrade for the machine has been canceled.
• Successful: The VDA was upgraded successfully.

You can also troubleshoot VDA upgrade issues with recommended actions for a machine. To do that,
click the machine and then go to the Troubleshoot tab.

To quickly drill down to machines that have a specific VDA upgrade state, you can use filters. For
more information, see Use Search in the Full Configuration management interface. Be aware of the
following considerations:

• TheVDAUpgrade orVDAUpgrade State filter is available for use onlywith the following filters:
Name andMachine Catalog.

• When you use the VDA Upgrade or the VDA Upgrade State filter, Errors andWarnings in the
upper right corner become unavailable.

Use PowerShell to check VDA upgrade status and VDA version

Use the Get-VusCatalog PowerShell command to check the VDA upgrade status. Suppose that the
catalog name is wuhanTestMC1. You can type the following in the command prompt:

• PS C:\> Get-VusCatalog -Name wuhanTestMC1

In this example,UpgradeState isUpgradeAvailable,meaning that VDAupgrade is enabled for the
catalog. StateId isUpgradeSuccessful, meaning that the catalog has been successfully upgraded
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to 2112.0.0.32068 (UpgradeVersion).

Use the Get-BrokerMachine PowerShell command to get the current VDA version.

Use the Get-VusAvailableVdaVersion PowerShell command to get the latest VDA version.
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Reset OS disk

Use the PowerShell command Reset-ProvVMDisk to reset the OS disk of a persistent VM in an MCS
createdmachine catalog. Currently, this feature is applicable to Azure, Citrix Hypervisor, and VMware
virtualization environments.

To successfully run the PowerShell command, make sure that:

• The target VMs are in a persistent MCS catalog.
• The MCS machine catalog is functioning properly. This implies that the provisioning scheme
and host exist, and the provisioning scheme has correct entries.

• VMware vCenter is not in maintenance mode.
• Target VMs are powered‑off and in maintenance mode.

Perform the following steps to reset the OS disk:

1. Open a PowerShellwindow.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run the PowerShell command Reset-ProvVMDisk in any one of the following ways:

• Specify the list of VMs as a comma‑separated list, and perform the reset on each VM:

1 Reset-ProvVMDisk -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -VMName ("abc"
,"def") -OS

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Specify the list of VMs as an output from Get-ProvVM command, and perform the reset
on each VM:

1 (Get-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx") | Reset-ProvVMDisk
"abc" -OS

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Specify a single VM by name:

1 Reset-ProvVMDisk -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -VMName "abc"
-OS

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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• Create separate reset tasks for each of the VMs returned by the Get-ProvVM command.
This is less efficient because each task will perform the same redundant checks, such as
hypervisor capability check, connection check for each VM.

1 Get-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" | Reset-ProvVMDisk -
ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -OS

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. A confirmation prompt appears that lists the VMs to be reset alongwith awarningmessage that
it is an unrecoverable operation. If you do not provide an answer and press Enter, no further
action takes place.

Youcan run thePowerShell command-WhatIf toprint theaction itwould takeandexitwithout
performing the action.

You can also bypass the confirmation prompt using one of the following methods:

• Provide the -Force parameter:

1 Reset-ProvVMDisk -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -VMName "abc"
-OS -Force

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Provide the -Confirm:$false parameter:

1 Reset-ProvVMDisk -ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -VMName "abc"
-OS -Confirm:$false

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Before running the Reset-ProvVMDisk, change $ConfirmPreference to ‘None’:

1 PS C:\Windows\system32> $ConfirmPreference='None'
2 PS C:\Windows\system32> $ConfirmPreference
3 None
4 PS C:\Windows\system32> Reset-ProvVMDisk -

ProvisioningSchemeName "xxx" -VMName "abc" -OS
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Do not take VMs out of the maintenance mode or power them on until the completion of
the reset process.

5. Run Get-ProvTask to get the status of the tasks returned by Reset-ProvVMDisk command.
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Change the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme

You can change the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme so that the new VMs are cre‑
ated on the new subnetwork. Use the parameter -NetworkMapping in the Set-ProvScheme com‑
mand to change the network setting.

To change the network setting for an existing provisioning scheme, do the following:

1. In the PowerShell window, run the command asnp citrix* to load the PowerShell modules.

2. Run (Get-Provscheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "name").NetworkMaps to get to
the network path that you want to change.

3. Run Set-HypAdminConnection to set the default controller address to be used by the com‑
mands to communicate with the controller.

4. Assign a variable to the new network setting. For example:

1 $NewNetworkMap = @{
2 "0"= "XDHYP:\HostingUnits\MyNetworks\Network 0.network" }
3
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Run Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "name"-NetworkMapping
$NewNetworkMap.

6. Run (Get-Provscheme -ProvisioningSchemeName "name").NetworkMaps to verify
the new network setting for the existing provisioning scheme.

Manage configuration set for a catalog

Before you start,make sure that youhave set upyourWEMservicedeployment. Formore information,
see Get started with Workspace Environment Management service.

Bind a catalog to a configuration set
Important:

If your Citrix DaaS and WEM service instances do not reside in the same region, you cannot bind
a catalog to a configuration set. In that case, migrate your WEM service to the same region as
Citrix DaaS.

To bind a catalog to a configuration set, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs.

2. Select themachine catalog and thenManage configuration set in the action bar. TheManage
configuration setwindow appears.
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3. Select a WEM configuration set to which you want to bind the catalog.

Note:

If the selected configuration set does not contain settings relating to the basic configura‑
tion of WEM, the Apply basic settings to configuration set option appears. We recom‑
mend that you select the option to apply basic settings to the configuration set.

4. Click Save to save your change.

Switch to a different configuration set

To switch to a different configuration set for a catalog, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs.
2. Select themachine catalog and thenManage configuration set in the action bar. TheManage

configuration setwindow appears.
3. Select a different WEM configuration set to which you want to bind the catalog.
4. Click Save to save your change.

Unbind a catalog from the configuration set

To unbind a catalog from the configuration set, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs.
2. Select themachine catalog and thenManage configuration set in the action bar. TheManage

configuration setwindow appears.
3. Click the X icon on the right‑hand side of the selected configuration set.
4. Click Save to save your change.

Add descriptions to an image

You can add informative descriptions about changes related to image updates for machine catalogs.
Use this feature to add a description when creating a catalog, or when you update an existing mas‑
ter image for a catalog. You can also display information for each master image in the catalog. This
functionality is useful for administrators who want to add descriptive labels when updating a master
image usedby a catalog, for example,Office 365 installed. Use the following commands to addor view
image descriptions:

• NewProvScheme. A newparameter, masterImageNote enables you to add anote to an image.
For example:

1 C:\PS>New-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName XenPS -HostingUnitName
XenHu -IdentityPoolName idPool1 -MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\
XenHU\Base.vm\Base.snapshot -MasterImageNote "Office365 installed"
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Publish-ProvMasterVMImage. Use this parameter to publish the note. For example:

1 C:\PS>Publish-ProvMasterVMImage -ProvisioningSchemeName MyScheme -
MasterImageVM XDHyp:\HostingUnits\HostUnit1\RhoneCC_baseXP.vm\base.
snapshot -MasterImageNote "Visual Studio 2019 installed"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• Get-ProvSchemeMasterVMImageHistory. Display information for each image. For exam‑
ple:

1 C:\PS>Get-ProvSchemeMasterVMImageHistory -ProvisioningSchemeName
MyScheme -Showall

2
3 VMImageHistoryUid : 3cba3a75-89cd-4868-989b-27feb378fec5
4
5 ProvisioningSchemeUid : 7585f0de-192e-4847-a6d8-22713c3a2f42
6
7 ProvisioningSchemeName : MyScheme
8
9 MasterImageVM : /Base.vm/base.snapshot

10
11 Date : 17/05/2021 09:27:50
12
13 MasterImageNote : Office365 installed
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

Troubleshoot

• For machines with Power State Unknown status, see CTX131267 for guidance.
• To fixVMs that continuously showanunknownpower state, seeHowto fixVMs that continuously
show an unknown power state.

• If a Cloud Connector is not operating properly, MCS provisioning operations (such as catalog
updates) takemuch longer than usual and themanagement console performance degrades sig‑
nificantly.

Where to go next

For information onmanaging specific hypervisor catalogs, see:

• Manage an AWS catalog
• Manage a Citrix Hypervisor catalog
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• Manage a Google Cloud Platform catalog
• Manage a Microsoft Azure catalog
• Manage a Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog
• Manage a VMware catalog

Manage an AWS catalog

December 8, 2022

Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to AWS cloud environments.

Note:

Beforemanaging an AWS catalog, you need to finish creating an AWS catalog. See Create an AWS
catalog.

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on AWS platform. The tags in the table are
represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

ID disk “Name”: “VMName_IdentityDisk”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Image “XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

NIC “Description”: “XD Nic”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

OS disk “Name”: “VMName_rootDisk”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=True”
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Resource name Tag

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“Citrix Resource”: “”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true
and AwsOperationalResourcesTagging = true]
“CitrixOperationalResource”: “”

PrepVM “Name”: “Preparation ‑ CatalogName ‑
xxxxxxxxxx”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“Citrix Resource”: “”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true
and AwsOperationalResourcesTagging = true]
“CitrixOperationalResource”: “”

Published snapshot “XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

If not a snapshot for VolumeWorker AMI, then
“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Template [when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“CitrixResource”: “”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true
and AwsOperationalResourcesTagging = true]
“CitrixOperationalResource”: “”

VM in catalog “XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”
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Resource name Tag

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“CitrixResource”: “”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“aws:ec2launchtemplate:id”:”lt‑xxxx”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true]
“aws:ec2launchtemplate:version”: “n”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true
and AwsOperationalResourcesTagging = true]
“CitrixOperationalResource”: “”

Volume worker AMI “XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

Volume worker bootstraper “Name”: “XenDesktop Temp”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

[when AwsCaptureInstanceProperties = true
and AwsOperationalResourcesTagging = true]
“CitrixVolumeWorkerBootstrapper”: “”

Volume worker instance “Name”:
“Citrix.XD.Volumeworker‑xxxx‑xx‑xx‑xx‑xxxx”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to AWS
• Create machine catalogs
• Create an AWS catalog
• Managemachine catalogs

Manage a Citrix Hypervisor catalog

December 8, 2022
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Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Citrix Hypervisor virtualization environments.

Note:

Before managing a Citrix Hypervisor catalog, you need to finish creating a Citrix Hypervisor cat‑
alog. See Create a Citrix Hypervisor catalog.

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on Citrix Hypervisor platform. The tags in the
table are represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

Copy of disk on each network or local storage
(on‑prem only)

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

ID disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

OS disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

PrepVM “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

Published base disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

VM in catalog “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“XdConfig”: “XdProvisioned=true”

WBC disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Citrix Hypervisor
• Create machine catalogs
• Create a Citrix Hypervisor catalog
• Managemachine catalogs
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Manage a Google Cloud Platform catalog

May 17, 2023

Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Google cloud environments.

Note:

Before managing a Google Cloud Platform catalog, you need to finish creating a Google Cloud
Platform catalog. See Create a Google Cloud Platform catalog.

Addmachines to a catalog

To addmachines to a catalog, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select the machine catalog to which you want to addmachines.

3. Select AddMachines in the action bar.

4. On theVirtualMachinespage, specify thenumber ofmachines youwant to addand then select
Next.

5. On theMachine Identities page, select an Active Directory account and then selectNext.

6. On theDomain Credentials page, select Enter credentials, type the user name and password,
select Save, and then selectNext.

7. On the Summary page, confirm the information and then select Finish.

Updatemachines

This feature can be useful in cases where you want to update your master image or the minimum
functional level.

To update machines, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select the machine catalog that contains machines you want to update.

3. Select Change Master Image in the action bar.

4. On the Master Image page, select a VM and the minimum functional level for the catalog and
then selectNext.
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5. On the Rollout Strategy page, specify when you want to update the machines and then select
Next.

6. On the Summary page, confirm the information and then select Finish.

To roll back a machine update, follow these steps:

Important:

Do not rename, delete, or movemaster images. Otherwise you cannot roll back the update.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, selectMachine Catalogs in the left pane.

2. Select the machine catalog where you want to roll back the machine update.

3. Select Roll Back Master Image in the action bar.

4. On theOverview page, confirm the information and then selectNext.

5. On the Rollout Strategy page, configure the rollout strategy and then selectNext.

6. On the Summary page, confirm the information and then select Finish.

Powermanagement

Citrix DaaS lets your power management of Google Cloud machines. Use the Search node in the
navigation pane to locate the machine you want to power manage. The following power actions are
available:

• Delete
• Start
• Restart
• Force Restart
• Shut Down
• Force Shutdown
• Add to Delivery Group
• Manage Tags
• Turn On Maintenance Mode

You can also power manage Google Cloud machines by using Autoscale. To do so, add the Google
Cloud machines to a Delivery Group and then enable Autoscale for that Delivery Group. For more
information about Autoscale, see Autoscale.

Update provisionedmachines using PowerShell

The Set-ProvScheme command changes the provisioning scheme. However, it does not affect ex‑
isting machines. Using the PowerShell command Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow, you can now
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apply the current provisioning scheme to an existing persistent or non‑persistent machine or set of
machines. Currently, in GCP, the property update supported by this feature is machine profile.

You can update:

• A single VM
• A list of specific VMs or all existing VMs associated with a provisioning scheme ID
• A list of specific VMs or all existing VMs associated with a provisioning scheme name

To update the existing VMs:

1. Check the configuration of the existing machines. For example,

1 Get-ProvScheme | select ProvisioningSchemeName,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Update the provisioning scheme. For example,

1 `Set-ProvScheme – ProvisioningSchemeName "my-catalog" –
MachineProfile "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting-unit>\
machineprofileinstance.vm"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Check if the current property of the VM matches the current provisioning scheme, and if there
is any pending update action on the VM. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM | select VMName, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateRequested,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also find machines with a particular version. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM -Filter "ProvisioningSchemeVersion -eq 1" | select
VMName, ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Update existing machines.

• To update all the existing machines:

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To update a list of specific machines:
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1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-VMName <List-Of-Vm-Names> -StartsNow -DurationInMinutes

-1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To update machines based on the output of Get-ProvVM:

1 Get-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName "my-catalog" | Set-
ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

• StartsNow indicates that the scheduled start time is the current time.
• DurationInMinutes with a negative number (for example, –1) indicates no upper
bound on the schedule’s time window.

5. Find machines with an update scheduled. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM -Filter "ProvisioningSchemeUpdateAfter" | select VMName
, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateAfter

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Restart the machines. At the next power‑up, property changes are applied to the existing ma‑
chines. You can check the updated status using the following command:

1 Get-ProvVM | select VMName, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateRequested,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Protect accidental machine deletion

Citrix DaaS lets you protect MCS resources on the Google Cloud to prevent accidental deletion. Con‑
figure the provisioned VM by setting the deletionProtection flag to TRUE.

Bydefault, VMsprovisioned throughMCSorGoogle Cloudplug‑in are createdwith InstanceProtection
enabled. The implementation is applicable to both persistent and non‑persistent catalogs. The non‑
persistent catalogs are updated when the instances get re‑created from the template. For existing
persistent machines, you can set the flag in the Google Cloud console. For more information about
setting the flag, see the Google Documentation site. Newmachines added to persistent catalogs are
created with deletionProtection enabled.
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If you attempt to delete a VM instance for which you have set the deletionProtection
flag, the request fails. However, if you are granted the permission compute.instances.
setDeletionProtection or assigned the IAM Compute Admin role, you can reset the flag to
allow the resource to be deleted.

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on GCP platform. The tags in the table are
represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

ID disk “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Image “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

OS disk “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

PrepVM “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Published snapshot “CitrixResource”: “internal”

Storage bucket “CitrixResource”: “internal”

Template “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

VM in catalog “CitrixResource”: “internal”

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”. The
plug‑in also adds this label for MCS provisioned
VMs: “citrix‑provisioning‑scheme‑id”:
“provSchemeId”. You can use this label to filter
by catalog in the GCP console.
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Resource name Tag

WBC disk “CitrixResource”: “internal”

CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Note:

AVM isnotvisible in theCitrix inventory if aCitrixResource tag is added to identify it asa resource
created by MCS. You can remove or rename the tag to make it visible.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Google cloud environments
• Create machine catalogs
• Create a Google Cloud Platform catalog
• Managemachine catalogs

Manage a Microsoft Azure catalog

May 17, 2023

Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Microsoft Azure Resource Manager cloud environments.

Note:

Beforemanaging aMicrosoftAzure catalog, you need to finish creating aMicrosoftAzure catalog.
See Create a Microsoft Azure catalog.

Convert a non‑machine profile‑basedmachine catalog tomachine profile‑based
machine catalog

You can use a VM or template spec as amachine profile input to convert a non‑machine profile‑based
machine catalog to machine profile‑based machine catalog. Existing VMs and new VMs added to the
catalog take property values from themachine profile unless overwritten by explicit customproperty.
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Note:

An existingmachine profile‑basedmachine catalog cannot be changed to a non‑machine profile‑
basedmachine catalog.

To do this:

1. Create a persistent or non‑persistent machine catalog with VMs and without amachine profile.

2. Open the PowerShellwindow.

3. Run the Set-ProvScheme command to apply the property values from the machine profile to
the new VMs added to the machine catalog. For example:

1 Set-ProvScheme = Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName xxxx -
MachineProfile XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<HostingUnitName>\
machineprofile.folder\<ResourceGroupName>\<TemplateSpecName>\<
VersionName>

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Run theSet-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow command to apply the property values from thema‑
chine profile to the existing VMs of the machine catalog. For example:

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName xxxx -VMName <
List-Of-Vm-Names> -StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Power on the existing VMs to get the property values from themachine profile.

Preserving a provisioned virtual machine when power cycling

Choose whether to preserve a provisioned virtual machine when power cycling. Use the PowerShell
parameter New-ProvScheme CustomProperties. This parameter supports an extra property,
PersistVm, used to determine if a provisioned virtual machine persists when power cycled. Set the
PersistVm property to true to persist a virtual machine when powered off, or set the property to
false to ensure that the virtual machine is not preserved when powered off.

Note:

The PersistVm property only applies to a provisioning scheme with the properties
CleanOnBoot and UseWriteBackCache enabled. If the PersistVm property is not spec‑
ified for non‑persistent virtual machines, they are deleted from the Azure environment when
powered off.

In the following example, the New-ProvScheme CustomProperties parameter sets the
PersistVmproperty to true:
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1 <CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/
machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"
/>

3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType" Value="
Standard_LRS" />

4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistWBC" Value="false" />
5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistOsDisk" Value="true"

/>
6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="PersistVm" Value="true" />
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="demo-

resourcegroup" />
8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="

Windows_Client" />
9 </CustomProperties>

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

In the following example, the New-ProvScheme CustomProperties parameter preserves write
back cache by setting PersistVM to true:

1 New-ProvScheme
2 -AzureAdJoinType "None"
3 -CleanOnBoot
4 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=`"http://schemas.citrix.com

/2014/xd/machinecreation`" xmlns:xsi=`"http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance`"><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
UseManagedDisks`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"StorageType`" Value=`"Standard_LRS`" /><
Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"PersistWBC`" Value=`"
false`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
PersistOsDisk`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:type=`"
StringProperty`" Name=`"PersistVm`" Value=`"true`" /><Property xsi:
type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"ResourceGroups`" Value=`"demo-
resourcegroup`" /><Property xsi:type=`"StringProperty`" Name=`"
LicenseType`" Value=`"Windows_Client`" /></CustomProperties>"

5 -HostingUnitName "demo"
6 -IdentityPoolName "NonPersistent-MCSIO-PersistVM"
7 -MasterImageVM "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\demo\image.folder\scale-test.

resourcegroup\demo-snapshot.snapshot"
8 -NetworkMapping @ {
9 "0"="XDHyp:\HostingUnits\demo\\virtualprivatecloud.folder\East US.

region\virtualprivatecloud.folder\ji-test.resourcegroup\jitest-vnet
.virtualprivatecloud\default.network" }
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10
11 -ProvisioningSchemeName "NonPersistent-MCSIO-PersistVM"
12 -ServiceOffering "XDHyp:\HostingUnits\demo\serviceoffering.folder\

Standard_B2ms.serviceoffering" -UseWriteBackCache
13 -WriteBackCacheDiskSize 127
14 -WriteBackCacheMemorySize 256
15 <!--NeedCopy-->

Tip:

The PersistVm property determines whether to preserve a provisioned virtual machine. The
PersistOsdisk property determineswhether to persist the OS disk. To preserve a provisioned
virtual machine, preserve the OS disk first. You cannot delete the OS disk without first deleting
the virtual machine. You can use the PersistOsdisk property without using specifying the
PersistVm parameter.

Change the storage type to a lower tier when a VM is shut down

You can save storage costs by switching the storage type of a managed disk to a lower tier when you
shut down a VM. To do this, use the StorageTypeAtShutdown custom property.

The storage type of the disk changes to a lower tier (as specified in the StorageTypeAtShutdown
custom property) when you shut down the VM. After you power on the VM, the storage type changes
back to theoriginal (as specified inStorageType custompropertyorWBCDiskStorageType custom
property).

Important:

The disk does not exist until the VM is powered on at least once. Therefore, you cannot change
the storage type when you first power on the VM.

Requirements:

• Applicable toamanageddisk. This implies that youset thecustompropertyUseManagedDisks
to true.

• Applicable to a persistent and non‑persistent catalog with a persistent OS disk. This implies
that you set the custom property persistOsDisk to true.

• Applicable to a non‑persistent catalog with a persistent WBC disk. This implies that you set the
custom property persistWBC to true.

To change the storage type to a lower tier:

1. Add the custom property StorageTypeAtShutdown, set the value to Standard_LRS (HDD),
and create a catalog using New-ProvScheme. For information on creating a catalog using
PowerShell, see https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑desktops‑
sdk/en/latest/creating‑a‑catalog/.
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Note:

If StorageTypeAtShutdown has any value other than empty or Standard_LRS (HDD), the
operation fails.

Example of setting custom properties while creating a persistent catalog:

1 $customProperties='<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.
com/2014/xd/machinecreation"

2 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="

true" />
4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType" Value="

Premium_LRS“ />
5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value=""

/>
6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="

Windows_Client" />
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="SchemaVersion" Value="2"

/>
8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="Windows"

/>
9 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageTypeAtShutdown"

Value="Standard_LRS" />
10 </CustomProperties>’
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

Example of setting custom properties while creating a non‑persistent catalog:

1 $customProperties='<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.
com/2014/xd/machinecreation"

2 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="

true" />
4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType" Value="

Premium_LRS" />
5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="WbcDiskStorageType"

Value="Standard_SSD_LRS" />
6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value=""

/>
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="

Windows_Client" />
8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="SchemaVersion" Value="2"

/>
9 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="Windows"

/>
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10 <Property xsi:type="BooleanProperty" Name="persistWBC" Value=true
/>

11 <Property xsi:type="BooleanProperty" Name="persistOsDisk" Value=
true />

12 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageTypeAtShutdown"
Value="Standard_LRS" />

13 </CustomProperties>’
14 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Whenyouuseamachineprofile, the customproperty takesprecendenceover theproperty
defined in MachineProfile.

2. Shut down the VM and check the storage type of the VM in Azure portal. The storage type of the
disk changes to a lower tier, as specified in the StorageTypeAtShutdown custom property.

3. Turn on the VM. The storage type of the disk switches back to the storage type mentioned in:

• StorageType custom property for OS disk
• WBCDiskStorageType custom property for WBC disk only if you specify it in
CustomProperties. Otherwise, it switches back to the storage type mentioned in
StorageType.

To apply StorageTypeAtShutdown to an existing catalog:

Use Set-ProvScheme to add a VM to an existing catalog. The feature applies to new VMs added after
running Set-ProvScheme. The existing machines are not affected.

Example of setting custom properties while adding a VM to an existing catalog:

1 $customProperties='<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.citrix.com
/2014/xd/machinecreation"

2 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
3 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="UseManagedDisks" Value="true"

/>
4 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageType" Value="

Premium_LRS" />
5 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="WbcDiskStorageType" Value="

Standard_SSD_LRS" />
6 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="ResourceGroups" Value="" />
7 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="LicenseType" Value="

Windows_Client" />
8 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="SchemaVersion" Value="2" />
9 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="OsType" Value="Windows" />

10 <Property xsi:type="BooleanProperty" Name="persistWBC" Value=true />
11 <Property xsi:type="BooleanProperty" Name="persistOsDisk" Value=true />
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12 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageTypeAtShutdown" Value
="Standard_LRS" />

13 </CustomProperties>’
14
15 $ProvScheme = Get-Provscheme -ProvisioningSchemeName $CatalogName
16
17 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName $ProvScheme.

ProvisioningSchemeName -CustomProperties $customProperties
18 <!--NeedCopy-->

Change the storage type of existing VMs to a lower tier on shutdown

You can save storage costs by changing the storage type of existing VMs to a lower tier when the VMs
are shut down. To do this, use the StorageTypeAtShutdown custom property.

To change the Storage type of existing machines in a catalog to a lower tier when the VMs are shut
down:

1. Open a PowerShell window.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run Get-Provscheme -ProvisioningSchemeName $CatalogName.

4. Change the custom properties string.

1 $customProperties = '<CustomProperties xmlns="http://schemas.
citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

2 <Property xsi:type="StringProperty" Name="StorageTypeAtShutdown"
Value="Standard_LRS" />

3 </CustomProperties>'
4 <!--NeedCopy-->

5. Update the provisioning scheme of the existing catalog. The update applies to new VMs added
after running Set-ProvScheme.

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName $CatalogName -
CustomProperties $customProperties

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Update the existing VMs to enable StorageTypeAtShutdown.

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog -
StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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7. When you power on the machines next time, the StorageTypeAtShutdown property of the
machines is updated. The storage type changes at the next shutdown.

8. Run the following command to view the StorageTypeAtShutdown value for each VM in a cat‑
alog.

1 Get-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName <catalog-name> | foreach {
2 $vmName = $_.VMName; $storageTypeAtShutdown = ($_.CustomVmData |

ConvertFrom-Json).StorageTypeAtShutdown.
DiskStorageAccountType; return New-Object psobject -Property
@{

3 "VMName" = $vmName; "StorageTypeAtShutdown" =
$storageTypeAtShutdown }

4 }
5
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Update provisionedmachines to current provisioning scheme state

The Set-ProvScheme command changes the provisioning scheme. However, it does not affect
existing machines. Using the PowerShell command Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow, you can
apply the current provisioning scheme to an existing persistent or non‑persistent machine or set
of machines. You can also schedule a time slot for the configuration updates of the existing MCS
provisioned machines. Any power on or restart during the scheduled time slot applies a scheduled
provisioning scheme update to a machine. Currently, in Azure, you can update ServiceOffering,
MachineProfile and the following custom properties:

• StorageType
• WBCDiskStorageType
• IdentityDiskStorageType
• LicenseType
• DedicatedHostGroupId
• PersistWBC
• PersistOsDisk
• PersistVm

Note:

• YoucanonlyupdateStorageType,WBCDiskStorageType, andIdentityDiskStorageType
custom properties for a catalog using managed disk in Azure environments.

• If you run Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow twice, then the most recent command takes
effect.

You can update:
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• A single VM
• A list of specific VMs or all existing VMs associated with a provisioning scheme ID
• A list of specific VMs or all existing VMs associated with a provisioning scheme name (machine
catalog name)

After youmake the following changes to the provisioning scheme, VM instance gets recreated for per‑
sistent catalogs in Azure:

• Change the MachineProfile
• Remove LicenseType
• Remove DedicatedHostGroupId

Note:

The OS disk of existing machines along with all its data remains as is and a new VM is attached
to the disk.

Before updating the existing VMs:

1. Check the configuration of the existing machines. For example,

1 Get-ProvScheme | select ProvisioningSchemeName,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

2. Update the provisioning scheme. For example,

1 Set-ProvScheme – ProvisioningSchemeName “ my-catalog” –
ServiceOffering“ XDHyp:\HostingUnits\<hosting-unit>\
machineprofileinstance.vm”

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Check if the current property of the VM matches the current provisioning scheme, and if there
is any pending update action on the VM. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM | select VMName, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateRequested,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

You can also find machines with a particular version. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM -Filter "ProvisioningSchemeVersion -eq 1" | select
VMName, ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To request updates for existing machines to apply at the next restart:
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1. Run the following commands to update existing machines and have the updates apply at the
next restart.

• To update all the existing machines. For example,

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To update a list of specific machines. For example,

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-VMName <List-Of-Vm-Names> -StartsNow -DurationInMinutes

-1
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To update machines based on the output of Get‑ProvVM. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName "my-catalog" | Set-
ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-StartsNow -DurationInMinutes -1

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

• StartsNow indicates that the scheduled start time is the current time.
• DurationInMinutes with a negative number (for example, –1) indicates no upper
bound on the schedule’s time window.

2. Find machines with an update scheduled. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM -Filter "ProvisioningSchemeUpdateAfter" | select VMName
, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateAfter

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Restart the machines. At the next power up, property changes are applied to the existing ma‑
chines. You can check the updated status using the following command. For example,

1 Get-ProvVM | select VMName, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateRequested,
ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

To schedule a VM to update to the latest provisioning settings next time it starts in the scheduled time
window:

1. Run the following commands:
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• To schedule an update with start time as the current time:

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName my-catalog
-VMName vm1 -StartsNow -DurationInMinutes 120

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To schedule an update on a weekend:

1 Set-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName “ my-
catalog “ -VMName “ vm1” -StartTimeInUTC “ 10/15/2022
9:00am” -DurationInMinutes (New – TimeSpan – Days 2).
TotalMinutes

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

• VMName is optional. If not specified, the update is scheduled for the entire catalog.
• Instead of StartTimeInUTC, use StartsNow to indicate that the schedule start time
is the current time.

• DurationInMinutes is optional. Default is 120 minutes. A negative number (for ex‑
ample, –1) indicates no upper bound on schedule’s time window.

2. Check the update status.

1 Get-ProvVM | select VMName, ProvisioningSchemeUpdateRequested,
ProvisioningSchemeUpdateUntil, ProvisioningSchemeVersion

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Power on the VM. If you power on the machine after the scheduled time slot, configuration up‑
date is not applied. If you power on the machine within the scheduled time slot,

• If the machine is powered off, and
– you do not power on the machine, configuration update is not applied
– you power on the machine, configuration update is applied

• If the machine is powered on, and
– you do not restart the machine, configuration update is not applied
– you restart the machine, configuration update is applied

To cancel the configuration update:

You can also cancel a configuration update of a single VM,multiple VMs, or an entire catalog. To cancel
a configuration update:

1. Run Clear-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow. For example:

• To cancel the configuration update scheduled for a single VM:
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1 Clear-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName “ my-
catalog “ -VMName “ vm1”

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To cancel the configuration update scheduled for multiple VMs:

1 Clear-ProvVMUpdateTimeWindow -ProvisioningSchemeName "my-
catalog" -VMName "vm1","vm2"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

The VMsmust be from the same catalog.

Retrieve information for Azure VMs, snapshots, OS disk, and gallery image definition

You can display information for an Azure VM, including OS disk and type, snapshot and gallery image
definition. This information is displayed for resources on the master image when a machine catalog
is assigned. Use this functionality to view and select either a Linux or Windows image. A PowerShell
property, TemplateIsWindowsTemplate, was added to the AdditionDatafield parameter. This
field contains Azure‑specific information: VM type, OS disk, gallery image information, and OS type
information. Setting TemplateIsWindowsTemplate to True indicates that the OS type is Windows;
setting TemplateIsWindowsTemplate to False indicates that the OS type is Linux.

Tip:

Information displayed by the TemplateIsWindowsTemplate PowerShell property is derived
from the Azure API. Sometimes, this field might be empty. For example, a snapshot from a data
disk does not contain the TemplateIsWindowsTemplate field because the OS type cannot be
retrieved from a snapshot.

For example, set the Azure VM AdditionData parameter to True for Windows OS type using Power‑
Shell:

1 PS C:\Users\username> (get-item XDHyp:\HostingUnits\mynetwork\image.
folder\username-dev-testing-rg.resourcegroup\username-dev-tsvda.vm).
AdditionalData

2 Key Value
3 ServiceOfferingDescription Standard_B2ms
4 HardDiskSizeGB 127
5 ResourceGroupName FENGHUAJ-DEV-TESTING-RG
6 ServiceOfferingMemory 8192
7 ServiceOfferingCores 2
8 TemplateIsWindowsTemplate True
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9 ServiceOfferingWithTemporaryDiskSizeInMb 16384
10 SupportedMachineGenerations Gen1,Gen2
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

Retrieve region name information for Azure VMs, managed disks, snapshots, Azure
VHD, and ARM templates

You can display region name information for an Azure VM,managed disks, snapshots, Azure VHD, and
ARM templates. This information is displayed for the resources on themaster image when amachine
catalog is assigned. A PowerShell property called RegionName displays the region name information
when you run the PowerShell command with the AdditionalData parameter.

For example, use the following PowerShell command to get a VM information in Azure.

1 PS C:\Windows\system32> (get-item XDHyp:\HostingUnits\myAzureNetwork\
image.folder\hu-dev-testing-rg.resourcegroup\hu-dev-tsvda.vm).
AdditionalData

2 Key Value
3 HardDiskSizeGB 127
4 ResourceGroupName HU-DEV-TESTING-RG
5 RegionName East US
6 TemplateIsWindowsTemplate True
7 LicenseType
8 ServiceOfferingDescription Standard_B2ms
9 ServiceOfferingMemory 8192

10 ServiceOfferingCores 2
11 SupportedMachineGenerations Gen1,Gen2
12 ServiceOfferingWithTemporaryDiskSizeInMb 16384
13 SecurityType
14 SecureBootEnabled
15 VTpmEnabled
16 <!--NeedCopy-->

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on Azure platform. The tags in the table are
represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

ID disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”
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Resource name Tag

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

Image “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

NIC “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

OS disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

PrepVM “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

Published snapshot “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

Resource group “CitrixResource” : “Internal”

CitrixSchemaVersion: 2.0

“CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Storage account “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

VM in catalog “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”

WBC disk “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId” :
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“CitrixResource” : “Internal”
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Note:

AVM isnotvisible in theCitrix inventory if aCitrixResource tag is added to identify it asa resource
created by MCS. You can remove or rename the tag to make it visible.

Remove tags

When you create a catalog or a VM, tags are created on the following resources:

• Resource group
• Virtual machine
• OS disk
• Identity disk
• Network interface
• Storage account

You can remove VMs andmachine catalogs from Citrix database and remove tags. You can use:

• Remove-ProvVM with ForgetVM parameter to remove VMs and tags from a single VM or a list
of VMs from amachine catalog.

• Remove-ProvScheme with ForgetVM parameter to remove a machine catalog from the Citrix
database and tags from an entire machine catalog.

This feature is only applicable to persistent VMs.

To do this:

1. Open a PowerShellwindow.

2. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.

3. Run Remove-ProvVM to delete VMs from Citrix database and tags from VMs.
For example:

1 Remove-ProvVM -ProvisioningSchemeName “ ProvisioningSchemeName” -
VMName “ vmname” -ForgetVM

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

4. Run Remove-ProvScheme to delete machine catalog from Citrix database and tags from ma‑
chine catalogs. For example:

1 Remove-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeName “ ProvisioningSchemeName
” -ForgetVM

2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Note:

After you use ForgetVM parameter in Remove-ProvScheme, MCS deletes all snapshots
includingbasedisk snapshot if the provisioning scheme is present in either bring your own
resource group (BYORG) or Citrix managed resource group.

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Microsoft Azure
• Create machine catalogs
• Create a Microsoft Azure catalog
• Managemachine catalogs

Manage a Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog

December 8, 2022

Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) virtualiza‑
tion environments.

Note:

Before managing a VMM catalog, you need to finish creating a VMM catalog. See Create a Mi‑
crosoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog.

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on SCVMM platform. The tags in the table are
represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

Prep VM Tag string: “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

Custom property entry:
“XdConfig:”XdProvisioned=True”

VM in catalog Tag string: “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”
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Resource name Tag

Custom property entry:
“XdConfig:”XdProvisioned=True”

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager
• Create machine catalogs
• Create a Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager catalog
• Managemachine catalogs

Manage a VMware catalog

December 8, 2022

Managemachine catalogs describes the wizards that manage amachine catalog. The following infor‑
mation covers details specific to VMware virtualization environments.

Note:

Before managing a VMware catalog, you need to finish creating a VMware catalog. See Create a
VMware catalog.

Update the folder ID of amachine catalog

You can update the folder ID of an MCS machine catalog by specifying the FolderId in the custom
properties of Set-ProvScheme command. The VMs created after updating the folder ID are created
under this new folder ID. If this property is not specified in CustomProperties, then VMs are created
under the folder where the master image is located.

Perform the following steps to update the folder ID of a machine catalog.

1. Open a Web browser and enter the URL for the vSphere Web Client.

2. Enter the credentials and click Login.

3. Create a VM placement folder in vSphere Web Client.

4. Open a PowerShell window.

5. Run asnp citrix* to load the Citrix‑specific PowerShell modules.
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6. Specify the FolderID in the CustomProperties of Set-ProvScheme. In this example, the
folder ID value is group-v2406.

1 Set-ProvScheme -ProvisioningSchemeUid "50bb319c-2e83-4a37-9ea1-94
f630687372" -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties xmlns=""http
://schemas.citrix.com/2014/xd/machinecreation"" xmlns:xsi=""
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance""><Property xsi:type=
""StringProperty"" Name=""FolderId"" Value=""group-v2406"" /></
CustomProperties>"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

7. Add a VM to the machine catalog using Studio.

8. Check the new VM on vSphere Web Client. The new VM is created under the new folder.

Find the folder ID in vSphere

Access the MOB on any ESXi or vCenter server system to find the folder ID of the VMs.

TheManagedObject Browser (MOB) is aweb‑based server application available inbuilt in all ESX/ESXi
and vCenter server systems. This vSphere utility allows you to view detailed information about ob‑
jects like VMs, datastores, and resource pools.

1. Open a web browser and enter http://x.x.x.x/mob, where x.x.x.x is the IP address of the
vCenter Server or ESX/ESXi host. For example, https://10.60.4.70/mob.

2. On theHome page of MOB, click the value of the property content.
3. Click the value of the rootFolder.
4. Click the value of the childEntity.
5. Click the value of the vmFolder.
6. You can find the folder ID in the value of the childEntity.

Identify resources created by MCS

Following are the tags that MCS adds to the resources on VMware platform. The tags in the table are
represented as “key”:”value”.

Resource name Tag

Prep VM “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”

“XdConfig:”XdProvisioned=True”

VM in catalog “CitrixProvisioningSchemeId”:
“xxxxxxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxx‑xxxxxxxxxxxx”
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Resource name Tag

“XdConfig:”XdProvisioned=True”

More information

• Connections and resources
• Connection to VMware
• Create machine catalogs
• Create a VMware catalog
• Managemachine catalogs

Security policies

March 31, 2023

This article describes security features on various supported hypervisors. The security features in‑
clude:

• Security group
• Secure boot
• Encryption capabilities

Security group

March 31, 2023

Security group is a group of security rules to filter network traffic between resources in a virtual net‑
work. The security rules allow or deny inbound network traffic to, or outbound network traffic from,
several types of resources. Each rule specifies the following properties:

• Name: A unique name within the network security group
• Priority: Rules are processed in priority order, with lower numbers processed before higher
numbers, because lower numbers have higher priority

• Source or Destination: Any, or an individual IP address, classless inter‑domain routing (CIDR)
block (10.0.0.0/24, for example), service tag, or application security group

• Protocol: The protocols based on which you add rules for each security group
• Direction: Whether the rule applies to inbound, or outbound traffic
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• Port range: You can specify an individual or range of ports
• Action: Allow or deny

See the following for more information on supported hypervisors:

• Security group in AWS
• Security group in Microsoft Azure
• Security group in Google Cloud Platform

Security group in AWS

Security groups act as virtual firewalls that control traffic for the instances in your VPC. You add rules
to your security groups that allow instances in your public subnet to communicate with instances in
your private subnet. You can also associate these security groups with each instance in your VPC.
Inbound rules control the incoming traffic to your instance, and outbound rules control the outgoing
traffic from your instance.

For more information on the network setting during image preparation, see Network setting during
image preparation.

When you launch an instance, you can specify one or more security groups. To configure security
groups, see Configure security groups.

Security group in Microsoft Azure

Citrix DaaS supports network security groups in Azure. Network security groups are expected to asso‑
ciate with subnets. For more information, see Network security groups.

For more information on network security group created during image preparation, see Create a ma‑
chine catalog using an Azure Resource Manager image.

Security group in Google Cloud Platform

During the preparation of a machine catalog, a machine image is prepared to serve as the master
image system disk for the catalog. When this process occurs, the disk is temporarily attached to a
virtualmachine. This VMmust run inan isolatedenvironment thatprevents all inboundandoutbound
network traffic. This is accomplished through a pair of deny‑all firewall rules. For more information,
see Firewall Rules.

Secure boot

May 17, 2023
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Secure boot is designed to ensure that only trusted software is used to boot the system. The firmware
has a database of trusted certificates and verifies that the image it loads is signedbyoneof the trusted
certificates. If that image loads further images, then that imagemust also be verified in the sameway.
vTPM is a virtualized software instance of a traditional physical TPMmodule. The vTPM enables attes‑
tation by measuring the entire boot chain of your VM (UEFI, OS, system, and drivers).

See the following for more information on supported hypervisors:

• Secure boot in Google Cloud Platform
• Secure boot in Microsoft Azure
• Secure boot in VMware

Secure boot in Google Cloud Platform

Youcanprovision shieldedvirtualmachinesonGCP.A shieldedvirtualmachine ishardenedusinga set
of security controls thatprovideverifiable integrityof yourComputeEngine instances, usingadvanced
platform security capabilities like secure boot, a virtual trusted platformmodule, UEFI firmware, and
integrity monitoring.

Formore information on using PowerShell to create a catalogwith shielded VM, see Using PowerShell
to create a catalog with shielded VM.

Secure boot in Microsoft Azure

In Azure environments, you can create machine catalogs enabled with Trusted launch. Azure offers
trusted launch as a seamlessway to improve the security of generation 2 VMs. Trusted launchprotects
against advanced and persistent attack techniques. At the root of trusted launch is secure boot for
your VM. Trusted launch also uses the vTPM to perform remote attestation by the cloud. This is used
for platform health checks and for making trust‑based decisions. You can individually enable secure
boot and vTPM.
For more information on creating a machine catalog with Trusted launch, see Machine catalogs with
Trusted launch.

Secure boot in VMware

MCS supports creating a machine catalog with vTPM attached VMware template as a source for ma‑
chine profile input. If windows 11 is installed on the master image, then it is a requirement to have
vTPM enabled for the master image. Therefore, the VMware template, which is a source of machine
profile, must have vTPM attached to it. For more information, see Create a machine catalog using a
machine profile.
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Encryption capabilities

May 17, 2023

Encryption capabilities protect the content of virtual machines from attacks bymalicious guests on a
shared virtual machine host and from attacks launched by the hypervisor control software that man‑
ages all the virtual machines on the host.

See the following for more information on supported hypervisors:

• Encryption capabilities in AWS
• Encryption capabilities in Google Cloud Platform
• Encryption capabilities in Microsoft Azure)

Encryption capabilities in AWS

This section describes the encryption capabilities in AWS virtualization environments.

Automatic encryption

You can turn on automatic encryption of new Amazon EBS volumes and snapshot copies created in
your account. For more information, see Automatic encryption.

Encryption capabilities in Google Cloud Platform

This section describes the encryption capabilities in Google Cloud Platform (GCP) virtualization envi‑
ronments.

If you need more control over key operations than what Google‑managed encryption keys allows,
you can use customer‑managed encryption keys. When using a customer‑managed encryption key,
an object is encrypted with the key by Cloud Storage at the time it’s stored in a bucket, and the ob‑
ject is automatically decrypted by Cloud Storage when the object is served to requesters. For more
information, see Customer‑managed encryption keys.

You can use Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK) for MCS catalogs. For more information, see
Using Customer Managed Encryption Keys (CMEK).

Encryption capabilities in Microsoft Azure

This section describes the encryption capabilities in Azure virtualization environments.
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Azure server side encryption

Most Azure managed disks are encrypted with Azure Storage encryption, which uses server‑side en‑
cryption (SSE) to protect your data and to help youmeet your security and compliance commitments.
Citrix DaaS supports customer‑managed encryption keys for Azuremanaged disks through Azure Key
Vault. For more information, see Azure server side encryption.

Azure double encryption

Double encryption is platform‑side encryption (default) and customer managed encryption (CMEK).
Therefore, if you are a high security sensitive customer who is concerned about the risk associated
with any encryption algorithm, implementation, or a compromised key, you can opt for this double
encryption. Persistent OS and data disks, snapshots, and images are all encrypted at rest with double
encryption. For more information, see Double encryption onmanaged disk.

Quick Deploy

March 25, 2022

Introduction

In Citrix DaaS, the Manage > Quick Deploy interface offers fast deployment of apps and desktops
when you’re using Microsoft Azure to host your desktops and apps. This interface offers basic config‑
uration, without advanced features.

Use Quick Deploy to:

• Provision virtual machines and catalogs that deliver desktops and apps hosted in Microsoft
Azure.

• Create Remote PC Access catalogs for existing machines.

With Quick Deploy, you can use a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, or your own Azure subscription.

(Although the names are similar, Quick Deploy is not the same as the Quick Createmethod of creating
catalogs in the Quick Deploy interface.)

As an alternative to Quick Deploy, the Full Configuration interface offers advanced configuration fea‑
tures. For information aboutManage tab options, see Management interfaces.

Differences betweenmanagement interfaces

The following table compares the Full Configuration and Quick Deploy interfaces.
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Feature Quick Deploy Full Configuration

Deploy using Azure Yes Yes *

Deploy using other cloud
services

No Yes

Deploy using on‑premises
hypervisors

No Yes

Citrix prepared images
available

Yes No

Simplified user experience Yes No

*Whenusing aCitrixManagedAzure subscription, youmust useQuickDeploywhen creating an image
or catalog.

If you are familiar with using Full Configuration to create andmanage catalogs, Quick Deploy has the
following differences.

• Different terminology.
– In Quick Deploy, you create a catalog.
– In Full Configuration, you create a machine catalog. In practice, it is often referred to as
simply catalog.

• Resource location and Cloud Connectors.
– Quick Deploy automatically creates a resource location containing two Cloud Connectors
when you create your first catalog.

– In Full Configuration, creating a resource location and adding Cloud Connectors are sepa‑
rate steps that youmust complete in Citrix Cloud before creating a catalog.

• Images used to create catalogs.
– Quick Deploy offers several Citrix prepared images of Windows and Linux machines. You
can use these images to create catalogs.
You can also use these images to create images and then customize the new images to suit
your unique deployment needs. This feature is known as the image builder. You can also
import images from your own Azure subscription.

– In Full Configuration, you customize images from the supported host you’re using. Citrix
prepared images are not available.

• Catalog displays:
– Catalogs created in Quick Deploy are visible in the Quick Deploy and Full Configuration
displays.

– Catalogs created in Full Configuration are not visible in the Quick Deploy display.
• Delivery groups:
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– You do not create delivery groups in Quick Deploy. In Quick Deploy, you specify the ma‑
chines, applications, desktops, and users (subscribers) in the catalog.
Citrix automatically creates adelivery group for eachQuickDeploy catalog, using the same
name as the catalog. That action occurs behind the scenes. You don’t need to do anything
to create the delivery group. The delivery group appears only in the Full Configuration
interface, not in Quick Deploy.

– In Full Configuration, you create a delivery group and indicatewhichmachines it contains.
Optionally, you also specify applications, desktops, and users. (Or, you can specify users
and applications in the Citrix Cloud library.) You can also create application groups.

• Layout and user interface.
– The Quick Deploy interface has a different layout and style from Full Configuration. Quick
Deploy contains more on‑screen guidance.

The interfaces are notmutually exclusive. You canuseQuickDeploy to create somecatalogs, and then
use Full Configuration to create other catalogs.

Manage catalogs created in the Quick Deploy interface

After you create a catalog in the Quick Deploy interface, you can continue to manage that catalog in
that interface. For details, see Manage catalogs in Quick Deploy. You can also use the Full Configura‑
tion interface.

When you create a catalog in Quick Deploy, that catalog (plus the delivery group and hosting connec‑
tion that are created automatically behind the scenes) are assigned a scope of Citrix managed
object. Scopes are used in delegated administration to group objects.

Catalogs, delivery groups, and connectionswith theCitrix managed object scope are prohibited
from certain actions in the Full Configuration interface. (Allowing those actions in Full Configuration
might adversely affect the system’s ability to support both Quick Deploy and Full Configuration, so
those actions are disabled.) In the Full Configuration interface:

• Catalog: Most of the catalog management actions are not available. You cannot delete a cata‑
log.

• Delivery group: Most of the delivery group management actions are available. You cannot
delete the delivery group.

• Connection: Most of the connectionmanagement actions are not available. You cannot delete
a connection. Youcannot createa connection that is basedonaconnection thathas theCitrix
managed object scope.

If you create a catalog in Quick Deploy using your own Azure subscription (that you added to Quick
Deploy), and you want to manage the catalog (and its delivery group and connection) entirely in Full
Configuration, you can convert the catalog.
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• Converting a catalog restricts its management to only the Full Configuration interface. After a
catalog is converted, you can no longer use the Quick Deploy interface to manage that catalog.

• After a catalog is converted, the actions that were previously unavailable in Full Configuration
canbe selected. (TheCitrix managed object scope is removed fromtheconvertedcatalog,
delivery group, and hosting connection.)

• To convert a catalog:

From the Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry. On the
Details tab, under Advanced settings, select Convert Catalog. When prompted, confirm the
conversion.

• You cannot convert a catalog that was created in Quick Deploy using a Citrix Managed Azure
subscription.

Replacement of earlier Azure Quick Deploy interface

Quick Deploy replaces an earlier interface named Azure Quick Deploy. The Quick Deploy display in‑
cludes all the catalogs you created using Azure Quick Deploy.

If you started creating a catalog in Azure Quick Deploy, but did not finish it, that catalog appears in the
Quick Deploy catalog list. However, the only available action in Quick Deploy is to delete it.

Requirements

• QuickDeploy supports only Azureworkloads. It is not availablewith any other cloud host types,
services, or hypervisors.

• Quick Deploy is available only in Citrix DaaS for Azure, Premium, and Advanced editions, and
Workspace Premium Plus.

• Youmust have a Citrix Cloud account and a subscription to Citrix DaaS.

• If you ordered the Citrix Managed Azure Consumption Fund, you can use a Citrix Managed Azure
subscription when you create catalogs and images.

If you did not order the Consumption Fund (or prefer to use your own Azure subscription), you
must have an Azure subscription.

• You must have appropriate permission in Citrix DaaS to see the Manage tab. For details, see
Delegated administration.

Important:

To ensure that you get important information about Citrix Cloud and the Citrix services you sub‑
scribe to, make sure you can receive all email notifications. For example, Citrix sends monthly
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informational notification emails detailing your Azure consumption (usage).

In theupper right cornerof theCitrixCloudconsole, expand themenu to the rightof thecustomer
name and OrgID fields. Select Account Settings. On theMy Profile tab, select all entries in the
Email Notifications section.

Citrix Gateway consideration

If you use your own Citrix Gateway, it must have access to the VNet specified in the catalog creation
wizard. A VPN can provide that access.

The Citrix Gateway Service works automatically with Quick Deploy catalogs.

What’s next

Follow the Quick Deploy setup guidance in Get started.

After setting up your deployment using Quick Deploy, you can continue using that interface for the
following management tasks.

• Manage the catalog. Catalog management includes adding or deleting machines, managing
apps, andmanaging power management schedules.

• Manage images. Image management includes preparing or importing images, updating cata‑
logs with a new image, renaming or deleting images, and installing or upgrading VDAs on an
image.

• Add or remove users in a catalog.
• Manage resource locations.

Get started with Quick Deploy

May 9, 2023

This article summarizes the setup tasks for delivering desktops and apps using theQuick Deploy inter‑
face of Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops service). We recommend that you review
each procedure before actually doing it, so you knowwhat to expect.

To use Quick Deploy to set up a Remote PC Access deployment, see Remote PC Access.

Setup task summary

The following sections of this article guide you through setup tasks:

1. Review and complete necessary tasks in system requirements and preparation.
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2. Set up a quick proof of concept deployment or a production deployment.

3. Provide the workspace URL to your users.

System requirements and preparation

• Sign up for Citrix Cloud and Citrix DaaS.

Also, if you plan to use Citrix Managed Azure, make sure to order the Citrix Azure Consumption
Fund (in addition to Citrix DaaS), either through Citrix or Azure Marketplace.

• Windows licensing: Ensure that you are properly licensed for Remote Desktop Services to run
either Windows Server workloads or Azure Virtual Desktop Licensing for Windows 10. For more
information, see Configure a Microsoft RDS license server.

• If you plan to use a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, andwant to join VDAs to a domain using
Active Directory Group Policy, you must be an administrator with permission to perform that
action in Active Directory. For details, see Customer responsibility.

• Configuring connections to your corporate on‑premises network has extra requirements.

– Any connection (Azure VNet peering or SD‑WAN): Requirements for all connections.
– Azure VNet peering connections: VNet peering requirements and preparation.
– SD‑WAN connections: SD‑WAN connection requirements and preparation.

• If you plan to use your own Azure images when creating a catalog, those images must meet
certain requirements.

• Internet connectivity requirements: System and connectivity requirements.

• Resource limits in a Citrix DaaS deployment: Limits.

Supported operating systems

When using Quick Deploy with a Citrix Managed Azure subscription:

• Windows 10 single‑session
• Windows 10 multi‑session
• Windows Server 2012 R2
• Windows Server 2016
• Windows Server 2019
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Ubuntu

When using Quick Deploy with a customer‑managed Azure subscription:

• Windows 10 Enterprise single‑session
• Windows 10 Enterprise Virtual Desktopmulti‑session
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• Windows Server 2008 R2
• Windows Server 2012 R2
• Windows Server 2016
• Windows Server 2019
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Ubuntu

Set up a quick proof of concept deployment

This procedure requires a Citrix Managed Azure subscription.

1. Create a catalog using quick create.
2. Add your users to the Managed Azure AD.
3. Add your users to the catalog.
4. Notify your users of the Workspace URL.

Set up a production deployment

1. If you’reusingyourownActiveDirectoryorAzureActiveDirectory toauthenticateusers, connect
and set that method in Citrix Cloud.

2. If you’re using domain‑joinedmachines, verify that you have valid DNS server entries.
3. If you’re using your own Azure subscription (instead of a Citrix Managed Azure subscription),

add your Azure subscription.
4. Create or import an image. Although you can use one of the Citrix prepared images as‑is in a

catalog, they’re intended primarily for proof of concept deployments.
5. If you’re using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, and want your users to be able to access

items in your network (such as file servers), set up an Azure VNet peering or Citrix SD‑WAN con‑
nection.

6. Create a catalog using custom create.
7. If you’re creating a catalog of multi‑session machines, add apps to the catalog, if needed.
8. If you’re using the Citrix Managed Azure AD to authenticate your users, add users to the direc‑

tory.
9. Add users to the catalog.

10. Notify your users of the Workspace URL.

After you set up the deployment, use the Quick Deploy > Monitor dashboard to see desktop usage,
sessions, andmachines.

Workspace URL

After you create catalogs and assign users, notify users where to find their desktops and apps: the
Workspace URL. The Workspace URL is the same for all catalogs and users.
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The Workspace URL is available in two locations:

• From Manage > Quick Deploy in Citrix DaaS, view the URL by expanding User Access & Au‑
thentication on the right.

• From the Citrix Cloud console, selectWorkspace Configuration from the upper leftmenu. The
Access tab contains the Workspace URL.

For information about customizing the Workspace URL, see Customize the Workspace URL.

After users navigate to the Workspace URL and authenticate, they can start their desktops and apps.

Get help

• Review the Troubleshoot article.

• If you still have problems with Citrix DaaS, open a ticket by following the instructions in How to
Get Help and Support.

Create catalogs using Quick Deploy

April 29, 2022

Use the procedures in this article to create a catalog of Microsoft Azure machines using the Quick
Deploy management interface.

Review the entire procedure before creating a catalog, so you knowwhat to expect.

To create a catalog using the Full Configuration interface, see Create machine catalogs.

Machine types

A Quick Deploy catalog can contain one of the following types of machines:

• Static: The catalog contains single‑session staticmachines (also knownaspersonal, dedicated,
or persistent desktops). Staticmeans that when a user starts a desktop, that desktop “belongs”
to that user. Any changes that that usermakes to the desktop are retained at logoff. Later, when
that user returns to Citrix Workspace and starts a desktop, it is the same desktop.

• Random: The catalog contains single‑session randommachines (also known as non‑persistent
desktops). Randommeans that when a user starts a desktop, any changes that that usermakes
to that desktop are discarded after logoff. Later, when that user returns to Citrix Workspace and
starts a desktop, it might or might not be the same desktop.
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• Multi‑session: The catalog containsmachineswith apps anddesktops. More thanoneuser can
access each of those machines simultaneously. Users can launch a desktop or apps from their
workspace. App sessions can be shared. Session sharing is not permitted between an app and
a desktop.

– When you create a multi‑session catalog, you select the work load: light (such as data en‑
try), medium (such as office apps), heavy (such as engineering), or custom. Each option
represents a specific numberofmachines and sessionspermachine,which yields the total
number of sessions that the catalog supports.

– If you select the custom work load, you then select from available combinations of CPUs,
RAM, and storage. Type the number of machines and sessions per machine, which yields
the total number of sessions that the catalog supports.

When deploying desktops, the static and random machine types are sometimes called “desktop
types”.

Ways to create a catalog using Quick Deploy

There are several ways to create and configure a catalog:

• Quick create is the fastestway to get started. You provideminimal information, andCitrix DaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) takes care of the rest. A quick create catalog
is great for a test environment or proof of concept.

• Custom create allows more configuration choices than quick create. It’s more suited to a pro‑
duction environment than a quick create catalog.

• Remote PC Access catalogs contain existing machines (usually physical) that users access re‑
motely. For details and instructions about these catalogs, see Remote PC Access.

Here’s a comparison of quick create and custom create:

Quick create Custom create

Less information to provide. More information to provide.

Fewer choices for some features. More choices for some features.

Citrix‑managed Azure Active Directory user
authentication.

Choice of: Citrix‑managed Azure Active
Directory, or your Active Directory/Azure Active
Directory.

No connection to your on‑premises network. Choice of: No connection to your on‑premises
network, Azure VNet peering, and SD‑WAN.
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Quick create Custom create

Uses a Citrix prepared Windows 10 image. That
image contains a current desktop VDA.

Choice of: Citrix prepared images, your images
that you import from Azure, or images you’ve
built in Citrix DaaS from a Citrix prepared or
imported image.

Each desktop has Azure standard disk (HDD)
storage.

Several storage options are available.

Static desktops only. Static, random, or multi‑session desktops.

A power management schedule cannot be
configured during creation. The machine
hosting the desktop powers off when the
session ends. (You can change this setting
later.)

A power management schedule can be
configured during creation. (A Quick Deploy
power management schedule differs from a
power management schedule you can create
using the Full Configuration management
interface.)

Must use a Citrix Managed Azure subscription. Can use the Citrix Managed Azure subscription
or your own Azure subscription.

For procedure details, see:

• Create a Quick Deploy catalog using quick create
• Create a Quick Deploy catalog using custom create

Important:

When you create a catalog (or an image) using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription for the first
time, you are asked to acknowledge and consent to your responsibility for charges incurred. Re‑
minders of that consent can also appear when creatingmore catalogs or images using the Citrix
Managed Azure subscription.

Create a Quick Deploy catalog using quick create

The quick create method uses a Citrix Managed Azure subscription and a Citrix prepared Windows 10
image to create a catalog containing staticmachines. Powermanagement settings use the Cost Saver
preset values. There is no connection to your corporate network. Users must be added using Citrix
Managed Azure AD.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.

2. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

3. SelectManage > Quick Deploy.
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4. If a catalog has not yet been created, you’re taken to theWelcome page. Choose one of:

• Configure the catalog on this page. Continue with steps 6 through 10.

• SelectGetStarted. You’re taken to theManage>QuickDeploydashboard. SelectCreate
Catalog.

5. If a catalog has already been created (and you’re creating another one), you’re taken to the
Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard. Select Create Catalog.

6. SelectQuick Create at the top of the page, if it is not already selected.
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• Machine performance: Select the machine type. Each choice has a unique combination
of CPUs, RAM, and storage. Higher‑performancemachines have higher monthly costs.

• Region: Select a region where you want the machines created. You might select a region
that’s close to your users.

• Name: Type a name for the catalog. This field is required, and there is no default value.
• Number of machines: Type the number of machines you want.

7. When you’re done, selectCreate Catalog. (If you’re creating the first catalog from theWelcome
page, selectQuick Create Desktops.)

8. If this is the first catalog you’re creating using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, when
prompted, acknowledge your responsibility for related charges.

While the catalog is being created, the catalog’s name is added to the list of catalogs, indicating its
progress through creation.

Citrix DaaS also automatically creates a resource location and adds two Citrix Cloud Connectors.

What to do next:

• You can add users to the Managed Azure AD directory while the catalog is being created.
• After the catalog is created, add users to the catalog.
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Create a Quick Deploy catalog using custom create

If you are using aCitrixManagedAzure subscription, andplan touse a connection to your on‑premises
network resources, create that network connection before creating the catalog. To allow your users
access to your on‑premises or other network resources, you also need Active Directory information
for that location.

If you do not have a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, you can:

• Order theAzureConsumptionFund throughAzureMarketplace,whichprovides youwithaCitrix
Managed Azure subscription.

• Import (add) one or more of your own Azure subscriptions to Citrix DaaS before creating a cata‑
log.

To create a catalog:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.

2. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

3. SelectManage > Quick Deploy.

4. If a catalog has not yet been created, you’re taken to the Welcome page. Select Get Started.
At the end of the introduction page, you’re taken to the Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard.
Select Create Catalog.

If a catalog has already been created, you’re taken to theManage > Quick Deploy dashboard.
Select Create Catalog.
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5. Select Custom Create at the top of the page, if it’s not already selected.
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6. Complete the following fields. (Some fields are valid only for certain machine types. The field
order might differ.)

• Machine type. Select a machine type. For details, see Machine types.

• Subscription. Select an Azure subscription.

• Master image: Select an operating system image to be used for the catalog’s machines.

• Network connection: Select the network connection to use for accessing resources in
your network.

If you selected a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, the choices are:

– No Connectivity: Users cannot access locations and resources on your on‑premises
corporate network.

– Connections: Select a previously created connection, such as a VNet peering or SD‑
WAN connection.

If you selected a customer‑managed Azure subscription, select the appropriate resource
group, virtual network, and subnet.

• Region: (Available only if you selectedNo Connectivity inNetwork connection. ) Select
a region where you want the desktops created. You might select a region that’s close to
your users.

If you selected a connection in Network connection, the catalog uses that network’s re‑
gion.

• Qualify for Linux compute rates? (Available only if you selected a Windows image.) You
can save money when you use your eligible license or Azure Hybrid Benefit.

Windows Virtual Desktop benefit: Eligible Windows 10 or Windows 7 per user licenses
for:

– Microsoft 365 E3/ES
– Microsoft 365 A3/AS/Student Use Benefits
– Microsoft 365 F3
– Microsoft 365 Business Premium
– Windows 10 Enterprise E3/E5
– Windows 10 Education A3/A5
– Windows 10 VDA per user

Per user or per device license of RDS CAL with Software Assurance for Windows Server
workloads.

Azure Hybrid benefit: Windows Server licenses with active Software Assurance or
the equivalent qualifying subscription licenses. See https://azure.microsoft.com/en‑
us/pricing/hybrid‑benefit/.
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• Machine:

– Storage type. HDD or SSD.

– Machine performance (for Static orRandommachine type), orWorkload (formulti‑
session machine type). Choices include only options that match the generation type
(gen1 or gen2) of the image you selected.

If you select the custom work load, type the number of machines and sessions per
machine in theMachine Performance field.

– Machines. Howmanymachines you want in this catalog.

• Machine naming scheme: See Machine naming scheme.

• Name: Type a name for the catalog. This name appears on theManage dashboard.

• Powerschedule: Bydefault, the I’ll configure this later checkbox is selected. Fordetails,
seePowermanagement schedules. (Thispowermanagement schedulediffers frompower
management features available in the Full Configuration management interface of Citrix
DaaS.)

• Join the local Active Directory domain: (Available only if you selected an Azure VNet
peering connection in Network connection.) Select Yes or No. If you select Yes, enter
the:

– FQDN of the domain (for example, Contoso.com).
– Organization Unit: To use the default OU (Computers), leave this field empty.
– Citrix Daas account name: Must be adomain or enterprise administrator in the format
name@domain or domain\name.

– Password for Citrix DaaS account name.

• Advanced settings: See Resource location settings when creating a catalog.

7. When you’re done, select Create Catalog.

8. If this is the first catalog you’re creating using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, when
prompted, acknowledge your responsibility for related charges.

TheManage > Quick Deploy dashboard indicates when your catalog is created. Citrix DaaS also au‑
tomatically creates a resource location and adds two Citrix Cloud Connectors.

What to do next:

• If you haven’t done it already, configure the authentication method for your users to authenti‑
cate to Citrix Workspace.

• After the catalog is created, add users to the catalog.
• If you created a multi‑session catalog, add applications (before or after adding users).
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Resource location settings when creating a catalog

When creating a catalog, you can optionally configure several resource location settings.

When you select Advanced settings in the catalog creation dialog, Citrix DaaS retrieves resource lo‑
cation information.

• If you already have a resource location for the domain and network connection selected for the
catalog, you can save it for use by the catalog you’re creating.

If that resource location has only one Cloud Connector, another one is installed automatically.
You can optionally specify advanced settings for the Cloud Connector you’re adding.

• If you don’t have a resource location set up for the domain and network connection selected for
the catalog, you’re prompted to configure one.

Configure advanced settings:

• (Required only when the resource location is already set up.) A name for the resource location.

• External connectivity type: through the Citrix Gateway service, or from within your corporate
network.

• Cloud Connector settings:

– (Available only when using a customer‑managed Azure subscription) Machine perfor‑
mance. This selection is used for the Cloud Connectors in the resource location.

– (Available only when using a customer‑managed Azure subscription) Azure resource
group. This selection is used for the Cloud Connectors in the resource location. The
default is the resource group last used by the resource location (if applicable).

– Organizational Unit (OU). The default is the OU last used by the resource location (if appli‑
cable).

When you’re done with the advanced settings, select Save to return to the catalog creation dialog.

After you create a catalog, several resource location actions are available. For details, see Resource
location actions.

Machine naming scheme

To specify a machine naming scheme when creating a catalog, select Specify machine naming
scheme. Use from1‑4wildcards (hashmarks) to indicatewhere sequential numbers or letters appear
in the name. Rules:

• The naming scheme must contain at least one wildcard, but not more than four wildcards. All
the wildcards must be together.

• The entire name, including wildcards, must be between 2 and 15 characters.
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• A name cannot include blanks (spaces), slashes, backslashes, colons, asterisks, angle brackets,
pipes, commas, tildes, exclamation points, at signs, dollar signs, percent signs, carets, paren‑
theses, braces, or underscores.

• A name cannot begin with a period.
• A name cannot contain only numbers.
• Do not use the following letters at the end of a name: -GATEWAY, -GW, and -TAC.

Indicate whether the sequential values are numbers (0‑9) or letters (A‑Z).

For example, a naming scheme of PC-Sales-#### (with 0‑9 selected) results in computer accounts
named PC-Sales-01, PC-Sales-02, PC-Sales-03, and so on.

Leave enough room for growth.

• For example, a naming scheme with 2 wildcards and 13 other characters (for example,
MachineSales-####) uses the maximum number of characters (15).

• Once the catalog contains 99 machines, the next machine creation fails. Citrix DaaS tries to
create a machine with three digits (100), but that would create a name with 16 characters. The
maximum is 15.

• So, in this example, a shorter name (for example, PC-Sales-####) allows scaling beyond 99
machines.

If you do not specify a machine naming scheme, Citrix DaaS uses the default naming scheme DAS
%%%%%-**-######.

• %%%%% = five random alphanumeric characters matching the resource location prefix
• ** = two random alphanumeric characters for the catalog
• ###### = three digits.

Related information

• Remote PC Access catalogs
• Create a catalog in a network that uses a proxy server
• Display catalog information
• Manage catalogs in Quick Deploy

Manage catalogs in Quick Deploy

March 31, 2022

This article describes the catalog management tasks you can use to manage catalogs that were cre‑
ated in Quick Deploy.
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Remember: If you usedQuickDeploy to create a catalog, and then use the Full Configuration interface
to perform any management tasks on that catalog, you can no longer use the Quick Deploy interface
for that catalog.

(For information about managing catalogs in the Full Configuration management interface, see Man‑
age machine catalogs.)

Addmachines to a catalog

While machines are being added to a Quick Deploy catalog, you cannot make any other changes to
that catalog.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.

2. On theMachines tab, select AddMachines to Catalog.

3. Enter the number of machines you want to add to the catalog.
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4. (Valid only if the catalog is domain‑joined.) Type the user name and password for Citrix DaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) account.

5. Select AddMachines to Catalog.

You cannot reduce themachine count for a catalog. However, you can use powermanagement sched‑
ule settings to control how many machines are powered on, or delete individual machines from the
Machines tab. See Managemachines in a catalog for information on deletingmachines from theMa‑
chines tab.

Change the number of sessions per machine

Changing the number of sessions per multi‑session machine can affect users’ experience. Increasing
this value can reduce the compute resources allocated to concurrent sessions.

Recommendation: Observe your usage data to determine the appropriate balance between user ex‑
perience and cost.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, select a catalog containing multi‑session machines.
2. On the Details tab, select Edit next to Sessions per Machine.
3. Enter a new number of sessions per machine.
4. SelectUpdate Number of Sessions.
5. Confirm your request.

This changedoes not affect current sessions. When you change themaximumnumber of sessions to a
value that is lower than amachine’s currently active sessions, the new value is implemented through
the normal attrition of active sessions.

If a failure occurs before the update process begins, the catalog’s Details display retains the correct
number of sessions. If a failure occurs during the update process, the display indicates the number of
sessions you wanted.

Managemachines in a catalog
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Note:

Many of the actions that are available fromManage > Quick Deploy are also available from the
Monitor tab in Quick Deploy.

To select actions fromManage > Quick Deploy:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in a catalog’s entry.

2. On the Machines tab, find the machine you want to manage. In the ellipsis menu for that ma‑
chine, select the desired action:

• Restart: Restarts the selectedmachine.

• Start: Starts the selectedmachine. This action is available only if themachine is powered
off.

• Shutdown: Shut down the selected machine. This action is available only if the machine
is powered on.

• Turnmaintenancemode on/off: Turnsmaintenancemode on (if it is off) or off (if it is on)
for the selectedmachine. By default, maintenance mode is turned off for a machine.

Turning on maintenance mode prevents new connections from being made to that ma‑
chine. Users can connect to existing sessions on that machine, but they cannot start new
sessions on that machine.

You might place a machine in maintenance mode before applying patches, or for trou‑
bleshooting.

• Delete: Deletes the selected machine. This action is available only when the machine’s
session count is zero. Confirm the deletion.

When amachine is deleted, all data on the machine is removed.

• Force restart: Forces a restart of the selectedmachine. Select this action only if aRestart
action for the machine fails.

Add apps to a catalog

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.

2. On the Desktop and Apps tab, selectManage Apps.
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3. Select how you are adding apps: from the Start menu of machines in the catalog, or from a
different path on the machines.

4. To add apps from the Startmenu:
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• Select available apps in the left column. (Use Search to tailor the apps list.) Select the
right arrow between the columns. The selected apps move to the right column.

• Similarly, to remove apps, select them in the right column. Select the left arrow between
columns.

• If the Startmenu has more than one version of the same app, with the same name, you
can addonly one. To add another version of that app, edit that version to change its name.
Then you can add that version of the app.

5. To add apps by path:
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• Enter the name for the app. This is the name users see in Citrix Workspace.
• The icon shown is the icon users see in Citrix Workspace. To select another icon, select
Change icon and navigate to the icon you want to display.

• (Optional) Enter a description of the application.
• Enter the path to the app. This field is required. Optionally, add command line param‑
eters and the working directory. For details about command line parameters, see Pass
parameters to published applications.

6. When you’re finished, select Close.

On Windows Server 2019 VDAs, some application icons might not appear correctly during configura‑
tion and in the users’ workspace. As a workaround, after the app is published, edit the app and use
the Change icon feature to assign a different icon that displays correctly.

Edit an app in a catalog

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.
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2. On the Desktop and Apps tab, click anywhere on the row containing the app you want to edit.

3. Select the pencil icon.

4. Type changes in any of the following fields:

• Name: The name users see in Citrix Workspace.
• Description
• Path: The path to the executable.
• Command line parameters: For details, see Pass parameters to published applications.
• Working directory

5. To change the icon users see in their Citrix Workspace, select Change icon and navigate to the
icon you want to display.

6. When you’re done, select Save.

Pass parameters to published applications

When you associate a published application with file types, the percent and star symbols (enclosed
in double quotation marks) are appended to the end of the command line. These symbols act as a
placeholder for parameters passed to user devices.

• If a publishedapplicationdoesnot launchwhenexpected, verify that its command line contains
the correct symbols. By default, parameters supplied by user devices are validated when the
symbols are appended.
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For published applications that use customized parameters supplied by the user device, the
symbols are appended to the command line to bypass command‑line validation. If you do not
see these symbols in a command line for the application, add themmanually.

• If the path to the executable file includes directory nameswith spaces (such as“C:\Program
Files”), enclose the command line for the application in double quotation marks to indicate
that the space belongs in the command line. Add double quotationmarks around the path, and
another set of double quotation marks around the percent and star symbols. Add a space be‑
tween the closing quotationmark for the path and the opening quotationmark for the percent
and star symbols.

For example, the command line for the published application Windows Media Player is: “C:\
Program Files\Windows Media Player\mplayer1.exe” “%*”

Remove apps from a catalog

Removing an app from a catalog does not remove it from the machines. It just prevents it from ap‑
pearing in Citrix Workspace.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.
2. On the Desktop and Apps tab, select the trash icon next to the apps you want to remove.

Delete a catalog

When you delete a catalog, all the machines in the catalog are permanently destroyed. Deleting a
catalog cannot be reversed.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.
2. On the Details tab, select Delete Catalog.
3. Confirm the deletion.

To help identify residual Active Directory machine accounts that you must delete, you can download
a list of machine and Cloud Connector names.

Manage powermanagement schedules

A power management schedule affects all machines in a catalog. A schedule provides:

• Optimal user experience: Machines are available for users when they’re needed.
• Security: Desktop sessions that remain idle for a specified interval are disconnected, requiring
users to launch a new session in their workspace.

• Cost management and power savings: Machines with desktops that remain idle are powered‑
off. Machines are powered on to meet scheduled and actual demand.
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You can configure a power schedule when you create a custom catalog or do it later. If no schedule is
selected or configured, a machine powers off when a session ends.

You cannot select or configure a power schedule when creating a catalog with quick create. By de‑
fault, quick create catalogs use the Cost Saver preset schedule. You can select or configure a different
schedule later for that catalog.

Schedule management includes:

• Knowing what information a schedule contains
• Creating a schedule

Information in a schedule

The following diagram shows the schedule settings for a catalog containing multi‑session machines.
Settings for a catalog containing single‑session (random or static) machines differ slightly.
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A power management schedule contains the following information.

Preset schedules

Citrix DaaS offers several preset schedules. You can also configure and save custom schedules. Al‑
though you can delete custom presets, you cannot delete Citrix‑provided presets.

Time zone
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Used with the power‑on machines setting to establish work hours and after hours, based on the se‑
lected time zone.

This setting is valid for all machine types.

Power onmachines: Work hours and after hours

The days of the week and start‑stop hours of the day that form your work hours. This generally in‑
dicates the intervals when you want machines powered on. Any time outside of those intervals is
considered after‑hours. Several schedule settings allow you to enter separate values for work hours
and after‑hours. Other settings apply all the time.

This setting is valid for all machine types.

Disconnect desktop sessions when idle

How long a desktop can remain idle (not used) before the session is disconnected. After a session is
disconnected, the user must go to Workspace and start a desktop again. This is a security setting.

This setting is valid for all machine types. One setting applies all the time.

Power off idle desktops

How long a machine can remain disconnected before it is powered off. After a machine is powered
off, the user must go to Workspace and start a desktop again. This is a power‑saving setting.

For example, let’s say youwant desktops to disconnect after they have been idle for 10minutes. Then,
power off the machines if they remain disconnected for another 15 minutes.

If Tom stops using his desktop and walks away for a one‑hour meeting, the desktop will be discon‑
nected after 10minutes. After another 15minutes, themachinewill be powered off (25minutes total).

From a user standpoint, the two idle settings (disconnect and power‑off) have the same effect. If Tom
stays away fromhis desktop for 12minutes or an hour, hemust start a desktop again fromWorkspace.
The difference in the two timers affects the state of the virtual machine providing the desktop.

This setting is valid for single‑session (static or random)machines. Youcanenter values forworkhours
and after‑hours.

Log off disconnected sessions

How long amachine can remain disconnected before the session is closed.

This setting is valid for multi‑session machines. One setting applies all the time.
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Power‑off delay

Theminimumamount of time amachinemust be powered‑on before it is eligible for power‑off (along
withother criteria). This setting keepsmachines from“flip‑flopping”onandoffduring volatile session
demands.

This setting is valid for multi‑session machines, and applies all the time.

Minimum runningmachines

Howmanymachinesmust remain powered‑on, regardless of how long they are idle or disconnected.

This setting is valid for random andmulti‑sessionmachines. You can enter values for work hours and
after‑hours.

Capacity buffer

A capacity buffer helps accommodate sudden spikes in demand, by keeping a buffer of machines
powered‑on. The buffer is specified, as a percentage of current session demand. For example, if there
are 100 active sessions and the capacity buffer is 10%, Citrix DaaS provides capacity for 110 sessions.
A spike in demandmight occur during work hours or adding newmachines to the catalog.

A lower value decreases the cost. A higher value helps ensure an optimized user experience. When
launching sessions, users do not have to wait for extra machines to power on.

When there aremore than enoughmachines to support the number of powered‑onmachines needed
in the catalog (including the capacity buffer), extra machines are powered off. Power‑offmight occur
because of off‑peak time, session logoffs, or fewermachines in the catalog. The decision to power off
amachine must meet the following criteria:

• The machine is powered on and not in maintenance mode.

• The machine is registered as available or waiting to register after power‑on.

• The machine has no active sessions. Any remaining sessions have ended. (The machine was
idle for the idle timeout period.)

• The machine has been powered on for at least “X” minutes, where “X” is the power‑off delay
specified for the catalog.

In a static catalog, after all machines in the catalog are assigned, the capacity buffer does not
play a role in powering machines on or off.

This setting is valid for all machine types. You can enter values for work hours and after‑hours.
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Create a powermanagement schedule

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.
2. On the Power Management tab, determine whether any of the preset schedules (in the menu

at the top)meet your needs. Select a preset to see the values it uses. If youwant to use a preset,
leave it selected.

3. If you change the values in any fields (such as days, times, or intervals), the preset selection
changes to Custom automatically. An asterisk indicates that custom settings have not been
saved.

4. Set the values you want for the custom schedule.
5. Select Custom at the top, and then save the current settings as a new preset. Enter a name for

the new preset and select the check mark.
6. When you’re done, select Save Changes.

Later, you can edit or delete a custom preset by using the pencil or trash icons in the Presetsmenu.
You cannot edit or delete common presets.

Related information

• Update a catalog with a new image
• Add and remove users in a catalog

Azure subscriptions in Quick Deploy

December 7, 2022

Introduction

When you create a catalog or build an image in Quick Deploy, you choose among the available
Azure subscriptions. Quick Deploy supports both Citrix Managed Azure subscriptions and your own,
customer‑managed Azure subscriptions.

• To use your ownAzure subscription, you first import (add) one ormore of those subscriptions to
Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). That action enables Citrix DaaS
to access your Azure subscriptions.

• Using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription requires no subscription configuration. However, a
Citrix Managed Azure subscription is available only when you order the Citrix Azure Consump‑
tion Fund, in addition to Citrix DaaS.

Some Citrix DaaS features differ, depending on whether the catalog uses a Citrix Managed Azure sub‑
scription or in your own Azure subscription.
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Citrix Managed Azure subscription Your own Azure subscription

Supports domain‑joined or
non‑domain‑joinedmachines.

Supports only domain‑joinedmachines.

Supports quick create and custom create
catalogs.

Supports only custom create catalogs.

Always available when creating catalogs and
images.

Must add the Azure subscription to Citrix DaaS
before creating a catalog.

For user authentication, supports Citrix
Managed Azure Active Directory or your own
Active Directory.

Can connect your own Active Directory and
Azure Active Directory.

Network connection options include No
connectivity.

Network connection options include only your
own virtual networks.

When using Azure VNet peering to connect to
your resources, youmust create a VNet peer
connection in Citrix DaaS.

Select an existing virtual network.

When importing an image from Azure, you
specify the image’s URI.

When importing an image, you can select a
VHD or browse storage in the Azure
subscription.

Can create a bastion machine in customer’s
Azure subscription to troubleshoot machines.

No need to create a bastion machine because
you can already access the machines in your
subscription.

View Azure subscriptions

To view Azure subscription details, from Manage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on
the right. Then select a subscription entry.

• The Details page includes the number of machines, plus the numbers and names of catalogs
and images using the subscription.

• The Resource Locations page lists the resource locations where the subscription is used.

Add customer‑managed Azure subscriptions

To use a customer‑managed Azure subscription, you must add it to Citrix DaaS before creating a cat‑
alog or building an image that uses that subscription. You have two options when adding your Azure
subscriptions:
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• If you are a Global Administrator for the directory and have contributor permissions for
the subscription: Simply authenticate to your Azure account.

• If you are not a Global Administrator and have contributor permissions on the subscrip‑
tion: Before adding the subscription to Citrix DaaS, create an Azure app in your Azure AD and
then add that app as a contributor of the subscription. When you add that subscription to Citrix
DaaS, you provide relevant app information.

Add customer‑managed Azure subscriptions if you’re a Global Administrator

This task requires Global Administrator permissions for the directory, and contributor permissions for
the subscription.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on the right.
2. Select Add Azure subscription.
3. On the Add Subscriptions page, select Add your Azure subscription.
4. Select the button that allows Citrix DaaS to access your Azure subscriptions on your behalf.
5. Select Authenticate Azure Account. You’re taken to the Azure sign‑in page.
6. Enter your Azure credentials.
7. You’re returned automatically to Citrix DaaS. The Add Subscription page lists the discovered

Azure subscriptions. Use the search box to filter the list, if needed. Select one ormore subscrip‑
tions. When you’re done, select Add Subscriptions.

8. Confirm that you want to add the selected subscriptions.

The Azure subscriptions you selected are listedwhen you expandSubscriptions. The added subscrip‑
tions are available for selection when you create a catalog or image.

Add customer‑managed Azure subscriptions if you’re not a Global Administrator

Adding an Azure subscription when you’re not a global administrator is a two‑part process:

• Before you add a subscription to Citrix DaaS, create an app in Azure AD and then add that app
as a contributor of the subscription.

• Add the subscription to Citrix DaaS, using information about the app you created in Azure.

Create an app in Azure AD and add it as a contributor

1. Register a new application in Azure AD:

a) From a browser, navigate to https://portal.azure.com.

b) In the upper leftmenu, select Azure Active Directory.

c) In theManage list, select App registrations.

d) Select + New registration.
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e) On the Register an application page, provide the following information:

• Name: Enter the connection name
• Application type: SelectWeb app / API
• Redirect URI: leave blank

f) Select Create.

2. Create the application’s secret access key and add the role assignment:

a) From the previous procedure, select App Registration to view details.

b) Make a note of the Application ID andDirectory ID. You’ll use this later when adding your
subscription to Citrix DaaS.

c) UnderManage, select Certificates & secrets.

d) On the Client secrets page, select + New client secret.

e) On the Add a client secret page, provide a description and select an expiration interval.
Then select Add.

f) Make a note of the client secret value. You’ll use this later when adding your subscription
to Citrix DaaS.

g) Select the Azure subscription youwant to link (add) to Citrix DaaS, and then select Access
control (IAM).

h) In the Add a role assignment box, select Add.

i) On the Add role assignment tab, select the following:

• Role: Contributor
• Assign access to: Azure AD user, group, or service principal
• Select: The name of the Azure app you created earlier.

j) Select Save.

Add your subscription to Citrix DaaS

You need the application ID, directory ID, and client secret value from the app you created in Azure
AD.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on the right.
2. Select Add Azure subscription.
3. On the Add Subscriptions page, select Add your Azure subscriptions.
4. Select I have an Azure Appwith contributor role to the subscription.
5. Enter the tenant ID (directory ID), client ID (application ID), and client secret for the app you

created in Azure.
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6. Select Select your subscription and then select the subscription you want.

Later, from the subscription’sDetails page in Citrix DaaS dashboard, you can update the client secret
or replace the Azure app from the ellipsis menu.

If Citrix DaaS can’t access an Azure subscription after it’s added, several catalog power management
and individualmachine actions aren’t allowed. Amessage provides an option to add the subscription
again. If the subscription was originally added using an Azure app, you can replace the Azure app.

Add Citrix Managed Azure subscriptions

A Citrix Managed Azure subscription supports a certain number of machines. (In this context, ma‑
chines refers to VMs that have a Citrix VDA installed. These machines deliver apps and desktops to
users. It does not include other machines in a resource location, such as Cloud Connectors.)

If your Citrix Managed Azure subscription is likely to reach its limit soon, and you have enough Cit‑
rix licenses, you can request another Citrix Managed Azure subscription. The dashboard contains a
notification when you’re close to the limit.

Youcan’t createacatalog (oraddmachines toacatalog) if the totalnumberofmachines forall catalogs
that use that Citrix Managed Azure subscription would exceed the limit.

For example, assume a hypothetical limit of 1,000 machines per Citrix Managed Azure subscription.

• Let’s say you have two catalogs (Cat1 and Cat2) that use the same Citrix Managed Azure sub‑
scription. Cat1 currently contains 500 machines, and Cat2 has 250.

• As you plan for future capacity needs, you add 200machines to Cat2. The CitrixManaged Azure
subscription now supports 950 machines (500 in Cat 1 and 450 in Cat 2). The dashboard in‑
dicates that the subscription is near its limit.

• When you need 75 more machines, you can’t use that subscription to create a catalog with 75
machines (or add75machines to an existing catalog). Thatwould exceed the subscription limit.
Instead, you request another Citrix Managed Azure subscription. Then, you can create a catalog
using that subscription.

When you have more than one Citrix Managed Azure subscription:

• Nothing is shared between those subscriptions.

• Each subscription has a unique name.

• You can choose among the Citrix Managed Azure subscriptions (and any customer‑managed
Azure subscriptions that you’ve added) when:

– Creating a catalog.
– Building or importing an image.
– Creating a VNet peering or SD‑WAN connection.
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Requirement:

• Youmust have enough Citrix licenses to warrant adding another Citrix Managed Azure subscrip‑
tion. Using theprevioushypothetical example, if youhave 2,000Citrix licenses in anticipationof
deploying at least 1,500 machines through Citrix Managed subscriptions, you can add another
Citrix Managed Azure subscription.

To add a Citrix Managed Azure subscription:

1. Contact your Citrix representative to request another Citrix Managed Azure subscription. You
are notified when you can proceed.

2. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on the right.
3. Select Add Azure subscription.
4. On the Add Subscriptions page, select Add a Citrix Managed Azure subscription.
5. On theAddaCitrixManagedSubscriptionpage, selectAddSubscription at the bottomof the

page.

If you’renotified that anerroroccurredduring creationof aCitrixManagedAzure subscription, contact
Citrix Support.

Remove Azure subscriptions

Before you can remove an Azure subscription, youmust delete all catalogs and images that use it.

If you have one or more Citrix Managed Azure subscriptions, you cannot remove all of them. At least
one must remain.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on the right.
2. Select the subscription entry.
3. On the Details tab, select Remove Subscription.
4. Select Authenticate Azure Account. You’re taken to the Azure sign‑in page.
5. Enter your Azure credentials.
6. You’re returned automatically to Citrix DaaS. Confirm the deletion and then select Yes, Delete

Subscription.

Images in Quick Deploy

March 23, 2022

When you create a catalog to deliver desktops or apps, an image is used (with other settings) as a
template for creating the machines.

Quick Deploy provides a set of prepared images that you can choose from to build and customize an
image in Quick Deploy. You can also import (add) images from your own Azure subscription.
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Citrix prepared images

Quick Deploy provides several Citrix prepared images:

• Windows 10 Enterprise (single‑session)
• Windows 10 Enterprise Virtual Desktop (multi‑session)
• Windows 10 Enterprise Virtual Desktop (multi‑session) with Office 365 ProPlus
• Windows Server 2012 R2
• Windows Server 2016
• Windows Server 2019
• Linux Ubuntu (single‑session andmulti‑session)

TheCitrix prepared imageshaveacurrentCitrix VirtualDeliveryAgent (VDA)and troubleshooting tools
installed. The VDA is the communication mechanism between your users’ machines and the Citrix
Cloud infrastructure thatmanages Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). Im‑
ages provided by Citrix have a CITRIX notation.

Citrix prepared images are not available in Citrix DaaS’s Full Configuration interface.

You can also import and use your own image from Azure.

Ways to use images in Quick Deploy

You can:

• Use a Citrix prepared image when creating a catalog. This choice is recommended only for
proof of concept deployments.

• Use a Citrix prepared image to create another image. After the new image created, you cus‑
tomize it by adding applications and other software that your users need. Then, you can use
that customized image when creating a catalog.

• Import an image from Azure. After you import an image from Azure, you can then use that
image when creating a catalog.

Or, you can use that image to create a new image, and then customize it by adding apps. Then,
you can use that customized image when creating a catalog.

When you create a catalog, Citrix DaaS verifies that the image uses a valid operating system, and has
a Citrix VDA and troubleshooting tools installed (along with other checks).

Display image information

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images on the right. The display lists the Citrix
prepared images, and any images you imported.
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2. Select an image to display its details.
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From the details card, you can:

• Change (edit) the image’s name.
• Add and edit notes (available only for images you prepared or imported, not Citrix pre‑
pared images).

• Delete the image.

Prepare a new image

Preparing a new image includes creating the image and then customizing it. When you create an im‑
age, a new VM is created to load the new image.

Requirements:

• Know the performance characteristics that themachines need. For example, running CAD apps
might require different CPU, RAM, and storage than other office apps.
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• If you plan to use a connection to your on‑premises resources, set up that connection before
creating the image and the catalog. For details, see Network connections.

When using a Citrix prepared Ubuntu image to build a new image, a root password is created for the
new image. Youcanchange that rootpassword, but onlyduring the imagecreationandcustomization
process. (You cannot change the root password after the image is used in a catalog.)

• When the image is created, the administrator account that you specified (Login details for im‑
age buildingmachine) is added to the sudoers group.

• After you RDP to the machine containing the new image, launch the terminal application and
type sudo passwd root. When prompted, provide the password you specifiedwhen creating
the image. After verification, you’re prompted to enter a new password for the root user.

To create an image:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images on the right.

2. Select Build Image.

3. Enter values in the following fields:
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• Name: Enter a name for the new image.

• Master image: Select an existing image. This is the base image that is used to create the
new image.

• Subscription: Select an Azure subscription.

• Network connection:

– If using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, select No connectivity or a previously
created connection.

– If using your own customer‑managed Azure subscription, select your resource group,
virtual network, and subnet. Thenadddomaindetails: FQDN,OU,CitrixDaaSaccount
name, and credentials.

• Region: (Available only forNoconnectivity.) Select a regionwhere youwant themachine
containing the image to be created.

• Logon credentials for image machine: You’ll use these credentials later when you con‑
nect (RDP) to themachine containing thenew image, so that youcan install appsandother
software.

• Machine performance: This is CPU, RAM, and storage information for the machine that
runs the image. Select a machine performance that meets your apps’ requirements.

• Restricted IP access: If you want to restrict access to specific addresses, select Add IP
addresses and then enter oneormore addresses. After adding the addresses, selectDone
to return to the Build image card.

• Notes: Optionally add up to 1024 characters of notes. After the image is created, you can
update the notes from the image’s details display.

• Local domain join: Indicate whether you want to join the local Active Directory domain.

– If you select Yes, enter the FQDN, OU, Citrix DaaS account name, and credentials.
– If you selectNo, enter the credentials for the host machine.

4. When you’re done, select Build Image.

An image can take up to 30 minutes to build. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images
on the right to see the current state (such as Building image or Ready to customize).

What to do next: Connect to a new image and customize it.

Connect to a new image and customize it

After a new image is created, its name is added to the images list, with a status of Ready to
customize (or similar wording). To customize that image, you first download an RDP file. When you
use that file to connect to the image, you can then add applications and other software to the image.
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1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images on the right. Select the image youwant
to connect to.

2. Select Download RDP file. An RDP client downloads.

The image machine might power off if you do not RDP to it shortly after it’s created. This saves
costs. When that happens, select Power On.

3. Start the downloaded RDP client. It automatically attempts to connect to the address of the
machine containing the new image. When prompted, enter the credentials you specified when
creating the image.

4. After you connect to the machine, add or remove apps, install updates, and finish any other
customization work.

DoNOT Sysprep the image.

5. When you’re done customizing the new image, return to theMaster Images box and select Fin‑
ish build. The new image automatically undergoes validation testing.

Later, when you create a catalog, the new image is included in the list of images you can select.

FromManage > Quick Deploy, the image display on the right indicates how many catalogs and ma‑
chines use each image.

Note:

After you finalize an image, you cannot edit it. Youmust create a new image (optionally using the
previous image as a starting point), and then update the new image.

Import an image from Azure

When you import an image fromAzure that has a Citrix VDA and applications your users need, you can
use it to create a catalog or replace the image in an existing catalog.

Imported image requirements
Note:

Citrix DaaS does not support importing disks that are associated with Azure generation 2 VMs.

Citrix runs validation tests on the imported image. Ensure that the following requirements are met
when you prepare the image that you’ll import into Citrix DaaS.

• Supported OS: The image must be a supported OS. To check a Windows OS version, run Get-
WmiObject Win32_OperatingSystem.

• Supported generation: Only generation 1 VMs are supported.

• Not generalized: The imagemust not be generalized.
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• No configured Delivery Controllers: Ensure that no Citrix Delivery Controllers are configured
in the image. Ensure that the following registry keys are cleared.

– HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent\ListOfDDCs
– HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Policies\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent\ListOfDDCs
– HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent\FarmGUID
– HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Policies\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent\FarmGUID

• Personality.ini file: The personality.ini file must exist on the system drive.

• Valid VDA: The imagemust have a Citrix VDA newer than 7.11 installed.

– Windows: Tocheck, useGet HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\Uninstall\Citrix Virtual Desktop Agent. For installation guidance, see Install
a Windows VDA on an image.

– Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Ubuntu: For installation guidance, see the product docu‑
mentation.

• Azure Virtual Machine Agent: Before importing an image, make sure that the Azure Virtual
Machine Agent is installed on the image. For more information, see the Microsoft article Azure
Virtual Machine Agent overview.

Import the image using Quick Deploy

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images on the right.

2. Select Import Image.
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3. Choose how to import the image.

• For managed disks, use the export feature to generate a SAS URL. Set the expiration time
to 7200 seconds or more.

• For VHDs in a storage account, choose one of the following:
– Generate a SAS URL for the VHD file.
– Update the access level of a block storage container to blob or container. Then, get
the file’s URL.

4. If you selected Browse storage account:

a) Sequentially select a subscription > resource group > storage account > image.
b) Name the image.

5. If you selected Azure public URL:

a) Enter the Azure‑generated URL for the VHD. For guidance, select the link to the Microsoft
document Download a Windows VHD from Azure.

b) Select a subscription. (A Linux image can be imported only if you select a customer‑
managed subscription.)

c) Name the image.
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6. When you’re done, select Import Image.

Update a Quick Deploy catalog with a new image

The catalog type determines which machines are updated when you update the catalog.

• For a random catalog, all the machines currently in the catalog are updated with the latest im‑
age. If you addmore desktops to that catalog, they are based on the latest image.

• For a static catalog, themachines currently in the catalog are not updatedwith the latest image.
Machines currently in the catalog continue to use the image they were created from. However,
if you addmore machines to that catalog, they are based on the latest image.

You can update a catalog containing machines with gen1 images with a gen2 image, if the catalog’s
machines support gen2. Similarly, you can update a catalog containing gen2 machines with a gen1
image, if the catalog’s machines support gen1.

To update a catalog with a new image:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.

2. On the Details tab, selectUpdate Image.

3. Select an image.

4. For random or multi‑session catalogs: Select a logoff interval. After Citrix DaaS completes the
initial image processing, subscribers receive a warning to save their work and log off from their
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desktops. The logoff interval indicates how long subscribers have after receiving the message
until the session ends automatically.

5. SelectUpdate Image.

Delete an image fromQuick Deploy

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandMaster Images on the right.
2. Select the image you want to delete.
3. Select Delete Image at the bottom of the card. Confirm the deletion.

Install a Windows VDA on an image

Use the following procedure when preparing a Windows image that you plan to import into Citrix
DaaS.

For Linux VDA installation guidance, see the Linux VDA product documentation.

1. In your Azure environment, connect to the image VM (if you’re not already connected).

2. You can download a VDA by using the Downloads link on the Citrix Cloud navigation bar. Or,
use a browser to navigate to Citrix DaaS download page.

Download a VDA onto the VM. There are separate VDA download packages for a desktop (single‑
session) OS and a server (multi‑session) OS.

3. Launch the VDA installer by double‑clicking the downloaded file. The installation wizard
launches.

4. On the Environment page, select the option to create an image using MCS, and then select
Next.

5. On the Core Components page, selectNext.

6. On the Delivery Controller page, select Let Machine Creation Services do it automatically
and then selectNext. Confirm your selection, if prompted.

7. Leave the default settings on the Additional Components, Features, and Firewall pages, un‑
less Citrix instructs you otherwise. SelectNext on each page.

8. On the Summary page, select Install. Prerequisites begin to install. When prompted to restart,
agree.

9. The VDA installation resumes automatically. Prerequisite installation completes and then the
components and featuresare installed. On theCallHomepage, leave thedefault setting (unless
Citrix instructs you otherwise). After you connect, selectNext.

10. Select Finish. The machine restarts automatically.
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11. To ensure that the configuration is correct, launch one ormore of the applications you installed
on the VM.

12. Shut down the VM. Do not Sysprep the image.

For more information about installing VDAs, see Install VDAs.

Network connections in Quick Deploy

March 23, 2022

Introduction

This article provides details about how to create network connections to your corporate resources
when using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription.

When using your own customer‑managed Azure subscription, there is no need to create a network
connection.

WhencreatingaQuickDeploy catalog, you indicate if andhowusers access locations and resourceson
their corporate on‑premises network from their Citrix desktops and apps. When using a connection,
youmust create the connection before creating the catalog.

When using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription, the choices are:

• No connectivity
• Azure VNet peering
• SD‑WAN

You cannot change a catalog’s connection type after the catalog is created.

Requirements for all network connections

• When creating a connection, youmust have valid DNS server entries.
• When using Secure DNS or a third‑party DNS provider, you must add the address range that is
allocated for use by Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) to the DNS
provider’s IP addresses on the allow list. That address range is specified when you create a
connection.

• All service resources that use the connection (domain‑joined machines) must be able to reach
your Network Time Protocol (NTP) server, to ensure time synchronization.
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No connectivity

When a catalog is configured with No connectivity, users cannot access resources on their on‑
premises or other networks. This is the only choice when creating a catalog using quick create.

About Azure VNet peering connections

Virtual network peering seamlessly connects two Azure virtual networks (VNets): yours and Citrix
DaaS VNet. Peering also helps enable users to access files and other items from your on‑premises
networks.

As shown in the following graphic, you create a connection using Azure VNet peering from the Citrix
Managed Azure subscription to the VNet in your company’s Azure subscription.
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Here’s another illustration of VNet peering.

Users can access their network resources (such as file servers) by joining the local domain when you
create a catalog. (That is, you join the AD domain where file shares and other needed resources re‑
side.) Your Azure subscription connects to those resources (in the graphics, using a VPN or Azure Ex‑
pressRoute). When creating the catalog, you provide the domain, OU, and account credentials.

Important:

• Learn about Azure VNet peering before using it in this service.
• Create a VNet peering connection before creating a catalog that uses it.
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Azure VNet peering custom routes

Custom, or user‑defined, routes override Azure’s default system routes for directing traffic between
virtual machines in a VNet peering, on‑premises networks, and the Internet. You might use custom
routes if there are networks that Citrix DaaS resources are expected to access but aren’t directly con‑
nected throughVNetpeering. For example, youmight createa customroute that forces traffic through
a network appliance to the Internet or to an on‑premises network subnet.

To use custom routes:

• You must have an existing Azure virtual network gateway or a network appliance such as Citrix
SD‑WAN in your Citrix DaaS environment.

• When you add custom routes, you must update your company’s route tables with Citrix DaaS’s
destination VNet information to ensure end‑to‑end connectivity.

• Custom routes are displayed in Citrix DaaS in the order in which they are entered. This display
order does not affect the order in which Azure selects routes.

Before using custom routes, review the Microsoft article Virtual network traffic routing to learn about
using custom routes, next hop types, and how Azure selects routes for outbound traffic.

You can add custom routes when you create an Azure VNet peering connection or to existing ones in
your Citrix DaaS environment. When you’re ready to use custom routes with your VNet peering, refer
to the following sections in this article:

• For custom routes with new Azure VNet peerings: Create an Azure VNet peering connection
• For custom routes with existing Azure VNet peerings: Manage custom routes for existing Azure
VNet peer connections

Azure VNet peering requirements and preparation

• Credentials for an Azure subscription owner. This must be an Azure Active Directory account.
This service does not support other account types, such as live.com or external Azure AD ac‑
counts (in a different tenant).

• An Azure subscription, resource group, and virtual network (VNet).

• Set up the Azure network routes so that VDAs in the Citrix Managed Azure subscription can com‑
municate with your network locations.

• Open Azure network security groups from your VNet to the specified IP range.

• Active Directory: For domain‑joined scenarios, we recommend that you have some form of
Active Directory services running in the peered VNet. This takes advantage of the low latency
characteristics of the Azure VNet peering technology.

For example, the configurationmight include Azure Active Directory Domain Services (AADDS),
a domain controller VM in the VNet, or Azure AD Connect to your on‑premises Active Directory.
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After you enable AADDS, you cannot move your managed domain to a different VNet without
deleting themanaged domain. So, it’s important to select the correct VNet to enable yourman‑
aged domain. Before proceeding, review the Microsoft article Networking considerations for
Azure AD Domain Services.

• VNet IP range: When creating the connection, you must provide an available CIDR address
space (IPaddressandnetworkprefix) that is uniqueamong thenetwork resourcesand theAzure
VNetsbeingconnected. This is the IP rangeassigned to theVMswithinCitrixDaaS’speeredVNet.

Ensure that you specify an IP range that does not overlap any addresses that you use in your
Azure and on‑premises networks.

– Forexample if yourAzureVNethasanaddress spaceof10.0.0.0 /16, create theVNetpeering
connection in Citrix DaaS as something such as 192.168.0.0 /24.

– In this example, creating a peering connection with a 10.0.0.0 /24 IP range would be con‑
sidered an overlapping address range.

If addressesoverlap, theVNetpeeringconnectionmightnotbecreated successfully. It alsodoes
not work correctly for site administration tasks.

To learn about VNet peering, see the following Microsoft articles.

• Virtual network peering
• Azure VPN Gateway
• Create a Site‑to‑Site connection in the Azure portal
• VPN Gateway FAQ (search for “overlap”)

Create an Azure VNet peering connection

1. FromManage >Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right. If you have already
set up connections, they’re listed.
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2. Select Add Connection.

3. Click anywhere in the Add Azure VNet Peering box.

4. Select Authenticate Azure Account.
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5. Citrix DaaS automatically takes you to the Azure sign‑in page to authenticate your Azure sub‑
scriptions. After you sign in to Azure (with the global administrator account credentials) and
accept the terms, you are returned to the connection creation details dialog.
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6. Type a name for the Azure VNet peer.

7. Select the Azure subscription, resource group, and the VNet to peer.

8. Indicate whether the selected VNet uses an Azure Virtual Network Gateway. For information,
see the Microsoft article Azure VPN Gateway.

9. If you answered Yes in the previous step (the VNet uses an Azure virtual network gateway), in‑
dicate whether you want to enable virtual network gateway route propagation. When enabled,
Azure automatically learns (adds) all routes through the gateway.

You can change this setting later on the connection’s Details page. However, changing it can
cause route pattern changes and VDA traffic interruptions. Also, if you disable it later, youmust
manually add routes to the networks that VDAs will use.

10. Type an IP address and select a network mask. The address range to be used is displayed, plus
how many addresses that the range supports. Ensure that the IP range does not overlap any
addresses that you use in your Azure and on‑premises networks.

• For example, if your Azure VNet has an address space of 10.0.0.0 /16, create the VNet peer‑
ing connection in Citrix DaaS as something such as 192.168.0.0 /24.

• In this example, creating a VNet peering connection with a 10.0.0.0 /24 IP range is consid‑
ered an overlapping address range.

If addresses overlap, the VNet peering connection might not be created successfully. It also
won’t work correctly for site administration tasks.

11. Indicate whether you want to add custom routes to the VNet peering connection. If you select
Yes, enter the following information:

a) Type a friendly name for the custom route.

b) Enter the destination IP address and network prefix. The network prefix must be between
16 and 24.

c) Select a next hop type for where you want traffic to be routed. If you select Virtual appli‑
ance, enter the internal IP address of the appliance.
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Formore information about next hop types, see theCustom routes section in theMicrosoft
article Virtual network traffic routing.

d) To create another custom route for the connection, select Add route.

12. Select Add VNet Peering.

After the connection is created, it is listed under Network Connections > Azure VNet Peers on the
right side of the Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard. When you create a catalog, this connection is
included in the available network connections list.
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View Azure VNet peering connection details
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1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select the Azure VNet peering connection you want to display.

Details include:

• The number of catalogs, machines, images, and bastions that use this connection.
• The region, allocated network space, and peered VNets.
• The routes currently configured for the VNet peering connection.

Manage custom routes for existing Azure VNet peer connections

You can add new custom routes to an existing connection ormodify existing custom routes, including
disabling or deleting custom routes.

Important:

Modifying, disabling, or deleting custom routes changes the traffic flow of the connection and
might disrupt any user sessions that might be active.

To add a custom route:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select the connection you want to delete.
3. From the connection details, select Routes and then select Add Route.
4. Enter a friendly name, the destination IP address and prefix, and the next hop type you want to

use. If you select Virtual Appliance as the next hop type, enter the internal IP address of the
appliance.

5. Indicatewhether youwant to enable the custom route. By default, the custom route is enabled.
6. Select Add Route.

To modify or disable a custom route:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.

2. Select the connection you want to delete.

3. From the connection details, select Routes and then locate the custom route you want toman‑
age.

4. From the ellipsis menu, select Edit.
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5. Make any needed changes to the destination IP address and prefix or the next hop type, as
needed.

6. To enable or disable a custom route, in Enable this route?, select Yes orNo.

7. Select Save.

To delete a custom route:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select the connection you want to delete.
3. From the connection details, select Routes and then locate the custom route you want toman‑

age.
4. From the ellipsis menu, select Delete.
5. Select Deleting a route may disrupt active sessions to acknowledge the impact of deleting

the custom route.
6. Select Delete Route.

Delete an Azure VNet peering connection

Before you can delete an Azure VNet peering connection, remove any catalogs associatedwith it. See
Delete a catalog.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select the connection you want to delete.
3. From the connection details, select Delete Connection.
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About SD‑WAN connections

Citrix SD‑WAN optimizes all the network connections needed by Citrix DaaS. Working in concert with
theHDX technologies, Citrix SD‑WANprovides quality‑of‑service and connection reliability for ICA and
out‑of‑band Citrix DaaS traffic. Citrix SD‑WAN supports the following network connections:

• Multi‑stream ICA connection between users and their virtual desktops
• Internet access from the virtual desktop to websites, SaaS apps, and other cloud properties
• Access from the virtual desktop back to on‑premises resources such as Active Directory, file
servers, and database servers

• Real‑time/interactive traffic carried over RTP from the media engine in the Workspace app to
cloud‑hosted Unified Communications services such as Microsoft Teams

• Client‑side fetching of videos from sites like YouTube and Vimeo

As shown in the following graphic, you create an SD‑WAN connection from the Citrix Managed Azure
subscription to your sites. During connection creation, SD‑WAN VPX appliances are created in the
CitrixManagedAzure subscription. From theSD‑WANperspective, that location is treated as abranch.

SD‑WAN connection requirements and preparation

• If the following requirements are not met, the SD‑WAN network connection option is not avail‑
able.

– Citrix Cloud service entitlements: Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
service) and SD‑WAN Orchestrator.

– An installed and configured SD‑WAN deployment. The deploymentmust include a Master
Control Node (MCN), whether in the cloud or on‑premises, and bemanaged with SD‑WAN
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Orchestrator.

• VNet IP range: Provide an available CIDR address space (IP address and network prefix) that is
unique among the network resources being connected. This is the IP range assigned to the VMs
within Citrix DaaS’s VNet.

Ensure that you specify an IP range that does not overlap any addresses that you use in your
cloud and on‑premises networks.

– For example, if your network has an address space of 10.0.0.0 /16, create the connection
in Citrix DaaS as something such as 192.168.0.0 /24.

– In this example, creating a connectionwith a 10.0.0.0 /24 IP rangewould be considered an
overlapping address range.

If addresses overlap, the connection might not be created successfully. It also does not work
correctly for site administration tasks.

• The connection configuration process includes tasks that you (Citrix DaaS administrator) and
the SD‑WANOrchestrator administratormust complete. Also, to complete your tasks, you need
information provided by the SD‑WAN Orchestrator administrator.

We recommend that you both review the guidance in this document, plus the SD‑WAN docu‑
mentation, before actually creating a connection.

Create an SD‑WAN connection
Important:

For details about SD‑WAN configuration, see SD‑WAN configuration for Citrix DaaS integration.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.

2. Select Add Connection.

3. On the Add a network connection page, click anywhere in the SD‑WAN box.

4. The next page summarizes what’s ahead. When you’re done reading, select Start Configuring
SD‑WAN.

5. On the Configure SD‑WAN page, enter the information provided by your SD‑WAN Orchestrator
administrator.

• Deployment mode: If you select High availability, two VPX appliances are created (rec‑
ommended for production environments). If you select Standalone, one appliance is cre‑
ated. You cannot change this setting later. To change to the deploymentmode, you’ll have
to delete and re‑create the branch and all associated catalogs.

• Name: Type a name for the SD‑WAN site.
• Throughput and number of offices: This information is provided by your SD‑WAN Or‑
chestrator administrator.
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• Region: The region where the VPX appliances will be created.
• VDA subnet and SD‑WAN subnet: This information is provided by your SD‑WAN Orches‑
trator administrator. See SD‑WAN connection requirements and preparation for informa‑
tion about avoiding conflicts.

6. When you’re done, select Create Branch.

7. The next page summarizes what to look for on theManage > Quick Deploy dashboard. When
you’re done reading, select Got it.

8. FromManage >Quick Deploy, the new SD‑WAN entry underNetwork Connections shows the
progressof theconfigurationprocess. When theentry turnsorangewith themessageAwaiting
activation by SD-WAN administrator, notify your SD‑WANOrchestrator administrator.

9. For SD‑WAN Orchestrator administrator tasks, see the SD‑WAN Orchestrator product documen‑
tation.

10. When the SD‑WAN Orchestrator administrator finishes, the SD‑WAN entry under Network
Connections turns green, with the message You can create catalogs using this
connection.

View SD‑WAN connection details

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select SD‑WAN if it’s not the only selection.
3. Select the connection you want to display.

The display includes:

• Details tab: Information you specified when configuring the connection.
• Branch Connectivity tab: Name, cloud connectivity, availability, bandwidth tier, role, and lo‑
cation for each branch and MCN.

Delete an SD‑WAN connection

Before you can delete an SD‑WAN connection, remove any catalogs associated with it. See Delete a
catalog.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
2. Select SD‑WAN if it’s not the only selection.
3. Select the connection you want to delete, to expand its details.
4. On the Details tab, select Delete Connection.
5. Confirm the deletion.
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Users and authentication in Quick Deploy

March 23, 2022

User authenticationmethods

Users must authenticate when they log in to Citrix Workspace to start their desktop or apps.

Quick Deploy supports the following user authentication methods:

• Managed Azure AD: Managed Azure AD is an Azure Active Directory (AAD) provided and man‑
aged by Citrix. You don’t need to provide your own Active Directory structure. Just add your
users to the directory.

• Your identity provider: You can use any available authentication method in Citrix Cloud.

Note:

• Remote PC Access deployments use only Active Directory. For details, see Remote PC Ac‑
cess.

• If you use Azure AD Domain Services: Workspace logon UPNs must contain the domain
name that was specified when enabling Azure AD Domain Services. Logons cannot use
UPNs for a customdomain you create, even if that customdomain is designatedasprimary.

Setting up user authentication includes the following procedures:

1. Configure the user authentication method in Citrix Cloud and Workspace Configuration.
2. If you’re using Managed Azure AD for user authentication, add users to the directory.
3. Add users to a catalog.

Configure user authentication in Citrix Cloud

To configure user authentication in Citrix Cloud:

• Connect to the user authentication method you want to use. (In Citrix Cloud, you “connect” or
“disconnect” from an authentication method.)

• In Citrix Cloud, set Workspace authentication to use the connectedmethod.

Note:

The Managed Azure AD authentication method is configured by default. That is, it is automati‑
cally connected in Citrix Cloud, and Workspace authentication is automatically set to use Man‑
aged Azure AD for Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). If you want to
use thismethod (andhave not previously configured a differentmethod), continuewith Add and
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delete users in Managed Azure AD.

To change the authentication method:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, selectUser Access & Authentication on the right.

2. Select Manage User Access and Authentication. Select theWorkspace tab, if it isn’t already
selected. (The other tab indicates which user authentication method is currently configured.)
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3. Follow the link To set up authentication methods. That link takes you to Citrix Cloud. Select
Connect in the ellipsis menu for the method you want.

4. While still in Citrix Cloud, selectWorkspace Configuration in the upper left menu. On the Au‑
thentication tab, select the method you want.

What to do next:

• If you’re using Managed Azure AD, add users to the directory.
• For all authentication methods, add users to the catalog.

Add and delete users in Managed Azure AD

Complete this procedure only if you’re using Managed Azure AD for user authentication to Citrix
Workspace.

You provide your users’ name and email addresses. Citrix then emails an invitation to each of them.
The email instructs users to select a link that joins them to the Citrix Managed Azure AD.

• If the user already has a Microsoft account with the email address you provided, that account is
used.

• If the user does not have a Microsoft account with the email address, Microsoft creates an ac‑
count.
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To add and invite users to Managed Azure AD:

1. FromManage>QuickDeploy, expandUserAccess&Authenticationon the right. SelectMan‑
age User Access and Authentication.

2. Select theManaged Azure AD tab.

3. Select Invite Users.

4. Type the name and email address of a user, and then select Add User.
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5. Repeat the preceding step to add other users.

6. When you’re done adding user information, select Invite Users at the bottom of the card.

To delete a user from Managed Azure AD, select the trash icon next to the name of the user you want
to delete from the directory. Confirm the deletion.

What to do next: Add users to the catalog

Add or remove users in a catalog

Complete this procedure regardless of which authentication method you use.

1. From Manage > Quick Deploy, if you haven’t added any users to a catalog, select Add sub‑
scribers.
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To add users to a catalog that already has users, click anywhere in the catalog’s entry.

2. On the Subscribers tab, selectManage Subscribers.

3. Select a domain. (If you’re using Managed Azure AD for user authentication, there’s only one
entry in the domain field.) Then select a user.
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4. Select other users, as needed. When you’re done, select the X in the upper right corner.

To remove users from a catalog, follow steps 1 and 2. In step 3, select the trash icon next to the name
youwant to delete (instead of selecting a domain and group/user). This action removes the user from
the catalog, not from the source (such as Managed Azure AD or your own AD or AAD).

What to do next:

• For a catalog with multi‑session machines, add applications, if you haven’t already.
• For all catalogs, send the Citrix Workspace URL to your users.

More information

For more information about authentication in Citrix Cloud, see Identity and access management.

Remote PC Access in Quick Deploy

April 29, 2022

Introduction

Citrix RemotePCAccess enables users to remotely use physicalWindowsor Linuxmachines located in
the office. Users receive the best user experience by using Citrix HDX to deliver their office PC session.

Remote PC Access supports domain‑joinedmachines.

This article describes how to create a Remote PC Access deployment using the Quick Deploy inter‑
face. To create a Remote PC Access deployment using the Full Configuration interface, see Remote PC
Access.
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Differences from delivering virtual desktops and apps

If you’re familiar with delivering virtual desktops and apps, the Remote PC Access feature has several
differences:

• A Remote PC Access catalog usually contains existing physical machines. So, you don’t have
to prepare an image or provision machines to use Remote PC Access. Delivering desktops and
apps usually uses virtual machines (VMs), and an image is used as a template to provision the
VMs.

• When amachine in a Remote PC Access random pooled catalog is powered off, it is not reset to
the original state of the image.

• For Remote PC Access static user assignment catalogs, the assignment occurs after a user logs
in (either at themachine or via RDP). When delivering desktops and apps, a user is assigned if a
machine is available.

Installation and configuration summary

Review this section before starting the tasks.

1. Before you start:

a) Review the requirements and considerations.
b) Complete the preparation tasks.

2. From Citrix Cloud:

a) Set up a Citrix Cloud account and subscribe to Citrix DaaS.

b) Set up a resource location that can access your Active Directory resources. Install at least
two Cloud Connectors in the resource location. The Cloud Connectors communicate with
Citrix Cloud.

Follow the guidance for creating a resource location and installing Cloud Connectors in it.
This information includes system requirements, preparation, and procedures.

c) Connect your Active Directory to Citrix Cloud.

3. Install a Citrix Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) on each machine that users will access remotely.
VDAs communicate with Citrix Cloud through the Cloud Connectors in the resource location.

4. FromManage > Quick Deploy:

a) Create a Remote PC Access catalog. In this procedure, you specify the location of your
resource location and select the user assignment method.

b) Add subscribers (users) to the catalog, if needed. Add users to a catalog if the catalog uses
either the static autoassigned or random pooled user assignment method. You do not
need to add users to a static preassigned catalog.
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5. Send the workspace URL to users. From their workspace, users can log on to their machines in
the office.

Requirements and considerations

References to machines in this section refer to the machines that users access remotely.

General

• Themachinesmust be running a single‑session Windows 10 or Linux (Red Hat Enterprise Linux
and Ubuntu) operating system.

• The machine must be joined to an Active Directory Domain Services domain.
• If you are familiar with using Remote PC Access with Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, theWake‑
on‑LAN feature is not available in Citrix DaaS.

Network

• The machine must have an active network connection. A wired connection is preferred for
greater reliability and bandwidth.

• If using Wi‑Fi:
– Set the power settings to leave the wireless adapter turned on.
– Configure the wireless adapter and network profile to allow automatic connection to the
wireless network before the user logs on. Otherwise, the VDA does not register until the
user logs on. The machine isn’t available for remote access until a user logs on.

– Ensure that the Cloud Connectors can be reached from the Wi‑Fi network.

Devices and peripherals

• The following devices are not supported:

– KVM switches or other components that can disconnect a session.
– Hybrid PCs, including All‑in‑One and NVIDIA Optimus laptops and PCs.

• Connect the keyboard and mouse directly to the machine. Connecting to the monitor or other
components that can be turned off or disconnected, can make these peripherals unavailable.
If youmust connect the input devices to components such as monitors, do not turn those com‑
ponents off.

• For laptop and Surface Pro devices: Ensure that the laptop is connected to a power source in‑
stead of running on the battery. Configure the laptop power options to match the options of a
desktopmachine. For example:

– Disable the hibernate feature.
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– Disable the sleep feature.
– Set the close lid action to Do Nothing.
– Set the press the power button action to Shut Down.
– Disable video card and NIC energy‑saving features.

When using a docking station, you can undock and redock laptops. When you undock the lap‑
top, the VDA reregisters with the Cloud Connectors over Wi‑Fi. However, when you redock the
laptop, the VDA doesn’t switch to use the wired connection unless you disconnect the wireless
adapter. Some devices provide built‑in functionality to disconnect the wireless adapter upon
establishing a wired connection. Other devices require custom solutions or third‑party utilities
to disconnect the wireless adapter. Review the Wi‑Fi considerations mentioned previously.

To enable docking and undocking for Remote PC Access devices:

– In Start > Settings > System > Power & Sleep, set Sleep toNever.
– In Device Manager > Network adapters > Ethernet adapter, go to Power Management
and clear Allow the computer to turn off this device to save power. Ensure that Allow
this device to wake the computer is selected.

Linux VDA

• Use the Linux VDA on physical machines only in non‑3D mode. Due to limitations on NVIDIA’s
driver, the local screen of the PC cannot be blacked out and displays the activities of the session
when HDX 3Dmode is enabled. Showing this screen is a security risk.

• Catalogs with Linux machines must use the static preassigned user assignment method. Cata‑
logs with Linux machines cannot use either the static autoassigned or random pooled assign‑
ment methods.

Workspace considerations

• Multiple users with access to the same office PC see the same icon in Citrix Workspace. When a
user signs in to Citrix Workspace, that machine appears as unavailable if it is already in use by
another user.

Prepare

• Decide how to install the VDA on the machines. Several methods are available:

– Manually install the VDA on eachmachine.
– Push the VDA installation using Group Policy, using a script.
– Push the VDA installation using an Electronic Software Distribution (ESD) tool such as Mi‑
crosoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM). For details, see Install VDAs using
SCCM.
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• Learn about user assignment methods and decide which method you’ll use. You specify the
method when creating a Remote PC Access catalog.

• Decide how themachines (actually the VDAs you install on themachines)will registerwith Citrix
Cloud. A VDAmust register to establish communicationswith the session broker in Citrix Cloud.

VDAs register through the Cloud Connectors in their resource location. You can specify Cloud
Connector addresses when you install a VDA, or later.

For a VDA’s first (initial) registration, Citrix recommends using policy‑based GPO or LGPO. Af‑
ter the initial registration, Citrix recommends using auto‑update, which is enabled by default.
Learn more about VDA registration.

Install a VDA

Download and install a VDA on each physical machine that users will access remotely.

Download a VDA

• To download a Windows VDA:

1. Using your Citrix Cloud account credentials, browse to the Citrix DaaS download page.
2. Download the latest VDA. Two types of installation packages are available. The year and

month values in the VDA title vary.

• To download a Linux VDA for Remote PC Access, follow the guidance in the Linux VDA documen‑
tation.

Windows VDA installation package types

The Citrix download site provides two Windows VDA installation package types that can be used for
Remote PC Access machines:

• Single‑session core VDA installer (release is yymm): VDAWorkstationCoreSetup_release.
exe

The single‑session core VDA installer is tailored specifically for Remote PC Access. It’s
lightweight and easier to deploy (than other VDA installers) over the network to all machines. It
does not include components that typically aren’t needed in these deployments, such as Citrix
Profile Management, Machine Identity Service, and the user personalization layer.

However, without Citrix Profile Management installed, the displays for Citrix Analytics for Per‑
formance and someMonitor details aren’t available. For details about those limitations, see the
blog post Monitor and troubleshoot Remote PC Access machines.

If you want full analytics andmonitoring displays, use the single‑session full VDA installer.
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• Single‑session full VDA installer (release is yymm): VDAWorkstationSetup_release.exe

Although the single‑session full VDA installer is a larger package than the single‑session core
VDA installer, you can tailor it to install only the components you need. For example, you can
install the components that support Profile Management.

Install a Windows VDA for Remote PC Access interactively

1. Double‑click the VDA installation file that you downloaded.

2. On the Environment page, select Enable Remote PC Access, and then click Next.

3. On the Delivery Controller page, select one of the following:

• If you know the addresses of your Cloud Connectors, select Do it manually. Enter the
FQDN of a Cloud Connector and click Add. Repeat for the other Cloud Connectors in your
resource location.

• If you knowwhere you installed the Cloud Connectors in your AD structure, select Choose
locations fromActive Directory, and then navigate to that location. Repeat for the other
Cloud Connectors.

• If you want to specify the Cloud Connector addresses in Citrix Group Policy, select Do it
later (Advanced), and then confirm that selection when prompted.

When you’re done, click Next.

4. If you’re using the single‑session full VDA installer, on the Additional Components page, select
the components youwant to install, such as Profile Management. (This page does not appear if
you’re using the single‑session core VDA installer.)

5. On the Features page, clickNext.

6. On the Firewall page, select Automatically (if it isn’t already). Then click Next.

7. On the Summary page, click Install.

8. On the Diagnose page, click Connect. Make sure that the check box is selected. When
prompted, enter your Citrix account credentials. After your credentials are validated, click
Next.

9. On the Finish page, click Finish.

For full installation information, see Install VDAs.

Install a Windows VDA for Remote PC Access using a command line

• If you’re using the single‑session core VDA installer: Run VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe,
and include the /quiet, /enable_hdx_ports, and /enable_hdx_udp_ports options. To
specify Cloud Connector addresses, use the /controllers option.
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For example, the following command installs a single‑session core VDA. Citrix Workspace app
andothernon‑core services arenot installed. TheFQDNsof twoCloudConnectors are specified,
and ports in theWindows Firewall Service will be opened automatically. The administrator will
handle restarts.

VDAWorkstationCoreSetup .exe /quiet /controllers "Connector-East.domain
.com"“Connector-East2.domain.com” /enable_hdx_ports /noreboot

• If you’re using the single‑session full VDA installer and want to include Profile Management (or
other optional components): Run VDAWorkstationSetup.exe and include the /remotepc
and/includeadditionaloptions. The/remotepcoptionprevents installationofmost addi‑
tional components. The /includeadditional option specifies exactly which additional com‑
ponents you want to install.

For example, the following command prevents installation of all optional additional compo‑
nents except Profile Management.

VDAWorkstationSetup.exe /quiet /remotepc /includeadditional “Citrix
User Profile Manager”,“Citrix User Profile Manager WMI Plugin” /

controllers “connector.domain.com” “connector2.domain.com” /enable_hdx_ports
/noresume /noreboot

For details, see Command‑line options to install a VDA.

Install a Linux VDA

Follow the guidance in the Linux documentation for installing a Linux VDA interactively or using the
command line.

Create a Remote PC Access catalog

A resource location containing at least two Cloud Connectors must exist before you can successfully
create a catalog.

Important:

A machine can belong to only one catalog at a time. This restriction is not enforced when you
specify themachines to be added to a catalog. However, ignoring the restriction can cause prob‑
lems later.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.

2. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

3. If you haven’t created any catalogs yet, click Get Started on theWelcome page.

4. SelectManage > Quick Deploy.
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5. Select Create Catalog.

6. On the Remote PC Access tab, select a method for assigning users to machines.

7. Enter a name for the catalog and select the resource location you created.

8. Addmachines.

9. Click Create Catalog.

10. On the Your Remote PC Access catalog is being created page, click Done.

11. An entry for the new catalog appears on theManage > Quick Deploy dashboard.

After the catalog is successfully created, click one of the links to add subscribers (users) to the
catalog. This step applies if the cataloguses either the static autoassignedor randompool unas‑
signed user assignment method.

After you create a catalog and add users (if needed), send the Workspace URL to your users.

User assignmentmethods

The user assignment method that you choose when creating a catalog indicates how users are as‑
signed to machines.

• Static autoassigned: User assignment occurs when a user logs on to the machine (not using
Citrix, for example, in‑person or RDP), after a VDA is installed on the machine. Later, if other
users log on to that machine (not using Citrix), they are also assigned. Only one user can use
themachine at a time. This is a typical setup for either officeworkers or shiftworkerswho share
a computer.

This method is supported for Windowsmachines. It cannot be used with Linux machines.

• Static preassigned: Users are preassigned to machines. (This is usually configured by upload‑
ing a CSV file containing machine‑user mapping.) There is no need for user logon to establish
assignment after the VDA is installed. There is also no need to assign users to the catalog after
it’s created. This is best for office workers.

This method is supported for Windows and Linux machines.

• Random pool unassigned: Users are randomly assigned to an available machine. Only one
user can use the machine at a time. This is ideal for computing labs in schools.

This method is supported for Windowsmachines. It cannot be used with Linux machines.

Methods for addingmachines to a catalog

Remember: Each machine must have a VDA installed on it.

When creating or editing a catalog, there are three ways you can addmachines to a catalog:
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• Select machine accounts one by one.
• Select OUs.
• Add in bulk using a CSV file. A template is available for you to use for the CSV file.

Addmachine names

This method adds machine accounts one by one.

1. Select your domain.
2. Search for the machine account.
3. Click Add.
4. Repeat to addmore machines.
5. When you finish adding machines, click Done.

Add OUs

This method adds machine accounts according to the Organizational Unit where they reside.
When selectingOUs, choose lower‑level OUs for greater granularity. If that granularity is not required,
you can choose higher‑level OUs.

For example, in the case of Bank/Officers/Tellers, select Tellers for greater granularity. Oth‑
erwise, you can select Officers or Bank, based on the requirement.

Moving or deleting OUs after they’re assigned to a Remote PC Access catalog affects VDA associations
and causes issues with future assignments. Ensure that your AD change plan accounts for OU assign‑
ment updates for catalogs.

To add OUs:

1. Select your domain.
2. Select the OUs that contain the machines accounts you want to add.
3. Indicate in the check box whether to include subfolders included in your selections.
4. When you finish selecting OUs, click Done.

Add in bulk

1. Click Download CSV Template.
2. In the template, add themachine account information (up to 100 entries). The CSV file can also

contain the names of users assigned to eachmachine.
3. Save the file.
4. Either drag the file on to the Addmachines in bulk page or browse to the file.
5. A previewof the file’s content is displayed. If that’s not the file youwant, you can create another

file and then drag or browse to it.
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6. When you’re finished, click Done.

Manage Remote PC Access catalogs

To display or change a Remote PC Access catalog’s configuration information, select the catalog from
theManage > Quick Deploy dashboard (click anywhere in the catalog’s entry).

• From the Details tab, you can add or removemachines.

• From the Subscribers tab, you can add or remove users.

• From theMachines tab, you can:

– Add or removemachines: Add or removemachines button.
– Change user assignments: Remove assignment trash icon, Editmachine assignment in
ellipsis menu.

– See which machines are registered, and place machines in or out of maintenance mode.

Monitor in Quick Deploy

April 29, 2022

FromtheMonitordashboard, you canviewdesktopusage, sessions, andmachines in yourCitrixDaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) deployment. You can also control sessions, power‑
managemachines, end running applications, and end running processes.

To access theMonitor dashboard:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud, if youhaven’t already. In the upper leftmenu, selectMyServices >DaaS.
2. From theManage > Quick Deploy dashboard, select theMonitor tab.

Monitor desktop usage

Displays on this page refresh every five minutes.

• Machine and Sessions Overview: You can tailor the display to show information about all cat‑
alogs (default) or a selected catalog. You can also tailor the time period: the last day, week,
month, or three months.

Counts at the top of the display indicate the total number of machines, plus the number of ma‑
chines that arepowered‑onandpowered‑off. Hoverover a value todisplayhowmanyare single‑
session andmulti‑session.
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The graph below the counts shows the number of powered‑on machines and peak concurrent
sessions at regular points during the time period you selected. Hover on a point the graph to
display the counts at that point.

• Top 10s: To tailor a top 10 display, select a time period: the past week (default), month, or
three months. You can also tailor the display to show only information about activity involving
single‑session machines, multi‑session machines, or applications.

– Top10ActiveUsers: Lists theuserswho starteddesktopsmost frequently during the time
period. Hovering on a line displays the total launches.

– Top 10 Active Catalogs: Lists the catalogs with the longest duration during the selected
time period. Duration is the sum of all user sessions from that catalog.

Desktop usage report

To download a report containing information about machine launches during the last month, select
Launch Activity. A message indicates that the request is being processed. The report downloads
automatically to the default download location on the local machine.

Filter and search tomonitor machines and sessions

When you’re monitoring session andmachine information, all machines or sessions are displayed by
default. You can:

• Filter the display by machines, sessions, connections, or applications.
• Refine the display of sessions ormachines by choosing the criteria youwant, building a filter by
using expressions.

• Save the filters that you build, for reuse.
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Control a user’s applications

You can display and manage applications and processes for a user that has a running session or an
assigned desktop.

1. From theMonitor dashboard in Citrix DaaS, select Search and enter the user name (or the be‑
ginning characters of the user name), machine, or endpoint. From the search results, select the
item you’re looking for. (To collapse the search box without searching, select Search again.)

2. Select a session.

The Activity Manager lists the applications and processes for the user’s session.

3. To end an application, on the Applications tab in Activity Manager, select in the application’s
row to select that application, and then select End Application.

4. To end a process, on the Processes tab in Activity Manager, select in the process’s row to select
that process, and then select End Process.

5. To display session details, select Details in the upper right. To return to the applications and
processes display, select Activity Manager in the upper right.

6. To control the session, select Session Control > Log Off or Session Control > Disconnect.

Shadow users

Use theshadowfeature tovieworworkdirectlyonauser’s virtualmachineor session. Youcanshadow
Windows and Linux VDAs. The user must be connected to the machine that you want to shadow. To
verify that connection, check the machine name listed in the User title bar.
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Shadowing launches in a new browser tab. Ensure that your browser allows pop‑ups from the Citrix
Cloud URL.

Shadowing is supported only for users on domain‑joinedmachines. To shadow a non‑domain‑joined
machine, youmust set up a bastion machine. For details, see Bastion access.

Shadowing must be initiated from a machine on the same virtual network as the domain‑joined ma‑
chines, and also meet any port requirements.

Enable shadowing

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy > Monitor, go to theUser Details view.
2. Select the user session, and then select Shadow in the Activity Manager view or the Session

Details panel.

Shadow Linux VDAs

Shadowing is available for LinuxVDAsVersion7.16or and later running theRHEL7.3orUbuntuVersion
16.04 Linux distributions.

Monitor uses the FQDN to connect to the target Linux VDA. Ensure that the Monitor client can resolve
the FQDN of the Linux VDA.

• The VDAmust have the python-websockify and x11vnc packages installed.
• noVNC connection to the VDA uses the WebSocket protocol. By default, ws://WebSocket pro‑
tocol is used. For security reasons, Citrix recommends that youuse the securewss://protocol.
Install SSL certificates on each Monitor client and Linux VDA.

Follow the instructions in Session Shadowing to configure your Linux VDA for shadowing.

1. After you enable shadowing, the shadowing connection initializes and a confirmation prompt
appears on the user device.

2. Instruct the user to select Yes to start the machine or session sharing.
3. The administrator can view only the shadowed session.

ShadowWindows VDAs

Windows VDA sessions are shadowed using Windows Remote Assistance. Enable the Use Windows
Remote Assistance feature when installing the VDA.

1. After youenable shadowing, the shadowing connection initializes andadialogboxprompts you
to open or save the .msrc incident file.

2. Open the incident file with the Remote Assistance Viewer, if it’s not already selected by default.
A confirmation prompt appears on the user device.
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3. Instruct the user to select Yes to start the machine or session sharing.
4. For more control, ask the user to share keyboard andmouse control.

Monitor and control sessions

Session displays are updated every minute.

In addition to viewing sessions, you can disconnect one or more sessions or log off users from ses‑
sions.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy > Monitor, select Filters.

2. Select the Sessions view.

3. To tailor the display, select Choose Columns and select the check boxes of items you want to
appear. When you’re done, selectOK. The sessions display refreshes automatically.
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4. Select the check box to the left of each session you want to control.

5. To log off or disconnect the session, elect either Session Control > Log Off or Session Control
> Disconnect.

Remember that the power management schedule for the catalog can also control disconnecting ses‑
sions and logging off users from disconnected sessions.

As an alternative to the above procedure you can also Search for a user, select the session you want
to control, and then display session details. The log off and disconnect options are available there,
too.

Session information report

To download session information, select Export on the sessions display. Amessage indicates that the
request is being processed. The report downloads automatically to the default download location on
the local machine.

Monitor and power control machines

Machine displays are updated every minute.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy > Monitor, select Filters.

2. Select theMachines view.
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By default, the display lists single‑session OS machines. Alternatively, you can display multi‑
session machines.

3. To tailor the display, select Choose Columns and select the check boxes of items you want to
appear. When you’re done, selectOK. The machines display refreshes automatically.

4. To power‑control machines or place them in or out of maintenancemode, select the check box
to the left of eachmachine you want to control.

5. To power‑control the selectedmachines, select Power Control and select an action.

6. To place the selectedmachines in or out ofmaintenancemode, selectMaintenanceMode>ON
orMaintenance Mode > OFF.
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When you use the search feature to find and select a machine, you see machine details, utilization,
historical utilization (from the last seven days), and average IOPS.

Machine information report

To download session information, select Export on the machines display. A message indicates that
the request is being processed. The report downloads automatically to the default download location
on the local machine.

Checking app and desktop health

Probing automates the process of checking the health of published apps and desktops. The health
check results are available through theMonitor dashboard. For details, see:

• Application probing
• Desktop probing

Troubleshoot in Quick Deploy

March 23, 2022

Introduction

Resource locations contain themachines that deliver desktops andapps. Thosemachines are created
in catalogs, so the catalogs are considered part of the resource location. Each resource location also
contains Cloud Connectors. Cloud Connectors enable Citrix Cloud to communicate with the resource
location. Usually, Citrix installs and updates the Cloud Connectors.

Optionally, you can initiate several Cloud Connector and resource location actions. See:

• Resource location actions
• Resource location settings when creating a catalog

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops service) has troubleshooting and supportability
tools that can help resolve configuration and communication issues with the machines that deliver
desktops and apps (the VDAs). For example, creating a catalogmight fail, or usersmight be unable to
start their desktop or apps.

This troubleshooting includes gaining access to your CitrixManagedAzure subscription throughabas‑
tion machine or direct RDP. After gaining access to the subscription, you can use Citrix supportability
tools to locate and resolve issues. For details, see:
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• VDA troubleshooting using a bastion or direct RDP
• Bastion access
• Direct RDP access

VDA troubleshooting using a bastion or direct RDP

The supportability features are for people who have experience with troubleshooting Citrix issues.
This includes:

• Citrix Service Providers (CSPs) and others who have the technical knowledge and troubleshoot‑
ing experience with Citrix DaaS products.

• Citrix Support personnel.

If you’re not familiar or comfortable with troubleshooting Citrix components, you can request help
fromCitrix Support. Citrix Support representativesmight ask you to set up one of the accessmethods
described in this section. However, the Citrix representatives do the actual troubleshooting, using
Citrix tools and technologies.

Important:

These supportability features are valid only for domain‑joinedmachines. If themachines in your
catalogs are not domain joined, you’re guided to request troubleshooting help from Citrix Sup‑
port.

Access methods

These accessmethods are valid only for the CitrixManaged Azure subscription. Formore information,
see Azure subscriptions.

Two supportability access methods are provided.

• Access your resources through a bastion machine in the customer’s dedicated Citrix Managed
Azure subscription. The bastion is a single point of entry that allows access to the machines in
the subscription. It provides a secure connection to those resources by allowing remote traffic
from IP addresses in a specified range.

The steps in this method include:

– Create the bastion machine
– Download an RDP agent
– RDP to the bastion machine
– Connect from the bastion machine to the other Citrix machines in your subscription

Thebastionmachine is intended for short‑termuse. Thismethod is intended for issues involving
the creation of catalogs or imagemachines.
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• Direct RDP access to the machines in the customer’s dedicated Citrix Managed Azure subscrip‑
tion. To permit RDP traffic, port 3389 must be defined in the Network Security Group.

This method is intended for catalog issues other than creation, such as users unable to start
their desktops.

Remember: As an alternative to these two access methods, contact Citrix Support for help.

Bastion access

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Troubleshoot & Support on the right.

2. Click View troubleshooting options.

3. On the Troubleshoot page, select either of the first two issue types, and then click Use our
troubleshootingmachine.

4. On the Troubleshoot with Bastion Machine page, select the catalog.

• If themachines in the selected catalog are not domain joined, you’re instructed to contact
Citrix Support.

• If a bastion machine has already been created with RDP access to the selected catalog’s
network connection, skip to step 8.

5. The RDP access range is displayed. If you want to restrict RDP access to a smaller range than
allowed by the network connection, select the Restrict RDP access to only computers in IP
address range check box and then enter the desired range.

6. Type a username and password that you’ll use to log in when you RDP to the bastion machine.
Password requirements.

Do not use Unicode characters in the username.

7. Click Create Bastion Machine.

When the bastion machine is successfully created, the page title changes to Bastion – connec‑
tion.

If the bastion machine creation fails (or if it fails during operation), click Delete at the bottom
of the failure notification page. Try to create the bastion machine again.

You can change the RDP range restriction after the bastionmachine is created. Click Edit. Enter
the new value and then click the checkmark to save the change. (Click X to cancel the change.)

8. Click Download RDP File.

9. RDP to the bastion, using the credentials you specified when creating the bastion. (The bastion
machine’s address is embedded in the RDP file you downloaded.)
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10. Connect from the bastion machine to the other Citrix machines in the subscription. You can
then collect logs and run diagnostics.

Bastion machines are powered on when they are created. To save costs, machines are powered off
automatically if they remain idle after startup. The machines are deleted automatically after several
hours.

Youcanpowermanageordeleteabastionmachine, using thebuttonsat thebottomof thepage. If you
choose to delete a bastion machine, you must acknowledge that any active sessions on the machine
will end automatically. Also, any data and files that were saved on the machine will be deleted.

Direct RDP access

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Troubleshoot & Support on the right.

2. Click View troubleshooting options.

3. On the Troubleshoot page, selectOther catalog issue.

4. On the Troubleshoot with RDP Access page, select the catalog.

If RDP has already been enabled to the selected catalog’s network connection, skip to step 7.

5. The RDP access range is displayed. If you want to restrict RDP access to a smaller range than
permitted by the network connection, select the Restrict RDP access to only computers in IP
address range check box and then enter the desired range.

6. Click Enable RDP Access.

When RDP access is successfully enabled, the page title changes to RDP Access – connection.

If RDP access is not successfully enabled, click Retry Enabling RDP at the bottom of the failure
notification page.

7. Connect tomachinesusing yourActiveDirectory administrator credentials. Youcan thencollect
logs and run diagnostics.

Get help

If you still have problems, open a ticket by following the instructions in How to Get Help and Support.

Quick Deploy reference

July 21, 2022
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Catalog tabs on the Quick Deploy dashboard

From the Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard in Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops service), click anywhere in the catalog’s entry. The following tabs contain information about the
catalog:

• Details: Lists the information specified when the catalog was created (or its most recent edit).
It also contains information about the image that was used to create the catalog.

From this tab, you can:

– Change the image that is used in the catalog.
– Delete the catalog.
– Access the page containing details for the resource location used by the catalog.

• Desktop: Available only for catalogs containing single‑session (static or random) machines.
From this tab, you can change the name and description of the catalog.

• Desktop and Apps: TheDesktops and Apps tab is available only for catalogs containingmulti‑
session machines. From this tab, you can:

– Add, edit, or remove applications that the catalog’s users can access in Citrix Workspace.
– Change the name and description of the catalog.

• Subscribers: Lists all users, including their type (user or group), account name, display name,
plus their Active Directory domain and user principal name.

From this tab, you can add or remove users for a catalog.

• Machines: Shows the total number of machines in the catalog, plus the number of registered
machines, unregisteredmachines, andmachines that have maintenance mode turned on.

For each machine in the catalog, the display includes each machine’s name, power state
(on/off), registration state (registered/unregistered), assigned users, session count (0/1), and
maintenance mode status (an icon indicating on or off).

From this tab, you can:

– Add or delete a machine
– Start, restart, force restart, or shut down amachine
– Turn a machine’s maintenance mode on or off

For details, seeManage catalogs. Many of themachine actions are also available from theMon‑
itor tab on the Quick Deploy dashboard. See Monitor and power control machines.

• Power Management: Enables you to manage when machines in the catalog are powered on
and off. A schedule also indicates when idle machines are disconnected.

You can configure a power schedule when you create a custom catalog or later. If no schedule
is explicitly set, a machine powers off when a session ends.
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When creating a catalog using quick create, you cannot select or configure a power schedule.
By default, quick create catalogs use theCost Saver preset schedule. However, you can edit that
catalog later and change the schedule.

For details, see Manage power management schedules.

DNS servers

This section applies to all deployments that contain domain‑joined machines. You can ignore this
section if you use only non‑domain‑joinedmachines.

1. Before creating a domain‑joined catalog (or a connection, if you’re using a CitrixManagedAzure
subscription), check whether you have DNS server entries that can resolve public and private
domain names.

When Citrix DaaS creates a catalog or a connection, it looks for at least one valid DNS server
entry. If no valid entries are found, the creation operation fails.

Where to check:

• If you are using your own Azure subscription, check the DNS servers entry in your Azure.
• If you are using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription and creating an Azure VNet peering
connection, check the DNS servers entry in the Azure VNet that you’re peering.

• If you are using a Citrix Managed Azure subscription and creating an SD‑WAN connection,
check the DNS entries in the SD‑WAN Orchestrator.

2. In Azure, the Custom setting must have at least one valid entry. This service cannot be used
with the Default (Azure‑provided) setting.

• If Default (Azure‑provided) is enabled, change the setting to Custom, and add at least
one DNS server entry.

• If you already have DNS server entries under Custom, verify that the entries you want to
use with this service can resolve public and private domain IP names.

• If you do not have any DNS servers that can resolve domain names, Citrix recommends
adding an Azure‑provided DNS server that has those capabilities.

3. If you change any DNS server entries, restart all machines that are connected to the virtual net‑
work. The restart assigns the new DNS server settings. (The VMs continue using their current
DNS settings until the restart.)
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If you want to change DNS addresses later, after a connection is created:

• When using your own Azure subscription, you can change them in Azure (as described in the
preceding steps). Or, you can change them in this service.

• When using a CitrixManaged Azure subscription, this service does not synchronize DNS address
changes that you make in Azure. However, you can change DNS settings for the connection in
this service.

Keep in mind that changing DNS server addresses can potentially cause connectivity issues for ma‑
chines in catalogs that use that connection.

Adding DNS servers through this service

Before adding aDNS server address to a connection,make sure that theDNS server can resolve public
and internal domain names. Citrix recommends that you test connectivity to a DNS server before
adding it.

1. To add, change, or remove a DNS server address when you’re creating a connection, select Edit
DNS servers on the Add connection type page. Or, if a message indicates that no DNS server
addresses were found, select Add DNS Servers. Continue with step 3.

2. To add, change, or remove a DNS server address for an existing connection:
a) FromManage > Quick Deploy, expandNetwork Connections on the right.
b) Select the connection you want to edit.
c) Select Edit DNS servers.

3. Add, change, or remove addresses.
a) To add an address, select Add DNS server and then enter the IP address.
b) To change an address, click inside the address field and change the numbers.
c) To remove an address, select the trash icon next to the address entry. You cannot remove

all DNS server addresses. The connection must have at least one.
4. When you’re done, select Confirm Changes at the bottom of the page.
5. Restart all machines that use that connection. The restart assigns the new DNS server settings.

(The VMs continue using their current DNS settings until the restart.)

Policies

Set group policies for non‑domain‑joinedmachines

1. RDP to the machine that is being used for the image.

2. Install Citrix Group Policy Management:

a) Browse to CTX220345. Download the attachment.
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b) Double‑click the downloaded file. In the Group Policy Templates 1912 > Group
Policy Management folder, double‑click CitrixGroupPolicyManagement_x64.msi
.

3. Using the Run command, launch gpedit.msc to open the Group Policy Editor.

4. In User Configuration Citrix Policies > Unfiltered, select Edit Policy.

If the Group Policy Management Console fails (as described in CTX225742), install the Microsoft
Visual C++ 2015 Runtime (or a later version of that runtime).

5. Enable policy settings as needed. For example:

• When working in Computer Configuration or User Configuration (depending on what
you want to configure) on the Settings tab, in Category > ICA / Printing, select
Auto‑create PDF Universal Printer and set to Enabled.

• If youwant logged‑in users to be administrators of their desktop, add the InteractiveUser
group to the built‑in administrators group.

6. When you’re done, save the image.

7. Either update the existing catalog or create a new catalog using the new image.

Set group policies for domain‑joinedmachines

1. Ensure that the Group Policy Management feature is installed.

• On a Windows multi‑session machine, add the Group Policy Management feature, using
the Windows tool for adding roles and features (such as Add Roles and Features).

• On a Windows single‑sessionmachine, install the Remote Server Administration Tools for
the appropriate OS. (This installation requires a domain admin account.) After that instal‑
lation, the Group Policy Management console is available from the Startmenu.

2. Download and install the Citrix Group Policy management package from the Citrix download
page, and then configure policy settings as needed. Follow the procedure in Set group policies
for non‑domain‑joinedmachines, step 2 through the end.

See the Policy settings reference articles to learn about what’s available. All policy features are avail‑
able from Citrix DaaS’s Full Configuration interface.

Resource location actions

Citrix automatically creates a resource location and two Cloud Connectors when you create the first
catalog for publishing desktops and apps. You can specify some information related to the resource
location when you create a catalog. See Resource location settings when creating a catalog.

For Remote PC Access, you create the resource location and Cloud Connectors.
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This section describes available actions after a resource location is created.

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand Cloud Subscriptions on the right.

2. Select the subscription.

• TheDetails tab shows the number and names of catalogs and images in the subscription.
It also indicates the number of machines that can deliver desktops or apps. That count
does not includemachines used for other purposes, such as images, Cloud Connectors, or
RDS license servers.

• The Resource Locations tab lists each resource location. Each resource location entry
includes the status and address of each Cloud Connector in the resource location.

The ellipsis menu in a resource location’s entry contains the following actions.

Run Health Check

Selecting Run Health Check starts the connectivity check immediately. If the check fails, the Cloud
Connector’s state is unknown, because it is not communicating with Citrix Cloud. You might want to
restart the Cloud Connector.

Restart Connectors

Citrix recommends restarting only one Cloud Connector at a time. Restarting takes the Cloud Connec‑
tor offline, and disrupts user access andmachine connectivity.

Select the check box for the Cloud Connector you want to restart. Select Restart.

Add Connectors

Adding a Cloud Connector typically takes 20 minutes to complete.

Provide the following information:

• Howmany Cloud Connectors to add.
• Domain service account credentials, which are used to join the Cloud Connector machines to
the domain.

• Machine performance.
• Azure resource group. The default is the resource group last used by the resource location.
• Organizational Unit (OU). The default is the OU last used by the resource location.
• Whether your network requires a proxy server for internet connectivity. If you indicate Yes, pro‑
vide the proxy server FQDN or IP address, and port number.

When you’re done, select Add Connectors.
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Delete Connectors

If a Cloud Connector cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud, and a restart does not resolve the issue,
Citrix Support might recommend deleting that Cloud Connector.

Select thecheckbox for theCloudConnector youwant todelete. ThenselectDelete. Whenprompted,
confirm the deletion.

You can also delete an available Cloud Connector. However, if deleting that Cloud Connector would
result in fewer than two available Cloud Connectors in the resource location, you’re not allowed to
delete the selected Cloud Connector.

Select Update Time

Citrix automatically provides software updates for the Cloud Connectors. During an update, one
Cloud Connector is taken offline and updated, while other Cloud Connectors remain in service. When
the first update completes, another Cloud Connector is taken offline and updated. This process
continues until all Cloud Connectors in the resource location are updated. The best time to start
updates is usually outside your typical business hours.

Choose the time to begin updates, or indicate that you want updates to start when an update is avail‑
able. When you’re done, select Save.

Rename

Enter the new name for the resource location. Select Save.

Configure Connectivity

Indicatewhether users can access desktops and apps through the Citrix Gateway service, or only from
within your corporate network.

Profile Management

Profile Management ensures that personal settings apply to users’ virtual applications, regardless of
the location of the user device.

Configuring Profile Management is optional.

You can enable Profile Management with the profile optimization service. This service provides a re‑
liable way for managing these settings in Windows. Managing profiles ensures a consistent experi‑
ence bymaintaining a single profile that follows the user. It consolidates automatically and optimizes
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user profiles tominimizemanagement and storage requirements. The profile optimization service re‑
quires minimal administration, support, and infrastructure. Also, profile optimization provides users
with an improved logon and logoff experience.

The profile optimization service requires a file share where all the personal settings persist. Youman‑
age the file servers. We recommend setting up network connectivity to allow access to these file
servers. You must specify the file share as a UNC path. The path can contain system environment
variables, Active Directory user attributes, or Profile Management variables. To learn more about the
format of the UNC text string, see Specify the path to the user store.

When enabling Profile Management, consider further optimizing the user’s profile by configuring
folder redirection to minimize the effects of the user profile size. Applying folder redirection comple‑
ments the Profile Management solution. For more information, see Microsoft Folder Redirection.

Configure the Microsoft RDS License Server for Windows Server workloads

This service accesses Windows Server remote session capabilities when delivering a Windows Server
workload, such as Windows 2016. This typically requires a Remote Desktop Services client access
license (RDS CAL). The Windowsmachine where the Citrix VDA is installed must be able to contact an
RDS license server to request RDS CALs.

Install and activate the license server. Formore information, see theMicrosoft document Activate the
Remote Desktop Services License Server. For proof of concept environments, you can use the grace
period provided by Microsoft.

With this method, you can have Citrix DaaS apply the license server settings. You can configure the
license server and per user mode in the RDS console on the image. You can also configure the license
server using Microsoft Group Policy settings. For more information, see the Microsoft document Li‑
cense your RDS deployment with client access licenses (CALs).

To configure the RDS license server using Group Policy settings

1. Install a Remote Desktop Services License Server on one of the available VMs. The VM must
always be available. Citrix DaaS workloads must be able to reach this license server.

2. Specify the license server address and per‑user licensemode using Microsoft Group Policy. For
details, see the Microsoft document Specify the Remote Desktop Licensing Mode for an RD Ses‑
sion Host Server.

Windows 10 workloads require appropriate Windows 10 license activation. We recommend that you
follow Microsoft documentation to activate Windows 10 workloads.

Consumption commitment usage
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Note:

This feature is in preview.

FromManage >QuickDeploy, select theGeneral card. TheConsumption value indicates howmuch
consumption has been used in the current calendar month. That value includes monthly and term
commitments.

When you select General, theNotifications tab includes:

• Total consumption used for the month (monthly and term).
• Number of units of monthly consumption commitment.
• Percentage of term consumption commitment.

The values and progress bars can alert you to potential or actual usage overages.

Actual data can take 24 hours to appear. Usage and billing data are considered final 72 hours after the
end of a calendar month.

For more usage information, see Monitor licenses and active usage.

You can optionally request notifications to appear in the Manage > Quick Deploy dashboard when
consumption usage (for monthly, term, or both commitments) reaches a specified level. By default,
notifications are disabled.

1. On theNotifications tab, select Edit Notification Preferences.
2. To enable notifications, click the slider so that the check mark appears.
3. Enter a value. Repeat for the other consumption type, if needed.
4. Select Save.

To disable notifications, click the slider so that the check mark no longer appears, and then select
Save.

Monitor Citrix license usage

To view your Citrix license usage information, follow the guidance in Monitor licenses and active us‑
age. You can view:

• Licensing summary
• Usage reports
• Usage trends and license activity
• Licensed users

You can also release licenses.

Load balancing

Load balancing applies to multi‑session machines, not single‑session machines.
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Important:

Changing the load balancing method affects all catalogs in your deployment. That includes all
catalogs created using any supported host type, cloud‑based and on‑premises, regardless of in‑
terface used to create them (such as Full Configuration or Quick Deploy).

Make sure you have maximum session limits configured for all catalogs before proceeding.

• In Quick Deploy, that setting is located on each catalog’s Details tab.
• In Full Configuration, see Load balance machines.

Load balancing measures the machine load, and determines which multi‑session machine to select
for an incoming user session under the current conditions. This selection is based on the configured
load balancing method.

You can configure one of two load balancing methods: horizontal or vertical. The method applies to
all multi‑session catalogs (and therefore, all multi‑sessionmachines) in your Citrix DaaS deployment.

• Horizontal load balancing: An incoming user session is assigned to the least‑loaded powered‑
onmachine available.

Simple example: You have two machines configured for 10 sessions each. The first machine
handles five concurrent sessions. The secondmachine handles five.

Horizontal load balancing offers high user performance, but it can increase costs as more ma‑
chines are kept powered‑on and busy.

This method is enabled by default.

• Vertical loadbalancing: An incominguser session is assigned to thepowered‑onmachinewith
the highest load index. Citrix DaaS calculates and then assigns a load index for every multi‑
session machine. The calculation considers factors such as CPU, memory, and concurrency.

This method saturates existing machines before moving on to new machines. As users discon‑
nect and free up capacity on existing machines, new load is assigned to those machines.

Simple example: You have two machines configured for 10 sessions each. The first machine
handles the first 10 concurrent sessions. The secondmachine handles the eleventh session.

With vertical load balancing, sessionsmaximize powered‑onmachine capacity, which can save
machine costs.

To configure the load balancing method:

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, expand General on the right.
2. Under Global Settings, select View All.
3. On the Global Settings page, under Multi‑Session Catalog Load Balancing, choose the load

balancing method.
4. Select Confirm.
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Create a catalog in a network that uses a proxy server

Follow this procedure if your network requires a proxy server for Internet connectivity, and you are us‑
ing your ownAzure subscription. (Using a Citrix Managed Azure subscriptionwith a network requiring
a proxy server is not supported.)

1. FromManage > Quick Deploy, start the catalog creation process by providing the required in‑
formation and then selecting Create Catalog at the bottom of the page.

2. The catalog creation fails because of the proxy requirement. However, a resource location is
created. That resource location’s name begins with “DAS”, unless you provided a resource lo‑
cation name when creating the catalog. On the manage > Quick Deploy dashboard, expand
Cloud Subscriptions on the right. On the Resource Locations tab, check whether the newly
created resource location has any Cloud Connectors in it. If it does, delete them.

3. In Azure, create two VMs (see Cloud Connector system requirements). Join those machines to
the domain.

4. From the Citrix Cloud console, install a Cloud Connector on each VM. Make sure that the Cloud
Connectors are in the same resource location that was created earlier. Follow the guidance in:

• Cloud Connector proxy and firewall configuration
• System and connectivity requirements

5. FromManage>QuickDeploy, repeat the catalog creationprocess. When thecatalog is created,
it uses the resource location and Cloud Connectors you created in the preceding steps.

Get help

• Review Troubleshoot.

• If you need further assistance with Citrix DaaS, open a ticket by following the guidance in How
to Get Help and Support.

Create delivery groups

February 9, 2023

Important:

If youareusinganon‑premisesStoreFrontwithCitrixDaaS,donotuseLibrary toassign resources
when creating delivery groups. Instead, useManage > Full Configuration to assign resources to
users. If you use Library in this scenario, resources might not be enumerated to users.

Whencreating adelivery group inManage>Full Configuration, on theUserspage, donot select
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Leave usermanagement to Citrix Cloud. Instead, select a different option (Allowany authen‑
ticatedusers touse thisdeliverygrouporRestrictuseof thisdeliverygroupto the following
users).

Introduction

A delivery group is a collection of machines selected from one or more machine catalogs. The deliv‑
ery group can also specify which users can use those machines, plus the applications and desktops
available to those users.

Creating a delivery group is the next step in configuring your deployment after creating a machine
catalog. Later, you can change the initial settings in the first delivery group and create other delivery
groups. There are also features and settings you can configure only when editing a delivery group,
not when creating it.

Before creating a delivery group:

• Review this section to learn about the choices youmake and information you supply.
• Ensure that you have created a connection to the hypervisor, cloud service, other resource that
hosts your machines.

• Ensure that you have created a machine catalog containing virtual or physical machines.

To launch the delivery group creation wizard:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. In the upper leftmenu, selectMy Services > DaaS.

2. SelectManage.

3. If this is the first delivery group being created, the console guides you to the correct selection
(such as “Set up delivery groups to be displayed as services”). The delivery group creation wiz‑
ard opens and walks you through the process.

4. If you already created a delivery group and want to create another, follow these steps:

a) FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
b) To organize delivery groups using folders, create folders under the default Delivery

Groups folder. For more information, see Create a group folder.
c) Select the folder where you want to create the group, and then click Create Delivery

Group. The group creation wizard opens.

The wizard walks you through the pages described in the following sections. The wizard pages that
you see might be different, depending on the selections youmake.

Step 1. Machines

Select a machine catalog and select the number of machines you want to use from that catalog.
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Good to know:

• At least one machine must remain unused in a selected catalog.
• A catalog can be specified inmore than one delivery group. However, amachine can be used in
only one delivery group.

• A delivery group can usemachines frommore than one catalog. However, those catalogs must
contain the samemachine types (multi‑session OS, single‑session OS, or Remote PC Access). In
other words, you cannot mix machine types in a delivery group. Similarly, if your deployment
has catalogsofWindowsmachinesandcatalogsof Linuxmachines, adelivery groupcancontain
machines from either OS type, but not both.

• A MCS delivery group can only add a MCS type catalog.
• Citrix recommends that you install or upgradeall VDAswith the latest version, and thenupgrade
machine catalogs and delivery groups as needed. When creating a delivery group, if you select
machines that have different VDA versions installed, the delivery groupwill be compatible with
the earliest VDA version. For example, if one of the machines you select has VDA version 7.1
installed and other machines have a later version, all machines in the group can use only those
features that were supported in VDA 7.1. Thismeans that some features that require newer VDA
versions might not be available in that delivery group.

• The following compatibility checks are performed:
– MinimumFunctionalLevel must be compatible
– SessionSupport must be compatible
– AllocationTypemust be compatible for SingleSession
– ProvisioningType‘ must be compatible
– PersistChanges must be compatible for MCS and Citrix Provisioning
– RemotePC catalog is only compatible with RemotePC catalog
– AppDisk related check

Step 2. Delivery type

This page appears only if you chose a machine catalog containing static (assigned) single‑session OS
machines. Choose either Applications or Desktops. You cannot enable both.

(If you selected machines from amulti‑session OS or single‑session OS random (pooled) catalog, the
delivery type is assumed to be applications and desktops. You can deliver applications, desktops, or
both.

Step 3. AppDisks

Ignore this page. SelectNext.
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Step 4. Users

Specify the users and user groups who can use the applications and desktops in the delivery group.

As an alternative to specifying applications in the delivery groupwizard (as described in this section),
you can configure them through theCitrix Cloud library. (See important exception at topof this article
if using an on‑premises StoreFront.)

Where user lists are specified

User lists are specified when you create or edit the following:

• A deployment’s user access list, which is not configured through this console. By de‑
fault, the application entitlement policy rule includes everyone. See the PowerShell SDK
BrokerAppEntitlementPolicyRule cmdlets for details.

• Delivery groups.
• Applications.

Note:

When specifying a user list, you can select user accounts from any of the following identity
providers to which your Citrix Cloud account is connected: Active Directory, Azure Active
Directory, or Okta.

The list of users who can access an application is formed by the intersection of the above user lists.

Authenticated and unauthenticated users

There are two types of users: authenticated and unauthenticated (unauthenticated is also called
anonymous). You can configure one or both types in a delivery group.

• Authenticated: Toaccess applicationsanddesktops, theusers andgroupmembers you specify
by namemust present credentials such as smart card or user name and password to StoreFront
or Citrix Workspace app. (For delivery groups containing single‑session OS machines, you can
import user data (a list of users) later by editing the delivery group.)

• Unauthenticated (anonymous): For delivery groups containing multi‑session OS machines,
you can allow users to access applications and desktops without presenting credentials to
StoreFront or Citrix Workspace app. For example, at kiosks, the application might require
credentials, but the Citrix access portal and tools do not. An Anonymous Users Group is created
when you install the first Delivery Controller.

To grant access tounauthenticatedusers, eachmachine in thedelivery groupmust haveamulti‑
session OS VDA installed. When unauthenticated users are enabled, you must have an unau‑
thenticated StoreFront store.
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Unauthenticated user accounts are created on demandwhen a session is launched, and named
AnonXYZ, in which XYZ is a unique three‑digit value.

Unauthenticated user sessions have a default idle timeout of 10 minutes, and are logged
off automatically when the client disconnects. Reconnection, roaming between clients, and
Workspace Control are not supported.

The following table describes your choices on theUsers page:

Enable access for
Add/assign users and user
groups?

Enable the “Give access to
unauthenticated users” check
box?

Only authenticated users Yes No

Only unauthenticated users No Yes

Both authenticated and
unauthenticated users

Yes Yes

Restricting user or group access

You can also restrict use of a delivery group by adding users or user groups to the Allow list. Only
users on the Allow list can access apps and desktops in the delivery group. You can also add users
and user groups to a block list by clicking Add block list, which prevents users from using apps and
desktops in the selected delivery group. A block list is meaningful only when used to block users in
the allow list.

Step 5. Applications

Good to know:

• You cannot add applications to Remote PC Access delivery groups.
• By default, newapplications you add are placed in a folder namedApplications. You can specify
a different folder. For details, see the Applications article.

• You can change the properties for an application when you add it to a delivery group, or later.
For details, see the Applications article.

• If you try to add an application and one with the same name already exists in that folder, you
are prompted to rename the application you are adding. If youdecline, the application is added
with a suffix that makes it unique within that application folder.

• When you add an application tomore than one delivery group, a visibility issue can occur if you
donot havepermission to view the application in all thosedelivery groups. In such cases, either
consult an administrator with greater permissions or have your scope extended to include all
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the delivery groups to which the application was added.
• If you publish two applications with the same name to the same users, change the Application
name (for user) property. Otherwise, users see duplicate names in Citrix Workspace app.

Select the Addmenu to display the application sources.

• From Start menu: Applications that are discovered on a machine created from the image in
the selected catalog. When you select this source, a new page launcheswith a list of discovered
applications; select those you want to add and then selectOK.

• Manually defined: Applications located in the deployment or elsewhere in your network.
When you select this source, a new page launches where you type the path to the executable,
working directory, optional command line arguments, and display names for administrators
and users. After entering this information, selectOK.

• Existing: Applications previously added to the deployment, perhaps in another delivery group.
When you select this source, a new page launches with a list of discovered applications; select
those you want to add and then selectOK.

• App‑V: Applications in App‑V packages. When you select this source, a new page launches
where you select the App‑V server or the Application Library. Select the applications you want
to add from the resulting display and then selectOK.

If an application source or application is not available or valid, it is either not visible or cannot be
selected. For example, the Existing source is not available if no applications have been added to
the deployment. Or, an application might not be compatible with the supported session types on
machines in the selectedmachine catalog.

As an alternative to specifying applications in the delivery groupwizard (as described in this section),
you can configure them through theCitrix Cloud library. (See important exception at topof this article
if using an on‑premises StoreFront.)

Step 6. App Protection

The following information is supplemental to the App protection article in the Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops documentation. To use app protection in a Citrix DaaS deployment, follow the general guid‑
ance in that article, minding the following details.

• You must have a valid Citrix Cloud subscription and valid app protection entitlements. To pur‑
chase the app protection feature, you can contact your Citrix sales representative.

• App protection requires XML trust. To enable XML trust, go to Settings > Enable XML trust.

• Regarding anti‑screen‑capturing:

– On Windows and macOS, only the window of the protected content is blank. App protec‑
tion is active when a protected window is not minimized.
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– OnLinux, the entire capture is blank. Appprotection is activewhether a protectedwindow
is minimized or not.

Step 7. Desktops (or Desktop Assignment Rules)

The title of this page depends on the machine catalog you chose earlier in the wizard:

• If you chose a catalog containing pooled machines, this page is titled Desktops.
• If you chose a catalog containing assignedmachines and specified “Desktops” on the Delivery
Type page, this page is titled Desktop User Assignments.

• If you chose a catalog containing assignedmachines and specified “Applications” on theDeliv‑
ery Type page, this page is titled Application Machine User Assignments.

Select Add. In the dialog box:

• In the Display name and Description fields, type the information to be displayed in Citrix
Workspace app.

• To add a tag restriction to a desktop, select Restrict launches to machines with this tag and
then select the tag from themenu.

• Using the radio buttons, you can either:
– Allow everyone with access to this delivery group to use a desktop. All users in the
delivery group can launch a desktop (for groups with pooled machines) or be assigned a
machine when they launch the desktop (for groups with assignedmachines).

– Restrict desktop use by adding users and user groups to the Allow list. Only users on the
Allow list can access a desktop. You can also add users and user groups to a block list by
clicking Add block list,which prevents users from using desktops in the selected delivery
group. A block list is meaningful only when used to block users in the allow list.

• If the group contains assigned machines, specify the maximum number of desktops per user.
This must be a value of one or greater.

• Enable or disable the desktop (for pooled machines) or desktop assignment rule (for assigned
machines). Disabling a desktop stops desktop delivery. Disabling a desktop assignment rule
stops desktop auto‑assignment to users.

• When you are finished with the dialog box, selectOK.

As an alternative to specifying desktops in the delivery groupwizard (as described in this section), you
can configure them through Citrix Cloud library. (See important exception at top of article if using an
on‑premises StoreFront.)

Step 8. License assignment

Determine which license you want the delivery group to use. By default, the delivery group uses the
site license. For more information, see Multi‑type licensing.
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Step 9. Summary

Enter a name for the delivery group. You can also (optionally) enter a description, which appears in
Workspace app and in the Full Configuration management interface.

Review the summary information and then select Finish. If you did not select any applications or
specify any desktops to deliver, you are asked if you want to continue.

If you don’t specify users or applications in the wizard

As an alternative to specifying users and applications in a delivery group, you can specify them in
the Citrix Cloud console. (See important exception at top of this article if using an on‑premises Store‑
Front.)

1. In the Citrix Cloud Console, select Library.

2. Find the card containing the resources (applications or desktops) you want. Hover over the
ellipsis menu in the upper right corner and selectManage Subscribers.

3. In theManage subscribers dialog, under Add Subscribers in the leftmenu, select subscribers
(users). If you have multiple subscribers, you might need to type one or more characters of
the domain group containing those users in the right search field. Matches appear in the table
below the two fields. Select the correct match. (If there’s only one match, it’s automatically
selected.) When the Status field indicatesReady, select the X in the upper right corner to close
the dialog.

4. Refresh the Resources page. The lower left corner of the resource card contains a value that
indicates domain users have been selected.

Formore informationabout the Library, seeAssignusers andgroups to serviceofferingsusing Library.

More information

• Manage delivery groups
• Applications

Manage delivery groups

April 6, 2023
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Introduction

This article describes procedures for managing delivery groups from the management console. In
addition to changing the settings specified when creating the group, you can configure other settings
that are not available when you create a delivery group.

Theprocedures are organizedby categories: general, users,machines, and sessions. Some tasks span
more than one category. For example, “Prevent users from connecting to machines” is described in
the machines category, but it also affects users. So, if you can’t find a task in one category, check a
related category.

Other articles also contain related information:

• Applications contains information about managing applications in delivery groups.
• Managing delivery groups requires the Delivery Group Administrator built‑in role permissions.
For details, see Delegated administration.

General

• Change the delivery type
• Change StoreFront addresses
• Change the functional level
• Manage Remote PC Access delivery groups
• Change the license for a delivery group
• Organize delivery groups using folders
• Manage app protection

Change the delivery type of a delivery group

The delivery type indicates what the group can deliver: applications, desktops, or both.

Before changing an applications type to the Desktops type, delete all applications from the group.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
3. On the Delivery Type page, select the delivery type you want.
4. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Change StoreFront addresses

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
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3. On the StoreFront page, indicate whether you will specify a StoreFront server address later
(Manually) or select Add new to specify the StoreFront servers you want to be used (Automat‑
ically).

4. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply
changes and close the window.

You can also specify StoreFront server addresses by selecting StoreFront in the left pane of the con‑
sole.

Change the functional level

Change the functional level for the delivery group after you upgrade the VDAs on itsmachines and the
machine catalogs containing the machines used in the delivery group.

Before you start:

• If you use Citrix Provisioning (formerly Provisioning Services), upgrade the VDA version in the
Citrix Provisioning console.

• Start themachines containing the upgraded VDA so that they can register with Citrix DaaS. This
process tells the console about what must change in the delivery group.

• If youmust continue to use earlier VDA versions, newer product featuresmight not be available.
For more information, see the upgrade documentation.

To change the functional level for a delivery group:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Change Functional Level in the action bar. The Change Func‑

tional Level action appears only if upgraded VDAs are detected.

The display indicates you which, if any, machines cannot be changed to the functional level and why.
You can then cancel the change action, resolve the machine issues, and then perform the change
action again.

After the change completes, you can revert the machines to their previous states. Select the delivery
group and then selectUndo Functional Level Change in the action bar.

Manage Remote PC Access delivery groups

If amachine in aRemotePCAccessmachine catalog is not assigned to auser, themachine is temporar‑
ily assigned to a delivery group associated with that catalog. This temporary assignment enables the
machine to be assigned to a user later.

The delivery group‑to‑machine catalog association has a priority value. Priority determines which
delivery group that machine is assigned to when it registers with the system or when a user needs a
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machine assignment: the lower the value, the higher the priority. If a Remote PCAccessmachine cata‑
log hasmultiple delivery group assignments, the software selects thematchwith the highest priority.
Use the PowerShell SDK to set this priority value.

When first created, Remote PC Access machine catalogs are associated with a delivery group. This
association means that machine accounts or Organizational Units added to the catalog later can be
added to the delivery group. This association can be switched off or on.

To add or remove a Remote PC Access machine catalog association with a delivery group:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a Remote PC Access group.
3. In the Details section, select the Machine Catalogs tab and then select a Remote PC Access

catalog.
4. To add or restore an association, select Add Desktops. To remove an association, select Re‑

move Association.

Change the license for a delivery group

To change the license entitlement for a delivery group, follow these steps:

1. Select Delivery Groups in the navigation pane.

2. Select a group and then click Edit in the action bar.

3. On the License Assignment page, select the license you want the group to use.

4. Click Apply to apply any changes you made and to keep the window open. Or, click Save to
apply changes and to close the window.

For more information about delivery group level entitlements, see Multi‑type licensing.

Organize delivery groups using folders

You can create folders to organize delivery groups for easy access.

Required roles

By default, you need to have the following built‑in role to create and manage delivery group folders:
Cloud Administrator, Full Administrator, or Delivery Group Administrator. If necessary, you can cus‑
tomize roles for creating and managing delivery group folders. For more information, see Required
permissions.
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Create a delivery group folder

Before you start, plan how to organize your delivery groups. Consider the following:

• You can nest folders up to five levels (excluding the default root folder).
• A folder can contain delivery groups and subfolders.
• All nodes in Full Configuration (such as the Machine Catalogs, Applications, and Delivery
groups nodes) share a folder tree in the back‑end. To avoid name conflicts with other nodes
when renaming ormoving folders, we recommend you give different names to first‑level folders
in different nodes.

To create a delivery group folder, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. In the folder hierarchy, select a folder and then select Create Folder in the Action bar.
3. Enter a name for the new folder, and then click Done.

Tip:

If you create a folder in an unintended location, you can drag it to the correct location.

Move a delivery group

You canmove a delivery group between folders. Detailed steps are as follows:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Viewgroupsby folder. Youcanalso turnonViewallabove the folderhierarchy toviewall groups
at a time.

3. Right‑click a group and then selectMove Delivery Group.

4. Select the folder to which you want to move the group, and then click Done.

Tip:

You can drag a group to a folder.

Manage delivery group folders

You can delete, rename, andmove delivery group folders.

Be aware of that you can delete a folder only if it and its subfolders don’t contain delivery groups.

To manage a folder, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. In the folder hierarchy, select a folder, and then select an action in the Action bar as needed:
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• To rename the folder, select Rename Folder.
• To delete the folder, select Delete Folder.
• To move the folder, selectMove Folder.

3. Follow onscreen instructions to complete the remaining steps.

Required permissions

The following table lists the permissions required to perform actions on delivery group folders.

Action Required permissions

Create delivery group folders Create Delivery Group Folder

Delete delivery group folders Remove Delivery Group Folder

Move delivery group folders Move Delivery Group Folder

Rename delivery group folders Edit Delivery Group Folder

Move delivery groups to folders Edit Delivery Group Folder and Edit Delivery
Group Properties

Manage app protection

The following information is supplemental to the App protection article in the Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops documentation. To use app protection in a Citrix DaaS deployment, follow the general guid‑
ance in that article, minding the following details.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.

3. On the App Protection page, you can enable Anti‑keylogging and Anti‑screen‑capturing.

• You must have a valid Citrix Cloud subscription and valid app protection entitlements. To pur‑
chase the app protection feature, you can contact your Citrix sales representative.

• App protection requires XML trust. To enable XML trust, go to Settings > Enable XML trust.

• Regarding anti‑screen‑capturing:

– On Windows and macOS, only the window of the protected content is blank. App protec‑
tion is active when a protected window is not minimized.

– OnLinux, the entire capture is blank. Appprotection is activewhether a protectedwindow
is minimized or not.
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Users

• Change user settings
• Add or remove users

Change user settings in a delivery group

The name of this page appears as eitherUser Settings or Basic Settings.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
3. On theUser Settings page, change any of the settings in the following table.
4. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Setting Description

Description The text that Citrix Workspace (or StoreFront)
uses and that users see.

Enable Delivery Group Whether the delivery group is enabled.

Time zone The time zone in which the machines of this
delivery groupmust reside. The option lists the
time zones supported by the site.

Enable Secure ICA Secures communications to and from
machines in the delivery group using
SecureICA, which encrypts the ICA protocol.
The default level is 128‑bit. The level can be
changed using the SDK. Citrix recommends
using more encryption methods such as TLS
encryption when traversing public networks.
Also, SecureICA does not check data integrity.

Maximum desktops per user Howmany desktops a user can have.

Add or remove users in a delivery group

For detailed information about users, see Users.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit Delivery Group in the action bar.

3. On theUsers page:
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• To add users, select Add, and then specify the users you want to add.
• To remove users, select one or more users and then select Remove.
• Select or clear the check box to allow access by unauthenticated users.

4. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply
changes and close the window.

Manage user assignments

Tomanage user assignments:

1. InManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups.
2. Select a group and then select Edit Delivery Group in the action bar.
3. On theMachine Allocation page, add or remove users. To add users, browse to them or enter

a semicolon‑separated list of user names.

When entering user names, consider the following:

• If the users are in Active Directory, enter the names directly. If not, enter the names in this for‑
mat: <identity provider>:<user name>. Example: AzureAD:username.

Machines

• Change assignments of machines to users
• Update a machine
• Add, change, or remove a tag restriction for a desktop
• Remove amachine
• Restrict access to machines
• Prevent users from connecting to a machine (maintenance mode)
• Shut down and restart machines
• Create andmanage restart schedules for machines
• Loadmanagemachines
• Manage Autoscale

In addition to the features described in this article, see Autoscale for information about proactively
power managing machines.

Change assignments of machines to users in a delivery group

You can change the assignments of single‑session OS machines provisioned with MCS. You cannot
change assignments formulti‑sessionOSmachines ormachines provisionedwith Citrix Provisioning.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
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3. On theMachine Allocation page, specify the new users.
4. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Update amachine in a delivery group

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.
3. Select a machine and then selectUpdate Machines in the action bar.

To choose a different image, selectMaster image and then select a snapshot.

To apply changes and notify machine users, select Rollout notification to end‑users. Then specify:

• When to update the image: now or on the next restart
• The restart distribution time (the total time to begin updating all machines in the group)
• Whether users are notified of the restart
• The message users will receive

Add, change, or remove a tag restriction for a desktop

Adding, changing, and removing tag restrictions can have unanticipated effects on which desktops
are considered for launch. Review the considerations and cautions in Tags.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit in the Actions bar.

3. On the Desktops page, select the desktop and select Edit.

4. To add a tag restriction, selectRestrict launches tomachineswith the tag and then select the
tag.

5. To change or remove a tag restriction, either:

• Select a different tag.
• Remove the tag restriction by clearing Restrict launches tomachines with this tag.

6. SelectApply to apply any changes youmade and keep thewindowopen. Or, selectOK to apply
changes and close the window.

Remove amachine from a delivery group

Removing a machine deletes it from a delivery group. It does not delete it from the machine catalog
that the delivery group uses. Therefore, that machine is available for assignment to another delivery
group.
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Machinesmust be shut downbefore they can be removed. To temporarily stop users from connecting
to a machine while you are removing it, put the machine into maintenance mode before shutting it
down.

Machinesmight contain personal data, so use caution before allocating themachine to another user.
Consider reimaging the machine.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.
3. Ensure that the machine is shut down.
4. Select the machine and then select Remove from Delivery Group in the action bar.

You can also remove amachine from a delivery group through the connection the machine uses.

Restrict access tomachines in a delivery group

Any changes youmake to restrict access tomachines in a delivery group supersede previous settings,
regardless of the method you use. You can:

• Restrict access for administrators using delegated administration scopes: You can create
and assign a scope that permits administrators to access all applications, and another scope
that provides access to only certain applications. For details, see Delegated administration.

• Restrict access for users through SmartAccess policy expressions: Use policy expressions
to filter user connections made through Citrix Gateway.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then click Edit in the action bar.
3. On the Access Policy page, select Connections through Citrix Gateway.
4. To choose a subset of those connections, selectConnectionsmeeting any of the follow‑

ing filters. Then define the Citrix Gateway site, and add, edit, or remove the SmartAccess
policy expressions for the allowed user access scenarios. For details, see the Citrix Gate‑
way documentation.

5. Select Apply to apply any changes you made and to keep the window open. Or, select
Save to apply changes and to close the window.

• Restrict access for users through exclusion filters: Use exclusion filters on access policies
that you set in the SDK. Access policies are applied to delivery groups to refine connections. For
example, you can restrictmachine access to a subset of users, and you can specify allowed user
devices. Exclusion filters further refine access policies. For example, for security, you can deny
access to a subset of users or devices. By default, exclusion filters are disabled.

Forexample, topreventaccess fromateaching labonacorporatenetwork subnet toaparticular
delivery group, regardless of who is using the machines in the lab, use the command: Set-
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BrokerAccessPolicy -Name VPDesktops_Direct -ExcludedClientIPFilterEnabled
$True -.

You canuse the asterisk (*) wildcard tomatch all tags that startwith the samepolicy expression.
For example, if you add the tag VPDesktops_Direct to onemachine and VPDesktops_Test
to another, setting the tag in the Set-BrokerAccessPolicy script to VPDesktops_* applies
the filter to both machines.

If you are connected using a web browser or with the Citrix Workspace app user experience
feature enabled in the store, you cannot use a client name exclusion filter.

Prevent users from connecting to amachine (maintenancemode) in a delivery group

Whenyouneed to temporarily stopnewconnections tomachines, youcan turnonmaintenancemode
for one or all machines in a delivery group. You might do this before applying patches or using man‑
agement tools.

• When a multi‑session OS machine is in maintenance mode, users can connect to existing ses‑
sions, but cannot start new sessions.

• When a single‑session OS machine (or a PC using Remote PC Access) is in maintenance mode,
users cannot connect or reconnect. Current connections remain connected until they discon‑
nect or log off.

To turn maintenance mode on or off:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group.

3. To turn on maintenance mode for all machines in the delivery group, select Turn On Mainte‑
nance Mode in the action bar.

To turn onmaintenancemode for onemachine, select ViewMachines in the action bar. Select
a machine, and then select Turn OnMaintenance Mode in the action bar.

4. To turn maintenance mode off for one or all machines in a delivery group, follow the previous
instructions, but select Turn OffMaintenance Mode in the action bar.

Windows Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) settings also affect whether amulti‑session OSmachine
is in maintenance mode. Maintenance mode is on when any of the following occur:

• Maintenance mode is set to on, as described earlier.
• RDC is set to Don’t allow connections to this computer.
• RDC is not set to Don’t allow connections to this computer and the Remote Host Configura‑
tionUser LogonMode setting is eitherAllow reconnections, but prevent new logonsorAllow
reconnections, but prevent new logons until the server is restarted.

You can also turn maintenance mode on or off for:
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• A connection, which affects the machines using that connection.
• A machine catalog, which affects the machines in that catalog.

Shut down and restart machines in a delivery group

This procedure is not supported for Remote PC Access machines.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.

3. Select the machine and then select one of the following actions in the action bar:

Note:

• The following actions apply only to machines that are power managed.
• Some options might not be available, depending on the machine state.

• Force shut down: Forcibly powers off the machine and refreshes the list of machines.
• Restart: Requests the operating system to shut down and then start the machine again.
If the operating system cannot comply, the machine remains in its current state.

• Force restart: Forcibly shuts down the operating system and then restarts the machine.
• Suspend: Pauses the machine without shutting it down, and refreshes the list of
machines.

• Shut down: Requests the operating system to shut down.

For non‑force actions, if the machine does not shut down within 10 minutes, it is powered off. If Win‑
dowsattempts to install updatesduring the shutdown, there is a risk that themachinewill bepowered
off before the updates finish.

Create andmanage restart schedules for machines in a delivery group
Note:

• When a restart schedule is applied to a delivery groupwith Autoscale enabled, itsmachines
are just powered off and left for Autoscale to power them on.

• When restart schedules are applied to random single‑session machines, those machines
are powered off rather than restarted, to save costs. We recommend that you use Autoscale
to power onmachines.

A restart schedule specifies when machines in a delivery group are periodically restarted. You can
create one or more schedules for a delivery group. A schedule can affect either:

• All the machines in the group.
• One or more (but not all) machines in the group. The machines are identified by a tag that you
apply to the machine. This is called a tag restriction, because the tag restricts an action to only
items (in this case, machines) that have the tag.
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For example, let’s say all of your machines are in one delivery group. You want every machine
restarted once every week, and you want the machines used by the accounting team restarted daily.
To accomplish this, set up one schedule for all machines, and another schedule for only themachines
in accounting.

A schedule includes the day and time the restart begins, and the duration. Theduration is either “start
all affectedmachines at the same time” or an interval it will likely take to restart all affectedmachines.

You canenable or disable a schedule. Disabling a schedule canbehelpfulwhen testing, during special
intervals, or when preparing schedules before you need them.

You cannot use schedules for automated power‑on or shutdown from themanagement console, only
to restart.

Schedule overlap

Multiple schedules can overlap. In the example above, both schedules affect the accounting ma‑
chines. Those machines might be restarted twice on Sunday. The scheduling code is designed to
avoid restarting the samemachine more often than intended, but it cannot be guaranteed.

• If the schedules coincideprecisely in start andduration times, it ismore likely that themachines
will be restarted only once.

• The more the schedules differ in start and duration times, it’s more likely that multiple restarts
will occur.

• The number of machines affected by a schedule also affects the chance of an overlap. In the
example, the weekly schedule that affects all machines might initiate restarts faster than the
daily schedule for accounting machines, depending on the duration specified for each.

For an in‑depth look at restart schedules, see Reboot schedule internals.

View restart schedules

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
3. Select the Restart Schedule page.

The Restart Schedule page contains the following information for each configured schedule:

• Schedule name.
• Tag restriction used, if any.
• How often the machine restarts occur.
• Whether machine users receive a notification.
• Whether the schedule is enabled. Disabling a schedule can be helpful when testing, during spe‑
cial intervals, or when preparing schedules before you need them.
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Add (apply) tags

When you configure a restart schedule that uses a tag restriction, ensure that the tag has been added
(applied) to themachines that the schedule affects. In the example above, each of themachines used
by the accounting team has a tag applied. For details, see Tags.

Although you can apply more than one tag to a machine, a restart schedule can specify only one tag.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select the group containing the machines to be controlled by the schedule.
3. Select ViewMachines and then select the machines you want to add a tag to.
4. SelectManage Tags in the action bar.
5. If the tag exists, enable the check box next to the tag name. If the tag does not exist, select

Create and then specify the name for the tag. After the tag is created, enable the check box next
to the newly created tag name.

6. Select Save in theManage Tags dialog.

Create a restart schedule

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.

3. On the Restart Schedule page, select Add.

4. On the Add Restart Schedule page:

• To enable the schedule, select Yes. To disable the schedule, selectNo.

• Type a schedule name and description.

• For Restrict to tag, apply a tag restriction.

• For Include machines in maintenance mode, choose whether to include machines that
are in maintenance mode in this schedule. To use PowerShell instead, see Scheduled
restarts for machines in maintenance mode.

• For Restart frequency, select how often the restart occurs: daily, weekly, monthly, or
once. If you selectWeekly orMonthly, you can specify one or more specific days.

• For Repeats every, specify how often you want the schedule to run.

• For Start date, specify a start date for the first occurrence of the schedule.

• For Begin restart at, specify, in 24‑hour clock format, the time of day to begin the restart.

• For Restart duration:

– If you do not want to use natural restart, select Restart all machines at the same
time or Restart all machines within a time period.
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– If you want to use natural restart, select Restart all machines after draining all ses‑
sions.

Upon starting a restart schedule that is configured to use natural restart:

* All idle machines belonging to the delivery group are restarted immediately

* Each machine belonging to the delivery with one or more active sessions are
restarted when all sessions are logged off.

Note:

* Currently, you cannot apply a tag restriction if you use Restart all machines
after draining all sessions option.

* You can use this option for machines that are power managed and also for
machines that are not power managed.

• In Send notification to users, choose whether to display a notification message on the
applicable machines before a restart begins. By default, no message appears.

• If you choose to display a message 15 minutes before the restart begins, you can choose
(inNotification frequency) to repeat themessage every fiveminutes after the initial mes‑
sage. By default, the message does not repeat.

• Enter the notification title and text. There is no default text.

If you want the message to include a countdown to restart, include the variable %m%.
Unless you chose to restart all machines at the same time, the message appears on each
machine at the appropriate time before the restart.

5. Click Done to apply the changes and to close the Add Restart Schedulewindow.

6. Click Apply to apply the changes you made and keep the Edit Delivery Group window open.
Or, click Save to apply changes and to close the window.

Immediately run a restart schedule

A restart schedule specifies when machines in a delivery group restart regularly. You can also run a
restart schedule immediately to restart the machines in that schedule.

To run a restart schedule immediately, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select the applicable delivery group and then select Edit in the action bar
3. On the Restart Schedule page, select a schedule that you want to run and then select Run

schedule now.
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Note:

• You cannot run a schedule immediately if it is configured with the Restart all machines
after draining sessions setting.

• You can apply Run schedule now only to one schedule at a time.
• After you edit a schedule, Run schedule now becomes unavailable. Select Apply to make
it available.

Edit, remove, enable, or disable a restart schedule

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.
3. On the Restart Schedule page, select the check box for a schedule.

• To edit a schedule, select Edit. Update the schedule configuration, using the guidance in
Create a restart schedule.

• To enable or disable a schedule, select Edit. Select or clear the Enable restart schedule
check box.

• To remove a schedule, select Remove. Confirm the removal. Removing a schedule does
not affect any tags applied to machines in the affectedmachines.

Scheduled restarts delayed due to database outage

Note:

This feature is available only in PowerShell.

If a site database outage occurs before a scheduled restart begins for machines (VDAs) in a delivery
group, the restarts begin when the outage ends. This action can have unintended results.

For example, let’s say you’ve scheduled a delivery group’s restarts to occur during off‑production
hours (beginning at 3 am). A site database outage occurs one hour before a scheduled restart begins
(2 am). The outage lasts six hours (until 8 am). The restart schedule begins when the connection be‑
tween the Delivery Controller and the site database is restored. The VDA restarts nowbegin five hours
after their original schedule. This action might result in VDAs restarting during production hours.

To help avoid this situation, you can use the MaxOvertimeStartMins parameter for the New-
BrokerRebootScheduleV2 and Set-BrokerRebootScheduleV2 cmdlets. The value specifies
themaximum number of minutes beyond the scheduled start time that a restart schedule can begin.

• If thedatabaseconnection is restoredwithin that time (scheduled time+MaxOvertimeStartMins
), the VDA restarts begin.

• If the database connection is not restored within that time, the VDA restarts do not begin.
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• If this parameter is omitted or has a zero value, the scheduled restart begins when the connec‑
tion to the database is restored, regardless of the outage duration.

For more information, see the cmdlet help. This feature is available only in PowerShell.

Scheduled restarts for machines inmaintenancemode

To indicate whether a restart schedule affects machines that are in maintenance mode, use the
IgnoreMaintenanceMode option with the BrokerRebootScheduleV2 cmdlets.

For example, the following cmdlet creates a schedule that restarts both machines that are and ma‑
chines that are not in maintenance mode.

New-BrokerRebootSchedulev2 rebootSchedule1 -DesktopGroupName <myDesktopGroup
> -IgnoreMaintenanceMode $true

The following cmdlet modifies an existing restart schedule.

Set-BrokerRebootSchedulev2 rebootSchedule1 -IgnoreMaintenanceMode $true

For more information, see the cmdlet help.

Loadmanagemachines in delivery groups

You can loadmanagemulti‑session OSmachines only.

Loadmanagementmeasures the server load and determineswhich server to select under the current
environment conditions. This selection is based on:

• Server maintenance mode status: A multi‑session OS machine is considered for load balanc‑
ing only whenmaintenance mode is off.

• Server load index: Determines how likely a server delivering multi‑session OS machines is to
receive connections. The index is a combination of load evaluators: the number of sessions and
the settings for performance metrics such as CPU, disk, and memory use. Load evaluators are
specified in loadmanagement policy settings.

A server load index of 10000 indicates that the server is fully loaded. If no other servers are
available, usersmight receiveamessage that thedesktoporapplication is currentlyunavailable
when they launch a session.

Youcanmonitor the load index inDirector (Monitor), a Full Configurationmanagement interface
search, and the SDK.

In console displays, to display the Server Load Index column (which is hidden by default), se‑
lect a machine, right‑click a column header, and then select Select Column. In the Machine
category, select Load Index.

In the SDK, use the Get-BrokerMachine cmdlet. For details, see CTX202150.
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• Concurrent logon tolerance policy setting: Themaximum number of concurrent requests to
log on to the server. (This setting is equivalent to load throttling in XenApp 6.x versions.)

When all servers are at or higher than the concurrent logon tolerance setting, the next logon
request is assigned to the server with the lowest pending logons. If more than one servermeets
these criteria, the server with the lowest load index is selected.

Manage Autoscale

By default, Autoscale is disabled for delivery groups. To manage Autoscale for a delivery group (if
applicable), follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select Manage Autoscale in the action bar. The Manage Autoscale

window appears.
3. Configure settings as needed. For information about Autoscale settings, see Autoscale.
4. Select Apply to apply any changes you made and to keep the window open. Or, select Save to

apply changes and to close the window.

Sessions

• Log off or disconnect a session, or send amessage to users
• Configure session prelaunch and session linger
• Configure session roaming
• Control session reconnection when disconnected frommachine in maintenance mode

Log off or disconnect a session, or send amessage to delivery group users

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.
2. Select a group and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.
3. To log a user off a session, select the session or desktop and then select Log off in the action

bar. The session closes and themachine becomes available to other users, unless it is allocated
to a specific user.

4. To disconnect a session, select the session or desktop and then selectDisconnect in the action
bar. Applications continue to run and themachine remains allocated to that user. The user can
reconnect to the samemachine.

5. To send amessage to users, select the session,machine, or user and then select Sendmessage
in the action bar. Enter the message.

Configure session prelaunch and session linger in a delivery group

These features are supported only onmulti‑session OSmachines.
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The sessionprelaunch and session linger features help specified users access applications quickly, by:

• Starting sessions before they are requested (session prelaunch)
• Keeping application sessions active after a user closes all applications (session linger)

By default, session prelaunch and session linger are not used. A session starts (launches) when a user
starts an application, and remains active until the last open application in the session closes.

Considerations:

• The delivery group must support applications, and the machines must be running a VDA for
multi‑session OS, minimum version 7.6.

• These features are supported only when using Citrix Workspace app for Windows, and also re‑
quire more Citrix Workspace app configuration. For instructions, search for session prelaunch
in the product documentation for your Citrix Workspace app for Windows version.

• Citrix Workspace app for HTML5 is not supported.
• When using session prelaunch, if a user’s machine is put into suspend or hibernate mode,
prelaunch does not work (regardless of session prelaunch settings). Users can lock their
machines/sessions. However, if a user logs off from Citrix Workspace app, the session is ended
and prelaunch no longer applies.

• When using session prelaunch, physical client machines cannot use the suspend or hibernate
power management functions. Client machine users can lock their sessions but should not log
off.

• Prelaunched and lingering sessions consume a concurrent license, but only when connected.
If using a user/device license, the license lasts 90 days. Unused prelaunched and lingering ses‑
sions disconnect after 15minutes by default. This value can be configured in PowerShell (New/
Set-BrokerSessionPreLaunch cmdlet).

• Careful planning andmonitoring of your users’ activity patterns are essential to tailoring these
features to complement eachother. Optimal configurationbalances thebenefits of earlier appli‑
cation availability for users against the cost of keeping licenses in use and resources allocated.

• You can also configure session prelaunch for a scheduled time of day in Citrix Workspace app.

How long unused prelaunched and lingering sessions remain active

There are several ways to specify how long an unused session remains active if the user does not start
an application: a configured timeout and server load thresholds. You can configure all of them. The
event that occurs first causes the unused session to end.

• Timeout: A configured timeout specifies the number of minutes, hours, or days an unused
prelaunched or lingering session remains active. If you configure too short a timeout,
prelaunched sessions end before they provide the user benefit of quicker application access.
If you configure too long a timeout, incoming user connections might be denied because the
server doesn’t have enough resources.
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You can enable this timeout from the SDK only (New/Set-BrokerSessionPreLaunch
cmdlet), not from the management console. If you disable the timeout, it does not appear in
the console display for that delivery group or in the Edit Delivery Group pages.

• Thresholds: Automatically ending prelaunched and lingering sessions basedon server load en‑
sures that sessions remain open as long as possible, assuming that server resources are avail‑
able. Unused prelaunched and lingering sessions do not cause denied connections because
they are ended automatically when resources are needed for new user sessions.

You can configure two thresholds: the average percentage load of all servers in the delivery
group, and the maximum percentage load of a single server in the group. When a threshold is
exceeded, the sessions that have been in the prelaunch or lingering state for the longest time
are ended. Sessions are ended one‑by‑one at minute intervals until the load falls below the
threshold. While the threshold is exceeded, no new prelaunch sessions are started.

Servers with VDAs that have not registered with a Controller and servers in maintenance mode are
considered fully loaded. An unplanned outage causes prelaunch and lingering sessions to end auto‑
matically to free capacity.

To enable session prelaunch

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.

3. On the Application Prelaunch page, enable session prelaunch by choosing when sessions
launch:

• When a user starts an application. This is the default setting. Session prelaunch is dis‑
abled.

• When any user in the delivery group logs on to Citrix Workspace app for Windows.
• When anyone in a list of users and user groups logs on to Citrix Workspace app for Win‑
dows. Be sure to also specify users or user groups if you choose this option.
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4. A prelaunched session is replaced with a regular session when the user starts an application.
If the user does not start an application (the prelaunched session is unused), the following set‑
tings affect how long that session remains active.

• When a specified time interval elapses. You can change the time interval (1–99 days, 1–
2376 hours, or 1–142,560 minutes).

• When the average load on all machines in the delivery group exceeds a specified percent‑
age (1–99%).

• When the load on any machine in the delivery group exceeds a specified percentage (1–
99%).

Recap: A prelaunched session remains active until one of the following events occurs: a user
starts an application, the specified time elapses, or a specified load threshold is exceeded.

To enable session linger

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit in the action bar.

3. On the Application Lingering page, enable session linger by selecting Keep sessions active
until.
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4. Several settings affect how long a lingering session remains active if the user does not start an‑
other application.

• When a specified time interval elapses. You can change the time interval: 1–99 days, 1–
2376 hours, or 1–142,560 minutes.

• When the average load on all machines in the delivery group exceeds a specified percent‑
age: 1–99%.

• When the load on any machine in the delivery group exceeds a specified percentage: 1–
99%.

Recap: A lingering session remains active until one of the following events occurs: a user starts
an application, the specified time elapses, or a specified load threshold is exceeded.

Configure session roaming

By default, session roaming is enabled for delivery groups. Sessions roam between client devices
with the user. When the user launches a session and thenmoves to another device, the same session
is used and applications are simultaneously available on both devices. You can view the applications
on multiple devices. The applications follow, regardless of the device or whether current sessions
exist. Often, printers and other resources assigned to the application also follow. Alternatively, you
can also use PowerShell. For more information, see Session roaming.

Configure session roaming for applications

To configure session roaming for applications, follow these steps:
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1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit Delivery Group in the action bar.

3. On theUsers page, enable session roaming by selecting the Sessions roamwith users as they
move between devices check box.

• Whenenabled, if auser launchesanapplication sessionand thenmoves toanotherdevice,
the same session is used and available on both devices. When disabled, the session no
longer roams between devices.

4. SelectOK to apply changes and close the window.

Configure session roaming for desktops

To configure session roaming for a desktop, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select a group and then select Edit Delivery Group in the action bar.

3. On the Desktops page, select the desktop and select Edit.

4. Enable session roaming by selecting the Session roaming check box.

• When enabled, if the user launches the desktop and then moves to another device, the
same session is used, and applications are available on both devices. When disabled, the
session no longer roams between devices.

5. SelectOK to apply changes and close the window.

Control session reconnection when disconnected frommachine inmaintenancemode
Note:

This feature is available only in PowerShell.

You can control whether sessions that are disconnected on machines in maintenance mode are al‑
lowed to reconnect to machines in the delivery group.

Before late May 2021, reconnection was not allowed for single‑session pooled desktop sessions that
had disconnected frommachines in maintenance mode. Now, you can configure a delivery group to
allow or prohibit reconnections (regardless of session type) after disconnection from a machine in
maintenance mode.

Whencreatingoreditingadeliverygroup (New-BrokerDesktopGroup,Set-BrokerDesktopGroup
), use the -AllowReconnectInMaintenanceMode <boolean> parameter to allow or prohibit
reconnections for machines that were disconnected from amachine in maintenance mode.

• When set to true, sessions can reconnect to machines in the group.
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• When set to false, sessions cannot reconnect to machines in the group.

Default values:

• Single‑session: Disabled
• Multi‑session: Enabled

Troubleshoot

• VDAs that are not registered with a Delivery Controller are not considered when launching bro‑
kered sessions. This results in underutilization of otherwise available resources. There are var‑
ious reasons a VDAmight not be registered, many of which an administrator can troubleshoot.
The details display provides troubleshooting information in the catalog creation wizard, and
after you add a catalog to a delivery group.

After you create a delivery group, the details pane for a delivery group indicates the number of
machines that areexpected tobe registeredbut arenot. For example, oneormoremachinesare
powered on and not in maintenance mode, but are not currently registered with a Controller.
When viewing a “not registered, but should be” machine, review the Troubleshoot tab in the
details pane for possible causes and recommended corrective actions.

For messages about functional level, see VDA versions and functional levels.

For information about VDA registration troubleshooting, seeCTX136668.

• In the display for a delivery group, the Installed VDA version in the details pane might differ
from the actual version installed on the machines. The machine’s Windows Programs and Fea‑
tures display shows the actual VDA version.

• For machines with Power State Unknown status, see CTX131267 for guidance.

Create application groups

April 13, 2023

Introduction

Application groups let you manage collections of applications. You can create application groups
for applications shared across different delivery groups or used by a subset of users within delivery
groups. Application groups are optional. They offer an alternative to adding the same applications to
multiple delivery groups. Delivery groups can be associated with more than one application group,
and an application group can be associated with more than one delivery group.
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Using application groups canprovide applicationmanagement and resource control advantages over
using more delivery groups:

• The logical grouping of applications and their settings lets you manage those applications as
a single unit. For example, you don’t have to add (publish) the same application to individual
delivery groups one at a time.

• Session sharing between application groups can conserve resource consumption. In other
cases, disabling session sharing between application groups may be beneficial.

• You can use the tag restriction feature to publish applications from an application group, con‑
sideringonly a subset of themachines in selecteddelivery groups. With tag restrictions, you can
use your existingmachines for more than one publishing task, saving the costs associated with
deploying and managing additional machines. A tag restriction can be thought of as subdivid‑
ing (or partitioning) the machines in a delivery group. Using an application group or desktops
with a tag restriction can be helpful when isolating and troubleshooting a subset of machines
in a delivery group.

Example configurations

Example 1

The following graphic shows a deployment that includes application groups:
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In this configuration, applications are added to the application groups, not the delivery groups. The
delivery groups specify which machines will be used. (Although not shown, the machines are in ma‑
chine catalogs.)

Application group 1 is associated with delivery group 1. The applications in application group 1 can
be accessed by the users specified in application group 1, as long as they are also in the user list for
delivery group 1. This follows the guidance that the user list for an application group should be a
subset (a restriction) of the user lists for the associated delivery groups. The settings in application
group 1 (such as application session sharing between application groups, associated delivery groups)
apply to applications and users in that group. The settings in delivery group 1 (such as anonymous
user support) apply to users in application groups 1 and 2, because those application groups have
been associated with that delivery group.

Application group 2 is associatedwith twodelivery groups: 1 and 2. Each of those delivery groups can
be assigned a priority in application group 2, which indicates the order in which the delivery groups
will be checked when an application is launched. delivery groups with equal priority are load bal‑
anced. The applications in application group 2 can be accessed by the users specified in application
group 2, as long as they are also in the user lists for delivery group 1 and delivery group 2.

Example 2

This simple layout uses tag restrictions to limit whichmachineswill be considered for certain desktop
and application launches. The site has one shared delivery group, one published desktop, and one
application group configured with two applications.

Tags have been added to each of the three machines (VDA 101‑103).

The application group was created with the “Orange” tag restriction, so each of its applications (Cal‑
culator and Notepad) can be launched only onmachines in that delivery group that have the tag “Or‑
ange”: VDA 102 and 103.

Formore comprehensive examples and guidance for using tag restrictions in application groups (and
for desktops), see Tags.
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Guidance and considerations

Citrix recommends adding applications to either application groups or delivery groups, but not both.
Otherwise, the additional complexity of having applications in two group types can make it more
difficult to manage.

By default, an application group is enabled. After you create an application group, you can edit the
group to change this setting. See Manage application groups.

By default, application session sharing between application groups is enabled. See Session sharing
between application groups.

Citrix recommends upgrading your delivery groups to the current version. This requires:

1. Upgrading VDAs on the machines used in the delivery group.
2. Upgrading the machine catalogs .containing those machines
3. Upgrading the delivery group.

For details, see Manage delivery groups.

To use application groups, your core components must be minimum version 7.9.

Creating application groups requires the delegated administration permission of the Delivery Group
Administrator built‑in role. See Delegated administration for details.

This article refers to “associating” an application with more than one application group to differen‑
tiate that action from adding a new instance of that application from an available source. Similarly,
delivery groups are associated with application groups (and vice versa), rather than being additions
or components of one another.

Session sharing with application groups

When application session sharing is enabled, all applications launch in the same application session.
This saves the costs associated with launching additional application sessions, and allows the use
of application features that involve the clipboard, such as copy‑paste operations. However, in some
situations youmay wish to turn off session sharing.

When you use application groups you can configure application session sharing in the following three
ways which extend the standard session sharing behavior available when you are using only delivery
groups:

• Session sharing enabled between application groups.
• Session sharing enabled only between applications in the same application group.
• Session sharing disabled.
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Session sharing between application groups

You can enable application session sharing between application groups, or you can disable it to limit
application session sharing only to applications in the same application group.

• An example when enabling session sharing between application groups is helpful:

Application group 1 contains Microsoft Office applications such as Word and Excel. Applica‑
tion group 2 contains other applications such as Notepad and Calculator, and both application
groups are attached to the same delivery group. A user who has access to both application
groups starts an application session by launching Word, and then launches Notepad. If the
user’s existing session running Word is suitable for running Notepad then Notepad is started
within the existing session. If Notepad cannot be run from the existing session—for example if
the tag restriction excludes the machine that the session is running on—then a new session on
a suitable machine is created rather than using session sharing.

• An example when disabling session sharing between application groups is helpful:

You have a set of applications that do not interoperate well with other applications that are
installed on the same machines, such as two different versions of the same software suite or
two different versions of the same web browser. You prefer not to allow a user to launch both
versions in the same session.

You create an application group for each version of the software suite, and add the applications
for each version of the software suite to the corresponding application group. If session shar‑
ing between groups is disabled for each of those application groups, a user specified in those
groups can run applications of the same version in the same session, and can still run other
applications at the same time, but not in the same session. If the user launches one of the
different‑versioned applications (that are in a different application group), or launches any ap‑
plication that is not contained in an application group, then that application is launched in a
new session.

This session sharing between application groups feature is not a security sandboxing feature. It is not
foolproof, and it cannot prevent users from launching applications into their sessions through other
means (for example, through Windows Explorer).

If a machine is at capacity, new sessions are not started on it. New applications are started in exist‑
ing sessions on the machine as needed using session sharing (providing that this complies with the
session sharing restrictions described here).

You can only make prelaunched sessions available to application groups which have application ses‑
sion sharing allowed. (Sessions which use the session linger feature are available to all application
groups.) These features must be enabled and configured in each of the delivery groups associated
with the application group. You cannot configure them in the application groups.

By default, application session sharing between application groups is enabled when you create an
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application group. You cannot change this when you create the group. After you create an application
group, you can edit the group to change this setting. See Manage application groups.

Disable session sharing within an application group

You can prevent application session sharing between applications which are in the same application
group.

• An example when disabling session sharing within application groups is helpful:

You want your users to access multiple simultaneous full screen sessions of an application on
separate monitors.

You create an application group and add the applications to it. If session sharing is prohibited
between applications in that application group, when a user specified in it starts one applica‑
tion after another they launch in separate sessions, and the user can move each to a separate
monitor.

By default, application session sharing is enabled when you create an application group. You cannot
change this when you create the group. After you create an application group, you can edit the group
to change this setting. See Manage application groups.

Create an application group

Use the process of creating an Application Group to create Application Categories in the Citrix
Workspace app. Application Categories allow to manage collections of applications in Citrix
Workspace.

To create an application group:

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. To organize application groups using folders, create folders under the Application Groups root
folder.

3. Select the folderwhere youwant to create the group, and then clickCreate ApplicationGroup.
The group creation wizard launches with an Introduction page. You can remove the page from
future launches of this wizard.

4. Follow the wizard to configure settings on the pages described below. When you are done with
each page, selectNext until you reach the Summary page.

Step 1. Delivery groups

TheDeliveryGroupspage lists all delivery groups,with thenumberofmachines eachgroupcontains.
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• The Compatible Delivery Groups list contains delivery groups you can select. Compatible de‑
livery groups contain random (not permanently or statically assigned) server or desktopOSma‑
chines.

• The Incompatible Delivery Groups list contains delivery groups you cannot select. Each entry
explains why it is not compatible, such as containing static assignedmachines.

Anapplicationgroupcanbeassociatedwithdelivery groups containing shared (not private)machines
that can deliver applications.

You can also select delivery groups containing shared machines that deliver only desktops, if both of
the following conditions are met:

• Thedeliverygroupcontains sharedmachinesandwascreatedwithaXenDesktopversionearlier
than 7.9.

• You have Edit Delivery Group permission.

The delivery group type is automatically converted to “desktops and applications” when the group
creation wizard is committed.

Although you can create an application group that has no associated delivery groups (perhaps to or‑
ganize applications or to serve as storage for applications not currently used) the application group
cannot be used to deliver applications until it specifies at least one delivery group. Additionally, you
cannot add applications to the application group from the From Start menu source if there are no
delivery groups specified.

The delivery groups you select specify the machines that will be used to deliver applications. Select
the check boxes next to the delivery groups you want to associate with the application group.

To add a tag restriction, select Restrict launches to machines with the tag and then select the tag
from the dropdown.

Step 2. Users

Specify who can use the applications in the application group. You can either allow all users and user
groups in the delivery groups you selected on the previous page, or select specific users and user
groups from those delivery groups. If you restrict use to users you specify, then only the users spec‑
ified in the delivery group and the application group can access the applications in this application
group. Essentially, theuser list in the applicationgroupprovides a filter on theuser lists in thedelivery
groups.

Enabling or disabling application use by unauthenticated users is available only in delivery groups,
not in application groups.

For information about where user lists are specified in a deployment, see Where user lists are speci‑
fied.
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Step 3. Applications

Good to know:

• Bydefault, newapplicationsyouaddareplaced ina foldernamedApplications. Youcanspecify
a different folder. If you try to add an application and one with the same name already exists in
that folder, you are prompted to rename the application you are adding. If you agree with the
suggested unique name, the application is added with that new name. Otherwise, you must
rename it yourself before it can be added. For details, see Manage application folders.

• You can change an application’s properties (settings) when you add it, or later. See Change
application properties. If you publish two applications with the same name to the same users,
change the Application name (for user) property in Full Configurationmanagement interface.
Otherwise, users will see duplicate names in the Citrix Workspace app.

• When you add an application to more than one application group, a visibility issue can occur
if you do not have sufficient permission to view the application in all of those groups. In such
cases, either consult an administrator with greater permissions or have your scope extended to
include all the groups to which the application was added.

Select the Add dropdown to display the application sources.

• From Start menu: Applications that are discovered on a machine in the selected delivery
groups. When you select this source, a newpage launcheswith a list of discovered applications.
Select the check boxes of applications to add, and then selectOK.

This source cannot be selected if you selected any of the following:

– Application groups that have no associated delivery groups.
– Application groups with associated delivery groups that contain nomachines.
– A delivery group containing nomachines.

• Manually defined: Applications located in the site or elsewhere in your network. When you
select this source, a new page launches where you type the path to the executable, working
directory, optional command line arguments, and display names for administrators and users.
After entering this information, selectOK.

• Existing: Applications previously added to the site. When you select this source, a new page
launches with a list of discovered applications. Select the check boxes of applications to add
and then selectOK. This source cannot be selected If the site has no applications.

• App‑V: Applications in App‑V packages. When you select this source, a new page launches
where you select App‑V server or Application Library. From the resulting display, select the
check boxes of applications to add, and then select OK. For more information, see Deploy and
deliver App‑V applications. This source cannot be selected (or might not appear) if App‑V is not
configured for the site.
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Note:

On VDA version 2003 and later, publishing App‑V packages from HTTP URLs is not sup‑
ported. You cannot select those applications from the list.

As noted, certain entries in the Add dropdown will not be selectable if there is no valid source of that
type. Sources that are incompatible are not listed at all (for example, you cannot add application
groups to application groups, so that source is not listed when you create an application group).

Step 4. Scopes

This page appears only if you have previously created a custom scope. By default, the All scope is
selected. For more information, see Delegated administration.

Step 5. Summary

Enter a name for the application group. You can also (optionally) enter a description.

Review the summary information and then select Finish.

Manage application groups

January 18, 2023

Introduction

This article describes how tomanage the application groups you created.

See Applications for information about managing applications in application groups or delivery
groups, including how to:

• Add or remove applications in an application group.
• Change application group associations.

Managing application groups requires the delegated administration permissions of the Delivery
Group Administrator built‑in role. For details, see Delegated administration.

Enable or disable an application group

When an application group is enabled, it can deliver the applications that have been added to it. Dis‑
abling an application group disables each application in that group. However, if those applications
are also associated with other enabled application groups, they can be delivered from those other
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groups. Similarly, if the application was explicitly added to delivery groups associated with the appli‑
cation group (in addition to being added to the application group), disabling the application group
does not affect the applications in those delivery groups.

Anapplicationgroup isenabledwhenyoucreate it. Youcannotchange thiswhenyoucreate thegroup.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Edit Application Group in the action bar.
3. On the Settings page, select or clear the Enable Application Group check box.
4. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Enable or disable application session sharing between application groups

Session sharing between application groups is enabled when you create an application group. You
cannot change this when you create the group. Formore information, see Session sharing with appli‑
cation groups.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Edit Application Group in the action bar.
3. On the Settings page, select or clear the Enable application session sharing between Appli‑

cation Groups check box.
4. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Disable application session sharing within an application group

Session sharing between applications in the same application group is enabled by default when you
create an application group. If you disable application session sharing between application groups,
session sharing between applications in the same application group remains enabled.

You can use the PowerShell SDK to configure application groups with application session sharing dis‑
abled between the applications they contain. In some circumstances this can be desirable. For ex‑
ample, you might want users to start non‑seamless applications in full‑size application windows on
separate monitors.

When you disable application session sharing within an application group, each application in that
group launches in a new application session. If a suitable disconnected session is available which is
running the same application, it is reconnected. For example, if you launch Notepad, and there is a
disconnected session with Notepad running, that session is reconnected instead of creating a new
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one. If multiple suitable disconnected sessions are available, one of the sessions is chosen to recon‑
nect to, in a random but deterministic manner. If the situation reoccurs in the same circumstances,
the same session is chosen, but the session is not necessarily predictable otherwise.

You can use the PowerShell SDK to either disable application session sharing for all applications in
an existing application group, or to create an application group with application session sharing dis‑
abled.

PowerShell cmdlet examples

To disable session sharing, use the Broker PowerShell cmdlets New‑BrokerApplicationGroup or Set‑
BrokerApplicationGroup with the parameter SessionSharingEnabled set to False and the parameter
SingleAppPerSession set to True.

• For example, to create an application group with application session sharing disabled for all
applications in the group:

New-BrokerApplicationGroup AppGr1 -SessionSharingEnabled $False ‐
SingleAppPerSession $True

• For example, to disable application session sharing between all applications in an existing ap‑
plication group:

Set-BrokerApplicationGroup AppGR1 -SessionSharingEnabled $False ‐
SingleAppPerSession $True

Considerations

• To enable the SingleAppPerSession property you must set the SessionSharingEnabled
property to False. The two properties must not be enabled at the same time. The
SessionSharingEnabled parameter refers to sharing sessions between application
groups.

• Application session sharing works only for applications that are associated with application
groups but are not associatedwith delivery groups. All applications that are associated directly
with a delivery group share sessions by default.

• If an application is assigned to multiple application groups, make sure that the groups do not
have conflicting settings. For example, one group with the option set to True, and another
group’s option set to False results in unpredictable behavior.

Rename an application group

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.
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2. Select an application group and then select Rename Application Group in the action bar.
3. Specify the new unique name and then selectOK.

Add, remove, or change the priority of delivery group associations with an application
group

Anapplicationgroupcanbeassociatedwithdelivery groups containing shared (not private)machines
that can deliver applications.

You can also select delivery groups containing shared machines that deliver only desktops, if both of
the following conditions are met:

• The delivery group contains sharedmachines and was created with a version earlier than 7.9.
• You have Edit Delivery Group permission.

The delivery group type is automatically converted to “desktops and applications” when the Edit Ap‑
plication Group dialog is committed.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Edit Application Group in the action bar.
3. Select the Delivery Groups page.
4. To add delivery groups, selectAdd. Select the check boxes of available delivery groups. (Incom‑

patible delivery groups cannot be selected.) When you finish your selections, selectOK.
5. To remove delivery groups, select the check boxes of the groups you want to remove and then

select Remove. Confirm the deletion when prompted.
6. To change the priority of delivery groups, select the check box of the delivery group and then

select Edit Priority. Enter the priority (0 = highest) and then selectOK.
7. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Add, change, or remove a tag restriction in an application group

Adding, changing, and removing tag restrictions can have unanticipated effects on which machines
are considered for application launch. Review the considerations and cautions in Tags.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Edit Application Group in the action bar.
3. Select the Delivery Groups page.
4. To add a tag restriction, selectRestrict launches tomachineswith the tag and then select the

tag from themenu.
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5. To change or remove a tag restriction, either select a different tag from themenu or remove the
tag restriction by clearing Restrict launches tomachines with this tag.

6. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply
changes and close the window.

Add or remove users in an application group

For detailed information about users, see Create application groups.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Edit Application Group in the action bar.
3. Select the Users page. Indicate whether you want to allow all users in the associated delivery

groups to use applications in the application group, or only specific users and groups. To add
users, select Add, and then specify the users you want to add. To remove users, select one or
more users and then select Remove.

4. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply
changes and close the window.

Add, change, or remove an application icon in an application group

Perform the following steps to add, change, or remove an application icon.

1. In the navigation pane, select Applications.

2. On the All Applications tab, select an application and then select Properties.

To make changes at an application group level, navigate to the Application Groups tab, select
an application in a group, and then select Properties.

3. Select the Delivery page and then select Change. The Select Iconwindow appears.

4. In the Select Iconwindow, do either of the following:

• To add an icon, select Add and then browse to the icon.
• To remove an icon, select it and then select Remove.
• To change an icon, select it for the application.

Important:

• You cannot add an icon whose size is greater than 200 KB.
• You can add only .icon files.
• You cannot remove built‑in icons.
• You cannot remove an icon of an application that is in use.

5. SelectOK to apply changes and close the window.
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Change scopes in an application group

You can change a scope only if you have created a scope (you cannot edit the All scope). For more
information, see Delegated administration.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group in the middle pane and then select Edit Application Group in the
action bar.

3. Select the Scopes page. Select or clear the check box next to the scopes you want to change.
4. Select Apply to apply any changes youmade and keep the window open, or selectOK to apply

changes and close the window.

Delete an application group

An application must be associated with at least one delivery group or application group. If deleting
an application group will result in one or more applications no longer belonging to a group, you are
warned that deleting that group will also delete those applications. You can then confirm or cancel
the deletion.

Deleting an application does not delete it from its original source. However, if you want to make it
available again, youmust add it again.

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane, and then select the
Application Groups tab.

2. Select an application group and then select Delete Group in the action bar.
3. Confirm the deletion when prompted.

Organize application groups using folders

You can create folders to organize application groups for easy access.

Required roles

By default, youmust have one of the following built‑in roles to create andmanage folders for applica‑
tion groups:

• Cloud Administrator
• Full Administrator
• Application Group Administrator

You can delegate management actions to other users by creating custom roles. The following table
lists the permissions required for each action.
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Action Required permissions

Create application group folders Create Application Group Folder

Delete application group folders Remove Application Group Folder

Move application groups folders Move Application Group Folder

Rename application group folders Edit Application Group Folder

Move application groups to folders Edit Application Group Folder, Edit Application
Group Properties

For more information, see Create andmanage roles.

Create andmanage folders

You can use the Actions bar or the right‑click menu to create and manage application group folders.
In addition, you can drag an application group or a folder to a desired location in the folder tree.

Good to know:

• You can nest folders up to five levels (excluding the default root folder).
• A folder can contain application groups and subfolders. You can delete a folder only if it and its
subfolders don’t contain application groups.

• All resources in Full Configuration (such asmachine catalogs, delivery groups, applications, and
application groups) share a folder tree in the back‑end. To avoid name conflicts with other re‑
source folders when renaming or moving folders, we recommend you give different names to
first‑level folders in different folder trees.

Remote PC Access

April 11, 2023

Note:

This article describes how to configure Remote PC Access using the Full Configuration interface.
If you’re using the Quick Deploy interface, follow the guidance in Remote PC Access in Quick
Deploy.

Remote PC Access is a feature of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops that enables organizations to easily
allow their employees to access corporate resources remotely in a securemanner. The Citrix platform
makes this secure access possible by giving users access to their physical office PCs. If users can ac‑
cess their office PCs, they can access all the applications, data, and resources they need to do their
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work. Remote PC Access eliminates the need to introduce and provide other tools to accommodate
teleworking. For example, virtual desktops or applications and their associated infrastructure.

Remote PC Access uses the same Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops components that deliver virtual
desktops and applications. As a result, the requirements and process of deploying and configuring
Remote PC Access are the same as those required for deploying Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops for
the delivery of virtual resources. This uniformity provides a consistent and unified administrative ex‑
perience. Users receive the best user experience by using Citrix HDX to deliver their office PC session.

The feature consists of amachine catalog of type Remote PC Access that provides the following func‑
tionality:

• Ability to addmachines by specifying OUs. This ability facilitates the addition of PCs in bulk.
• Ability to add machines by using CSV files. This ability facilitates the addition of PCs in bulk in
scenarios with OU structure restrictions.

• Automatic user assignment based on the user that logs into the officeWindows PC. We support
single user and multiple users assignments. By default, Citrix DaaS automatically assigns mul‑
tiple users to the next unassigned machine. To restrict automatic assignment to a single user,
navigate to Full Configuration > Settings and turn off the Enable automatic assignment of
multiple users for Remote PC Access setting.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops can accommodate more use cases for physical PCs by using other
types of machine catalogs. These use cases include:

• Physical Linux PCs
• Pooled physical PCs (that is, randomly assigned, not dedicated)

Notes:

For details on the supported OS versions, see the system requirements for the VDA for single‑
session OS and Linux VDA.

For on‑premises deployments, Remote PC Access is valid only for Citrix DaaS Advanced or Pre‑
mium licenses. Sessions consume licenses in the same way as other Citrix Virtual Desktops ses‑
sions. For Citrix Cloud, Remote PC Access is valid for Citrix DaaS and Workspace Premium Plus.

Considerations

While all the technical requirements and considerations that apply to Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops
and Citrix DaaS in general also apply to Remote PC Access, somemight bemore relevant or exclusive
to the physical PC use case.

Important:

Windows 11 physical systems (and some running Windows 10) include virtualization‑based se‑
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curity features that result in the VDA software’s incorrectly detecting them as virtual machines.
To mitigate this issue, you have the following options:

• Use the “/physicalmachine” option along with the “/remotepc” option as part of the VDA
command‑line installation

• Add the following registry value after the VDA is installed if the aforementioned option was
not used
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA

– Name: ForceEnableRemotePC
– Type: DWORD
– Data: 1

Deployment considerations

While planning the deployment of Remote PC Access, make a few general decisions.

• You can add Remote PC Access to an existing Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops and Citrix DaaS
deployment. Before choosing this option, consider the following:

– Are the current Delivery Controllers or Cloud Connectors appropriately sized to support
the additional load associated with the Remote PC Access VDAs?

– Are the on‑premises site databases and database servers appropriately sized to support
the additional load associated with the Remote PC Access VDAs?

– Will the existing VDAs and the new Remote PC Access VDAs exceed the number of maxi‑
mum supported VDAs per site?

• Youmust deploy the VDA to office PCs through an automated process. The following are two of
options available:

– Electronic Software Distribution (ESD) tools such as SCCM: Install VDAs using SCCM.
– Deployment scripts: Install VDAs using scripts.

• Review the Remote PC Access security considerations.

Machine catalog considerations

The type of machine catalog required depends on the use case:

• Remote PC Access machine catalog
– Windows dedicated PCs
– Windows dedicated multi‑user PCs. This use case applies to physical office PCs that mul‑
tiple users can access remotely in different shifts.

– Pooled Windows PCs. This use case applies to physical PCs that multiple random users
can access, such as computer labs.

• Single‑session OSmachine catalog
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– Static ‑ Dedicated Linux PCs
– Random ‑ Pooled Linux PCs

Once you identify the type of machine catalog, consider the following:

• A machine can be assigned to only onemachine catalog at a time.
• To facilitate delegated administration, consider creatingmachine catalogs basedongeographic
location, department, or any other grouping that eases delegating administration of each cata‑
log to the appropriate administrators.

• Whenchoosing theOUs inwhich themachineaccounts reside, select lower‑levelOUs for greater
granularity. If such granularity is not required, you can choose higher‑level OUs. For example,
in the case of Bank/Officers/Tellers, select Tellers for greater granularity. Otherwise, you can
selectOfficers or Bank based on the requirement.

• Moving or deleting OUs after being assigned to a Remote PC Access machine catalog affects
VDA associations and causes issues with future assignments. Therefore, make sure to plan ac‑
cordingly so that OU assignment updates for machine catalogs are accounted for in the Active
Directory change plan.

• You can choose OUs to addmachines to the machine catalog in bulk. In some scenarios, doing
that is not easy because of OU structure restrictions. Instead, you can addmachines in bulk by
using CSV files. That feature gives you more flexibility to bulk add machines. You can add only
machines (for use with user auto‑assignments) or addmachines along with user assignments.

• Integrated Wake on LAN is available only with the Remote PC Access type machine catalog.

Linux VDA considerations

These considerations are specific to the Linux VDA:

• Use the Linux VDA on physical machines only in non‑3D mode. Due to limitations on NVIDIA’s
driver, the local screen of the PC cannot be blacked out and displays the activities of the session
when HDX 3Dmode is enabled. Showing this screen is a security risk.

• Use machine catalogs of type single‑session OS for physical Linux machines.
• The integrated Wake on LAN functionality is not available for Linux machines.

Technical requirements and considerations

This section contains the technical requirements and considerations for physical PCs.

• The following are not supported:

– KVM switches or other components that can disconnect a session.
– Hybrid PCs, including All‑in‑One and NVIDIA Optimus laptops and PCs.
– Dual boot machines.
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• Connect the keyboard and mouse directly to the PC. Connecting to the monitor or other com‑
ponents that can be turned off or disconnected, canmake these peripherals unavailable. If you
must connect the inputdevices to components suchasmonitors, donot turn thosecomponents
off.

• The PCs must be joined to an Active Directory Domain Services domain.

• Secure Boot is supported on Windows 10 only.

• The PC must have an active network connection. A wired connection is preferred for greater
reliability and bandwidth.

• If using Wi‑Fi, do the following:

1. Set the power settings to leave the wireless adapter turned on.
2. Configure the wireless adapter and network profile to allow automatic connection to the

wireless network before the user logs on. Otherwise, the VDA does not register until the
user logs on. The PC isn’t available for remote access until a user has logged on.

3. Ensure that the Delivery Controllers or Cloud Connectors can be reached from the Wi‑Fi
network.

• You can use Remote PC Access on laptop computers. Ensure the laptop is connected to a power
source instead of running on the battery. Configure the laptop power options to match the op‑
tions of a desktop PC. For example:

1. Disable the hibernate feature.
2. Disable the sleep feature.
3. Set the close lid action to Do Nothing.
4. Set the “press the power button” action to Shut Down.
5. Disable video card and NIC energy‑saving features.

• RemotePCAccess is supportedonSurfaceProdeviceswithWindows10. Follow the sameguide‑
lines for laptops mentioned previously.

• If usingadocking station, youcanundockand redock laptops. Whenyouundock the laptop, the
VDA reregisters with the Delivery Controllers or Cloud Connectors over Wi‑Fi. However, when
you redock the laptop, the VDA doesn’t switch to use the wired connection unless you discon‑
nect the wireless adapter. Some devices provide built‑in functionality to disconnect the wire‑
less adapter upon establishing a wired connection. The other devices require custom solutions
or third‑party utilities to disconnect thewireless adapter. Review theWi‑Fi considerationsmen‑
tioned previously.

Do the following to enable docking and undocking for Remote PC Access devices:

1. In the Startmenu, select Settings > System > Power & Sleep, and set Sleep toNever.
2. Under the Device Manager > Network adapters > Ethernet adapter go to Power Man‑

agement and clear Allow the computer to turn off this device to save power. Ensure
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that Allow this device to wake the computer is checked.

• Multiple users with access to the same office PC see the same icon in Citrix Workspace. When
a user logs on to Citrix Workspace, that resource appears as unavailable if already in use by
another user.

• Install the Citrix Workspace app on each client device (for example, a home PC) that accesses
the office PC.

Configuration sequence

This section contains an overview of how to configure Remote PC Access when using the Remote PC
Access type machine catalog. For information on how to create other types of machine catalogs, see
the Create machine catalogs.

1. On‑premises site only ‑ To use the integrated Wake on LAN feature, configure the prerequisites
outlined in Wake on LAN.

2. If a new Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops site was created for Remote PC Access:

a) Select the Remote PC Access site type.
b) On thePowerManagementpage, choose to enable or disable powermanagement for the

default RemotePCAccessmachine catalog. Youcanchange this setting later byediting the
machine catalog properties. For details on configuring Wake on LAN, see Wake on LAN.

c) Complete the information on theUsers andMachine Accounts pages.

Completing these steps creates a machine catalog named Remote PC Access Machines and a
delivery group named Remote PC Access Desktops.

3. If adding to an existing Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops site:

a) Create a machine catalog of type Remote PC Access (Operating System page of the wiz‑
ard). For details on how to create a machine catalog, see Create machine catalogs. Make
sure to assign the correctOU so that the target PCs aremade available for usewith Remote
PC Access.

b) Create a delivery group to provide users access to the PCs in the machine catalog. For
details on how to create a delivery group, see Create delivery groups. Make sure to assign
the delivery group to an Active Directory group that contains the users that require access
to their PCs.

4. Deploy the VDA to the office PCs.

• We recommendusing thesingle‑sessionOScoreVDA installer (VDAWorkstationCoreSetup
.exe).

• You can also use the single‑session full VDA installer (VDAWorkstationSetup.exe) with
the /remotepc /physicalmachine option, which achieves the same outcome as using
the core VDA installer.
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• Consider enabling Windows Remote Assistance to allow help desk teams to provide re‑
mote support through Citrix Director. To do so, use the /enable_remote_assistance
option. For details, see Install using the command line.

• To be able to see logon duration information in Director, you must use the single‑session
full VDA installer and include the Citrix User Profile Management WMI Plugin compo‑
nent. Include this component by using the /includeadditional option. For details,
see Install using the command line.

• For information about deploying the VDA using SCCM, see Install VDAs using SCCM.
• For information about deploying the VDA through deployment scripts, see Install VDAs us‑
ing scripts.

After you successfully complete steps 2–4, users are automatically assigned to their own ma‑
chines when they log in locally on the PCs.

5. Instruct users to download and install Citrix Workspace app on each client device that they use
to access the office PC remotely. CitrixWorkspace app is available from the Citrix download site
or the application stores for supportedmobile devices.

Featuresmanaged through the registry
Caution:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Sleepmode (minimum version 7.16)

To allow a Remote PC Accessmachine to go into a sleep state, add this registry setting on the VDA, and
then restart themachine. After the restart, the operating system power saving settings are respected.
Themachine goes into sleepmode after the preconfigured idle timer passes. After themachinewakes
up, it reregisters with the Delivery Controller.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA

• Name: DisableRemotePCSleepPreventer
• Type: DWORD
• Data: 1

Sessionmanagement

By default, a remote user’s session is automatically disconnectedwhen a local user initiates a session
on that machine (by pressing CTRL+ATL+DEL). To prevent this automatic action, add the following
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registry entry on the office PC, and then restart the machine.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA\RemotePC

• Name: SasNotification
• Type: DWORD
• Data: 1

By default, the remote user has preference over the local user when the connection message is not
acknowledged within the timeout period. To configure the behavior, use this setting:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA\RemotePC

• Name: RpcaMode
• Type: DWORD
• Data:

– 1 ‑The remoteuseralwayshaspreference if heor shedoesnot respond to themessagingUI
in the specified timeout period. This behavior is thedefault if this setting is not configured.

– 2 ‑ The local user has preference.

The timeout for enforcing the Remote PCAccessmode is 30 seconds by default. You can configure this
timeout, but do not set it lower than 30 seconds. To configure the timeout, use this registry setting:

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA\RemotePC

• Name: RpcaTimeout
• Type: DWORD
• Data: number of seconds for timeout in decimal values

When a user wants to forcibly get the console access: The local user can press Ctrl+Alt+Del twice in a
gap of 10 seconds to get local control over a remote session and force a disconnect event.

After the registry change and machine restart, if a local user presses Ctrl+Alt+Del to log on to that
PC while it is in use by a remote user, the remote user receives a prompt. The prompt asks whether
to allow or deny the local user’s connection. Allowing the connection disconnects the remote user’s
session.

Wake on LAN

Remote PC Access supports Wake on LAN, which gives users the ability to turn on physical PCs re‑
motely. This feature enables users to keep their office PCs turned off when not in use to save energy
costs. It also enables remote access when amachine has been turned off inadvertently.

With the Wake on LAN feature, the magic packets are sent directly from the VDA running on the PC to
the subnet in which the PC resides when instructed by the delivery controller. This allows the feature
to work without dependencies on additional infrastructure components or third‑party solutions for
delivery of magic packets.
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The Wake on LAN feature differs from the legacy SCCM‑based Wake on LAN feature. SCCM‑integrated
Wake on LAN is an alternative Wake on LAN option for Remote PC Access that is only available with
on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops. For information on the SCCM‑based Wake on LAN, see
Wake on LAN – SCCM‑integrated.

System requirements

The following are the system requirements for using the Wake on LAN feature:

• Control plane:
– Citrix DaaS
– Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 2009 or later

• Physical PCs:
– VDA version 2009 or later
– Windows 10 or Windows 11. For supportability details, see the VDA system requirements.
– Wake on LAN enabled in BIOS/UEFI
– Wake on LAN enabled in network adapter’s properties within Windows configuration

Configure Wake on LAN

To configure Wake on LAN, you can use the Full Configuration management interface or PowerShell.

Configure Wake on LAN in the Full Configuration interface

To create the Wake on LAN connection:

1. Navigate to theHosting node on the left.
2. Select Add Connection and Resources.
3. In the Connection page of the wizard, provide the following:

a) Connection type: Remote PCWake on LAN
b) Zone name: select the zone where the Remote PC Access catalog resides
c) Connection name: enter a name for the Wake on LAN connection

4. Finalize the remaining steps in the Add Connection and Resources wizard.

To add the Wake on LAN connection to a Remote PC Access machine catalog:

1. If you are creating a new Remote PC Access machine catalog, you can add the connection on
theMachine Type page of the Machine Catalog Setup wizard using the dropdown list.

2. If you want to add the Wake on LAN connection to an existing machine catalog:
a) Navigate to theMachine Catalogs node on the left.
b) Select the appropriate Remote PC Access machine catalog.
c) Right‑click on the machine catalog or select theMoremenu above.
d) Select Edit Machine Catalog.
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e) In the Power Management page, select Yes.
f) Select the appropriate connection from the dropdown list.
g) Select Save.

Note:

The configuration of Wake on LAN through the Full Configuration interface is only available with
Citrix DaaS at this time.

Configure Wake on LAN through PowerShell

To configure Wake on LAN through PowerShell:

1. Create the Remote PC Access machine catalog if you do not have one already.
2. Create the Wake on LAN host connection if you do not have one already.
3. Retrieve the Wake on LAN host connection’s unique identifier.
4. Associate the Wake on LAN host connection with a machine catalog.

To create the Wake on LAN host connection:

1 # Load Citrix SnapIns
2 Add-PSSnapIn -Name "*citrix*"
3
4 # Provide the name of the Wake on LAN host connection
5 [string]$connectionName = "Remote PC Access Wake on LAN"
6
7 # Create the hypervisor connection
8 $hypHc = New-Item -Path xdhyp:\Connections `
9 -Name $connectionName `

10 -HypervisorAddress "N/A" `
11 -UserName "woluser" `
12 -Password "wolpwd" `
13 -ConnectionType Custom `
14 -PluginId VdaWOLMachineManagerFactory `
15 -CustomProperties "<CustomProperties></CustomProperties

>" `
16 -Persist
17
18 $bhc = New-BrokerHypervisorConnection -HypHypervisorConnectionUid

$hypHc.HypervisorConnectionUid
19
20 # Wait for the connection to be ready before trying to use it
21 while (-not $bhc.IsReady)
22 {
23
24 Start-Sleep -s 5
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25 $bhc = Get-BrokerHypervisorConnection -HypHypervisorConnectionUid
$hypHc.HypervisorConnectionUid

26 }
27
28 <!--NeedCopy-->

When the host connection is ready, run the following commands to retrieve the host connection’s
unique identifier:

1 $bhc = Get-BrokerHypervisorConnection -Name "<WoL Connection Name>"
2 $hypUid = $bhc.Uid
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

After you retrieve the connection’s unique identifier, run the following commands to associate the
connection with the Remote PC Access machine catalog:

1 Get-BrokerCatalog -Name "<Catalog Name>" | Set-BrokerCatalog -
RemotePCHypervisorConnectionUid $hypUid

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Design considerations

When you are planning to use Wake on LAN with Remote PC Access, consider the following:

• Multiple machine catalogs can use the sameWake on LAN host connection.
• For aPC towakeupanother PC, bothPCsmust be in the same subnet anduse the sameWakeon
LANhost connection. It does notmatter if the PCs are in the sameor differentmachine catalogs.

• Host connections are assigned to specific zones. If your deployment contains more than one
zone, you need a Wake on LAN host connection in each zone. The same applies to machine
catalogs.

• Magicpacketsarebroadcastedusing theglobalbroadcast address255.255.255.255. Ensure that
the address is not blocked.

• There must be at least one PC turned on in the subnet ‑ for every Wake on LAN connection ‑ to
be able to wake upmachines in that subnet.

Operational considerations

The following are considerations for using the Wake on LAN feature:

• The VDA must register at least once before the PC can be woken up using the integrated Wake
on LAN feature.

• Wake on LAN can only be used to wake up PCs. It does not support other power actions, such
as restart or shut down.
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• Magic packets are sent in one of the two ways:
1. When a user tries to launch a session to their PC and the VDA is unregistered
2. When an administrator manually sends a power on command from the Full Configuration

interface or PowerShell
• Because theDeliveryController isunawareofaPC’spower state, theFull Configuration interface
displays Not Supported under power state. The delivery controller uses the VDA registration
state to determine whether a PC is on or off.

Troubleshoot

Monitor blanking not working

If the Windows PC’s local monitor is not blank while there is an active HDX session (the local monitor
displays what’s happening in the session) it is likely due to issues with the GPU vendor’s driver. To
resolve the issue, give the Citrix Indirect Display driver (IDD) higher priority than the graphic card’s
vendor driver by setting the following registry value:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\Graphics\AdapterMerits

• Name: CitrixIDD
• Type: DWORD
• Data: 3

For more details about display adapter priorities and monitor creation, see the Knowledge Center
article CTX237608.

Session disconnects when you select Ctrl+Alt+Del on themachine that has session
management notification enabled

The session management notification controlled by the SasNotification registry value only works
when Remote PC Access mode is enabled on the VDA. If the physical PC has the Hyper‑V role or any
virtualization‑based security features enabled, the PC reports as a virtual machine. If the VDA detects
that it is running on a virtual machine, it automatically disables Remote PC Access mode. To enable
Remote PC Access mode, add the following registry value:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA

• Name: ForceEnableRemotePC
• Type: DWORD
• Data: 1

Restart the PC for the setting to take effect.
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Diagnostic information

Diagnostic informationaboutRemotePCAccess iswritten to theWindowsApplicationEvent log. Infor‑
mationalmessages are not throttled. Errormessages are throttled by discarding duplicatemessages.

• 3300 (informational): Machine added to catalog
• 3301 (informational): Machine added to delivery group
• 3302 (informational): Machine assigned to user
• 3303 (error): Exception

Powermanagement

If powermanagement for Remote PC Access is enabled, subnet‑directed broadcastsmight fail to start
machines that are on a different subnet from the Controller. If you need power management across
subnets using subnet‑directed broadcasts, and AMT support is not available, try the Wake‑up proxy
or Unicast method. Ensure those settings are enabled in the advanced properties for the power man‑
agement connection.

The active remote session records the local touchscreen input

When the VDA enables Remote PC Accessmode, themachine ignores the local touchscreen input dur‑
ing an active session. If the physical PC has the Hyper‑V role or any virtualization‑based security fea‑
tures enabled, the PC reports as a virtual machine. If the VDA detects that it is running on a virtual
machine, it automatically disables Remote PC Access mode. To enable Remote PC Access mode, add
the following registry setting:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA

• Name: ForceEnableRemotePC
• Type: DWORD
• Data: 1

Restart the PC for the setting to take effect.

More resources

The following are other resources for Remote PC Access:

• Solution design guidance: Remote PC Access Design Decisions.
• Examples of Remote PC Access architectures: Reference Architecture for Citrix Remote PC Ac‑
cess Solution.
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Remove components

March 23, 2022

To removecomponents tht you installed (suchasVDAs), Citrix recommendsusing theWindows feature
for removing or changing programs. Alternatively, you can remove components using the command
line, or a script.

When you remove components, prerequisites are not removed, and firewall settings are not changed.

When you remove a VDA, the machine restarts automatically after the removal, by default.

Remove components using the Windows feature for removing or changing programs

From the Windows feature for removing or changing programs:

• To remove a VDA, select Citrix Virtual Delivery Agent <version>, then right‑click and select
Uninstall. The installer launches and you can select the components to be removed.

• To remove the Universal Print Server, select Citrix Universal Print Server, then right‑click and
selectUninstall.

Remove a VDA using the command line

Run the command thatwas used to install the VDA:VDAServerSetup.exe, VDAWorkstationSetup
.exe, or VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe. See Install using the command line for syntax descrip‑
tions.

• To remove only the VDA or only the Citrix Workspace app, use the /remove and /components
options.

• To remove the VDA and Citrix Workspace app, use the /removeall option.

For example, the following command removes the VDAandCitrixWorkspace app fromamulti‑session
OSmachine.

VDAServerSetup.exe /removeall

For example, the following command removes the VDA but not Citrix Workspace app for Windows (if
it is installed) from a single‑session OSmachine.

VDAWorkstationSetup.exe /remove /components vda

You can also remove a VDA using a script provided by Citrix. See Remove VDAs using the script.
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User personalization layer

May 19, 2023

The user personalization layer feature for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops extends the capabilities
of non‑persistent machine catalogs to preserve users’ data and locally installed applications across
sessions. Powered by underlying Citrix App Layering technology, the user personalization layer fea‑
ture supports Citrix Provisioning and Machine Creation Services (MCS) in a non‑persistent machine
catalog.

You install the user personalization layer components alongside the Virtual Delivery Agent within the
master image. A VHD file stores locally, user‑installed applications. The VHD mounted on the image
acts as the user’s own virtual hard drive.

Important:

You can deploy user personalization layers in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, or App Layering
user layers enabled in an image template, not both. Do not install the user personalization layer
feature on a layer within App Layering.

This feature replaces Personal vDisk (PvD), while also providing a persistentworkspace experience for
users in a non‑persistent, pooled, desktop environment.

To deploy the user personalization layer feature, install and configure it using the steps detailed in the
article. Until then, the feature is not available.

Application support

Aside from the following exceptions, all applications that a user installs locally on the desktop are
supported in the user personalization layer.

Exceptions

The following applications are the exception and are not supported on the user personalization layer:

• Enterprise applications, such as MS Office and Visual Studio.

• Applications that modify the network stack or hardware. Example: a VPN client.

• Applications that have boot level drivers. Example: a virus scanner.

• Applications with drivers that use the driver store. Example: a printer driver.

Note:

You canmake printers available using Windows Group Policy Objects (GPOs).
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Do not allow users to install any unsupported applications locally. Rather, install these applications
directly on the master image.

Applications that require a local user or administrator account

When a user installs an application locally, the app goes into their user layer. If the user then adds or
edits a local user or group, the changes do not persist beyond the session.

Important:

Add any required local user or group in the master image.

Requirements

The user personalization layer feature requires the following components:

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1909 or later
• Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA), version 1912 or later
• Citrix Provisioning, version 1909 or later
• Windows File Share (SMB), or Azure Files with on‑prem AD authentication enabled

You can deploy the User personalization layer feature on the following Windows versions when the
OS is deployed as single session. Support is limited to a single user on a single session.

• Windows 11 Enterprise x64
• Windows 10 Enterprise x64, version 1607 or later
• Windows 10 Multi‑Session (Azure Files supported)
• Windows Server 2016 (Azure Files supported)
• Windows Server 2019 (Azure Files supported)

For Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops 7, use of Azure Files with User personalization layers is supported
on Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2016v, and Windows 10 client.

Note:

If you are using a server OS, only Server VDI is supported. For deployment details, see the Server
VDI article.

User personalization layer supports just one user at a time per machine, and then the machine
has to reboot to reset the disks. You cannot use user personalization layer with multi‑session
server operating systems, only with single‑session server systems. User personalization layer
works with non‑persistent desktops only.

Uninstall the user personalization layer feature, if installed. Reboot themaster imagebefore installing
the latest release.
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Set up your file share

The user personalization layer feature requires Windows Server Message Block (SMB) storage. To cre‑
ate a Windows file share, follow the usual steps for the Windows operating system that you are on.

For more about using Azure Files with Azure‑based catalogs, see Set up Azure Files storage for User
personalization layers.

Recommendations

Follow the recommendations in this section for a successful user personalization layer deployment.

Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM)

If you are using SCCM with the user personalization layer feature, follow the Microsoft guidelines for
preparing your image in a VDI environment. Refer to this Microsoft TechNet article for more informa‑
tion.

User layer size

A user layer is a thin‑provisioned disk that expands as space on the disk is used. The default size
allowed for a user layer is 10 GB, the minimumwe recommend.

Note:

During installation, if the value is set to zero (0), the default user layer size is set to 10 GB.

If youwant to change the user layer size, you can enter a different value for theUser Layer SizeStudio
policy. See Step 5: Create delivery group custom policies, under Optional: Click Select next to
User Layer Size in GB.

Tools for overriding the User Layer Size (Optional)

You can override the User Layer Size by using a Windows tool to define a quota on the user layer file
share.

Use one of the following Microsoft quota tools to set a hard quota on the user layer directory named
Users:

• File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)
• Quota Manager

Note:

Increasing the quota affects new user layers and expands existing ones. Decreasing the quota
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only affects new user layers. Existing user layers never decrease in size.

Deploy a User personalization layer

When deploying the user personalization feature, you define the policies within Studio. You then as‑
sign the policies to the delivery group bound to the machine catalog, where the feature is deployed.

If you leave the master image with no user personalization layer configuration, the services remain
idle and do not interfere with authoring activities.

If you set the policies in the master image, the services attempt to run and mount a user layer within
the master image. The master image would exhibit unexpected behaviors and instability.

To deploy the user personalization layer feature, complete the following steps in this order:

• Step 1: Verify availability of a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment.
• Step 2: Prepare your master image.
• Step 3: Create a machine catalog.
• Step 4: Create a delivery group.
• Step 5: Create delivery group custom policies.

Note:

Logging on for the first time after upgrading Windows 10 on the image takes longer than usual.
The user’s layer needs to update for the new version of Windows 10, which then increases logon
time.

Step 1: Verify that the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment is available

Be sure that your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment is available to use with this new fea‑
ture. For setup details, see Install and configure Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

Step 2: Prepare yourmaster image

To prepare your master image:

1. Locate themaster image. Install your organization’s enterprise applications and any other apps
your users generally find useful.

2. If you are deploying Server VDI, follow the steps in the Server VDI article. Be sure to include
the optional component, the User personalization layer. For details, see the Command‑line
options for installing a VDA.

3. If you are usingWindows 10, install Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) 1912 or later. If an older version
of the VDA is already installed, uninstall the old version first. When installing the new version,
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be sure to select and install the optional component, the Citrix User Personalization Layer,
as follows:

a) Click the tile, Virtual Delivery Agent for Windows Desktop OS:

a) Environment: Select eitherCreateamasterMCS imageorCreateamaster imageusing
Citrix Provisioning or third‑party provisioning tools.
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a) Core Components: ClickNext.

b) Additional Components: Check Citrix User Personalization Layer.
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a) Click through the remaining installation screens, configuring the VDA as needed, and click
Install. The image reboots one or more times during installation.

4. Leave Windows updates disabled. The user personalization layer installer disables Windows
updates on the image. Leave the updates disabled.

The image is ready for you to upload into Studio.

Note:

If you simply wish to upgrade the user personalization layer (UPL), you can do so with a newer
version of UPL and the standalone package. You do not need to upgrade the VDA.

Step 3: Create amachine catalog

In Studio, follow the steps to create a machine catalog. Use the following options during catalog cre‑
ation:

1. SelectOperating System and set it to Single session OS.

2. SelectMachine Management and set it toMachines that are power managed. For example,
virtual machines or blade PCs.
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3. Select Desktop Experience and set it to either pooled‑random or pooled‑static catalog type,
as in the following examples:

• Pooled‑random:

• Pooled‑static: If you select pooled‑static, configure desktops to discard all changes and
clear virtual desktops when the user logs off, as shown in the following screenshot:
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Note:

User personalization layer does not support pooled‑static catalogs configured to use Citrix
Personal vDisk or assigned as dedicated virtual machines.

4. If you are using MCS, selectMaster Image and the snapshot for the image created in the previ‑
ous section.

5. Configure the remaining catalog properties as needed for your environment.

Step 4: Create a delivery group

Create and configure a delivery group, including machines from the machine catalog you created.
For details, see the Create Delivery Groups.

Step 5: Create delivery group custom policies

To enablemounting of user layerswithin the Virtual Delivery Agents, you use the configuration param‑
eters to specify:
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• Where on the network to access the user layers.
• How large to permit the user layer disks to grow.

To define the parameters as custom Citrix policies in Web Studio and assign them to your delivery
group.

1. Sign in to Web Studio and select Policies in the left pane:

2. Select Create Policy in the action bar. The Create Policy window appears.

3. Type ‘user layer’ into the search field. The following three policies appear in the list of available
policies:

• User Layer Exclusions

• User Layer Repository Path

• User Layer Size GB

Note:

Increasing the size affects new user layers and expands existing user layers. Decreas‑
ing the size only affects new user layers. Existing user layers never decrease in size.

4. Mark the checkboxnext toUserLayerRepositoryPathandclickEdit. TheEdit Settingwindow
appears.

5. Enter a path in the Value field, and click Save:

• Path format: \\server-name-or-address\share-name\folder
• Path example: \\Server\Share\UPLUsers
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• Resulting paths example: For a user named Alex in CoolCompanyDomain, the path
would be: \\Server\Share\UPLUsers\Users\CoolCompanyDomain_Alex\A_OK

Youcancustomize thepathusing the%USERNAME%and%USERDOMAIN%variables,machineenvi‑
ronment variables, and Active Directory (AD) attributes. When expanded, these variables result
in explicit paths.

Example of environment variables:

• Path format: \\Server-name-or-address\share-name\folder-with-environment
-variables

• Path example: \\Server\Share\UPLUserLayers\\%USERNAME%\\%USERDOMAIN%
• Resulting paths example: For a user named Alex in CoolCompanyDomain, the path
would be: \\Server\Share\UPLUserLayers\Alex\CoolCompanyDomain\A_OK
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Example of custom AD attributes:

• Path format: \\Server-name-or-address\share-name\AD-attribute
• Path example: \\Server\share\##sAMAccountName##
• Resulting paths example: \\Server\share\JohnSmith (if #sAMAccountName#
resolves to JohnSmith for the current user)

6. Optional: Mark the check box next toUser Layer Size in GB and click Edit:
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The Edit Settings window appears.

7. Optional: Change the default value of 10GB to themaximumsize that each user layer can grow.
Click Save.

8. Optional: Mark the check box next toUser Layer Exclusions and click Edit.
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9. Optional: Specify the files and folders to exclude, then click Save. For more information, see
the Citrix App Layering documentation.

10. Click Next to configure users and machines to which you want to assign. Click the Delivery
Group Assign link highlighted in this image:
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11. In the Delivery Group menu, select the delivery group created in the previous section. Click
OK.

12. Enter a name for the policy. Click the check box to enable the policy, and click Finish.
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Configure security settings on the user layer folder

As adomain administrator, you can specifymore thanone storage location for your user layers. Create
a \Users subfolder For each storage location (including the default location). Secure each location
using the following settings.

Setting name Value Apply to

Creator Owner Modify Subfolders and Files only

Owner Rights Modify Subfolders and Files only

Users or group: Create Folder/Append Data;
Traverse Folder/Execute File;
List Folder/Read Data; Read
Attributes

Selected Folder Only

System Full Control Selected Folder, Subfolders,
and Files
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Setting name Value Apply to

Domain Admins, and selected
Admin group

Full Control Selected Folder, Subfolders,
and Files

User layer messages

When a user is unable to access their user layer, they receive one of these notification messages.

• User Layer In Use

We were unable to attach your user layer because it is in use. Any
changes you make to application settings or data will not be saved. Be
sure to save any work to a shared network location.<!--NeedCopy-->

• User Layer Unavailable

We were unable to attach your user layer. Any changes you make to
application settings or data will not be saved. Be sure to save any
work to a shared network location.<!--NeedCopy-->

• System not reset after user sign‑out

This system was not shut down properly. Please log off immediately and
contact your system administrator.<!--NeedCopy-->

Log files to use when troubleshooting

The log file, ulayersvc.log, contains the output of the user personalization layer software where
changes are logged.

1 C:\ProgramData\Unidesk\Logs\ulayersvc.log
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Limitations

Keep the following limitations in mind when installing and using the user personalization layer fea‑
ture.

• Donot attempt todeploy the user personalization layer software on a layerwithin App Layering.
Either deploy user personalization layers in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, or enable user
layers in an App Layering image template, not both. Either process produces the user layers
you need.
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• Do not configure the user personalization layer feature with persistent machine catalogs.

• Do not use Session hosts.

• Do not update the machine catalog with an image running a new OS install (even the same ver‑
sion of Windows 10). Best practice is to apply updates to the OS within the samemaster image
used when creating the machine catalog.

• Do not use boot‑time drivers, nor any other early boot personalization.

• Do notmigrate PvD data to the user personalization layer feature.

• Do not migrate existing user layers from the full App Layering product to the user personaliza‑
tion layer feature.

• Do not change the user layer SMB path to access user layers created using a differentmaster OS
image.

• When a user logs out of a session and then logs in again, the new session runs on a different
machine in the pool. In a VDI environment, Microsoft Software Center lists an application as
Installed on the first machine, but shows it asUnavailable on the secondmachine.

To find out the true status of the application, instruct the user to select the application in the
Software Center and click Install. SCCM then updates the status to the true value.

• Software Center occasionally stops immediately after launching within a VDA that has the user
personalization layer feature enabled. To avoid this issue, followMicrosoft’s recommendations
for Implementing SCCM in a XenDesktop VDI environment. Also, make sure that the ccmexec
service is running before you start the Software Center.

• In Group Polices (Computer Settings), User layer settings override settings applied to the mas‑
ter image. Therefore, the changes you make in Computer Settings using a GPO are not always
present for the user on the next session login.

To get around this issue, create a User Logon Script that issues the command:

gpupdate /force

For example, one customer set the following command to run at each user login:

gpudate /Target:Computer /force

For best results, apply changes to Computer Settings directly on the user layer, after the user
has logged in.

• A domain user accountmust not be the last user to have logged in to amaster image. Otherwise
the machines provisioned from that image will have issues.

• Custom certificates do not persist when UPL is enabled in a pure Azure AD environment, due
to an underlying issue in Windows running on Azure. If Microsoft fixes this issue in a future en‑
hancement, we will update this article.
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Upgrade VDAs

May 10, 2023

Introduction

Citrix maintains all the Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) components in
your deployment, except VDAs.

Before beginning a VDA upgrade:

• Review this entire article, so you knowwhat to expect.
• Review the Lifecycle policy for Citrix DaaS.

To upgrade a VDA, download a VDA installer and run it on the machine or image. You can use the
installer’s graphical or command‑line interface. For guidance, see:

• VDA installers
• Install VDAs using the graphical interface
• Install VDAs using the command line

If the VDA was originally installed using VDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe:

• You retain that configuration if you upgrade the VDAwith the latest version of the same installer.
• If you run VDAWorkstationSetup.exe on that machine, you can enable the features that are
not supported inVDAWorkstationCoreSetup.exe. Keep inmind that someof those features
might be enabled by default in the VDAWorkstationSetup.exe installer. You can also install
Citrix Workspace app.

Note:

When upgrading a VDA to version 7.17 or a later supported version, a machine restart occurs
during theupgradeprocess. This restart cannot be avoided. Theupgrade resumesautomatically
after the restart (unless you specify /noresume on the command line).

After you upgrade VDAs, update the images and catalogs that use that VDA.

Upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface
Important:

• As a best practice, we recommend that you test VDA upgrades thoroughly before moving
into production.

• You can switch between the CR VDA and the LTSR VDA as long as you switch from an earlier
version to a later version. You cannot switch from a later version to an earlier version be‑
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cause that is considered a downgrade. For example, you cannot downgrade from 2212 CR
to 2203 LTSR (any CU) but you can upgrade from 2112 CR to 2203 LTSR (any CU).

• On‑demand updates (such as hotfixes and patches between major releases) are not sup‑
ported.

Note:

This feature is available as a preview.

Using the Full Configuration interface, you can upgrade VDAs on a per‑catalog or a per‑machine basis.
You can upgrade them immediately or at a scheduled time.

Prerequisites

• Control plane: Citrix DaaS

• VDA type: Single‑session or multi‑session OS VDA

• VDA version: 2109 or later, or 2203 LTSR or later

Note:

We recommend using the latest CR VDA or the latest LTSR CU VDA.

• Provisioning type: Any persistent machines (such as MCS‑provisioned machines, Remote PC
Access machines, Citrix HDX Plus for Windows 365). See Supportedmachine types.

• The VDAs must have the VDA Upgrade Agent installed and the service must be running.

• You have permissions to upgrade VDAs.

• The VDA upgrade is configured with the proper CR or LTSR track in Full Configuration.

• The VDAs are not in use. (Users must sign off from them.)

Note:

Upgrades are skipped for anyVDAs that are inuseor indisconnected state. We recommend
scheduling an upgrade window and requesting users to log off from the VDAs.

• The VDAs are not in maintenance mode. (A VDA can be put into maintenance mode by an ad‑
ministrator. A VDA can also be automatically put into maintenance mode if it has exceeded
maximum allowed registration attempts.)

• Relevant URLs have been added to the allow list if URL filtering is in place. See VDA upgrade
requirement.

• The VDAs must belong to a delivery group and be registered with DaaS.

• The functional level is set properly so that the VDA upgrade feature is available for use. See VDA
versions and functional levels.
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• The destination VDA supports the operating system of the current VDA.

Known issue

Attempts to upgrade LTSR VDAs to LTSR Cumulative Update (CU) versions might fail. Although the
upgrade process appears to complete successfully in Full Configuration, the installed version of the
VDA does not change and the status changes back to Upgrade Available after a minute or two. The
issue occurs with VDAs that have VDA Upgrade Agent version 7.35.0.7 or earlier installed.

To work around the issue, log on to the VDA and upgrade the VDA Upgrade Agent to version 7.37.0.7
or later (using the VDA installer version 2303 or later). Starting with version 7.37.0.7, the VDA Upgrade
Agent supports auto‑upgrade so that agents of earlier versions running on the VDAs can automatically
upgrade to the latest version. With this auto‑update feature, the VDA upgrade service checks the VDA
version reportedby the agent and then schedules upgradeswithin onehour to automatically upgrade
the agent to the latest version. This auto‑upgrade feature reduces your maintenance effort.

For the agent on the VDA to upgrade automatically, be sure to log off sessions so that the VDAupgrade
service can initiate auto‑upgrades. You can log off sessions in Full Configuration.

If the agent fails to upgrade automatically, log on to the VDA and upgrade the agent manually as fol‑
lows:

1. Run the following cmdlet to show the VDAUpgrade Agent in Control Panel > Uninstall or change
a program.

1 (Get-ChildItem -Path 'HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Uninstall' | ? {

2 $_.GetValue('DisplayName') -eq 'Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent Service
- x64' }

3 ).GetValue('SystemComponent')
4 (Get-ChildItem -Path 'HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\

CurrentVersion\Uninstall' | ? {
5 $_.GetValue('DisplayName') -eq 'Citrix VDA Upgrade Agent Service

- x64' }
6 ) | Set-ItemProperty -Name SystemComponent -Value 0
7 <!--NeedCopy-->
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2. Install the latest VDA Upgrade Agent. To perform quiet installation, use the following cmdlet:

• msiexec /i CitrixUpgradeAgent_x64.msi /q

You can identify the version of the VDA Upgrade Agent by using the cmdlet or a script. See Trou‑
bleshoot.

General workflow

A general workflow to upgrade VDAs using the Full Configuration interface is as follows:

1. Enable VDA upgrade for a catalog.

• You can enable VDA upgrade when creating a catalog.
• You can enable VDA upgrade when editing a catalog.

2. Upgrade VDAs on a per‑catalog or a per‑machine basis. For more information, see Configure
auto‑upgrade for VDAs.

Note:

When scheduling VDAupgrades for a catalog, be aware that allmachines in the catalogwill
be included in the upgrade scope. Therefore, we recommend backing up those machines
before initiating the upgrade.

Troubleshoot

In case of upgrade failures, you can use the following logs to troubleshoot issues on your own or pro‑
vide the logs when you contact Citrix Technical Support for assistance.

• Installation logs for initial VDA installation under %temp%/Citrix/XenDesktop Installer

• Upgrade logs under C:\Windows\Temp\Citrix\XenDesktop Installer

To check VDA Upgrade Agent versions, use the following cmdlet: Get-VusComponentVersion -
ComponentType VUS. It lists all VDAs and their VDA Upgrade Agent versions.

To get the VDA names, use the following cmdlet: Get-BrokerMachine -UUID "<version
number>", where <version number> is the VDA Upgrade Agent version that you get from the
Get-VusComponentVersion cmdlet.

To check VDA Upgrade Agent versions at a catalog level, you can use the following script:

Note:

The script is intended as an example andmight need to be adapted to suit your specific environ‑
ment. We recommend that you test the script thoroughly before using it in a production environ‑
ment.
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1 Param(
2 [Parameter (Mandatory=$true)]
3 [string] $CatalogName
4 )
5
6 try
7 {
8
9 $Uuids = Get-BrokerMachine -CatalogName $CatalogName | Select-

Object -Property UUID
10
11 if($Uuids -eq $null)
12 {
13
14 throw "Cannot find CatalogName "+$CatalogName
15 }
16
17 Write-Output("Catalog Name passed is "+$CatalogName)
18
19 foreach($Uuid in $Uuids)
20 {
21
22 $compVersion = Get-VusComponentVersion -MachineId $machine.UUID

-ComponentType VUS
23 $Machine = Get-BrokerMachine -UUID $compVersion.MachineId
24 Write-Output("MachineName: "+$Machine.MachineName+", Machine

UUID:"+$machine.MachineId+", VUA Version:"+$compVersion.
Version)

25 }
26
27 }
28
29 catch
30 {
31
32 Write-Output("Exception Occured")
33 Write-Host $_
34 }
35
36 <!--NeedCopy-->
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If the VDA has Personal vDisk installed

If the Personal vDisk (PvD) component was ever installed on a VDA, that VDA cannot be upgraded to
version 1912 LTSR or later until you remove that component.

This instruction applies even if you never used PvD. Here’s how the PvD component might have been
installed in earlier versions:

• In the VDA installer’s graphical interface, PvD was an option on the Additional Components
page. The 7.15 LTSR and earlier 7.x releases enabled this option by default. So, if you accepted
the defaults (or explicitly enabled the option in any release), PvD was installed.

• On the command line, the /baseimage option installed PvD. If you specified this option, or
used a script that contained this option, PvD was installed.

What to do

If the VDA installer does not detect the PvD component in the currently installed VDA, the upgrade
proceeds as usual.

If the installer detects the PvD component in the currently installed VDA:

• Graphical interface: The upgrade pauses. A message asks if you want the unsupported com‑
ponent removed automatically. When you click OK, the component is removed automatically
and the upgrade proceeds.

• CLI: The command fails if the installer detects the PvD component. To avoid command failure,
include the following option in the command: /remove_pvd_ack.

If you want to continue using PvD on your Windows 10 (1607 and earlier, without updates) machines,
VDA 7.15 LTSR is the latest supported version. Be aware that the Extended Support program for Xe‑
nApp and XenDesktop 7.15 LTSR doesn’t apply to VDAs used with Citrix DaaS. For more information,
see the Extended Support Customer Guide in the Citrix Support Knowledge Center.

Earlier operating systems

The System requirements article lists the supported Windows operating systems for current release
VDAs.

• For LTSR VDAs, see the system requirements article for your LTSR version.
• For Linux VDAs, see the Linux Virtual Delivery Agent documentation.

For Windows machines with OSs that are no longer supported for installation of the latest VDA, you
have the following options.

For non‑WVD environments:

• Reimage the machine to a supported Windows version, and then install the new VDA.
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• If reimaging the machine is not an option but you want to upgrade the OS, uninstall the VDA
before upgrading the OS. Otherwise, the VDA will be in an unsupported state. After upgrading
the OS, install the new VDA.

• If themachine has version 7.15 LTSR installed (and you try to install a newer version), amessage
informs you that you’re using the latest supported version.

• If themachinehas a version earlier than 7.15 LTSR installed, amessage guides you toCTX139030
for information. You can download 7.15 LTSR VDAs from the Citrix website.

Migrate configuration to Citrix Cloud

November 16, 2022

Why use Automated Configuration

IT administrators in charge of large or complex environments often find migrations to be a tedious
process. They frequently end up writing their own tools to accomplish this task successfully since it
tends to be specific to their use cases.

Citrix wants to help ease this process by automating themigration process using the Automated Con‑
figuration tool. Administrators can easily test current configurations in Citrix Cloud and take advan‑
tage of the benefits offered by Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) while
keeping their current environments intact. There is also no end user impact, as Automated Configu‑
ration works seamlessly in the background. Such benefits include reduced administrative overload
whenCitrixmanages part of the back‑end and control plane, automatic and customizable Citrix Cloud
component updates, and others.

Citrix uses industry standard configuration as code to provide a mechanism to help automate migra‑
tion processes. Automated Configuration discovers and exports one or more on‑premises sites as a
collection of configuration files. These files’ configuration can then be imported into Citrix DaaS.

AutomatedConfiguration also allows administrators tomergemultiple on‑premises sites into a single
site, while avoiding name collisions. Administrators can control whether the on‑premises or cloud
configuration controls resources.

Automated Configuration is not just a one time migration tool, but can also automate your day‑to‑
day configuration in Citrix Cloud. Moving your Citrix DaaS configuration can be beneficial for many
reasons:

• Syncing your site from test or stage to production
• Backing up and restoring your configuration
• Reaching resource limits
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• Migrating from one region to another

The following 2‑minute video provides a quick tour of Automated Configuration.

This is an embedded video. Click the link to watch the video

For additional information on Automated Configuration, see Proof of Concept: Automated Configura‑
tion Tool on Tech Zone.

For a deeper look into moving your deployment and readying your on‑premises configuration for mi‑
gration, see Deployment Guide: Migrating Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops fromon‑premises to Citrix
Cloud on Tech Zone.

Download Automated Configuration

Download and install the Automated Configuration tool from Citrix Downloads.

Important:

To prevent errors in functionality, always use the latest available version of Automated Configu‑
ration.

Upgrading Automated Configuration

When running cmdlets that access the cloud in Automated Configuration, the tool alerts you when
there is a newer version available for download.

You canmake sure you have the latest version by following the steps below:

1. Double‑click the Auto Config icon. A PowerShell window appears.
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2. Run the following command to check your version number.

Get-CvadAcStatus

3. Check your tool version against the version listed in the alert or at Citrix Downloads. The latest
version of the tool is located there.

4. Download and install the latest version of the tool. You do not need to uninstall the old version
to upgrade Automated Configuration.

Note:

The alert appears every time you run a cmdlet that accesses the cloud. Formore information on
cmdlets, see Automated Configuration tool cmdlets.

Known limitations

• Machine catalogs provisioned through Machine Creation Services have special considerations.
For more information on MCS, see Understanding migrating Machine Creation Services provi‑
sioned catalogs.

Supportedmigration objects

Automated Configuration supports moving the configuration of the following components:

• Tags
• Delegated Admin

– Scopes
– Roles

• Host Connections
– A Single Resource Pool
– Admin Scopes

• Machine Catalogs
– Admin Scopes
– Machines
– Remote PC Access, Physical, Pooled, Provisioned, MCS, Assigned

• StoreFronts
• Delivery Groups

– Access Policy
– Admin Scope Association
– Application Access Policy
– Assignment Policy
– Entitlement/Desktop Policy
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– Power Schedules
– Session Lingering
– Session Prelaunch
– Reboot Schedules
– Tags

• Application Groups
– Admin Scope Association
– Delivery Groups
– Users and Groups

• Applications
– Application Folders
– Icons
– Applications
– Broker Configured FTAs
– Tags

• Group Policies
• User Zone Preferences

Componentmigration order

The components and their dependencies are listed here. A component’s dependencies must be in
place before it can be imported or merged. If a dependency is missing, it can cause the import or
merge command to fail. The Fixups section of the log file shows missing dependencies if an import
or merge fails.

1. Tags
• No pre‑dependencies

2. Delegated Admin
• No pre‑dependencies

3. Host Connections
• Security Information in CvadAcSecurity.yml

4. Machine Catalogs
• Machines present in Active Directory
• Host Connections
• Tags

5. StoreFronts
6. Delivery Groups

• Machines present in Active Directory
• Users present in Active Directory
• Machine Catalogs
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• Tags
7. Application Groups

• Delivery Groups
• Tags

8. Applications
• Delivery Groups
• Application Groups
• Tags

9. Group Policies
• Delivery Groups
• Tags

10. User Zone Preferences

Common prerequisites

The following are some common prerequisites that are need for Automated Configuration to work
correctly. These prerequisites are used in both on‑premises to cloud and cloud to cloudmigrations.

Generating the customer ID, client ID, and secret key

Before youbegin yourmigrationusingAutomatedConfiguration, youneedyourCitrix Cloud customer
ID and you must create a client ID and a secret key to import your configuration to Citrix Cloud. All
cmdlets accessing the cloud require these values.

The following steps allow you to retrieve the customer ID and create the client ID and secret key.

To retrieve the Customer ID:

1. Sign into your Citrix Cloud account and select the customer.
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2. Click the hamburger menu, then select Identity and Access Management in the drop‑down
menu.
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3. The Customer ID is located on the Identity and Access Management page.
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To retrieve the Client ID and Secret Key:

1. On the Identity and Access Management page, click the API Access tab.

2. Enter a name in the box. This name is used to differentiate between multiple client IDs and
secret keys. Click Create Client to create the client ID and the secret key.

3. The following dialog appears after you successfully create the client ID and the secret key. Be
sure to copy both values to a secure location and download the .csv file containing this informa‑
tion. The .csv file can be used to create the CustomerInfo.yml file.
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4. The client ID and the secret key are successfully created.

Place these values in a secure location and share only with trusted company members who need ac‑
cess to the tool or access the cloud Rest APIs. The client ID and secret key do not expire. If they are
compromised, immediately remove them by using the Trash icon and create new ones.

Note:

The secret key cannot be retrieved if it is lost or forgotten; a new client ID and secret keymust be
created.
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Populating customer info file

Using theCustomerInfo.yml file eliminates theneed toprovidecustomer informationparameterswith
each cmdlet’s execution. Any of the customer information can be overridden by using cmdlet param‑
eters.

Create the CustomerInfo.yml file by using the New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile cmdlet.

Important:

Do not manually edit the CustomerInfo.yml file. Doing so can cause inadvertent formatting er‑
rors.

New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile has the following required parameters.

• CustomerId – customer’s ID.
• ClientId – customer’s client ID created on Citrix Cloud.
• Secret – customer’s secret created on Citrix Cloud.

New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile -CustomerId markhof123 -ClientId 6813EEA6-46CC-4
F8A-BC71-539F2DAC5984 -Secret TwBLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaw==

You can also create the CustomerInfo.yml using the SecurityCsvFileSpec parameter that points
to the downloaded security.csv file. Youmust also specify the CustomerId.

New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile -SecurityCsvFileSpec C:\Users\my_user_name\
downloads/security.csv -CustomerId markhof123

Update theCustomerInfo.yml file by using theSet-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile cmdlet. This cmdlet
only changes the Client ID.

Set-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile -ClientId C80487EE-7113-49F8-85DD-2CFE30CC398E

The following is a sample CustomerInfo.yml file.

1 # Created/Updated on 2020/01/29 16:46:47
2 CustomerId: ‘ markhof123’
3 ClientId: ‘ 6713FEA6-46CC-4F8A-BC71-539F2DDK5384’
4 Secret: ‘ TwBLaaabbbaaaaaaaaaaw==’
5 Environment: Production
6 AltRootUrl: ‘ ’
7 StopOnError: False
8 AlternateFolder: ‘ ’
9 Locale: ‘ en-us’

10 Editor: ‘ C:\Program Files\Notepad++\notepad++.exe’
11 Confirm: True
12 DisplayLog: True
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Populating zonemapping file

An on‑premises zone is the equivalent of the cloud resource location. Unlike other site components,
you cannot import the on‑premises zone to the cloud automatically. Instead, it must be manually
mapped using the ZoneMapping.yml file. Import failures can occur if the zone name is not associated
with an existing resource location name.

For on‑premises sites having only one zone and cloud sites only one resource location, the Auto‑
mated Configuration tool makes the correct association, eliminating the need to manually manage
the ZoneMapping.yml file.

For on‑premises sites having multiple zones or cloud sites having multiple resource locations, the
ZoneMapping.yml filemust bemanually updated to reflect the correctmapping of on‑premises zones
to cloud resource locations. This must be done before attempting any import operation to the cloud.

The ZoneMapping.yml file is located in %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig. The content of
the .yml file is a dictionarywith the zonenameas the key and the resource location nameas the value.

As an example, an on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops sitewith a primary zone called “Zone‑
1” and a secondary zone called “Zone‑2” is migrated to a Citrix DaaS deployment with two newly cre‑
ated cloud resource locations called “Cloud‑RL‑1” and “Cloud‑RL‑2”. In this instance, the ZoneMap‑
ping.yml would be configured as follows:

1 Zone-1: Cloud-RL-1
2
3 Zone-2: Cloud-RL-2

Note:

A space must be between the colon and resource location name. If spaces are used in the zone
or resource location name, enclose the name with quotes.

Host connections

Host connections and their associated hypervisors can be exported and imported using Automated
Configuration.

Adding a hypervisor to a host connection requires security information specific to the type of hypervi‑
sor. This information cannot be exported from the on‑premises site for security considerations. You
mustmanually provide the information so that AutomatedConfiguration can successfully import host
connections and hypervisors to the cloud site.

Theexportprocesscreates theCvadAcSecurity.yml file in%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig
containing placeholders for each security item needed for the specific hypervisor type. You must
update the CvadAcSecurity.yml file before importing into the cloud site. Administrator updates are
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retained over multiple exports with new security placeholders added as needed. Security items are
never removed. For more information, see Manually update the CvadAcSecurity.yml file

1 HostConn1:
2 ConnectionType: XenServer
3 UserName: root
4 PasswordKey: rootPassword
5 HostCon2:
6 ConnectionType: AWS
7 ApiKey: 78AB6083-EF60-4D26-B2L5-BZ35X00DA5CH
8 SecretKey: TwBLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaw==
9 Region: East

Per‑hypervisor security information

The following lists the security information required for each hypervisor type.

• XenServer, Hyper‑V, VMware
– User Name
– Clear‑text Password

• Microsoft Azure
– Subscription ID
– Application ID
– Application Secret

• Amazon Web Services
– Service Account ID
– Application Secret
– Region

Special security considerations

All security information is entered as clear text. If clear text is not recommended, the host connec‑
tions and associated hypervisors can be manually created using the Manage > Full Configuration
interface. The host connections and hypervisor names must match their on‑premises counterparts
exactly so that machine catalogs that use the host connections can be successfully imported.

Activating sites

The delivery controller in both on‑premises and cloud sites control resources such as brokering desk‑
tops, applications, and rebootingmachines. Problems occur when a common set of resources is con‑
trolled by two ormore sites. Such a situation can occur whenmigrating from an on‑premises site to a
cloud site. It is possible for both the on‑premises and cloud delivery controllers to manage the same
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set of resources. Such dualmanagement can lead to resources becoming unavailable and unmanage‑
able, and can be difficult to diagnose.

Site activation allows you to control where the active site is controlled.

Site activation is managed using the delivery group maintenance mode. Delivery groups are placed
in maintenance mode when the site is inactive. Maintenance mode is removed from delivery groups
for sites that are active.

Site activation does not affect or manage VDA registration or machine catalogs.

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud
• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem

All cmdlets support the IncludeByName and ExcludeByName filtering. This parameter allows you
to select which delivery groups can have their maintenance mode changed. Delivery groups can be
selectively changed as needed.

Import and transferring control to the cloud

The following is a high‑level description on how to import and transfer control from the on‑prem site
to the cloud site.

1. Export and import the on‑premises site to the cloud. Make sure the – SiteActive parameter
is not present on any of the import cmdlets. The on‑premises site is active and the cloud site
inactive. By default, cloud site delivery groups are in maintenance mode.

2. Verify the cloud content and configuration.
3. During off hours, set the on‑premises site to inactive. The – SiteActive parameter must be

absent. All on‑premises site delivery groups are in maintenance mode.
• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem

4. Set the cloud site to active. The – SiteActive parametermust be present. No cloud site deliv‑
ery groups are in maintenance mode.

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud –SiteActive
5. Verify that the cloud site is active and the on‑premises site is inactive.

Transferring control back to the on‑premises site

To transfer control from the cloud site to the on‑premises site:

1. During off hours, set the cloud site to inactive. All cloud site delivery groups are inmaintenance
mode.

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud
2. Set the on‑premises site to active. No on‑prem site delivery groups are in maintenance mode.

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem -SiteActive
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Additional site activation information

• If no machines are power managed and there are no reboot schedules (which usually
means there are no host connections either) all cloud delivery groups can be imported
as active. Add -SiteActive to Merge-CvadAcToSite/Import-CvadAcToSite or run
Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud -SiteActive after importing.

• If machines are power managed or there are reboot schedules, a different process is needed.
For example, when switching from on‑premises to cloud in this situation, set the on‑premises
site to inactiveusingSet-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem. Then, set the cloud site to active
using Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud -SiteActive.

• The Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud and Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem
cmdletsarealsoused to reverse theprocess. Forexample, runSet-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud
without the -SiteActive parameter, then run Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPremwith
the -SiteActive parameter.

Understandingmigrating Machine Creation Services provisioned catalogs
Note:

This feature is available only on versions 3.0 and later. Check your version by using Get-
CvadAcStatuswithin Automated Configuration.

Machine Creation Services (MCS) catalogs create two different types of catalogs:

• When changesmade to amachine are lost/reversed (Commonly Server OS, where applications
are published) – this is a pooled VDI / multi‑session use case

• When changes made to a machine are preserved across reboot (Commonly client OS with a
dedicated user) – this is a static VDI use case

The type of catalog can be confirmed in the catalog node in Citrix Studio and looking at the “User
data:” value of the catalog.

Note:

MCS cannot be backed up from the cloud using Automated Configuration.

Pooled VDI / multi‑session catalogs

Catalogs with “User data: Discard” are pooled VDI catalogs and can only migrate themain image and
configuration. Any virtual machines in these catalogs are not migrated. This is because the life cycle
of the virtual machine is maintained by the site you are importing from, which means every time the
machines are turned on, its state might change. This makes import impossible as the import data for
the virtual machines quickly gets of out of sync.
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When you are migrating these catalogs using the tool, it creates catalog metadata and initiates main
image creation, but nomachines are imported.

Since this process can take some time to be created based on the size of the main image, the import
command within the tool only starts the MCS catalog creation and does not wait for it to finish. After
the import has completed, monitor the catalog create progress using the Full Configuration manage‑
ment interface in the cloud deployment.

Once the main image is created, you can provision machines. Capacity considerations need to be
taken into account since you would have capacity consumed from your on‑premises usage.

All other objects (delivery groups/applications/policies, and so forth) that use that catalog can be im‑
ported and do not have to wait for the main image creation. When the catalog has finished creating,
machines can be added to the imported catalog and then users can launch their resources.

Note:

Use the same commands available within the tool to migrate catalogs and all other objects.

Static VDI catalogs
Note:

Since this operation imports low‑level details that are stored in the database, this process must
be run from amachine with database access.

staticVDI catalogsmigrate themain image, configurations, andall virtualmachines. Unlike thepooled
VDI use case, no images need to be created.

The VDAs must be pointed to the connector for them to register with the cloud.

Refer to the Activating sites section to make the cloud site active, so that the reboot schedule, power
management, and other items are controlled by the cloud.

Once the migration is completed, if you want to delete this catalog from your on‑premises site, you
must select leave VM and AD account. Otherwise, they are deleted and the cloud site would be left
pointing to the deleted VM.

Migrating from on‑premises to cloud

March 30, 2022

Automated Configuration allows you to automate moving your on‑premises configuration to a cloud
site.
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The following image is a high‑level view of what Automated Configuration can do to migrate your
configuration to the cloud.

Prerequisites for migrating your configuration

For exporting your configuration from Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, you need:

• Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops: current release and its immediate predecessor or Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops, XenApp and XenDesktop LTSRs: all versions

• A domain‑joined machine with .NET Framework 4.7.2 or later and the Citrix PowerShell SDK.
This is automatically installed on the Delivery Controller. (To run on machine other than the
on‑premises Delivery Controller, Citrix Studio must be installed, as Studio installs the correct
PowerShell snap‑ins. The Studio installer can be found on the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
installation media.)

For importing your configuration into Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service),
you need:

• Amachinewithaccess toCitrixCloud. Thisdoesnothave tobeaDeliveryControlleroradomain‑
joinedmachine.

• Citrix DaaS provisioned.
• An active resource locationwith Connector installed and domain‑joined to the same domain as
the on‑premises setup.

• Connectivity to sites accessing Citrix Cloud must be allowed and available. For more informa‑
tion, see System and Connectivity Requirements.

Note:

Automated Configuration cannot be installed on a Cloud Connector system.

Exporting your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops on‑premises configuration
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Important:

• You must have your CustomerInfo.yml file with your customer ID, client ID, and the secret
key information included. Formore information onhow to retrieve your customer ID, client
ID and secret key, seeGenerating the customer ID, client ID, and secret key. For information
on how to add this information to the CustomerInfo.yml file, see Populating customer info
file.

• The ZoneMapping.yml file must include information that maps your on‑premises zone to
Resource Locations in the cloud. For more information on how to map your zones, see
Populating zonemapping file.

• If you have host connections, you must input the corresponding info in the CvadAcSecu‑
rity.yml file.

1. Install Automated Configuration.

2. Double‑click the Auto Config icon. A PowerShell window appears.

3. Run the following command to export all components. Exporting your on‑premises configura‑
tion does not change it in any way.

Export-CvadAcToFile

After you run any cmdlet for the first time, an export folder with the .yml configuration files and logs
is created. The folder is at %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig. Each successive export cre‑
ates a subfolder. The parent folder%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig always contains the
exported files from themost recent export.

Note:

If Automated Configuration is not installed on the Delivery Controller, run import-module
Citrix.AutoConfig.Commands before using the tool through PowerShell. This step is not
needed if you open Automated Configuration using the Auto Config icon.

If you encounter any errors or exceptions, see the Fixups section in the log file.

Importing your configuration to Citrix DaaS
Important:

• You must have your CustomerInfo.yml file with your customer ID, client ID, and the secret
key information included. Formore information onhow to retrieve your customer ID, client
ID and secret key, seeGenerating the customer ID, client ID, and secret key. For information
on how to add this information to the CustomerInfo.yml file, see Populating customer info
file.

• The ZoneMapping.yml file must include information that maps your on‑premises zone to
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resource locations in the cloud. For more information on how tomap your zones, see Pop‑
ulating zonemapping file.

• If you have host connections, you must input the corresponding info in the CvadAcSecu‑
rity.yml file.

Running an import

1. Double‑click the Auto Config icon. A PowerShell window appears.

2. Run the following command to import all components.

Merge-CvadAcToSite

Verify the expected state with the new current state. Various import options control whether the im‑
port results are identical or a subset of the on‑premises site.

After you run the cmdlet, an export folder with the .yml configuration files and logs is created. The
folder is at%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

If you encounter any errors or exceptions, see the Fixups section in the log file.

Note:

If Automated Configuration is not installed on the Delivery Controller, run import-module
Citrix.AutoConfig.Commands before using the tool through PowerShell. This step is not
needed if you open Automated Configuration using the Auto Config icon.

To revert to your original Citrix DaaS configuration, see Backing up your Citrix DaaS configuration.

Import operation in detail

The import process is designed to accurately perform updates, only perform needed updates and ver‑
ify that all updates have been correctly made. The steps followed in all import operations follow.

1. Read the exported .yml file (expected state).
2. Read the cloud (current state).
3. Back up the pre‑import cloud state to .yml files (pre‑backup can be restored if necessary).
4. Evaluate the differences between the expected and current state. This determines which up‑

dates to make.
5. Make the updates.
6. Reread the cloud (new current state).
7. Back up the post‑import cloud state to .yml files (post‑backup can be restored if necessary).
8. Compare the new current state with the expected state.
9. Report the results of the comparison.
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Granular migration
Important:

For more information on component migration order, see Component migration order.

You can selectively migrate components only or even component names only.

• Component parameters supported include MachineCatalogs, Tags andmore.
• Component name parameters supported include IncludeByName and ExcludeByName pa‑
rameters, and others.

For more information on parameters and how to use them, see Granular migration parameters.

Activating sites

Site activation allows you to control which site is active and controls your resources. For more infor‑
mation, see Activating sites.

Mergingmultiple sites into a single site

April 26, 2022

Multi‑site support for Automated Configuration provides a method to merge multiple on‑premises
sites into a single cloud site.

Multi‑site support adds unique prefixes and suffixes to component names on a per on‑premises‑site
basis, ensuring name uniqueness after multiple on‑premises sites are merged to a single cloud site.

Prefixes and suffixes can be assigned for each of the following components on a per‑on‑premises‑site
basis.

• AdminScope
• AdminRole
• ApplicationAdmin
• ApplicationFolder
• ApplicationGroup
• ApplicationUser
• DeliveryGroup
• GroupPolicy
• HostConnection
• MachineCatalog
• StoreFront
• Tag
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Application folders support prefixing, suffixing, and rerooting. Rerooting adds anextra top level folder
to an application’s existing folder structure.

Prefixing and suffixing rules

1. Prefixes and suffixes cannot contain any of the following special characters: \ , / ; : ## .
* ? = < > | ( )"' { } [ ]

2. Prefixes and suffixes can contain trailing spaces but not leading spaces.
3. Prefixes and suffixes must be double quoted to contain trailing spaces.
4. Prefixes and suffixes are applied at the time of import, merge, and add. The source .yml files are

never modified.
5. The prefix and suffix process automatically prefixes or suffixes dependent component names

when applicable. For example, if machine catalog names are prefixed with “East,” delivery
groups referencing them are also prefixed with “East.”

6. If a component name already begins with the prefix or suffix, no prefix or suffix is added. Com‑
ponent names cannot contain double identical prefixes or suffixes.

7. Prefixes and suffixes can be individually used or used in combination.
8. Use of a prefix or a suffix on a component is optional.

Note:

The Full Configuration interface displays components in alphabetical order.

Group by site

Use prefixing to visually group components from a single site. Each site is listed in its own group with
prefixing alphabetically controlling the ordering of different site groups.

Group by name

Use suffixing to visually group like‑named components frommultiple sites. Like‑named components
from different sites visually alternate.

SitePrefixes.yml file

Site prefixing begins with the SiteMerging.yml file that contains the site prefix and suffix mapping for
one or more on‑premises sites. You can manage the SiteMerging.yml file manually, or by using the
available cmdlets listed at the Merging multiple on‑premises sites cmdlets section.
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Exporting, importing, merging, and adding

Merging cannot begin until you have exported an on‑premises site. To export an on‑premises site, see
Migrating from on‑premises to cloud.

Central export target folder

The methods described in this section place multiple site exports into a central file share location.
The SiteMerging.yml file, CustomerInfo.yml file, and all export files reside in that file share location,
allowing you to do the import from one location independent of the on‑premises sites.

Cloud accessing operations never reference the on‑premises sites or Active Directory, therefore allow‑
ing you to do cloud‑accessing operations from anywhere.

Direct file share

The export, import, merge, and new/add operations provide a parameter to target or source a folder
other than the default folder, %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig. The following examples
use a central file share located at \\share.central.net that the admin already has access to, hav‑
ing provided credentials as needed.

To target the export to a site‑specific folder, use the – TargetFolder parameter:

From the East DDC:

mkdir \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteEast

Export-CvadAcToFile –TargetFolder \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteEast

From the West DDC:

mkdir \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteWest

Export-CvadAcToFile –TargetFolder \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteWest

After the exports are complete, create the CustomerInfo.yml andSiteMerging.yml files andplace them
in \\share.central.net\AutoConfig.

Note:

Do not use the SiteRootFolder parameter when creating the SitePrefixes.yml when using this
direct file share reference method.

To import, merge, or add from the direct file share, youmust decide fromwhichmachine youwant to
do the cloud accessing operation. Options include:

• One of the on‑premises DDCs where the tool is already installed.
• The machine hosting the file share.
• A different machine.
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Automated Configuration must be installed on the machine accessing the cloud. Neither the
on‑premises PowerShell SDK, DDC, nor Active Directory are used, so the cloud accessing execution
requirements are simpler than the export requirements.

To merge the East DDC to the cloud:

Merge-CvadAcToSite –SiteName East –SourceFolder \\share.central.net\AutoConfig
\SiteEast -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\CustomerInfo
.yml

Tomerge the West DDC to the cloud:

Merge-CvadAcToSite –SiteName West –SourceFolder \\share.central.net\AutoConfig
\SiteWest -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\CustomerInfo
.yml

The following is a sample SitePrefixes.yml file used in the previous example.

1 East:
2 SiteRootFolder: "" # Important: leave this empty
3 AdminScopePrefix: "East_"
4 AdminRolePrefix: "East_"
5 ApplicationAdminPrefix: "East_"
6 ApplicationFolderPrefix: "" # Note that a new parent root folder

is used instead
7 ApplicationFolderRoot: "East"
8 ApplicationGroupPrefix: "East_"
9 ApplicationUserPrefix: "East_"

10 DeliveryGroupPrefix: "East_"
11 GroupPolicyPrefix: "East_"
12 HostConnectionPrefix: "East_"
13 MachineCatalogPrefix: "East_"
14 StoreFrontPrefix: "East_"
15 TagPrefix: "East_"
16 AdminScopeSuffix: "_east"
17 AdminRoleSuffix: "_east"
18 ApplicationAdminSuffix: "_east"
19 ApplicationFolderSuffix: "_east"
20 ApplicationGroupSuffix: "_east"
21 ApplicationUserSuffix: "_east"
22 DeliveryGroupSuffix: "_east"
23 GroupPolicySuffix: "_east"
24 HostConnectionSuffix: "_east"
25 MachineCatalogSuffix: "_east"
26 StoreFrontSuffix: "_east"
27 TagSuffix: "_east"
28 West:
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29 SiteRootFolder: "" # Important: leave this empty
30 AdminScopePrefix: "Western "
31 AdminRolePrefix: "Western "
32 ApplicationAdminPrefix: "Western "
33 ApplicationFolderPrefix: "" # Note that a new parent root folder

is used instead
34 ApplicationFolderRoot: "Western"
35 ApplicationGroupPrefix: "Western "
36 ApplicationUserPrefix: "Western "
37 DeliveryGroupPrefix: "Western "
38 GroupPolicyPrefix: "Western "
39 HostConnectionPrefix: "Western "
40 MachineCatalogPrefix: "Western "
41 StoreFrontPrefix: "Western "
42 TagPrefix: "Western "
43 AdminScopeSuffix: ""
44 AdminRoleSuffix: ""
45 ApplicationAdminSuffix: ""
46 ApplicationFolderSuffix: ""
47 ApplicationGroupSuffix: ""
48 ApplicationUserSuffix: ""
49 DeliveryGroupSuffix: ""
50 GroupPolicySuffix: ""
51 HostConnectionSuffix: ""
52 MachineCatalogSuffix: ""
53 StoreFrontSuffix: ""
54 TagSuffix: ""

File share reference using SiteMerging.yml

This method uses the SiteRootFoldermember of the site’s prefixes set. While more involved than
the direct file sharemethod, thismethod reduces the odds of targeting thewrong folder when export‑
ing, importing, merging, or adding.

First, set theSiteRootFolder for each site in theSiteMerging.yml file. Youmustdo thison the shared
location.

New-CvadAcSiteMergingInfo –SiteName East –SiteRootFolder \\share.central.net
\AutoConfig\SiteEast -SitePrefixesFolder \\share.central.net\AutoConfig

New-CvadAcSiteMergingInfo –SiteName West –SiteRootFolder SiteWest -SitePrefixesFolder
\\share.central.net\AutoConfig

In this example, East is a fully qualified folder specification and West is a relative folder specification.

To target the export to a site‑specific folder using the SiteMerging.yml file:
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From the East DDC:

mkdir \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteEast

Export-CvadAcToFile -SiteName East -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.
net\AutoConfig\CustomerInfo.yml

From the West DDC:

mkdir \\share.central.net\AutoConfig\SiteWest

Export-CvadAcToFile -SiteName West -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.
net\AutoConfig\CustomerInfo.yml

The export cmdlet uses the CustomerInfo.yml folder location to locate the SiteMerging.yml file. In
the case of East, the SiteRootFolder is fully qualified. It is used as‑is. In the case of West, the
SiteRootFolder is not fully qualified. It is combined with the CustomerInfo.yml folder location to
retrieve a fully qualified folder location for West.

To merge the East DDC to the cloud:

Merge-CvadAcToSite –SiteName East -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.net\
AutoConfig\CustomerInfo.yml

Tomerge the West DDC to the cloud:

Merge-CvadAcToSite –SiteName West -CustomerInfoFileSpec \\share.central.net\
AutoConfig\CustomerInfo.yml

The following is a sample SitePrefixes.yml file used in the previous example.

1 East:
2 SiteRootFolder: "\\\\share.central.net\\AutoConfig\\SiteEast"
3 AdminScopePrefix: "East_"
4 AdminRolePrefix: "East_"
5 ApplicationAdminPrefix: "East_"
6 ApplicationFolderPrefix: "" # Note that a new parent root folder

is used instead
7 ApplicationFolderRoot: "East"
8 ApplicationGroupPrefix: "East_"
9 ApplicationUserPrefix: "East_"

10 DeliveryGroupPrefix: "East_"
11 GroupPolicyPrefix: "East_"
12 HostConnectionPrefix: "East_"
13 MachineCatalogPrefix: "East_"
14 StoreFrontPrefix: "East_"
15 TagPrefix: "East_"
16 AdminScopeSuffix: "_east"
17 AdminRoleSuffix: "_east"
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18 ApplicationAdminSuffix: "_east"
19 ApplicationFolderSuffix: "_east"
20 ApplicationGroupSuffix: "_east"
21 ApplicationUserSuffix: "_east"
22 DeliveryGroupSuffix: "_east"
23 GroupPolicySuffix: "_east"
24 HostConnectionSuffix: "_east"
25 MachineCatalogSuffix: "_east"
26 StoreFrontSuffix: "_east"
27 TagSuffix: "_east"
28 West:
29 SiteRootFolder: "\\\\share.central.net\\AutoConfig\\SiteWest"
30 AdminScopePrefix: "Western "
31 AdminRolePrefix: "Western "
32 ApplicationAdminPrefix: "Western "
33 ApplicationFolderPrefix: "" # Note that a new parent root folder

is used instead
34 ApplicationFolderRoot: "Western"
35 ApplicationGroupPrefix: "Western "
36 ApplicationUserPrefix: "Western "
37 DeliveryGroupPrefix: "Western "
38 GroupPolicyPrefix: "Western "
39 HostConnectionPrefix: "Western "
40 MachineCatalogPrefix: "Western "
41 StoreFrontPrefix: "Western "
42 TagPrefix: "Western "
43 AdminScopeSuffix: ""
44 AdminRoleSuffix: ""
45 ApplicationAdminSuffix: ""
46 ApplicationFolderSuffix: ""
47 ApplicationGroupSuffix: ""
48 ApplicationUserSuffix: ""
49 DeliveryGroupSuffix: ""
50 GroupPolicySuffix: ""
51 HostConnectionSuffix: ""
52 MachineCatalogSuffix: ""
53 StoreFrontSuffix: ""
54 TagSuffix: ""

If a central file share method is not used and the import, merge, or add is done from the individ‑
ual DDCs, then create and replicate the SiteMerging.yml file on each DDC being migrated into the
cloud. The default location is %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig. You must specify the –
SiteName parameter to select the correct site prefixes.
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Merging the sites

Citrix recommends performing the cloud operations in steps and to do a complete review of each
result before doing the next cloud operation. For example, if merging three sites to a single cloud site:

1. Merge the initial site to the cloud using the appropriate SiteName value.
2. Review the results in the Full Configuration management interface.
3. If the results are incorrect, determine the issue and its cause, correct it, and then rerun the

merge. If necessary, remove the cloud components and start from scratch by using Remove
-CvadAcFromSite for the selected component and members. If the results are correct, con‑
tinue.

4. If the initial merge is correct, merge the second site to the single cloud site.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
6. If the secondmerge is correct, merge the third site to the single cloud site.
7. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
8. Review the resources from the user’s perspective and verify that the view is in the desired state.

Remove a component using the site prefix

You can selectively remove single site components by using the prefix on the – IncludeByName pa‑
rameter of the Remove-CvadAcFromSite cmdlet. In the following example, the West DDC delivery
groups are not correct. To remove the delivery groups for just the West site:

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –DeliveryGroups –IncludeByName “Western *”

To remove all West components, run the following cmdlets in order.

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –GroupPolicies –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –Applications –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite – ApplicationGroups –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –DeliveryGroups –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –MachineCatalogs –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –HostConnections –IncludeByName “Western *”

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –Tags –IncludeByName “Western *”

To remove group policies of the East components, use the suffix:

Remove-CvadAcFromSite –GroupPolicies –IncludeByName “*_east”
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Migrating from cloud to cloud

March 23, 2022

Automated Configuration allows you to automate moving your cloud configuration to another cloud
site or allowing you to restore your own cloud site.

Using Automated Configuration can solve many use cases:

• Syncing your site from test or stage to production
• Backing up and restoring your configuration
• Reaching resource limits
• Migrating from one region to another

In Full Configuration on Citrix Cloud, see the Backup and Restore node for information about Auto‑
mated Configuration and how it can be used to migrate your configration from cloud to cloud.

Prerequisites for migrating your configuration

For backing up and restoring your configuration, you need:

• Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) provisioned.
• An active resource location with Connector installed.
• Connectivity to sites accessing Citrix Cloud must be allowed and available. For more informa‑
tion, see System and Connectivity Requirements.
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Note:

MCS cannot be backed up from the cloud using Automated Configuration.

Backing up your Citrix DaaS configuration
Important:

• You must have your CustomerInfo.yml file with your customer ID, client ID, and the secret
key information included. Formore information onhow to retrieve your customer ID, client
ID and secret key, seeGenerating the customer ID, client ID, and secret key. For information
on how to add this information to the CustomerInfo.yml file, see Populating customer info
file.

• The ZoneMapping.yml file must include information that maps your resource locations in
the cloud. For more information on how tomap your zones, see Populating zonemapping
file.

• If you have host connections, you must input the corresponding info in the CvadAcSecu‑
rity.yml file.

1. Install Automated Configuration.

Note:

For cloud‑to‑cloudmigration, AutomatedConfiguration canbe installed on amachine hav‑
ing access to the internet that the administrator has direct access to.

2. Double‑click the Auto Config icon. A PowerShell window appears.

3. Run the following command to do a backup.

Backup-CvadAcToFile

After you run any cmdlet for the first time, an export folder with the .yml configuration files and logs
is created. The folder is at%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

If you encounter any errors or exceptions, see the Fixups section in the log file.

Restoring your configuration to Citrix DaaS

1. Double‑click the Auto Config icon. A PowerShell window appears.

2. Run the following command to do a restore.

Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder <folder path of the backup files>

Verify the expected state with the new current state.

After you run the cmdlet, an export folder with the .yml configuration files and logs is created. The
folder is at%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.
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If you encounter any errors or exceptions, see the Fixups section in the log file.

The backup and restore process protects you from unintentional cloud site configuration changes or
corruption. While Automated Configurationmakes backups each time a change is made, this backup
reflects the state of the cloud site configuration before the changes. Protecting yourself requires that
you periodically back up your cloud site configuration and saving it in a safe place. If an undesirable
change or corruption takes place, the backup can be used to fix the change or corruption at either a
granular or full site configuration level.

Granular migration
Important:

For more information on component migration order, see Component migration order.

Restoring entire components

Restoring one component involves selecting one or more component parameters.

To restore the entire delivery group andmachine catalog components, follow this example:

Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig/
Backup_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss

Restoring componentmembers

Restoringoneormore componentmembersmakesuseof theIncludeByName feature. TheRestore
cmdlet is invokedwith theRestoreFolderparameter alongwith the selected single component and
the inclusion list.

To restore two group policies from a backup, follow this example:

Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig/
Backup_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss

-GroupPolicies -IncludeByName Policy1,Policy2

-DeliveryGroups -MachineCatalogs

Restoring the entire cloud site configuration

Restoring the full cloud site configuration means selecting all components to restore.

To restore the entire cloud site configuration, follow this example:

Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig/
Backup_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss
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Activating sites

Site activation allows you to control which site is active and controls your resources. For more infor‑
mation, see Activating sites.

Automated configuration tool cmdlets

December 23, 2022

This page lists all the cmdlets and parameters supported by the tool.

All cmdlets take parameters having one of the following types.

• String
• List of strings
• Boolean: $true or $false
• SwitchParameter: presence of the parameter means $true; absence of the parameter means
$false

Note:

SwitchParameter is the preferred method for true or false selections but booleans are still used
in the tool due to legacy issues.

The following table is a summary of all cmdlets. See each individual section to find what parameters
each cmdlet supports.

Category Cmdlet Description

On‑premises to cloud
migration

Export-CvadAcToFile Export on‑premises files to
YAML files.

Import-CvadAcToSite Import YAML files to the
cloud. Supports create,
update and delete operations.

Merge-CvadAcToSite Import YAML files to the
cloud. Supports create and
update operations.

New-CvadAcToSite Import YAML files to the
cloud. Supports create and
update operations.

Sync-CvadAcToSite Export and import in one step.
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Category Cmdlet Description

Granular migration For
components, use parameters
with commands above.
Examples:
MachineCatalogs, Tags.
For component names, use
parameters with commands
above. Examples:
IncludeByName,
ExcludeByName.

Selectively migrate only
components or component
names

Cloud to cloud cmdlets Backup-CvadAcToFile Backs up all the configuration
from your cloud site.

Restore-CvadAcToSite Restores backup YAML files to
the cloud site. This cloud site
can be the same or different
than the source cloud site.

Remove-CvadAcFromSite Remove component
members from cloud.

Granular migration For
components, use parameters
with commands above.
Examples:
MachineCatalogs, Tags.
For component names, use
parameters with commands
above. Examples:
IncludeByName,
ExcludeByName.

Selectively migrate only
components or component
names

Other basic cmdlets Compare-CvadAcToSite Compares the on‑premises
.yml files with the cloud
configuration.

Prerequisites‑related cmdlets New-
CvadAcCustomerInfoFile

Create a customer info file.

Set-
CvadAcCustomerInfoFile

Update an existing customer
info file.
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Category Cmdlet Description

Support and troubleshooting
cmdlets

New-
CvadAcZipInfoForSupport

Zips all log and .yml files in a
single zip file to send to Citrix
for support.

Get-CvadAcStatus Use to test connectivity and
to ensure that all
prerequisites are met.
Returns information about
the tool like version number
and connectivity with the
cloud and connector status.

Test-
CvadAcConnectionWithSite

Test the connection with the
cloud site.

Find-CvadAcConnector Locates existing connectors
and determines their running
state.

Get-
CvadAcCustomerSites

Returns the list of all the
customer sites.

New-
CvadAcTemplateToFile

Creates a template file for
selected components.

Show-CvadAcDocument Displays this documentation
in the default browser.

Find-CvadAcInFile Find in file searches
component YAML files looking
for members matching one or
more names that may contain
wildcards.

Site activation cmdlets Set-
CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem

Sets the on‑premises site
state to either active or
inactive.

Set-
CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud

Sets the cloud site state to
either active or inactive.

Mergingmultiple on‑premises
sites cmdlets

New-
CvadAcSiteMergingInfo

Creates a site merging
prefix/suffix info set.
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Category Cmdlet Description

Set-
CvadAcSiteMergingInfo

Updates an existing site
merging prefix/suffix info set.

Remove-
CvadAcSiteMergingInfo

Removes an existing site
merging prefix/suffix info set.

For more information on parameters and how to use them, see Granular migration parameters.

Basic cmdlets

On‑premises to cloud cmdlets

• Export-CvadAcToFile ‑ Export on‑premises files to YAML files.

Exports configuration from your on‑premises setup. This is the default export operation for
Automated configuration. No modifications are made to the on‑premises site configuration.
Exported files are placed in the directory %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig in a
uniquely named Export subfolder. The folder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig
always contains the latest exported on‑premises site configuration.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names

List of strings

TargetFolder Specifies the export
destination folder.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter
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Name Description Required? Type

AdminAddress Specifies the Delivery
Controller’s DNS or IP
address when the
export is not being
run on the Delivery
Controller.

String

CheckUserAndMachinesVerifies if users and
machines are in
Active Directory.
Users andmachines
that are not in Active
Directory might result
in import failures.

$true or $false

ZipResults Zips backup up YAML
files into a single zip
file. The file is in the
same folder as the
backed up YAML files
and has the same
name as the folder.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

There are three ways of importing data into the cloud. Running specific cmdlets can result in one of
the three combinations of actions on the cloud site:

• Add, Update, and Delete
• Add and Update only
• Add only

Cmdlet Add Update Delete

Import X X X

Merge X X

New X
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• Import-CvadAcToSite ‑ Import YAML files to the cloud. Supports create, update and delete
operations.

Imports all the on‑premises files to the cloud. This command ensures that the cloud end state
is identical to the on‑premises state. This option deletes any changes that exist in the cloud.
Imported site configuration files are sourced from%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.
Use with caution.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components.

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names.

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters.

SwitchParameters

SourceFolder Identifies a substitute
root folder for
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false
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Name Description Required? Type

Merge When set to $true,
only adds
components to the
cloud site.
Components are not
removed. Set to
$false to remove
components.

$true or $false

AddOnly When set to $true,
adds only new
components, does
not update or delete
existing components.
Set to $false to
allow updates and
deletions. Merge is
ignored when this
parameter is $true.

$true or $false

MergePolicies Merge policy settings
and filters. Merging
occurs only when a
policy being imported
already exists in the
cloud DDC. The result
of merging policies is
that the cloud DDC
policies contain the
settings and filters it
already had in
addition to any new
settings and filters
being imported. Note
that when setting and
filter collisions occur,
the imported values
take precedence.

SwitchParameter
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Name Description Required? Type

OnErrorAction See OnErrorAction
parameter.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Merge-CvadAcToSite ‑ Import YAML files to the cloud. Supports create and update opera‑
tions.

Merges the on‑premises files to the cloud, but does not delete any components in the cloud
or the on‑premises site. This preserves changes already made in the cloud. If a component
exists in Citrix Cloud with the same name, this command can modify that component. This is
the default import operation for Automated configuration. Merged site configuration files are
sourced from%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components.

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names.

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters.

SwitchParameters

SourceFolder Identifies a substitute
root folder for
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter
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Name Description Required? Type

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Merge When set to $true,
only adds
components to the
cloud site.
Components are not
removed. Set to
$false to remove
components.

$true or $false

AddOnly When set to $true,
adds only new
components, does
not update or delete
existing components.
Set to $false to
allow updates and
deletions. Merge is
ignored when this
parameter is $true.

$true or $false
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Name Description Required? Type

MergePolicies Merge policy settings
and filters. Merging
occurs only when a
policy being imported
already exists in the
cloud DDC. The result
of merging policies is
that the cloud DDC
policies contain the
settings and filters it
already had in
addition to any new
settings and filters
being imported. Note
that when setting and
filter collisions occur,
the imported values
take precedence.

SwitchParameter

OnErrorAction See OnErrorAction
parameter.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• New-CvadAcToSite ‑ Import YAML files to the cloud. Supports create and update operations.

Imports on‑premises site configuration to the cloud but only adds new components. Existing
cloud site components are neither updated nor deleted. Use this command if your existing
cloud site components must remain unchanged.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components.

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names.

List of strings
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Name Description Required? Type

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters.

SwitchParameters

SourceFolder Identifies a substitute
root folder for
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

OnErrorAction See OnErrorAction
parameter.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Sync-CvadAcToSite ‑ Export and import in one step.

Sync performs both an export and import in one step. Use the SourceTargetFolder parame‑
ter to specify the export/import destination folder.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters
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Name Description Required? Type

SourceTargetFolder Specifies the
export/import
destination folder.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

AdminAddress Specifies the delivery
controller’s DNS or IP
address when the
export is not being
executed on the
delivery controller.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Merge When set to $true,
only adds
components to the
cloud site.
Components are not
removed. Set to
$false to remove
components.

$true or $false
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Name Description Required? Type

AddOnly When set to $true,
adds only new
components, does
not update or delete
existing components.
Set to $false to
allow updates and
deletions. Merge is
ignored when this
parameter is $true.

$true or $false

MergePolicies Merge policy settings
and filters. Merging
occurs only when a
policy being imported
already exists in the
cloud DDC. The result
of merging policies is
that the cloud DDC
policies contain the
settings and filters it
already had in
addition to any new
settings and filters
being imported. Note
that when setting and
filter collisions occur,
the imported values
take precedence.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

Cloud to cloud cmdlets

• Backup-CvadAcToFile ‑ Backs up all the configuration from your cloud site.

Exports your cloud configuration to .yml files. This backup can be used in a backup and restore
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process to restore lost components.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components

SwitchParameters

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters

TargetFolder Specifies the export
destination folder.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

ZipResults Zips backup up YAML
files into a single zip
file. The file is in the
same folder as the
backed up YAML files
and has the same
name as the folder.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Restore-CvadAcToSite ‑ Restores backup YAML files to the cloud site. This cloud site can be
the same or different than the source cloud site.

Restores the cloud site to the previous configuration. Imported files are sourced from the folder
specifiedusing the-RestoreFolderparameter,which identifies the folder containing the .yml
files to restore to the cloud site. This must be a fully qualified folder specification. This cmdlet
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can be used for reverting to your previous configuration or for backing up and restoring your
cloud site. This command can add, delete, and update your cloud site.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components.

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names.

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters.

SwitchParameters

RestoreFolder Identifies the folder
containing the .yml
files to restore to the
cloud site. This must
be a fully qualified
folder specification.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Merge When set to $true,
only adds
components to the
cloud site.
Components are not
removed. Set to
$false to remove
components.

$true or $false
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Name Description Required? Type

AddOnly When set to $true,
adds only new
components, does
not update or delete
existing components.
Set to $false to
allow updates and
deletions. Merge is
ignored when this
parameter is $true.

$true or $false

MergePolicies Merge policy settings
and filters. Merging
occurs only when a
policy being imported
already exists in the
cloud DDC. The result
of merging policies is
that the cloud DDC
policies contain the
settings and filters it
already had in
addition to any new
settings and filters
being imported. Note
that when setting and
filter collisions occur,
the imported values
take precedence.

SwitchParameter

OnErrorAction See OnErrorAction
parameter.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Remove-CvadAcFromSite – Remove component members from cloud.

Can reset the entire site or remove member items from a component (For example, remov‑
ing one machine catalog from the list of catalogs). This can be used when coupled with the
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IncludeByName parameter to selectively remove specific members.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

Other basic cmdlets

• Compare-CvadAcToSite ‑ Compares the on‑premises .yml files with the cloud configuration,
producing a report of changes that are made by an Import, Merge, or Restore cmdlet.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components.

SwitchParameters

Filtering by object
names

See Filtering by
object names.

List of strings

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters.

SwitchParameters
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Name Description Required? Type

SourceFolder Identifies a substitute
root folder for
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Specifies the
language of
human‑readable text
that can be exported.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Merge When set to $true,
only adds
components to the
cloud site.
Components are not
removed. Set to
$false to remove
components.

$true or $false

AddOnly When set to $true,
adds only new
components, does
not update or delete
existing components.
Set to $false to
allow updates and
deletions. Merge is
ignored when this
parameter is $true.

$true or $false

OnErrorAction See OnErrorAction
parameter.

String
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Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

Granular migration parameters

Migrate by components

The following components can be specified with cmdlets supporting them. The All option is auto‑
matically selected when no component parameters are specified. To avoid errors, we recommend
that youmigrate components in the following order:

• All
• Tags
• AdminRoles
• AdminScopes
• HostConnections
• MachineCatalogs
• StoreFronts
• DeliveryGroups
• ApplicationGroups
• ApplicationFolders
• Applications
• GroupPolicies
• UserZonePreference

Filtering by object names

Migrate by component names

The IncludeByName and ExcludeByName parameters enable including and excluding component
members in cmdlets by name. Only one component (for example, delivery groups) can be chosen at
a time in any of the supported cmdlets. If a component member is in both areas, exclude overrides
any other parameter and an entry ismade in the log fixup list identifying the component andmember
name that was excluded.

IncludeByName and ExcludeByName take a list of component member names. Any name can con‑
tain one or more wildcards. Two types of wildcards are supported. The list of component member
names must be enclosed in single‑quotes when any member name contains special characters.

• * Matches any number of characters
• ? Matches a single character
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IncludeByName and ExcludeByName can also take a file containing a list of members where each
member can be explicit or contain wildcards. Each line in the file can contain one member. Leading
and trailing spaces are trimmed from the member name. The file name must be preceded by the @
sign and be surrounded by single quotes (a PowerShell requirement so the @ is not reinterpreted).
Multiple files can be listed in addition to being mixed with member names.

One example of merging all delivery groups whose names begin with DgSite1 and contain Home2
would be written:

Merge-CvadAcToSite –DeliveryGroups –IncludeByName DgSite1*,*Home2*

By Delivery Group Name

ByDeliveryGroupName filters by the delivery group name for applications and application groups.
Thisparameter is alwaysan inclusion list identifyingmembers to includebasedon theirdeliverygroup
association.

ByDeliveryGroupName takes a list of delivery group names. Any name can contain one or more
wildcards. Two types of wildcards are supported.

• * matches any number of characters
• ? matches a single character

The following examplemerges all applications that reference all delivery groupnamesbeginningwith
EastDg.

Merge-CvadAcToSite –Applications –ByDeliveryGroupName EastDg*

Exclude Disabled

ExcludeDisabled filters out from import operations all applications andapplicationgroups that are
disabled. ExcludeDisableddefaults tofalse, meaning all applications and application groups are
imported regardless of their enabled state.

ByMachine Name

ByMachineName filters by the machine name for machine catalogs and delivery groups. This param‑
eter is always an inclusion list identifying members to include based on their machine name associa‑
tion.

ByMachineName takes a list of machine names where any name can contain one or more wildcards.
Two types of wildcards are supported.

• * matches any number of characters
• ? matches a single character
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When exporting or importing and using ByMachineName and amachine name filter results in noma‑
chines in the machine catalog or delivery group, the machine catalog or delivery group is excluded
from the export or import.

Note:

UseofByMachineName in any import type cmdlet results inMergeMachinesbeing set to$true
.

Merge Machines

MergeMachines, when set to $true, instructs the import operation to add machines only to the
machine catalog or delivery group. Machines are not removed, allowing for incremental additive op‑
erations.

MergeMachines defaults to false meaning machines are removed if they are not present in the ma‑
chine catalog or delivery group .yml file. MergeMachines is set to $true when ByMachineName is
used but can be overridden by setting MergeMachines to false.

Prerequisites‑related cmdlets

• New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile ‑ Create a customer info file. By default, the customer info
file is located at%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

CustomerId Customer’s ID. x String

ClientId Customer’s client ID
created on Citrix
Cloud. The
CustomerId and
Secret must be
specified when using
this parameter.

Conditionally String

Secret Customer’s secret key
created on Citrix
Cloud. The
CustomerId and
ClientId must be
specified when using
this parameter.

Conditionally String
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Name Description Required? Type

Environment Production,
ProductionGov, or
ProductionJP
environment.

Enumeration

LogFileName Change the log file
prefix from CitrixLog
to something else.

String

AltRootUrl Use only under the
direction of Citrix.

String

StopOnError Stops the operation
upon first error.

$true or $false

TargetFolder Use the specified
folder as the root
folder instead of
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Use the specified
local instead of the
locale derived from
the system the tool is
run on.

String

Editor Use the specified
editor to display the
log at the completion
of each cmdlet.
Notepad.exe is the
default editor. This
parameter must
include the fully
qualified file
specification to the
editor and the editor
must take the log file
spec as its only
parameter.

String
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Name Description Required? Type

SecurityCsvFileSpecThe fully qualified file
specification pointing
to the
SecurityClient.csv file
downloaded from
Citrix Identity and
Access Management.
The CustomerId must
be specified when
using this parameter.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Set-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile ‑ Update an existing customer info file. Only cmdlet speci‑
fied parameters are changed. All unspecified parameter values in the CustomerInfo.yml file are
unchanged.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

CustomerId Customer’s ID. String

ClientId Customer’s client ID
created on Citrix
Cloud.

String

Secret Customer’s secret key
created on Citrix
Cloud.

String

Environment Production,
ProductionGov, or
ProductionJP
environment.

Enumeration

LogFileName Change the log file
prefix from CitrixLog
to something else.

String

StopOnError Stops the operation
upon first error.

$true or $false
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Name Description Required? Type

TargetFolder Use the specified
folder as the root
folder instead of
%HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

String

Locale Use the specified
local instead of the
locale derived from
the system the tool is
run on.

String

Editor Use the specified
editor to display the
log at the completion
of each cmdlet.
Notepad.exe is the
default editor. This
parameter must
include the fully
qualified file
specification to the
editor and the editor
must take the log file
spec as its only
parameter.

String

SecurityCsvFileSpecThe fully qualified file
specification pointing
to the
SecurityClient.csv file
downloaded from
Citrix Identity and
Access Management.
The CustomerId must
be specified when
using this parameter.

String

Returns:
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– See Cmdlet return values

Prerequisites‑related parameters

Along with the cloud accessing parameters, the following parameters can be used with the
prerequisites‑related cmdlets:

• Environment – Production or ProductionGov environment.
• LogFileName – Change the log file prefix from CitrixLog to something else.
• StopOnError – Stops the operation upon first error.
• AlternateRootFolder – Use the specified folder as the root folder instead of %HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

• Locale – use the specified local instead of the locale derived from the system the tool is run on.
• Editor – use the specified editor to display the log at the completion of each cmdlet.
Notepad.exe is the default editor. This parameter must include the fully qualified file specifica‑
tion to the editor and the editor must take the log file spec as its only parameter.

Support and troubleshooting cmdlets

• New-CvadAcZipInfoForSupport ‑ Zips all log and .yml files in a single zip file to send
to Citrix for support. Customer sensitive information (CustomerInfo.yml and CvadAcSecu‑
rity.yml) is not included in the zip. The Icon.yml file is also excluded due to its size. The
zip file is placed in %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig and named CvadAcSup‑
port_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.zip, based on the date and timestamp. This zip file can also act
as a backup.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

TargetFolder Specifies a target
folder to create and
save the zip file.

String

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– Zip file with zip file name and location is displayed on the command prompt.

• Get-CvadAcStatus ‑ Use to test connectivity and to ensure all prerequisites are met. Returns
information about the tool like version number and connectivity with the cloud and connector
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status.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters

SiteId Identifies the site to
connect to.

String

AdminAddress This is the DNS or IP
address of the
on‑premises Delivery
Controller used to
verify the admins
access level. This is
required if the tool is
not being run on a
Delivery Controller.

String

Returns:

– Displays the results for each item.

• Test-CvadAcConnectionWithSite – Test the connection with the cloud site to verify that
the communication connection is working. This cmdlet uses the cloud accessing parameters or
the CustomerInfo.yml file to specify the customer connection information.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– Test results are displayed on the command line.

• Find-CvadAcConnector ‑ Locates existing connectors and determines their running state.
This cmdlet uses information from the CustomerInfo.yml file or the customer ID parameter to
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locate the customer’s connectors.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

CustomerInfoFileSpecThe file specification
pointing to a
customer information
file to override the
default location and
name. This
parameter is ignored
when the
CustomerId
parameter is
provided.

String

CustomerId The customer’s ID.
This parameter
overrides the same
value in the
CustomerInfo.yml
file.

String

Returns:

– Results are shown on the command line.

• Get-CvadAcCustomerSites ‑ Returns the list of all the customer sites. This cmdlet uses the
cloud accessing parameters or the CustomerInfo.yml file to specify the customer connection
information.

Parameters:

– See Cloud‑accessing parameters

Returns:

– Displays a list of found customer site IDs.

• New-CvadAcTemplateToFile –Creates a template file for selected components, allowing you
to manually create an import file.

Parameters:
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Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components

SwitchParameters

TargetFolder Specifies the export
destination folder.

String

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

• Show-CvadAcDocument ‑ Displays this documentation in the default browser.

Parameters:

– None.

Returns:

– Display this webpage in the default web browser.

• Find-CvadAcInFile ‑ Find in file searches component YAML files looking formembersmatch‑
ing a one or more names that may contain wildcards. The result is a report of found members.
Find in file can only search one component at a time. Find in file searches all YAML files in the
current folderandall subfolders. UseFindSourceFolder to limit thenumberof files to search.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Migrate by
components

See Migrate by
components. Note:
The -All value is not
valid.

SwitchParameters

IncludeByName A list specifying the
names of delivery
groups to include
when setting the site
active state to active.
The ‘*’ and ‘?’
wildcards are
supported in names.

List of strings

Unique Report only
unique‑found
members.

SwitchParameter
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Name Description Required? Type

IncludeYaml Include the member
specific YAML.

SwitchParameter

FindSourceFolder The folder find begins
searching in.

String

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

SwitchParameter

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

Return:

– Creates a report containing foundmembers for the specified component.

Site activation cmdlets

For more information on activating sites and the usage of these cmdlets, see Activating sites.

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateOnPrem ‑ Sets the on‑premises site state to either active or in‑
active.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters
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Name Description Required? Type

SiteActive When present, sets
the on‑premises site
to active removing
the maintenance
mode from all
delivery groups.
When this parameter
is not present,
maintenance mode is
set on all delivery
groups.

SwitchParameter

IncludeByName A list specifying the
names of delivery
groups to include
when setting the site
active state to active.
The ‘*’ and ‘?’
wildcards are
supported in names.

List of strings

ExcludeByName A list specifying the
names of delivery
groups to exclude
when setting the site
active state to active.
The ‘*’ and ‘?’
wildcards are
supported in names.

List of strings

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Returns:
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– See Cmdlet return values

• Set-CvadAcSiteActiveStateCloud ‑ Sets the cloud site state to either active or inactive.

Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

Cloud‑accessing
parameters

See Cloud‑accessing
parameters

SwitchParameters

SiteActive When present, sets
the cloud site to
active removing the
maintenance mode
from all delivery
groups. When this
parameter is not
present, maintenance
mode is set on all
delivery groups.

SwitchParameter

IncludeByName A list specifying the
names of delivery
groups to include
when setting the site
active state to active.
The ‘*’ and ‘?’
wildcards are
supported in names.

List of strings

ExcludeByName A list specifying the
names of delivery
groups to exclude
when setting the site
active state to active.
The ‘*’ and ‘?’
wildcards are
supported in names.

List of strings

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter
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Name Description Required? Type

DisplayLog Displays the log file at
the completion of the
cmdlet. Set to
$false to suppress
the log display.

$true or $false

Returns:

– See Cmdlet return values

Mergingmultiple on‑premises sites cmdlets

For more information on site merging and usage of these cmdlets, see Merge multiple sites into a
single site.

• New-CvadAcSiteMergingInfo ‑ Creates a site merging prefix/suffix info set. It is not
necessary to know all prefixes or suffixes at the beginning. They can be updated with Set-
CvadAcSiteMergingInfo or by manually editing the SiteMerging.yml file.
Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

SiteName The name used to
identify the set of
prefixes/suffixes for a
specific site. It can
match the name of
the actual site but
does not need to.

x String

Site merging
parameters

See Site merging
parameters

SwitchParameters

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– None

• Set-CvadAcSiteMergingInfo ‑ Updates an existing site merging prefix/suffix info set.
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Parameters:

Name Description Required? Type

SiteName The name used to
identify the set of
prefixes/suffixes for a
specific site. It can
match the name of
the actual site but
does not need to.

x String

Site merging
parameters

See Site merging
parameters

SwitchParameters

Quiet Suppress logging to
the console.

SwitchParameter

Returns:

– None

• Remove-CvadAcSiteMergingInfo ‑ Removes an existing site merging prefix/suffix info set.

Parameters:

– SiteName – identifies the set of site prefixes and suffixes. This is a string and is required.

Returns:

– None

Site merging parameters

The following parameters can be used when running the site merging cmdlets. All listed parameters
are strings.

• SiteName –the name used to identify the set of prefixes/suffixes for a specific site. It canmatch
the name of the actual site but does not need to. SiteName is a required parameter.

• AdminScopedPrefix – the prefix to apply to administrator scopes.
• ApplicationPrefix ‑ the prefix to apply to applications.
• ApplicationFolderPrefix– theprefix toapply toapplication folders;ApplicationFolderPrefix

can be combined with ApplicationFolderRoot.
• ApplicationFolderRoot – the new root folder to application folders. This creates an extra
folderhierarchy. ApplicationFolderRootcanbecombinedwithApplicationFolderPrefix
.
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• ApplicationGroupPrefix – the prefix for application groups.
• ApplicationUserPrefix – the prefix to apply to the application name the user sees.
• ApplicationAdminPrefix – the prefix to apply to the application name the administrator
sees.

• DeliveryGroupPrefix – the prefix to apply to delivery groups.
• GroupPolicyPrefix – the prefix to apply to policy names.
• HostConnectionPrefix – the prefix to apply to host connections.
• MachineCatalogPrefix – the prefix to apply to machine catalogs.
• StoreFrontPrefix – the prefix to apply to StoreFront names.
• TagPrefix – the prefix to apply to tags.
• AdminScopedSuffix – the suffix to apply to administrator scopes.
• ApplicationSuffix ‑ the suffix to apply to applications.
• ApplicationFolderSuffix– thesuffix toapply toapplication folders;ApplicationFolderSuffix

can be combined with ApplicationFolderRoot.
• ApplicationGroupSuffix – the suffix for application groups.
• ApplicationUserSuffix – the suffix to apply to the application name the user sees.
• ApplicationAdminSuffix – the suffix to apply to the application name the administrator
sees.

• DeliveryGroupSuffix – the suffix to apply to delivery groups.
• GroupPolicySuffix – the suffix to apply to policy names.
• HostConnectionSuffix – the suffix to apply to host connections.
• MachineCatalogSuffix – the suffix to apply to machine catalogs.
• StoreFrontSuffix – the suffix to apply to StoreFront names.
• TagSuffix – the suffix to apply to tags.
• SiteRootFolder – the fully qualified folder name to use for exports and imports; this can be
a local folder or a file share.

Generic parameters

Cloud accessing parameters

All cmdlets accessing the cloud support the following extra parameters.

Note:

TheCustomerId, ClientId, and Secret can be placed in the CustomerInfo.yml file or specifiedwith
the cmdlet using the following parameters. When they are specified in both places, the cmdlet
parameters take precedence.

• CustomerId –The customer IDused in theRest APIs and is required to access all Rest APIs. Your
customer ID is found in Citrix Cloud.

• ClientId – The clientID created on the Citrix Cloud Identity and Access Management website.
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This is required to obtain the bearer token needed for authentication for all Rest APIs.
• Secret – The secret key created on the Citrix Cloud Identity and Access Management website.
This is required to obtain the bearer token needed for authentication for all Rest APIs.

• CustomerInfoFileSpec – The file specification pointing to a customer information file to
override the default location and name.

Migrationmode parameters

Cmdlets modifying the cloud site configuration (Import, Restore, Merge, New, and Sync) support
the following extra parameters to provide further flexibility.

• CheckMode – Performs the import operation but makes no changes. All expected changes are
reported before the import completes. You can use this command to test your import before it
occurs.

• BackupFirst – Backs up the cloud contents to .yml files beforemodifying the cloud configura‑
tion. This is enabled by default.

• Confirm – When true, prompts users to confirm that they want to make changes to the cloud
site configuration. The Remove cmdlet shows a prompt due to its destructive nature. Set to
false if no prompt is desired, such as running inside automated scripts. Confirm defaults to
true.

• SecurityFileFolder – This is the fully qualified folder containing the CustomerInfo.yml file
which might point to a local folder or a network share folder that may be under authentication
control. The tool will not prompt for credentials; access to the controlled resource must be
obtained before running the tool.

• SiteName – Specifies the site merging prefix and suffix set to use when importing.
• SiteActive – Specifies whether the imported site is active or inactive. By default, this param‑
eter is set to $falsemeaning the imported site is inactive.

Log display parameters

The Export, Import, Sync, Restore, Backup, Compare, and Remove cmdlets display the log file
when the operation completes. You can suppress the display by setting the -DisplayLog parameter
to $false. Notepad.exe is used by default to display the log file. You can specify a different editor in
the CustomerInfo.yml file.

Editor: C:\Program Files\Notepad++\notepad++.exe

Cmdlet return values

ActionResult

All cmdlets return the following value.
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1 public class ActionResult
2 {
3
4 public bool Overall_Success;
5 public Dictionary<string, string> Individual_Success;
6 public object CustomResult;
7 }

Overall_Success returns a single boolean showing the overall success of the cmdlet across all se‑
lected components: true meaning successful and false meaning unsuccessful.

Individual_Success returns one or three values for each main component. A component’s result
can be Success, Failure, or Skipped. Skipped indicates that the component was not selected for exe‑
cution by the cmdlet.

CustomResult is cmdlet specific.

CustomResult

Import,Merge,Restore,Sync,Compare,Compare File, andRemove return the following custom
result information to a single instance of EvaluationResultData.

Note:

Export and Template cmdlets do not return a custom result.

1 public class EvaluationResultData
2 {
3
4 public Dictionary<string, Dictionary<string,

ActionResultValues >> EvaluationResults;
5 public int Added;
6 public int Updated;
7 public int Deleted;
8 public int NoChange;
9 public int TotalChanged;

10 public EvaluationResults OverallResult;
11 public string CloudBackupFolder;
12 public string SourceBackupFolder;
13 }
14
15 Where:
16 public enum ActionResultValues
17 {
18
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19 Add,
20 Update,
21 Delete,
22 Identical,
23 DoNothing
24 }
25
26 public enum EvaluationResults
27 {
28
29 Success,
30 Failure,
31 Skipped
32 }

EvaluationResults displays a list with one entry per selected component. The key is the compo‑
nent nameand the value is a list of each componentmember and the action takenon that component
member. Actions can be any one of the ActionResultValues values.

Added, Updated, Deleted, and NoChange indicate that the total number of component members
added, updated, deleted, or no action taken, in that order.

TotalChanged is the sum of Added, Updated, and Deleted.

OverallResult is a single boolean indicating the result of the cmdlet. True indicates total success
across all components and false indicates failure in processing one or more components.

CloudBackupFolder is the fully qualified file specification of the cloud site configuration backup
before the cmdlet performing any cloud‑modifying actions.

SourceBackupFolder is the fully qualified file specification of the source file backup made after
completion of the cmdlet. By default, these files are at%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

PowerShell help

PowerShell help is available for each cmdlet. All parameters are documentedwith each cmdlet along
with a brief explanation of the cmdlet. To access help for any cmdlet, type Get-Help in front of the
cmdlet.

Get-Help Import-CvadAcToSite

Troubleshoot Automated configuration and additional information

December 9, 2022
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Important:

For commonly occurring error messages for Automated configuration and corresponding solu‑
tions, see the troubleshooting FAQ at Knowledge Center article CTX277730.

Automated configuration tool errors

Automated configuration tool operations can sometimes produce errors. When this happens failures
can occur when processing components like Machine Catalogs, Delivery Groups, or Group Policies,
for example. Using OnErrorAction and continuation parameters allows you to catch errors mid‑
processing, resolve them, and pick up where you left off.

The default OnErrorAction value is StopCompEnd. When an error occurs, the tool finishes process‑
ing the current component. Noadditional components areprocessed, anderrorsdonot carry forward
to downstream, dependent components. After you resolve any errors, you can rerun your cmdlets
with any continuation parameter applied.

OnErrorAction parameter

You can define OnErrorAction parameter values on migration cmdlets to control how the tool re‑
sponds to errors that it finds when processing components.

This table shows parameter values and their descriptions:

Value Description

Continue Attempts to process as many of all components
as possible.

Pause Pauses at the end of processing and prompts
you to continue or stop.

StopCompEnd Attempts to process as much of the component
as possible. Stops after the component is
finished. (Default)

StopImmediately Processing stops when an error is found.

Migration cmdlets

You can apply the OnErrorAction parameter to the following migration cmdlets:

• Compare-CvadAcToSite
• Import-CvadAcToSite
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• Merge-CvadAcToSite
• New-CvadAcToSite
• Restore-CvadAcToSite

Example: Merge-CvadAcToSite -OnErrorAction StopImmediately

Resume parameters

These parameters define how the tool resumes after an operation pauses or stops because of an error.

You can apply resume parameters to migration cmdlets that include one of the following
OnErrorAction parameter values:

• Pause
• StopCompEnd
• StopImmediately

This table shows parameter values and their descriptions:

Value Description

-AllRemaining Requires a starting component. Processing
begins at the starting component and
processes all remaining components. Multiple
components are processed.

-Resume Uses the component from
CurrentComponent.txt as the starting point. All
Remaining is set to true. Multiple components
are processed.

-Repeat Uses the component from
CurrentComponent.txt as the starting point. All
Remaining is set to false. Only one component
is processed.

The last component processed is stored in the CurrentComponent.txt file in the AutoConfig folder.
Editing this file is not recommended.
If you specify-Resumeor-Repeat andCurrentComponent.txt ismissing or invalid, processing stops,
and you are prompted to select a component.
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Setting the OnErrorAction in the CustomerInfo.yml file

You can also set OnErrorAction values in the CustomerInfo.yml file. Set the values using the follow‑
ing cmdlets:

• For a new file: New-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile -OnErrorAction Continue | Pause |
StopCompEnd | StopImmediately

• For an existing file: Set-CvadAcCustomerInfoFile -OnErrorAction Continue |
Pause | StopCompEnd | StopImmediately

Logs

Running any cmdlet results in a created log file and an entry in themain history log file. All operation
log files are placed in a backup folder. All log file names begin with CitrixLog, then show the auto‑
config operation and the date and timestamp of the cmdlet execution. Logs do not auto‑delete.

The main history log is located in%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig, in the file namedHis‑
tory.Log. Each cmdlet execution results in a main log entry containing the date, operation, result,
backup, and log file locations of the execution.

You can also use the New-CvadAcZipInfoForSupport cmdlet to collect logs to send to Citrix for
support. This cmdlet zips all log and .yml files in a single zip file. Customer sensitive information (Cus‑
tomerInfo.yml and CvadAcSecurity.yml) is not included in the zip. The Icon.yml file is also excluded
due to its size. The zip file is placed in%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfigandnamedCvadAc‑
Support_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.zip, based on the date and timestamp. This zip file can also act as
a backup.

Each log file includes the following:

• The name of the operation and whether check mode is enabled
• The start and end date and time
• Multiple entries for each component’s actions and success/failure notifications
• Summary of actions taken including various counts of created objects
• Suggested fixes where applicable
• Backup folder location where applicable
• Main log location
• Duration

Diagnostic files

Diagnostic files assist you in determining and resolving problems. The following files are created
when their operation is run. They are located in the action‑specific subfolder under %HOME‑
PATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig. Include these files when providing information for problem
resolution support.
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Export

PoshSdk_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.ps1

This file counts all Broker PowerShell SDK calls made to export the site configuration to files.

Import, Merge, Restore, Sync, Backup, Compare

Transaction_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.txt

This file documents each Rest API call and related information.

RestApiContent_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.txt

This file contains the all Add, Update, and Delete Rest API content.

Problems resulting from dependencies

Imports andmerges might fail due to missing dependencies. Some common problems are:

1. GroupPolicies aremissing delivery group filters. Theusual causes are delivery groups that have
not been imported.

2. Applications fail to import or merge. The usual cause is missing delivery groups or application
groups that have not been imported.

3. Application groups are missing a RestrictToTag. The usual causes are tags that have not been
imported.

4. Host connections fail. The usual cause is missing security information in the CvadAcSecu‑
rity.yml file.

5. Machine catalogs fail. The usual cause is host connections that were not imported.
6. Machinesmissing frommachine catalogs anddelivery groups. Theusual cause ismachines that

were not found in Active Directory.
7. Users missing from delivery groups. The usual cause is users that were not found in Active Di‑

rectory.

Recommendations

• Do not run more than one instance of Automated configuration at a time. Running multiple
concurrent instances produces unpredictable results in the cloud site. If this occurs, rerun one
instance of Automated configuration to bring the site to the expected state.

• Do not work or change data in the Manage tab in Full Configuration while running Automated
configuration.

• Always visually verify the merge/import/restore results in Full Configuration to ensure that the
cloud site meets expectations.
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Folders

Default folder root location

All Automated configuration tool operations occur in the root folder or in subfolders inside it. The root
folder is located in%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig.

Export

All exported files are placed in two folder locations, providing ease‑of‑use and a history of exports.
Exports are always placed in the root folder. Copies are placed in a subfolder named Exportwith the
date and time of the export.

The root folder always contains the most recent exported on‑premises site configuration. Each Ex‑
port subfolder contains the export done on the indicated date and time, whichmaintains a history of
exports. You can use any Export subfolder to configure the cloud site. Automated configuration does
not delete or modify existing export subfolders.

Import/Merge/Sync/Compare

Import, Merge, and Compare operations always sourced from files located in the root folder. Each
operation results in the creation of a subfolder to which files in the root folder are copied, providing a
history of cloud site changing source files.

Restore

The Restore operation uses an existing subfolder to configure the cloud site. The source folder is
specified on the required -RestoreFolder parameter. Unlike with other commands, no new sub‑
folder is created because the Restore operation uses an existing subfolder. The restore folder can
be the root folder but still must be specified on the -RestoreFolder parameter.

Backups

Automated Configuration initializes, updates, and backs up a cloud site configuration. When used
over time,many different configurations can change on the cloud site. To facilitate long‑termuse and
preserve history changes, Automated Configuration uses a preservation scheme to save this history
of changes and provide a method to restore earlier states.

Cloud site configuration backups are always made to a subfolder named Backup with the data and
time of the backup. Automated Configuration does not delete or modify existing export subfolders.

You can use the backups to restore specific components or your entire configuration. To restore the
entire delivery group andmachine catalog components, use the cmdlet:
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Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig/
Backup_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss -DeliveryGroups -MachineCatalogs

Note:

The backup file information in the preceding cmdlet is based on your own backups.

To restore the entire cloud site configuration, use the cmdlet:

Restore-CvadAcToSite -RestoreFolder %HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig/
Backup_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss

Note:

The backup file information in the preceding cmdlet is based on your own backups.

Changing the default root folder

TheExport,Import,Merge,Sync, andCompareoperations can change thedefault root folder byus‑
ing the – AlternateFolder parameter. The creation andmanagement of per‑operation subfolders
remains the same as previously described.

Files copied to subfolders

All files having a “.yml” extension are copied to operation subfolders except for the following:

• CustomerInfo.yml
• ZoneMapping.yml
• CvadAcSecurity.yml

Automated fail‑safe cloud site backups

A backup of the current cloud site configuration is made before running operations that change the
configuration. This includes Import, Merge, Sync, and Restore parameters. The backup is always
in a subfolder beneath the operational subfolder.

In the case of Restore, the backup folder is a subfolder of the folder specified on the -
RestoreFolder parameter.

Automation

Automated configuration tool cmdlets can be run in automation scripts without administrator inter‑
vention by suppressing prompts and the display of the log results at cmdlet completion. You can also
set parameters to do the same by using the CustomerInfo.yml file.
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Add the following parameter to cloudmodifying cmdlets to suppress the display of prompts.

-Confirm $false

Add the followingparameter to cmdlets to suppress thedisplay of log at the completionof the cmdlet.

-DisplayLog $false

Add the following parameter to cmdlets to suppress logging to the PowerShell command window.

-Quiet

As another method, the following parameters can be placed in the CustomerInfo.yml file.

Confirm: False

DisplayLog: False

Exporting from PCs other than the Delivery Controller

TheAutomated configuration tool usesmultiple Citrix PowerShell SDKs to export the on‑premises site
configuration to files. These SDKs are automatically installed on the Delivery Controller, enabling the
tool to run on the Delivery Controller without extra actions. When running on non‑Delivery Controller
machines, it is necessary to install the set of Citrix PowerShell SDKs needed by the tool. This SDK set
is part of Citrix Studio which can be installed from the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops installation
media.

Note:

Automated configuration cannot be run on the Cloud Connector.

Moving to Citrix Cloud Government and Japan Control Plane

The Citrix Cloud Government and Japan Control Plane environments use different access points to
authenticate and allocate access tokens. This unique requirement applies to any Automated configu‑
ration tool accessing the cloud. Perform the following steps to use Automated configuration in these
environments.

1. In the%HOMEPATH%\Documents\Citrix\AutoConfig folder, edit CustomerInfo.yml.

2. Add one of the following lines, depending on the environment you want to connect to, to Cus‑
tomerInfo.yml (or change it, if already present.)

Environment: 'ProductionGov'

or

Environment: 'ProductionJP'

Automated Configuration is now able to be used on these environments.
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Citrix Cloud data collection

For information onwhat informationCitrix Cloud collects, see Citrix CloudServices Customer Content
and Log Handling.

Additional resources

Discussion forum

Visit the Citrix Discussion forum for Automated Configuration.

Video

Watch Under the Hood of the Automated Configuration Tool for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops on
YouTube.

Training

The Cloud Learning Center contains step‑by‑step video guides to building a service deployment, in‑
cluding the tasks described in this article. See Migrating Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops to Citrix
Cloud Learning Path.

Migrate workloads to public cloud

April 28, 2023

ImagePortabilityService simplifies themanagementof imagesacrossplatforms. This feature isuseful
formanaging images betweenanon‑premises Resource Location andone in apublic cloud. TheCitrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops REST APIs can be used to automate the administration of resources within
a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops site.

The Image Portability workflow begins when you use Citrix Cloud to start the migration of an image
from your on‑premises location to your public cloud subscription. After preparing your image, Image
Portability Service helps you transfer the image to your public cloud subscription and prepare it to
run. Finally, Citrix ProvisioningorMachineCreationServicesprovisions the image in yourpublic cloud
subscription.

Components

Image Portability Service components include:
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• Citrix Cloud services
• Citrix Credential Wallet
• Citrix Connector Appliance
• Compositing Engine VM
• PowerShell Example Scripts

Citrix Cloud services

The Citrix Cloud Services API is a REST API service that interacts with the Image Portability Service.
Using the REST API service, you can create and monitor Image Portability jobs. For example, you
make an API call to start an Image Portability job, such as to export a disk, and thenmake calls to get
the status of the job.

Citrix Credentials Wallet

The Citrix Credentials Wallet service securely manages system credentials, allowing the Image Porta‑
bility Service to interact with your assets. For example, when exporting a disk from vSphere to an
SMB share, the Image Portability Service requires credentials to open a connection to the SMB share
to write the disk. If the credentials are stored in the Credential Wallet, then the Image Portability Ser‑
vice can retrieve and use those credentials.

This service gives you the ability to fully manage your credentials. The Cloud Services API acts as an
access point, giving you the ability to create, update, and delete credentials.

Compositing Engine

The Compositing Engine is the workhorse of the Image Portability Service. The Compositing Engine
(CE) is a single VM created at the start of an Image Portability export or prepare job. These VMs are
created in the same environment where the job is taking place. For example, when exporting a disk
from vSphere, the CE is created on the vSphere server. Likewise, when running a prepare job in Azure,
AWS, or Google Cloud, the CE is created in Azure, AWS, or Google, respectively. The CE mounts your
disk to itself, and then does the necessarymanipulations to the disk. Upon completion of the prepare
or export job, the CE VM and all of its components are deleted.

Connector Appliance

The Connector Appliance, running provider software to manage IPS resources, runs in your environ‑
ment (bothon‑premisesand inyourAzure, AWS,orGoogleCloudsubscription) andacts asa controller
for individual jobs. It receives job instructions from the cloud service, and creates and manages the
Compositing Engine VMs. The Connector Appliance VM acts as a single, secure point of communica‑
tion between the Cloud Services and your environments. Deploy one or more Connector Appliances
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in each of your Resource Locations (on‑premises, Azure, AWS, or Google Cloud). A Connector Appli‑
ance is deployed to each Resource Location for security. By co‑locating the Connector Appliance and
the Compositing Engine, the deployment’s security posture increases greatly, as all components and
communications are kept within your Resource Location.

PowerShell modules

We provide a collection of PowerShell modules for use within scripts as a starting point to develop
your own custom automation. The suppliedmodules are supported as is, but you canmodify them if
necessary for your deployment.

ThePowerShell automationuses supplied configurationparameters to compose aREST call to theCit‑
rix CloudAPI service to start the job and thenprovide youwith periodic updates as the job progresses.

If youwant to develop your own automation solution, you canmake calls to the cloud service directly
using your preferred programming language. See the API portal for detailed information about con‑
figuring and using the Image Portability Service REST endpoints and PowerShell modules.

Workflows

The Image Portability Service uses a multi‑phase workflow to prepare a master catalog image from
an on‑premises resource location for your public cloud subscription. The service exports the image
from the on‑premises hypervisor platform and you upload it to your public cloud subscription (our
provided PowerShell upload utility can help automate this). Then, Image Portability prepares the
image to be compatible with your public cloud platform. Finally, the image is published and ready to
be deployed as a newmachine catalog within your cloud resource location.

These high‑level workflows are based on the image’s source and target provisioning configuration
(Machine Creation or Citrix Provisioning). The chosen workflow determines which Image Portability
Job Steps are required.
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Refer to the following table to understandwhich jobs are required for each of the supported IPSwork‑
flows.

Workflow
(Source to
Target) Export Upload Prepare Publish

MCS to MCS Y Y Y N

PVS to MCS* N Y Y N

PVS to PVS on
Azure/Google
Cloud*

N Y Y Y

MCS to PVS on
Azure/AWS/‑
Google Cloud

Y Y Y Y

*Assumes you have the original image as a Citrix Provisioning vDisk and do not need to export it di‑
rectly out of the source platform hypervisor.

Requirements

To get started with Image Portability, youmust meet the following requirements.

A Citrix Machine Catalog image

IPS requires using images that have one of the following tested configurations:

• Windows Server 2016, 2019, or 2022

• Windows 10 or Windows 11

• Provisioned using Machine Creation Services or Citrix Provisioning

• Deployed with an on‑premises hosting connection to one of the following:

– VMware vSphere 6.7 or 7.0 (for MCS version 1912 or later)
– Citrix Provisioning 2203 or later streaming to vSphere 6.7 or 7.0
– Prism Element 3.x (Prism Central is currently not supported)

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops VDA version 1912 CU5, 1912 CU6, 2203, 2206, or 2209

• Remote Desktop Services enabled for console access in Azure
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A Citrix Connector Appliance

You need a Citrix Connector Appliance installed and configured in each Resource Location where
you plan to use Image Portability. For example, if you use image portability to move an image from
vSphere to Azure, AWS, and Google Cloud, you need at least three Citrix Connector Appliances:

• One or more appliances located on‑premises to interact with your vSphere deployment.
• One or more appliances in your Azure subscription.
• One or more appliances in your AWS subscription.
• One or more appliances in your Google Cloud subscription.
• One or more appliances in your Nutanix AHV virtualization.

See Deploy Connector Appliances for detailed instructions.

An SMB (Windows) file share

You need a Windows SMB file share for temporary storage of data during export jobs hosted in the
on‑premises Resource Location where you’re using the Image Portability Service. Make sure that the
available free space on the share is at least twice the configured size of your image’s file system.

Amachine for running PowerShell scripts

Make sure your machine running the PowerShell scripts has the following:

• PowerShell version 5.1.

• A fast network connection to the SMB file share. It can be the samemachine that is hosting the
file share.

• A fast network connection to the public cloud platformswhere you plan to use the Image Porta‑
bility feature. For example, Azure, AWS, or Google Cloud.

See the section Prepare a machine for PowerShell for details about how to download and con‑
figure the Image Portability modules from the PowerShell Gallery.

Your Citrix Cloud Customer ID

Make sure you have a valid Citrix DaaS subscription.

To continue, you need access to Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). If you
don’t have access, contact your Citrix representative.

Refer to the API Getting Started documentation for instructions to create and configure an API client
to use with image portability.
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Azure required permissions and configuration

For the Image Portability Service to do actions in your Azure resource, you need to grant permissions
to certain Azure capabilities to the Azure service principal used by the Image Portability Service. For
the detailed list, see Microsoft Azure required permissions.

You can assign the Contributor role to the service principal in the associated resource. Or, to assign
the minimum permissions required, you can create custom roles with the required permissions, and
assign them to the service principal scoped to the appropriate resources.

Refer to the Azure documentation for configuring security roles for your Azure service principal and
for creating custom roles.

Google Cloud required permissions and configuration

For the Image Portability Service to perform actions in your Google Cloud project, you grant permis‑
sions to certain capabilities to the Google Cloud service principal used by the Image Portability Ser‑
vice.

For the detailed list, see Google Cloud required permissions.

You can assign these permissions using the following roles:

• Cloud Build Editor
• Compute Admin
• Storage Admin
• Service Account User

See the Google Cloud documentation for more information on configuring service account permis‑
sions.

AmazonWeb Services required permissions and configuration

In order to perform image portability serviceworkflowswith an AmazonWeb Services (AWS) account,
the respective Identity and Access Management (IAM) user must have the correct permissions.

For the detailed list, see AWS required permissions.

Set up the Image Portability Service

To set up the Image Portability Service you:

• Deploy connector appliances
• Prepare a machine for PowerShell
• Add credentials to Credential Wallet
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Deploy Connector Appliances

Image Portability requires Citrix Connector Appliances to create ImagePortability jobs. Connector Ap‑
pliances help secure interactionswith your on‑premises and public cloud environments. The Connec‑
tor Appliances communicate back to the Image Portability Service to report on job status and overall
service health.

To deploy and configure Connector Appliance in your environment, follow the steps in Connector Ap‑
pliance for Cloud Services.

Note the required hardware configuration and network port access for the appliance when planning
your deployment.

When your appliance is deployed and registered, the components needed to enable Image Portability
are automatically installed.

Prepare amachine for PowerShell

To assist you in getting up and running with Image Portability, we have created PowerShell modules
you can customize and use with the service.

The following sectionsdescribe how toprepare amachine to run thePowerShell scripts. These scripts
are just a few examples. Modify or enhance them to suit your needs.

Note:

After the initial installation, useUpdate‑Module to update the PowerShell module.

PowerShell requirements

To use the PowerShell scripts, you need the following:

• A Windows machine to run the PowerShell scripts that drive image portability jobs. The ma‑
chine:

– Has the latest version of PowerShell.

– Has a 10‑Gbs or better network connection to the on‑premises SMB file share and a fast
connection to your public cloud (Azure, AWS, or Google Cloud, for example).

– Can be the samemachine hosting the file share.

– Is a machine running Windows 10, Windows Server 2019, or Windows Server 2022, with
the latest Microsoft patches.

– Can connect to the Microsoft PowerShell Gallery to download the required PowerShell li‑
braries.
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Depending on your version of Windows, you may need to disable TLS 1.0/1.1 support. Refer to Mi‑
crosoft PowerShell Gallery TLS support documentation for more information.

By default, PowerShell does not automatically authenticate through a proxy server. Make sure you’ve
configured your PowerShell session to use your proxy server, per Microsoft, and your proxy vendor
best practices.

If you see errors when running the PowerShell scripts relating to a missing or old version of Power‑
ShellGet, you need to install the latest version as follows:

1 ```
2 Install-Module -Name PowerShellGet -Force -Scope CurrentUser -

AllowClobber
3 <!--NeedCopy--> ```

Install libraries andmodules

Image Portability Service draws on libraries from theMicrosoft PowerShell Gallery to drive portability
operations.

Important:

After the initial installation, useUpdate‑Module to install new versions.

1. Run the following PowerShell command to download the latest modules:

1 Install-Module -Name "Citrix.Workloads.Portability","Citrix.Image.
Uploader" -Scope CurrentUser

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• To change the PATH Environment Variable:

Press Y and Enter to accept.

• To install the NuGet provider:

Press Y and Enter to accept.

• If informed about an untrusted repository:

Press A (Yes to All) and Enter to continue.

2. Confirm that all necessary modules were downloaded by running the command:

1 Get-InstalledModule -Name Citrix.*
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

This command returns output similar to the following:
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Name Repository Description

Citrix.Image.Uploader PSGallery Commands to Upload a
VHD(x) to an Azure Storage
Account, AWS, or GCP and Get
information about a VHD(x)

Citrix.Workloads.Portability PSGallery Standalone Cmdlet for the
Image Job of Citrix Image
Portability Service

Updatemodules to the latest version

Run the following command to update the scripts to the latest version.

1 Update-Module -Name "Citrix.Workloads.Portability","Citrix.Image.
Uploader" -Force

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Install the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK

Image Portability Service requires the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK to
create andmanage portability jobs within Citrix Cloud.

Download and install the Remote PowerShell SDK on your machine.

Install platform‑specific third‑party components

VMware

If you are creating Image Portability jobs that communicate with your VMware environment, run the
following command to install the required VMware PowerShell modules.

1 Install-Module -Name VMWare.PowerCLI -Scope CurrentUser -AllowClobber -
Force -SkipPublisherCheck

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Azure

If you’re creating Image Portability jobs in Azure, download and install the Azure command‑line utili‑
ties, then run these commands to install the required Azure PowerShell modules:
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1 Install-Module -Name Az.Accounts -Scope CurrentUser -AllowClobber -
Force

2 Install-Module -Name Az.Compute -Scope CurrentUser -AllowClobber -Force
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

AmazonWeb Services

If you’re creating Image Portability jobs in AWS, download and install the AWS Command Line Inter‑
face, then run these commands to install the required AWS PowerShell modules:

1 Install-Module -Name AWS.Tools.Installer
2 Install-AWSToolsModule AWS.Tools.EC2,AWS.Tools.S3
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Google Cloud

If you’re creating Image Portability jobs in Google Cloud, download and install the Google Cloud SDK
on your machine.

Uninstall scripts andmodules

Run the following commands to uninstall modules used by the Image Portability software.

Note:

Third‑party scripts and components aren’t automatically removed when uninstalling IPS mod‑
ules.

To uninstall modules:

1 Get-InstalledModule -Name "Citrix.Workloads.Portability","Citrix.Images
.Uploader" | Uninstall-Module

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Add credentials to Credential Wallet

For end‑to‑end automation scenarios, you can configure the ImagePortability Service to authenticate
non‑interactively with Citrix Cloud, your public cloud, and on‑premises resources. Also, the Image
Portability Service uses credentials stored in the Citrix Credential Wallet anytime our APIs are directly
authenticatingwith your on‑premises and public cloud resources. Setting credentials as described in
this section is a required step for running export, prepare, and publish jobs.
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When running jobs, the Image Portability Service requires access to resources you can control. For
example, for the Image Portability Service to export a disk from a vSphere server to an SMB share, the
service needs login access to both systems. To secure this account information, the Image Portability
Service uses the Citrix CredentialWallet service. This service stores your credentials in thewallet with
a user defined name. When you want to run a job, provide the name of the credential to use. Also,
these credentials can be updated or deleted from the wallet at any time.

Credentials are often stored for these platforms:

• Microsoft Azure
• AWS
• Google Cloud
• SMB Share
• VMware vSphere
• Nutanix AHV

To manage credentials, refer to the Image Portability Service APIs and Credentials Management sec‑
tion of the Developer API Portal.

Use the Image Portability Service

Preparing images in your on‑premises Resource Locations to your public cloud subscription requires
creating Image Portability jobs within Citrix Cloud. You can create a job tomake direct API calls to the
service within your script or program, or by using the example PowerShell modules we have devel‑
oped toautomateAPI calls. Refer to the ImagePortability ServiceDeveloperAPI Portal for information
about using REST APIs and PowerShell modules to create IPS jobs.

Publish using Citrix Provisioning

The Image Portability Service (IPS) is used with Machine Creation Services (MCS) in Azure, AWS, and
Google Cloud, or with Citrix Provisioning (PVS) in Azure or Google Cloud. You can combine the Pow‑
erShell and REST solutions described in this guide with your platform’s tools, your platform’s APIs,
or Citrix DaaS SDKs to create a seamless and automated end‑to‑end workflow for creating amachine
catalog based on the prepared image. Depending on your chosen cloud platform, there could be in‑
termediate steps required between the completion of an IPS prepare job and the creation of a catalog
or assignment to a PVS target.

AWS

IPS prepare jobs on AWS produce a volume. Machine Creation Services require an Amazon Machine
Image (AMI) during catalog creation. To generate an AMI from your migrated image, you first need to
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create an image snapshot from the resulting volume, and then create an AMI based on that snapshot.
This can be done with the AWS command line interface (CLI):

1 > aws ec2 create-snapshot --volume-id <VolumeId>
2 > aws ec2 register-image --name <AmiName> --architecture 'x86_64' --

root-device-name '/dev/sda1 --boot-mode uefi --ena-support --
virtualization-type 'hvm' --block-device-mappings 'DeviceName=/dev/
sda1,Ebs={

3 SnapshotId=<SnapshotID> }
4 '
5 <!--NeedCopy-->

The <VolumeId> is the output from the IPS prepare job. The resulting AMI can be used as an MCS
master image.

A PowerShell example script for automating this portion of the workflow is provided in the Cit‑
rix.Workloads.Portability module as a script named New-ImsAwsImage.ps1.

Azure

On Azure, IPS produces managed disks that are directly usable as MCS master images. To assign the
resulting image to PVS targets, IPS provides a ‘publish’ operation for copying themanaged disk into a
VHD(x) file in your PVS store.

Google Cloud

IPS prepare jobs on Google Cloud produce a disk. MCS requires a Google Cloud instance template.
The process for creating anMCS instance template from a disk is covered in detail in Prepare amaster
VM instance and a persistent disk.

For PVS targets on Google Cloud, IPS provides a ‘publish’ operation for copying the disk into a VHD(x)
file in your PVS store.

Automate VDA configuration

When preparing a Citrix‑managed image that originated on‑premises, you can reconfigure the VDA
within the image to support the target environment for which the image is being prepared. Image
Portability Service can apply VDA configuration changes on the fly during thepreparationphase of the
workflow. There are three configuration parameters that define how the VDAoperates in themigrated
image: InstallMisa, InstallPvs, and XdReconfigure. Define these parameters when creating IPS jobs
as follows:

1 InstallMisa = 'true'
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Configuring InstallMisa to true enables the Image Portability Service to install anymissing VDA com‑
ponents which would be required to provision the image using MCS.

Configuring InstallMisa to true also requires configuring CloudProvisioningType toMcs.

1 InstallPvs = 'version of Pvs e.g. 7.31.0'
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Configure InstallPvs to set it to the version of PVS with which you are deploying the image. When
InstallPvs is set, the Image Portability Service automatically installs the specified version of the PVS
target device software in the image during prepare jobs.

Configuring InstallPvs also requires CloudProvisioningType be configured to Pvs.

For both InstallMisa and InstallPvs, note the following:

• Only recent LTSR and CR releases of the VDA support this feature.

• If the necessary components are already present for the installed VDA, no changes are made,
even if the parameters are configured.

• For supported versions of the VDA, Image Portability installs the appropriate version of the re‑
quired components, even if the necessary VDA components aren’t present.

• For unsupported versions of the VDA, reconfiguration fails and amessage is logged if the neces‑
sary VDA components aren’t present. The preparation job completes even if the VDA reconfigu‑
ration does not.

XdReconfigure requires one of the following values: controllers or site_guid. Here are example con‑
figuration parameters using each value:

Using controllers:

1 XdReconfigure = @(
2 [pscustomobject]@{
3
4 ParameterName = 'controllers'
5 ParameterValue = 'comma-separated-list-of-your-cloud-connectors

-fqdns'
6 }
7
8 )
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

where the ParameterValue is the list of FQDNs of the new DDCs where you want to point the VDA.
Multiple DDCs can be specified in comma‑separated format.

Using site_guid:
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1 XdReconfigure = @(
2 [pscustomobject]@{
3
4 ParameterName = 'site_guid'
5 ParameterValue = 'active-directory-site-guid'
6 }
7
8 )
9 <!--NeedCopy-->

XdReconfigure also accepts values that are supported when running the VDA command‑line
installer with the /reconfigure install switch, for example, XenDesktopVdaSetup.exe /reconfig‑
ure). Some examples of these values include wem_agent_port, wem_cached_data_sync_port,
wem_cloud_connectors, or wem_server. For a complete list of VDA reconfigure command‑line
options, refer to the Citrix DaaS VDA documentation.

Reference

This section details technical reference information, based on your needs.

Permissions required by the Image Portability Services

This sectiondetails thepermissions requiredby the ImagePortabilityServiceoneachof thesupported
on‑premises and Cloud platforms.

Connector Appliance required permissions

The Connector Appliance needs access to the following URLs to prepare images in the Image Portabil‑
ity Service:

1 *.layering.cloud.com
2 credentialwallet.citrixworkspaceapi.net
3 graph.microsoft.com
4 login.microsoftonline.com
5 management.azure.com
6 *.blob.storage.azure.net
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

VMware vCenter required permissions
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The following vCenter permissions are necessary to run the IPS export disk job in a VMware environ‑
ment. These permissions can be found under Roles in the Access Control section of the vCenter
administration panel.

1 - Cryptographic operations
2 - Direct Access
3
4 - Datastore
5 - Allocate space
6 - Browse datastore
7 - Low level file operations
8 - Remove file
9

10 - Folder
11 - Create folder
12 - Delete folder
13
14 - Network
15 - Assign network
16
17 - Resource
18 - Assign virtual machine to resource pool
19
20 - Virtual machine
21 - Change Configuration
22 - Add existing disk
23 - Add new disk
24 - Remove disk
25
26 - Edit Inventory
27 - Create from existing
28 - Create new
29 - Remove
30
31 - Interaction
32 - Power off
33 - Power on
34 <!--NeedCopy-->

Microsoft Azure required permissions

Image Portability requires your Azure service account to have the following permissions.

When the resource group to use for the Compositing Engine is specified (i.e. in the resource‑
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Group property in a REST request or in the ‑AzureVmResourceGroup parameter when using the
Citrix.Workloads.Portability Powershell commands) the following permissions are required at the
scope of the resource group.

1 Microsoft.Compute/disks/beginGetAccess/action
2 Microsoft.Compute/disks/endGetAccess/action
3 Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete
4 Microsoft.Compute/disks/read
5 Microsoft.Compute/disks/write
6 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete
7 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/powerOff/action
8 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read
9 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write

10 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete
11 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action
12 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read
13 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write
14 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationStatuses/read
15 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read
16 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write
17 Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourcegroups/read
18 <!--NeedCopy-->

When the resource group to use for the Compositing Engine is left unspecified the following permis‑
sions are required at the scope of the subscription.

1 Microsoft.Compute/disks/beginGetAccess/action
2 Microsoft.Compute/disks/endGetAccess/action
3 Microsoft.Compute/disks/read
4 Microsoft.Compute/disks/write
5 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/powerOff/action
6 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read
7 Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write
8 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action
9 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read

10 Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write
11 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationStatuses/read
12 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read
13 Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write
14 Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/delete
15 Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/write
16 Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/read
17 Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/read
18 <!--NeedCopy-->
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The following permissions are required at the scope of the specified target resource group (i.e. the
resource group specified in the targetDiskResourceGroupName property in a REST request or in the
‑TargetResourceGroup parameter when using Powershell).

1 Microsoft.Compute/disks/beginGetAccess/action
2 Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete
3 Microsoft.Compute/disks/read
4 Microsoft.Compute/disks/write
5 Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/delete
6 Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/read
7 Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/write
8 <!--NeedCopy-->

The following permissions are required at the scope of the specified virtual network resource group
(i.e. the resource group specified in the virtualNetworkResourceGroupName property in a REST re‑
quest or in the ‑AzureVirtualNetworkResourceGroupName parameter when using Powershell).

1 Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read
2 Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action
3 <!--NeedCopy-->

Important:

The ceVmSku option for ‘prepare’ and ‘prepareAndPublish’ jobs controls the type of Azure VM
that the resulting managed disk is suitable for. You must select a ceVmSku with the same fam‑
ily and version as the VMs you intend to provision from the output image. The default value of
Standard_D2S_v3 is suitable to run on all v3 D family machines. With v4 and newer VM SKUs,
Microsoft has made the temporary resource disk attached to VMs optional. This affects proper
pagefile placement. If you intend to use a VM SKU without a temporary resource disk for the
machines you will provision using the output image, you must ensure that your ceVmSku also
doesn’t have a temporary resource disk. If the ceVmSku is a typewith a temporary resource disk,
IPS moves the Windows pagefile to that disk. You will receive a warning dialog on every login if
you use a disk prepared this way on a SKU that does not have a temporary resource disk. If the
ceVmSku doesn’t have a temporary disk, the pagefile is configured on the system root volume.
This could result in unintended IO charges if you use an image prepared this way on a SKU that
includes a temporary resource disk.

Google Cloud required permissions

Image Portability requires your Google Cloud service account to have the following permissions:

1 cloudbuild.builds.create
2 cloudbuild.builds.get
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3 cloudbuild.builds.list
4 compute.disks.create
5 compute.disks.delete
6 compute.disks.get
7 compute.disks.list
8 compute.disks.setLabels
9 compute.disks.use

10 compute.globalOperations.get
11 compute.images.create
12 compute.images.delete
13 compute.images.get
14 compute.images.list
15 compute.images.setLabels
16 compute.images.useReadOnly
17 compute.instances.create
18 compute.instances.delete
19 compute.instances.get
20 compute.instances.setLabels
21 compute.instances.setMetadata
22 compute.instances.setServiceAccount
23 compute.instances.setTags
24 compute.instances.stop
25 compute.instances.updateDisplayDevice
26 compute.networks.get
27 compute.subnetworks.use
28 compute.subnetworks.useExternalIp
29 compute.zoneOperations.get
30 compute.zones.list
31 iam.serviceAccounts.actAs
32 iam.serviceAccounts.get
33 iam.serviceAccounts.list
34 resourcemanager.projects.get
35 storage.buckets.create
36 storage.buckets.delete
37 storage.buckets.get
38 storage.objects.create
39 storage.objects.delete
40 storage.objects.get
41 storage.objects.list
42 <!--NeedCopy-->

AWS required permissions

Image Portability requires that you attach a JSON policy document with the following configuration
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to the Identity and Access Management (IAM) user:

1 {
2
3 "Version": "2012-10-17",
4 "Statement": [
5 {
6
7 "Action": [
8 "ebs:StartSnapshot",
9 "ebs:PutSnapshotBlock",

10 "ebs:CompleteSnapshot",
11 "ec2:CreateTags",
12 "ec2:CreateImage",
13 "ec2:DeleteSnapshot",
14 "ec2:DeleteVolume",
15 "ec2:DeregisterImage",
16 "ec2:DescribeImages",
17 "ec2:DescribeInstances",
18 "ec2:DescribeRegions",
19 "ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
20 "ec2:DescribeSnapshots",
21 "ec2:DescribeSubnets",
22 "ec2:RebootInstances",
23 "ec2:RegisterImage",
24 "ec2:RunInstances",
25 "ec2:TerminateInstances",
26 ],
27 "Effect": "Allow",
28 "Resource": "*"
29 }
30
31 ]
32 }
33
34 <!--NeedCopy-->

Note:

Youmay want to further reduce the scope of the Resource as needed.

Nutanix AHV required permissions

Image Portability requires you to be a Cluster Admin in your Nutanix AHV configuration.
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Networking

The Image Portability Service (IPS) creates a worker VM called the compositing engine (CE) to per‑
form image operations. This VM must be able to communicate via HTTPS with all of the connector
appliances in the associated resource location/zone during the job. For ‘prepare’ jobs, the operating
system contained in the image is booted to perform specialization and other tasks. If the image con‑
tains management or security agents that phone‑in to a control server, these processes can interfere
with the preparation process. Therefore, we recommend isolating the network provided for the oper‑
ation from other network resources. This can be done by subnet isolation or with firewall rules. See
the Image Portability Service API documentation for details.

If thedomainunjoinoption is specified, network connectivity canaffect the results. If the compositing
engine VM can reach the Active Directory domain controller over the network, unjoin removes the
computer account from the domain. This breaks the domain membership for the source VM from
which the image was extracted.

Related documentation

• Image Portability Service API portal
• Connector Appliance for Cloud Services
• Google Cloud documentation
• Google Cloud service accounts
• Microsoft Azure app registration and authentication

Print

March 22, 2022

Managing printers in your environment is a multistage process:

1. Become familiar with printing concepts, if you are not already.
2. Planyourprintingarchitecture. This includesanalyzingyourbusinessneeds, your existingprint‑

ing infrastructure, how your users and applications interact with printing today, and which
printing management model best applies to your environment.

3. Configure your printing environment by selecting a printer provisioning method and then cre‑
ating policies to deploy your printing design. Update policies when new employees or servers
are added.

4. Test a pilot printing configuration before deploying it to users.
5. Maintain your Citrix printing environment by managing printer drivers and optimizing printing

performance.
6. Troubleshoot issues that may arise.
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For complete information about printing in a Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
service) environment, begin with Print. From that article, you canmove on to:

• Printing configuration examples
• Best practices
• Printing policies and preferences
• Provison printers
• Maintain the printing environment

Install the Universal Print Server on your print servers

1. Ensure that eachprint server hasMicrosoftVirtual C++Runtime2017, 32‑bit and64‑bit installed.

2. Navigate to the Citrix Universal Print Server download page and click Download File.

3. Run one of the following commands on each print server:

• For a 32‑bit operating system: UpsServer_x86.msi.
• For a 64‑bit operating system: UpsServer_x64.msi.

After you install the Universal Print Server, configure it using the guidance in Provision printers.

Policies

March 18, 2023

Policies are a collection of settings that define how sessions, bandwidth, and security are managed
for a group of users, devices, or connection types.

You can apply policy settings to VDAs or to users. You can edit settings in Web Studio or in the Active
Directory Group policy objects (GPOs). You can specify filters (object assignments) for policies. If you
do not specifically assign policies to filters, settings are applied to all user sessions.
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You can apply policies on different levels of the network. Policy settings placed at the Organizational
Unit GPO level take the highest precedence on the network. Policies at the Domain GPO level over‑
ride policies on the Site Group Policy Object level. The Site Group Policy Object level overrides any
conflicting policies on both the Microsoft and Citrix Local Policies levels.

All Citrix Site Policies are created and managed in the Web Studio console and stored in the Site
Database. Group Policies are created andmanaged by using the Microsoft Group Policy Management
Console (GPMC) and stored in theActiveDirectory. MicrosoftLocal Policies are created in theWindows
Operating System and are stored in the registry.

Web Studio uses aModelingWizard to help administrators compare configuration settingswithin tem‑
plates and policies to help eliminate conflicting and redundant settings.

Settings are merged according to priority and their condition. Any disabled setting overrides a lower‑
ranked enabled setting. Unconfigured policy settings are ignored and do not override lower‑ranked
settings.

Web Studio policies can also have conflicts with group policies in the Active Directory, which might
override each other depending on the situation.

All policies are processed in the following order:

1. From the Citrix Workspace app, the end user logs on to a VDA using domain credentials.
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2. Citrix policies are processed for the end user and for the VDA

3. Policies are applied in the following order:

a) Local policies
b) Site policies
c) Domain policies
d) OU (Organizational unit) policies

Note:

• All policies might not be present at the four levels. For most of the customers, only site
policies are used. Local policies require the user to log on to VDA to edit policies. Hence,
these policies are almost never used.

• We do not support mixing Windows and Citrix policies in the same GPO.

For complete information about Citrix policies, see the following:

• Work with policies

• Policy templates

• Create policies

• Prioritize, model, compare, and troubleshoot policies

• Default policy settings

• Policy settings reference

Note:

The policy settings references for Citrix DaaS are the same as the policy settings for Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops. So, you can refer to the Policy settings reference section in the
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops documentation for Citrix DaaS also.

Work with policies

May 15, 2023

Configure Citrix policies to control user access and session environments. Citrix policies are themost
efficient method of controlling connection, security, and bandwidth settings. You can create policies
for specific groups of users, devices, or connection types. Each policy can contain multiple settings.
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Tools for working with Citrix policies

• Studio ‑ Policies that are created using Studio are stored in the site database, and the updates
are pushed to the VDA either of the following happens:

– When that VDA registers with Controller
– When a user launches a session

• Group PolicyManagement Console ‑If your network environment uses Active Directory and you
have permission to manage group policy, you can use the Group Policy Management Console
(GPMC) to create and edit policies for your Site. In the console, you can configure Group Pol‑
icy Objects (GPOs) with your desired settings and filters. These policies will take priority over
policies configured in Studio. For more information, see CTX238166.

Policy processing order and precedence

Group policy settings are processed in the following order:

1. Citrix DaaS Site GPO (stored in the Site database)
2. Domain‑level GPOs
3. Organizational Units

However, if different settings are applied for the same policy in two GPOs, the policy settings pro‑
cessed last overwrite the settings processed earlier. This configuration means that policy settings
take precedence in the following order:

1. Organizational Units
2. Domain‑level GPOs
3. Citrix DaaS site GPO (stored in the Site database)

When using multiple policies, you can prioritize policies that contain conflicting settings. For more
information, see Prioritize, model, compare, and troubleshoot policies.

Workflow for Citrix policies

The process for configuring policies is as follows:

1. Create the policy.

2. Configure policy settings.

3. Assign the policy to machine and user objects.

4. Prioritize the policy.

5. Verify the effective policy by running the Citrix Group Policy Modeling wizard.
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Note:

You open the Citrix GroupPolicyModelingwizard by navigating to thePolicies >Modeling
tab and then clicking Launch Modeling Wizard in the Actions pane. TheModeling tab is
available in Web Studio hosted in Citrix Cloud per customer request.

Navigate Citrix policies and settings

Policy settings are sorted into categories based on the functionality or feature they affect. For exam‑
ple, the Profile Management section includes policy settings for Profile Management.

• Computer settings (policy settings applying to machines) define the behavior of virtual desk‑
tops and are applied when a virtual desktop starts. These settings apply even when there are
no active user sessions on the virtual desktop.

• User settings define the user experience. User settings are applied when a user connects or
reconnects

To access policies, settings, or templates, select Policies in the Web Studio navigation pane.

• The Policies tab lists all policies. When you select a policy, tabs to the bottom display:

– Overview ‑ Lists name, priority, enabled/disabled status, and description
– Settings ‑ Lists all configured settings
– Assigned To ‑ Lists delivery group. You can edit or remove assigned to settings. Apply
policy based on the delivery group membership of the desktop running the session. For
more information, see Create policies.

• The Templates tab lists Citrix‑provided and custom templates that you created. When you se‑
lect a template, tabs to the bottom display:

– Description (why youmight want to use the template)
– Settings (list of configured settings). For more information, see Policy templates.
– The Comparison tab enables you to compare the settings in a policy or template with
those settings in other policies or templates. For example, you might want to verify set‑
ting values to ensure compliancewith best practices. Formore information, see Prioritize,
model, compare, and troubleshoot policies.

– From the Modeling tab, you can simulate connection scenarios with Citrix policies. For
more information, see Prioritize, model, compare, and troubleshoot policies.

To search for a setting in a policy or template:

1. Select the policy or template.
2. Select Edit policy or Edit Template tab.
3. On the Select Settings page, begin to type the name of the setting.

You can refine your search by selecting:
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– A category (for example, Bandwidth)
– The View selected only check box
– To search only the settings that have been added to the selected policy.

• To search for a setting within a policy:

1. Select the policy.
2. Select the Settings tab and type the name of the setting.

A policy, once created, is independent of the template used. You can use the Description field on a
new policy to track the source template used.

Policy templates

October 27, 2022

Templates are a source for creating policies fromapredefined starting point. Built‑in Citrix templates,
optimized for specific environments or network conditions, can be used as:

• A source for creating your own policies and templates to share between sites.
• A reference for easier comparison of results between deployments as you are able to quote the
results, for example, “…when using Citrix template x or y…”.

• A method for communicating policies with Citrix Support or trusted third parties. You can do it
by importing or exporting templates.

Built‑in Citrix templates

The following policy templates are available:

• Very High Definition User Experience. This template enforces default settings that maximize
the user experience. Use this template in scenarios where multiple policies are processed in
order of precedence.

• High Server Scalability. Apply this template to economize on server resources. This template
balances user experience and server scalability. It offers a good user experience while increas‑
ing the number of users that you can host on a single server. This template does not use a video
codec for compression of graphics and prevents server side multimedia rendering.

• High Server Scalability‑LegacyOS. This High Server Scalability template applies only to VDAs
running Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows 7 and earlier. This template relies on the Legacy
graphics mode which is more efficient for those operating systems.
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• Optimized for NetScaler SD‑WAN. Apply this template for users working from branch offices
with NetScaler SD‑WAN for optimizing delivery of Citrix Virtual Desktops. (NetScaler SD‑WAN is
the new name for CloudBridge).

• Optimized for WAN. This template intends for task workers in branch offices who uses shared
WAN or remote locations with low bandwidth connections. The workers access applications
with graphically simple user interfaces and little multimedia content. This template trades off
video playback experience and some server scalability for optimized bandwidth efficiency.

• Optimized for WAN‑Legacy OS. This template applies only to VDAs running Windows Server
2008 R2 or Windows 7 and earlier. This template relies on the Legacy graphics mode which is
more efficient for those operating systems.

• Security and Control. Use this template in environments with low tolerance to risk, to mini‑
mize the features enabled by default in Citrix DaaS. This template includes settings that disable
access to the following:

– Printing
– Clipboard
– Peripheral devices
– Drive mapping
– Port redirection
– Flash acceleration on user devices

Applying this template might use more bandwidth and reduce user density per server.

While we recommend using the built‑in Citrix templates with their default settings, there are settings
that do not have a specific recommended value. For example, Overall session bandwidth limit,
included in the Optimized for WAN templates. In this case, the template exposes the setting so the
administrator understands this setting is likely to apply to the scenario.
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Consider that you areworkingwith adeployment (policymanagement andVDAs) earlier than XenApp
and XenDesktop 7.6 FP3. Also, require High Server Scalability and Optimized for WAN templates. In
this case, use the Legacy OS versions of these templates when they apply.

Note:

Citrix creates and updates built‑in templates. You cannot modify or delete these templates.

Create andmanage templates using Web Studio

To create a template based on a template:

1. Select Policies in the Web Studio navigation pane.

2. Select the Templates tab and then select the template fromwhich you create the template.
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3. Select Create Template tab. The Select Settings screen appears.

4. Select and configure the policy settings to include in the template.

5. ClickNext. The Summary screen appears.

6. Enter a name for the template.

7. Click Finish. The new template appears on the Templates tab

To create a template based on a policy:

1. Select Policies in the Web Studio navigation pane.
2. Select the Policies tab and then select the policy fromwhich you create the template.

3. ClickMore tab.
4. Select Save as Template. The Select Settings screen appears.
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5. Select and configure any new policy settings to include in the template.
6. ClickNext. The Summary screen appears.

7. Enter a name and description for the template, and then click Finish.

Create policies

October 27, 2022

Before creating a policy, decide which group of users or devices it might affect. You might want to
createapolicy that is basedonuser job function, connection type, userdevice, or geographic location.

If you already created a policy that applies to a group, consider editing that policy instead of creating
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another policy. After editing the policy, configure the appropriate settings. Avoid creating a policy
solely to enable a specific setting or to exclude the policy from applying to certain users.

When you create a policy, you can base it on settings in a policy template and customize settings as
needed. You can also create it without using a template and add all the settings you need.

In Citrix Studio, new policies created are set to Disabled unless the Enable policy check box is explic‑
itly checked.

Policy settings

Policy settings can be enabled, disabled, or not configured. By default, policy settings aren’t config‑
ured, which means they aren’t added to a policy. Settings are applied only when they’re added to a
policy.

Some policy settings can be in one of the following states:

• Allowed or Prohibited allows or prevents the action controlled by the setting. Sometimes users
are allowed or prevented from managing the setting’s action in a session. For example, if the
menu animation setting is set to Allowed, users can control menu animations in their client
environment

• Enabled or Disabled turns the setting on or off. If you disable a setting, it is not enabled in lower‑
ranked policies.

In addition, some settings control the effectiveness of dependent settings. For example, Client drive
redirection controls whether users are allowed to access the drives on their devices. Both this setting
and the Client network drives setting must be added to the policy to allow users to access their
network drives. If the Client drive redirection setting is disabled, users can’t access their network
drives, even if the Client network drives setting is enabled.

In general, policy setting changes that impactmachines go into effect either when the virtual desktop
restarts or when a user logs on. Policy setting changes that impact users go into effect the next time
users log on.

For some policy settings, you can enter or select a value when you add the setting to a policy. You
can limit the configuration of the setting by selecting Use default value. This selection disables the
configuration of the setting and allows only the setting’s default value to be used when the policy is
applied. This selection is regardless of the value that was entered before selecting Use default value.

As best practice:

• Assign policies to groups rather than individual users. If you assign policies to groups, assign‑
ments are updated automatically when you add or remove users from the group.

• Disable unused policies. Policies with no settings added create unnecessary processing.
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Policy assignments

When creating a policy, you assign it to certain users and machine objects. That policy is applied to
connections according to specific criteria or rules. In general, you can add as many assignments as
you want to a policy, based on a combination of criteria. If you specify no assignments, the policy is
applied to all connections.

If you do not specify any assignments, or specify assignments but disable them, the policy is applied
to all connections.

Note:

Policy assignments are also knownas policy filters. For additional information, see the following
topics:

• Create, modify, or delete a filter for a policy
• How do filters get applied?

The following table lists the available assignments:

Assignment name Applies a policy based on

Access Control Access control conditions through which a
client is connecting. Connection type ‑ Whether
to apply the policy to connections made with
or without NetScaler Gateway. NetScaler
Gateway farm name ‑ Name of the NetScaler
Gateway virtual server. Access condition ‑
Name of the end point analysis policy or
session policy to use.

Citrix SD‑WAN Whether a user session is launched through
Citrix SD‑WAN.Note: You can add only one
Citrix SD‑WAN assignment to a policy.

Client IP Address IP address of the user device used to connect
to the session: IPv4 examples: 12.0.0.0,
12.0.0.*, 12.0.0.1‑12.0.0.70, 12.0.0.1/24; IPv6
examples: 2001:0db8:3c4d:0015:0:0:abcd:ef12,
2001:0db8:3c4d:0015::/54

Client Name Name of the user device. Exact match:
ClientABCName. Using wildcard: Client*Name.

Delivery Group Delivery Groupmembership.
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Assignment name Applies a policy based on

Delivery Group type Type of desktop or application: private
desktop, shared desktop, private application,
or shared application.

Organizational Unit (OU) Organizational unit.

Tag Tags. Note: Apply this policy to all tagged
machines. Application tags aren’t included.

User or Group User or group name.

When a user logs on, all policies that match the assignments for the connection are identified. Those
policies are sorted intopriority order andmultiple instancesof any setting are compared. Each setting
is applied according to the priority ranking of the policy. Any policy setting that is disabled takes
precedence over a lower‑ranked setting that is enabled. Policy settings that are not configured are
ignored.

Important:

When configuring both Active Directory and Citrix policies using the Group Policy Management
Console, assignments and settingsmight not be applied as expected. Formore information, see
CTX127461.

A policy named “Unfiltered” is provided by default.

• If you useWeb Studio tomanage Citrix policies, the settings you add to theUnfiltered policy are
applied to all servers, desktops, and connections in a Site.

• The Sites and connections must be within the scope of the Group Policy Objects (GPOs) that
includes the policy. For example, the Sales OU includes a GPO called Sales‑US that includes
all members of the US sales team. The Sales‑US GPO is configured with an Unfiltered policy
that includes several user policy settings. When the US Sales manager logs on to the Site, the
settings in the Unfiltered policy are automatically applied to the session. This configuration is
because the user is a member of the Sales‑US GPO.

An assignment’s mode determines if the policy is applied only to connections that match all the as‑
signment criteria. If the mode is set to Allow (the default), the policy is applied only to connections
that match the assignment criteria. If the mode is set to Deny, the policy is applied if the connection
does not match the assignment criteria. The following examples illustrate how assignment modes
affect Citrix policies whenmultiple assignments are present.

• Example: Assignments of like type with differing modes ‑ In policies with two assignments
of the same type, one set to Allow and one set to Deny, the assignment set to Deny takes prece‑
dence, provided the connection satisfies both assignments. For example:
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Policy 1 includes the following assignments:

– Assignment A specifies the Sales group. The mode is set to Allow.
– Assignment B specifies the Sales manager’s account. The mode is set to Deny.

Because themode for Assignment B is set to Deny, the policy isn’t applied when the Salesman‑
ager logs on to the Site, even though the user is a member of the Sales group.

• Example: Assignments of differing type with like modes ‑ In policies with two or more as‑
signments of differing types, set to Allow, the connection must satisfy at least one assignment
of each type for the policy to be applied. For example:

Policy 2 includes the following assignments:

– AssignmentC is aUser assignment that specifies theSales group. Themode is set to Allow.
– Assignment D is a Client IP Address assignment that specifies 10.8.169.* (the corporate net‑
work). The mode is set to Allow.

When the Sales manager logs on to the Site from the office, the policy is applied because the
connection satisfies both assignments.

Policy 3 includes the following assignments:

– Assignment E is aUser assignment that specifies the Sales group. Themode is set to Allow.
– Assignment F is an Access Control assignment that specifies NetScaler Gateway connec‑
tion conditions. The mode is set to Allow.

When the Salesmanager logs on to the Site from the office, the policy isn’t applied because the
connection doesn’t meet the requirements of Assignment F.

Prioritize, model, compare, and troubleshoot policies

May 17, 2023

Youcanusepolicies to customizeyour environment tomeet theneedsofusersbasedon the following:

• Job functions
• Geographic locations
• Connection types

For example, for improved security, place restrictions on user groups who regularly interact with sen‑
sitive data.

You can also create a policy that prevents users from saving sensitive files on their local client drives.
You can create another policy for users in the user group who needs to access to their local drives.
You then rank the two policies to control which one takes precedence. When usingmany policies, you
must determine:
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• How to prioritize the policies
• How to create exceptions
• How to view the effective policy when policies conflict

Prioritize policies

Prioritizing policies allows you to define the precedence of policies when they contain conflicting set‑
tings. The identification of all policies that match the assignments for the connection happens when
a user signs on to the system. The identified policies and their associated settings are sorted into
priority order. Each setting is applied according to the priority ranking of the policy.

You can prioritize policies by giving them different priority numbers in the Web Studio. By default,
a new policy gets the lowest priority. If there are conflicts among settings of policies, a policy with a
higher priority overrides a policy with a lower priority. A policy with the priority number of 1 is the
highest priority policy. Policy settings are merged according to the following:

• Priorities of the policies
• Conditions specified in the filters of the policies

To prioritize policies, follow these steps:

1. Select Policies in the left pane.

2. On the Policies tab, select Change Policy Priorities in the action bar. The Change Policy Pri‑
orities page appears.

3. In the priority list, use the following ways to change the priority for a policy:

• Drag the policy to a desired position.
• To move it up or down by one position, click the Up or Down arrow icon respectively.
• Tomove it to the top or bottom of the list, click the Top or Bottom arrow icon respectively.
• To change the priority number, click the Edit icon, enter a number as needed, and then
click Save.

4. Click Save.

Exceptions

When you create policies and use filters to assign them to groups of users, user devices, or machines,
you might find that some members of the group need exceptions to some policy settings. You can
create exceptions by:

• Creating a policy only for specific group members who need exceptions and then ranking that
policy higher than the policy for the entire group

• Using the Denymode for an assignment added to the policy
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An assignment with the mode set to Deny applies a policy only to connections that don’t match the
assignment criteria. For example, a policy includes the following assignments:

• AssignmentA is a client IPaddressassignment that specifies the range208.77.88.*. Themode
is set to Allow.

• Assignment B is a user assignment that specifies a particular user account. The mode is set to
Deny.

The policy applies to all users who signs n to the site with IP addresses in the range that is specified
in Assignment A. However, the policy doesn’t apply to the user who signs on to the site with the user
account specified in Assignment B.

Note:

During the Assign Policy step, if you deselect the enable check box, assignment is disabled for
the policy. If the only assignment for the policy is disabled, it is the same as not having any
assignment, and, therefore, the policy applies to all objects in the site.

Determine which policies apply to a connection

Sometimes a connection does not respond as expected because multiple policies apply. If a higher
priority policy applies to a connection, it can override the settings you configure in the original policy.
You can calculate theResultant Set of Policy and determine how the final policy settings aremerged
for a connection.

You can calculate the Resultant Set of Policy in the following ways:

• Use the Citrix Group Policy Modeling Wizard to simulate a connection scenario and discern
how Citrix policies might be applied. You can specify conditions for a connection scenario such
as:

– Users
– Citrix policy assignment evidence values

• Use Group Policy Results to create a report describing the Citrix policies in effect for a given
user and Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA).

Site policy settings created using Web Studio aren’t included in the Resultant Set of Policy when
you run the Citrix Group Policy Modeling wizard from the Group Policy Management console. To
verify that you obtain the most comprehensive Resultant Set of Policy, Citrix recommends starting
the Citrix Group Policy Modelingwizard from theWeb Studio, unless you create policies using only
the Group Policy Management console.
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Use the policy modeling wizard

Policy modeling helps you simulate enabled policies with filters for planning and testing purposes.
Only enabled policies with filters are modeled. Disabled policies are never applied and enabled poli‑
cies without filters are always applied.

Perform the following steps to open the Policy Modelingwizard:

1. In Full Configuration, select Policies.
2. Select theModeling tab.
3. Select Policy Modeling in the action bar.
4. Read the Introduction page and click Next.
5. Select users or computers. You can browse for containers or specific users or computers. Click

Next.
6. Choose your filter evidence. You can optionally get more granular with your simulation by en‑

tering additional details, such as Delivery group, Tags, Client IP address, and so on. Click
Next.

7. Review the summary of your selections and click Run.

After you click Run, the wizard generates a report of the modeling results. While viewing this report,
you can:

• Select if you would like to view All settings, Computer settings, or User settings in the drop‑
downmenu.

• Use the search bar to look for specific settings.
• Click a specific setting to view details of that setting. For example, if all user settings were not
applied for a specific policy, the Details pane shows you the reason why the settings were not
applied.

• Click Export to export the modeling results in JSON format, HTML format, or both.

After running policy modeling, more options become available to you. You can:

• View Modeling Report: This opens the same modeling report from above so you can view it
again or export it.

• Rerun Policy Modeling: This allows you to rerun policy modeling with the same set of crite‑
ria selected previously and generate newmodeling results. This is useful if some policies have
changed and you would like to see how those changes affect your current model.

• Delete Modeling Report: This deletes the current modeling report.

Compare policies and templates

You can compare the settings in a policy or template with the settings of the other policies or tem‑
plates. For example, you might want to verify setting values to maintain compliance with best prac‑
tices. Youmight also want to compare settings in a policy or template with the default settings.
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1. Select Policies in theWeb Studio navigation pane.
2. Click the Comparison tab and then click Select.
3. Choose the policies or templates to compare. To include default values in the comparison, se‑

lect the Compare to default settings check box.
4. After you click Compare, the configured settings are displayed in columns.
5. To see all settings, select Show All Settings. To return to the default view, select Show Com‑

mon Settings.

Troubleshoot policies

Users, IP addresses, and other assigned objects can havemultiple policies that apply simultaneously.
This scenario can result in conflicts where a policy might not behave as expected. When you run the
Citrix Group Policy Modelingwizard, youmight discover that no policies apply to user connections.
In such a scenario, policy settings doesn’t apply to the users who connect to their applications and
desktops under conditions that match the evaluation criteria of the policy. This situation happens
when:

• No policies have assignments that match the evaluation criteria of the policy.
• Policies that match the assignment don’t have any settings configured.
• Policies that match the assignment are disabled.

If you want to apply policy settings to the connections that meet the specified criteria, make sure:

• The policies you want to apply to those connections are enabled.
• The policies you want to apply have the appropriate settings configured.

Note:

In the second hop of double‑hop scenarios, consider that a single‑session OS VDA connects to
multi‑session OS VDA. In this case, Citrix policies act on the single‑session OS VDA as if it were
the user device. For example, consider policies are set to cache images on the user device. In
this example, the images cached for the second hop in a double‑hop scenario are cached on the
single‑session OS VDAmachine.

Director

Non‑administrators can use the Director to view policies that applies to a user session.

HDX overview

May 9, 2023
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Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Citrix HDX represents a broad set of technologies that deliver a high‑definition experience to users of
centralized applications and desktops, on any device and over any network.

HDX is designed around three technical principles:

• Intelligent redirection
• Adaptive compression
• Data de‑duplication

Applied in different combinations, they optimize the IT and user experience, decrease bandwidth con‑
sumption, and increase user density per hosting server.

• Intelligent redirection ‑ Intelligent redirection examines screen activity, application com‑
mands, endpoint device, and network and server capabilities to instantly determine how and
where to render an application or desktop activity. Rendering can occur on either the endpoint
device or hosting server.

• Adaptive compression ‑ Adaptive compression allows richmultimedia displays to be delivered
on thin network connections. HDX first evaluates several variables, such as the type of input,
device, and display (text, video, voice, and multimedia). It chooses the optimal compression
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codec and the best proportion of CPU and GPU usage. It then intelligently adapts based on
each unique user and basis. This intelligent adaptation is per user, or even per session.

• Data de‑duplication ‑ De‑duplication of network traffic reduces the aggregate data sent be‑
tween client and server. It does so by taking advantage of repeated patterns in commonly ac‑
cessed data such as bitmap graphics, documents, print jobs, and streamed media. Caching
these patterns allows only the changes to be transmitted across the network, eliminating dupli‑
cate traffic. HDX also supportsmulticasting ofmultimedia streams, where a single transmission
from the source is viewed bymultiple subscribers at one location, rather than a one‑to‑one con‑
nection for each user.

For more information, see Boost productivity with a high‑definition user workspace.

At the device

HDX uses the computing capacity of user devices to enhance and optimize the user experience. HDX
technology ensures that users receive a smooth, seamless experience with multimedia content in
their virtual desktops or applications. Workspace control enables users to pause virtual desktops and
applications and resume working from a different device at the point where they left off.
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On the network

HDX incorporates advanced optimization and acceleration capabilities to deliver the best perfor‑
mance over any network, including low‑bandwidth and high‑latency WAN connections.

HDX features adapt to changes in the environment. The features balance performance and band‑
width. They apply the best technologies for each user scenario, whether the desktop or application is
accessed locally on the corporate network or remotely from outside the corporate firewall.

In the data center

HDX uses the processing power and scalability of servers to deliver advanced graphical performance,
regardless of the client device capabilities.

HDX channelmonitoring provided by Citrix Director displays the status of connectedHDX channels on
user devices.

HDX Insight

HDX Insight is the integrationofNetScalerNetwork Inspector andPerformanceManagerwithDirector.
It capturesdataabout ICA trafficandprovidesadashboardviewof real timeandhistorical details. This
data includes client‑side and server‑side ICA session latency, bandwidth use of ICA channels, and the
ICA round‑trip time value of each session.

You can enable NetScaler to use the HDX Insight virtual channel to move all the required data points
in an uncompressed format. If you disable this feature, the NetScaler device decrypts and decom‑
presses the ICA traffic spread across various virtual channels. Using the single virtual channel lessens
complexity, enhances scalability, and is more cost effective.

Minimum requirements:

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 v1808
• XenApp and XenDesktop 7.17
• NetScaler version 12.0 Build 57.x
• Citrix Workspace app for Windows 1808
• Citrix Receiver for Windows 4.10
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac 1808
• Citrix Receiver for Mac 12.8

Enable or disable HDX Insight virtual channel

To disable this feature, set the Citrix NetScaler Application Flow service properties to Disabled. To en‑
able, set the service to Automatic. In either case, we recommend that you restart the server machine
after changing these properties. By default, this service is enabled (Automatic).
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Experience HDX capabilities from your virtual desktop

• To see how browser content redirection, one of four HDXmultimedia redirection technologies,
accelerates delivery of HTML5 and WebRTCmultimedia content:
1. Download the Chrome browser extension and install it on the virtual desktop.
2. To experience how browser content redirection accelerates the delivery of multimedia

content to virtual desktops, view a video on your desktop from a website containing
HTML5 videos, such as YouTube. Users don’t know when browser content redirection
is running. To see whether browser content redirection is being used, drag the browser
window quickly. You’ll see a delay or out of frame between the viewport and the user
interface. You can also right‑click on the webpage and look for About HDX Browser
Redirection in the menu.

• To see how HDX delivers high definition audio:
1. Configure your Citrix client for maximum audio quality; see the Citrix Workspace app doc‑

umentation for details.
2. Play music files by using a digital audio player (such as iTunes) on your desktop.

HDX provides a superior graphics and video experience for most users by default, and configuration
isn’t required. Citrix policy settings that provide the best experience for most use cases are enabled
by default.

• HDX automatically selects the best delivery method based on the client, platform, application,
and network bandwidth, and then self‑tunes based on changing conditions.

• HDX optimizes the performance of 2D and 3D graphics and video.
• HDX enables user devices to stream multimedia files directly from the source provider on the
internet or intranet, rather than through the host server. If the requirements for this client‑side
content fetching are notmet, media delivery falls back to server‑side content fetching andmul‑
timedia redirection. Usually, adjustments to the multimedia redirection feature policies aren’t
needed.
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• HDX delivers rich server‑rendered video content to virtual desktops when multimedia redirec‑
tion is not available: View a video on a website containing high definition videos, such as http:
//www.microsoft.com/silverlight/iis‑smooth‑streaming/demo/.

Good to know:

• For support and requirements information for HDX features, see the System requirements ar‑
ticle. Except where otherwise noted, HDX features are available for supported Windows Multi‑
session OS and Windows Single‑session OSmachines, plus Remote PC Access desktops.

• This content describes how to optimize the user experience, improve server scalability, or re‑
duce bandwidth requirements. For information about using Citrix policies and policy settings,
see the Citrix policies documentation for this release.

• For instructions that includeediting the registry, use caution: editing the registry incorrectly can
cause serious problems thatmight require you to reinstall your operating system. Citrix cannot
guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use of Registry Editor can be solved. Use
Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the registry before you edit it.

Auto client reconnect and session reliability

When accessing hosted applications or desktops, network interruption might occur. To experience a
smoother reconnection, we offer auto client reconnect and session reliability. In a default configura‑
tion, session reliability starts and then auto client reconnect follows.

Auto client reconnect:

Auto client reconnect relaunches the client engine to reconnect to a disconnected session. Auto client
reconnect closes (or disconnects) the user session after the time specified in the setting. If auto client
reconnect is in progress, the systemsends application anddesktopsnetwork interruptionnotification
to the user as follows:

• Desktops. The session window is grayed out and a countdown timer shows the time until the
reconnections occur.

• Applications. The session window closes and a dialog appears to the user containing a count‑
down timer showing the time until the reconnections are attempted.

During auto client reconnect, sessions relaunch expecting network connectivity. User cannot interact
with sessions while auto client reconnect is in progress.

On reconnection, the disconnected sessions reconnect using saved connection information. The user
can interact with the applications and desktops normally.

Default auto client reconnect settings:

• Auto client reconnect timeout: 120 seconds
• Auto client reconnect: Enabled
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• Auto client reconnect authentication: Disabled
• Auto client reconnect Logging: Disabled

For more information, see Auto client reconnect policy settings.

Session reliability:

Session reliability reconnects ICA sessions seamlessly across network interruptions. Session reliabil‑
ity closes (or disconnects) the user session after the time specified in the setting. After the session
reliability timeout, the auto client reconnect settings take effect, attempting to reconnect the user to
the disconnected session. When session reliability is in progress, application and desktops network
interruption notification are sent to the user as follows:

• Desktops. The session window becomes translucent and a countdown timer shows the time
until the reconnections occur.

• Applications. The window becomes translucent along with connection interrupted pop ups
from the notification area.

While session reliability is active, the user cannot interact with the ICA sessions. However, user ac‑
tions like keystrokes are buffered for few seconds immediately after the network interruption and
retransmitted when the network is available.

On reconnection, the client and the server resume at the same point where they were in their ex‑
change of protocol. The session windows lose translucency and appropriate notification area pop
ups are shown for applications.

Default session reliability settings

• Session reliability timeout: 180 seconds
• Reconnection UI opacity level: 80%
• Session reliability connection: Enabled
• Session reliability port number: 2598

For more information, see Session reliability policy settings.

NetScaler with auto client reconnect and session reliability:

If Multistream and Multiport policies are enabled on the server and any or all these conditions are
true, auto client reconnect does not work:

• Session reliability is disabled on NetScaler Gateway.
• A failover occurs on the NetScaler appliance.
• NetScaler SD‑WAN is used with NetScaler Gateway.

HDX adaptive throughput

HDX adaptive throughput intelligently fine‑tunes the peak throughput of the ICA session by adjusting
output buffers. The number of output buffers is initially set at a high value. This high value allows
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data to be transmitted to the client more quickly and efficiently, especially in high latency networks.
Providing better interactivity, faster file transfers, smoother video playback, higher framerate and res‑
olution results in an enhanced user experience.

Session interactivity is constantly measured to determine whether any data streams within the ICA
session are adversely affecting interactivity. If that occurs, the throughput is decreased to reduce the
impact of the large data stream on the session and allow interactivity to recover.

Important:

HDXadaptive throughput changes theway that output buffers are set bymoving thismechanism
from the client to the VDA, and nomanual configuration is necessary.

This feature has the following requirements:

• VDA version 1811 or later
• Workspace app for Windows 1811 or later

Improve the image quality sent to user devices

The following visual display policy settings control the quality of images sent from virtual desktops to
user devices.

• Visual quality. Controls the visual quality of imagesdisplayedon theuser device: medium, high,
always lossless, build to lossless (default =medium). The actual video quality using the default
setting of medium depends on available bandwidth.

• Target frame rate. Specifies the maximum number of frames per second that are sent from the
virtual desktop to the user device (default = 30). For devices that have slower CPUs, specifying a
lower value can improve the user experience. The maximum supported frame rate per second
is 60.

• Display memory limit. Specifies themaximum video buffer size for the session in kilobytes (de‑
fault = 65536 KB). For connections requiring more color depth and higher resolution, increase
the limit. You can calculate the maximummemory required.

Improve video conference performance

Several popular video conferencing applications are optimized for delivery fromCitrix DaaS (formerly
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) through multimedia redirection (see, for example, HDX Re‑
alTime Optimization Pack). For applications that are not optimized, HDXwebcam video compression
improves bandwidth efficiency and latency tolerance forwebcamsduring video conferencing in a ses‑
sion. This technology streamswebcam traffic over a dedicatedmultimedia virtual channel. This tech‑
nology uses less bandwidth compared to the isochronous HDX Plug‑n‑Play USB redirection support,
and works well over WAN connections.
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Citrix Workspace app users can override the default behavior by choosing the Desktop Viewer Mic &
Webcam setting Don’t use my microphone or webcam. To prevent users from switching from HDX
webcam video compression, disable USB device redirection by using the policy settings under ICA
policy settings > USB Devices policy settings.

HDX webcam video compression requires that the following policy settings be enabled (all are en‑
abled by default).

• Client audio redirection
• Client microphone redirection
• Multimedia conferencing
• Windows Media Redirection

If a webcam supports hardware encoding, HDX video compression uses the hardware encoding by
default. Hardware encoding might consume more bandwidth than software encoding. To force soft‑
ware compression, add the followingDWORDkey value to the registry key: HKCU\Software\Citrix
\HdxRealTime: DeepCompress_ForceSWEncode=1.

Network traffic priorities

Priorities are assigned to network traffic across multiple connections for a session using Quality of
Service supported routers. FourTCPstreamsand twoUserDatagramProtocol (UDP) streamsareavail‑
able to carry ICA traffic between the user device and the server:

• TCP streams ‑ real time, interactive, background, and bulk
• UDP streams ‑ voice and Framehawk display remoting

Each virtual channel is associated with a specific priority and transported in the corresponding con‑
nection. You can set the channels independently, based on the TCP port number used for the connec‑
tion.

Multiple channel streaming connections are supported for Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs) installed on
Windows 10 andWindows 8machines. Work with your network administrator to ensure the Common
Gateway Protocol (CGP) ports configured in theMulti‑Port Policy setting are assigned correctly on the
network routers.

Quality of Service is supported only whenmultiple session reliability ports, or the CGP ports, are con‑
figured.

Warning:

Use transport security when using this feature. Citrix recommends using Internet Protocol Se‑
curity (IPsec) or Transport Layer Security (TLS). TLS connections are supported only when the
connections traverse a NetScaler Gateway that supportsmulti‑stream ICA. On an internal corpo‑
rate network, multi‑stream connections with TLS are not supported.
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To set Quality of Service for multiple streaming connections, add the following Citrix policy settings
to a policy (see Multi‑stream connections policy settings for details):

• Multi‑Port policy ‑ This setting specifies ports for ICA traffic across multiple connections, and
establishes network priorities.

– Select a priority from the CGP default port priority list. By default, the primary port (2598)
has a High priority.

– Type more CGP ports in CGP port1, CGP port2, and CGP port3 as needed, and identify pri‑
orities for each. Each port must have a unique priority.

Explicitly configure the firewalls on VDAs to allow the additional TCP traffic.

• Multi‑Stream computer setting ‑ This setting is disabled by default. If you use Citrix NetScaler
SD‑WAN with Multi‑Stream support in your environment, you do not need to configure this set‑
ting. Configure this policy setting when using third‑party routers or legacy Branch Repeaters to
achieve the desired Quality of Service.

• Multi‑Stream user setting ‑ This setting is disabled by default.

For policies containing these settings to take effect, usersmust log off and then log on to the network.

Show or hide the remote language bar

The language bar displays the preferred input language in an application session. If this feature is en‑
abled (default), you can show or hide the language bar from the Advanced Preferences > Language
bar UI in Citrix Workspace app for Windows. By using a registry setting on the VDA side, you can dis‑
able client control of the language bar feature. If this feature is disabled, the client UI setting doesn’t
take effect, and the per user current setting determines the language bar state. Formore information,
see Improve the user experience.

To disable client control of the language bar feature from the VDA:

1. In the registry editor, navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\
Control\Citrix\wfshell\TWI.

2. Create a DWORD value key, SeamlessFlags, and set it to 0x40000.

Unicode keyboardmapping

Non‑Windows Citrix Receivers use the local keyboard layout (Unicode). If a user changes the local
keyboard layout and the server keyboard layout (scan code), theymight not be in sync and the output
is incorrect. For example, User1 changes the local keyboard layout from English to German. User1
then changes the server‑side keyboard to German. Even though both keyboard layouts are German,
they might not be in sync causing incorrect character output.
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Enable or disable Unicode keyboard layoutmapping

By default, the feature is disabled on the VDA side. To enable the feature, toggle on the feature by
using registry editor regedit on the VDA. Add the following registry key:

KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Citrix/CtxKlMap

Name: EnableKlMap

Type: DWORD

Value: 1

To disable this feature, set EnableKlMap to 0 or delete the CtxKlMap key.

Enable Unicode keyboard layoutmapping compatible mode

By default, Unicode keyboard layout mapping automatically hooks some windows API to reload the
newUnicode keyboard layoutmapwhen you change the keyboard layout on the server side. A fewap‑
plications cannot be hooked. To keep compatibility, you can change the feature to compatible mode
to support these non‑hooked applications. Add the following registry key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Citrix/CtxKlMap

Name: DisableWindowHook

Type: DWORD

Value: 1

To use normal Unicode keyboard layout mapping, set DisableWindowHook to 0.

Citrix ICA virtual channels

March 31, 2022

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

What are ICA virtual channels?

A large portion of the functionality and communication between the Citrix Workspace app and the
Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) servers occurs over virtual channels.
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Virtual channels are anecessarypart of the remote computingexperiencewith theCitrixDaaS servers.
Virtual channels are used for:

• Audio
• COM ports
• Disks
• Graphics
• LPT ports
• Printers
• Smart cards
• Third‑party custom virtual channels
• Video

New virtual channels are sometimes released with Citrix DaaS and Citrix Workspace app products to
provide more functionality.

A virtual channel consists of a client‑side virtual driver that communicates with a server‑side applica‑
tion. Citrix DaaS ships with various virtual channels included. They’re designed to allow customers
and third‑party vendors to create their own virtual channels by using one of the provided Software
Development Kits (SDKs).
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Virtual channels provide a secure way to accomplish various tasks. For example, an application that
is running on a Citrix Virtual Apps server that is communicating with a client‑side device or an appli‑
cation that is communicating with the client‑side environment.

On theclient side, virtual channels correspond tovirtual drivers. Eachvirtual driverprovidesa specific
function. Some are required for normal operation, and others are optional. Virtual drivers operate at
thepresentation layerprotocol level. Therecanbeseveralprotocols activeatany timebymultiplexing
channels that are provided by the Windows Station (WinStation) protocol layer.

The following functions are contained in the VirtualDriver registry value under this registry path:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\ICA Client\Engine\Configuration\Advanced
\Modules\ICA 3.0

or

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ICA Client\Engine\Configuration
\Advanced\Modules\ICA 3.0 (for 64‑bit)

• Thinwire3.0 (Required)
• ClientDrive
• ClentPrinterQueue
• ClentPrinterPort
• Clipboard
• ClientComm
• ClientAudio
• LicenseHandler (Required)
• TWI (Required)
• SmartCard
• ICACTL (Required)
• SSPI
• TwainRdr
• UserEXperience
• Vd3d

Note:

You can disable specific client functionality by removing one or more of these values from the
registry key. For example, if you wanted to remove the Client Clipboard, remove the word Clip‑
board.

This list contains the client virtual driver files and their respective functions. Citrix Virtual Apps and
CitrixWorkspace app forWindows use these files. They are in the formof Dynamic Link Libraries (user
mode), and not Windows drivers (kernel mode) except for Generic USB as described in Generic USB
virtual channel.
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• vd3dn.dll – Direct3D virtual channel used for desktop composition redirection
• vdcamN.dll – Bidirectional audio
• vdcdm30n.dll – Client drive mapping
• vdcom30N.dll ‑ Client COM port mapping
• vdcpm30N.dll – Client printer mapping
• vdctln.dll – ICA controls channel
• vddvc0n.dll – Dynamic virtual channel
• vdeuemn.dll ‑ End user experience monitoring
• vdgusbn.dll – Generic USB virtual channel
• vdkbhook.dll – Transparent key pass‑through
• vdlfpn.dll – Framehawk display channel over UDP like transport
• vdmmn.dll – Multimedia support
• vdmrvc.dll – Mobile Receiver virtual channel
• vdmtchn.dll ‑ Multi‑touch support
• vdscardn.dll – Smartcard support
• vdsens.dll – Sensors virtual channel
• vdspl30n.dll – Client UPD
• vdsspin.dll – Kerberos
• vdtuin.dll – Transparent UI
• vdtw30n.dll – Client Thinwire
• vdtwin.dll – Seamless
• vdtwn.dll – Twain

Some virtual channels are compiled into other files. For example Clipboard Mapping is available in
wfica32.exe

64‑bit compatibility

Citrix Workspace app for Windows is 64‑bit compatible. As with most of the binaries compiled for 32
bit, these client files have 64‑bit compiled equivalents:

• brapi64.dll
• confmgr.dll
• ctxlogging.dll
• ctxmui.dll
• icaconf.exe
• icaconfs.dll
• icafile.dll
• pnipcn64.dll
• pnsson.dll
• ssoncom.exe
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• ssonstub.dll
• vdkbhook64.dll

Generic USB virtual channel

Generic USB virtual channel implementation uses two kernelmode drivers alongwith virtual channel
driver vdgusbn.dll:

• ctxusbm.sys
• ctxusbr.sys

How ICA virtual channels work

Virtual channels are loaded in multiple ways. The Shell (WfShell for the server and PicaShell for the
workstation) load some virtual channels. Some virtual channels are hosted as windows services.

Virtual channel modules loaded by the Shell, for example:

• EUEM
• Twain
• Clipboard
• Multimedia
• Seamless session sharing
• Time Zone

Some are loaded as kernel mode, for example:

• CtxDvcs.sys – Dynamic virtual channel
• Icausbb.sys – Generic USB redirection
• Picadm.sys – Client drive mapping
• Picaser.sys – COM port redirection
• Picapar.sys – LPT port redirection

Graphics virtual channel on the server side

Startingwith XenApp7.0 and XenDesktop7.0, ctxgfx.exehosts the graphics virtual channel for both
workstation and terminal server based sessions. Ctxgfx hosts platform specific modules that inter‑
act with the corresponding driver (Icardd.dll for RDSH and vdod.dll and vidd.dll for worksta‑
tion).

For XenDesktop 3D Pro deployments an OEM graphics driver is installed for the corresponding GPU
on the VDA. Ctxgfx loads specialized adaptor modules to interact with the OEM graphics driver.
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Hosting specialized channels in windows services

On Citrix DaaS servers, various channels are hosted as windows services. Such hosting provides one‑
to‑many semantics for multiple applications in a session and multiple sessions on the server. Exam‑
ples of such services include:

• Citrix Device Redirector Service
• Citrix Dynamic Virtual Channel Service
• Citrix End User Experience Monitoring Service
• Citrix Location and Sensor Virtual Channel Service
• Citrix MultiTouch Redirection Service
• Citrix Print Manager Service
• Citrix Smartcard Service
• Citrix Audio Redirection Service (Citrix Virtual Desktops only)

The audio virtual channel on Citrix Virtual Apps is hosted using Windows Audio service.

On the server side, all client virtual channels are routed through the WinStation driver, Wdica.sys.
On the client side, the corresponding WinStation driver, built into wfica32.exe, polls the client virtual
channels. This image illustrates the virtual channel client‑server connection.

This overview contains a client‑server data exchange using a virtual channel.
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1. The client connects to the Citrix DaaS server. The client passes information about the virtual
channels it supports to the server.

2. The server‑side application starts, obtains a handle to the virtual channel, and optionally
queries for additional information about the channel.

3. The client virtual driver and server‑side application pass data using the following twomethods:

• If the server application has data to send to the client, the data is sent to the client imme‑
diately. When the client receives the data, theWinStation driver de‑multiplexes the virtual
channel data from the ICA stream and immediately passes it to the client virtual driver.

• If the client virtual driver has data to send to the server, the data is sent the next time the
WinStation driver polls it. When the server receives the data, it is queued until the virtual
channel application reads it. There is noway to alert the server virtual channel application
that data was received.

4. When the server virtual channel application is completed, it closes the virtual channel and frees
any allocated resources.

Creating your own virtual channel using the Virtual Channel SDK

Creating a virtual channel using the Virtual Channel SDK requires intermediate programming knowl‑
edge. Use thismethod to provide amajor communication path between the client and the server. For
example, if you are implementing usage of a device on the client side, such as a scanner, to be used
with a process in the session.

Note:

• The Virtual Channel SDK requires theWFAPI SDK towrite the server side of the virtual chan‑
nel.

• Because of enhanced security for Citrix DaaS, you must specify which virtual channels are
allowed to be opened in an ICA session. For more information, see Virtual channel allow
list policy settings.

Creating your own virtual channel using the ICA Client Object SDK

Creating a virtual channel using the ICA Client Object (ICO) is easier than using the Virtual Channel
SDK. Use the ICO by creating a named object in your program using the CreateChannelsmethod.

Important:

Because of enhanced security starting with the 10.00 version of the Citrix Receiver for Windows
and later (and Citrix Workspace apps for Windows), you must take an extra step when creating
an ICO virtual channel.
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For more information, see Client Object API Specification Programmer’s Guide.

Pass‑through functionality of virtual channels

Most virtual channels that Citrix provides operate unmodifiedwhen you use the CitrixWorkspace app
for Windows within an ICA session (also known as a pass‑through session). There are considerations
when using the client in extra hops.

The following functions operate the same way in single or multiple hops:

• Client COM port mapping
• Client drive mapping
• Client printer mapping
• Client UPD
• End user experience monitoring
• Generic USB
• Kerberos
• Multimedia support
• Smartcard support
• Transparent key pass‑through
• Twain

As the inherent nature of latency and factors such as compression and decompression and rendering
being performed at each hop, performancemight be affectedwith each additional hop that the client
undergoes. The affected areas are:

• Bidirectional audio
• File transfers
• Generic USB redirection
• Seamless
• Thinwire

Important:

By default, the client drives mapped by an instance of the client running in a pass‑through ses‑
sion are restricted to the client drives of the connecting client.

Pass‑through functionality of virtual channels between a Citrix Virtual Desktop
session and a Citrix Virtual App session

Most virtual channels provided by Citrix operate unmodified when you use Citrix Workspace app for
Windows within an ICA session on a Citrix Virtual Desktops server (also known as a pass‑through ses‑
sion).
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Specifically, on the Citrix Virtual Desktops server, there is a VDA hook that runs picaPassthruHook.
This hookmakes the client think it’s running on a CPS server, and placing the client into its traditional
pass‑throughmode.

We support the following traditional virtual channels and their functionality:

• Client
• Client COM port mapping
• Client drive mapping
• Client printer mapping
• Generic USB (limited due to performance)
• Multimedia support
• Smartcard support
• SSON
• Transparent key pass‑through

Security and ICA virtual channels

Securing usage is an important part of planning, developing, and implementing virtual channels.
There are several references to specific areas of security located throughout this document.

Best practices

Open virtual channels when you Connect and Reconnect. Close virtual channels when you log off
and Disconnect.

Keep the following guidelines in mind when you create scripts that use virtual channel functions.

Naming the Virtual Channels:

You can create a maximum of 32 virtual channels. Seventeen of the 32 channels are reserved for spe‑
cial purposes.

• Virtual channel names must not be more than seven characters in length.

• The first three characters are reserved for the vendor name, and the next four for the channel
type. For example, CTXAUD represents the Citrix audio virtual channel.

Virtual channels are referred to by a seven‑character (or shorter) ASCII name. In some previous ver‑
sions of the ICA protocol, virtual channels were numbered. The numbers are now assigned dynam‑
ically based on the ASCII name, making implementation easier. Users who are developing virtual
channel code for internal use only can use any seven‑character name that does not conflict with ex‑
isting virtual channels. Use only numbers and upper and lowercase ASCII. Follow the existing naming
convention when adding your own virtual channels. There are several predefined channels. The pre‑
defined channels begin with the OEM identifier CTX and are for use only by Citrix.
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Double‑Hop Support:

Virtual Channel Is double hop supported?

Audio No

Browser Content Redirection No

CDM Yes

CEIP No

Clipboard Yes

Continuum (MRVC) No

Control VC Yes

HTML5 Video Redirection (v1) Yes

Keyboard, Mouse Yes

MultiTouch No

NSAPVC No

Printing Yes

SensVC No

Smartcard Yes

Twain Yes

USB VC Yes

WAYCOM devices ‑K2M using USB VC Yes

Webcam Video Compression Yes

Windows Media Redirection Yes

See also

• ICA Virtual Channel SDK
• The Citrix Developer Network is the home for all technical resources and discussions involving
the use of Citrix SDKs. In this network, you can find access to SDKs, sample code and scripts, ex‑
tensions and plug‑ins, and SDKdocumentation. Also included are the Citrix Developer Network
forums, where technical discussions take place around each of the Citrix SDKs.
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Double hop in Citrix DaaS

March 22, 2022

In the context of a Citrix client session, the term “double hop” refers to a Citrix Virtual App session that
is running within a Citrix Virtual Desktop session. The following diagram illustrates a double hop.

In a double hop scenario, when the user connects to a Citrix Virtual Desktop running on a single‑
session OS VDA (known as VDI) or a multi‑session OS VDA (known as a published desktop), that is
considered the first hop. After the user connects to the virtual desktop, the user can launch a Citrix
Virtual Apps session. That is considered the second hop.

You can use a double hop deployment model to support various use cases. The case where the Cit‑
rix Virtual Desktop and the Citrix Virtual Apps environments are managed by different entities is one
common example. This method can also be effective in resolving application compatibility issues.

System requirements

All Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) editions support double hop.

The first hopmust use a supported versionof the single‑session ormulti‑sessionOSVDAand theCitrix
Workspace App. The second hop must use a supported version of the multi‑session OS VDA. See the
Product Matrix page for supported versions.

For best performance and compatibility, Citrix recommends using a Citrix client of the same version
or newer than the VDA versions in use.

In environmentswhere the first hop involves a third‑party (non‑Citrix) virtual desktop solution in com‑
bination with a Citrix Virtual Apps session, support is limited to the Citrix Virtual Apps environment.
In the event of any issues related to the third‑party virtual desktop, including ‑ but not limited to ‑
Citrix Workspace app compatibility, redirection of hardware devices, and session performance, Citrix
can provide technical support in a limited capacity. A Citrix Virtual Desktop at the first hop might be
required as part of troubleshooting.
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Deployment considerations for HDX in double hop

In general, each session in a double hop is unique and client‑server functions are isolated to a given
hop. This section includes areas that require special consideration by Citrix administrators. Citrix
recommends that customers conduct thorough testing of required HDX capabilities to ensure user
experience and performance is adequate for a given environment configuration.

Graphics

Use default graphics settings (selective encoding) on the first and second hops. In the case of HDX 3D
Pro, Citrix highly recommends that all applications that require graphics acceleration run locally in
the first hop with the appropriate GPU resources available to the VDA.

Latency

End‑to‑end latency can impact the overall user experience. Consider the added latency between the
first and second hops. This is especially important with redirection of hardware devices.

Multimedia

Server‑side (in session) rendering of audio and video content performs best in the first hop. Video
playback in the second hop requires decoding and re‑encoding at the first hop, increasing bandwidth
and hardware resource utilization as a result. Audio and video contentmust be limited to the first hop
whenever possible.

USB device redirection

HDX includes generic and optimized redirection modes to support a wide array of USB device types.
Pay special attention to themode in use at each hop and use the following table as reference for best
results. For more information about generic and optimized redirection modes, see Generic USB de‑
vices.

First hop (VDI or published
desktop) Second hop (Virtual apps) Support notes

Optimized Optimized Recommended (based on
device support). For example,
USBmass storage, TWAIN
scanners, Webcam, Audio.

Generic Generic For devices where the
optimized option is not
available.
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First hop (VDI or published
desktop) Second hop (Virtual apps) Support notes

Generic Optimized While technically possible, it
is recommended to use the
optimizedmode across both
hops when device support is
available.

Optimized Generic Not supported

Note:

Due to the inherent chattiness of USB protocols, performance may decrease across hops. Func‑
tionality and results vary depending on specific device and application requirements. Validation
testing is highly recommended in all cases of device redirection and especially important in dou‑
ble hop scenarios.

Support exceptions

Double hop sessions support most HDX features and capabilities except for the following:

• Browser content redirection
• Local App Access
• RealTime Optimization Pack for Skype for Business
• Optimization for Microsoft Teams

HDX transport

April 4, 2023

Citrix HDX represents a broad set of technologies that deliver a high‑definition experience to users of
centralized applications and desktops, on any device and over any network.

HDX is designed around three technical principles:

• Intelligent redirection
• Adaptive compression
• Data de‑duplication

Applied in different combinations, they optimize the IT and user experience, decrease bandwidth con‑
sumption, and increase user density per hosting server.
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Within the HDX offering, you can connect over a unique, proprietary transport protocol, and connect
with a rendevous protocol while using Citrix Gateway Service.

Adaptive transport

May 12, 2023

Adaptive Transport is amechanism in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops that provides the ability to use
EnlightenedDataTransport (EDT)orEDTLossyas the transportprotocol for ICAconnections. Adaptive
Transport switches to TCP when EDT is not available.

EDT is a Citrix‑proprietary transport protocol built on top of User DatagramProtocol (UDP). It delivers
a superior user experience on challenging long‑haul connectionswhilemaintaining server scalability.
EDT improves data throughput for all ICA virtual channels on unreliable networks, providing a better
andmore consistent user experience.

When Adaptive Transport is set toPreferred, EDT is used as the primary transport protocol and TCP is
used for fallback. By default, Adaptive Transport is set to Preferred. You can set Adaptive Transport
to Diagnostic mode for testing purposes, which only allows EDT and disables the fallback to TCP.

With Citrix Workspace app for Windows, Mac, and iOS, EDT, and TCP connections are attempted in
parallel during the initial connection, session reliability reconnection, and automatic client reconnec‑
tion. Doing so reduces the connection time if the underlying UDP transport is unavailable and TCP
must be used instead. If Adaptive Transport is set to Preferred and the connection is established
using TCP, Adaptive Transport continues to attempt to switch to EDT every five minutes.
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With Citrix Workspace app for Linux and Android, EDT connections are attempted first. If the connec‑
tion is unsuccessful, Citrix Workspace app tries to connect using TCP after the EDT request times out.

System requirements

The following are the requirements for using Adaptive Transport and EDT:

• Control plane
– Citrix DaaS
– Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1912 or later

• Virtual Delivery Agent
– Version 1912 or later (2103 or later recommended)
– Version 2012 is the minimum required for using EDT with Citrix Gateway Service

• StoreFront (applies only when used in deployment)
– Version 3.12.x
– Version 1912.0.x

• Citrix Workspace app
– Windows: version 1912 or later (2105 or later recommended)
– Linux: version 1912 or later (2109 or later recommended)
– Mac: version 1912 or later (2108 or later recommended)
– iOS: latest version available in Apple App Store
– Android: latest version available in Google Play

• Citrix Gateway (ADC)
– 13.0.52.24 or later
– 12.1.56.22 or later

• Firewall (from VDA perspective)
– UDP 1494 inbound – if session reliability is disabled
– UDP 2598 inbound – if session reliability is enabled
– UDP 443 inbound – if VDA SSL is enabled for ICA encryption (DTLS)
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– UDP 443 outbound – if using Citrix Gateway Service. For more information, see the Citrix
Gateway service documentation.

Considerations

• Enable session reliability to use EDT MTU Discovery and to use EDT with Citrix Gateway and
Citrix Gateway service.

• Ensure that the EDTMTU is adequately set to avoid fragmentation. Otherwise, performance can
be impacted or sessions might fail to launch in some situations. For more information, see the
EDT MTU Discovery section.

• For details on requirements and considerations for using EDT with Citrix Gateway service, see
HDX Adaptive Transport with EDT support for Citrix Gateway service.

• For details on Citrix Gateway configuration to support EDT, see Configure Citrix Gateway to sup‑
port Enlightened Data Transport and HDX Insight.

• IPv6 is not supported currently.

Configuration

Adaptive Transport is enabled by default. You can configure the following options using the HDX
Adaptive Transport setting in Citrix policy.

• Preferred. This is the default setting. Adaptive Transport is enabled, and it uses EDT as the
preferred transport protocol, with fallback to TCP.

• Diagnostic mode. Adaptive Transport is enabled, and it forces the use of EDT. Fallback to TCP
is disabled. This setting is recommended for testing and troubleshooting only.

• Off. Adaptive Transport is disabled, and only TCP is used for transport.

To confirm that EDT is being used as the transport protocol for the session, you can use Director or the
CtxSession.exe command‑line utility on the VDA.

In Director, look up the session and selectDetails. If the Connection type isHDX and the Protocol is
UDP, EDT is being used as the transport protocol for the session. If the Connection type is RDP, ICA
is not in use, and the Protocol displays N/A. For more information, see Monitor sessions.
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Touse theCtxSession.exeutility, launchaCommandPromptor PowerShellwithin the session and run
ctxsession.exe. To see verbose statistics, run ctxsession.exe -v. If EDT is in use, the transport
protocol shows one of the following:

• UDP > ICA (Session Reliability disabled)
• UDP > CGP > ICA (Session Reliability enabled)
• UDP > DTLS > CGP > ICA (ICA is DTLS‑encrypted end‑to‑end)
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EDTMTU Discovery

MTU Discovery allows EDT to automatically determine the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) when
establishing a session. Doing so prevents EDT packet fragmentation thatmight result in performance
degradation or failure to establish a session.

Requirements

• VDAminimum version 1912 (2103 or later recommended)
• Citrix Workspace app

– Windows: version 1912 or later (2105 or later recommended)
– Mac: version 2108 or later
– Android: version 21.5 or later

• Citrix ADC:
– 13.0.52.24
– 12.1.56.22

• Session Reliability must be enabled

If you use client platforms or versions that don’t support this feature, see CTX231821 for details about
configuring a custom EDT MTU that is appropriate for your environment.

Important:

MTU Discovery is not supported with Multi‑Stream ICA.
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To control EDT MTU Discovery on the VDA

MTU Discovery is enabled by default. To disable this feature, delete the EDT MTU Discovery registry
value and restart the VDA. For more information, see the EDT MTU Discovery setting in the list of HDX
features managed through the registry.

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Loss tolerant mode
Important:

• The feature requires a minimum of Citrix Workspace app 2002 for Windows.
• Loss tolerantmode is not supportedonCitrix GatewayorCitrixGatewayService. Thismode
is available only with direct connections.

Loss tolerant mode uses the EDT Lossy transport protocol to enhance the user experience for users
connecting through networks with high latency and packet loss.

Initially, sessions are established using EDT. If the latency and packet loss thresholds are reached or
surpassed, the applicable virtual channels switch from EDT to EDT Lossy, while leaving the other vir‑
tual channels on EDT. If the latency and packet loss decrease below the thresholds, the applicable
virtual channels switch back to EDT.

The default thresholds are:

• Packet loss: 5%
• Latency: 300 ms (RTT)

Loss tolerant mode is enabled by default. You can disable the mode or adjust the packet loss and
latency thresholds using the loss tolerant mode thresholds setting.

Requirements

• Citrix Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) 2003
• Citrix Workspace app 2002 for Windows
• Session reliability enabled. For more information about session reliability, see Session reliabil‑
ity policy settings.
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Known issues

Adaptive Transport and EDT contain the following issues:

• Packet fragmentation can cause performance degradation or even failure to launch sessions.
You can adjust the EDT MTU to avoid this. Use MTU Discovery or the workaround described in
CTX231821.

• A gray or black screen might appear when launching a session from a Windows client if MTU
Discovery is enabled. To address this issue, upgrade to Workspace app for Windows 2105 or
later or Workspace app for Windows 1912 CU4 or later.

• Fallback to TCPmight fail on Linux andAndroid clientswhen connecting throughCitrix Gateway
or Citrix Gateway Service. This happens when there is a successful EDT negotiation between
the client and the Gateway, and the EDT negotiation fails between the Gateway and the VDA.
To address this issue, upgrade to Workspace app for Linux 2104 or later and Workspace app for
Android 21.5 or later.

• Asymmetrical network paths can cause MTU Discovery to fail for connections that do not go
through Citrix Gateway or Citrix Gateway Service. To address this issue, upgrade to VDA version
2103 or later. [CVADHELP‑16654]

• When using Citrix Gateway or Citrix Gateway Service, asymmetrical network paths can cause
MTU Discovery to fail. This is due to an issue on Gateway that causes the Don’t Fragment (DF)
bit in the EDT packets’ header not to be propagated. A fix for this issue is not yet available.
[CGOP‑18438]

• MTU Discovery might fail for users that connect through a DS‑Lite network. Somemodems fail
to honor the DF bit when packet processing is enabled, preventing MTU Discovery from detect‑
ing fragmentation. In this situation, these are the available options:

– Disable packet processing on the user’s modem.
– Disable MTU Discovery and use a hardcoded MTU as described in CTX231821.
– Disable Adaptive Transport to force sessions to use TCP. If only a subset of users is affected,
consider disabling it on the client‑side so that other users can continue to use EDT.

Troubleshoot

To troubleshoot Adaptive Transport and EDT, we suggest the following:

1. Thoroughly review and validate the requirements, considerations, and known issues.

2. Check if there are Citrix policies in Studio or GPO overwriting the desiredHDX Adaptive Trans‑
port setting.

3. Check if there are settings on the client overwriting the desiredHDX Adaptive Transport setting.
This can be a GPO preference, a setting configured using the optional Workspace app adminis‑
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trative template, or amanual configurationof theHDXoverUDP setting in the registry or client’s
configuration file.

4. On multi‑session VDA machines, ensure that the UDP listeners are active. Open a command
prompt in the VDA machine and run netstat -a -p udp. For more information, see How to
Confirm HDX Enlightened Data Transport Protocol.

5. Launch a direct session internally, bypassing the Citrix Gateway, and check the protocol in use.
If the session uses EDT, the VDA is ready to use EDT for external connections through Citrix Gate‑
way.

6. If EDT works for direct internal connections and not for sessions going through Citrix Gateway:

• Ensure that Session Reliability is enabled
• Ensure that the Gateway has DTLS enabled

7. Check if the appropriate firewall rules have been configured in both network firewalls and fire‑
walls running on the VDAmachines.

8. Check if your users’ connections require a non‑standard MTU. Connections with an effective
MTU lower than 1500 bytes cause EDT packet fragmentation, which in turn can affect perfor‑
mance or even cause session launch failures. This issue is commonwhenusing VPN, someWi‑Fi
access points, andmobile networks, such as 4G and 5G. For information on how to address this
issue, see the MTU Discovery section.

Interoperability with Citrix SD‑WAN

Citrix SD‑WANWAN optimization (WANOP) offers cross‑session tokenized compression (data dedupli‑
cation), including URL‑based video caching, providing significant bandwidth reduction. The reduc‑
tion occurs if two or more people at the office location watch the same client‑fetched video or trans‑
fer or print significant portions of the same file or document. Furthermore, by running the processes
for ICA data reduction and print job compression on the branch office appliance, WANOP offers VDA
server CPU offload and enables higher Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops server scalability.

Currently, SD‑WANWANOPdoesnot support EDT.However, there is noneed todisable Adaptive Trans‑
port if SD‑WAN WANOP is in use. When a user launches a session that goes through an SD‑WAN with
WANOP enabled, it automatically sets the session to use TCP as the transport protocol. Non‑WANOP
sessions continue to use EDT whenever possible.

Rendezvous protocol

April 4, 2023
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When using the Citrix Gateway Service, the Rendezvous protocol allows VDAs to bypass the Citrix
Cloud Connectors to connect directly and securely with the Citrix Cloud control plane.

There are two types of traffic to consider:

1. Control traffic for VDA registration and session brokering.
2. HDX session traffic.

There are two versions of Rendezvous available:

• Version 1 (V1): supports bypassing the Citrix Cloud Connectors for HDX session traffic only.
• Version 2 (V2): supports bypassing the Citrix Cloud Connectors for both control traffic and HDX
session traffic.

For details about system requirements, considerations, and configuration for each of the Rendezvous
versions, review their respective documentation.

Rendezvous V1 documentation

Rendezvous V2 documentation

Rendezvous V1

April 4, 2023

When using the Citrix Gateway Service, the Rendezvous protocol allows VDAs to bypass the Citrix
Cloud Connectors to connect directly and securely with the Citrix Cloud control plane.

Requirements

• Access to environment using Citrix Workspace and Citrix Gateway service.

• Control Plane: Citrix DaaS (Citrix Cloud).

• VDA: Version 1912 or later.

– Version 2012 is the minimum required for EDT Rendezvous.
– Version 2012 is theminimum required for non‑transparent proxy support (no PAC file sup‑
port).

– Version 2103 is the minimum required for proxy configuration with a PAC file.

• Enable the Rendezvous protocol in the Citrix policy. For more information, see Rendezvous
protocol policy setting.

• The VDAs must have access to https://*.nssvc.net, including all subdomains. If you
can’t add all subdomains to the allow list in that manner, use https://*.c.nssvc.net and
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https://*.g.nssvc.net instead. For more information, see the Internet Connectivity Re‑
quirements section of the Citrix Cloud documentation (under Citrix DaaS) and the Knowledge
Center article CTX270584.

• The VDAsmust be able to connect to the addresses mentioned previously on TCP 443 and UDP
443 for TCP Rendezvous and EDT Rendezvous, respectively.

• CloudConnectorsmust obtain the VDAs’ FQDNswhenbrokering a session. Accomplish this task
in one of these two ways:

– Enable DNS resolution for the site. Navigate to Full Configuration > Settings and
turn on the Enable DNS resolution setting. Alternatively, use the Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK and run the command Set-BrokerSite -
DnsResolutionEnabled $true. For more information about the Citrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK, see SDKs and APIs.

– DNSReverse Lookup Zonewith PTR records for the VDAs. If you choose this option, we
recommend that you configure VDAs to always attempt to register PTR records. To do so,
use the Group Policy Editor or Group Policy Object, navigate to Computer Configuration
> Administrative Templates > Network > DNS Client, and set Register PTR Records to
Enabled and Register. If the connection’s DNS suffix does not match the domain’s DNS
suffix, you must also configure the Connection‑specific DNS suffix setting for the ma‑
chines to register PTR records successfully.

Note:

If using the DNS resolution option, the Cloud Connectors must be able to resolve the fully
qualified domain names (FQDNs) of the VDAmachines. In the case that internal users con‑
nect directly to the VDA machines, the client devices also must be able to resolve the VDA
machines’ FQDNs.

If using aDNS reverse lookup zone, the FQDNs in thePTR recordsmustmatch the FQDNsof
theVDAmachines. If thePTR recordcontainsadifferent FQDN, theRendezvousconnection
fails. For example, if the machine’s FQDN is vda01.domain.net, the PTR record must
contain vda01.domain.net. A different FQDN such as vda01.sub.domain.net does
not work.

Proxy configuration

The VDA supports establishing Rendezvous connections through a proxy.

Proxy considerations

Consider the following when using proxies with Rendezvous:
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• Transparent proxies, non‑transparent HTTP proxies, and SOCKS5 proxies are supported.

• Packet decryption and inspection are not supported. Configure an exception so that the ICA
traffic between the VDA and the Gateway Service is not intercepted, decrypted, or inspected.
Otherwise, the connection breaks.

• HTTP proxies support machine‑based authentication by using Negotiate and Kerberos or NT
LAN Manager (NTLM) authentication protocols.

When you connect to the proxy server, the Negotiate authentication scheme automatically se‑
lects the Kerberos protocol. If Kerberos isn’t supported, Negotiate falls back to NTLM for au‑
thentication.

Note:

Touse Kerberos, youmust create the service principal name (SPN) for the proxy server and
associate it with the proxy’s Active Directory account. The VDA generates the SPN in the
format HTTP/<proxyURL>when establishing a session, where the proxy URL is retrieved
from theRendezvous proxypolicy setting. If you don’t create an SPN, authentication falls
back to NTLM. In both cases, the VDAmachine’s identity is used for authentication.

• Authentication with a SOCKS5 proxy is not currently supported. If using a SOCKS5 proxy, you
must configure an exception so that traffic destined to Gateway Service addresses (specified in
the requirements) can bypass authentication.

• Only SOCKS5 proxies support data transport through EDT. For an HTTP proxy, use TCP as the
transport protocol for ICA.

Transparent proxy

If using a transparent proxy in your network, no additional configuration is required on the VDA.

Non‑transparent proxy

If using a non‑transparent proxy in your network, configure the Rendezvous proxy configuration set‑
ting. When the setting is enabled, specify the HTTP or SOCKS5 proxy address, or enter the path to the
PAC file so the VDA knows which proxy to use. For example:

• Proxy address: http://<URL or IP>:<port> or socks5://<URL or IP>:<port>
• PAC file: http://<URL or IP>/<path>/<filename>.pac

If you use the PAC file to configure the proxy, define the proxy using the syntax required by the Win‑
dows HTTP service: PROXY [<scheme>=]<URL or IP>:<port>. For example, PROXY socks5=<
URL or IP>:<port>.
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Rendezvous validation

If youmeet all requirements, follow these steps to validate if Rendezvous is in use:

1. Launch PowerShell or a command prompt within the HDX session.
2. Run ctxsession.exe –v.
3. The transport protocols in use indicate the type of connection:

• TCP Rendezvous: TCP > SSL > CGP > ICA
• EDT Rendezvous: UDP > DTLS > CGP > ICA
• Proxy through Cloud Connector: TCP > CGP > ICA

Other considerations

Windows cipher suite order

For a custom cipher suite order, make sure that you include the VDA‑supported cipher suites from the
following list:

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

If the customcipher suite order does not contain these cipher suites, theRendezvous connection fails.

Zscaler Private Access

If using Zscaler Private Access (ZPA), it is recommended that you configure bypass settings for the
Gateway Service to avoid increased latency and the associated performance impact. To do so, you
must define application segments for the Gateway Service addresses – specified in the requirements
– and set them to always bypass. For information on configuring application segments to bypass ZPA,
see the Zscaler documentation.

Rendezvous V2

April 4, 2023

When using the Citrix Gateway Service, the Rendezvous protocol allows VDAs to bypass the Citrix
Cloud Connectors to connect directly and securely with the Citrix Cloud control plane.

Rendezvous V2 is supported with standard domain joined machines, Azure AD joined machines, and
non‑domain joinedmachines.
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Note:

Currently, connectorless deployments are possible with Azure AD joined and non‑domain joined
machines only. Standard AD domain joinedmachines still require Cloud Connectors for VDA reg‑
istration and session brokering. However, there are no DNS requirements for using Rendezvous
V2.

Cloud Connector requirements for other functions not related to VDA communication, such as
connecting to your on‑premADdomain, MCSprovisioniong to on‑premhypervisors, etc., remain
the same.

Requirements

The requirements for using Rendezvous V2 are:

• Access to the environment using Citrix Workspace and Citrix Gateway Service
• Control plane: Citrix DaaS
• VDA version 2203
• Enable the Rendezvous protocol in the Citrix policy. For more information, see Rendezvous
protocol policy setting.

• Session Reliability must be enabled on the VDAs
• The VDAmachines must have access to:

– https://*.*.nssvc.netonTCP 443andUDP 443 forHDX sessions over TCPandEDT,
respectively. If you can’t allow all subdomains in that manner, you can use https://*.c
.nssvc.net and https://*.g.nssvc.net instead. For more information, see Knowl‑
edge Center article CTX270584.

– https://*.xendesktop.net on TCP 443. If you can’t allow all subdomains in that
manner, you can use https://<customer_ID>.xendesktop.net, where is your Citrix
Cloud customer ID as shown in the Citrix Cloud administrator portal.

Proxy configuration

The VDA supports connecting through proxies for both control traffic and HDX session traffic when us‑
ing Rendezvous. The requirements and considerations for both types of traffic are different, so review
them carefully.

Control traffic proxy considerations

• Only HTTP proxies are supported.
• Packet decryption and inspection are not supported. Configure an exception so the control
traffic between the VDA and the Citrix Cloud control plane is not intercepted, decrypted, or in‑
spected. Otherwise, the connection fails.
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• Proxy authentication is not supported.

HDX traffic proxy considerations

• HTTP and SOCKS5 proxies are supported.

• EDT can only be used with SOCKS5 proxies.

• By default, HDX traffic uses the proxy defined for control traffic. If youmust use a different proxy
for HDX traffic, whether a different HTTP proxy or a SOCKS5 proxy, use the Rendezvous proxy
configuration policy setting.

• Packet decryption and inspection are not supported. Configure an exception so the HDX traffic
between the VDA and the Citrix Cloud control plane is not intercepted, decrypted, or inspected.
Otherwise, the connection fails.

• Machine‑based authentication is supported only with HTTP proxies and if the VDA machine is
AD domain joined. It can use Negotiate/Kerberos or NTLM authentication.

Note:

To use Kerberos, create the service principal name (SPN) for the proxy server and asso‑
ciate it with the proxy’s Active Directory account. The VDA generates the SPN in the format
HTTP/<proxyURL>whenestablishinga session,where theproxyURL is retrieved fromthe
Rendezvous proxy configuration policy setting. If you don’t create an SPN, authentication
falls back to NTLM. In both cases, the VDAmachine’s identity is used for authentication.

• Authenticationwith a SOCKS5 proxy is not currently supported. If using a SOCKS5 proxy, config‑
ure an exception so that traffic destined to Gateway Service addresses (specified in the require‑
ments) can bypass authentication.

• Only SOCKS5 proxies support data transport through EDT. For an HTTP proxy, use TCP as the
transport protocol for ICA.

Transparent proxy

If using a transparent proxy in your network, no additional configuration is required on the VDA.

Non‑transparent proxy

If using a non‑transparent proxy in your network, specify the proxy during the VDA installation so that
control traffic can reach the Citrix Cloud control plane. Make sure to review the control traffic proxy
considerations before proceeding with the installation and configuration.
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In the VDA installation wizard, select Rendezvous Proxy Configuration in the Additional Compo‑
nents page. This option makes the Rendezvous Proxy Configuration page available later in the in‑
stallation wizard. Once here, enter the proxy address or the path to the PAC file for the VDA to know
which proxy to use. For example:

• Proxy address: http://<URL or IP>:<port>
• PAC file: http://<URL or IP>/<path/<filename>.pac

As stated in the HDX traffic proxy considerations, HDX traffic uses the proxy defined during the VDA
installation by default. If you must use a different proxy for HDX traffic, whether a different HTTP
proxy or a SOCKS5 proxy, use the Rendezvous proxy configuration policy setting. When the setting is
enabled, specify the HTTP or SOCKS5 proxy address. You can also enter the path to the PAC file so the
VDA knows which proxy to use. For example:

• Proxy address: http://<URL or IP>:<port> or socks5://<URL or IP>:<port>
• PAC file: http://<URL or IP>/<path/<filename>.pac

If you use the PAC file to configure the proxy, define the proxy using the syntax required by the Win‑
dows HTTP service: PROXY [<scheme>=]<URL or IP>:<port>. For example, PROXY socks5=<
URL or IP>:<port>.

How to configure Rendezvous

Following are the steps for configuring Rendezvous in your environment:

1. Make sure that all requirements are met.

2. If youmust use a non‑transparent HTTP proxy in your environment, configure it during the VDA
installation. Refer to the proxy configuration section for details.

3. After the VDA is installed, add the following registry value:

1 Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\
VirtualDesktopAgent

2 Value type: DWORD
3 Value name: GctRegistration
4 Value data: 1

4. Reboot the VDAmachine.

5. Create a Citrix policy, or edit an existing one:

• Set the Rendezvous Protocol setting to Allowed.
• If youmust configure an HTTP or SOCKS5 proxy for HDX traffic, configure theRendezvous
proxy configuration setting.

• Ensure that the Citrix policy filters are set properly. The policy applies to the machines
that need Rendezvous enabled.
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6. Ensure that the Citrix policy has the correct priority so that it does not overwrite another one.

Rendezvous validation

If you meet all requirements and have completed the configuration, follow these steps to validate if
Rendezvous is in use:

1. Within the virtual desktop, open a command prompt or PowerShell.
2. Run ctxsession.exe -v.
3. The transport protocols displayed indicate the type of connection:

• TCP Rendezvous: TCP > SSL > CGP > ICA
• EDT Rendezvous: UDP > DTLS > CGP > ICA
• Not Rendezvous: TCP > CGP > ICA

4. The Rendezvous version reported indicates the version in use.

Other considerations

Windows cipher suite order

If the cipher suite order has beenmodified in the VDAmachines, make sure that you include the VDA‑
supported cipher suites:

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

If the customcipher suite order does not contain these cipher suites, theRendezvous connection fails.

Zscaler Private Access

If using Zscaler Private Access (ZPA), it is recommended that you configure bypass settings for the
Gateway Service to avoid increased latency and the associated performance impact. To do so, you
must define application segments for the Gateway Service addresses – specified in the requirements
– and set them to always bypass. For information on configuring application segments to bypass ZPA,
see the Zscaler documentation.

Known Issues

Rendezvous V2 does not work if Rendezvous V1 was previously in use

If you enabled the DNS resolution setting in your DaaS site to use Rendezvous V1, Rendezvous V2
connections will fail. To use Rendezvous V2, you must disable DNS resolution in your DaaS site using
one of the following options:
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• Navigate to Full Configuration > Settings and turn off the Enable DNS resolution setting
• Use the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK and run the command Set-BrokerSite -
DnsResolutionEnabled $false

VDA 2203 installer does not allow entering a slash ( / ) for the proxy address

As a workaround, you can configure the proxy in the registry after the VDA is installed:

1 Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\VirtualDesktopAgent
2 Value type: String
3 Value name: ProxySettings
4 Value data: Proxy address or path to pac file. For example:
5 Proxy address: http://squidk.test.local:3128
6 Pac file: http://file.test.com/config/proxy.pac

Rendezvous traffic flow

The following diagram illustrates the sequence of steps about Rendezvous traffic flow.

1. The VDA establishes a WebSocket connection with Citrix Cloud and registers.
2. The VDA registers with Citrix Gateway Service and obtains a dedicated token.
3. The VDA establishes a persistent control connection with the Gateway Service.
4. The user navigates to Citrix Workspace.
5. Workspace evaluates authentication configuration and redirects users to the appropriate IdP

for authentication.
6. The user enters their credentials.
7. After successfully validating the user credentials, the user is redirected to Workspace.
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8. Workspace counts resources for the user and displays them.
9. The user selects a desktop or application from Workspace. Workspace sends the request to

Citrix DaaS, which brokers the connection and instructs the VDA to prepare for the session.
10. The VDA responds with the Rendezvous capability and its identity.
11. Citrix DaaS generates a launch ticket and sends it to the user device through Workspace.
12. The user’s endpoint connects to the Gateway Service and provides the launch ticket to authen‑

ticate and identify the resource to connect to.
13. The Gateway Service sends the connection information to the VDA.
14. The VDA establishes a direct connection for the session with the Gateway Service.
15. The Gateway Service completes the connection between the endpoint and the VDA.
16. The VDA verifies licensing for the session.
17. Citrix DaaS sends applicable policies to the VDA.

HDX Direct (Tech preview)

April 18, 2023

WhenaccessingCitrix‑delivered resources, HDXDirect allows clientdevices toestablisha securedirect
connection with the VDA if there is a direct line of sight.

Important:

HDX Direct is currently in tech preview. To submit feedback or report issues, use this form.

Requirements

The following are the requirements for using HDX Direct:

• Control plane

– Citrix DaaS
– Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 2303 or later

• Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA)

– Windows: version 2303 or later

• Workspace app

– Windows: version 2303 or later

• Access tier

– Citrix Workspace
– Citrix Gateway Service
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– NetScaler Gateway

• Firewall

– VDAmachine

* TCP 443 inbound (ICA over TCP)

* UDP 443 inbound (ICA over EDT)

– Network

Protocol Port Source Destination

TCP 443 Client VDA

UDP 443 Client VDA

Configuration

HDX Direct is disabled by default. You can configure this feature using the HDX Direct setting in Citrix
policy.

• Allowed: HDX Direct is enabled and attempts to establish a direct connection to the session
host when a session is connected.

• Prohibited: The default setting. HDXDirect is disabled and prevents the client fromattempting
to connect directly to the session host when connected through a Gateway.

To confirm that HDX Direct successfully established a direct connection, use the CtxSession.exe utility
on the VDAmachine.

Touse theCtxSession.exeutility, launchaCommandPromptor PowerShellwithin the session and run
ctxsession.exe ‑v. If an HDXDirect connectionwas successfully established, youwill see the following:

• Transport protocol

– UDP > DTLS > CGP > ICA (if using EDT)
– TCP > SSL > CGP > ICA (if using TCP)

• Remote Address and Client Address are the same
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Considerations

The following are considerations for using HDX Direct:

• When using non‑persistent machines for your virtual apps and desktops, do not enable HDX
Direct in the master/template image to avoid generating certificates for the master virtual ma‑
chine (VM).

How it works

HDX Direct allows clients to establish a direct connection to the session host when direct communi‑
cation is available. When direct connections are made using HDX Direct, network‑level encryption
(TLS/DTLS) is used to secure them, leveraging self‑signed certificates.

There are three stages that cover different parts of the feature: pre‑launch, launch, and post‑launch.

Pre‑launch stage

This is the initial stage, which covers certificate creation and management. These tasks are handled
by the following services on the VDAmachine, both of which are set to run automatically at machine
startup:

• Citrix ClxMtp Service: responsible for CA certificate generation and rotation.
• Citrix CertificateManagerService: responsible for generatingandmanaging the self‑signed root
CA certificate, the machine certificates’ keys, and the machine certificates.

The following is an overview of the certificate management process:
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1. The services start at machine startup.
2. Citrix ClxMtp Service creates keys if none have been created already.
3. Citrix Certificate Manager Service checks if HDX Direct is enabled. If not, the service stops itself.
4. If HDX Direct is enabled, Citrix Certificate Manager Service checks if a self‑signed root CA certifi‑

cate exists. If not, a self‑signed root certificate is created.
5. Once a root CA certificate is available, the Citrix Certificate Manager Service checks if a self‑

signedmachine certificate exists. If not, the service generates keys and creates a new certificate
using the machine’s FQDN.

6. If there is an existing machine certificate created by the Citrix Certificate Manager Service and
the subject name does not match the machine’s FQDN, a new certificate is generated.

Note:

The Citrix Certificate Manager Service generates RSA certificates that leverage 2048‑bit keys.

Launch stage

To successfully establish a secure HDX Direct connection, the client must trust the certificates used
to secure the session. To facilitate this, the VDA sends the Broker its certificate information when a
session is being brokered. Subsequently, the Broker sends this information to Workspace to include
in the ICA file that is sent to the client to launch the session.

Post‑launch stage

Once a session is brokered successfully, the session is launched. The following is an overview of the
HDX Direct connection process:

1. The client establishes a connection with the VDA through the Gateway Service.
2. Upon a successful connection, the VDA sends the VDA machine’s FQDN and a list of its IP ad‑

dresses to the client.
3. The client probes the IP addresses to see if it can reach the VDA directly.
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4. If the client is able to reach the VDA directly with any of the shared IP addresses, the client es‑
tablishes a secure direct connection with the VDA.

5. Once the direct connection is successfully established, the session transfers to the new connec‑
tion and the connection to the Gateway Service ends.

Known issues

The following are known issues with HDX Direct:

• The HDX Direct connection may fail when Rendezvous is disabled.
• The HDX Direct connection may fail when launching sessions from an on‑prem Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops 2303 site.

• Workspace appmay crash if the VDA is running on Windows 11.

Devices

March 22, 2022

HDX provides a high‑definition user experience on any device, at any location. The articles in the
Devices section describe these devices:

• Generic USB device
• Mobile and touch screen devices
• Serial devices
• Specialty keyboards
• TWAIN devices
• Webcams
• WIA devices

Optimized vs. generic USB device

An optimized USB device is one for which Citrix Workspace app has specific support. For example,
the ability to redirect webcams using the HDX Multimedia virtual channel. A generic device is a USB
device for which there is no specific support in Citrix Workspace app.

By default, generic USB redirection can’t redirect USB devices with optimized virtual channel support
unless put into Generic mode.

In general, you get better performance for USB devices in Optimized mode than in Generic mode.
However, there are cases where a USB device doesn’t have full functionality in Optimized mode. It
might be necessary to switch to Generic mode to gain full access to its features.
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With USB mass storage devices, you can use either client drive mapping or generic USB redirection,
or both, controlled by Citrix polices. The main differences are:

If both generic USB redirection and the client drive mapping policies are enabled and amass storage
device is inserted either before or after a session starts, it’s redirected using client drive mapping.

When these conditions are true, the mass storage device is redirected using generic USB redirection:

• Both generic USB redirection and the client drive mapping policies are enabled.
• A device is configured for automatic redirection.
• A mass storage device is inserted either before or after a session starts.

For more information, see http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX123015.

Feature Client drive mapping Generic USB redirection

Enabled by default Yes No

Read‑only access
configurable

Yes No

Encrypted device access Yes, if encryption is unlocked
before the device is accessed
on the virtual session.

Citrix Virtual Desktops only

Mixed DPIs withmulti‑monitors

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) environments do not support the use
of different DPIs betweenmonitors. You can verify the DPI (% scaling) usingWindows Control Panel >
Display options. If using aWindows 8.1 orWindows 10 client device, enabling the Letme choose one
scaling level for all my displays option in the Windows Control Panel > Display options configures
the monitors appropriately. For more information, see Knowledge Center article CTX201696.

Generic USB devices

March 23, 2022

HDX technology provides optimized support for most popular USB devices. These devices include:

• Monitors
• Mice
• Keyboards
• Voice over Internet Protocol phones
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• Headsets
• Webcams
• Scanners
• Cameras
• Printers
• Drives
• Smart card readers
• Drawing tablets
• Signature pads

Optimized support offers an improved user experience with better performance and bandwidth effi‑
ciency over aWAN. Optimized support is usually the best option, especially in high latency or security‑
sensitive environments.

HDX technology provides generic USB redirection for specialty devices that don’t have optimized
support or where it is unsuitable. For more information about generic USB redirection, see Generic
USB redirection.

Formore information aboutUSBdevices andCitrixWorkspace app forWindows, see Configuring com‑
posite USB device redirection and Configuring USB support.

Mobile and touch screen devices

August 3, 2022

Tablet mode for touch screen devices using Windows Continuum

Continuum is a Windows 10 feature that adapts to the way the client device is used. This version of
Continuumsupport, including dynamic change ofmodes, is available starting at VDA version 7.16 and
Citrix Receiver for Windows version 4.10.

Windows 10 VDA detects the presence of a keyboard or mouse on a touch enabled client and puts
the client in to desktopmode. If a keyboard or mouse is not present, Windows 10 VDA puts the client
in to tablet/mobile mode. This detection occurs on connection and reconnection. It also occurs at
dynamic attachment or detachment of the keyboard or mouse.

The feature is enabled by default. To disable this version of the feature, edit the Tablet mode toggle
policy settings in the ICA policy settings article.

For the feature version included in XenApp 7.14 and 7.15 LTSR and XenDesktop 7.14 and 7.15 LTSR, use
the registry settings to disable the feature. For more information, see Tablet mode for touch screen
devices.
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The tablet mode offers a user interface that is better suited to touch screens:

• Slightly larger buttons.
• The Start screen and any apps you start open in a full screen.
• Taskbar contains a back button.
• Icons deleted from the task bar.

You have access to the File Explorer.

The desktop mode offers the traditional user interface where you interact in the same manner as
using PC and a keyboard andmouse.

Tablet mode requires a minimum of version Citrix Hypervisor 8.2 CU1 LTSR. Citrix Hypervisor inte‑
grates with the Citrix Virtual Desktops VDA, changing the hypervisor to enable the virtual firmware
settings for 2‑in‑1 devices. Windows 10 loads the GPIO driver on the target virtual machine based on
this updated BIOS. It is used for toggling between tablet and desktop modes within the virtual ma‑
chine.

Citrix Workspace app for HTML5 (the light version) does not support Windows Continuum features.

Run the XenServer CLI command to allow laptop/tablet switching:
xe vm‑param‑set uuid=<VM_UUID> platform:acpi_laptop_slate=1

Important:

Updating the base image for an existing machine catalog after changing the metadata setting
doesn’t affect any previously provisioned VMs. After changing the XenServer VM base image,
create a catalog, choose the base image, and provision a new Machine Creation Services (MCS)
machine.

Before starting a session:
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We recommend that you navigate to Settings > System > Tablet Mode on the VDA before starting a
session and set the following options from the drop‑downmenus:

• Use the appropriate mode for my hardware
• Don’t ask me and always switch

If you don’t set these options before starting the session, set the options after you start the session
and restart the VDA.

Microsoft Surface Pro and Surface Book pens

We support standard pen functionality with Windows Ink‑based applications. This functionality re‑
quires a Virtual Delivery Agent runningonaminimumofMicrosoftWindows10 version 1809 and client
devices using aminimum of Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 1902. Support includes point‑
ing, erasing, pen pressure, Bluetooth signals, and other features depending on the operating system
firmware and penmodel. For example, pen pressure can be up to 4096 levels. This feature is enabled
by default.

For a demonstration of Windows Ink and the pen functionality, click this graphic:
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System requirements

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops minimum version 1903
• Citrix Workspace app for Windowsminimum version 1902
• MicrosoftWindows 10 minimum version 1809

Todisableor enable this feature, seeMicrosoftSurfaceProandSurfaceBookpens in the list of features
managed through the registry.

Serial ports

March 23, 2022

MostnewPCsdon’t havebuilt‑in serial (COM)ports. Theports areeasy toaddbyusingUSBconverters.
Applications suited for serial ports often involve sensors, controllers, old check readers, pads, and
so forth. Some USB virtual COM‑port devices use vendor‑specific drivers in place of the Windows‑
provided drivers (usbser.sys). These drivers allow you to force the virtual COM port of the USB device
so that it doesn’t change even if connected to different USB sockets. This might be done from the
Device Manager > Ports (COM& LPT) > Properties or from the application that controls the device.

Client COM portmapping allows devices attached to the COM ports on the user’s endpoint to be used
during virtual sessions. You can use these mappings like any other network mappings.

For each COM port, a driver in the operating system assigns a symbolic link name such as COM1 and
COM2. The applications then use the link to access the port.
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Important:

Because a device can attach to the endpoint by using USB directly, doesn’t mean it can be redi‑
rected using generic USB redirection. Some USB devices function as virtual COM ports, which
applications can access in the same way as physical serial port. The operating system can ab‑
stract COM ports and treat them like fileshares. Two common protocols for virtual COM are CDC
ACM or MCT. When connected through an RS‑485 port, applicationsmight not work at all. Get an
RS‑485‑to‑RS232 converter to use RS‑485 as a COM port.
Important:

Some applications recognize the device (for example, a signature pad) consistently only if it is
connected to COM1 or COM2 on the client workstation.

Map a client COM port to a server COM port

You canmap client COM ports to a Citrix session in three ways:

• Manage console policies. For more information about policies, see Port redirection policy set‑
tings.

• VDA command prompt.
• Remote Desktop (Terminal Services) configuration tool.

1. Enable the Client COM port redirection and the Auto connect client COM ports Studio poli‑
cies. After applied, some information is available in HDX Monitor.

2. If Auto connect client COMports failed tomap the port, you canmap the portmanually or use
logon scripts. Log on to the VDA, and at a command prompt window, type:

NET USE COMX: \\CLIENT\COMZ:

Or
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NET USE COMX: \\CLIENT\CLIENTPORT:COMZ:

X is the number of the COM port on the VDA (ports 1 through 9 are available for mapping). Z is
the number of the client COM port you want to map.

To confirm that the operation was successful, type NET USE at a VDA command prompt. The
list that appears contains mapped drives, LPT ports, andmapped COM ports.

3. To use this COMport in a virtual desktop or application, install your user device application and
point it to themapped COMport name. For example, if youmap COM1 on the client to COM3 on
the server, install your COM port device application in the VDA and point it to COM3 during the
session. Use this mapped COM port as you would a COM port on the user device.

Important:

COM port mapping is not TAPI‑compatible. You can’t map Windows Telephony Application Pro‑
gramming Interface (TAPI) devices to client COM ports. TAPI defines a standard way for applica‑
tions to control telephone functions for data, fax, and voice calls. TAPI manages signaling, in‑
cluding dialing, answering, and ending calls. Also, supplemental services such as holding, trans‑
ferring, and conference calls.

Troubleshoot

1. Ensure you can access the device directly from the endpoint, bypassing Citrix. While the port is
not mapped to the VDA, you are not connected to a Citrix session. Follow any troubleshooting
instructions that came with the device and verify that it works locally first.
When a device is connected to a serial COM port, a registry key is created on the hive shown
here:
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You can also find this information from the command prompt by running chgport /query.

If troubleshooting instructions for the device aren’t available, try opening a PuTTY session.
Choose Session and in Serial line specify your COM Port.
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You can runMODE in a local command window. The output might display the COM port in use
and the Baud/Parity/Data Bits/Stop Bits, which you need in your PuTTY session. If the PuTTY
connection is successful, press Enter to see feedback from the device. Whatever characters you
type might be repeated on the screen, or responded to. If this step is unsuccessful, you can’t
access the device from a virtual session.

2. Map the local COM port to the VDA (using policies or NET USE COMX: \\CLIENT\COMZ:) and
repeat the same PuTTY procedures in the previous step, but this time from the VDA PuTTY. If
PuTTY fails to show the error Unable to open connection to COM1. Unable to open serial
port, another device might be using COM1.

3. Run chgport /query. If the built‑in Windows serial driver on the VDA is auto‑assigning
\Device\Serial0 to a COM1 port of your VDA, do the following:
A. Open CMD on the VDA and type NET USE.

B. Delete any existing mapping (for example, COM1) on the VDA.

NET USE COM1 /DELETE

C. Map the device to the VDA.

NET USE COM1: \\CLIENT\COM3:

D. Point your application on the VDA to COM3.

Lastly, try to map your local COM port (for example, COM3) to a different COM port on the VDA
(other than COM1, for example COM3). Ensure that your application is pointing to it:
NET USE COM3: \\CLIENT\COM3

4. If now you do see the port mapped, PuTTY is working but no data passing, it might be a race
condition. The application might connect and open the port before it is mapped, locking it
from being mapped. Try one of the following:

• Open a second application published on the same server. Wait a few seconds for the port
to be mapped, and then open the real application that tries to use the port.
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• Enable theCOMport redirectionpolicies fromtheGroupPolicyEditor inActiveDirectory in‑
steadof the service’sManage > Full Configuration interface. Those policies areClient COM
port redirection and Auto connect client COM ports. Policies applied this waymight be
processedbefore theManage consolepolicies, guaranteeing that theCOMport ismapped.
Citrix policies are pushed to the VDA and stored in:
HKLN\SOFTWARE\Policies\Citrix \<user session ID\>

• Use this logon script for the user or instead of publishing the application, publish a .bat
script that first deletes any mapping on the VDA, remaps the virtual COM port, and then
starts the application:

@echo off
NET USE COM1 /delete
NET USE COM2 /delete
NET USE COM1: \\CLIENT\COM1:
NET USE COM2: \\CLIENT\COM2:
MODE COM1: BAUD=1200 (or whatever value needed)
MODE COM2: BAUD=9600 PARITY=N Data=8 Stop=1 (or whatever value needed)
START C:\Program Files\<Your Software Path>\<your_software.exe>

5. Process Monitor from Sysinternals is the tool of last resort. When running the tool on the VDA,
find and filter objects like COM3, picaser.sys, CdmRedirector, but especially <your_app>.exe.
Any errors might appear as Access Denied or similar.

Specialty keyboards

March 23, 2022

Bloomberg keyboards
Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops support the Bloomberg model 4 Starboard keyboard (and earlier
model 3). This keyboard enables customers in the financial sector to use the special features of the
keyboard to access financial market data and perform trading quickly.

This keyboard is compatible with the KVM switch boxes and can work in twomodes:
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• PC (One USB cable with no KVM)
• KVMmode (Two USB Cables with one routed through KVM)

Important:

We recommend that you use the Bloomberg keyboard with only one session. We don’t recom‑
mend using the keyboard with multiple concurrent sessions (one client to multiple sessions).

The Bloomberg keyboard 4 is a USB composite device comprising four USB devices in one physical
shell:

• Keyboard.
• Fingerprint reader.
• Audio device with keys to increase and decrease volume and mute the speaker and the micro‑
phone. This device includes onboard speaker, microphone, and jack for the microphone and
headset.

• USB hub to connect all of these devices to the system.

Requirements:

• The session to which Citrix Workspace app for Windows is connecting must support USB de‑
vices.

• Minimum of Citrix Workspace app 1808 for Windows or Citrix Receiver for Windows 4.8 to sup‑
port Bloomberg keyboard model 3 and 4.

• Minimum of Citrix Workspace app 1808 for Windows or Citrix Receiver for Windows 4.12 to use
KVMmode (two USB cables with one routed through KVM) for Model 4.

For information about configuring Bloomberg keyboards on Citrix Workspace app for Windows, see
Configuring Bloomberg keyboards.

To enable Bloomberg keyboard support, see Bloomberg keyboards in the list of features managed
through the registry.

Verify support:

To determine if Bloomberg keyboard support is enabled in CitrixWorkspace app, check if the Desktop
Viewer correctly reports the Bloomberg keyboard’s devices.

Desktop scenario:

Open the Desktop Viewer. If support for Bloomberg keyboard is enabled, the Desktop Viewer shows
see three devices under the USB icon:

• Bloomberg Fingerprint Scanner
• Bloomberg Keyboard Features
• Bloomberg LP Keyboard 2013

Seamless Application only scenario:
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Open the Connection Centermenu from the Citrix Workspace app notification area icon. If support
for the Bloomberg keyboard is enabled, the three devices appear in the Devicesmenu.

The check mark against each of these devices indicates that they are remoted to the session.

TWAIN devices

March 23, 2022

Requirements

• The scanner must be TWAIN compliant.
• Install the TWAIN drivers on the local device. They are not required on the server.
• Attach the scanner locally (for example, through USB).
• Ensure that the scanner is using the local TWAIN driver and not theWindows Image Acquisition
service.

• Ensure that there is no policy applied to the user account that is used for the test, and which is
limiting the bandwidth within the ICA session. For example, client USB redirection bandwidth
limit.

For information about policy settings, see TWAIN devices policy settings.

Webcams

August 9, 2022

High definition webcam streaming

Webcams can be used by video conferencing applications running within the virtual session. The
application on the server selects the webcam format and resolution based on the supported format
types. When a session starts, the client sends the webcam information to the server. Choose a web‑
cam from the video conferencing application. When the webcam and the application both support
high‑definition rendering, the application uses high‑definition resolution. We support webcam reso‑
lutions up to 1920x1080.

This feature requires the Citrix Receiver for Windows, minimum version 4.10. For a list of Citrix
Workspace app platforms that support HDX webcam redirection, see Citrix Workspace app feature
matrix.
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For more information about high‑definition webcam streaming, see HDX video conferencing and we‑
bcam video compression.

You can use a registry key to disable and enable the feature and then configure a specific resolution.
For information, seeHigh‑definitionwebcamstreamingandHigh‑definitionwebcamresolution in the
list of features managed through the registry.

WIA devices

March 23, 2022

Requirements

• The scanner must be WIA compliant.
• Install the WIA drivers on the local device. They are not required on the server.
• Attach the scanner locally (for example, through USB).
• Ensure that the scanner is using the localWindows ImageAcquisition service andnot the TWAIN
driver.

• Ensure that there is no policy applied to the user account that is used for the test, and which is
limiting the bandwidth within the ICA session. For example, client USB redirection bandwidth
limit.

Windows Image Acquisition application allow list

An allow list lets you control which applications on the VDA can access the Windows Image Acquisi‑
tion scanner redirection. The Registry Editor uses input from the allow list setting on each VDA that
contains Windows Image Acquisition. By default, no applications have access to Windows Image Ac‑
quisition.

To adjustWindows Image Acquisition for applications on the VDA, see theWindows Image Acquisition
application allow list setting in the list of features managed through the registry.

For information about policy settings, see WIA devices policy settings.

Graphics

March 22, 2022
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Citrix HDX graphics include an extensive set of graphics acceleration and encoding technologies that
optimizes the delivery of rich graphics applications from Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops service). The graphic technologies provide the same experience as using a physical desktop
when working remotely with virtual applications that are graphics intensive.

You can use software or hardware for graphics rendering. Software rendering requires a third‑party li‑
brary called software rasterizer. For example,Windows includes theWARP rasterizer for DirectX based
graphics. Sometimes, you might want to use an alternative software renderer. Hardware rendering
(hardware acceleration) requires a graphics processor (GPU).

HDX Graphics offers a default encoding configuration that is optimized for the most common use
cases. By using Citrix policies, IT administrators can also configure various graphics‑related settings
to meet different requirements and provide the desired user experience.

Thinwire

Thinwire is the Citrix default display remoting technology used in Citrix DaaS.

Display remoting technology allows graphics generated on one machine to be transmitted, typically
across a network, to anothermachine for display. Graphics are generated as a result of user input, for
example, keystrokes or mouse actions.

HDX 3D Pro

The HDX 3D Pro capabilities in Citrix DaaS enable you to deliver desktops and applications that per‑
form best using a graphics processing unit (GPU) for hardware acceleration. These applications in‑
clude3Dprofessional graphics applicationsbasedonOpenGLandDirectX. The standardVDAsupports
GPU acceleration of DirectX only.

GPU acceleration for Windows Single‑session OS

By using HDX 3D Pro, you can deliver graphically intensive applications as part of hosted desktops or
applicationsonSingle‑sessionOSmachines. HDX3DPro supports physical host computers (including
desktop, blade, and rack workstations) and GPU Passthrough and GPU virtualization technologies
offered by XenServer, vSphere, and Hyper‑V (passthrough only) hypervisors.

Using GPUPassthrough, you can create VMs that have exclusive access to dedicated graphics process‑
ing hardware. You can install multiple GPUs on the hypervisor and assign VMs to each of these GPUs
on a one‑to‑one basis.

UsingGPUvirtualization,multiple virtualmachines candirectly access the graphics processing power
of a single physical GPU.

GPU acceleration for Windows Multi‑session OS

HDX 3D Pro allows graphics‑heavy applications running in Windows Multi‑session OS sessions to ren‑
der on the server graphics processing unit (GPU). BymovingOpenGL, DirectX, Direct3D, andWindows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) rendering to the server GPU, graphics rendering doesn’t slow down
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the server CPU. Also, the server is able to processmore graphics because the workload is split among
the CPU and GPU.

Framehawk

Important:

As of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1903, Framehawk is no longer supported. Instead, use
Thinwire with adaptive transport enabled.

Framehawk is a display remoting technology for mobile workers on broadband wireless connections
(Wi‑Fi and 4G/LTE cellular networks). Framehawk overcomes the challenges of spectral interference
andmultipath propagation anddelivers a fluid and interactive user experience to users of virtual apps
and desktops.

Text‑based session watermark

Text‑based session watermarks help to deter and enable tracking data theft. This traceable informa‑
tion appears on the session desktop as a deterrent to those using photographs and screen captures
to steal data. You can specify a watermark that is a layer of text. The watermark can display over
the entire session screen without changing the content of the original document. Text‑based session
watermarks require VDA support.

Related information

• HDX 3D Pro
• GPU acceleration for Windows Single‑session OS
• GPU acceleration for Windows Multi‑session OS
• Thinwire
• Text‑based session watermark

HDX 3D Pro

March 23, 2022

TheHDX 3DPro capabilities of Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops enable you to deliver desktops and ap‑
plications that perform best using a graphics processing unit (GPU) for hardware acceleration. These
applications include 3D professional graphics applications based on OpenGL and DirectX. The stan‑
dard VDA supports GPU acceleration of DirectX only.

For the HDX 3D Pro policy settings, see Optimize for 3D graphics workload.

All supportedCitrixWorkspaceappscanbeusedwith3Dgraphics. Forbestperformancewithcomplex
3D workloads, high‑resolution monitors, multi‑monitor configurations, and high frame rate applica‑
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tions, we recommend the latest versions of Citrix Workspace app for Windows and Citrix Workspace
app for Linux. For more information on supported versions of Citrix Workspace app, see Lifecycle
Milestones for Citrix Workspace app.

Examples of 3D professional applications include:

• Computer‑aided design, manufacturing, and engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE) applications
• Geographical Information System (GIS) software
• Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS) for medical imaging
• Applications using the latest OpenGL, DirectX, NVIDIA CUDA, and OpenCL and WebGL versions
• Computationally intensive non‑graphical applications that use NVIDIA Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) GPUs for parallel computing

HDX 3D Pro provides the best user experience over any bandwidth:

• On WAN connections: Deliver an interactive user experience over WAN connections with band‑
widths as low as 1.5 Mbps.

• On LAN connections: Deliver a user experience equivalent to that of a local desktop on LAN
connections.

You can replace complex and expensive workstations with simpler user devices by moving the
graphics processing into the data center for centralized management.

HDX 3D Pro provides GPU acceleration for Windows single‑session OS machines and Windows multi‑
sessionOSmachines. Formore information, seeGPUacceleration forWindows single‑sessionOS and
GPU acceleration for Windowsmulti‑session OS.

HDX 3D Pro is compatible with GPU passthrough and GPU virtualization technologies offered by the
following hypervisors, in addition to bare metal:

• Citrix Hypervisor
– GPU passthrough with NVIDIA GRID, AMD, and Intel GVT‑d
– GPU virtualization with NVIDIA GRID, AMD, and Intel GVT‑g
– See hardware compatibility at Hypervisor Hardware Compatibility List.

Use the HDX Monitor tool to validate the operation and configuration of HDX visualization technolo‑
gies and to diagnose and troubleshoot HDX issues. To download the tool and learnmore about it, see
https://taas.citrix.com/hdx/download/.

GPU acceleration for Windowsmulti‑session OS

March 23, 2022
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HDX 3D Pro allows graphics‑heavy applications running in Windows Multi‑session OS sessions to ren‑
der on the server’s graphics processing unit (GPU). By moving OpenGL, DirectX, Direct3D, and Win‑
dowsPresentation Foundation (WPF) rendering to the server’s GPU, graphics rendering does not slow
the server’s CPU. Also, the server is able to process more graphics because the workload is split be‑
tween the CPU and GPU.

Since Windows Server is a multi‑user operating system, multiple users can share a GPU accessed by
Citrix Virtual Apps without the need for GPU virtualization (vGPU).

For procedures that involve editing the registry, use caution: Editing the registry incorrectly can cause
seriousproblems thatmay require you to reinstall youroperating system. Citrix cannotguarantee that
problems resulting from the incorrect use of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your
own risk. Be sure to back up the registry before you edit it.

GPU sharing

GPUSharing enables GPU hardware rendering of OpenGL andDirectX applications in remote desktop
sessions. It has the following characteristics:

• Can be used on bare metal or virtual machines to increase application scalability and perfor‑
mance.

• Enables multiple concurrent sessions to share GPU resources (most users do not require the
rendering performance of a dedicated GPU).

• Requires no special settings.

A GPU can be assigned to the Windows Server virtual machine in either full pass‑through or virtual
GPU (vGPU)modes following Hypervisor and GPU vendor requirements. Bare‑metal deployments on
physical Windows Server machines are also supported.

GPU Sharing does not depend on any specific graphics card.

• For virtual machines, select a graphics card that is compatible with the Hypervisor in use. For a
Citrix Hypervisor hardware compatibility list, see Hypervisor Hardware Compatibility List.

• When running onbaremetal, it is recommended to have a single display adapter enabledby the
operating system. If multiple GPUs are installed on the hardware, disable all but one of them
using Device Manager.

Scalability using GPU Sharing depends on several factors:

• The applications being run
• The amount of video RAM they consume
• The graphics card’s processing power

Some applications handle video RAM shortages better than others. If the hardware becomes over‑
loaded, instability or a crash of the graphics card driver might occur. Limit the number of concurrent
users to avoid such issues.
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To confirm that GPU acceleration is occurring, use a third‑party tool such as GPU‑Z. GPU‑Z is available
at http://www.techpowerup.com/gpuz/.

• Access to a high‑performance video encoder for NVIDIA GPUs and Intel Iris Pro graphics proces‑
sors. A policy setting (enabled by default) controls this feature and allows the use of hardware
encoding for H.264 encoding (where available). If such hardware is not available, the VDA fall
backs toCPU‑based encoding using the software video codec. Formore information, seeGraph‑
ics policy settings.

DirectX, Direct3D, andWPF rendering

DirectX, Direct3D, andWPF rendering are only available on servers with a GPU that supports a display
driver interface (DDI) version of 9ex, 10, or 11.

• On Windows Server 2008 R2, DirectX and Direct3D require no special settings to use a single
GPU.

• On Windows Server 2012 and later, Remote Desktop Services (RDS) sessions on the RD Session
Host server use the Microsoft Basic Render Driver as the default adapter. To use the GPU in RDS
sessions on Windows Server 2012 and later, enable the Use the hardware default graphics
adapter for all RemoteDesktopServices sessions setting in thegrouppolicyLocalComputer
Policy>ComputerConfiguration>AdministrativeTemplates>WindowsComponents>Re‑
mote Desktop Services > Remote Desktop Session Host > Remote Session Environment.

• ToenableWPFapplications to renderusing the server’sGPU, create the settings in the registryof
the server running Windows Multi‑session OS sessions. For information on the registry setting,
seeWindows Presentation Foundation (WPF) rendering in the list of featuresmanaged through
the registry.

GPU acceleration for CUDA or OpenCL applications

GPU acceleration of CUDA and OpenCL applications running in a user session is disabled by default.

To use the CUDA acceleration POC features, enable the registry settings. For information, see GPU
acceleration for CUDA or OpenCL applications in the list of features managed through the registry.

GPU acceleration for Windows single‑session OS

March 23, 2022

With HDX 3D Pro, you can deliver graphically intensive applications as part of hosted desktops or ap‑
plications on Single‑session OS machines. HDX 3D Pro supports physical host computers (including
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desktop, blade, and rack workstations) and GPU Passthrough and GPU virtualization technologies
offered by Citrix Hypervisor, vSphere, Nutanix, and Hyper‑V (passthrough only) hypervisors.

HDX 3D Pro offers the following features:

• Adaptive H.264‑based or H.265‑based deep compression for optimal WAN and wireless perfor‑
mance. HDX 3D Pro uses CPU‑based full‑screen H.264 compression as the default compression
technique for encoding. Hardware encoding with H.264 is used with NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD
cards that support NVENC. Hardware encoding with H.265 is used with NVIDIA cards that sup‑
port NVENC.

• Lossless compression option for specialized use cases. HDX 3DPro also offers a CPU‑based loss‑
less codec to support applications where pixel‑perfect graphics are required, such as medical
imaging. True lossless compression is recommended only for specialized use cases because it
consumesmore network and processing resources.

When using lossless compression:

– The lossless indicator, a notification area icon, notifies the user if the screen displayed is
a lossy frame or a lossless frame. This icon helps when the Visual Quality policy setting
specifies Build to lossless. The lossless indicator turns green when the frames sent are
lossless.

– The lossless switch enables the user to change to Always Lossless mode anytime within
the session. To select or deselect Lossless anytime within a session, right‑click the icon
and click Switch to pixel perfect or use the shortcut ALT+SHIFT+1.

For lossless compression: HDX 3D Pro uses the lossless codec for compression regardless
of the codec selected through policy.

For lossy compression: HDX 3D Pro uses the original codec, either the default or the one
selected through policy.

Lossless switch settings are not retained for subsequent sessions. To use a lossless codec
for every connection, select Always lossless in the Visual quality policy setting.

• You can override the default shortcut, ALT+SHIFT+1, to select or deselect Lossless within a ses‑
sion. Configureanewregistry settingatHKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\HDX3D\LLIndicator.

– Name: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE_HotKey, Type: String
– The format to configure a shortcut combination is C=0|1, A=0|1, S=0|1, W=0|1, K=val.
Keys must be comma “,” separated. The order of the keys does not matter.

– A, C, S, W and K are keys, where C=Control, A=ALT, S=SHIFT, W=Win, and K=a valid key.
Allowed values for K are 0–9, a–z, and any virtual key code.

– For example:

* For F10, set K=0x79

* For Ctrl + F10, set C=1, K=0x79
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* For Alt + A, set A=1, K=a or A=1, K=A or K=A, A=1

* For Ctrl + Alt + 5, set C=1, A=1, K=5 or A=1, K=5, C=1

* For Ctrl + Shift + F5, set A=1, S=1, K=0x74

Caution:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

• Multiple andhigh resolutionmonitor support. For Single‑sessionOSmachines, HDX 3DPro sup‑
ports user devices with up to four monitors. Users can arrange their monitors in any configura‑
tion and canmixmonitors with different resolutions and orientations. The number ofmonitors
is limited by the capabilities of the host computer GPU, the user device, and the available band‑
width. HDX 3D Pro supports all monitor resolutions and is limited only by the capabilities of the
GPU on the host computer.

• Dynamic resolution. You can resize the virtual desktopor applicationwindow to any resolution.
Note: The only supported method to change the resolution is by resizing the VDA session win‑
dow. Changing resolution fromwithin the VDA session (usingControl Panel > Appearance and
Personalization > Display > Screen Resolution) is not supported.

• Support for NVIDIA vGPU architecture. HDX 3D Pro supports NVIDIA vGPU cards. For informa‑
tion, see NVIDIA vGPU for GPU passthrough and GPU sharing. NVIDIA vGPU enables multiple
VMs to have simultaneous, direct access to a single physical GPU, using the same NVIDIA graph‑
ics drivers that are deployed on non‑virtualized operating systems.

• Support for VMware vSphere and VMware ESX using Virtual Direct Graphics Acceleration (vDGA)
‑ You can use HDX 3D Pro with vDGA for both RDS and VDI workloads.

• Support for VMware vSphere/ESX using NVIDIA vGPU and AMDMxGPU.

• Support for Microsoft HyperV using Discrete Device Assignment in Windows Server 2016.

• Support for Data Center Graphics with Intel Xeon Processor E3 Family. HDX 3D Pro supports
multi‑monitors (up to 3), console blanking, custom resolution, and high frame‑rate with the
supported family of Intel processors. For more information, see http://www.citrix.com/intel
and http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/servers/data‑center‑graphics.html.

• Support for AMDRapidFire on theAMDFirePro S‑series server cards. HDX3DPro supportsmulti‑
monitors (up to 6), console blanking, custom resolution, and high frame‑rate. Note: HDX 3DPro
support for AMD MxGPU (GPU virtualization) works with VMware vSphere vGPUs only. Citrix
Hypervisor and Hyper‑V are supported with GPU passthrough. For more information, see AMD
Virtualization Solution.
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• Access to a high‑performance video encoder for NVIDIA GPUs, AMD GPUs, and Intel Iris Pro
graphics processors. A policy setting (enabled by default) controls this feature. The feature
allows the use of hardware encoding for H.264 encoding (where available). If such hardware is
not available, the VDA falls back to CPU‑based encoding using the software video codec. For
more information, see Graphics policy settings.

As shown in the following figure:

• When a user logs on to Citrix Workspace app and accesses the virtual application or desktop,
the Controller authenticates the user. The Controller then contacts the VDA for HDX 3D Pro to
broker a connection to the computer hosting the graphical application.

The VDA for HDX 3DPro uses the appropriate hardware on the host to compress views of the complete
desktop or of just the graphical application.

• The desktop or application views and the user interactions with them are transmitted between
the host computer and the user device. This transmission is done through a direct HDX connec‑
tion between Citrix Workspace app and the VDA for HDX 3D Pro.

Optimize the HDX 3D Pro user experience

To use HDX 3D Pro with multiple monitors, ensure that the host computer is configured with at least
as many monitors as are attached to user devices. The monitors attached to the host computer can
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be either physical or virtual.

Do not attach a monitor (either physical or virtual) to a host computer while a user is connected to
the virtual desktop or application providing the graphical application. Doing so can cause instability
during a user’s session.

Let your users know that changes to the desktop resolution (by them or an application) are not sup‑
ported while a graphical application session is running. After closing the application session, a user
can change the resolution of theDesktop Viewerwindow in theCitrixWorkspace app ‑DesktopViewer
Preferences.

Whenmultiple users share a connection with limited bandwidth (for example, at a branch office), we
recommend that you use the Overall session bandwidth limit policy setting to limit the bandwidth
available to each user. Using this setting ensures that the available bandwidth does not fluctuate
widely as users log on and off. Because HDX 3D Pro automatically adjusts to use all the available
bandwidth, large variations in the available bandwidthover the course of user sessions cannegatively
impact performance.

For example, if 20 users share a 60 Mbps connection, the bandwidth available to each user can vary
between 3 Mbps and 60 Mbps, depending on the number of concurrent users. To optimize the user
experience in this scenario, determine thebandwidth requiredperuser atpeakperiodsand limit users
to this amount always.

For users of a 3Dmouse, we recommend that you increase the priority of the Generic USB Redirection
virtual channel to 0. For information about changing the virtual channel priority, see the Knowledge
Center article CTX128190.

Thinwire

May 9, 2023

Introduction

Thinwire, a part of Citrix HDX technology, is the Citrix default display remoting technology used in
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

Display remoting technology allows graphics generated on one machine to be transmitted, typically
across a network, to another machine for display.

A successful display remoting solution provides a highly interactive user experience that is similar
to that of a local PC. Thinwire achieves this experience by using a range of complex and efficient im‑
age analysis and compression techniques. Thinwire maximizes server scalability and consumes less
bandwidth than other display remoting technologies.
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Because of this balance, Thinwire meets most general business use cases and is used as the default
display remoting technology in Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

HDX 3D Pro

In its default configuration, Thinwire can deliver 3D or highly interactive graphics and use a graphics
processing unit (GPU), if present. However, we recommend enabling HDX 3D Pro mode using the
Optimize for 3Dgraphicsworkload orVisual quality >Build to losslesspolicies for scenarioswhen
GPUs are present. These policies configure Thinwire to use a video codec (H.264 or H.265) to encode
the entire screen using hardware acceleration if a GPU is present. Doing so provides a more fluid
experience for 3D professional graphics. For more information, see H.264 Build to lossless, HDX 3D
Pro, and GPU acceleration for Windows Single‑session OS.

Requirements

Thinwire is optimized for modern operating systems, including Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows
Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, and Windows 10. For Windows Server 2008 R2, legacy graphics
mode is recommended. Use the built‑in Citrix policy templates, High Server Scalability‑Legacy OS
andOptimized forWAN‑Legacy OS to deliver the Citrix recommended combinations of policy settings
for these use cases.

Note:

Wedonot support legacy graphicsmode in this release. It is included for backward compatibility
when using XenApp 7.15 LTSR, XenDesktop 7.15 LTSR, and previous VDA releases.

• The policy setting which drives the behavior of Thinwire,Use video codec for compression, is
availableonVDAversions inCitrix Virtual AppsandDesktops71808or later andXenAppandXen‑
Desktop 7.6 FP3 and later. The Use video codec when preferred option is the default setting
on VDA versions Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1808 or later and XenApp and XenDesktop
7.9 and later.

• All Citrix Workspace apps support Thinwire. Some Citrix Workspace apps might support fea‑
tures of Thinwire that others donot, for example, 8‑bit or 16‑bit graphics for reducedbandwidth
usage. Support for such features is automatically negotiated by Citrix Workspace app.

• Thinwire uses more server resources (CPU, memory) in multi‑monitor and high‑resolution sce‑
narios. It is possible to tune the amount of resources Thinwire uses, however, bandwidth usage
might increase as a result.

• In low bandwidth or high latency scenarios, consider enabling 8‑bit or 16‑bit graphics to im‑
prove interactivity. Visual quality might be affected, especially at 8‑bit color depth.
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Encodingmethods

Thinwire can operate in two different encoding modes depending on policy and client capabilities:

• Thinwire full screen H.264 or H.265
• Thinwire with selective H.264 or H.265

Legacy GDI remoting uses the XPDM remoting driver and not a Thinwire bitmap encoder.

Configuration

Thinwire is the default display remoting technology.

The followingGraphics policy setting sets the default andprovides alternatives for different use cases:

• Use video codec for compression
– Use video codecwhen preferred. This is the default setting. No additional configuration
is required. Keeping this setting as the default ensures that Thinwire is selected for all
Citrix connections, and is optimized for scalability, bandwidth, and superior image quality
for typical desktop workloads. This is functionally equivalent to For actively changing
regions.

• Other options in this policy setting continue to use Thinwire with other technologies for differ‑
ent use cases. For example:

– For actively changing regions. The adaptive display technology in Thinwire identifies
moving images (video, 3D inmotion) and uses H.264 or H.265 only in the part of the screen
where the image is moving.

– For the entire screen. Delivers Thinwire with full‑screen H.264 or H.265 to optimize for
improved user experience and bandwidth in cases with heavy use of 3D graphics. In the
case of H.264 4:2:0 (the Visually lossless policy is disabled), the final image is not pixel
perfect (lossless) and might not be suitable for certain scenarios. In such cases, consider
using H.264 Build to lossless instead.
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Various other policy settings, including the following Visual display policy settings can be used to fine
tune the performance of display remoting technology. Thinwire supports them all.

• Preferred color depth for simple graphics
• Target frame rate
• Visual quality

To get the Citrix recommended combinations of policy settings for different business use cases, use
the built‑in Citrix Policy templates. The High Server Scalability and Very High Definition User Ex‑
perience templates both use Thinwire with the optimum combinations of policy settings for your
organization’s priorities and your users’ expectations.

Monitoring Thinwire

You can monitor the use and performance of Thinwire from Citrix Director. The HDX virtual channel
details view contains useful information for troubleshooting andmonitoring Thinwire in any session.
To view Thinwire‑related metrics:

1. In Director, search for a user, machine or endpoint, open an active session and clickDetails. Or,
you can select Filters > Session > All Sessions, open an active session and click Details.
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2. Scroll down to theHDX panel.

3. Select Graphics ‑ Thinwire.
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Lossless compression codec (MDRLE)

In a typical desktop session, most of the imagery is simple graphics or text regions. Thinwire deter‑
mineswhere these regions are and selects these areas for lossless encodingusing the 2DRLE codec. At
the CitrixWorkspace app client side, these elements are decoded using the CitrixWorkspace app‑side
2DRLE decoder for session display.

In XenApp and XenDesktop 7.17, we added a higher compression ratio MDRLE codec that consumes
less bandwidth in typical desktop sessions than the 2DRLE codec. This new codec does not impact
server scalability.

Lower bandwidth usually means improved session interactivity (especially on shared or constrained
links) and reduced costs. For example, the expected bandwidth consumption when using the MDRLE
codec is approximately 10–15% less compared with XenApp and XenDesktop 7.15 LTSR for typical
Office‑like workloads.

Configuration isn’t required for the MDRLE codec. If Citrix Workspace app supports MDRLE decod‑
ing, the VDA uses the VDA MDRLE encoding and the Citrix Workspace app MDRLE decoding. If Citrix
Workspace app doesn’t support MDRLE decoding, the VDA automatically falls back to 2DRLE encod‑
ing.

MDRLE Requirements:

• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops minimum version 7 1808 VDAs
• XenApp and XenDesktopminimum version 7.17 VDAs
• Citrix Workspace app for Windowsminimum version 1808
• Citrix Receiver for Windowsminimum version 4.11

Progressive Mode

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1808 introduced progressivemode and enabled it by default. In con‑
strained network conditions (default: bandwidth < 2 Mbps, or latency > 200 ms), Thinwire increased
the compression of text and static imagery to improve interactivity during screen activity. The heav‑
ily compressed text and images are then progressively sharpened, in a random block fashion, when
screen activity stopped. While compressing and sharpening this way improves overall interactivity, it
reduces cache efficiency and increases bandwidth usage.

As of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 1906, progressive mode is disabled by default. We now use
a different approach. The quality of still images is now based on network conditions and floats be‑
tween a pre‑defined minimum andmaximum value for each Visual quality setting. Because there is
no explicit sharpening step, Thinwire optimizes image delivery andmaintains cache efficiency, while
providing nearly all of the benefits of progressive mode.
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Changing progressivemode behavior

You can change the progressive mode state with the registry key. For information, see Progressive
mode in the list of features managed through the registry.

H.264 Build to lossless

Build to lossless is a special Thinwire configuration that optimizes graphics delivery for interactivity
and final image quality. You can enable this setting by setting the Visual quality policy to Build to
lossless.

Build to lossless compresses the screen using H.264 (or H.265) during screen activity and sharpens
to pixel perfect (lossless) when activity stops. The H.264 (or H.265) image quality adapts to available
resources tomaintain thebestpossible frame rate. The sharpening step is performedgradually, giving
an immediate response if the user begins screen activity shortly after sharpening starts. For example,
selecting a model and rotating it.

H.264 Build to lossless offers all the advantages of full screen H.264 or H.265, including hardware
acceleration, but with the added benefit of a final, guaranteed lossless screen. This is critical for 3D‑
type workloads that require a final pixel‑perfect image. For example, manipulating medical imagery.
Also, H.264Build to losslessuses fewer resources than full screenH.264 4:4:4. As a result, usingBuild
to lossless usually results in a higher frame rate than Visually lossless H.264 4:4:4.

Note:

In addition to the Visual quality policy, set the Use video codec policy to Use when preferred
(default) or For actively changing regions. You can revert to non‑H.264 Build to lossless by
setting the Use video codec policy to Do not use video codec. This results in moving images
being encoded with JPEG instead of H.264 (or H.265).

Text‑based session watermark

March 23, 2022

Text‑based session watermarks help to deter and enable tracking data theft. This traceable informa‑
tion appears on the session desktop as a deterrent to those using photographs and screen captures
to steal data. You can specify a watermark that is a layer of text, which displays over the entire ses‑
sion screen without changing the content of the original document. Text‑based session watermarks
require VDA support.
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Important:

Text‑based session watermarking is not a security feature. The solution does not prevent data
theft completely, but it provides some level of deterrent and traceability. Although we do not
guarantee complete information traceability when using this feature, we recommend that you
combine this feature with other security solutions as applicable.

The session watermark is text and is applied to the session that is delivered to the user. The session
watermark carries information for tracking data theft. The most important data is the identity of the
logon user of the current session inwhich the screen imagewas taken. To trace the data leakagemore
effectively, include other information such as server or client internet protocol address and a connect
time.

To adjust the user experience, use the Session Watermark policy settings to configure the placement
and watermark appearance on the screen.

Requirements:

Virtual Delivery Agents:

Multi‑session OS 7.17
Single‑session OS 7.17

Limitations:

• Session watermarks are not supported in sessions where Local App Access, Windows media
redirection, MediaStream, browser content redirection, and HTML5 video redirection are used.
To use session watermark, ensure that these features are disabled.

• Session watermark is not supported and doesn’t appear if the session is running in full‑screen
hardware acceleratedmodes (full‑screen H.264 or H.265 encoding).

• If you set these HDX policies, watermark settings don’t take effect and a watermark isn’t dis‑
played in the session display.

Use hardware encoding for video codec to Enabled
Use video codec for compression to For the entire screen

• If you set these HDX policies, the behavior is undetermined and the watermark might not dis‑
play.

Use hardware encoding for video codec to Enabled
Use video codec for compression toUse video codec when preferred

To ensure thewatermark displays, setUsehardware encoding for video codec toDisabled, or
set Use video codec for compression to For actively changing regions or Do not use video
codec.

• Session watermark supports only the Thinwire graphics mode.
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• If you use Session Recording, the recorded session doesn’t include the watermark.

• If you use Windows remote assistance, the watermark is not shown.

• If a user presses thePrint Screen key to capture the screen, the screen captured at the VDA side
doesn’t include the watermarks. We recommend that you takemeasures to avoid the captured
image being copied.

Multimedia

March 22, 2022

TheHDX technology stack supports the delivery ofmultimedia applications through two complemen‑
tary approaches:

• Server‑side rendering multimedia delivery
• Client‑side rendering multimedia redirection

This strategy ensures that you can deliver a full range of multimedia formats, with a great user experi‑
ence, while maximizing server scalability to reduce the cost‑per‑user.

With server‑rendered multimedia delivery, audio and video content is decoded and rendered on the
Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) server by the application. The content
is then compressed and delivered using ICA protocol to Citrix Workspace app on the user device. This
method provides the highest rate of compatibility with various applications and media formats. Be‑
cause video processing is compute‑intensive, server‑rendered multimedia delivery benefits greatly
from the onboard hardware acceleration. For example, support for DirectX Video Acceleration (DXVA)
offloads the CPU by performing H.264 decoding in separate hardware. Intel Quick Sync, AMD Rapid‑
Fire, and NVIDIA NVENC technologies provide hardware‑accelerated H.264 encoding.

Becausemost servers donot offer anyhardware acceleration for video compression, server scalability
is negatively impacted if all video processing is done on the server CPU. You canmaintain high server
scalability, by redirecting manymultimedia formats to the user device for local rendering.

• Windows Media redirection offloads the server for a wide variety of media formats typically as‑
sociated with the Windows Media Player.

• HTML5 video has become popular, and Citrix introduced a redirection technology for this type
of content. We recommend the browser content redirection for websites using HTML5, HLS,
DASH, or WebRTC.

• You can apply the general contact redirection technologies Host‑to‑client redirection and Local
App Access to the multimedia content.

Putting these technologies together, if you don’t configure redirection, HDX does Server‑Side Render‑
ing.
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If you configure redirection, HDX uses either Server Fetch and Client Render or Client Fetch and Client
Render. If thosemethods fail, HDX falls back to Server‑Side Rendering as needed and is subject to the
Fallback Prevention Policy.

Example scenarios

Scenario 1. (Server Fetch and Server Rendering):

1. The server fetches the media file from its source, decodes, and then presents the content to an
audio device or display device.

2. The server extracts the presented image or sound from the display device or audio device re‑
spectively.

3. The server optionally compresses it, and then transmits it to the client.

This approach incurs a high CPU cost, high bandwidth cost (if the extracted image/sound isn’t com‑
pressed efficiently), and has low server scalability.

Thinwire and Audio virtual channels handle this approach. The advantage of this approach is that it
reduces the hardware and software requirements for the clients. Using this approach the decoding
happens on the server and it works for a wider variety of devices and formats.

Scenario 2. (Server Fetch and Client Render):
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This approach relies on being able to intercept themedia content before it is decoded and presented
to theaudioordisplaydevice. The compressedaudio/video content is instead sent to the clientwhere
it is then decoded and presented locally. The advantage of this approach is that the are offloaded to
the client devices, saving CPU cycles on the server.

However, it also introduces some additional hardware and software requirements for the client. The
client must be able to decode each format that it might receive.

Scenario 3. (Client Fetching and Client Rendering):

This approach relies on being able to intercept the media content URL before it’s fetched from the
source. The URL is sent to the client where the media content is fetched, decoded, and presented
locally. This approach is conceptually simple. Its advantage is that it saves both CPU cycles on the
server andbandwidthbecause the server sendsonly control commands. However, themedia content
is not always accessible to the clients.

Framework and platform:

Single‑session operating systems (Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux) provide multimedia frameworks
that enable the faster development of multimedia applications. This table lists some of the more
popular multimedia frameworks. Each framework divides media processing into several stages and
uses a pipelined‑based architecture.

Framework Platform

DirectShow Windows (98 and later)

Media Foundation Windows (Vista and later)

Gstreamer Linux

Quicktime Mac OS X

Double hop support withmedia redirection technologies

Audio redirection No

Browser content redirection No

HDX webcam redirection Yes

HTML5 Video redirection Yes

Windows Media redirection Yes
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Audio features

September 19, 2022

You can configure and add the following Citrix policy settings to a policy that optimizes HDX audio
features. For usage details plus relationships and dependencies with other policy settings, see Audio
policy settings and Bandwidth policy settings and Multi‑stream connections policy settings.

Important:

We recommend delivering audio using User Datagram Protocol (UDP) rather than TCP. Only Win‑
dows Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) supports audio over UDP.

UDP audio encryption using DTLS is available only between Citrix Gateway and CitrixWorkspace
app. Therefore, sometimes itmight bepreferable touseTCP transport. TCP supports end‑to‑end
TLS encryption from the VDA to Citrix Workspace app.

Audio quality

In general, higher sound quality consumes more bandwidth and server CPU utilization by sending
more audio data to user devices. Sound compression allows you to balance sound quality against
overall session performance; use Citrix policy settings to configure the compression levels to apply to
sound files.

By default, the Audio quality policy setting is set to High ‑ high definition audio when TCP transport
is used. The policy is set to Medium ‑ optimized‑for‑speech when UDP transport (recommended) is
used. TheHighDefinitionaudio settingprovideshigh fidelity stereoaudio, but consumesmoreband‑
width than other quality settings. Do not use this audio quality for non‑optimized voice chat or video
chat applications (such as softphones). The reason being that it might introduce latency into the au‑
dio path that is not suitable for real‑time communications. We recommend the optimized for speech
policy setting for real‑time audio, regardless of the selected transport protocol.

When the bandwidth is limited, for example satellite or dial‑up connections, reducing audio quality
to Low consumes the least possible bandwidth. In this situation, create separate policies for users
on low‑bandwidth connections so that users on high‑bandwidth connections are not adversely im‑
pacted.

For setting details, see Audio policy settings. Remember to enable Client audio settings on the user
device.

Bandwidth guidelines for audio playback and recording:

• High quality (default)
– Bitrate: ~100 kbps (min 75, max 175 kbps) for playback / ~70 kbps formicrophone capture
– Number of Channels: 2 (Stereo) for playback, 1 (mono) for microphone capture
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– Frequency: 44100 Hz
– Bit‑depth: 16‑bit

• Medium quality (recommended for VoIP)
– Bitrate: ~16 kbps (min 20, max 40 kbps) for playback, ~16 kbps for microphone capture
– Number of Channels: 1 (Mono) for both playback and capture
– Frequency: 16000 Hz (wideband)
– Bit‑depth: 16‑bit

• Low quality
– Bitrate: ~ 11 kbps (min 10; max 25 kbps) for playback, ~11 kbps for microphone capture
– Number of Channels: 1 (Mono) for both playback and capture
– Frequency: 8000 Hz (narrowband)
– Bit‑depth: 16‑bit

Client audio redirection

To allow users to receive audio from an application on a server through speakers or other sound de‑
vices on the user device, leave the Client audio redirection setting at Allowed. This is the default.

Client audio mapping puts extra load on the servers and the network. However, prohibiting client
audio redirection disables all HDX audio functionality.

For setting details, see Audio policy settings. Remember to enable client audio settings on the user
device.

Client microphone redirection

To allow users to record audio using input devices such as microphones on the user device, leave the
Client microphone redirection setting at its default (Allowed).

For security, user devices alert their users when servers they don’t trust try to access microphones.
Users can choose to accept or reject access before using themicrophone. Users can disable this alert
on Citrix Workspace app.

For setting details, see Audio policy settings. Remember to enable Client audio settings on the user
device.

Audio Plug N Play

The Audio Plug N Play policy setting allows or prevents the use of multiple audio devices to record
and play sound. This setting is Enabled by default. Audio Plug N Play enables audio devices to be
recognized. The devices are recognized even if they are not plugged in until after the user session has
started.
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This setting applies only to Windows Multi‑session OSmachines.

For setting details, see Audio policy settings.

Audio redirection bandwidth limit and audio redirection bandwidth limit percent

The Audio redirection bandwidth limit policy setting specifies the maximum bandwidth (in kilobits
per second) for a playing and recording audio in a session.

The Audio redirection bandwidth limit percent setting specifies the maximum bandwidth for audio
redirection as a percentage of the total available bandwidth.

By default, zero (no maximum) is specified for both settings. If both settings are configured, the one
with the lowest bandwidth limit is used.

For setting details, see Bandwidth policy settings. Remember to enable Client audio settings on the
user device.

Audio over UDP Real‑time Transport and Audio UDP port range

By default, Audio over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) Real‑time Transport is allowed (when selected
at the time of installation). It opens up a UDP port on the server for connections that use Audio over
UDP Real‑time Transport. If there is network congestion or packet loss, we recommend configuring
UDP/RTP for audio to ensure the best possible user experience. For any real time audio such as soft‑
phone applications, UDPaudio is preferred to EDT.UDPallows for packet losswithout retransmission,
ensuring that no latency is added on connections with high packet loss.

Important:

WhenCitrix Gateway is not in thepath, audio data transmittedwithUDP is not encrypted. If Citrix
Gateway is configured to access Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops resources, then audio traffic
between the endpoint device and Citrix Gateway is secured using DTLS protocol.

TheAudioUDPport range specifies the rangeof port numbers that theWindowsVDAuses to exchange
audio packet data with the user device.

By default, the range is 16500 through 16509.

For setting details about Audio over UDP Real‑time Transport, see Audio policy settings. For details
about Audio UDP port range, see Multi‑stream connections policy settings. Remember to enable
Client audio settings on the user device.

AudiooverUDPrequires theWindowsVDA.For supportedpolicieson theLinuxVDA, seePolicy support
list.
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Audio setting policies for user devices

1. Load the group policy templates by following Configuring the Group Policy Object administra‑
tive template.

2. In the Group Policy Editor, expand Administrative Templates > Citrix Components > Citrix
Workspace > User Experience.

3. For Client audio settings, selectNot Configured, Enabled, or Disabled.
• Not Configured. By default, Audio Redirection is enabled using high quality audio or the
previously configured custom audio settings.

• Enabled. Enables audio redirection using the selected options.
• Disabled. Disables audio redirection.

4. If you select Enabled, choose a sound quality. For UDP audio, useMedium (default).
5. For UDP audio only, select Enable Real‑Time Transport and then set the range of incoming

ports to open in the local Windows firewall.
6. To use UDP Audio with Citrix Gateway, select Allow Real‑Time Transport Through gateway.

Configure Citrix Gateway with DTLS. For more information, see this article.

As an Administrator, if you do not have control on endpoint devices to make these changes, use the
default.ica attributes from StoreFront to enable UDP Audio. For example, for bring your own devices
or home computers.

1. On theStoreFrontmachine, openC:\inetpub\wwwroot\Citrix\<StoreName>\App_Data\default.ica
with an editor such as notepad.

2. Make the following entries under the [Application] section.

; This text enables Real‑Time Transport

EnableRtpAudio=true

; This text allows Real‑Time Transport Through gateway

EnableUDPThroughGateway=true

; This text sets audio quality to Medium

AudioBandwidthLimit=1

; UDP Port range

RtpAudioLowestPort=16500

RtpAudioHighestPort=16509

If you enable User Datagram Protocol (UDP) audio by editing default.ica, then UDP audio is enabled
for all users who are using that store.
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Avoid echo duringmultimedia conferences

Users in audio or video conferences might hear an echo. Echoes usually occur when speakers and
microphones are too close to each other. For that reason, we recommend the use of headsets for
audio and video conferences.

HDX provides an echo cancellation option (enabled by default) that minimizes any echo. The effec‑
tiveness of echo cancellation is sensitive to the distance between the speakers and the microphone.
Ensure that the devices aren’t too close or too far away from each other.

You can change a registry setting to disable echo cancellation. For information, see Avoid echo during
multimedia conferences in the list of features managed through the registry.

Softphones

Asoftphone is softwareactingasaphone interface. Youusea softphone tomakecalls over the internet
from a computer or other smart device. By using a softphone, you can dial phone numbers and carry
out other phone‑related functions using a screen.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops support several alternatives for delivering softphones.

• Controlmode. The hosted softphone controls a physical telephone set. In thismode, no audio
traffic goes through the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops server.

• HDX RealTime optimized softphone support (recommended). The media engine runs on
user device, and Voice over Internet Protocol traffic flows peer‑to‑peer. For examples, see:

– HDX Optimization for Microsoft Teams
– HDXRealTimeOptimizationPack,whichoptimizes thedelivery ofMicrosoftSkype for Busi‑
ness

– Cisco Jabber Softphone for VDI (formerly known as VXME)
– Cisco Webex Meetings for VDI
– Avaya VDI Equinox (formerly known as VDI Communicator)
– Zoom VDI Plugin
– Genesys PureEngage Cloud
– Nuance Dragon PowerMic dictation device

• Local App Access. A Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops and Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual
Apps andDesktops service) feature that allows an application such as a softphone to run locally
on theWindows user device yet appear seamlessly integratedwith their virtual/published desk‑
top. This feature offloads all audio processing to the user device. For more information, see
Local App Access and URL redirection.

• HDX RealTime generic softphone support. Voice over Internet Protocol‑over‑ICA.

Generic softphone support

Generic softphone support, enables you to host an unmodified softphone on XenApp or XenDesktop
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in the data center. The audio traffic goes over the Citrix ICA protocol (preferably using UDP/RTP) to
the user device running the Citrix Workspace app.

Generic softphone support is a feature of HDX RealTime. This approach to softphone delivery is espe‑
cially useful when:

• An optimized solution for delivering the softphone is not available and the user is not on a Win‑
dows device where Local App Access can be used.

• The media engine that is needed for optimized delivery of the softphone isn’t installed on the
user device or isn’t available for the operating systemversion running on the user device. In this
scenario, Generic HDX RealTime provides a valuable fallback solution.

There are two softphone delivery considerations using Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops:

• How the softphone application is delivered to the virtual/published desktop.
• How the audio is delivered to and from the user headset, microphone, and speakers, or USB
telephone set.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops include numerous technologies to support generic softphone deliv‑
ery:

• Optimized‑for‑Speech codec for fast encode of the real‑time audio and bandwidth efficiency.
• Low latency audio stack.
• Server‑side jitter buffer to smooth out the audio when the network latency fluctuates.
• Packet tagging (DSCP and WMM) for Quality of Service.

– DSCP tagging for RTP packets (Layer 3)
– WMM tagging for Wi‑Fi

The Citrix Workspace app versions for Windows, Linux, Chrome, and Mac also are Voice over Internet
Protocol capable. Citrix Workspace app for Windows offers these features:

• Client‑side jitter buffer ‑ Ensures smooth audio even when the network latency fluctuates.
• Echo cancellation ‑ Allows for greater variation in the distance betweenmicrophone and speak‑
ers for workers who do not use a headset.

• Audio plug‑n‑play ‑ Audio devices do not need to be plugged in before starting a session. They
can be plugged in at any time.

• Audio device routing ‑ Users can direct ringtone to speakers but the voice path to their headset.
• Multi‑stream ICA ‑ Enables flexible Quality of Service‑based routing over the network.
• ICA supports four TCP and two UDP streams. One of the UDP streams supports the real‑time
audio over RTP.

For a summary of Citrix Workspace app capabilities, see Citrix Receiver Feature Matrix.

System configuration recommendations

Client Hardware and Software:
For optimal audio quality, we recommend the latest version of Citrix Workspace app and a good qual‑
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ity headset that has acoustic echo cancellation (AEC). Citrix Workspace app versions for Windows,
Linux, and Mac support Voice over Internet Protocol. Also, Dell Wyse offers Voice over Internet Proto‑
col support for ThinOS (WTOS).

CPU Considerations:
Monitor CPUusage on the VDA to determine if it is necessary to assign two virtual CPUs to each virtual
machine. Real‑time voice and video are data intensive. Configuring two virtual CPUs reduces the
thread switching latency. Therefore, we recommend that you configure two vCPUs in a Citrix Virtual
Desktops VDI environment.

Having two virtual CPUs does not necessarily mean doubling the number of physical CPUs, because
physical CPUs can be shared across sessions.

Citrix Gateway Protocol (CGP), which is used for the Session Reliability feature, also increases CPU
consumption. On high‑quality network connections, you can disable this feature to reduce CPU con‑
sumption on the VDA. Neither of the preceding steps might be necessary on a powerful server.

UDP Audio:
Audio over UDP provides excellent tolerance of network congestion and packet loss. We recommend
it instead of TCP when available.

LAN/WAN configuration:
Proper configuration of the network is critical for good real‑time audio quality. Typically, you must
configurevirtual LANs (VLANs)becauseexcessivebroadcastpackets can introduce jitter. IPv6‑enabled
devices might generate many broadcast packets. If IPv6 support is not needed, you can disable IPv6
on those devices. Configure to support Quality of Service.

Settings for use WAN connections:
You can use voice chat over LAN andWAN connections. On aWAN connection, audio quality depends
on the latency, packet loss, and jitter on the connection. If delivering softphones to users on a WAN
connection, we recommend using the NetScaler SD‑WAN between the data center and the remote
office. Doing so maintains a high Quality of Service. NetScaler SD‑WAN supports Multi‑Stream ICA,
including UDP. Also, for a single TCP stream, it’s possible to distinguish the priorities of various ICA
virtual channels to ensure that high priority real‑time audio data receives preferential treatment.

Use Director or the HDX Monitor to validate your HDX configuration.

Remote user connections:
Citrix Gateway supports DTLS to deliver UDP/RTP traffic natively (without encapsulation in TCP).
Open firewalls bidirectionally for UDP traffic over Port 443.

Codec selection and bandwidth consumption:
Between the user device and the VDA in the data center, we recommend using the Optimized‑for‑
Speech codec setting, also known as Medium Quality audio. Between the VDA platform and the IP‑
PBX, the softphone uses whatever codec is configured or negotiated. For example:
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• G711 provides good voice quality but has a bandwidth requirement of from 80 kilobits per sec‑
ond through 100 kilobits per second per call (depending on Network Layer2 overheads).

• G729 provides good voice quality and has a low bandwidth requirement of from 30 kilobits per
second through 40 kilobits per second per call (depending on Network Layer 2 overheads).

Delivering softphone applications to the virtual desktop

There are twomethods by which you can deliver a softphone to the XenDesktop virtual desktop:

• The application can be installed in the virtual desktop image.
• Theapplicationcanbe streamed to thevirtual desktopusingMicrosoftApp‑V. This approachhas
manageability advantages because the virtual desktop image is kept uncluttered. After being
streamed to the virtual desktop, the application runs in that environment as if it was installed
in the usual manner. Not all applications are compatible with App‑V.

Delivering audio to and from the user device

Generic HDX RealTime supports twomethods of delivering audio to and from the user device:

• Citrix Audio Virtual Channel. We generally recommend the Citrix Audio Virtual Channel be‑
cause it’s designed specifically for audio transport.

• GenericUSBRedirection. Supports audiodeviceshavingbuttonsor adisplay (orboth), human
interface device (HID), if the user device is on a LAN or LAN‑like connection back to the Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops server.

Citrix audio virtual channel

The bidirectional Citrix Audio Virtual Channel (CTXCAM) enables audio to be delivered efficiently over
the network. Generic HDX RealTime takes the audio from the user headset or microphone and com‑
presses it. Then, it sends it over ICA to the softphone application on the virtual desktop. Likewise,
the audio output of the softphone is compressed and sent in the other direction to the user headset
or speakers. This compression is independent of the compression used by the softphone itself (such
as G.729 or G.711). It is done using the Optimized‑for‑Speech codec (Medium Quality). Its character‑
istics are ideal for Voice over Internet Protocol. It features quick encode time, and it consumes only
approximately 56 Kilobits per second of network bandwidth (28 Kbps in each direction), peak. This
codec must be explicitly selected in the service’s Manage console because it is not the default audio
codec. The default is the HD Audio codec (HighQuality). This codec is excellent for high fidelity stereo
soundtracks but is slower to encode compared to the Optimized‑for‑Speech codec.

Generic USB Redirection

Citrix Generic USB Redirection technology (CTXGUSB virtual channel) provides a generic means of re‑
motingUSBdevices, including composite devices (audio plusHID) and isochronousUSBdevices. This
approach is limited to LAN‑connected users. This reason being that the USB protocol tends to be sen‑
sitive to network latency and requires considerable networkbandwidth. IsochronousUSB redirection
works well when using some softphones. This redirection provides excellent voice quality and low la‑
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tency. However, Citrix Audio Virtual Channel is preferred because it is optimized for audio traffic. The
primary exception is when you’re using an audio device with buttons. For example, a USB telephone
attached to the user device that is LAN‑connected to the data center. In this case, Generic USB Redi‑
rection supports buttons on the phone set or headset that control features by sending a signal back
to the softphone. There isn’t an issue with buttons that work locally on the device.

Limitation

After you install an audio device on your client, enable the audio redirection, and start an RDS session,
the audio files might not play audio. As a workaround, add the registry key on the RDSmachine, and
then restart themachine. For information, seeAudio limitation in the list of featuresmanaged through
the registry.

Browser content redirection

June 15, 2022

Browser content redirection prevents the rendering ofwebpages in the allow list on the VDA side. This
feature uses Citrix Workspace app to instantiate a corresponding rendering engine on the client side,
which fetches the HTTP and HTTPS content from the URL.

Note:

You can specify that webpages be redirected to the VDA side (and not redirected on the client
side) by using a block list.

This overlay web layout engine runs on the endpoint device instead of on the VDA and uses the end‑
point CPU, GPU, RAM, and Network.

Only the browser viewport is redirected. The viewport is the rectangular area in your browser where
content displays. The viewport doesn’t include things like the Address Bar, Favorites Toolbar, Status
Bar. Those items are in the user interface, which are still running on the browser in the VDA.
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1. Configure a policy in theManage > Full Configuration interface that specifies the Access Control
List containing theURLs for redirection from the allowor block lists. For the browser on the VDA
to detect that the URL that the user is navigating to matches the allow list or does not match a
block list, a browser extensionperforms the comparison. Thebrowser extension (BHO) for Inter‑
net Explorer 11 is included in the installationmedia and is installed automatically. For Chrome,
the browser extension is available in the Chrome Web Store, and you can deploy it using the
Group Policies and ADMX files. Chrome extensions are installed on a per‑user basis. Updating a
golden image to add or remove an extension is not required.

2. If a match is found in the allow list (for example https://www.mycompany.com/), and
there is no match to a URL in the block list (for example https://www.mycompany.com/
engineering), a virtual channel (CTXCSB) instructs Citrix Workspace app that a redirection is
required and relays the URL. Citrix Workspace app then instantiates a local rendering engine
and displays the website.

3. Citrix Workspace app then blends back the website into the virtual desktop browser content
area seamlessly.

The color of the logo specifies the status of the Chrome extension. It is one of these three colors:

• Green: Active and connected.
• Gray: Not active/idle on the current tab.
• Red: Broken/Not working.

You can debug logging by usingOptions in the extensions menu.
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Here are scenarios of how Citrix Workspace app fetches content:

• Server fetch and server render: There is no redirection because you didn’t add the site to the
allow list or the redirection failed. We fall back to rendering the webpage on the VDA and use
Thinwire to remote the graphics. Use policies to control the fallback behavior. High CPU, RAM,
and bandwidth consumption on the VDA.

• Server fetch and client render: Citrix Workspace app contacts and fetches content from the
web server through the VDA using a virtual channel (CTXPFWD). This option is useful when the
client doesn’t have internet access (for example, thin clients). Low CPU and RAM consumption
on the VDA, but bandwidth is consumed on the ICA virtual channel.

There are three modes of operation for this scenario. The term proxy refers to a proxy device
that the VDA accesses to gain Internet access.

Which policy option to choose:

– Explicit Proxy ‑ If you have a single explicit proxy in your Datacenter.
– Direct or Transparent ‑ If you do not have proxies, or if you use transparent proxies.
– PAC files ‑ If you rely on PAC files so browsers in the VDA can automatically choose the
appropriate proxy server for fetching a specified URL.
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• Client fetch and client render: Because CitrixWorkspace app contacts theweb server directly,
it requires internetaccess. This scenariooffloadsall thenetwork, CPU,andRAMusage fromyour
XenApp and XenDesktop Site.

Fallbackmechanism:

There might be times when client redirection fails. For example, if the client machine does not have
direct internet access, an error response might go back to the VDA. In such cases, the browser on the
VDA can then reload and render the page on the server.
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You can suppress server rendering of video elements by using the existingWindowsmedia fallback
prevention policy. Set this policy to Play all content only on client or Play only client‑accessible
content on client. These settings block video elements fromplaying on the server if there are failures
in client redirection. This policy takes effect only when you enable browser content redirection and
the Access Control List policy contains the URL that falls back. The URL can’t be in the block list
policy.

System requirements:

Windows endpoints:

• Windows 10 or 11
• Citrix Workspace app 1809 for Windows or later

Note:

Browser content redirection is supported only on the Current Release of Citrix Workspace app
for Windows, but not on the Citrix Workspace app LTSR releases, 1912 and 2203.1.

Linux endpoints:

• Citrix Workspace app 1808 for Linux or later
• Citrix Receiver for Linux 13.9 or later
• Thin client terminals must include WebKitGTK+

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1808 and XenApp and XenDesktop 7.15 CU5, 7.18, 7.17, 7.16:

• VDAoperating system: Windows10 (minimumversion1607),WindowsServer2012R2,Windows
Server 2016

• Browser on the VDA:

– Google Chrome v66 or higher (Chrome requires CitrixWorkspace app 1809 forWindowson
the user endpoint, Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1808 VDA, and the browser content
redirection extension)

– Internet Explorer 11 and configure these options:

* Clear Enhanced Protected Mode under: Internet Options > Advanced > Security

* Check Enable third‑party browser extensions under: Internet Options > Ad‑
vanced > Browsing

Troubleshooting

For troubleshooting information, see theKnowledgeCenter article https://support.citrix.com/article/
CTX230052
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Browser content redirection Chrome extension

To use browser content redirectionwith Chrome, add the browser content redirection extension from
the ChromeWeb Store. Click Add to Chrome in the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment.

The extension is not required on the user’s client machine – only in the VDA.

System requirements

• Chrome v66 or higher
• Browser content redirection extension
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 7 1808 or higher
• Citrix Workspace app 1809 for Windows or higher

Note:

Browser content redirection is supported only on the Current Release of Citrix Workspace app
for Windows, but not on the Citrix Workspace app LTSR releases, 1912 and 2203.1.

This method works for individual users. To deploy the extension to a large group of users in your
organization, deploy the extension using Group Policy.

Deploy the extension using Group Policy

1. Import theGoogle ChromeADMX files into your environment. For information about download‑
ing policy templates and installing and configuring the templates into your Group Policy Editor,
see Set Chrome Browser policies onmanaged PCs.
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2. Open your Group Policy Management console and go to User Configuration \ Administrative
Templates\Classic Administrative Templates (ADM) \ Google\ Google Chrome \ Extensions.
Enable the Configure the list of force‑installed apps and extensions setting.

3. Click Show and type the following string, which corresponds to the extension ID. Update the
URL for the browser content redirection extension.

hdppkjifljbdpckfajcmlblbchhledln; https://clients2.google.com/service/
update2/crx
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4. Apply the setting and after a gpupdate refresh, the user automatically receives the extension. If
you launch the Chrome browser in the user’s session, the extension is already applied and they
cannot remove it.

Any updates to the extension are automatically installed on the users’ machines through the
update URL that you specified in the setting.

If the Configure the list of force‑installed apps and extensions setting is set to Disabled, the
extension is automatically removed from Chrome for all users.

Browser content redirection Edge Chromium extension

To install the browser content redirection extension in Edge,make sure you have version 83.0.478.37
or higher of the Edge browser installed.

1. Click the Extensions option in the menu and turn on Allow extensions from other stores.
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2. Click the ChromeWeb Store link and the extension appears at the bar on the top right.
For more info on Microsoft Edge extensions, see Extensions.

Browser content redirection and DPI

Whenusing browser content redirectionwith theDPI (scaling) set to anything over 100%on the user’s
machine, the redirectedbrowser content screendisplays incorrectly. Toavoid this issue, donot set the
DPI when using browser content redirection. Another way to avoid the issue is by disabling browser
content redirection GPU acceleration for Chrome by creating the registry key on the user’s machine.
For information, see Browser content redirection and DPI in the list of features managed through the
registry.

User‑agent request header

The user‑agent header helps identify HTTP requests sent from browser content redirection. This set‑
ting can be useful when you configure proxy and firewall rules. For example, if the server blocks the
requests sent from browser content redirection, you can create a rule that contains the user‑agent
header to bypass certain requirements.

Only Windows devices support the user‑agent request header.

Bydefault, theuser‑agent requestheader string isdisabled. Toenable theuser‑agentheader for client‑
rendered content, use the Registry editor. For information, see User‑agent request header in the list
of features managed through the registry.

HDX video conferencing andwebcam video compression

March 23, 2022

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
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your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Webcams can be used by applications running within the virtual session by using HDXwebcam video
compression or HDX plug‑n‑play generic USB redirection. Use Citrix Workspace app > Preferences
> Devices to switch between modes. Citrix recommends you always use HDX webcam video com‑
pression if possible. HDX generic USB redirection is recommended only when there are application
compatibility issueswithHDXvideo compressionorwhen you require advancednative functionalities
of thewebcam. For better performance, Citrix recommends the Virtual Delivery Agent to have at least
two virtual CPUs.

Topreventusers fromswitching fromHDXwebcamvideocompression, disableUSBdevice redirection
byusing thepolicy settingsunder ICApolicy settings>USBDevicespolicy settings. CitrixWorkspace
app users can override the default behavior by choosing the Desktop Viewer Mic & Webcam setting
Don’t usemymicrophone or webcam.

HDXwebcam video compression

HDXwebcam video compression is also calledOptimizedwebcammode. This type of webcam video
compression sends the H.264 video directly to the video conferencing application running in the vir‑
tual session. To optimize VDA resources, HDX webcam compression doesn’t encode, transcode, and
decode webcam video. This feature is enabled by default.

To disable direct video streaming from the server to the video conferencing app, set the registry key to
0 on the VDA. For information, seeWebcamvideo compression in the list of featuresmanaged through
the registry.

If youdisable thedefault functionality for streamingvideo resources, HDXwebcamvideocompression
uses the multimedia framework technology that is part of the client operating system to intercept
video from capture devices, transcode, and compress it. Manufacturers of capture devices supply the
drivers that plug into the OS kernel streaming architecture.

The client handles communication with the webcam. The client then sends the video only to the
server that can display it properly. The server doesn’t deal directly with the webcam, but its integra‑
tion gives you the same experience in your desktop. Workspace app compresses the video to save
bandwidth and provide better resiliency on WAN scenarios.
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HDX webcam video compression requires that the following policy settings be enabled (all are en‑
abled by default).

• Multimedia conferencing
• Windows Media Redirection

If awebcam supports hardware encoding, HDX video compression uses the hardware encoding by de‑
fault. Hardware encodingmight consumemorebandwidth than software encoding. To force software
compression, edit the registry key on the client. For information, see Webcam software compression
in the list of features managed through the registry.

HDXwebcam video compression requirements

HDX webcam video compression supports the following versions of Citrix Workspace app:

Platform Processor

Citrix Workspace app for Windows Citrix Workspace app for Windows supports
webcam video compression for 32‑bit and
64‑bit apps on XenApp and XenDesktop 7.17
and later. On earlier versions, Citrix Workspace
app for Windows supports only 32‑bit apps.

Citrix Workspace app for Mac Citrix Workspace app for Mac 2006 or later
supports webcam video compression for 64‑bit
apps on XenApp and XenDesktop 7.17 and
later. On earlier versions, Citrix Workspace app
for Mac supports only 32‑bit apps.

Citrix Workspace app for Linux Citrix Workspace app for Linux supports only
32‑bit apps on the virtual desktop.
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Platform Processor

Citrix Workspace app for Chrome Because some ARM Chromebooks don’t
support H.264 encoding, only 32‑bit apps can
use the optimized HDX webcam video
compression.

Media foundation‑based video applications support HDX webcam video compression on Windows
8.x or higher and Windows Server 2012 R2 and higher. For more information, see Knowledge Center
article CTX132764.

Other user device requirements:

• Appropriate hardware to produce sound.
• DirectShow‑compatible webcam (use the webcam default settings). Webcams that are hard‑
ware encoding capable reduce client‑side CPU usage.

• For HDX webcam video compression, install webcam drivers on the client, obtained from the
camera manufacturer, if possible. Installation of the device drivers isn’t required on the server.

Different webcams offer different frame rates and have different levels of brightness and contrast. Ad‑
justing the contrast of the webcam can reduce upstream traffic significantly. Citrix uses the following
webcams for initial feature validation:

• Microsoft LifeCam VXmodels (2000, 3000, 5000, 7000)
• Creative Live! Cam Optia Pro
• Logitech QuickCamMessenger
• Logitech C600, C920
• HP Deluxe Webcam

To adjust the preferred video frame rate, edit the registry key on the client. For information, see Web‑
cam video compression frame rate in the list of features managed through the registry.

High‑definition webcam streaming

The video conferencing application on the server selects thewebcam format and resolution based on
the supported format types. When a session starts, the client sends the webcam information to the
server. Choose a webcam from the application. When the webcam and the video conferencing appli‑
cation support high‑definition rendering, the application uses high‑definition resolution. We support
webcam resolutions up to 1920x1080.

This feature requires the Citrix Workspace app for Windows, minimum version 1808 or Citrix Receiver
for Windows, minimum version 4.10.
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You can use a registry key to disable and enable the feature. For information, see High‑definition
webcam streaming in the list of features managed through the registry.

If themedia type negotiation fails, HDX falls back to the default resolution of 352x288 CIF. You can use
registry keys on the client to configure the default resolution. Ensure that the camera supports the
specified resolution. For information, see High‑definition webcam resolution in the list of features
managed through the registry.

HDX webcam video compression uses significantly less bandwidth compared to plug‑n‑play generic
USB redirection and works well over WAN connections. To adjust the bandwidth, set the registry key
on the client. For information, see High‑definitionwebcambandwidth in the list of featuresmanaged
through the registry.

Enter a value in bits per second. If you don’t specify the bandwidth, the video conferencing applica‑
tions use 350000 bps by default.

HDX plug‑n‑play generic USB redirection

HDX plug‑n‑play generic USB redirection (isochronous) is also called Generic webcam mode. The
benefit of HDX plug‑n‑play generic USB redirection is that you don’t have to install drivers on your
thin client/endpoint. The USB stack is virtualized such that anything you plug into the local client is
sent to the remote VM. The remote desktop acts as if you plugged it in natively. The Windows desk‑
top handles all the interaction with the hardware and runs through the plug‑n‑play logic to find the
correct drivers. Most webcams work if the drivers exist on the server and can work over ICA. Generic
webcammode uses significantlymore bandwidth (manyMegabits per second) because you are send‑
ing uncompressed video down with USB protocol over the network.

HTML5multimedia redirection

May 9, 2023

HTML5 multimedia redirection extends the multimedia redirection features of HDX MediaStream to
include HTML5 audio and video. Because of growth in online distribution of multimedia content, es‑
pecially to mobile devices, the browser industry has developed more efficient ways to present audio
and video.

Flash has been the standard, but it requires a plug‑in, doesn’t work on all devices, and has higher
battery usage inmobile devices. Companies like YouTube, NetFlix.com, and newer browsers versions
of Mozilla, Google, and Microsoft are moving to HTML5making it the new standard.

HTML5‑basedmultimedia has many advantages over proprietary plug‑ins, including:

• Company‑independent standards (W3C)
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• Simplified digital rights management (DRM) workflow
• Better performance without the security issues raised by plug‑ins

HTTP progressive downloads

HTTP progressive download is an HTTP‑based pseudo‑streaming method that supports HTML5. In
a progressive download, the browser plays back a single file (encoded at a single quality) while it is
being downloaded from an HTTP web server. The video is stored on the drive as it’s received and is
played from the drive. If you rewatch the video, the browser can load the video from cache.

For an example of a progressive download, see the HTML5 video redirection test page. To inspect the
video elements in the webpage and find the sources (mp4 container format) in HTML5 video tags, use
the developer tools in your browser:

Comparing HTML5 and Flash

Feature HTML5 Flash

Requires a proprietary player No Yes

Runs onmobile devices Yes Some

Running speed on different
platforms

High Slow

Supported by iOS Yes No

Resource usage Less More

Load faster Yes No

Requirements

We support only redirection for progressive downloads in mp4 format. We don’t support WebM and
Adaptive bitrate streaming technologies like DASH/HLS.

We support the following, and use policies to control them. For more information, see Multimedia
policy settings.

• Server side render
• Server fetch client render
• Client side fetching and rendering

Minimum versions of Citrix Workspace app and Citrix Receiver:

• Citrix Workspace app 1808 for Windows
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• Citrix Receiver for Windows 4.5
• Citrix Workspace app 1808 for Linux
• Citrix Receiver for Linux 13.5

Minimum VDA browser version Windows OS version/build/SP

Internet Explorer 11.0 Windows 10 x86 (1607 RS1) and x64 (1607 RS1);
Windows Server 2016 RTM 14393 (1607);
Windows Server 2012 R2

Firefox 47 Manually add the certificates to the
Firefox certificate store or configure Firefox to
search for certificates from aWindows trusted
certificate store. For more information, see
https://wiki.mozilla.org/CA:
AddRootToFirefox

Windows 10 x86 (1607 RS1) and x64 (1607 RS1);
Windows Server 2016 RTM 14393 (1607);
Windows Server 2012 R2

Chrome 51 Windows 10 x86 (1607 RS1) and x64 (1607 RS1);
Windows Server 2016 RTM 14393 (1607);
Windows Server 2012 R2

Components of the HTML5 video redirection solution

• HdxVideo.js ‑ JavaScript hook intercepting video commands on thewebsite. HdxVideo.js com‑
municates with WebSocketService using Secure WebSockets (SSL/TLS).

• WebSocket SSL Certificates
– For the CA (root): Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop HDX In‑Product CA (C = US; S = Florida; L
= Fort Lauderdale; O = Citrix Systems, Inc.; OU = XenApp/XenDesktop Engineering; CN =
Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop HDX In‑Product CA)
Location: Certificates (Local Computer) > Trusted Root Certification Authorities > Certifi‑
cates.

– For the end‑entity (leaf): Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop HDX Service (C = US; S = Florida; L
= Fort Lauderdale; O = Citrix Systems, Inc.; OU = XenApp/XenDesktop Engineering; CN =
Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop HDX Service)
Location: Certificates (Local Computer) > Personal > Certificates.

• WebSocketService.exe ‑ Runs on the local system and performs SSL termination and user ses‑
sion mapping. TLS Secure WebSocket listening on 127.0.0.1 port 9001.

• WebSocketAgent.exe ‑ Runs on the user session and renders the video as instructed fromWeb‑
SocketService commands.
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How do I enable HTML5 video redirection?

In this release, this feature is available for controlled webpages only. It requires the addition of the
HdxVideo.js JavaScript (included in the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Installation media) to the
webpageswhere theHTML5multimedia content is available. For example, videos on an internal train‑
ing site.

Websites like youtube.com,which are basedonAdaptiveBitrate technologies (for example, HTTPLive
Streaming (HLS) and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)), are not supported.

For more information, seeMultimedia policy settings.

Troubleshooting Tips

Errors might occur when the webpage tries to run HdxVideo.js. If the JavaScript fails to load, the
HTML5 redirectionmechanism fails. Ensure that there are no errors related to HdxVideo.js by inspect‑
ing the console in the developers tool windows of your browser. For example:

Optimization for Microsoft Teams

May 19, 2023

Citrix delivers optimization for desktop‑based Microsoft Teams using Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops and Citrix Workspace app. By default, we bundle all the necessary components into the Citrix
Workspace app and the Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA).

Our optimization for Microsoft Teams includes VDA‑side HDX services and an API to interface with the
Microsoft Teams hosted app to receive commands. These components open a control virtual channel
(CTXMTOP) to the Citrix Workspace app‑side media engine. The endpoint decodes and provides the
multimedia locally, moving the Citrix Workspace app window back into the hosted Microsoft Teams
app.

Authentication and signaling occur natively on the Microsoft Teams‑hosted app, just like the other
Microsoft Teams services (for example chat or collaboration). Audio/video redirection doesn’t affect
them.

The CTXMTOP is a command and control virtual channel. That means that media isn’t exchanged be‑
tween the Citrix Workspace app and the VDA.
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Only client‑fetch/client‑render is available.

This video demo gives you an idea of howMicrosoft Teams works in a Citrix virtual environment.

Microsoft Teams installation

Citrix and Microsoft recommend the latest available version of Microsoft Teams and to keep it up to
date.
Microsoft Teams desktop app versions with release dates that are more than 90 days older than the
current version’s release date aren’t supported.
Unsupported Microsoft Teams desktop app versions show a blocking page to users and request to
update the app.

For information on the latest available versions, seeUpdate history for Teams App (Desktop andMac).

We recommend that you follow theMicrosoftTeamsmachine‑wide installation guidelines. Also, avoid
using the .exe installer that installs Microsoft Teams in AppData. Instead, install in C:\Program
Files (x86)\Microsoft\Teams by using the ALLUSER=1 flag from the command line.

msiexec /i <path_to_msi> /l*v <install_logfile_name> ALLUSER=1 ALLUSERS=1

This example also uses the ALLUSERS=1 parameter. When you set this parameter, the Microsoft
Teams Machine‑Wide Installer appears in Programs and Features in the Control Panel. Also, in
Apps & features in Windows Settings for all users of the computer. All users can then uninstall
Microsoft Teams if they have administrator credentials.

It’s important to understand the difference between ALLUSERS=1 and ALLUSER=1. You can use the
ALLUSERS=1 parameter in non‑VDI and VDI environments. Use the ALLUSER=1 parameter only in VDI
environments to specify a per‑machine installation.
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In ALLUSER=1mode, the Microsoft Teams application doesn’t auto‑update whenever there’s a new
version. We recommend this mode for non‑persistent environments, such as hosted shared apps or
desktops out of aWindowsServer orWindows 10 random/pooled catalogs. Formore information, see
Install Microsoft Teams using MSI (VDI Installation section).

Suppose you haveWindows 10 dedicated persistent VDI environments. Youwant theMicrosoft Teams
application to auto‑update and prefer Microsoft Teams to install per‑user under Appdata/Local. In
this case, use the .exe installer or the MSI without ALLUSER=1.

Note:

We recommend installing the VDA before installing Microsoft Teams in the golden image. This
installationorder isneeded for theALLUSER=1 flag to takeeffect. If you installedMicrosoftTeams
in the virtual machine before installing the VDA, uninstall and reinstall Microsoft Teams.

For Remote PC Access

We recommend that you install Microsoft Teams version 1.4.00.22472 or later after installing the VDA.
Otherwise, you need to sign out and sign in again for Microsoft Teams to detect the VDA as expected.
Version 1.4.00.22472 and later includes augmented logic run at Microsoft Teams launch time and sign
in time for VDA detection. These versions also include active session type identification (HDX, RDP or
locally connected to the client machine). If you’re locally connected, previous versions of Microsoft
Teamsmight fail to detect and disable certain features or UI elements. For example, Breakout Rooms,
pop out windows for meetings and chat, or meeting reactions.

Important:

When you roam from a local session to an HDX session and if Microsoft Teams is kept open and
running on the background, you must exit and relaunch Microsoft Teams to optimize with HDX
correctly.
Conversely, if you use Microsoft Teams remotely via an optimized HDX session, disconnect the
HDX session and reconnect to the same Windows session locally at the device. When working
from theoffice, youmust relaunchMicrosoftTeams so it can correctly detect theRemotePC state
(HDX or local). Because Microsoft Teams can only assess VDI mode at app launch time, and not
while it is already running on the background. Without a restart, Microsoft Teams might fail to
load features like pop out Windows, Breakout Rooms, or meeting reactions.

For App Layering

If using Citrix App Layering to manage VDA and Microsoft Teams installations in different layers, you
must create a new registry key onWindows VDAs before installing Microsoft Teamswith the ALLUSER
=1 flag from the command line. For more information, see the Optimization for Microsoft Teams with
Citrix App Layering section under Multimedia.
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Profile Management recommendations

We recommend using the machine‑wide installer for Windows Server and Pooled VDI Windows 10
environments.

When the ALLUSER=1 flag is passed to the MSI from the command line (the machine‑wide installer),
the Microsoft Teams app installs under C:\Program Files (x86) (~300 MB). The app uses
AppData\Local\Microsoft\TeamsMeetingAddin for logs and AppData\Roaming\Microsoft
\Teams (~600–700MB) for user specific configurations, caching of elements in the user interface, and
so forth.

Important:

If youdon’tpass theALLUSER=1 flag, theMSIplaces theTeams.exe installer andsetup.jsonun‑
der C:\Program Files (x86)\Teams Installer. A registry key (TeamsMachineInstaller)
is added under: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run

A subsequent user logon triggers the final installation in AppData instead.

Machine‑wide installer

The following is anexampleof folders, desktop shortcuts, and registries createdby installingMicrosoft
Teamsmachine‑wide installer on a Windows Server 2016 64‑bit VM:

Folder:

• C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft\Teams
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Teams

Desktop Shortcut:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft\Teams\current\Teams.exe

Registry:

• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\Run

• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
• HKEY_CURRENT_USER \SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
• Name: Teams
• Type: REG_SZ
• Value: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft\Teams\current\Teams.exe

Note:

The registry location varies based on the underlying Operating Systems and bitness.
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Recommendations

• We recommend disabling auto‑start by deleting the Microsoft Teams registry keys. Doing so
prevents many logons that occur at the same time (for example, at the beginning of your work
day) from spiking up the VM’s CPU.

• If the virtual desktop does not have a GPU/vGPU, we recommend setting Disable GPU hard‑
ware acceleration in the Microsoft Teams Settings to improve performance. This setting ("
disableGpu":true) is stored in %Appdata%\Microsoft\Teams indesktop-config.json
. You can use a logon script to edit that file and set the value to true.

• If using Citrix Workspace Environment Management (WEM), enable CPU Spikes Protection to
manage processor consumption for Microsoft Teams.

Per‑user installer

When using the .exe installer, the installation process differs. All the files are placed in AppData.

Folder:

• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Teams
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Microsoft\TeamsPresenceAddin
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Microsoft\TeamsMeetingAddin
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\SquirrelTemp
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Teams

Desktop shortcut:

C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Teams\Update.exe --processStart
"Teams.exe"

Registry:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER \SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

Best Practices

The best practice recommendations are based on the use‑case scenarios.
Using Microsoft Teams with a non‑persistent setup requires a profile caching manager for efficient
Microsoft Teams runtime data synchronization. With a profile cachingmanager, the appropriate user‑
specific information is cached during the user session. For example, the user‑specific information
includes, user data, profile, and settings. Synchronize the data in these two folders:

• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Microsoft\IdentityCache
• C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Teams
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Microsoft Teams cached content exclusion list for non‑persistent setup

Exclude the files anddirectories from theMicrosoftTeams caching folder as described in theMicrosoft
documentation. This action helps you to reduce the user caching size to further optimize your non‑
persistent setup.

Use case: single‑session scenario

In this scenario, the end user uses Microsoft Teams in one location at a time. They don’t need to run
MicrosoftTeams in twoWindowssessionsat the same time. In a commonvirtual desktopdeployment,
each user is assigned to one desktop, and Microsoft Teams is deployed in the virtual desktop as one
application.
We recommend enabling the Citrix Profile container and redirecting the per‑user directories listed in
Per‑user installer into the container.

1. Deploy the Microsoft Teamsmachine‑wide installer (ALLUSER=1) in the golden image.

2. Enable Citrix Profile Management and set up the user profile storewith the proper permissions.

3. Enable the following ProfileManagement policy setting: File system>Synchronization >Pro‑
file container – List of folders to be contained in profile disk.
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List all the per‑user directories into this configuration. You can also configure these settings
using the Citrix Workspace Environment Management (WEM) service.

4. Apply the settings to the correct delivery group.

5. Log in to validate the deployment.

System requirements

Minimum recommended version ‑ Delivery Controller (DDCs) 1906.2

If you’re using an earlier version, see Enable optimization of Microsoft Teams:
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Supported operating systems:

• Windows Server 2022, 2019, 2016, 2012R2 Standard and data center Editions, and with the
Server Core option

Minimum version ‑ Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs) 1906.2

Supported operating systems:

• Windows 11.
• Windows 10 64‑bit, versions 1607 and later. VM hosted apps are supported in Citrix Workspace
app for Windows 2109.1 and later.

• Windows Server 2022, 2019, 2016, and 2012 R2 (Standard and data center Editions).

Requirements:

• BCR_x64.msi ‑ theMSI that includes theMicrosoft Teams optimization code and starts automat‑
ically from the GUI. If you’re using the command line interface for the VDA installation, don’t
exclude it.

Recommended version – Citrix Workspace app for Windows latest CR andMinimum version ‑
Citrix Workspace app 1907 for Windows

• Windows 11.
• Windows 10 (32‑bit and 64‑bit editions, including Embedded editions) (Support for Windows 7
stopped at Version 2006) (Support for Windows 8.1 stopped at version 2204.1).

• Windows 10 IoT Enterprise 2016 LTSB (v1607) and 2019 LTSC (v1809).
• Processor (CPU) architectures supported: x86 and x64 (ARM isn’t supported).
• Endpoint requirement: Approximately 2.2–2.4 GHz dual core CPU that can support 720p HD
resolution during a peer‑to‑peer video conference call.

• Dual or quad‑core CPUs with lower base speeds (~1.5 GHz) equipped with Intel Turbo Boost or
AMD Turbo Core that can boost up to at least 2.4 GHz.

• HP Thin Clients verified: t630/t640, t730/t740, mt44/mt45.
• Dell Thin Clients verified: 5070, 5470 Mobile TC and AIO.
• 10ZiG Thin Clients verified: 4510 and 5810q.
• For a complete list of verified endpoints, see Thin Clients.
• Citrix Workspace app requires at least 600 MB free disk space and 1 GB RAM.
• Microsoft .NET Frameworkminimum requirement is version 4.8. CitrixWorkspace app automat‑
ically downloads and installs .NET Framework if it’s not present in the system.

Administrators can enable/disable Microsoft Teams starting in optimized mode by changing the
Teams Optimization policy. Users starting in optimized mode in Citrix Workspace app can’t disable
Microsoft Teams.
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Minimum version ‑ Citrix Workspace app 2006 for Linux

Software:

• GStreamer 1.0 or later or Cairo 2
• libc++‑9.0 or later
• libgdk 3.22 or later
• OpenSSL 1.1.1d
• x64 Linux distribution

Hardware:

• Minimum 1.8 GHz dual‑core CPU that can support 720p HD resolution during a peer‑to‑peer
video conference call

• Dual or quad‑core CPU with a base speed of 1.8 GHz and a high Intel Turbo Boost speed of at
least 2.9 GHz

For a complete list of verified endpoints, see Thin Clients.

For more information, see Prerequisites to install Citrix Workspace app.

You can disable Microsoft Teams optimization updating the value of the VDWEBRTC field to Off in
the /opt/Citrix/ICAClient/config/module.ini file. The default is VDWEBRTC=On. After the
update is complete, restart the Session. (Root permission is required).

Minimum version ‑ Citrix Workspace app 2012 for Mac

Supported operating systems:

• macOS Catalina (10.15).
• macOS Big Sur 11.0.1 and later.
• macOS Monterey.

Features supported:

• Audio
• Video
• Screen sharing optimization (incoming and outgoing)

Note:

Citrix Viewer app requires access to macOS Security and Privacy preferences for screen sharing
to work. Users configure this preference in Apple menu > System preferences > Security &
Privacy > Privacy tab > Screen recording and select Citrix Viewer.

Microsoft Teams optimization works by default with Citrix Workspace app 2012 and later and macOS
10.15.
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If you want to disable Microsoft Teams optimization, run this command in a terminal and restart the
Citrix Workspace app:

defaults write com.citrix.receiver.nomas mtopEnabled -bool NO

Minimum version ‑ Latest version of Citrix Workspace app for Chrome OS running on the latest
version of Chrome OS

Hardware:

• Processors that perform at par or better than Intel i3, quad core 2.4 GHz.

Features supported:

• Audio
• Video
• Screen sharing optimization (incoming and outgoing) ‑ disabled by default. See these settings
for instructions on how to turn it on.

Single Server Scalability

This section provides recommendations and guidance to estimate how many users or virtual ma‑
chines (VMs) can be supported on a single physical host. This is commonly referred to as Citrix Virtual
Apps andDesktops Single Server Scalability (SSS). In the context of Citrix Virtual Apps (CVA) or session
virtualization, it is also commonly known as user density. The idea is to find out how many users or
VMs can be ran on a single piece of hardware running a major hypervisor.

Note:

This section includes guidance to estimate SSS. Note that the guidance is high level and might
not necessarily be specific to your unique situation or environment. The only way to truly under‑
standCitrix Virtual Apps andDesktops SSS is to use a scalability or load testing tool such as Login
VSI. Citrix recommends using this guidance and these simple rules to quickly estimate SSS only.
However, Citrix recommends using Login VSI or the load testing tool of your choice to validate
results, especially before purchasing hardware or making any financial decisions.

Hardware (system under test)

• Dell PowerEdge R740
• Intel Xeon (Gold) 6126 @ 2.60 GHz (max Turbo 3.70 GHz), 12 cores per socket, dual socket with
Hyperthreading enabled

• 382 GB of RAM
• Local SSD RAID 0 storage (11 disk) 6 TB
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Software

A single virtualmachine (40 logical processors)withWindows2019 (TSVDA) runningCitrix Virtual Apps
and Desktops 2106
VMware ESXi 6.7

Terminology

• Knowledgeworkerworkload: IncludesAcrobatReader, Freemind/Java, Photoviewer, Edge, and
MS Office apps such as Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, and Word.

• Baseline: Server Scalability tests run with knowledge worker workload (without Microsoft
Teams).

• Microsoft TeamsWorkload: Knowledge worker typical workload + Microsoft Teams.

HowMicrosoft Teams is stress‑tested

• MicrosoftTeams is optimizedwithHDX. Hence, all themultimedia processing is offloaded to the
endpoint or client and is not part of the measurement.

• All Microsoft Teams processes stopped or killed, before workload starts.
• Open Microsoft Teams (Cold start).
• Measure the time taken by Microsoft Teams to load and grab the focus of Microsoft Teams pri‑
mary window.

• Switch to chat window using keyboard shortcuts.
• Switch to calendar window using keyboard shortcuts.
• Send the chat message to a specific user using keyboard shortcuts.
• Switch to Microsoft Teams window using keyboard shortcuts.

Results

• 40% scalability impact with Microsoft Teams Workload (81 users), when compared to Baseline
(137 users).

• Increasing the server capacity by ~40% (in CPU) restores the number of users as with Baseline
workload.

• 20% extra memory required with Microsoft TeamsWorkload, when compared to Baseline.
• Increase per user storage size by 512‑1024 MB.
• ~50% increase in IOPS write, ~100% increase in IOPS reads. Microsoft Teams can have a signifi‑
cant impact in environment with slower storage.

Featurematrix and version support
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Feature

Microsoft
Teams
(mini‑
mum
ver‑
sion)

VDA
(mini‑
mum
ver‑
sion)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
CR

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
LTSR
(and
CU1‑
CU4)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
CU5

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
CU6
(or
later)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Mac

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Linux

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Chrome
OS

Audio/Video
(P2P
and
confer‑
ence)

current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

1906 1907 Yes Yes Yes 2009 2004 2105.5

ScreensharingCurrent
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

1906 1907 Yes Yes Yes 2012 2006 2105.5
(1)

i.
Screen
Indica‑
tor
Red
border

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

1906 2002 Yes Yes Yes 2012 2006 No

ii.
Limit
cap‑
ture to
Desk‑
top
Viewer

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

1906 2009.5 No Yes Yes 2012 2006 No
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Feature

Microsoft
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(mini‑
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ver‑
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VDA
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sion)
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CU4)

Citrix
Workspace
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for
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CU5

Citrix
Workspace
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(or
later)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Mac

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Linux

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Chrome
OS

iii.
Multi‑
moni‑
tor

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

1906 2106
(2)

No No Yes (2) 2106 2106 No

DTMF Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

N/A 2102 No Yes (5) Yes (5) 2101 2101 2111.1

Proxy
Server
sup‑
port

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

N/A 2012
(3)

No Yes (3)
(5)

Yes (3)
(5)

2104
(4)

2101
(4)

2303

App
Shar‑
ing

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

2109 2109.1 No No No 2203.1 No No
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Feature

Microsoft
Teams
(mini‑
mum
ver‑
sion)

VDA
(mini‑
mum
ver‑
sion)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
CR

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
LTSR
(and
CU1‑
CU4)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
CU5

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
CU6
(or
later)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Mac

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Linux

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Chrome
OS

Live
Cap‑
tions

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

N/A (7) 2109.1 No No No 2109 2109 2303

Dynamic
e911

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

N/A 2112.1 No No No 2112 2112 2112

Give/Request
Con‑
trol

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

N/A 2112.1 No No No 2203.1 2203 2303

MultiWindow1.5.00.118652112 2112.1 No No No 2203.1 2203 2303

Meeting
Tran‑
scrip‑
tions

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

2112.1 2112 No No No 2203.1 2203 2303
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Feature

Microsoft
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ver‑
sion)

VDA
(mini‑
mum
ver‑
sion)

Citrix
Workspace
app
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Win‑
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CR

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
1912
LTSR
(and
CU1‑
CU4)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
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1912
CU5

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Win‑
dows
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CU6
(or
later)

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Mac

Citrix
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app
for
Linux

Citrix
Workspace
app
for
Chrome
OS

Background
Blur‑
ring

Current
ver‑
sion
minus
90
days

2112 2207 No No No 2301 2212 2303

1. Disabled by default, requires Admin to enable.
2. CD Viewer in full screenmode only. SHIFT+F2 not supported.
3. Negotiate/Kerberos, NTLM, Basic, and Digest. Pac files are also supported.
4. Anonymous only.
5. Only on Windows 10, Windows IoT Client OS.
6. Features currently unavailable in Microsoft Teams. For information on ETA, go to https://www.

microsoft.com/ and search for Microsoft 365 roadmap.
7. If VDA is 2112 or higher, Live Captions will only work if Citrix Workspace app version is 2203.1

for MAC and 2203 Linux or 2112 for Windows. This is because Live Captions behave differently
if Microsoft Teams is in Single Window UI mode or MultiWindowmode.

Note:

All features listed in Citrix Workspace app for Windows 1912 CU6 (or later) are applicable to
Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2203.1 LTSR CU1.

Enable optimization of Microsoft Teams

To enable optimization for Microsoft Teams, use the Manage console policy described in the Mi‑
crosoft Teams redirection policy. This policy is ON by default. In addition to this policy being
enabled, HDX checks to verify that the version of the Citrix Workspace app is at least the minimum
required version. If you enabled the policy and the Citrix Workspace app version is supported,
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HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Citrix\HDXMediaStream\MSTeamsRedirSupport is set to 1
automatically on the VDA. Microsoft Teams reads the key to load in VDI mode.

Note:

If you’re using version 1906.2 or later VDAs orwith older controller versions (for example, version
7.15) that don’t have the policy available in the Manage console (Studio), your VDA can still be
optimized. HDX optimization for Microsoft Teams is enabled by default in the VDA.

If you click About > Version, the Citrix HDX Optimized legend displays:

If you see Citrix HDX Not Connected, the Citrix API is loaded in Microsoft Teams. Loading the API is
the first step toward redirection. But there’s an error in later parts of the stack. The error ismost likely
in the VDA services or the Citrix Workspace app.

If you don’t see any legend, Microsoft Teams failed to load the Citrix API. Exit Microsoft Teams by right‑
clicking the notification area icon and restarting. Make sure that the Manage console policy isn’t set
to Prohibited and that the Citrix Workspace app version is supported.

Important: session reconnects

• Youmight require to relaunch Microsoft Teams to get an HDX optimized session when your
connectivity changes. For example, if you are roaming from an unsupported endpoint
(Workspace app for iOS, Android, or old versions of Windows/Linux/Mac) to a supported
one (Workspace app for Windows/Linux/Mac/ChromeOS/HTML5), or the opposite way.

• AMicrosoftTeams relaunch is also required if youhave installed the appusing theMicrosoft
Teams .exe installer in the VDA. The .exe installer is recommended for persistent VDI deploy‑
ments. In such cases, Microsoft Teams can auto‑update while the HDX session is in the dis‑
connected state. So, users reconnecting to an HDX session finds that the Microsoft Teams
is not running optimized.

• When you roam from a local session to anHDX session, youmust relaunchMicrosoft Teams
to optimize with HDX. This action is required in a Remote PC Access scenario.

Network requirements

Microsoft Teams relies on Media Processor servers in Microsoft 365 for meetings or multiparty calls.
Also, Microsoft Teams relies on Microsoft 365 Transport Relays for these scenarios:
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• Two peers in a point‑to‑point call do not have direct connectivity
• A participant does not have direct connectivity to the media processor.

So the network health between the peer and the Microsoft 365 cloud determines the performance
of the call. For detailed guidelines around network planning, see Microsoft 365 network connectivity
principles.

We recommendevaluatingyourenvironment to identify any risksand requirements that can influence
your overall cloud voice and video deployment.
Use the Skype for Business Network Assessment Tool to test if your network is ready for Microsoft
Teams. For support information, see Support.

Summary of key network recommendations for Real Time Protocol (RTP) traffic

• Connect to the Microsoft 365 network as directly as possible from the branch office.
• Plan for and provide sufficient bandwidth at the branch office.
• Check each branch office for network connectivity and quality.
• If youmustuseanyof the followingat thebranchoffice,makesure thatRTP/UDPtraffic (handled
by HdxRtcEngine.exe in Citrix Workspace app) is.

– Bypass proxy servers
– Network SSL intercept
– Deep packet inspection devices
– VPN hairpins (use split tunneling if possible)

Important: VPN Split tunnel configuration

HdxRtcEngine.exe traffic has to be diverted from the VPN tunnel and allowed to use the user’s
local Internet connection to connect directly to the service. The manner in which this is accom‑
plished will vary depending on the VPN product and machine platform used but most VPN solu‑
tions will allow some simple configuration of policy to apply this logic. For more information on
VPN platform‑specific split tunnel guidance, see this Microsoft article.

TheWebRTCmedia engine in theWorkspace app (HdxRtcEngine.exe) uses the Secure Real‑timeTrans‑
port Protocol (SRTP) formultimedia streams that are offloaded to the client. SRTP provides confiden‑
tiality and authentication to RTP. For this feature, symmetric keys (negotiated with DTLS) are used to
encrypt media and control messages using the AES encryption cipher.

The following metrics are recommended for a positive user experience:

Metric Endpoint to Microsoft 365

Latency (one way) < 50 msec

Latency (RTT) < 100 msec
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Metric Endpoint to Microsoft 365

Packet Loss <1% during any 15s interval

Packet inter‑arrival jitter <30ms during any 15s interval

For more information, see Prepare your organization’s network for Microsoft Teams.

For bandwidth requirements, optimization for Microsoft Teams can use a wide variety of codecs for
audio (OPUS/G.722/PCM G711) and video (H264).

The peers negotiate these codecs during the call establishment process using the Session Description
Protocol (SDP) Offer/Answer.
Citrix minimum recommendations per user are:

Type Bandwidth Codec

Audio (each way) ~ 90 kbps G.722

Audio (each way) ~ 60 kbps Opus*

Video (each way) ~ 700 kbps H264 360p@ 30 fps 16:9

Screen sharing ~ 300 kbps H264 1080p@ 15 fps

Opus and H264 are the preferred codecs for peer‑to‑peer and conference calls.

Important:

About performance, encoding is more expensive than decoding for CPU use at the client ma‑
chine. You canhardcode themaximumencoding resolution in theCitrixWorkspace app for Linux
and Windows. See Encoder performance estimator and Optimization for Microsoft Teams.

Proxy servers

Depending on the location of the proxy, consider the following:

• Proxy configuration on the VDA:

If you configure an explicit proxy server in the VDA and route connections to localhost through
a proxy, redirection fails. To configure the proxy correctly, you must select the Bypass proxy
servers for local address setting in Internet Options > Connections > LAN Settings > Proxy
Servers and bypass 127.0.0.1:9002.

If you use a PAC file, your VDA proxy configuration script from the PAC file must return DIRECT
for wss://127.0.0.1:9002. If not, optimization fails. To make sure that the script returns
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DIRECT, use shExpMatch(url, "wss://127.0.0.1:9002/*").

• Proxy configuration on Citrix Workspace app:

If the branch office is configured to access the internet through a proxy, these versions support
proxy servers:

– Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 2012 (Negotiate/Kerberos, NTLM, Basic, and
Digest. Pac files are also supported)

– Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 1912 CU5 (Negotiate/Kerberos, NTLM, Basic,
and Digest. Pac files are also supported)

– Citrix Workspace app for Linux version 2101 (anonymous authentication)
– Citrix Workspace app for Mac version 2104 (anonymous authentication)

Client devices with earlier versions of Citrix Workspace app can’t read proxy configurations. These
devices send traffic directly to Microsoft 365 TURN servers.

Important:

• Verify that the client device can connect to the DNS server to do DNS resolutions. A client
device must be able to resolve the following Microsoft Teams Relay server’s FQDNs:
– worldaz.relay.teams.microsoft.com
– inaz.relay.teams.microsoft.com
– uaeaz.relay.teams.microsoft.com
– euaz.relay.teams.microsoft.com
– usaz.relay.teams.microsoft.com
– turn.dod.teams.microsoft.us
– turn.gov.teams.microsoft.us

If DNS requests are unsuccessful, P2P calls with outside users and conference calls media estab‑
lishment fails.

• The locationof the conference server is selectedbasedon the first participant’s virtual desk‑
top location (and not the client).

Call establishment andmedia flow paths

Whenpossible, theHDXWebRTCmediaengine in theCitrixWorkspaceapp (HdxRtcEngine.exe) tries to
establishadirectnetworkSecureReal‑timeTransportProtocol (SRTP) connectionoverUserDatagram
Protocol (UDP) in a peer‑to‑peer call. If the UDP high ports are blocked, the media engine falls back
to TCP/TLS 443.

The HDX media engine supports ICE, Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN), and Traversal Using
Relays around NAT (TURN) for candidate discovery and establishing connection. This support means
that the endpoint must be able to perform DNS resolutions.
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Consider a scenario where there is no direct path between the two peers or between a peer and a
conference server and you are joining a multi‑party call or meeting. The HdxRtcEngine.exe uses a Mi‑
crosoft Teams transport relay server in Microsoft 365 to reach the other peer or the media processor,
wheremeetings are hosted. Your clientmachinemust have access to threeMicrosoft 365 subnet IP ad‑
dress ranges and four UDP ports (or TCP/TLS 443 as fallback if UDP is blocked). Formore information,
see the Architecture diagram in the Call setup and Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges ID 11.

ID Category Addresses Destination Ports

11 Optimize required 13.107.64.0/18,
52.112.0.0/14,
52.120.0.0/14

UDP: 3478, 3479,
3480, 3481, TCP: 443
(fallback)

These ranges include both Transport Relays andmedia processors, front‑ended by an Azure Load Bal‑
ancer.
The Microsoft Teams Transport Relays provide STUN and TURN functionality, but they aren’t ICE end‑
points. Also, theMicrosoftTeamsTransport Relays don’t terminatemedia, TLS, or do any transcoding.
They can bridge TCP (if HdxRtcEngine.exe uses TCP) to UDP when they forward traffic to other peers
or media processors.

Workspace app WebRTC media engine contacts the closest Microsoft Teams Transport Relay in the
Microsoft 365 cloud. The media engine uses anycast IP and port 3478–3481 UDP (different UDP ports
per workload, thoughmultiplexing can happen) or 443 TCP/TLS for fallbacks. Call quality depends on
the underlying network protocol. Because UDP is always recommended over TCP, we advise you to
design your networks to accommodate UDP traffic in the branch office.

If Microsoft Teams loaded in optimized mode and HdxRtcEngine.exe is running on the endpoint, ICE
failuresmight cause a call setup failure or one‑way‑only audio/video. When a call can’t be completed
or the media streams aren’t full duplex, check the Wireshark trace on the endpoint first. For more
information about the ICE candidate gathering process, see “Collecting logs” in the Support section.

Note:

If the endpoints don’t have internet access, the users might still be able to make a peer‑to‑peer
call if they are both on the same LAN. Meetings fail. In this case, there’s a 30‑second timeout
before the call setup begins.

Call setup

Use this architecturediagramasavisual reference for the call flowsequence. Thecorresponding steps
are indicated in the diagram.
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Architecture

1. Start Microsoft Teams.

2. Microsoft Teams authenticates to O365. Tenant policies are pushed down to the Microsoft
Teams client, and relevant TURN and signaling channel information is relayed to the app.

3. Microsoft Teams detects that it’s running in a VDA and makes API calls to the Citrix JavaScript
API.

4. Citrix JavaScript in Microsoft Teams opens a secure WebSocket connection to WebSocketSer‑
vice.exe running on the VDA, which spawns WebSocketAgent.exe inside the user session.

5. WebSocketAgent.exe instantiates a generic virtual channel by calling into the Citrix HDX Mi‑
crosoft Teams Redirection Service (CtxSvcHost.exe).

6. Citrix Workspace app’s wfica32.exe (HDX engine) spawns a new process called HdxRt‑
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cEngine.exe, which is the newWebRTC engine used for Microsoft Teams optimization.

7. Citrix media engine and Teams.exe have a 2‑way virtual channel path and can start processing
multimedia requests.

—–User calls——

8. Peer A clicks the call button. Teams.exe communicates with theMicrosoft Teams services inMi‑
crosoft 365, establishing an end‑to‑end signaling pathwithPeer B. Microsoft Teams asks HdxRt‑
cEngine for a series of supported call parameters (codecs, resolutions, and so forth, which is
known as a Session Description Protocol (SDP) offer). These call parameters are then relayed
using the signaling path to the Microsoft Teams services in Microsoft 365 and from there to the
other peer.

9. The SDP offer/answer (single‑pass negotiation) takes place through the signaling channel, and
the ICE connectivity checks (NAT and Firewall traversal using STUN bind requests) complete.
Then, Secure Real‑time Transport Protocol (SRTP) media flows directly between HdxRtcEngine
and the other peer (or Microsoft 365 conference servers if it’s a meeting).

Microsoft Phone System

Phone System is Microsoft’s technology that enables call control and PBX in the Microsoft 365 cloud
with Microsoft Teams. Optimization for Microsoft Teams supports Phone System, using Microsoft 365
Calling Plans or Direct Routing. With Direct Routing, you connect your own supported session border
controller to the Microsoft Phone System directly without any additional on‑premises software.
Call queues, transfer, forward, hold, mute, and resume a call are supported.

DTMF

The dual‑tone multi‑frequency (DTMF) feature is supported with these versions of Citrix Workspace
app (and later):

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 2102
• Citrix Workspace app for Windows LTSR 1912 CU5 (Windows 10 OS only)
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux version 2101
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac version 2101
• Citrix Workspace app for Chrome OS version 2111.1

Support for dynamic e911

Starting with version 2112, Citrix Workspace app supports dynamic emergency calling. When used in
Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing, it allows you to do the following:

• Configure and route emergency calls.
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• Notify security personnel.

The notification is provided based on the current location of the Citrix Workspace app that runs on
the endpoint, instead of the Microsoft Teams client that runs on the VDA.

Ray Baum’s law requires the 911 caller’s dispatchable location to be transmitted to the appropriate
Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Microsoft Teams Optimization with HDX is compliant with Ray
Baum’s law when used with the following versions of Citrix Workspace app:

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 2112.1 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux version 2112 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac version 2112 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for Chrome OS version 2112 and later

To enable dynamic emergency calling, the administratormust use the Microsoft Teams Admin Center
and configure the following to create a network or emergency location map:

• Network settings
• Location Information Service (LIS)

For more information on Dynamic emergency calling, see Microsoft’s documentation.

The dispatchable location information that Citrix Workspace app relays to Microsoft Teams is:

• Chassis ID / Port ID using Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) for Ethernet/Switch connections.
Ethernet/Switch (LLDP) is supported on:

– Windows versions 8.1 and 10
– macOS, which requires LLDP enablement software. To download the LLDP enablement
software, go to www.microsoft.com and search for LLDP enablement software.

– Linux, which requires the LLDP library to be included in the operating system(OS) distri‑
bution of the Thin Client.

• WLANBBSID and {IPv4‑IPv6; Subnet; MAC Address} of the endpoint where CitrixWorkspace app
is installed.

– Subnet andWiFi‑based locations are supportedon theWorkspaceapp forWindows, Linux,
and Mac.

• Latitude and Longitude, if user permission is granted at the OS‑level where Citrix Workspace
app is installed.

– Supported on all Workspace app platforms. However, for Citrix Workspace for Linux, you
must include the libgps library in the OS distribution of the Thin Client (sudo apt‑get
install libgps‑dev gpsd lldpd).
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Firewall considerations

Whenusers start anoptimized call using theMicrosoftTeams client for the first time, theymight notice
a warning with theWindows firewall settings. The warning asks for users to allow communication
for HdxTeams.exe or HdxRtcEngine.exe (HDX Overlay Microsoft Teams).

The following four entries are added under Inbound Rules in theWindows Defender Firewall > Ad‑
vanced Security console. You can apply more restrictive rules if you want.

Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business Coexistence

You can deploy Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business side by side as two separate solutions with
overlapping capabilities.
Formore information, see UnderstandMicrosoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and inter‑
operability.

Citrix RealTime Optimization Pack and HDX optimization for Microsoft Teams multimedia engines
then honor the configuration set in your environment. Examples include island modes and Skype
for Business with Microsoft Teams collaboration. Also, Skype for Business with Microsoft Teams col‑
laboration andmeetings.

Peripheral access canbe grantedonly to a single application at the time. For example, webcamaccess
by the RealTimeMedia Engine during a call locks the imaging device during a call. When the device is
released, it becomes available for Microsoft Teams.
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Citrix SD‑WAN: optimized network connectivity for Microsoft Teams

Optimal audio and video quality require a network connection to theMicrosoft 365 cloud that has low
latency, low jitter, and low packet loss. Backhauling of Microsoft Teams audio‑video RTP traffic from
Citrix Workspace app users at branch office locations to a data center before going to the internet
can add excessive latency. It might also cause congestion on WAN links. Citrix SD‑WAN optimizes
connectivity for Microsoft Teams following Microsoft 365 network connectivity principles. Citrix SD‑
WAN uses the Microsoft REST‑based Microsoft 365 IP address and web service and proximate DNS.
This use is to identify, categorize, and steer Microsoft Teams traffic.

Business broadband internet connections inmany areas suffer from intermittent packet loss, periods
of excessive jitter, and outages.

Citrix SD‑WAN offers two solutions to preserve Microsoft Teams audio‑video quality when network
health is variable or degraded.

• If you use Microsoft Azure, a Citrix SD‑WAN virtual appliance (VPX) deployed in the Azure VNET
provides advanced connectivity optimizations. These optimizations include seamless link
failover and audio packet racing.

• Citrix SD‑WAN customers can connect to Microsoft 365 through the Citrix Cloud Direct service.
This service provides reliable and secure delivery for all internet‑bound traffic.

If the quality of the branch office internet connection isn’t a concern, it might be enough tominimize
latency. Steer Microsoft Teams traffic directly from the Citrix SD‑WAN branch appliance to the nearest
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Microsoft 365 front door to minimize latency. For more information, see Citrix SD‑WAN Office 365
optimization.

Multi‑windowmeetings and chat

You can use multiple meetings or chat windows for Microsoft Teams in Windows. For details on the
pop‑out feature, see Microsoft Teams Pop‑Out Windows for Chats and Meetings on the Microsoft 365
site.

Note:

This feature is supported with Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2112.1, Mac 2203, Linux 2203,
and VDA 2112.

Background blurring and background effects

Citrix Workspace app for Windows, Mac, Linux, and ChromeOS/HTML5 supports background blurring
and background effects in Microsoft Teams optimization with HDX.

You can either blur or replace the backgroundwith a default image and avoid unexpected distractions
by helping the conversation stay focused on the silhouette (body and face). You can use this feature
with P2P or conference calls.

Note:

This feature is integrated with the Microsoft Teams UI/buttons. MultiWindow support is a pre‑
requisite that requires a VDA update to 2112 or later. For more information, see Multi‑window
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meetings and chat.

Microsoft Teams UI controls on background blurring and effects require the following minimum ver‑
sions:

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2207
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac 2301
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux 2212
• Citrix Workspace app for ChromeOS 2303

Limitations:

• The client must be connected to the internet while replacing the background image with a Mi‑
crosoft Teams default image.

• Admin and user‑defined background image replacement is not supported in the Microsoft
Teams UI. Custom background images can be configured using configuration settings on the
client, if the image is also stored on the client.

Setting a custom background image

The following registry keys are only required if you don’t plan to use theMicrosoft TeamsUI to control
the feature, or if an admin wants to override default behaviors. For example, disable background
blurring because the endpoint is not powerful enough.

OnWindows

To set a custombackground image, administrators or end‑usersmust configure the following registry
key on the client or endpoint:

Location: HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Citrix\HDXMediaStream

• Name: VideoBackgroundEffect
• Type: DWORD
• Value: 0 (disabled), 1 (enabled), 2 (background image replacement)

Value set to 1 blurs the background. This value can be set either by the end‑user, or the administrator.

Value set to 2 also requires the VideoBackgroundImage key to be present as well. Only the admin‑
istrator can set this value. The following key is required only if you want to replace the background
image and not for blurring:

• Name: VideoBackgroundImage
• Type: REG_SZ
• Value: my_image_name.jpeg

The video background image must be present in the C:\Program Files (x86)\Citrix\ICA
Client directory.
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This registry configuration can also be used to enable background blurring or image replacement in
Citrix Workspace app 2206 without the Microsoft Teams UI selector. In other words, if your environ‑
ment or VDA doesn’t support multi‑window, you can still apply the HKCU registry workaround with
Citrix Workspace app 2206 or higher to achieve a similar result, although the user cannot control the
functionality in the middle of the HDX session or Microsoft Teams call.

Registry key changes only take effect when the HDX session connects.

OnMac

User downloaded picture location: /Users/username/Downloads/any_image.png

Run the following commands to set the custom image as the default image:

defaults write com.citrix.HdxRtcEngine VideoBackgroundEffect -int 2

defaults write com.citrix.HdxRtcEngine VideoBackgroundImage -string "/Users
/username/Downloads/any_image.png"

On Linux

User downloaded picture location: /home/username/Downloads/any_image.jpg

Create file /var/.config/citrix/hdx_rtc_engine/config.json and add the following configuration keys in
JSON format. For example,

1 {
2
3
4 "VideoBackgroundEffect":2,
5
6 "VideoBackgroundImage":"/home/username/Downloads/any_image.jpg"
7
8 }
9

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

On HTML5

For HTML5, background blurring is only supported. Custom image replacement is not supported.

For background blurring, do the following:

1. Navigate to the configuration.js file in theHTML5Client folder.

2. Add the backgroundEffects attribute and set the attribute to true. For example,
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1 'features' : {
2
3 'msTeamsOptimization' :
4 {
5
6 'backgroundEffects' : true
7 }
8
9 }

10
11 <!--NeedCopy-->

3. Save the changes.

Client CPU Consumption considerations

While the blurring feature is frugal on the CPU, you can expect an increase in consumption. For exam‑
ple, on a thin client with a 4 Core, 1.5 GHz Intel® Pentium® Silver chip with TurboBoost up to 2.8 GHz,
the background blurring adds about 2% to the CPU usage. Average CPU usage is less than 20%.

Gallery view and active speakers in Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams supports Gallery, Large gallery, and Together mode layouts.

Microsoft Teams displays a 2x2 grid with video streams of four participants (known as Gallery). In
this case, Microsoft Teams sends four video streams to the client device for decoding. When more
than four participants share video, only the last four most active speakers appear on the screen.

Microsoft Teams also provides the large gallery view with a grid up to 7x7. As a result, the Microsoft
Teams conference server composites a single video feed and sends it to the client device for decoding,
resulting in lower CPU consumption. This single, matrix‑style feed might include users’ self‑preview
video as well.

Lastly, Microsoft Teams supportsTogethermode, which is part of the newmeeting experience. Using
AI segmentation technology to digitally place participants in a shared background, Microsoft Teams
puts all participants in the same auditorium.

The user can control these modes during a conference call by selecting Gallery, Large gallery, or
Together mode layouts in the ellipses menu.
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Support for video aspect ratio constraints (CWA for Windows 2102, CWA for Linux 2106, CWA for MAC
2106 and later):

• The option Fill to frame is available in Gallery/Large Gallery View. This option crops the video
size to fit it in the subwindow. Fit to frame, on the other hand, displays black bars (letterbox)
on the sides of the video so there is no cropping.

The following table provides a comparison of Gallery and Large Gallery layouts:
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Gallery view 2x2 (default) Large Gallery view

Layout / Grid Displays a 2x2 grid with video
streams of four participants.
Only the last four most active
speakers appear on the
screen and other participants
do not appear on the grid.

Displays a 7x7 grid with video
streams of 49 participants.

Mixing technique Amedia router forwards
individual streams from each
participant to every user.

A central conference server
mixes and transcodes all
audio or video to create a
tailored composite layout for
every participant. This action
introduces some additional
latency.

Active speaker The new active speaker
replaces the least active
speaker in the grid.

Displays all participants
irrespective of whether they
are active or inactive.

Encoding at the endpoint One or more video streams
might be encoded at the
endpoint if Simulcast is
enabled. For more
information on Simulcast
support, see Simulcast.

One or more video streams
might be encoded at the
endpoint if Simulcast is
enabled. For more
information on Simulcast
support, see Simulcast.

Decoding at the endpoint Each participant gets up to
four individual media
streams. This increases CPU
consumption at the endpoint
by HdxRtcEngine.exe (for
decoding/rendering).

Each participant gets only a
single stream for audio and
video. This setting lowers the
CPU consumption at the
endpoint.

Maximum resolution 720p. When four participants
are sharing video, the
maximum resolution is 360p
per video feed. If fewer than
four participants are sharing
video, then the resolution per
video feedmight be higher.

720p for the composite layout
or mixing. There’s no need for
a high‑quality video stream
per participant in a composite
layout. Because of this
condition, each sender
reduces resolution or upload
bitrate.
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Gallery view 2x2 (default) Large Gallery view

‘Slow‑user’ problem Sender modifies each
modality’s
(audio/video/screenshare)
quality to the lowest common
network quality among the
participants. This multimedia
stream is then forwarded to
all other participants. As a
result, a participant with poor
network condition impacts
the quality for everyone else
in the call.

Less susceptible to the lowest
common network quality
scenario. The conference
server provides different
qualities based on the
network conditions of
individual participants.

Self‑preview Displays yourself in a small
thumbnail in real time.

Displays yourself in
thumbnail andmixed with
the rest of the video feeds. As
a result, youmight see
yourself included in the main
video layout with some
additional delay.

Screen sharing in Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams relies on video‑based screen sharing (VBSS), effectively encoding the desktop being
shared with video codecs like H264 and creating a high‑definition stream. With HDX optimization,
incoming screen sharing is treated as a video stream.

Starting fromCitrixWorkspace app 2109 or higher forWindows, Linux, Mac, and Citrix Workspace app
2303 for ChromeOS users can share their screens and video camera simultaneously.

With earlier versions, if you’re in themiddle of a video call and the other peer starts to share the desk‑
top, the original camera video feed is paused. Instead, the screen sharing video feed shows. The peer
must thenmanually resume the camera sharing.

Note for PowerPoint Live

This limitation does not exist if you’re sharing content from PowerPoint Live. In that case, other
peers can still see your webcam and content and navigate back and forth to review other slides.
In this scenario, the slides are rendered on the VDA. To access a PowerPoint Live slide deck, click
on the ‘Share tray’ button and select one of the suggested PowerPoint slides, or click ‘Browse’
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and find a PowerPoint file on your computer or in OneDrive.

Outgoing screen sharing is also optimized and offloaded to Citrix Workspace app. In this case, the
media engine captures and transmits only the Citrix Desktop Viewer (CDViewer.exe) window, with a
red border drawn around it. Any local application overlapping with Desktop Viewer isn’t captured.

Note

Set specific permission in Citrix Workspace app for Mac to enable screen sharing. Formore infor‑
mation, see System Requirements.

Multimonitor

If Desktop Viewer (CDViewer.exe) is in full‑screenmode and spanning acrossmultimonitor setups, Cit‑
rix Workspace app 2106 or later (Windows/Linux/Mac) allows the screen picker to select the monitor
to share.

Known limitation:

• If Desktop Viewer is disabled or if Desktop Lock is being used,multimonitor selection isn’t avail‑
able in the Microsoft Teams screen picker. The Desktop Viewermight be disabled either by edit‑
ing the .ICA file template or StoreFront web.config. SHIFT+F2 hotkey isn’t compatible
with multimonitor screen sharing.

• In Workspace app versions older than 2106, only the primary monitor is shared. Drag the appli‑
cation in the virtual desktop to the primary monitor for the other peer on the call to see it.

• Multimonitor screen sharingmight not work if you configure the Citrix Workspace app with the
virtual monitor layout feature (logical partition of a single physical monitor). In this case, all
virtual monitors are shared as a composite image.

• Older versions of the Citrix Workspace app for Windows (1907 up to 2008) also shares a local
application that runs in the client machine. This sharing is possible only if the local app was
overlaid on top of Desktop Viewer. This behavior was removed in 2009.6 or higher, and 1912
CU5 or higher.

• While screen sharing, if you change from windowed mode to full‑screen, screen sharing stops.
Youmust stop and share again for screen sharing to work.
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Screensharing from seamless application:

If you’re publishing Microsoft Teams as a standalone, seamless application, screen sharing captures
the local desktop of your physical endpoint. Citrix Workspace appminimum version 1909 is required.

App sharing

Starting with Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2112.1 and VDA 2112, Microsoft Teams supports app
sharing.

Starting with Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2109, Mac 2203, Linux 2209, and VDA 2109, Microsoft
Teams supports screen sharing of specific apps running in the virtual session. To share a specific app:

1. Navigate to the Microsoft Teams app within your remote session.
2. Click Share content in your Microsoft Teams UI.
3. Select an app to share in themeeting. The red border appears around an app you selected and

the peers on the call can see the shared app.

To share a different app, click Share content again and select a new app.

If you want to disable app sharing, create the following registry key on the VDA at HKLM\SOFTWARE\
Citrix\Graphics:
Name: UseWsProvider
Type: DWORD
Value: 0

Note:

• When the update is rolled‑out by Microsoft, you can check CTX253754 for the documenta‑
tion update and the announcement.

• If you minimize an app, Microsoft Teams displays the last image from the shared app. You
canmaximize the window to resume screen sharing.

• Screen sharing depends on the VDA‑side capturing of the window. The content is then re‑
layed at a maximum rate to the Citrix Workspace app. The maximm rate is 30 frames per
second. The Citrix Workspace app forwards the content to the peers or conference server.
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Known limitations with screen sharing of specific app:

• Mouse pointer isn’t visible when you are screen sharing an app.
• If you minimize an app when you’re sharing it, only the app icon appears in the screen picker.
The thumbnail of the app isn’t previewed in the screen picker. You can’t share the content and
the red border does not appear until youmaximize the app.

• LAA apps shows a list of apps that can be shared with desktop apps in the optimized Microsoft
Teams in the VDA. However, when you select the app from the list, the result might not be as
expected.

Compatibility with app protection
The screen sharing of a specific app is compatible with the app protection feature in HDX optimized
Microsoft Teams. You can screen share a specific app, if you’ve launched the app or desktop from a
delivery group that has app protection enabled.

When you click Share content in the Microsoft Teams UI, the screen picker removes the Desktop op‑
tion. You can only select theWindow option to share any open app.

Note:

Whenyou launchappsordesktops fromadelivery groupwith appprotectionenabled, youaren’t
able to see the incoming video or screen sharing.

Give and Request control in Microsoft Teams
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This feature is supported in the following versions of Citrix Workspace app (there is no dependency
on the VDA version or Operative System, single session or multisession):

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows version 2112.1 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac version 2203.1 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux version 2203 and later
• Citrix Workspace app for ChromeOS version 2303 and later

You can request control during a Microsoft Teams call when a participant is sharing the screen. Once
youhavecontrol, youcanmake selections, edits, or other keyboardandmouseactivities to the shared
screen.

To take control when a screen is being shared, click Request control button in the Microsoft Teams
UI. The meeting participant who’s sharing the screen can either allow or deny your request.

While you have control, you canmake selections, edits, and othermodifications to the shared screen.
For these actions, you can use both keyboard andmouse. When you’re done, click Request control.

Limitations:

• Give and Request control are not available if the user is sharing a single app (also known as
App sharing). The full desktop or monitor must be shared.

• The feature to pin the control bar to a specific location is not available.

Peripherals in Microsoft Teams

When optimization for Microsoft Teams is active, the Citrix Workspace app accesses the peripherals
(headsets, microphones, cameras, speakers, and so forth). Then the peripherals are properly listed in
the Microsoft Teams UI (Settings > Devices).

Microsoft Teams does not access the devices directly. Instead, it relies on theWorkspace appWebRTC
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media engine for acquiring, capturing, and processing the media. Microsoft Teams lists the devices
for the user to select.

The peripherals that are inserted while Microsoft Teams is active aren’t selected by default. You’ve to
manually select the peripherals from the Settings > Devices screen of the Microsoft Teams UI. After
the peripheral is selected, Microsoft Teams caches the information of the peripherals. As a result, the
peripherals are automatically selected when you reconnect to a session from the same endpoint.

Recommendations:

• Microsoft Teams certified headsets with built‑in echo cancellation. In setups with extra periph‑
erals, where microphone and speakers are on separate devices, there might be an echo. An
example is a webcam with a built‑in microphone and a monitor with speakers. When using ex‑
ternal speakers, place themas far as possible from themicrophone. Also, place themaway from
any surface that might refract the sound into the microphone.

• Microsoft Teams certified cameras, although Skype for Business certified peripherals are com‑
patible with Microsoft Teams.

• Citrix Workspace appmedia engine can’t take advantage of CPU offloading with webcams that
perform on‑board H.264 encoding ‑UVC 1.1 and 1.5.

Note:

Workspace app 2009.6 for Windows can now acquire peripherals with audio formats with 24‑bit
or with frequencies above 96 kHz.

HdxTeams.exe (in the Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2009 or older) supports only these spe‑
cific audio device formats (channels, bit depth, and sample rate):

• Playback Devices: up to 2 channels, 16 bit, frequencies up to 96,000 Hz
• Recording Devices: up to 4 channels, 16 bit, frequencies up to 96,000 Hz

Even if one speaker or microphone does not match the expected settings, device enumeration
in Microsoft Teams fails and None displays under Settings > Devices.

Webrpc logs inHdxTeams.exe show this type of information:

Mar 27 20:58:22.885 webrtcapi.WebRTCEngine Info: init. initializing...

Mar 27 20:58:23.190 webrtcapi.WebRTCEngine Error: init. couldn't create
audio module!

As a workaround, disable the specific device or:

1. Open the Sound Control Panel (mmsys.cpl).
2. Select the playback or recording device.
3. Go to Properties > Advanced and change the settings to a supportedmode.
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Fallbackmode

If Microsoft Teams fails to load in optimized VDI mode (“Citrix HDX Not Connected” in Team‑
s/About/Version), the VDA falls back to legacy HDX technologies. The legacy HDX technologies might
be webcam redirection and client audio and microphone redirection. If you’re using a Workspace
app version/platform OS that does not support Microsoft Teams optimization, fallback registry keys
do not apply.
In fallback mode, the peripherals are mapped to the VDA. The peripherals appear to the Microsoft
Teams app as if they were locally attached to the virtual desktop.

You can now granularly control the fallback mechanism by setting the registry keys in the VDA. For
information, see Microsoft Teams fallback mode in the list of features managed through the registry.

This feature requires Microsoft Teams version 1.3.0.13565 or later.

To determine if you are in optimized or unoptimized mode when looking at the Settings > Devices
tab in the Microsoft Teams app, themain difference is the camera name. If Microsoft Teams loaded in
unoptimizedmode, legacy HDX technologies launch. The webcam name has the Citrix HDX suffix as
shown in the followinggraphic. The speaker andmicrophonedevicenamesmight be slightly different
(or truncated) when compared to the optimizedmode.

When legacy HDX technologies are used, Microsoft Teams doesn’t offload audio, video, and screen
sharing processing to the endpoint’s Citrix Workspace appWebRTCmedia engine. Instead, HDX tech‑
nologies use server‑side rendering. Expect highCPUconsumptionon theVDAwhenyou turnonvideo.
Real‑time audio performancemight not be optimal.
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Known limitations

Citrix limitations

Limitations on Citrix Workspace app:

• HID buttons ‑ Answer and end call aren’t supported. Volume up and down are supported.
• Secondary ringer (Teams > Settings > Devices) isn’t supported.
• QoS settings in the Admin Center for Microsoft Teams don’t apply for VDI users.
• App protection add‑on feature for the Citrix Workspace app prevents outgoing screen sharing
and blocks incoming screen share and video.

• Users can’t take screenshots of Microsoft Teams contentwhile using a snipping tool on the VDA.
However, if a snipping tool is used at the client side, the content can be captured.

Limitation on the VDA:

• When you configure the Citrix Workspace app High DPI setting to Yes, the redirected video win‑
dow appears out of place. This limitation occurs when the monitor’s DPI scaling factor is set to
anything above 100%.

Limitations on Citrix Workspace app and the VDA:

• You canonly control the volumeof anoptimized call using the volumebar on the clientmachine
– not on the VDA.

Simulcast

Simulcast support is enabled for optimized Microsoft Teams video conference calls on Windows and
Mac. For Linux check with your thin client vendor.
With Simulcast the quality and experience of video conference calls across different endpoints are
improved by adapting to the proper resolution for the best call experience for all callers.

With this improvedexperience, eachusermight delivermultiple video streams indifferent resolutions
(for example, 720p, 360p, and so on) depending on several factors including endpoint capability, net‑
work conditions, and so on. The receiving endpoint then requests the maximum quality resolution
that it can handle thereby giving all users the optimum video experience.

Note:

This feature is available only after the roll‑out of an update from Microsoft Teams. For informa‑
tion on ETA, https://www.microsoft.com/ go to and search for Microsoft 365 roadmap. When the
update is rolled‑out by Microsoft, you can check CTX253754 for the documentation update and
the announcement.
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Microsoft limitations

• A 3x3 gallery view isn’t supported. Microsoft Teams dependency – contact Microsoft for when
to expect a 3x3 grid.

• Interoperability with Skype for Business is limited to audio calls, no videomodality.
• Incoming and outgoing video stream maximum resolution is 720p. Microsoft Teams depen‑
dency – contact Microsoft for when to expect 1080p.

• PSTN call ringback tone isn’t supported.
• Media bypass for Direct Routing isn’t supported.
• Broadcast and live event producer and presenter roles aren’t supported. Attendee role is sup‑
ported but not optimized (renders on the VDA instead).

• The zoom in and zoom out function in Microsoft Teams isn’t supported.
• Location‑Based Routing and Media Bypass are not supported.
• Call health is not available.
• Call merge is not supported (option not displayed in the user interface).

Citrix and Microsoft limitations

• When doing screen sharing, the option include system audio isn’t available.
• Breakout rooms are supported for VDI participants. Microsoft Teams doesn’t support breakout
rooms if the organizer is a VDI user.

• Simulcast isn’t supported on ChromeOS.

Additional information

• Monitor, troubleshoot, and support Microsoft Teams
• Deploy the Microsoft Teams desktop app to the VM
• Install Microsoft Teams using MSI (VDI Installation section)
• Thin clients
• Skype for Business Network Assessment Tool
• Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability

Windows Media redirection

March 23, 2022

WindowsMedia redirection controls and optimizes theway servers deliver streaming audio and video
to users. By playing the media run‑time files on the client device rather than the server, Windows
Media redirection reduces the bandwidth requirements for playingmultimedia files. Windows Media
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redirection improves the performance of Windows Media Player and compatible players running on
virtual Windows desktops.

If the requirements for Windows Media client‑side content fetching are not met, media delivery auto‑
matically uses server‑side fetching. This method is transparent to users. You can use the Citrix Scout
to perform a Citrix Diagnosis Facility (CDF) trace from HostMMTransport.dll to determine themethod
used. For more information see, Citrix Scout.

Windows Media redirection intercepts the media pipeline at the host server, captures the media data
in its native compressed format, and redirects the content to the client device. The client device then
recreates themedia pipeline to decompress and render themedia data received from the host server.
Windows Media redirection works well on client devices running aWindows operating system. Those
devices have the multimedia framework required to rebuild the media pipeline as it existed on the
host server. Linux clients use similar open‑source media frameworks to rebuild the media pipeline.

The policy settingWindows Media Redirection controls this feature and is Allowed by default. Usu‑
ally, this setting increases audio and video quality rendered from the server to a level that is compara‑
ble to content played locally on a client device. In the rare cases, media playing usingWindowsMedia
redirection appears worse than media rendered using basic ICA compression and regular audio. You
can disable this feature by adding theWindowsMedia Redirection setting to a policy and setting its
value to Prohibited.

For more information about the policy settings, see Multimedia policy settings.

Limitation:

Whenyou’reusingWindowsMediaPlayer andRemoteAudio&VideoExtensions (RAVE) enabled inside
a session, a black screenmight appear. This black screenmight appear if you right‑click on the video
content and select Always showNow Playing on top.

General content redirection

March 18, 2022

Content redirectionallows you to controlwhether users access informationbyusingapplicationspub‑
lished on servers or by using applications running locally on user devices.

Client folder redirection

Client folder redirection changes the way client‑side files are accessible on the host‑side session.

• When you enable only client drive mapping on the server, client‑side full volumes are automat‑
ically mapped to the sessions as Universal Naming Convention (UNC) links.

• When you enable client folder redirection on the server and the user configures it on the Win‑
dows desktop device, the portion of the local volume specified by the user is redirected.
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Host to client redirection

Consider using host to client redirection for specific uncommon use cases. Normally, other forms of
content redirectionmight bebetter. We support this typeof redirectiononly onMulti‑sessionOSVDAs
and not on Single‑session OS VDAs.

Local App Access and URL redirection

Local App Access seamlessly integrates locally installed Windows applications in to a hosted desktop
environment. It does so without changing from one computer to another.

HDX technologyprovidesgenericUSBredirection for specialtydevices thatdon’thaveanyoptimized
support or where it is unsuitable.

Client folder redirection

March 23, 2022

Client folder redirectionchanges thewayclient‑side filesareaccessibleon thehost‑side session. If you
enable only client drive mapping on the server, client‑side full volumes are automatically mapped as
Universal Naming Convention (UNC) links to the sessions. When you enable client folder redirection
on the server and the user configures it on the user device, the portion of the local volume specified
by the user is redirected.

Only the user‑specified folders appear as UNC links inside sessions. That is, instead of the complete
file system on the user device. If you disable UNC links through the registry, client folders appear as
mapped drives inside the session.

Client folder redirection is supported on Windows Single‑session OSmachines only.

Client folder redirection for an external USB drive is not saved on detaching and reattaching the de‑
vice.

Enable client folder direction on the server. Then, on the client device, specify which folders to redi‑
rect. The application you use to specify the client folder options is includedwith the Citrix Workspace
app supplied with this release.

Requirements:

For servers:

• Windows Server 2019, Standard and Datacenter Editions
• Windows Server 2016, Standard and Datacenter Editions
• Windows Server 2012 R2, Standard and Datacenter Editions

For clients:
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• Windows 10, 32‑bit and 64‑bit editions (minimum version 1607)
• Windows 8.1, 32‑bit and 64‑bit editions (including Embedded edition)
• Windows 7, 32‑bit and 64‑bit editions (including Embedded edition)

To enable client folder redirection on the server, see Client folder redirection in the list of features
managed through the registry.

On the user device, specify which folders to redirect:

1. Ensure that the latest version of Citrix Workspace app is installed.
2. From the Citrix Workspace app installation directory, start CtxCFRUI.exe.
3. Choose the Custom radio button and add, edit, or remove folders.
4. Disconnect and reconnect your sessions for the setting to take effect.

Host to client redirection

March 23, 2022

Host to client redirection allows URLs, embedded as hyperlinks in applications running on a Citrix
session, to open using the corresponding application on the user endpoint device. Some common
use cases for host to client redirection include:

• Redirection ofwebsites in caseswhere the Citrix server doesn’t have Internet or network access
to the source.

• Redirection of websites when running a web browser inside the Citrix session is not desired for
security, performance, compatibility, or scalability reasons.

• Redirection of specific URL types in cases where the required applications to open the URL are
not installed on the Citrix server.

Host to client redirection is not intended for URLs that you access on awebpage or type in the address
bar of the web browser running in the Citrix session. For redirection of URLs in web browsers, see
Bidirectional URL redirection or Browser content redirection.

System requirements

• Multi‑session OS VDA
• Supported clients:

– Citrix Workspace app for Windows
– Citrix Workspace app for Mac
– Citrix Workspace app for Linux
– Citrix Workspace app for HTML5
– Citrix Workspace app for Chrome
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The client devicemust have an application installed and configured for handling the redirection of the
URL types.

Configuration

Use the Host to client redirection Citrix policy to enable this functionality. Host to client redirection
is disabled by default. After you enable the Host to client redirection policy, the Citrix Launcher ap‑
plication registers with the Windows server to ensure that it can intercept URLs and send them to the
client device.

Then you must configure the Windows Group Policy to use Citrix Launcher as the default application
for the required URL types. On the Citrix server VDA, create the ServerFTAdefaultPolicy.xml file and
insert the following XML code.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <DefaultAssociations>
4
5 <Association Identifier="http" ProgId="ServerFTAHTML" ApplicationName="

ServerFTA" />
6
7 <Association Identifier="https" ProgId="ServerFTAHTML" ApplicationName=

"ServerFTA" />
8
9 </DefaultAssociations>

10 <!--NeedCopy-->

From the Group Policy management console, go toComputer configuration > Administrative Tem‑
plates >WindowsComponents > File Explorer > Set adefault associations configuration file, and
save your ServerFTAdefaultPolicy.xml file.

Note:

If a Citrix server doesn’t have the Group Policy settings, Windows prompts users to select an
application for opening URLs.

By default, we support redirection of the following URL types:

• HTTP
• HTTPS
• RTSP
• RTSPU
• PNM
• MMS
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To include additional standard or custom URL types on the list for redirection, create a new Associa‑
tion Identifier line in the ServerFTAdefaultPolicy.xml file referenced earlier. For example:

<Association Identifier="ftp"ProgId="ServerFTAHTML"ApplicationName="ServerFTA
"/>

<Association Identifier="mailto"ProgId="ServerFTAHTML"ApplicationName="
ServerFTA"/>

<Association Identifier="customtype1"ProgId="ServerFTAHTML"ApplicationName=
"ServerFTA"/>

<Association Identifier="customtype2"ProgId="ServerFTAHTML"ApplicationName=
"ServerFTA"/>

Adding URL types to the list also requires client configuration. Create the following registry key and
values on the Windows client.

Note:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

• Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Policies\Citrix\ICA Client\SFTA
• Value name: ExtraURLProtocols
• Value type: REG_SZ
• Value data: Specify the required URL types separated by semicolon. Include everything before
the authority portion of the URL. For example:
ftp://;mailto:;customtype1://;custometype2://

You can add URL types only for Windows clients. Clients missing the registry settings above reject
redirection back to the Citrix session. Client must have an application installed and configured to
handle the specified URL types.

To remove URL types from the default redirection list, create the following registry key and values on
the server VDA.

• Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Citrix\SFTA

• Value name: DisableServerFTA

• Value type: DWORD

• Value data: 1

• Value name: NoRedirectClasses

• Value type: REG_MULTI_SZ
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• Value data: Specify any combination of the values: http, https, rtsp, rtspu, pnm, or mms.
Type multiple values on separate lines. For example:

http

https

rtsp

To enable host to client redirection for a specific set of websites, create a registry key and values on
the server VDA.

• Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Citrix\SFTA
• Value name: ValidSites
• Value type: REG_MULTI_SZ
• Value data: Specify any combination of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs). Type multiple
FQDNs on separate lines. Include the FQDN only, without protocols (http:// or https://).
An FQDN can include an asterisk (*) as a wildcard character in the leftmost position only. This
wildcard matches a single level of domain, which is consistent with the rules in RFC 6125. For
example:

www.exmaple.com

*.example.com

Note:

You cannot use the ValidSites key in combination with the DisableServerFTA andNoRedirect‑
Classes keys.

Server VDA default browser configuration

Enabling host to client redirection as referenced in this section supersedes any previous default
browser configuration on the server VDA. If a web URL is not redirected, the Citrix Launcher passes
the URL to the browser configured in the command_backup registry key. The key points to Internet
Explorer by default, but you can modify it to include the path to a different browser. For more
information, see Server VDA default browser configuration in the list of features managed through
the registry.

Bidirectional content redirection

September 15, 2022
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Bidirectional content redirection allows HTTP or HTTPS URLs in web browsers, or embedded into
applications, to be forwarded between the Citrix VDA session and the client endpoint in both direc‑
tions. A URL entered in a browser running in the Citrix session can be opened using the client’s de‑
fault browser. Conversely, a URL entered in a browser running on the client can be opened in a Citrix
session, either with a published application or desktop. Some common use cases for bidirectional
content redirection include:

• Redirection of web URLs in cases where the starting browser does not have network access to
the source.

• Redirection of web URLs for browser compatibility and security reasons.
• Redirection of web URLs embedded in applications when running a web browser on the Citrix
session or the client isn’t wanted.

System requirements

• Single‑session or multi‑session OS VDAs
• Citrix Workspace app for Windows

Browsers:

• Internet Explorer 11
• GoogleChromewithCitrix BrowserRedirectionExtension (available on theGoogleChromeWeb
Store)

• Microsoft Edge (Chromium) with Citrix Browser Redirection Extension (available on the Google
ChromeWeb Store)

Configuration

Bidirectional content redirection must be enabled using the Citrix policy on both the VDA and client
for redirection to work. Bidirectional content redirection is disabled by default.

For VDA configuration, see Bidirectional content redirection in the ICA policy settings.

For client configuration, seeBidirectional content redirection in theCitrixWorkspaceapp forWindows
documentation.

Browser extensions must be registered using the commands shown. Run the commands as needed
on the VDA and client based on the browser in use.

To register the browser extensions on the VDA, open a command prompt. Then, run %ProgramFiles
(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exewith the requiredbrowser option as shown in the
examples shown:

%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exe /regIE

%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exe /regChrome
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%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exe /regEdge

To register the extension on all available browsers run:

%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exe /regall

To unregister a browser extension use the /unreg<browser> option as in the example shown:

%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Citrix\HDX\bin\vdaredirector.exe /unregIE

To register the browser extensions on the client open a command prompt and run %ProgramFiles(
x86)%\Citrix\ICA Client\redirector.exewith the same options as the examples shown.

Note:

The register command causes Chrome and Edge browsers to prompt users to enable the Citrix
Browser Redirection Extension during first launch. The browser extension can also be installed
manually from the Google ChromeWeb Store.

Wildcard redirection from Citrix VDA to client

Bidirectional content redirection supports the use of wildcards when defining the URLs to be redi‑
rected. To configure bidirectional content redirection, see the configuration instructions.

In Citrix Studio, set the wildcard URL in Allowed URLs to be redirected to Client. The asterisk (*) is
the wildcard character.

NOTE:

• Don’t set the Allowed URLs to be redirected to VDA in the client policy. Ensure that the
sites set the Allowed URLs to be redirected to VDA to avoid infinite redirection loops.

• Top‑level domains are not supported. For example, https://www.citrix.* orhttp://
www.citrix.co* is not redirected.

Custom protocol redirection from VDA to client

Bidirectional content redirection supports redirecting custom protocols from the Citrix VDA to the
client. Protocols other than HTTP or HTTPS are supported. To configure bidirectional content redi‑
rection, see the configuration instructions.

In Citrix Studio, set the custom protocol in Allowed URLs to be redirected to Client.

NOTE:

• The client must have an application registered to handle the protocol. Otherwise, the URL
redirects to the client and fails to launch.

• Custom protocol URLs that you enter or launch in the Chrome and Edge browsers are not
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supported and not redirected.
• The following protocols are not supported: rtsp://, rtspu://, pnm://, mms://.

Other considerations

• Browser requirements and configurations are only applicable to the browser starting the redi‑
rection. The destination browser, where the URL opens after redirection is successful, isn’t con‑
sidered for support. When redirecting URLs from the VDA to a client, a supported browser con‑
figuration is only required on the VDA. Conversely, when redirecting URLs from the client to
a VDA, a supported browser configuration is only required on the client. Redirected URLs are
handed off to the default browser configured on the destination machine, either the client or
the VDA, depending on direction. Using the same browser type on the VDA and the client is NOT
required.

• Check that redirection rules do not result in a looping configuration. For example, a VDA policy
is set to redirect https://www.citrix.com, and the client policy is set to redirect the same
URL, resulting in infinite looping.

• Only HTTP/HTTPS protocol URLs are supported. URL shorteners aren’t supported.
• Client to VDA redirection requires the Windows client to be installed with administrator rights.
• If the destination browser is already open, the redirected URL opens in a new tab. Otherwise
the URL opens in a new browser window.

• Bidirectional content redirection does not work when Local App Access (LAA) is enabled.

Local App Access and URL redirection

June 8, 2022

Introduction

Local App Access seamlessly integrates locally installed Windows applications into a hosted desktop
environment without switching from one desktop to another. With Local App Access, you can:

• Access applications installed locally on a physical laptop, PC, or other device directly from the
virtual desktop.

• Provide a flexible application delivery solution. If users have local applications that you can‑
not virtualize or that IT does not maintain, those applications still behave as though they are
installed on a virtual desktop.

• Eliminate the double‑hop latency when applications are hosted separately from the virtual
desktop. Do so by putting a shortcut to the published application on the user’s Windows
device.
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• Use applications such as:
– Video conferencing software such as GoToMeeting.
– Specialty or niche applications that are not yet virtualized.
– Applications and peripherals that would otherwise transfer large amounts of data from
a user device to a server and back to the user device. For example, DVD burners and TV
tuners.

In Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, hosted desktop sessions use URL redirection to start Local App
Access applications. URL redirection makes the application available under more than one URL ad‑
dress. It launches a local browser (based on the browser’s URL block list) by selecting embedded links
within a browser in a desktop session. If you navigate to a URL that is not present in the block list, the
URL is opened in the desktop session again.

URL redirection works only for desktop sessions, not application sessions. The only redirection fea‑
ture you can use for application sessions is host‑to‑client content redirection, which is a type of server
FTA (File TypeAssociation) redirection. This FTA redirects certainprotocols to the client, suchasHTTP,
HTTPS, RTSP, or MMS. For example, if you only open embedded links with HTTP, the links directly
open with the client application. There is no URL block list or allow list support.

When Local App Access is enabled, URLs that are displayed to users as links from locally running ap‑
plications, from user‑hosted applications, or as shortcuts on the desktop are redirected in one of the
following ways:

• From the user’s computer to the hosted desktop
• From the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops server to the user’s computer
• Rendered in the environment in which they are started (not redirected)

To specify the redirection path of content from specific websites, configure the URL allow list andURL
block list on the Virtual Delivery Agent. Those lists contain multi‑string registry keys that specify the
URL redirection policy settings. For more information, see the Local App Access policy settings.

URLs can be rendered on the VDA with the following exceptions:

• Geo/Locale information — Websites that require locale information, such as msn.com or
news.google.com (opens a country specific page based on the Geo). For example, if the VDA
is provisioned from a data center in the UK and the client is connecting from India, the user
expects to see in.msn.com. Instead, the user sees uk.msn.com.

• Multimedia content — Websites containing rich media content, when rendered on the client
device, give the end users a native experience and also save bandwidth even in high latency
networks. This feature redirects sites with othermedia types such as Silverlight. This process is
in a secure environment. That is, the URLs that the administrator approves are run on the client
while the rest of the URLs are redirected to the VDA.

In addition to URL redirection, you can use FTA redirection. FTA starts local applications when a file
is encountered in the session. If the local app is started, the local app must have access to the file to
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open it. Therefore, you can only open files that reside on network shares or on client drives (using
client drive mapping) using local applications. For example, when opening a PDF file, if a PDF reader
is a local app, then the file opens using that PDF reader. Because the local app can access the file
directly, there is no network transfer of the file through ICA to open the file.

Requirements, considerations, and limitations

We support Local App Access on the valid operating systems for VDAs for Windows Multi‑session OS
and for VDAs for Windows Single‑session OS. Local App Access requires Citrix Workspace app for Win‑
dows version 4.1 (minimum). The following browsers are supported:

• Edge, latest version
• Firefox, latest version and extended support release
• Chrome, latest version

Reviewthe followingconsiderationsand limitationswhenusingLocalAppAccessandURL redirection.

• Local App Access is designed for full‑screen, virtual desktops spanning all monitors:
– The user experience can be confusing if you use Local App Access with a virtual desktop
that runs in windowedmode or does not cover all monitors.

– Multiple monitors — When one monitor is maximized, it becomes the default desktop for
all applications started in that session. This default occurs even if the subsequent applica‑
tions typically start on another monitor.

– The feature supports one VDA. There is no integration with multiple concurrent VDAs.
• Some applications can behave unexpectedly, affecting users:

– The drive letters might confuse users, such as local C: rather than virtual desktop C: drive.
– Available printers in the virtual desktop are not available to local applications.
– Applications that require elevated permissions cannot be started as client‑hosted applica‑
tions.

– There is no special handling for single‑instance applications (such as Windows Media
Player).

– Local applications appear with the Windows theme of the local machine.
– Full‑screen applications are not supported. These applications include applications that
open toa full screen, suchasPowerPoint slide showsorphotoviewers that cover theentire
desktop.

– Local App Access copies the properties of the local application (such as the shortcuts on
the client’s desktop and Start menu) on the VDA. However, it does not copy other proper‑
ties such as shortcut keys and read‑only attributes.

– Applications that customize how overlapping window order is handled can have unpre‑
dictable results. For example, some windowsmight be hidden.

– Shortcuts are not supported, includingMy Computer, Recycle Bin, Control Panel, Network
Drive shortcuts, and folder shortcuts.
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– The following file types and files are not supported: custom file types, files with no associ‑
ated programs, zip files, and hidden files.

– Taskbar grouping is not supported for mixed 32‑bit and 64‑bit client‑hosted or VDA appli‑
cations. That is, grouping 32‑bit local applications with 64‑bit VDA applications.

– Applications cannot be started using COM. For example, if you click an embedded Office
document fromwithin anOffice application, the process start cannot be detected, and the
local application integration fails.

• Double‑hop scenarios, where a user is starting a virtual desktop from within another virtual
desktop session, are not supported.

• URL redirection supports only explicit URLs (that is, URLs appearing in the browser’s address
bar or found using the in‑browser navigation, depending on the browser).

• URL redirection works only with desktop sessions, not with application sessions.
• The local desktop folder in a VDA session does not allow users to create files.
• Multiple instances of a locally running application behave according to the taskbar settings es‑
tablished for the virtual desktop. However, shortcuts to locally running applications are not
grouped with running instances of those applications. They are also not grouped with running
instances of hosted applications or pinned shortcuts to hosted applications. Users can close
only windows of locally running applications from the Taskbar. Although users can pin local
application windows to the desktop Taskbar and Start menu, the applications might not start
consistently when using these shortcuts.

• If you set the Allow local app access policy setting to Enabled, browser content redirection
isn’t supported.

Interaction with Windows

The Local App Access interaction with Windows includes the following behaviors.

• Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012 shortcut behavior
– WindowsStore applications installedon the client are not enumeratedaspart of Local App
Access shortcuts.

– Image and video files are opened by default using Windows store applications. However,
Local App Access enumerates the Windows store applications and opens shortcuts with
desktop applications.

• Local Programs
– For Windows 7, the folder is available in the Start menu.
– For Windows 8, Local Programs is available only when the user chooses All Apps as a cat‑
egory from the Start screen. Not all subfolders are displayed in Local Programs.

• Windows 8 graphics features for applications
– Desktopapplications are restricted to thedesktoparea andare coveredby theStart screen
and Windows 8 style applications.
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– Local App Access applications do not behave like desktop applications in multi‑monitor
mode. In multi‑monitor mode, the Start screen and the desktop display on different mon‑
itors.

• Windows 8 and Local App Access URL Redirection
– Because Windows 8 Internet Explorer has no add‑ons enabled, use desktop Internet Ex‑
plorer to enable URL redirection.

– InWindows Server 2012, Internet Explorer disables add‑ons by default. To implementURL
Redirection, disable the Internet Explorer enhanced configuration. Then reset the Internet
Explorer options and restart to ensure that add‑ons are enabled for standard users.

Configure Local App Access and URL redirection

To use Local App Access and URL redirection with Citrix Workspace app:

• Install Citrix Workspace app on the local client machine. You can enable both features during
the Citrix Workspace app installation or you can enable Local App Access template using the
Group Policy editor.

• Set the Allow local app access policy setting to Enabled. You can also configure URL allow list
and block list policy settings for URL redirection. For more information, see Local App Access
policy settings.

Enable Local App Access and URL redirection

To enable Local App Access for all local applications, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Policies in the left pane.
2. Select Create Policy in the action bar.
3. In the Create Policy window, type “Allow Local App Access” in the search box and then click

Select.
4. In the Edit Settingwindow, select Allowed. By default, the Allow local app access policy is pro‑

hibited. When this setting is allowed, the VDA allows the end‑user to decide whether published
applications and Local App Access shortcuts are enabled in the session. (When this setting is
prohibited, both published applications and Local App Access shortcuts do not work for the
VDA.) This policy setting applies to the entire machine and the URL redirection policy.

5. In the Create Policy window, type “URL redirection allow list” in the search box and then click
Select. The URL redirection allow list specifies URLs to open in the default browser of the re‑
mote session.

6. In the Edit Setting window, click Add to add the URLs and then clickOK.
7. In the Create Policy window, type “URL redirection block list” in the search box and then click

Select. The URL redirection block list specifies URLs that are redirected to the default browser
running on the endpoint.
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8. In the Edit Setting window, click Add to add the URLs and then clickOK.
9. On the Settings page, clickNext.

10. On the Users and Machines page, assign the policy to the applicable Delivery Groups and then
clickNext.

11. On the Summary page, review the settings and then click Finish.

To enable URL redirection for all local applications during Citrix Workspace app installation, follow
the steps below:

1. Enable URL redirectionwhen you install Citrix Workspace app for all users on amachine. Doing
so also registers the browser add‑ons required for URL redirection.

2. From the command prompt, run the appropriate command to install the Citrix Workspace app
using one of the following options:

• For CitrixReceiver.exe, use /ALLOW_CLIENTHOSTEDAPPSURL=1.
• For CitrixReceiverWeb.exe, use /ALLOW_CLIENTHOSTEDAPPSURL=1.

Enable the Local App Access template using the Group Policy editor
Note:

• Before you enable the Local App Access template using the Group Policy editor, add the
receiver.admx/adml template files to the local GPO. For more information, see Get
started and search for Group Policy Object administrative template.

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows template files are available in the local GPO in Adminis‑
trative Templates > Citrix Components > CitrixWorkspace folder onlywhen you add the
CitrixBase.admx/CitrixBse.adml to the %systemroot%\policyDefinitions folder.

To enable the Local App Access template using the Group Policy editor, follow these steps:

1. Run gpedit.msc.
2. Go to Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Classic Administrative Tem‑

plates (ADM) > Citrix Components > Citrix Workspace > User Experience.
3. Click Local App Access settings.
4. Select Enabled and then select Allow URL Redirection. For URL redirection, register browser

add‑ons using the command line described in the Register browser add‑ons section further
down in this article.

Provide access only to published applications

You can provide access to published applications using the Registry Editor or the PowerShell SDK.

To the Registry Editor, see The Local App Access for published applications in the list of features man‑
aged through the registry.

To use the PowerShell SDK:
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1. Open PowerShell on the machine where the Delivery Controller is running.
2. Enter the followingcommand: set-configsitemetadata -name "studio_clientHostedAppsEnabled

"-value "true".

To have access to Add Local App Access Application in a Citrix DaaS deployment, use the Citrix Vir‑
tual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK. For more information, see Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK.

1. Download the installer:

https://download.apps.cloud.com/CitrixPoshSdk.exe

2. Run these commands:

a) asnp citrix.*
b) Get-XdAuthentication

3. Enter the followingcommand: set-configsitemetadata -name “studio_clientHostedAppsEnabled
” -value “true”.

After you complete the applicable preceding steps, follow these steps to continue.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane.

2. In the upper middle pane, right‑click the blank area and select Add Local App Access Applica‑
tion from themenu. You can also click Add Local App Access Application in the Actions pane.
To display the Add Local App Access Application option in the Actions pane, click Refresh.

3. Publish Local App Access application.

• The Local Application Access wizard launches with an Introduction page, which you can
remove from future launches of the wizard.

• The wizard guides you through the Groups, Location, Identification, Delivery, and Sum‑
mary pages described below. When you are finished with each page, click Next until you
reach the Summary page.

• On the Groups page, select one or more Delivery Groups where the new applications will
be added, and then clickNext.

• On the Location page, type the full executable path of the application on the user’s lo‑
cal machine, and type the path to the folder where the application is located. Citrix rec‑
ommends that you use the system environment variable path; for example, %Program‑
Files(x86)%\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe.

• On the Identificationpage, accept the default values or type the information that youwant
and then clickNext.

• On the Delivery page, configure how this application is delivered to users and then click
Next. You can specify the icon for the selected application. You can also specify whether
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the shortcut to the local application on the virtual desktop will be visible on the Start
menu, the desktop, or both.

• On the Summary page, review the settings and then click Finish to exit the Local Applica‑
tion Access wizard.

Register browser add‑ons
Note:

The browser add‑ons required for URL redirection are registered automatically when you install
CitrixWorkspace app from the command line using the /ALLOW_CLIENTHOSTEDAPPSURL=1 op‑
tion.

You can use the following commands to register and unregister one or all add‑ons:

• To register add‑ons on a client device: <client‑installation‑folder>\redirector.exe /reg<browser>
• To unregister add‑ons on a client device: <client‑installation‑folder>\redirector.exe /un‑
reg<browser>

• To register add‑ons on a VDA: <VDAinstallation‑folder>\VDARedirector.exe /reg<browser>
• To unregister add‑ons on a VDA: <VDAinstallation‑folder>\VDARedirector.exe /unreg<browser>

Where <browser> is Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, or All.

For example, the following command registers Internet Explorer add‑ons on a device running Citrix
Workspace app.

C:\Program Files\Citrix\ICA Client\redirector.exe/regIE

The following command registers all add‑ons on a Windows Multi‑session OS VDA.

C:\Program Files (x86)\Citrix\HDX\bin\VDARedirector.exe /regAll

URL interception across browsers

• By default, Internet Explorer redirects the specifiedURL. If theURL is not in the block list but the
browser orwebsite redirects it to anotherURL, the finalURL is not redirected. It is not redirected
even if it is on the block list.

For URL redirection to work correctly, enable the add‑on when prompted by the browser. If the add‑
ons that are using Internet options or the add‑ons in the prompt are disabled, URL redirection does
not work correctly.

• The Firefox add‑ons always redirect the URLs.

When an add‑on is installed, Firefox prompts to allow or prevent installing the add‑on on a new tab
page. Allow the add‑on for the feature to work.

• The Chrome add‑on always redirects the final URL that is navigated, and not the entered URLs.
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The extensions have been installed externally. When you disable the extension, the URL redirection
feature does not work in Chrome. If the URL redirection is required in Incognito mode, allow the ex‑
tension to run in that mode in the browser settings.

Configure local application behavior on logoff and disconnect
Note:

If you do not follow these steps to configure the settings, by default, local applications continue
to run when a user logs off or disconnects from the virtual desktop. After reconnection, local
applications are reintegrated if they are available on the virtual desktop.

To configure local application behavior on logoff and disconnect, see Local application behavior on
logoff and disconnect in the list of features managed through the registry.

Generic USB redirection and client drive considerations

August 9, 2022

HDX technology provides optimized support for most popular USB devices. Optimized support of‑
fers an improveduser experiencewith better performance andbandwidth efficiency over aWAN.Opti‑
mizedsupport is usually thebestoption, especially inhigh latencyor security‑sensitiveenvironments.

HDX technology provides generic USB redirection for specialty devices that don’t have optimized
support or where it is unsuitable, for example:

• The USB device has more advanced features that are not part of optimized support, such as a
mouse or webcam having more buttons.

• Users need functions which are not part of optimized support.
• The USB device is a specialized device, such as test and measurement equipment or an indus‑
trial controller.

• An application requires direct access to the device as a USB device.
• The USB device only has a Windows driver available. For example, a smart card reader might
not have a driver available for Citrix Workspace app for Android.

• The versionof CitrixWorkspace appdoesnot provide anyoptimized support for this typeofUSB
device.

With generic USB redirection:

• Users do not need to install device drivers on the user device.
• USB client drivers are installed on the VDAmachine.
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Important:

• GenericUSB redirectioncanbeused togetherwithoptimized support. If youenablegeneric
USB redirection, configure Citrix USB devices policy settings for both generic USB redirec‑
tion and optimized support.

• The Citrix policy setting in Client USB device optimization rules is a specific setting for
generic USB redirection, for a particular USB device. It doesn’t apply to optimized support
as described here.

• When brokering a session using Citrix software to an Azure Virtual Machine, Citrix provides
best effort support for USB redirection to the Azure Virtual Machine. We support fixing a
Citrix software problem, but we do not support the underlying Azure Virtual Machine.

• CD/DVD devices with disc burning capabilities can be redirected, but the burning capabili‑
ties of these devices cannot be used. This is due to the buffer limits of a session.

Performance considerations for USB devices

Network latency and bandwidth can affect user experience and USB device operation when using
generic USB redirection for some types of USB devices. For example, timing‑sensitive devices might
not operate correctly over high‑latency low‑bandwidth links. Use optimized support instead where
possible.

Some USB devices require high bandwidth to be usable, for example a 3Dmouse (used with 3D apps
that also typically require high bandwidth). If bandwidth cannot be increased, you might be able
to mitigate the issue by tuning bandwidth usage of other components using the bandwidth policy
settings. For more information, see Bandwidth policy settings for Client USB device redirection, and
Multi‑stream connection policy settings.

Security considerations for USB devices

Some USB devices are security‑sensitive by nature, for example, smart card readers, fingerprint read‑
ers, and signature pads. Other USB devices such as USB storage devices can be used to transmit data
that might be sensitive.

USB devices are often used to distribute malware. Configuration of Citrix Workspace app and Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops can reduce, but not eliminate, risk from these USB devices. This situation
applies whether generic USB redirection or optimized support is used.

Important:

For security‑sensitive devices and data, always secure the HDX connection using either TLS or
IPsec.

Only enable support for the USB devices that you need. Configure both generic USB redirection
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and optimized support to meet this need.

Provide guidance to users for safe use of USB devices:

• Use only USB devices that have been obtained from a trustworthy source.
• Don’t leaveUSBdevices unattended in open environments ‑ for example, a flash drive in an
internet cafe.

• Explain the risks of using a USB device onmore than one computer.

Compatibility with generic USB redirection

Generic USB redirection is supported for USB 2.0 and earlier devices. Generic USB redirection is also
supported for USB 3.0 devices connected to a USB 2.0 or USB 3.0 port. Generic USB redirection does
not support USB features introduced in USB 3.0, such as super speed.

These Citrix Workspace apps support generic USB redirection:

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows, see Configuring application delivery.
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac, see Citrix Workspace app for Mac.
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux, see Optimize.
• Citrix Workspace app for Chrome OS, see Citrix Workspace app for Chrome.

For Citrix Workspace app versions, see the Citrix Workspace app feature matrix.

If you are using earlier versions of Citrix Workspace app, see the Citrix Workspace app documentation
to confirm that generic USB redirection is supported. See Citrix Workspace app documentation for
any restrictions on USB device types that are supported.

Generic USB redirection is supported for desktop sessions from VDA for Single‑session OS version 7.6
through current.

Generic USB redirection is supported for desktop sessions from VDA for Multi‑session OS version 7.6
through current, with these restrictions:

• TheVDAmustbe runningWindowsServer 2012R2,WindowsServer 2016,WindowsServer 2019,
or Windows Server 2022.

• The USB device drivers must be fully compatible with Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) for
the VDA OS (Windows 2012 R2), including full virtualization support.

Some types of USB devices are not supported for generic USB redirection because it would not be
useful to redirect them:

• USBmodems.
• USB network adapters.
• USB hubs. The USB devices connected to USB hubs are handled individually.
• USB virtual COM ports. Use COM port redirection rather than generic USB Redirection.
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For information on USB devices that have been tested with generic USB redirection, see Citrix Ready
Marketplace. Some USB devices do not operate correctly with generic USB redirection.

Configure generic USB redirection

You can control, and separately configure, which types of USB devices use generic USB redirection:

• On the VDA, using Citrix policy settings. For more information, see Redirection of client drives
and user devices and USB devices policy settings in the Policy settings reference

• In Citrix Workspace app, using Citrix Workspace app‑dependent mechanisms. For example, an
Administrative Template controls registry settings that configure Citrix Workspace app for Win‑
dows. By default, USB redirection is allowed for certain classes of USB devices and denied for
others. Formore information, see Configure in the CitrixWorkspace app forWindows documen‑
tation.

This separate configuration provides flexibility. For example:

• If twodifferent organizations or departments are responsible for CitrixWorkspace app and VDA,
they can enforce control separately. This configuration applies when a user in one organization
accesses an application in another organization.

• Citrix policy settings can control USB devices that are allowed only for certain users or for users
connecting only over a LAN (rather than by using Citrix Gateway).

Enable generic USB redirection

To enable generic USB Redirection, and not require manual redirection by the user, configure both
Citrix policy settings and Citrix Workspace app connections preferences.

In Citrix policy settings:

1. Add the Client USB device redirection to a policy and set its value to Allowed.
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2. (Optional) To update the list of USB devices available for redirection, add the Client USB device
redirection rules setting to a policy and specify the USB policy rules.

In Citrix Workspace app:

3. Specify that devices are connected automatically without manual redirection. You can do this
using an Administrative template or in Citrix Workspace app for Windows > Preferences > Con‑
nections.
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If you specified USB policy rules for the VDA in the previous step, specify those same policy rules for
Citrix Workspace app.

For thin clients, consult the manufacturer for details of USB support and any required configuration.

Configuring the types of USB devices available for generic USB redirection

USB devices are automatically redirected when USB support is enabled and the USB user preference
settings are set to connect USB devices automatically. USB devices are also automatically redirected
when the connection bar is not present.

Users can explicitly redirect devices that are not automatically redirected by selecting the devices
from the USB device list. For more information, the Citrix Workspace app for Windows user help arti‑
cle, Display your devices in the Desktop Viewer.
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To use generic USB redirection rather than optimized support, you can either:

• In Citrix Workspace app,manually select the USB device to use generic USB redirection, choose
Switch to generic from the Devices tab of the Preferences dialog box.

• Automatically select the USB device to use generic USB redirection, by configuring auto‑
redirection for the USB device type (for example, AutoRedirectStorage=1) and set USB user
preference settings to automatically connect USBdevices. Formore information, see Configure
automatic redirection of USB devices.

Note:

Only configure generic USB redirection for use with a webcam if the webcam is found to be in‑
compatible with HDXmultimedia redirection.

To prevent USB devices from ever being listed or redirected, you can specify device rules for Citrix
Workspace app and the VDA.

For generic USB redirection, you need to know at least the USB device class and subclass. Not all USB
devices use their obvious USB device class and subclass. For example:
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• Pens use the mouse device class.
• Smart card readers can use the vendor‑defined or HID device class.

Formore precise control, you need to know the Vendor ID, Product ID, and Release ID. You can get this
information from the device vendor.

Important:

MaliciousUSBdevicesmightpresentUSBdevice characteristics thatdonotmatch their intended
usage. Device rules are not intended to prevent this behavior.

You control theUSBdevices available for genericUSB redirectionby specifyingUSBdevice redirection
rules for both VDA and Citrix Workspace app, to override the default USB policy rules.

For the VDA:

• Edit the administrator override rules for the Multi‑session OS machines through group policy
rules. The Group Policy Management Console is included on the installation media:

– For x64: dvd root \os\lang\x64\Citrix Policy\ CitrixGroupPolicyManagement_x64.msi
– For x86: dvd root \os\lang\x86\Citrix Policy\ CitrixGroupPolicyManagement_x86.msi

At Citrix Workspace app for Windows:

• Edit the user device registry. An Administrative template (ADM file) is included on the installa‑
tion media so you can change the user device through Active Directory Group Policy:
dvd root \os\lang\Support\Configuration\icaclient_usb.adm

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Theproduct default rules are stored inHKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA\GenericUSB\DeviceRules. Do
not edit these product default rules. Instead, use them as a guide for creating administrator override
rules, which is explained later in this article. The GPO overrides are evaluated before the product
default rules.

Theadministratoroverride rulesare stored inHKLM\SOFTWARE\Policies\Citrix\PortICA\GenericUSB\DeviceRules.
GPOpolicy rules take the format {Allow:|Deny:} followedbya set of tag=valueexpressions separated
by white space.

The following tags are supported:
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Tag Description

VID Vendor ID from the device descriptor

PID Product ID from the device descriptor

REL Release ID from the device descriptor

Class Class from either the device descriptor or an
interface descriptor; see the USB website at
http://www.usb.org/ for available USB Class
Codes

SubClass Subclass from either the device descriptor or
an interface descriptor

Prot Protocol from either the device descriptor or
an interface descriptor

When creating policy rules, note the following:

• Rules are case‑insensitive.
• Rules can have an optional comment at the end, introduced by ##. A delimiter is not required,
and the comment is ignored for matching purposes.

• Blank and pure comment lines are ignored.
• White space is used as a separator, but cannot appear in the middle of a number or identifier.
For example, Deny: Class = 08 SubClass=05 is a valid rule, but Deny: Class=0 SubClass=05 is not.

• Tags must use the matching operator =. For example, VID=1230.
• Each rule must start on a new line or form part of a semicolon‑separated list.

Note:

If you are using the ADM template file, you must create rules on a single line, as a semicolon‑
separated list.

Examples:

• The following example shows an administrator‑defined USB policy rule for vendor and product
identifiers:

Allow: VID=046D PID=C626 ## Allow Logitech SpaceNavigator 3D Mouse Deny
: VID=046D ## Deny all Logitech products

• The following example shows an administrator‑defined USB policy rule for a defined class, sub‑
class, and protocol:

Deny: Class=EF SubClass=01 Prot=01 ## Deny MS Active Sync devices Allow
: Class=EF SubClass=01 ## Allow Sync devices Allow: Class=EF ## Allow
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all USB-Miscellaneous devices

Use and remove USB devices

Users can connect a USB device before or after starting a virtual session.

When using Citrix Workspace app for Windows, the following apply:

• Devices connected after a session begins appear immediately in the USB menu of the Desktop
Viewer.

• If a USB device is not redirecting properly, you can try to resolve the problem by waiting to
connect the device until after the virtual session starts.

• To avoid data loss, use the Windows “Safely Remove Hardware” icon before removing the USB
device.

Security controls for USBmass storage devices

Optimized support is provided for USB mass storage devices. This support is part of Citrix Virtual
Apps andDesktops client drivemapping. Drives on the user device are automaticallymapped to drive
letters on the virtual desktop when users log on. The drives are displayed as shared folders that have
mapped drive letters. To configure client drive mapping, use the Client removable drives setting.
This setting is in the File Redirection policy settings section of the ICA policy settings.

With USBmass storage devices you can use either Client drivemapping or generic USB redirection, or
both. Control them using Citrix policies. The main differences are:

Feature Client drive mapping Generic USB redirection

Enabled by default Yes No

Read‑only access
configurable

Yes No

Encrypted device access Yes, if encryption is unlocked
before the device is accessed

Yes

BitLocker To Go devices No No

Safe to delete device during a
session

No Yes, provided users follow
operating system
recommendations for safe
removal

If both generic USB redirection and the client drive mapping policies are enabled and amass storage
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device is inserted either before or after a session starts, it is redirected using client drive mapping.
When both generic USB redirection and the client drive mapping policies are enabled and a device
is configured for automatic redirection and a mass storage device is inserted either before or after a
session starts, it is redirected using generic USB redirection. For more information, see Knowledge
Center article CTX123015.

Note:

USB redirection is supported over lower bandwidth connections, for example 50 Kbps. However,
copying large files doesn’t work.

Control file access with client drivemapping

You can control whether users can copy files from their virtual environments to their user devices. By
default, files and folders on mapped client‑drives are available in read/write mode from within the
session.

To prevent users from adding or changing files and folders on mapped client‑devices, enable the
Read‑only client drive access policy setting. When adding this setting to a policy, ensure that the
Client drive redirection setting is set to Allowed and is also added to the policy.

Manage

March 23, 2022

Citrix manages Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service deployments by installing and maintaining
the core components and features in Citrix Cloud.

You take care of the machines (VDAs) in resource locations that deliver apps and desktops. You also
manage connections to those resource locations, plus the apps, desktops, and users.

• Autoscale: A consistent, high‑performance solution to proactively power manage your ma‑
chines.

• Applications: Manage applications in delivery groups.

• Virtual IP and virtual loopback: The Microsoft virtual IP address feature provides a published
application with a unique dynamically assigned IP address for each session. With Citrix vir‑
tual loopback, you can configure applications that depend on communications with localhost
(127.0.0.1 by default) to use a unique virtual loopback address in the localhost range (127.*).

• VDA registration: Before a VDA can facilitate delivery of apps and desktops, it must register
(establish communication)with aCloudConnector. You can specify CloudConnector addresses
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using several methods, which are described in this article. As you add Cloud Connectors, VDAs
must have current information.

• Sessions: Maintaining session activity is critical to providing the best user experience. Several
features can optimize the reliability of sessions, reduce inconvenience, downtime, and loss of
productivity.

• Using Search: To view information about machines, sessions, machine catalogs, applications,
or delivery groups in the Full Configuration management interface, use the flexible search fea‑
ture.

• IPv4/IPv6 support: Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops supports pure IPv4, pure IPv6, and dual‑
stack deployments that use overlapping IPv4 and IPv6 networks. This article describes and il‑
lustrates these deployments. It also describes the Citrix policy settings that control the use of
IPv4 or IPv6.

• Profilemanagement: Citrix Profile Management can be installedwhen you install a VDA. If you
use this user profile solution, review its documentation.

• Citrix Insight Services: Citrix Insight Services (CIS) is a Citrix platform for instrumentation,
telemetry, and business insight generation. Analytics and diagnostics are collected when you
install a VDA.

• Local Host Cache: Local Host Cache enables connection brokering operations to continue
when a Cloud Connector in a resource location cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud. Scale,
size, and other configuration considerations are also provided.

• Delegated administration: With delegated administration, you can configure the access per‑
missions that all of your administrators need, according to their role in your organization.

• Configuration logging: Configuration logging tracks configuration changesandadministrative
activities.

• Event logs: Services within Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops log the events that occur. Event
logs can be used to monitor and troubleshoot operations.

• Licenses: You can view Citrix license usage information for this service from the Citrix Cloud
console.

• Load balancemachines: You can control how to load balance machines.

Adaptive access

June 6, 2022
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In today’s ever changing situations, application security is vital for any businesses. Making context‑
aware security decisions and then enabling access to the applications reduces the associated risks
while enabling access to users.

The Adaptive access feature offers a comprehensive zero‑trust access approach that delivers secure
access to the applications. Adaptive access enables admins to provide granular level access to the
apps that users can access based on the context. The term “context” refers to:

• Users and groups (users and user groups)
• Devices (desktop or mobile devices)
• Location (geo‑location or network location)
• Device posture (device posture check)
• Risk (user risk score)

Adaptive Authentication service

June 6, 2022

Citrix Cloud customers can use Citrix Workspace to provide Adaptive Authentication to Citrix DaaS.
Adaptive Authentication is a Citrix Cloud service that enables advanced authentication for customers
and users logging in to Citrix Workspace. Adaptive Authentication service is a Citrix managed and Cit‑
rix Cloud hosted ADC that provides all the advanced authentication capabilities such as the following:

• Multifactor authentication using different auth methods like AD, RADIUS, certificate, multiple
third‑party IdPs using SAML 2.0, OAuth, OIDC, Google Captcha.

• Verify user identity and authorization levels based on factors such as location, device status,
and user group.

• Enable contextual or smart access to DaaS (virtualized) and SPA (non‑virtualized resources like
Web and SaaS apps).

• Login page customization

For complete details about Adaptive Authentication, see Adaptive Authentication service.

Adaptive access based on user’s network location ‑ Preview

April 13, 2023

The Citrix Workspace platform adaptive access feature uses advanced policy infrastructure to enable
access to Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) based on the user’s network
location. The location is defined using the IP address range or subnet addresses.
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Admins can define policies to either enumerate or not enumerate virtual apps and desktops based on
the user’s network location. Admins can also control the user actions that can be performed on Citrix
DaaSby enabling or disabling clipboard access, printers, client drivemapping and soon, basedon the
user’s network locations. For example, an admin can implement the following policies for accessing
the applications:

• Enumerate few sensitive applications only from corporate location or from their branch offices.
• Do not enumerate sensitive applications if the employees are accessing the workspace from an
outside network.

• Disable printer access from the branch offices.
• Disable clipboard access and printer access when the users are outside the corporate network.

Prerequisites

• Citrix DaaS deployment accessing through Citrix Workspace platform.

• Sign up for adaptive access Preview using (https://podio.com/webforms/25412100/1884833).

Note: This is only needed during Preview.

Recommendations

On your Citrix DaaS deployment;

• Identify a test delivery group or create a delivery group to implement this capability.
• Create a policy or identify a policy that can be used with a test delivery group.

Points to note

• If you select the option Leave user management to Citrix Cloud, you cannot apply Smart Ac‑
cess policies (for example, adaptive access toCitrix DaaSbasedon thenetwork location). This is
because the delivery groups become library offerings and therefore not handled byWeb Studio
anymore.

• If you plan to selectively enumerate Citrix DaaS based on network location, then user manage‑
ment has to be performed for those delivery groups using Citrix Studio policies instead of Citrix
Workspace. When creating a Delivery group, in Users setting, either choose Restrict use of
this Delivery Group to the following users or Allow any authenticated users to use this De‑
livery Group. This enables the Access Policy tab under Delivery Group to configure adaptive
access.

Note: This is not needed if you plan to use adaptive access to restrict user controls like disabling
clipboard access, printer redirection, client drive mapping, based on the network location.
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How to configure

At a high level, youmust perform the following steps.

1. Define the adaptive access policies that you want to implement based on the user locations.
2. Configure your corporate and branch office network locations from where you plan to imple‑

ment adaptive access.
3. Use the network locations defined to configure adaptive access policies for virtual apps and

desktops in Citrix Studio.

Define adaptive policies you like to implement

Let us take the following example:
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Location Access or user controls

Internal Enumerate all applications

BranchOffice Enumerate all applications

External Do not enumerate few sensitive applications
and disable clipboard printer access to all
applications

Configure network locations

You can configure network locations by using the Network Locations service in Citrix Cloud https:
//citrix.cloud.com/networksites.
You can create the sites and can define if the sitesmust be treated as internal or external sites depend‑
ing on the network connectivity. You can then attach tags to the sites. Once the sites are created, each
client IP address must be associated with a set of tags.

Note:

• Location tags are used to implement network location based contextual access. Location tags
canbeconfiguredonly if the customer/tenanthasentitlement toCitrix AdaptiveAuthentication,
else location tags remain hidden for the others.

• It is recommended that you define the network locations fromwhich the users have more priv‑
ileged access rather than defining external networks. Use the network locations to define your
internal networks, your branch offices, and so on to give preferential access from these loca‑
tions.

• Define tags for each network location or site. For example “BranchOffice.” These tags are used
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to configure the adaptive access policies in Citrix Studio. The default tags defined are LOCA‑
TION_external and LOCATION_internal.
Note: In Citrix Studio, youmust prefix the tag namewith “LOCATION_TAG_”. For example if you
have defined a network location with the tag “BranchOffice”, then while configuring the filter
option on Citrix Studio policy use the name “LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice.”

Configure adaptive access policy on Citrix Studio

Note: This is not the exhaustive configuration, but a sample how to use the tag names to configure
Studio policies.

The network location tags defined in the previous step are used to configure adaptive access policies
on Citrix Studio. This step is similar to configuring a SmartAccess policy with the on‑premises gate‑
way. Youmust replace Citrix Gatewaywithworkspace under “FARM” and session policy with Network
location tags under “Filter”.

At this step choose the Citrix Studio policy (existing or new one) and associate it with a delivery group
(existing or new one). To create a delivery group, see Create delivery groups. To create a policy, see
Create Policies.

Configure adaptive access policy for virtual apps and desktops enumeration

Let’s use the previous example and create a policy to enumerate sensitive applications only from the
corporate network (In this case, BranchOffice)
To assign the tag, LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice, to the delivery group identified for testing adaptive
access policies, perform the following.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.

2. SelectMy Services > DaaS.

3. ClickManage.

4. Create delivery groups as per your requirement. For details, see Create delivery groups.

5. Select the delivery group that you have created and click Edit Delivery Group.

6. Click Access Policy.

7. Click Add and select the following:

• workspace in Farm
• LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice in Filter
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Note: Youcanaddmultiple filters to the same farm. TheFarmmustbealways set toworkspace
and the filter must have any of the adaptive access tags that are created based on the network
location configuration.

8. For customers using adaptive access within Citrix Workspace platform, do the following to re‑
strict access for a delivery group to internal networks only.

• Select the Connections through NetScaler Gateway check box and then select the Con‑
nectionsmeeting any of the following filters check box.

• Enter the appropriate tags for internal locations.

Note: If you select the All connections not through NetScaler Gateway, you can see your
apps irrespective of whether you are coming from the internal or external network. It is recom‑
mended that customers using adaptive access with the Citrix Workspace platform, do not rely
on the All connections not throughNetScaler Gateway option to restrict access for a Delivery
Group to internal networks only.
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Configure adaptive access policies to define end‑user controls while accessing the virtual apps
and desktops

Let’s use the previous example and create a policy to disable copy‑paste functionality from branch
offices only.

To disable copy‑paste functionality for users coming from location, LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice,
perform the following.

1. On the Citrix DaaS configuration page, Click theManage tab.

2. Click the Policies tab.

3. Select Create Policy.

4. In Select Settings, select Client Clipboard Redirection.

5. In Edit Setting, select Prohibited, and then clickOK.

6. In the Users and Machines page, click Select user and machine objects, and then assign this
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policy to Access control.

7. Enter a name for the policy (or accept the default). Consider naming the policy according to
who or what it affects, for example Accounting Department or Remote Users. Optionally, add a
description.

The policy is enabled by default. You can disable it. Enabling the policy allows it to be applied imme‑
diately to users logging on. Disabling prevents the policy from being applied. If you must prioritize
the policy or add settings later, consider disabling the policy until you are ready to apply it.

To assign an adaptive access policy to an external location (LOCATION_external)

If you want to apply an access policy for an external location, for example to disable clipboard ac‑
cess for users coming from locations not configured (other than LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice, LOCA‑
TION_internal), then you just have to assign the policy to LOCATION_external (as none of the defined
network locations are hit, LOCATION_external is returned).

How to validate your policy configuration

Validate the adaptive policies to make sure that the policies are working as intended before widely
implementing these policies. In the configuration example;
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• For the users coming from the network location LOCATION_Internal, the appsmust be enumer‑
ated for those users. Also the copy‑paste functionality must be available for these users.

• For the users coming from the network location LOCATION_TAG_BranchOffice, the apps must
be enumerated for those users. The copy‑paste functionality must be disabled for these users.

• For the users coming from the location LOCATION_external, the appsmust not be enumerated.

App packages

January 18, 2023

Microsoft provides three packaging technologies to deliver applications to users: App‑V, MSIX, and
MSIX app attach. This article walks you through how to deploy and deliver these packaged applica‑
tions in your Citrix DaaS environment:

• Deploy and deliver App‑V applications

• Deploy and deliver MSIX and MSIX app attach applications

Deploy and deliver App‑V applications

This section covers the following information:

• Overview. Describes themanagementmethods that Citrix DaaSuses to deliver andmanage the
App‑V packages.

• Procedures. Provides procedures for deploying and delivering these packages.

Overview

This sectiondescribes themanagementmethods that Citrix DaaSuses todeliver andmanage theApp‑
V packages. Formore information about the components and concepts withwhich you interact when
delivering App‑V packaged applications, see the Microsoft documentation: https://docs.microsoft.
com/en‑us/windows/application‑management/app‑v/appv‑for‑windows.

Citrix DaaS delivers andmanages App‑V packages using the following methods:

• Dual Admin. Application packages are configured and managed on App‑V servers. Citrix DaaS
and App‑V servers work together to deliver andmanage packages.

Thismethod requires Citrix DaaS to periodically refresh the snapshot view of the App‑V server’s
state. It incurs hardware, infrastructure, and administration overhead. Citrix DaaS and App‑V
servers must stay synchronized, particularly for user permissions.

Dual Admin works best in deployments where App‑V and Citrix Cloud are closely coupled:
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– App‑Vmanagement server. Publishes andmanages the lifecycle of App‑V Packages and
the Dynamic Configuration Files.

– Citrix Personalization component installed on VDA machines. Manage the registration
of the appropriate App‑V publishing server required for application launches.

This method ensures that the App‑V publishing server is synchronized for the user at the appro‑
priate time. The publishing server maintains other aspects of the package life cycle, such as
refresh on logon and connection groups.

• Single Admin. Application packages are stored on network shares. Citrix DaaS delivers and
manages packages independently.

This method reduces overhead because the App‑V servers and database infrastructure aren’t
needed in the deployment.

In this method, you store App‑V packages on a network share and upload their metadata from
that location to Citrix Cloud. The Citrix Personalization component installed on VDA machines
thenmanages and delivers applications as follows:

– Process the Deployment Configuration Files and User Configuration Files when an appli‑
cation is launched.

– Manage all aspects of the life cycles for packages on the host machine.

You can use both management methods simultaneously. In other words, when you add applications
to delivery groups, the applications can come from App‑V packages present on App‑V servers or on
network shares.

Note:

If you’reusingbothmanagementmethods simultaneously and theApp‑VpackagehasaDynamic
Configuration File in both locations, the file on the App‑V server (Dual Admin) is used.

Procedures

To support the delivery of App‑V applications, you must install the Citrix Personalization component
on VDAmachines. See Install the Citrix Personalization component on VDAmachines for details.

To deliver App‑V packaged applications to your users, follow these steps:

1. Store application packages on network shares.
2. Upload application packages into Citrix Cloud.
3. Add applications to delivery groups.
4. To enable automatic delivery of interdependent App‑V packages, create isolation groups.

To have Citrix DaaS recognize and apply App‑V Dynamic Configuration Files in the Single Admin
method, see this Citrix blog.
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Deploy and deliver MSIX and MSIX app attach applications

This section covers the following information:

• Overview. Describes how Citrix DaaS delivers andmanages theMSIX andMSIX app attach pack‑
ages.

• Procedures. Provides procedures for deploying and delivering these packages.

Overview

Citrix DaaS deliversMSIX andMSIX app attach applications to users through the Citrix Personalization
component installed on VDA machines. This component manages all aspects of the life cycles for
packages on the host machine.

For more information about MSIX and MSIX app attach, see the Microsoft documentation: https:
//docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/windows/msix/ and https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/azure/virtual‑
desktop/what‑is‑app‑attach respectively.

Procedures

To support the delivery of MSIX andMSIX app attach packages, youmust install the Citrix Personaliza‑
tion component on VDAmachines. See Install the Citrix Personalization component on VDAmachines
for details.

To deliver MSIX and MSIX app attach packaged applications to your users, follow these steps:

1. Store application packages on network shares.
2. Upload application packages into Citrix Cloud.
3. Add applications to delivery groups.

Install the Citrix Personalization component on VDAmachines

The Citrix Personalization component manages the publishing process for application packages in
App‑V, MSIX, and MSIX app attach formats. This component isn’t installed by default when you install
a VDA. You can install the component during or after VDA installation.

To install the component during VDA installation, use either of the following ways:

• In the installation wizard, go to the Additional Components page and then select the Citrix
Personalization for App‑V ‑ VDA check box.

• In the command line interface, use the /includeadditional “Citrix Personalization for App‑V
– VDA” option.

To install the component after VDA installation, follow these steps:
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1. On the VDA machine, go to Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features, right‑click
Citrix Virtual Delivery Agent, and then select Change.

2. In the wizard that appears, proceed to the Additional Components page and then enable the
Citrix Personalization for App‑V ‑ VDA check box.

Note:

Microsoft App‑V Desktop Client is the component that runs virtual applications from App‑V pack‑
ages on user devices. Windows 10 (1607 or later), Windows Server 2016, and Windows Server
2019 already include this App‑V client software. You only need to enable it on VDA machines.
Formore information, see this Microsoft documentation article: https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑
us/windows/application‑management/app‑v/appv‑enable‑the‑app‑v‑desktop‑client.

Store application packages on network shares

After you set up the infrastructure, generate the application packages and store them in a network
location, such as a UNC or SMB network share, or on an Azure File Share.

Detailed steps are as follows:

1. Generate application packages. See the Microsoft documentation for details.

2. Store application packages in a network location:

• For App‑V Single Admin: Store the packages and the corresponding Dynamic Configura‑
tion Files (App‑V) on a UNC or SMB network share or on an Azure File Share.

• For App‑V Dual Admin: Publish the packages onto the App‑V management server from a
UNC path. (Publishing from HTTP URLs isn’t supported.)

• ForMSIX or MSIX app attach: Store the packages on a UNC or SMB network share or on
an Azure File Share.

3. Make sure that the VDA has read permission on the package storage path:

• If you store packages on a UNC or SMB network share in your AD domain, grant the VDA
machine read permission to the storage path. To do so, you can give the machine’s AD
account read permission to the share explicitly, or include the account in an AD group that
has that permission.

• If you store packages on an Azure File Share, first grant a user account read permission to
the storage path in Azure. Next, configure ctxAppVService running on the VDAmachine
to use that user account to access the package storage path. See the following section for
detailed steps.
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Change the user logon account

The VDA calls ctxAppVService to access package storage paths. By default, ctxAppVService ac‑
cesses package storage paths using the machine’s Local System account. This type of machine au‑
thentication works in AD domains. However, it doesn’t work in the AD and Azure AD integration sce‑
narios, which require user account‑based authentication.

If you store packages on anAzure File Share, change the logon account forctxAppVService to a user
account that has read permission on the package storage path. Detailed steps are as follows:

1. Start Services, right‑click ctxAppVService, and then select Properties.

2. On the Log on tab, select This account, enter a user account that has read permission to the
package storage path, and then enter the user’s password twice.

3. ClickOK.

Upload application packages into Citrix Cloud

After you store application packages to a network location as needed, upload them to Citrix Cloud for
delivery. Use either of the following methods as needed:

• Upload in bulk
• Upload one by one

Preparations

CitrixDaaSusesaVDAmachine tosetup theconnection to thenetwork location forpackagediscovery.
Therefore, create a delivery group beforehand andmake sure that at least one VDA in the groupmeets
the following requirements:

• VDA version:
– To discover App‑V packages: 2203 or later
– To discover MSIX and MSIX app attach packages: 2209 or later

• Citrix Personalization for App‑V component: Installed
• Permission on the package location: Read (See Step 2: Store application packages on network
shares for details.)

• Power: On
• State: Registered

Required roles

By default, if you have the Cloud Administrator or Full Administrator role, you can upload application
packages to Citrix Cloud. You can also create custom roles to perform the upload actions. The follow‑
ing table lists the permissions required by the App packages actions.
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Action Required permission

Add package (upload one by one) Create Application Discovery Sessions

Add source (upload in bulk) Create Application Discovery Profiles

Check for package updates Create Application Discovery Sessions

Remove source Remove Application Discovery Profiles

Upload application packages in bulk

Upload packages in a network location to Citrix Cloud. Make sure that you have the following items
ready before the upload:

• A delivery group that meets the Preparation requirements
• The network location path

To upload packages in bulk, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select App Packages in the left pane.

2. On the Sources tab, click the Add Source button. The Add Source page appears.

3. In theName field, enter a descriptive name for the package source.

4. In the Delivery group field, click Select a delivery group. Next, select a delivery group that
meets the requirements stated in Preparation and then clickOK.

5. In the Location type field, select Microsoft App‑V server or Network share based on where
you store the packages, and then complete the corresponding settings:

• If you selectMicrosoft App‑V server, enter the following information:
– URL of the Management server. Example: http://appv-server.example.com
– Login credentials of the management server administrator.
– URL and port number of the publishing server. Example: http://appv-server.
example.com:3330

• If you selectedNetwork share, specify the following information:
– Enter the UNC path of the network share. Example: \\Package-Server\apps\
– Select the package types that you want to upload. Options include App‑V, MSIX, and
MSIX app attach.

– Specify whether to search subfolders for packages.

6. Click Add Source.

The Add Source page closes and the newly added source appears in the source list. Citrix DaaS
uploads the packages to Citrix Cloud using a VDA in the delivery group. After the upload com‑
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pletes, the Status field shows Import successful. The corresponding packages appear on the
Packages tab.

Note:

To check for package updates in a source location and import them to Citrix Cloud, select
the location in the source list and click Check for Package Updates.

Upload application packages one by one

Upload an application package from a network share to Citrix Cloud. Before the upload, make sure
that you have the following items ready:

• A delivery group that meets the requirements stated in Preparation
• The network location path.

To upload a package to Citrix Cloud, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select App Packages in the left pane.

2. On the Packages tab, click the Add Package button. The Add Package page appears.

3. In the Delivery group field, click Select a delivery group. Next, select a delivery group that
meets the requirements stated in Preparation, and then clickOK.

4. In the Package full path field, enter a path as needed:

• To upload several packages at a time, enter their full paths, separated by semicolons (;
). Example: \\Package-Server\apps\office365.appv;\\Package-Server\apps
\skype.msix;\\Package-Server\apps\slack.vhd

• To upload all packages present on a network share, enter the storage path. Example:
\package‑Server\apps\

5. Click Add Package.

The application package appears on the Packages tab.

Add applications to delivery groups

After an application package is fully uploaded, add its applications to one or more delivery groups as
needed. As a result, users associated with those delivery groups can access the applications.

To add one or more applications in a package to several delivery groups, follow these steps:

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select App Packages in the left pane.
2. On the Packages tab, select a package as needed.
3. In the action bar, click Add Delivery Groups. The Add Delivery Groups page appears.
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4. Select one ormore applications in the package as needed, and then clickNext. Delivery groups
with the Applications delivery type appear.

5. In the delivery groups list, select the groups to which you want to assign the applications, and
then clickNext.
Note: If you selected an MSIX or MSIX app attach package, only delivery groups whose func‑
tional level is 2106 or later are shown in the list.

6. Click Finish.

You can also add packaged applications to a delivery group when:

• Creating a delivery group. For more information, see Create delivery groups.
• Editing existing delivery groups or application groups. For more information, see Add applica‑
tions.

(Optional) Create isolation groups for App‑V packages

You can create isolation groups to enable the automatic delivery of interdependent App‑V packages.

Note:

Isolation groups are supported for the App‑V Single Admin method. If you’re using the App‑V
Dual Admin method, you can achieve the same goal by creating connection groups in the
Microsoft App‑V infrastructure. For more information, see this Microsoft documentation
article: https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/windows/application‑management/app‑v/appv‑
connection‑group‑file.

About isolation groups

An isolation group is a collection of interdependent application packages that must run in the same
Windows Sandbox to create a virtual environment. Citrix App‑V isolation groups are similar but not
identical to App‑V connection groups. An isolation group includes two types of packages:

• Explicit application packages. Applications with specific licensing requirements. You can re‑
strict those applications to a specific range of users by adding them to delivery groups.

• Automatic application packages. Applications that are always available to all users regardless
of whether they are added to delivery groups.

For example, the application app-a requires JRE 1.7 to run. You can create an isolation group that
contains app‑a (marked as Explicit) and JRE 1.7 (marked as Automatic). Next, add the App‑V pack‑
age for app-a to one or more delivery groups. When a user launches app‑a, JRE 1.7 is automatically
deployed with it.

When a user starts an App‑V application marked as Explicit in an isolation group, Citrix DaaS checks
the user’s access permission to the application in delivery groups. If the user has permission to access
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the application, any Automatic application packages in the same isolation group are made available
to the user.

You do not need to add the Automatic packages to any delivery group. If there’s another Explicit ap‑
plication package in the isolation group, that package is made available to the user only if it is in the
same delivery group.

For more information about isolated groups, see this Citrix blog.

Create an App‑V isolation group

Create an isolation group and add interdependent application packages to it. Detailed steps are as
follows:

1. On the Isolation Groups tab, click Add Isolation Group.
2. Enter a name and description for the isolation group. All application packages in Citrix Cloud

appear in the Available Packages list.
3. From the Available Packages list, select an application as needed, and then click the right ar‑

row. The selected application appears in the Packages in Isolation Group list.
4. In the Deployment field, select Explicit or Automatic for the application.
5. Repeat steps 2–3 to addmore packages.
6. To adjust the order of packages in the list, click the up or down arrow.
7. Click Save.
Note:

Isolation Group configurations result in the creation of an App‑V Connection Groups on the VDA.
Deployment scenarios can become complex and the App‑V client supports packages that are
only in one active Connection Group at a time. We recommend that you avoid adding the same
package to two different isolation groups that are added to the same delivery group.

Autoscale

November 16, 2022

Autoscale is a feature exclusive to Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) that
provides a consistent, high‑performance solution to proactively power manage your machines. It
aims to balance costs and user experience. Autoscale incorporates the deprecated Smart Scale tech‑
nology into theManage console’s power management solution.

Autoscale enables proactive powermanagement of all registered single‑session andmulti‑sessionOS
machines in a delivery group.

Autoscale features include:
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• Schedule‑based and load‑based settings
• Dynamic session timeouts
• Autoscale taggedmachines (cloud burst)
• Dynamic machine provisioning
• User logoff notifications

Supported VDA hosting platforms

Autoscale supports all the platforms that Citrix DaaS supports. This includes various infrastructure
platforms including Citrix Hypervisor, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure
Resource Manager, VMware vSphere, andmanymore. For a complete list of supported platforms, see
System requirements for Citrix DaaS.

Supported workloads

Autoscale supports bothmulti‑sessionOSand single‑sessionOSdelivery groups. There are threeuser
interfaces to be aware of:

• Autoscale user interface for multi‑session OS delivery groups (formerly RDS delivery groups)

• Autoscale user interface for single‑session OS random (pooled) delivery groups (formerly
pooled VDI delivery groups)

• Autoscale user interface for single‑sessionOS static delivery groups (formerly static VDI delivery
groups)

Formore information about the user interfaces for different delivery groups, see Autoscale user inter‑
faces.

Benefits

The Autoscale feature delivers the following benefits:

• Provide you with a single, consistent mechanism to power manage machines in a delivery
group.

• Ensure availability and control costs by poweringmachineswith load‑based or schedule‑based
power management, or a combination of both.

• To monitor metrics such as cost savings and capacity utilization, and to enable notifications,
use Director, available on theMonitor tab.
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Watch a 2‑minute video

The following video provides a quick tour of Autoscale.

This is an embedded video. Click the link to watch the video

Getting started with Autoscale

May 9, 2023

Autoscale works at a delivery group level. It proactively powermanagesmachines in a delivery group
based on the schedules that you set.

Autoscale applies to all types of delivery groups:

• Single‑session static OS
• Single‑session randomOS
• Multi‑session randomOS

This article describes basic Autoscale‑related concepts and provides guidance on how to enable and
configure Autoscale for a delivery group.

Basic concepts

Before you start, learn about the following basic concepts in Autoscale:

• Schedules
• Capacity buffer
• Load index

Schedules

Autoscale powers on and offmachines in a delivery group based on a schedule that you set.

A schedule includes the number of active machines for each time slot, with peak and off‑peak times
defined.

Schedule settings vary with the type of delivery group. For more information, see:

• Multi‑session OS delivery groups
• Single‑session OS random delivery groups
• Single‑session OS static delivery groups
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Capacity buffer

Capacity buffer is used to add spare capacity to the current demand to account for dynamic load in‑
creases. There are two scenarios to be aware of:

• For multi‑session OS delivery groups, the capacity buffer is defined as a percentage of the total
capacity of the delivery group in terms of load index.

• For single‑session OS delivery groups, the capacity buffer is defined as a percentage of the total
number of machines in the delivery group.

Load index
IMPORTANT:

Load index applies only to multi‑session delivery groups.

The load indexmetricdetermineshow likelyamachine is to receiveuser logon requests. It’s calculated
using the Citrix Load Management policy settings configured for concurrent logon, session, CPU,
disk, andmemory use.

The load index ranges from 0 to 10,000. By default, a machine is considered at full load when it’s
hosting 250 sessions:

• The digit “0” indicates an unloaded machine. A machine with a load index value of 0 is at a
baseline load.

• The digit “10,000” indicates a fully loadedmachine that can’t run any more sessions.

Enable Autoscale for a delivery group

Autoscale is disabled by default when you create a delivery group. To enable and configure Autoscale
for a delivery group using the Full Configuration interface, follow these steps:

You can also use PowerShell commands to enable and configure Autoscale for a delivery group. For
more information, see Broker PowerShell SDK commands.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane.

2. Select the delivery group that you want to manage and then clickManage Autoscale.
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3. On the Manage Autoscale page, select the Enable Autoscale check box to enable Autoscale.
After you enable Autoscale, the options on the page are enabled.

4. To change the default settings based on your organization’s needs, complete the following set‑
tings:

• Set up schedules

• To power off inactive machines more efficiently, use Dynamic session timeouts and User
logoff notifications

• To power manage a subset of machines in the delivery group, use Autoscaling taggedma‑
chines
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To disable Autoscale, clear the Autoscale check box. The options on the page turn gray to indicate
that Autoscale is disabled for the selected delivery group.

Important:

• If you disable Autoscale, all machines managed by Autoscale remain in their states at the
time of disabling.

• After you disable Autoscale, the machines in drain state are taken out of drain state. For
more information about drain state, see Drain state.

You can dynamically provision machines for the group using a PowerShell script. For more informa‑
tion, see Dynamic machine provisioning.

Monitor metrics

After you enable Autoscale for a delivery group, you can monitor the following metrics of Autoscale‑
managedmachines from theMonitor tab.

• Machine usage

• Estimated savings

• Alert notifications for machines and sessions

• Machine status

• Load evaluation trends

Note:

When you initially enable Autoscale for a delivery group, it might take a few minutes to display
monitoring data for that delivery group.
Monitoring data remains available if Autoscale is enabled and then disabled for the delivery
group. Autoscale collects monitoring data at 5‑minute intervals.

For more information about the metrics, see Monitor Autoscale‑managedmachines.

Good to know

Autoscale works at a delivery group level. It’s configured on a per‑delivery group basis. It powerman‑
ages only the machines in the selected delivery group.

Capacity andmachine registration

Autoscale includes only machines that are registered with the site when determining the capacity.
Powered‑on machines that are unregistered can’t accept session requests. As a result, they aren’t
included in the overall capacity of the delivery group.
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Scaling across multiple machine catalogs

In some sites, multiple machine catalogsmight be associated with a single delivery group. Autoscale
randomly powers onmachines fromeach catalog tomeet schedule or session demand requirements.

For example, a delivery group has two machine catalogs: Catalog A has three machines powered on
andCatalogBhasonemachinepoweredon. If Autoscaleneeds topoweronanextramachine, itmight
power on amachine from either Catalog A or Catalog B.

Machine provisioning and session demand

The machine catalog associated with the delivery group must have enough machines to power on
and off as demand increases and decreases. If session demand exceeds the total number of regis‑
teredmachines in the delivery group, Autoscale ensures that all registeredmachines are powered on.
However, Autoscale does not provision additional machines.

To overcome this bottleneck, you can use a PowerShell script to create machines and delete them
dynamically. For more information, see Dynamically provision machines

Instance size considerations

You can optimize your costs if you appropriately size your instances in public clouds. We recommend
that you provision smaller instances as long as they match your workload performance and capacity
requirements.

Smaller instances host fewer user sessions than larger instances. Therefore, Autoscale putsmachines
into drain state much faster because it takes less time for the last user session to be logged off. As a
result, Autoscale powers off smaller instances sooner, thereby reducing costs.

Drain state

Autoscale attempts to scale down the number of powered‑on machines in the delivery group to the
configured pool size and capacity buffer.

To achieve this goal, Autoscale puts the excess machines with the fewest sessions into “drain state”
and powers them off when all sessions are logged off. This behavior occurs when session demand
lessens and the schedule requires fewer machines than are powered on.

Autoscale puts excess machines into “drain state” one by one:

• If twoormoremachineshave the samenumberof active sessions, Autoscaledrains themachine
that has been powered on for the specified power‑off delay.

Doing soavoidsputting recentlypowered‑onmachines intodrain statebecause thosemachines
are more likely to have the fewest sessions.
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• If two or more machines have been powered on for the specified power‑off delay, Autoscale
drains those machines one by one at random.

Machines in drain state no longer host new session launches and are waiting for the existing sessions
to be logged off. A machine becomes a candidate for shutdown only when all sessions are logged
off. However, if there are no machines immediately available for session launches, Autoscale prefers
directing the session launches to a machine in drain state over powering on amachine.

A machine is taken out of drain state when one of the following conditions is met:

• The machine is powered off.
• Autoscale is disabled for the delivery group to which the machine belongs.
• Autoscale uses the machine to meet schedule or load demand requirements. This case oc‑
curs when the schedule (schedule‑based scaling) or the current demand (load‑based scaling)
requires more machines than the number of machines that are currently powered on.

Important:

If no machines are immediately available for session launches, Autoscale prefers directing ses‑
sion launches to a machine in drain state over powering on a machine. A machine in drain state
that hosts a session launch remains in drain state.

To find out which machines are in drain state, use the Get-BrokerMachine PowerShell command.
For example: Get-BrokerMachine -DrainingUntilShutdown $true. Alternatively, you can
use the Manage console. See Display machines in drain state.

Displaymachines in drain state

Note:

This feature applies only to multi‑session machines.

In Manage > Full Configuration, you can display machines that are in drain state, letting you know
which machines are about to shut down. Complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to the Search node and then click Columns to Display.
2. In the Columns to Displaywindow, select the check box next to Drain State.
3. Click Save to exit the Columns to Displaywindow.

The Drain State column can display the following information:

• Draining until shutdown. Appears whenmachines are in drain state until they’re shut down.
• Not draining. Appears whenmachines aren’t yet in drain state.
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More information

For more information on Autoscale, see Citrix Autoscale in Tech Zone.

Schedule‑based and load‑based settings

October 26, 2022

How Autoscale powermanagesmachines

Autoscale powers machines on and off based on the selected schedule. Autoscale lets you set mul‑
tiple schedules that include specific days of the week and adjust the number of machines available
during those times. If you expect a set of users to consume the machine resources at a specific time
on specific days, Autoscale helps provide an optimized experience. Note that those machines will be
powered on during the schedule, whether or not there are sessions running on them.

Note:

Autoscale supports any power‑managedmachine.

The schedule is based on the time zone of the delivery group. To change the time zone, you can
change user settings in a delivery group. For more information, see Manage Delivery Groups.

Autoscale has twodefault schedules: Weekdays (Monday through Friday) andWeekend (Saturday and
Sunday). By default, theWeekdays schedule keeps onemachine powered on from 07:00 AM to 06:30
PMduring peak times andnoneduring off‑peak times. Thedefault capacity buffer is set to 10%during
peak and off‑peak times. By default, theWeekend schedule keeps nomachines powered on.
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Note:

Autoscale treats only those machines that are registered with the site as part of the available
capacity in the calculations it makes. “Registered” means that the machine is available for use
or already inuse. Doing soensures that onlymachines that canaccept user sessions are included
in the capacity for the delivery group.

User interfaces

There are three types of user interfaces to be aware of.

User interface for single‑session OS static delivery groups:
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Autoscale user interface for single‑session OS random delivery groups:
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Autoscale user interface formulti‑session OS delivery groups:
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Schedule‑based settings

Autoscale schedule. Lets you add, edit, select, and delete schedules.

Days applied. Highlights the days you applied to the selected schedule. The remaining days are
grayed out.

Edit. Lets you assign the machines against each hour or each half hour. You can assign the machines
by numbers and by percentages.

Note:

• This option is available only in the Autoscale user interfaces formulti‑sessionOSand single‑
session OS random delivery groups.

• The histogramnext to Edit plots the number or percentage ofmachines that are running in
different time slots.

• You can assign machines against each time slot by clicking Edit above Peak times. De‑
pending on the option you selected from the menu in theMachines to start window, you
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can assign the machines by numbers or by percentages.
• For multi‑session OS delivery groups, you can set the minimum number of running ma‑
chines separately in granular increments of 30minutes during each day. For single‑session
OS random delivery groups, you can set the minimum number of running machines sepa‑
rately in granular increments of 60 minutes during each day.

To define your own schedules, follow these steps:

1. On theSchedule andPeakTimespage of theManageAutoscalewindow, clickSet schedules.

2. In the Edit Autoscale Schedules window, select the days you want to apply to each schedule.
You can also delete schedules as applicable.

3. Click Done to save the schedules and to return to the Schedule and Peak Times page.

4. Select the applicable schedule and configure it as needed.

5. Click Apply to exit theManage Autoscalewindow or configure settings on other pages.

Important:

• Autoscaledoesnot allow the sameday tooverlap indifferent schedules. For example, if you
select Monday in schedule2 after selecting Monday in schedule1, Monday is automatically
cleared in schedule1.

• A schedule name is not case sensitive.
• A schedule namemust not be blank or contain only spaces.
• Autoscale allows blank spaces between characters.
• A schedule namemust not contain the following characters: \ / ; : # . * ? = < > | [ ] ( ) { } “ ‘ ‘.
• Autoscale does not support duplicate schedule names. Enter a different name for each
schedule.

• Autoscale does not support empty schedules. This means that schedules without days se‑
lected are not saved.

Note:

The days included in the selected schedule are highlighted, while those not included are grayed
out.

Load‑based settings

Peak times. Lets you define the peak times for the days you applied in the selected schedule. You
can do so by right‑clicking the horizontal bar graph. After you define the peak times, the remaining,
undefined times default to off‑peak times. By default, the 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM time slot is defined as
peak times for the days included in the selected schedule.
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Important:

• For multi‑session OS delivery groups, the peak times bar graph is used for the capacity
buffer.

• For single‑session OS delivery groups, the peak times bar graph is used for the capacity
buffer and controls the actions to be triggered after logoff and/or disconnection.

• You can define the peak times for the days included in a schedule at a granular level of 30
minutes forbothmulti‑sessionOSandsingle‑sessionOSdelivery groups. Alternatively, you
can use the New-BrokerPowerTimeScheme PowerShell command instead. For more
information, see Broker PowerShell SDK commands.

Capacity buffer. Lets you keep a buffer of powered‑on machines. A lesser value decreases the cost.
A greater value ensures an optimized user experience so that when launching sessions, users do not
have to wait for additional machines to power on. By default, the capacity buffer is 10% for peak
and off‑peak times. If you set the capacity buffer to 0 (zero), users might have to wait for additional
machines to power on when launching sessions. Autoscale lets you determine the capacity buffer
separately for peak and off‑peak times.

Miscellaneous settings
Tip:

• You can choose to configure the miscellaneous settings using the Broker PowerShell SDK.
For more information, see Broker PowerShell SDK commands.

• To understand the SDK commands associated with the when disconnected and when
logged off settings, see https://citrix.github.io/delivery‑controller‑sdk/Broker/about_
Broker_PowerManagement/#power‑policy.

When disconnected. Lets you specify how long a disconnected, locked machine remains powered
on after session disconnection before it is suspended or shut down. If a time value is specified, the
machine is suspended or shut down when the specified disconnection time elapses, depending on
the action you configured. Bydefault, no action is assigned todisconnectedmachines. You candefine
actions separately for peak and off‑peak times. To do so, click the down arrow and then select one of
the following options from themenu:

• Noaction. If selected, themachine after session disconnection remains powered on. Autoscale
does not act on it.

• Suspend. If selected, Autoscale pauses the machine without shutting it down when the speci‑
fied disconnection time elapses. The following option becomes available after you select Sus‑
pend.

– When no reconnection in (minutes). Suspended machines remain available to discon‑
nected users when they reconnect but are not available for new users. To make the ma‑
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chines available again to handle all workloads, shut them down. Specify the timeout, in
minutes, after which Autoscale shuts them down.

• Shut down. If selected, Autoscale shuts down the machine when the specified disconnection
time elapses.

Note:

This option is available only in the Autoscale user interfaces for single‑session OS random and
static delivery groups.

When loggedoff. Lets youspecifyhow longamachine remainspoweredonafter session logoffbefore
it is suspendedor shutdown. If a timevalue is specified, themachine is suspendedor shutdownwhen
the specified logoff time elapses, depending on the actions you configured. By default, no action is
assigned to logged‑off machines. You can define actions separately for peak and off‑peak times. To
do so, click the down arrow and then select one of the following options from themenu:

• No action. If selected, the machine after session logoff remains powered on. Autoscale does
not act on it.

• Suspend. If selected, Autoscale pauses the machine without shutting it down when the speci‑
fied logoff time elapses.

• Shut down. If selected, Autoscale shuts down the machine when the specified logoff time
elapses.

Note:

This option is available only in the Autoscale user interface for single‑session OS static delivery
groups.

Powermanage single‑session OSmachines transitioning to a different time period with
disconnected sessions

Important:

• This enhancement applies only to single‑sessionOSmachineswith disconnected sessions.
It does not apply to single‑session OSmachines with logged off sessions.

• For this enhancement to take effect, you need to enable Autoscale for the applicable deliv‑
ery group. Otherwise, disconnect power policy actions are not triggered on period transi‑
tion.

In earlier releases, a single‑sessionOSmachine transitioning to a timeperiodwhere an action (discon‑
nect action=”Suspend” or “Shutdown”) was required remained powered on. This scenario occurred
if the machine disconnected during a time period (peak or off‑peak times) where no action (discon‑
nect action=”Nothing”) was required.

Starting with this release, Autoscale suspends or powers off the machine when the specified discon‑
nection time elapses, depending on the disconnect action configured for the destination time period.
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For example, you configure the following power policies for a single‑session OS delivery group:

• Set PeakDisconnectAction to “Nothing”
• Set OffPeakDisconnectAction to “Shutdown”
• Set ‘OffPeakDisconnectTimeout’ to “10”

Note:

For more information about the disconnect action power policy, see https://developer‑docs.
citrix.com/projects/delivery‑controller‑sdk/en/latest/Broker/about_Broker_PowerManagement/
#power‑policy and https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/delivery‑controller‑sdk/en/
latest/Broker/Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup/.

In earlier releases, a single‑session OS machine with a session disconnected during peak times
remained powered on when it transitioned from peak to off‑peak. Starting with this release, the
OffPeakDisconnectAction and the OffPeakDisconnectTimeout policy actions are applied
to the single‑session OS machine on period transition. As a result, the machine is powered off 10
minutes after it transitions to off‑peak.

In case youwant to revert to the previous behavior (that is, take no action onmachines that transition
from peak to off‑peak or off‑peak to peak with disconnected sessions), do one of the following:

• Set the “LegacyPeakTransitionDisconnectedBehaviour” registry value to 1 (true; enables the
previous behavior). By default, the value is 0 (false; triggers disconnect power policy actions on
period transition).

– Path: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\DesktopServer
– Name: LegacyPeakTransitionDisconnectedBehaviour
– Type: REG_DWORD
– Data: 0x00000001 (1)

• Configure the setting by using the Set-BrokerServiceConfigurationData PowerShell
command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerServiceConfigurationData HostingManagement.
LegacyPeakTransitionDisconnectedBehaviour -SettingValue $true

Amachinemustmeet the following criteria before power policy actions can be applied to it on period
transition:

• Has a disconnected session.
• Has no pending power actions.
• Belongs to a single‑session OS delivery group that transitions to a different time period.
• Has a session that disconnects during a certain time period (peak or off‑peak times) and transi‑
tions to a period where a power action is assigned.
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How capacity buffer works

Capacity buffer is used to add spare capacity to the current demand to account for dynamic load in‑
creases. There are two scenarios to be aware of:

• For multi‑session OS delivery groups, the capacity buffer is defined as a percentage of the total
capacity of the delivery group in terms of load index. For more information about load index,
see Load index.

• For single‑session OS delivery groups, the capacity buffer is defined as a percentage of the total
capacity of the delivery group in terms of the number of machines.

Note:

In scenarios where you restrict Autoscale to tagged machines, the capacity buffer is defined as
a percentage of the total capacity of the tagged machines in the delivery group in terms of load
index.

Autoscale lets you set the capacity buffer separately for peak and off‑peak times. A lesser value in the
capacity buffer field decreases the cost because Autoscale powers on less spare capacity. A greater
value ensures an optimized user experience so that users do not have to wait for additionalmachines
to power on when launching sessions. By default, the capacity buffer is 10%.

Important:

The capacity buffer results in machines being powered on when the total spare capacity drops
to a level below “X” percent of the total capacity of the delivery group. Doing so reserves the
required percentage of spare capacity.

Multi‑session OS delivery groups

When aremachines powered on?
Important:

If a schedule is selected, Autoscale powers on all machines configured to be powered on in the
schedule. Autoscale keeps this specified number of machines powered on during the schedule,
regardless of the load.

When the number of powered‑on machines in the delivery group can no longer meet the buffer
needed for honoring the buffer capacity in terms of load index, Autoscale powers on extra machines.
For example, let’s say your delivery group has 20 machines and 3 machines are scheduled to be
powered on as part of schedule‑based scaling with a capacity buffer of 20%. Eventually, 4 machines
will be powered on when there is no load. This is because a 4 x 10k load index is needed as a buffer;
therefore at least 4 machines need to be powered on. This case might occur during peak times,
increased load onmachines, new session launches, and when you add newmachines to the delivery
group. Note that Autoscale powers on only the machines that meet the following criteria:
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• The machines are not in maintenance mode.

• The hypervisor on which the machines are running is not in maintenance mode.

• The machines are currently powered off.

• The machines have no pending power actions.

When aremachines powered off?
Important:

• If a schedule is selected, Autoscale powers off the machines based on the schedule.
• Autoscale does not power off the machines configured in the schedule to be powered on
during the schedule.

When therearemore thanenoughmachines to support the targetednumberofpowered‑onmachines
(including the buffer) for the delivery group, Autoscale powers off extra machines. This case might
occur during off‑peak times, decreased load onmachines, and session logoffs, andwhen you remove
machines from the delivery group. Autoscale powers off only the machines that meet the following
criteria:

• The machines and the hypervisor on which the machines are running are not in maintenance
mode.

• The machines are currently powered on.

• The machines are registered as available or waiting to register after start‑up.

• The machines have no active sessions.

• The machines have no pending power actions.

• The machines satisfy the specified power‑off delay. This means that the machines have been
powered on for at least “X” minutes, where “X” is the power‑off delay specified for the delivery
group.

Example scenario

Suppose you have the following scenario:

• Delivery group configuration. The delivery group that you want Autoscale to power manage
contains 10 machines (M1 to M10).

• Autoscale configuration

– Capacity buffer is set to 10%.
– Nomachine is included in the selected schedule.

The scenario is executed in the following sequence:
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1. No user logs on.

2. User sessions increase.

3. More user sessions start.

4. User session load decreases because of session termination.

5. User session load decreases further until the session load is handled only by on‑premises re‑
sources.

See below for details about how Autoscale works in the scenario above.

• No user load (initial state)
– Onemachine (for example, M1) is powered on. Themachine is powered on because of the
configured capacity buffer. In this case, 10 (number of machines) x 10,000 (load index) x
10% (configured capacity buffer) equals 10,000. Therefore, one machine is powered on.

– The load index value of the powered‑on machine (M1) is at a baseline load (load index
equals 0).

• The first user logs on
– The session is directed to be hosted onmachine M1.
– The load index of the powered‑onmachineM1 increases andmachineM1 is no longer at a
baseline load.

– Autoscale starts to power on an additional machine (M2) to meet the demand because of
the configured capacity buffer.

– The load index value of machine M2 is at a baseline load.
• Users increase load

– The sessions are load‑balanced across machines M1 and M2. As a result, the load index of
the powered‑onmachines (M1 and M2) increases.

– The total spare capacity is still at a level above 10,000 in terms of load index.
– The load index value of machine M2 is no longer at a baseline load.

• More user sessions start
– The sessions are load‑balanced across machines (M1 and M2). As a result, the load index
of the powered‑onmachines (M1 and M2) increases further.

– When the total spare capacity drops to a level below 10,000 in terms of load index, Au‑
toscale starts to power on an additionalmachine (M3) tomeet the demand because of the
configured capacity buffer.

– The load index value of machine M3 is at a baseline load.
• Evenmore user sessions start

– The sessions are load‑balanced across machines (M1 to M3). As a result, the load index of
the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M3) increases.

– The total spare capacity is at a level above 10,000 in terms of load index.
– The load index value of machine M3 is no longer at a baseline load.

• User session load decreases because of session termination
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– After users log off from their sessions or idle sessions time out, the freed‑up capacity on
machines M1 to M3 is reused to host sessions started by other users.

– When the total spare capacity increases to a level above 10,000 in terms of load index,
Autoscale puts one of themachines (for example, M3) into drain state. As a result, sessions
started by other users are no longer directed to that machine unless new changes occur.
For example, end‑user load increases again or other machines become least loaded.

• User session load continues to decrease
– After all sessions on machine M3 are terminated and the specified power‑off delay times
out, Autoscale powers offmachine M3.

– Aftermore users terminate their sessions, the freed‑up capacity on powered‑onmachines
(M1 and M2) is reused to host sessions started by other users.

– When the total spare capacity increases to a level above 10,000 in terms of load index,
Autoscale puts one of themachines (for example, M2) into drain state. As a result, sessions
started by other users are no longer directed to that machine.

• User session load continues to decrease until there are no sessions
– After all sessions on machine M2 are terminated and the specified power‑off delay times
out, Autoscale powers offmachine M2.

– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine (M1) is at a baseline load. Autoscale does
not put machine M1 into drain state because of the configured capacity buffer.

Note:

For multi‑session OS delivery groups, all changes to the desktop are lost when users log off ses‑
sions. However, if configured, user‑specific settings are roamed along with the user profile.

Single‑session OS random delivery groups

Capacity buffer is used to accommodate sudden spikes in demand by keeping a buffer of machines
powered on based on the total number of machines in the delivery group. By default, the capacity
buffer is 10% of the total number of machines in the delivery group.

If the number of machines (including the capacity buffer) exceeds the total number of currently
powered‑on machines, additional machines are powered on to meet the demand. If the number
of machines (including the capacity buffer) is less than the total number of currently powered‑
on machines, the excess machines are shut down or suspended, depending on the actions you
configured.

Example scenario

Suppose you have the following scenario:
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• Delivery group configuration. The delivery group that you want Autoscale to power manage
contains 10 machines (M1 to M10).

• Autoscale configuration
– Capacity buffer is set to 10%.
– Nomachine is included in the selected schedule.

The scenario is executed in the following sequence:

1. No user logs on.

2. User sessions increase.

3. More user sessions start.

4. User session load decreases because of session termination.

5. User session load decreases further until the session load is handled only by on‑premises re‑
sources.

See below for details about how Autoscale works in the scenario above.

• No user load (initial state)
– One machine (M1) is powered on. The machine is powered on because of the configured
capacity buffer. In this case, 10 (number of machines) x 10% (configured capacity buffer)
equals 1. Therefore, one machine is powered on.

• A first user logs on
– The first time a user logs on to use a desktop, the user is assigned a desktop from a pool
of desktops hosted on powered‑on machines. In this case, the user is assigned a desktop
frommachine M1.

– Autoscale starts to power on an additional machine (M2) to meet the demand because of
the configured capacity buffer.

• A second user logs on
– The user is assigned a desktop frommachine M2.
– Autoscale starts to power on an additional machine (M3) to meet the demand because of
the configured capacity buffer.

• A third user logs on
– The user is assigned a desktop frommachine M3.
– Autoscale starts to power on an additional machine (M4) to meet the demand because of
the configured capacity buffer.

• A user logs off
– After a user logs off or the user’s desktop times out, the freed‑up capacity (for example,
M3) is available as buffer. As a result, Autoscale starts to power off machine M4 because
the capacity buffer is configured as 10%.

• More users log off until there are no users
– After more users log off, Autoscale powers offmachines (for example, M2 or M3).
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– Even though there are no users left, Autoscale does not power off the remaining one ma‑
chine (for example, M1) because that machine is reserved as a spare capacity.

Note:

For single‑session OS random delivery groups, all changes to the desktop are lost when users
log off sessions. However, if configured, user‑specific settings are roamed along with the user
profile.

Single‑session OS static delivery groups

Capacity buffer is used to accommodate sudden spikes in demand by keeping a buffer of unassigned
machines powered on based on the total number of unassigned machines in the delivery group. By
default, the capacity buffer is 10% of the total number of unassignedmachines in the delivery group.

Important:

After all machines in the delivery group are assigned, the capacity buffer does not play a role in
powering machines on or off.

If the number of machines (including the capacity buffer) exceeds the total number of currently
powered‑on machines, additional, unassigned machines are powered on to meet the demand. If
the number of machines (including the capacity buffer) is less than the total number of currently
powered‑on machines, excess machines are powered off or suspended, depending on the actions
you configured.

For single‑session OS static delivery groups, Autoscale:

• Powers assigned machines on during peak times and off during off‑peak times only when the
AutomaticPowerOnForAssignedpropertyof theapplicable single‑sessionOSdelivery group
is set to true.

• Automatically powers on a machine during peak times if it is powered off and the
AutomaticPowerOnForAssignedDuringPeak property of the delivery group to which
it belongs is set to true.

To understand how capacity buffer works with assignedmachines, consider the following:

• The capacity bufferworks only when the delivery group has one ormore unassignedmachines.
• If the delivery group has no unassigned machines (all machines in the delivery group are as‑
signed), the capacity buffer does not play a role in powering machines on or off.

• The AutomaticPowerOnForAssignedDuringPeak property determines whether assigned
machines are powered on during peak times. If it is set to true, Autoscale keeps the machines
powered on during peak times. Autoscale will also power them on even if they are powered off.
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Example scenario

Suppose you have the following scenario:

• Delivery group configuration. The delivery group that you want Autoscale to power manage
contains 10 machines (M1 to M10).

• Autoscale configuration
– Machines M1 to M3 are assigned, andmachines M4 to M10 are unassigned.
– Capacity buffer set to 10% for peak and off‑peak times.
– According to the selected schedule, Autoscale power manages machines between 09:00
AM and 06:00 PM.

See below for details about how Autoscale works in the scenario above.

• Start of schedule – 09:00 AM
– Autoscale powers onmachines M1 to M3.
– Autoscale powers on an additional machine (for example, M4) because of the configured
capacity buffer. Machine M4 is unassigned.

• A first user logs on
– The first time a user logs on to use a desktop, the user is assigned a desktop from a pool of
desktops hosted on unassigned powered‑onmachines. In this case, the user is assigned a
desktop frommachineM4. Subsequent logons fromthatuser connect to thesamedesktop
that was assigned on first use.

– Autoscale starts to power on an additionalmachine (for example, M5) tomeet the demand
because of the configured capacity buffer.

• A second user logs on
– The user is assigned a desktop from the unassigned powered‑on machines. In this case,
the user is assigned a desktop from machine M5. Subsequent logons from that user con‑
nect to the same desktop that was assigned on first use.

– Autoscale starts to power on an additionalmachine (for example, M6) tomeet the demand
because of the configured capacity buffer.

• Users log off
– As users log off from their desktops or the desktops time out, Autoscale keeps the ma‑
chinesM1 toM5 powered on during 09:00 AM – 06:00 PM.When those users log on the next
time, they connect to the same desktop that was assigned on first use.

– TheunassignedmachineM6 iswaiting to serve adesktop toan incoming, unassigneduser.
• End of schedule – 06:00 PM

– At 06:00 PM, Autoscale powers offmachines M1 to M5.
– Autoscale keeps theunassignedmachineM6poweredonbecauseof the configured capac‑
ity buffer. That machine is waiting to serve a desktop to an incoming, unassigned user.

– In the delivery group, machines M6 to M10 are unassignedmachines.
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Dynamic session timeouts

November 22, 2022

This feature lets you configure disconnected and idle session timeouts for your peak and off‑peak
usage times toachieve fastermachinedrainingandcost savings. This featureapplies to single‑session
and multi‑session OS machines. A VDA reports idle times for sessions that have been idle for more
than 10 minutes, so dynamic session timeouts will not be able to disconnect idle sessions within 10
minutes of being idle. A lesser value removes lingering sessions sooner, thus reducing costs.

Note:

• This feature is always available for multi‑session OS delivery groups.
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• For single‑session OS delivery groups, this feature requires that those delivery groups
have at least one VDA version of 2206 or later. Ensure that those VDAs have registered with
Citrix Cloud at least once. When unavailable, the following user interface appears:

• Autoscale dynamic timeouts are for cost savings. If used for security purposes, the config‑
ured timeouts might conflict with your GPO or Manage console policies. When a conflict
occurs, the shorter timeout prevails.

Idle session timeout. Enables or disables a timer that specifies how long an uninterrupted user con‑
nection ismaintained if there is no user input. When the timer expires, the session is placed in the dis‑
connected state and the Disconnected session timeout applies. If the Disconnected session time‑
out is disabled, the session is not logged off.

Important:

• If you specify a value less than or equal to 10minutes (600 seconds), Autoscale disconnects
the relevant sessions after they have been idle for 10 minutes. This is because Autoscale
relies on session idle times that VDAs report. VDAs report idle times only for sessions that
have been idle for more than 10 minutes.

• An idle sessionwill still beplaced intoadisconnected state if theuser interactswith itwithin
the last 5 minutes of reaching the idle session timeout.

Disconnected session timeout. Enables or disables a timer that specifies how long a disconnected
desktop remains lockedbefore the session is loggedoff. If enabled, thedisconnected session is logged
off when the timer expires.
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Autoscaling taggedmachines (cloud burst)

February 20, 2023

Note:

This feature was formerly Restrict Autoscale.

Introduction

Autoscale provides the flexibility to power manage only a subset of machines in a delivery group. To
achieve this, apply a tag to one or more machines and then configure Autoscale to power manage
only taggedmachines.

This feature can be useful in cloud bursting use cases, where you want to use on‑premises resources
(or reserved public cloud instances) to handle workloads before cloud‑based resources address addi‑
tional demand (that is, burstworkloads). To let on‑premisesmachines (or reserved instances) address
workloads first, youmust use tag restriction along with zone preference.

Tag restriction specifies machines to be power managed by Autoscale. Zone preference specifies ma‑
chines in the preferred zone to handle user launch requests. Formore information, see Tags and Zone
preference.

To autoscale certain taggedmachines, you can use the Manage console or PowerShell.

Use the Manage console to autoscale certain taggedmachines

To autoscale certain taggedmachines, complete the following steps:

1. Create a tag and apply that tag to the applicable machines in the delivery group. For more in‑
formation, see Manage tags and tag restrictions.

2. Select the delivery group and then open theManage Autoscalewizard.

3. On the Autoscaling Tagged Machines page, select Enable Autoscale for machines with tag,
select a tag from the list, and then click Apply to save your changes.

User interface for single‑session OS static and random delivery groups:
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User interface formulti‑session OS delivery groups:
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Warning:

• Autoscaling machines with a specific tag might cause the histogram to update automat‑
ically to reflect the number of machines per the tag. On the Schedule and Peak Times
page, you canmanually assign machines against each time slot if needed.

• You cannot delete a tag that is being used on taggedmachines. To delete the tag, youmust
first remove the tag restriction.

After you apply the tag restriction, youmightwant to remove it from the delivery group later. To do so,
go to theManage Autoscale > Autoscaling TaggedMachines page and then clear Enable Autoscale
for machines with tag.

Warning:

• If you remove the tag from the applicablemachineswithout clearing Enable Autoscale for
machines with tag, you might receive a warning when you open the Manage Autoscale
wizard. Removing the tag from the machines can leave no machines for Autoscale to man‑
age because the tag you specified in Autoscale has become invalid. To resolve thewarning,
go to theAutoscaling TaggedMachinespage, remove the invalid tag, and then clickApply
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to save your changes.

Control when Autoscale powers on resources

You can also control when Autoscale starts powering on tagged machines based on the usage of un‑
tagged machines. This helps you further optimize the consumption of your tagged or public cloud
workloads.

To do this, complete the following steps:

1. On the Autoscaling Tagged Machines page, select Control when Autoscale starts powering
on taggedmachines.

2. Enter thepercentage amount of untaggedmachineusage youwant to reach for bothpeak times
and off‑peak times and then click Apply. Supported values: 0–100.
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Tip:

The percentage controls when Autoscale starts powering on tagged machines. When the per‑
centage falls below the threshold (default, 10%), Autoscale starts powering on taggedmachines.
When the percentage exceeds the threshold, Autoscale goes into power‑off mode. When enter‑
ing the percentage, consider two scenarios:

• For single‑sessionOSdelivery groups: The value is definedas apercentageof the total num‑
ber of untagged machines in idle state. Example: You have 10 untagged single‑session OS
machines. When only one is left without a session, Autoscale starts powering on a tagged
machine.

• For multi‑session OS delivery groups: The value is defined as a percentage of the total ca‑
pacity (in terms of load index) of available untagged machines. Example: You have 10 un‑
tagged multi‑session OS machines. When they are 90% loaded, Autoscale starts powering
on a taggedmachine.

Use PowerShell to autoscale certain taggedmachines

To use the PowerShell SDK directly, complete the following steps:

1. Create a tag. Use the New‑Brokertag PowerShell command to create a tag.

• For example: $managed = New-BrokerTag Managed. In this case, the tag is named
“Managed.” For more information about the New‑Brokertag PowerShell command, see
https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/delivery‑controller‑sdk/en/latest/Broker/
New‑BrokerTag/.

2. Apply the tag tomachines. Use theGet‑Brokermachine PowerShell command to apply the tag
to machines in a catalog that you want Autoscale to power manage.

• For example: Get-BrokerMachine -CatalogName "cloud"| Add-BrokerTag
$managed.Name. In this case, the catalog is named “cloud.”

• For more information about the Get‑Brokermachine PowerShell command, see https:
//developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/delivery‑controller‑sdk/en/latest/Broker/Get‑
BrokerMachine/.

Note:

You might add new machines to the catalog after applying the tag. The tag is NOT auto‑
matically applied to those newmachines.

3. Add tagged machines to the delivery group that you want Autoscale to power manage.
Use the Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command to add a tag restriction to the delivery
group that contains the machines (in other words, “restrict launches to machines with tag X”).
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• For example: Get-BrokerDesktopGroup -Uid 1 | Set-BrokerDesktopGroup
-RestrictAutoscaleTagUid $managed.Uid. In this case, the UID of the Delivery
Group is 1.

• For more information about the Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command, see
https://developer‑docs.citrix.com/projects/delivery‑controller‑sdk/en/latest/Broker/
Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup/.

After you apply the tag restriction, you might want to remove it from the delivery group later. To do
so, use the Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command.

Example: Get-BrokerDesktopGroup –Uid 1 | Set-BrokerDesktopGroup –RestrictAutoscaleTagUid
$null. In this case, the UID of the delivery group is 1.

Note:

Untagged machines restart automatically after users power them off. This behavior ensures
that theybecomeavailable tohandleworkloads sooner. This canbeenabledordisabledonaper
desktopgroupusing theSet-BrokerDesktopGroup’sAutomaticRestartForUntaggedMachines
property. Formore information, see https://citrix.github.io/delivery‑controller‑sdk/Broker/Set‑
BrokerDesktopGroup/.

Example scenario

Suppose you have the following scenario:

• Machine catalog configuration. There are twomachine catalogs (C1 and C2).

– Catalog C1 contains 5machines (M1 toM5) that are local in the on‑premises deployments.
– Catalog C2 contains 5 machines (M6 to M10) that are remote in the cloud deployments.

• Tag restriction. A tag named “Cloud” is created and applied to machines M6 to M10 in catalog
C2.

• Zone configuration. Two zones (Z1 and Z2) are created.

– Zone Z1 containing catalog C1 corresponds to the on‑premises deployments.
– Zone Z2 containing catalog C2 corresponds to the cloud deployments.

• Delivery group configuration

– The delivery group contains 10machines (M1 toM10), 5machines from catalogs C1 (M1 to
M5) and 5 from catalog C2 (M6 to M10).

– Machines M1 to M5 are powered on manually and remain powered on throughout the
schedule.

• Autoscale configuration

– Capacity buffer is set to 10%.
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– Autoscale power manages only machines with the tag “Cloud.” In this case, Autoscale
power manages cloudmachines M6 to M10.

• Published application or desktop configuration. Zone preferences are configured for the
published desktops (for example), where Zone Z1 is preferred over Zone Z2 for a user launch
request.

– Zone Z1 is configured as the preferred zone (home zone) for the published desktops.

The scenario is executed in the following sequence:

1. No user logs on.
2. User sessions increase.
3. User sessions increase further until all available on‑premises machines are consumed.
4. More user sessions start.
5. User session decreases because of session termination.
6. User session decreases further until the session load is handled only by on‑premisesmachines.

See below for details about how Autoscale works in the scenario above.

• No user load (initial state)
– The on‑premises machines M1 to M5 are all powered on.
– One machine in the cloud (for example, M6) is powered on. The machine is powered on
because of the configured capacity buffer. In this case, 10 (number of machines) x 10,000
(load index) x 10% (configured capacity buffer) equals 10,000. Therefore, one machine is
powered on.

– The load index value of all the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M6) is at a baseline load (load
index equals 0).

• Users log on
– The sessions are directed to be hosted onmachinesM1 toM5 through the configured zone
preference and are load‑balanced across these on‑premises machines.

– The load index value of the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M5) increases.
– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine M6 is at a baseline load.

• Users increase load, consuming all on‑premises resources
– The sessions are directed to be hosted onmachine M1 to M5 through the configured zone
preference and are load‑balanced across these on‑premises machines.

– The load index value of all the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M5) has reached 10,000.
– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine M6 remains at a baseline load.

• Onemore user logs on
– The session overflows the zone preference and is directed to be hosted on cloudmachine
M6.

– The load index value of all the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M5) has reached 10,000.
– The load index value of the powered‑on machine M6 increases and is no longer at a base‑
line load. When the total spare capacity drops to a level below 10,000 in terms of load
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index, Autoscale starts to power on an additional machine (M7) to meet the demand be‑
cause of the configured capacity buffer. Note that it might take some time to power on
machine M7. So there might be a delay until machine M7 is ready.

• More users log on
– The sessions are directed to be hosted onmachine M6.
– The load index value of all the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M5) has reached 10,000.
– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine M6 increases further, but the total spare
capacity is at a level above 10,000 in terms of load index.

– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine M7 remains at a baseline load.
• Evenmore users log on

– After machine M7 is ready, the sessions are directed to be hosted onmachines M6 and M7
and are load‑balanced across these machines.

– The load index value of all the powered‑onmachines (M1 to M5) has reached 10,000.
– The load index value of machine M7 is no longer at a baseline load.
– The load index value of the powered‑onmachines (M6 and M7) increases.
– The total spare capacity is still at a level above 10,000 in terms of load index.

• User session load decreases because of session termination
– After users log off from their sessions or idle sessions time out, the freed‑up capacity on
machines M1 to M7 is reused to host sessions started by other users.

– When the total spare capacity increases to a level above 10,000 in terms of load index,
Autoscale puts one of the cloudmachines (M6 to M7) into drain state. As a result, sessions
started by other users are no longer directed to thatmachine (for example, M7) unless new
changes occur; for example, user load increases again or other cloud machines become
least loaded.

• User session load decreases further until one or more cloudmachines are no longer needed
– After all sessions on machine M7 are terminated and the specified power‑off delay times
out, Autoscale powers offmachine M7.

– The load indexvalueofall thepowered‑onmachines (M1 toM5)mightdrop toa levelbelow
10,000.

– The load index value of the powered‑onmachine (M6) decreases.
• User session decreases further until no cloudmachines are needed.

– Even though there are no user sessions on machine M6, Autoscale does not power it off
because it is reserved as a spare capacity.

– Autoscale keeps the remaining cloud machine M6 powered on because of the configured
capacity buffer. That machine is waiting to serve a desktop to an incoming user.

– Sessionsarenotdirected tobehostedonmachineM6as longas theon‑premisesmachines
have available capacity.
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Dynamically provisionmachines

November 1, 2022

Autoscale provides the capability to create machines and delete them dynamically. You can leverage
the capability by using a PowerShell script. The script helps you dynamically scale up or down the
number of machines in the delivery group based on the current load conditions.

The script offers the following benefits (andmore):

• Reducing storage costs. Different from Autoscale, which helps reduce your computing costs,
the script provides a more cost‑effective solution to provision machines.

• Effectivelyhandling loadchanges. The script helps youhandle load changesby automatically
scaling up or down the number of machines based on the current delivery group load.

Download the script

ThePowerShell script is available at https://github.com/citrix/Powershell‑Scripts/tree/master/XAXD/
AutoscaleMcs.

How the script works
Important:

• Youcannot specifyamachinecatalog inmore thanonedeliverygroup that is tobemanaged
by the script. In other words, if multiple delivery groups share the same machine catalog,
the script does not work with any of those delivery groups.

• You cannot concurrently run the script for the samedelivery group frommultiple locations.

The script works at a delivery group level. It measures the load (in terms of load index) and then
determines whether to create or delete machines.

Machines created through this script are uniquely tagged (through theScriptTagparameter) so that
they can be identified later. Creating or deleting machines is based on:

• Maximum percentage load of a delivery group. Specifies the maximum level at which to cre‑
ate machines for Autoscale to address extra loads. When this threshold is exceeded, machines
are created in batches to ensure that the current load decreases to or below the threshold.

• Minimumpercentage loadofadeliverygroup. Specifies theminimumlevel atwhich todelete
machines created through this script that have no active sessions. When this threshold is ex‑
ceeded, machines created through this script that have no active sessions are deleted.

This script is intended to monitor across a delivery group and to create or delete machines when the
trigger criterion ismet. It executes on a per‑run basis. Thismeans that you need to run the script on a
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regular basis so that it can function as intended. We recommend that you run the script at aminimum
interval of five minutes. Doing so improves overall responsiveness.

The script relies on the following parameters to work:

Parameter Type Default value Description

DeliveryGroupName String X Name of the delivery
group to be
monitored to
determine the
current load. You can
provide a
semicolon‑separated
list of names. For
example: Invoke-
AutoscaleMachineCreation
.ps1 -
DeliveryGroupName
'dg1;dg2;dg3'-
XdProfileName
profile.

XdProfileName String X Name of the profile to
use for authenticating
to remote servers.
For details about
authenticating to
remote servers using
this parameter, see
Authentication API.

HighWatermark Integer 80 Maximum percentage
load (in terms of load
index) at which to
create machines for
Autoscale to address
extra loads.
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Parameter Type Default value Description

LowWatermark Integer 15 Minimum percentage
load (in terms of load
index) at which to
delete machines
created through this
script that have no
active sessions.

MachineCatalogName String X Name of the machine
catalog where
machines are to be
created.

MaximumCreatedMachinesInteger ‑1 Maximum amount of
machines that can be
created in a specified
delivery group. If the
value is equal to or
less than 0, the script
does not process this
parameter.

ScriptTag String AutoscaledScripted Tag that applies to
machines created
through the script.

EventLogSource String X Source name that
appears in Windows
Event Viewer.

Note:

An “X” indicates that no default value is specified for that parameter.

By default, the script requires all parameters (except the ScriptTag parameter) the first time it runs.
On subsequent runs, only the DeliveryGroupName and the XdProfileName parameters are re‑
quired. Optionally, you can choose to update the minimum andmaximum percentage loads.

Note that you must specify a single delivery group the first time you run the script. For example, the
script does notwork if you use the following PowerShell command to specify two delivery groups the
first time you run the script:

• Invoke-AutoscaleMachineCreations.ps1 -DeliveryGroupName 'dg1;dg2'-
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XdProfileName profile -LowWatermark 20 -HighWatermark 70 -MachineCatalogName
'cat1'\

Instead, first specify a single delivery group (in this example, dg1) using the following command:

• Invoke-AutoscaleMachineCreations.ps1 -DeliveryGroupName 'dg1'-XdProfileName
profile -LowWatermark 20 -HighWatermark 70 -MachineCatalogName 'cat1'\

Then, use the following command to run the script for the second delivery group (in this example, dg
2):

• Invoke-AutoscaleMachineCreations.ps1 -DeliveryGroupName 'dg1;dg2'-
XdProfileName profile

Prerequisites

To run the script, make sure that these prerequisites are met:

• The machine resides within the same domain where machines are being created.
• Remote PowerShell SDK is installed on that machine. For more information about the Remote
PowerShell SDK, see SDKs and APIs.

• Other prerequisites:
– A delivery group to monitor
– A machine catalog created through Machine Creation Services (MCS) that has an associ‑
ated provisioning scheme (template)

– An identity pool that is associated with the provisioning scheme
– An event log source to be created so that the script can write information to the Windows
Event Log

– A secure client that allows you to authenticate to remote servers

Permissions, recommendations, and notices

When you run the script, keep the following in mind:

• To authenticate to remote servers using the XdProfileName parameter, you need to define an
authentication profile by using an API access secure client, created in the Citrix Cloud console.
For details, see Authentication API.

• Youmust have permissions to create and delete machine accounts in Active Directory.

• We recommend that you automate the PowerShell script with Windows Task Scheduler. For
details, see Create an automated task using Windows Task Scheduler.

• If you want the script to write information (for example, failures and actions) to the Windows
Event Log, you need to first specify a source name using the New-EventLog cmdlet. For exam‑
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ple, New-EventLog -LogName Application –Source <sourceName>. You can then view
the events in the Application pane of Windows Event Viewer.

• If errors occurred during execution of the script, execute the script manually and then trou‑
bleshoot problems by performing script checks.

Authentication API

Before you run the script, you need to define an authentication profile by using an API access secure
client. Youmust create a secure client using the same account under which the script will run.

The secure client must have the following permissions:

• Create and delete machines using MCS.
• Edit machine catalogs (to add and removemachines).
• Edit delivery groups (to add and removemachines).

When you create a secure client, make sure that your account has the permissions above because the
secure client automatically inherits the permissions from your current account.

To create a secure client, complete these steps:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud and then navigate to Identity and Access Management > API Access.

2. Type the name for your secure client and then click Create Client.

To authenticate to remote servers, use the Set-XDCredentials PowerShell command. For exam‑
ple:

• Set-XDCredentials -APIKey <key_id> -CustomerId <customer_id> -SecretKey
<secret_key> -StoreAs <name specified by the XdProfileName parameter>

Create an automated task using Windows Task Scheduler

You can automate the PowerShell script with Windows Task Scheduler. Doing so lets the script run
automatically at certain intervals or when certain conditions are met. To execute this script with Win‑
dows Task Scheduler, make sure to selectDonot start a new instance on theCreate Task > Settings
tab. Doing so prevents the Windows Task Scheduler from running a new instance of the script if the
script is already running.

Script execution example

See below for an example of executing the script. Note that the script file is invoked multiple times.
In this example, to simulate the load, one session is launched and then terminated.
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Troubleshooting checklist for the script

The script writes information (for example, errors and actions) to the Windows Event Log. The infor‑
mation helps you troubleshoot issues you experience when executing the script. It might be helpful
to keep the following troubleshooting checklist in mind:

• Failure to communicate with remote servers. Possible actions:
– Verify your connection to the server.
– Verify that the API key you use is valid.

• Failure to create machines. Possible actions:
– Verify that the user account running the script has sufficient permissions to create user
accounts in the domain.

– Verify that the user who created the API key has sufficient permissions to use MCS to pro‑
vision machines.

– Verify the validity of themachine catalog (that is, its image still exists and is in good state).
• Failure to addmachines to a machine catalog or a delivery group. Possible action:

– Verify that the user who created the API key has sufficient permissions to add and remove
machines to and frommachine catalogs and delivery groups.

User logoff notifications (formerly force user logoff)

May 17, 2023

Important:

This feature is available only in the Autoscale user interface formulti‑session app‑based delivery
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groups.

To better achieve cost savings, Autoscale lets you force log off lingering sessions. It does so by letting
you send a custom notification to the users and specify a grace period after which the sessions are
force logged off. This is done only for machines in drain state and not for all powered‑on machines.
To avoid potential data loss caused by forcing user logoffs, you can instead configure this feature to
only send logoff reminders without forcing user logoff.

You have the following options:

• Notify and force user logoff
• Send logoff reminders without forcing user logoff
• Neither notify nor force user logoff

Notify and force user logoff

If selected, Autoscale logs off users from their sessions after the times specified below.

Enable force logoffduring peak times. If selected, Autoscale logs off those users from their sessions
during peak times when the specified time elapses.
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Enable force logoff during off‑peak times. If selected, Autoscale logs off those users from their ses‑
sions during off‑peak times when the specified time elapses.

Displaynotificationaftermachineentersdrainstate. Lets yousendnotifications tousers after their
machine enters drain state.

• Notification title. Lets you specify a title of the notification to be sent to users. Example: A
forced logoff has been initiated.

• Notification message. Lets you specify the content of the notification to be sent to users.
You can use %s% or %m% as variables to indicate the specified time in the message. To
express the time in seconds, use %s%. To express the time in minutes, use %m%. Example:
Warning: To save costs, the machine shuts down in %s% seconds and you
will be logged off from the session. Save your work and log back on to
get a different machine.

Send logoff reminders without forcing user logoff

If selected, users will receive a reminder to log off from their machine after it has entered drain state.
This reminder can be configured to be sent at the interval specified below.
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Remind users during peak times. If selected, users receive a reminder to log off from their sessions
during peak times every X minutes (X denotes the specified time).

Remind users during off‑peak times. If selected, users receive a reminder to log off from their ses‑
sions during off‑peak times every X minutes (X denotes the specified time).

Logoff reminder. Lets you configure the reminder sent to users after theirmachine enters drain state.

• Reminder title. Lets you specify a title for the reminder to be sent to users. Example: Please
log off from your session.

• Reminder message. Lets you specify a message to be sent to users. Example: Please log
off from your session and log back on to save costs.

Neither notify nor force user logoff

If selected, Autoscale neither forces users to log off frommachines in drain state nor notifies users to
manually switch to a different machine.

Considerations

If the machine is already in drain state, consider the following when changing settings:

• If you change the setting from Send logoff reminders without forcing user logoff to Notify
and force user logoff, the new setting takes effect immediately.

• If you change the setting fromNotify and force user logoff to Send logoff reminderswithout
forcing user logoff, the new setting does not take effect until the next time themachine enters
drain state. The user is still forced to log off.

Broker PowerShell SDK commands

November 22, 2022

You can configure Autoscale for delivery groups using the Broker PowerShell SDK. To configure Au‑
toscale using PowerShell commands, youmust use Remote PowerShell SDK version 7.21.0.12 or later.
For more information about the Remote PowerShell SDK, see SDKs and APIs.

Set‑BrokerDesktopGroup

Disables or enables anexistingBrokerDesktopGroupor alters its settings. Formore informationabout
this cmdlet, see https://citrix.github.io/delivery‑controller‑sdk/Broker/Set‑BrokerDesktopGroup/.
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Examples

See the following examples for details about how to use the PowerShell cmdlets.

Enable Autoscale

• Suppose youwant to enable Autoscale for the delivery groupwhose name is “MyDesktop.” Use
the Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-AutoscalingEnabled $true

Configure the capacity buffer separately for peak and off‑peak times

• Supposeyouwant to set thecapacitybuffer to20%forpeak timesand10%foroff‑peak times for
a delivery groupwhosename is “MyDesktop.” Use theSet-BrokerDesktopGroupPowerShell
command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-PeakBufferSizePercent 20
-OffPeakBufferSizePercent 10

Configure thewhen disconnected timeout setting

• Suppose you want to set thewhen disconnected timeout value to 60 minutes for peak times
and 30 minutes for off‑peak times for a delivery group whose name is “MyDesktop.” Use the
Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-PeakDisconnectTimeout 60
-OffPeakDisconnectTimeout 30

Configure thewhen logged off timeout setting

• Suppose you want to set thewhen logged off timeout value to 60 minutes for peak times and
30 minutes for off‑peak times for a delivery group whose name is “MyDesktop.” Use the Set-
BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-PeakLogOffTimeout 60 -
OffPeakLogOffTimeout 30

Configure the power‑off delay setting

• Suppose you want to set the power‑off delay to 15 minutes for a delivery group whose name is
“MyDesktop.” Use the Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-PowerOffDelay 15

Configure a time period during which the power‑off delay does not take effect

• Suppose you want the power‑off delay to take effect until 30 minutes have elapsed for a deliv‑
ery group whose name is “MyDesktop.” Use the Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell com‑
mand. For example:

– C:\PS> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-SettlementPeriodBeforeAutoShutdown
30.

Configure themachine instance cost setting
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• Suppose you want to set the machine instance cost per hour to 0.2 dollars for a delivery group
whose name is “MyDesktop.” Use the Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For
example:

– PS C:\> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-MachineCost 0.2

New‑BrokerPowerTimeScheme

Creates a BrokerPowerTimeScheme for a delivery group. For more information, see https://citrix.
github.io/delivery‑controller‑sdk/Broker/New‑BrokerPowerTimeScheme/.

Example

Suppose you want to create a power time scheme for a delivery group whose UID value is 3. The new
schemecovers theweekend,Monday, andTuesday. The8:00AMto6:30PMtimeslot isdefinedaspeak
times for thedays included in the scheme. For peak times, thepool size (the number ofmachines kept
poweredon) is 20. For off‑peak times, it is 5. You canuse theSet-BrokerDesktopGroupPowerShell
command. For example:

• PS C:\> $ps48=(0..47 | %{ if ($_ -lt 16 -or $_ -gt 37){ 5 } else { 20 }
} )

• PS C:\> $pt48=(0..47 | %{ if ($_ -lt 16 -or $_ -gt 37){ $false } else {
$true } } )

• PS C:\> New-BrokerPowerTimeScheme -Name 'First Half Week'-DaysOfWeek
Weekend,Monday,Tuesday -DesktopGroupUid 3 -PeakHalfHours $pt48 -

PoolSize $ps48

Parameters for dynamic session timeouts

The following Broker PowerShell SDK cmdlets have been extended for dynamic session timeouts by
supporting multiple new parameters:

• Get‑BrokerDesktopGroup
• New‑BrokerDesktopGroup
• Set‑BrokerDesktopGroup

Those parameters include:

• DisconnectPeakIdleSessionAfterSeconds –Represents the time in secondsafterwhichan idle
session is disconnectedduringpeak time. This property has adefault valueof 0,which indicates
the disablement of its associated behavior during peak time. A value greater than 0 enables its
behavior for the delivery group during peak time only.
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• DisconnectOffPeakIdleSessionAfterSeconds ‑ Represents the time in seconds after which an
idle session is disconnected during off‑peak hours. The default value of this property is 0, which
indicates the disablement of its associated behavior during off‑peak. A value greater than 0
enables its associated behavior for the delivery group during off‑peak hours only.

• LogoffPeakDisconnectedSessionAfterSeconds ‑ Represents the time in seconds after which
a disconnected session is terminated during peak time. The default value of this property is 0,
which indicates the disablement of its associated behavior during peak time. A value greater
than 0 enables its associated behavior for the delivery group during peak time only.

• LogoffOffPeakDisconnectedSessionAfterSeconds ‑ Represents the time in seconds after
which a disconnected session is terminated during off‑peak hours. The default value of this
property is 0, which indicates the disablement of its associated behavior during off‑peak. A
value greater than 0 enables its associated behavior for the delivery group during off‑peak
hours only.

Example

Suppose you want to set the idle session timeout to 3,600 seconds during peak times for a delivery
group whose name is “MyDesktop.” Use the Set-BrokerDesktopGroup PowerShell command. For
example:

• C:\PS> Set-BrokerDesktopGroup "MyDesktop"-DisconnectOffPeakIdleSessionAfterSeconds
3600

Doing that disconnects sessions that have been idle for more than 1 hour in off‑peak for the desktop
group whose name is “MyDesktop.”

Cloud Health Check

December 7, 2022

Note:

Cloud Health Check is integrated into Citrix DaaS. The integration is available as the Run Health
Check action in the Full Configuration management interface. For more information, see Trou‑
bleshoot VDA registration and session launch issues.

Cloud Health Check allows you to run checks that gauge the health and availability of the site and its
components. You can run health checks for Virtual Delivery Agents (VDAs), StoreFront servers, and
Profile Management. VDA health checks identify possible causes for common VDA registration and
session launch issues.
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If issues are present during the checks, CloudHealth Check provides a detailed report and the actions
to fix the issues. Each time Cloud Health Check starts, it checks for the latest version of scripts on the
Content Delivery Network (CDN) and automatically downloads the scripts if they do not exist on the
local machine. Cloud Health Check always chooses the latest local version of scripts to run health
checks.

Note:

Cloud Health Check does not update every time it runs.

In a Citrix Cloud environment, run Cloud Health Check from a domain‑joined machine to run checks
on one or more VDAs or StoreFront servers.

Note:

You cannot install or run Cloud Health Check on a Cloud Connector.

The log for theCloudHealthCheckapplication is stored inC:\ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService
\CloudHealthCheck.log. You can use this file for troubleshooting.

View an introduction to Cloud Health Check.

View when to use Cloud Health Check.
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Installation

To prepare your environment for installation of Cloud Health Check, you must have a domain‑joined
Windowsmachine.

Note:

You cannot install or run Cloud Health Check on Cloud Connector.

1. On the domain‑joinedmachine, download the Cloud Health Check installer.

2. Double‑click the CloudHealthCheckInstaller_x64.msi file.

3. Click the box to accept the terms.

4. Click Install.
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5. After installation has completed, click Finish.
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Permissions and requirements

Permissions:

• To run health checks:

– Youmust be a member of the domain users group.
– You must be a full administrator or have a custom role with read‑only and Run Environ‑
ment Tests permissions for the site.

– Set the script execution policy to at least RemoteSigned to allow the scripts to run. For
example: Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned. Note: other script executionpermis‑
sions can work as well.

• Use Run as administratorwhen launching Cloud Health Check.

For each VDA or StoreFront machine that you run health checks on:

• The OSmust be 64‑bit.
• Cloud Health Check must be able to communicate with the machine.
• File and printer sharing must be turned on.
• PSRemoting and WinRM must be enabled. The machine must also be running PowerShell 3.0
or later.

• Windows Management Infrastructure (WMI) access must be enabled on the machine.

About health checks

Health check data is stored in folders under C:\ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService\.

VDA health checks

For registration on the VDA, Cloud Health Check checks:

• VDA software installation
• VDAmachine domain membership
• VDA communication port availability
• VDA service status
• Windows firewall configuration
• Communication with Controller
• Time sync with Controller
• VDA registration status

For session launches on VDAs, Cloud Health Check checks:

• Session launch communication port availability
• Session launch services status
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• Session launch Windows firewall configuration
• VDA Remote Desktop Services Client Access Licenses
• VDA application launch path
• Session launch registry settings
• Citrix Universal Injection Driver (CTXUVI) status

For Profile Management on VDAs, Cloud Health Check checks:

• Hypervisor detection
• Provisioning detection
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
• Personal vDisk configuration
• User store
• Profile Management Service status detection
• Winlogon.exe hooking test

To run checks on Profile Management, you must install and enable Profile Management on the VDA.
For more information on Profile Management configuration checks, see Knowledge Center article
CTX132805.

StoreFront health checks

StoreFront checks verify whether:

• Citrix Default Domain service is running
• Citrix Credential Wallet service is running
• The connection from the StoreFront server to Active Directory is port 88
• The connection from the StoreFront server to Active Directory is port 389
• The connection from the StoreFront server to Active Directory is port 464
• The base URL has a valid FQDN
• The correct IP address from the base URL can be retrieved
• The IIS application pool is using .NET 4.0
• The certificate is bound to the SSL port for the host URL
• The certificate chain is complete
• The certificates have expired
• A certificate is expiring within 30 days

Running Cloud Health Check

To run Citrix Cloud Health Check:

1. SelectCitrix>CitrixCloudHealthCheck fromthemachine’sStartmenu, or runCloudHealthCheck
.exe in C:\Program Files\Citrix\CloudHealthCheck.
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2. On the main Cloud Health Check screen, click Addmachine.

3. Type the FQDN of themachine youwant to add. Note: Although entering a DNS alias instead of
an FQDN can appear valid, the health checks might fail.
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4. Click Continue.

5. Repeat to add other machines as needed.

6. To remove a manually added machine, click the X on the right end of the row and confirm the
deletion. Repeat to delete other manually addedmachines.

Cloud Health Check remembers manually added machines until you remove them. When you close
and then reopen Cloud Health Check, the manually added machines are still listed at the top of the
list.

Import VDAmachines

You can import VDAmachines in the deployment when running health checks.

1. On Connector, generate the machine list file with the following PowerShell command. On Con‑
nector, youmust input Citrix credentials and select the customer in the pop‑up dialog.

Get-BrokerMachine| foreach { $_.DnsName } | out-file C:\machineList.txt

1. Copy themachineList.txt file to thedomain‑joinedmachine youwant to runCloudHealthCheck
on.

2. On the Cloud Health Check page, click AddMachine.
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3. Select the Windows VDAmachine type.

4. Click Import VDAmachines.

5. Select the machineList.txt file.

6. ClickOpen.

The imported VDAmachines are listed on the Cloud Health Check page.

7. Select the check box next to eachmachine you want to run health checks on.

CloudHealthCheckautomatically launchesverification testsoneachselectedmachine,making
sure itmeets the criteria listed in verification tests. If verification fails, amessage appears in the
Status column, and that machine’s check box is cleared. You can then:

• Resolve the issue and then select the machine’s check box again. This triggers a retry of
the verification tests.

• Skip that machine by leaving its check box unselected. Health checks are not run for that
machine.

8. When the verification tests are complete, click Continue.
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9. Run the health checks on the selected machines. The summary lists the machines where the
tests run (the machines you selected that passed the verification tests).

10. Click Start Checking.
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During and after checking, the Status column indicates the current checking state for a ma‑
chine.

11. To stop all in‑progress checks, click Stop Checking in the lower right corner of the page. You
can’t cancel a single machine’s health check, you can only cancel the check for all selectedma‑
chines.
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12. When the checks are complete for all selectedmachines, theStopCheckingbutton in the lower
right corner changes to Done.
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• If a check fails, you can click Retry in the Action column.
• If a check completes with no issues found, the Action column is empty.
• If a check finds issues, click View Details to view the results.

If you use Internet Explorer to view the report, you must click Allow blocked content to display the
hyperlink.
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After the check completes for all selected machines, clicking Back causes you to lose your check re‑
sults.

When the checks complete, click Done to return to the Cloud Health Check main screen.

Retrieve VDAmachines

Cloud Health Check can automatically detect and retrieve VDAs from your Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops service) deployments.

To retrieve your VDAs:

1. Prepare a new machine that is joined to the same domain forest as the machine Cloud Health
Check runs on.

2. Open Cloud Health Check and click Findmachine to sign in to Citrix Cloud.
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3. Select the customer with the cloud site you want to retrieve.
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The VDA list displays in Cloud Health Check. The list is also saved in a local file located at \
ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService\ChcDiscovery\ChcDiscoveredMachineList.
json.
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Your machine list loads the local cache when you open Cloud Health Check again. If you have made
any updates in your deployment, youmust click Findmachine to refresh the machine list.

Note:

• Cloud Health Check finds machines only in the same domain forest as the machine Cloud
Health Check runs on.

• Citrix Cloud sessions expire in one hour. After one hour, youmust click Findmachine again
to get the latest VDA list.

• An error message pops up if retrieving the VDA list fails. You can check the details in C:\
ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService\CloudHealthCheck.log.
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Heath check results

Health checks that generate reports contain the following elements:

• Time and date when the results report was generated
• FQDNs of the machines that were checked
• Conditions checked on the target machines

Running Cloud Health Check on the command line

Cloud Health Check can be run on the command line to help customers to perform health checks. To
use Cloud Health Check on the command line, you must be an administrator on the machine Cloud
Health Check is running on.

Note:

When using Cloud Health Check on the command line, only one machine can be checked at a
time. Only one instance of CloudHealthCheck.exe can be run at the same time on the target
machine. If youwant to checkmultiplemachines, themachinesmust be checked one by one, by
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wrapping the cmdlets in a loop in cmdlet/PowerShell scripts. Any opened UI instance of Cloud
Health Check must also be closed.

Cmdlets

The supported command line cmdlets are:

• MachineFQDN ‑ This cmdlet ismandatory. This is the fully qualified domain name of the target
machine.

• MachineType ‑ This cmdlet is optional. The cmdlet value can be the Windows VDA (default
value) or StoreFront.

• ReportName ‑ This cmdlet is optional. The cmdlet valuemust be a valid file name onWindows.
The default value is HealthCheckReport.

• SkipAdminCheck ‑ This cmdlet is optional. This can be added to skip the checks that require
administrator permissions.

• UpdateScripts ‑ This cmdlet is optional. This can be added to update the check scripts from
CDN server.

• DisableCeip ‑ This cmdlet is optional if CEIP is enabled on the UI, add it to disable CEIP.
• Help ‑ Show help information about parameters.

Examples:

HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local

HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local -ReportName checkreport

HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local -SkipAdminCheck

HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local -UpdateScripts

HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine1.domain.local,machine2.domain.local
,machine3.domain.local

HealthCheckCLI.exe -Help

Note:

Parameter names are not case sensitive.

By default, the console output is not shown in the command line console window. You can manually
display the output by appending |more to the cmdlet.

Example: HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local|more

The command line default needs administrator permissions to run. Add the parameter -
SkipAdminCheck to override the need for administrator permissions.
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Exit codes

Exit codes explain the result of Cloud Health Check checks within the command line. To get the exit
code, youmust add start /wait before the cmdlet.

Example: start /wait HealthCheckCLI.exe -MachineFQDN machine.domain.local

Exit codes are:

• 0 ‑ Normal, check completed and passed.
• 1 ‑ Failure, check completed with issues.
• 2 ‑ Error, check not completed with errors.

You can also use the cmdlet echo %errorlevel% to get the exit code for the last ran command.

Reports

Cloud Health Check creates folders with the name of the machine in HealthCheckDataFolder for
the target machine. An .html file and a .json file are created on the machine Cloud Health Check is
installed on. Health check reports are located in the HealthCheckDataFolder in %ProgramData
%\Citrix\TelemetryService\HealthCheck\Data.

Reports are only created when issues exist on the target machine.

Note:

The report files are overwritten if the specified report name exists.

Alerts and basic information are stored in the .json report.

Report codes are:

• issueKey: a plain text description of the issue.
• issueUuid: a unique identifying string for the issue.
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• fixRecommendation: the fix recommendation for the issue.
• severity: indicates if the issue must be fixed. An error can indicate that the component (VDA
or StoreFront)malfunctioned, and awarning indicates that the component canwork butmight
have some potential issues.

• issueName: the title of the issue.
• issueDescription: a detailed description of the issue.

Updating Cloud Health Check

If there is a new version of Cloud Health Check available, an Update available link displays on the
top right of the Cloud Health Check window. Click the link to go to Citrix Downloads to get the new
version.

Cloud Health Check scheduler

Use the Cloud Health Check scheduler to perform periodic health checks.
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Set up the schedule

1. Click Addmachine in the Cloud Health Check main window to add machines that you want to
run periodic checks on.

2. Click the clock icon, then click Set schedule.
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3. Select a time for your schedule, then click Next. The task can be set to repeat by selecting the
Repeat task every check box.

4. Choose to output results to Windows Event Log. The task can be set to write the results to Win‑
dows Event Log.

5. Choose to trigger a custom PowerShell script after the scheduled check finishes, and then click
Next.

• Click Edit to edit the script content in Windows PowerShell ISE if needed.

• Click Locate to open the file location and to use a different editor to open the file to edit
the script.

• Click Reset to reset the script to its original setting.

Note:

– You cannot change the script name and path for the script.
– You can implement custom actions using the ChcShceduledTrigger.ps1 script,
such as sending an email after the scheduled check report is ready. Add the fol‑
lowing code to the end of the script. Customize the code to add the correct email
accounts and the SMTP server address. An email notification is sent using the
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credentials of the account that the scheduled task runs.
1 #Sending email example code:
2 $body = "CreatedTime: $($report.CreatedTime)"
3 $body = $body + "`nStatusCode: $($report.StatusCode)"
4 $body = $body + "`nMachineCount: $($report.MachineReports.Count)"
5 $from = "mock_email_accout"
6 $to = "mock_email_accout"
7 $smtpServer = "mock_smtp_server"
8
9 Send-MailMessage -Subject "Citrix Cloud Health Check Scheduler

Report" -Body $body -From $from -To $to -SmtpServer $smtpServer
10 <!--NeedCopy-->

6. Select the machines for your schedule, then clickNext.
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7. Input the credentials of the account that the task runs on, then click Finish.
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8. A CloudHealthCheckScheduler task is created in Windows Task Scheduler.
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View schedule results

The clock icon with a red dot indicates that issues were found in the last check. To view the results,
click the clock icon, then click View results.

The Schedule Reports page shows the results for all the scheduled health check tasks. Click View
Report to check the report for each schedule.
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The html report lists the overall report for each schedules. An example of the report is below:

All health check results are stored in a folder called ChcSchedule. Cloud Health Check creates three
files during each check run. Up to 500 iteration logs are kept.
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If the Output results to Windows Event Log checkbox is selected, the check result is also sent to
Window Event Log.

Disable schedules

1. Click the clock icon, then click Set schedule.
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2. ClickOff, then click Finish to disable the scheduler.
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More information

• Youmust add or import VDAs to CloudHealth Check first. Formore information, see Import VDA
Machines.

• The Cloud Health Check scheduler can only schedule one task at a time on a domain‑joined
machine. If you set the schedule multiple times, only the latest one takes effect.

Verification tests

Before a health check starts, verification tests run automatically for each selected machine. These
tests make sure that the requirements are met for a health check to run. If a test fails for a machine,
Cloud Health Check displays a message with suggested corrective actions.

• Cloud Health Check cannot reach this machine ‑ Ensure that:
– Themachine is powered on.
– The network connection is working properly. (This can include verifying that your firewall
is properly configured.)

– File and printer sharing is turned on. See the Microsoft documentation for instructions.
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• Enable PSRemoting andWinRM ‑ You can enable PowerShell remoting andWinRM by running
PowerShell as an administrator, then running the Enable‑PSRemoting cmdlet. For details, see
the Microsoft help for the cmdlet.

• Cloud Health Check requires PowerShell 3.0 or later ‑ Install PowerShell 3.0 or later on the
machine, and then enable PowerShell remoting.

• WMI is not running on the machine ‑ Ensure that Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) access is enabled.

• WMI connections blocked ‑ Enable WMI in the Windows Firewall service.

Usage data collection

When you use Cloud Health Check, Citrix uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous usage data to
be used for future product features and improvements. Data collection is enabled by default.

To change usage data collection and upload, click the Settings gear in the CloudHealth CheckUI. You
can then choose whether to send the information by selecting Yes orNo and then clicking Save.
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Automatic fix

Automatic fix allows Cloud Health Check to automatically detect and fix certain issues by changing
the settings or restarting the services.

Automatic fix checks the following VDA registration items, with the recommended fixes:

• VDAmachine domain membership
– Fix: Test connection security channel with a “repair” model to fix

• VDA services status
– Fix: Restart BrokerAgent service

• Communication with Controller
– Fix: Restart BrokerAgent service

• Time sync with Controller
– Fix: Run W32tm command

For session launches, automatic fix checks the following item, with the recommended fix:

• Session launch service status
– Fix: Restart BrokerAgent service

This feature is enabled by default. To disable it, click the gear icon in the upper right corner of the
Cloud Health Check main window and then clear Attempt to automatically fix VDA issues during
health check.
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Result report

After running automatic fix, there is a section in the check results report to show all the details:

Troubleshooting

When Cloud Health Check fails to run or any exception occurs, check the Cloud Health Check log in
C:\ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService\CloudHealthCheck.log.

TheCloudHealthCheck log foreach targetmachine is inC:\ProgramData\Citrix\TelemetryService
\HealthCheck\Data\$TargetMachineFQDN\log.txt.

To enable the debug log:

Edit C:\Program Files\Citrix\CloudHealthCheck\CloudHealthCheck.exe.config,
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update <add name="TraceLevelSwitch"value="3"/> to <add name="TraceLevelSwitch
"value="4"/>, save the file and reopen Cloud Health Check.

Feedback

To leave feedback on Cloud Health Check, fill out the Citrix survey.

Configuration logging

February 20, 2023

Note:

Configuration log recordsappearonly inEnglish, regardlessofwhich languageyouselect for your
Citrix Cloud account. Dates and times associated with those records are in MM/DD/YY format,
expressed in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

Configuration logging is a feature that captures Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops and Citrix DaaS (for‑
merly Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops service) deployment configuration changes andadministrative
activities to a logging database in Citrix Cloud. You can use the logged content to:

• Diagnose and troubleshoot problems after configuration changes aremade. The log provides a
breadcrumb trail.

• Assist changemanagement and track configurations.
• Report administrative activities.

In this Citrix DaaS, configuration logging is always enabled. You cannot disable it.

From the Full Configuration management interface, you can view configuration log content, filtered
by date ranges or by full text search. You can also generate a CSV report using PowerShell. From this
console, you cannot edit or delete log content. You can use the Remote PowerShell SDK to schedule
periodic data deletion from the log.

Permissions required (see Delegated administration):

• Full Administrators in Citrix Cloud, plus Citrix DaaS Cloud Administrators and Read Only Admin‑
istrators can view configuration logs in theManage console.

• Full Administrators andCloudAdministrators canalsodownloadaCSV reportof loggingactivity,
using PowerShell.

What is logged

The following operations are logged:
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• Configuration changes and administrative activities initiated from the Manage and Monitor
tabs

• PowerShell scripts
• REST API requests

Note:

You cannot see log entries for Citrix Cloud platform internal operations, such as database setup
andmanagement.

Examples of logged configuration changes include working with (creating, editing, deleting, assign‑
ing):

• Machine catalogs
• Delivery groups (including changing power management settings)
• Administrator roles and scopes
• Host resources and connections
• Citrix policies through theManage console

Examples of logged administrative changes include:

• Power management of a virtual machine or a user desktop
• Manage or monitor functions sending a message to a user

The followingoperations arenot logged. (Manyof themarenot available to customer administrators.)

• Automatic operations such as pool management power‑on of virtual machines.
• Policy actions implemented through the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC). Use Mi‑
crosoft tools to view logs of those actions.

• Changes made through the registry or from sources other than the Full Configuration manage‑
ment interface, Monitor, or PowerShell.

View configuration log content

To view configuration log content, follow these steps:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. SelectMy Services > DaaS in the upper leftmenu.
2. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Logging > Events in the left pane.

By default, the display in the center pane lists the log content chronologically (newest entries first),
separated by date. You can:

• Sort the display by column header.
• Filter the display by specifying a day interval or a custom time period, or by entering text in the
Search box. To return to the standard display after using search, clear the text in the Search box.

Display characteristics:
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• High‑level operations created during management and monitoring are listed in the upper mid‑
dle pane. Ahigh‑level operation results in oneormore services andPowerShell SDKcalls, which
are low‑level operations. When you select a high‑level operation in the upper middle pane, the
lower pane displays the low‑level operations.

• If you create a low‑level operation in PowerShell without specifying a parent high‑level opera‑
tion, configuration logging creates a surrogate high‑level operation.

• If an operation fails before completion, the log operation might not be completed in the
database. For example, a start record has no corresponding stop record. In such cases, the
log indicates that there is missing information. When you display logs based on time ranges,
incomplete logs are shown if the data in the logs matches the criteria. For example, if you
request logs for the last five days, and a log with a start time in the last five days has no end
time, it is included.

• Remember: You cannot see log entries for Citrix Cloud platform internal operations, such as
database setup andmanagement.

View tasks related tomachine catalog operations

To view tasks related tomachine catalog operations, navigate toManage > Full Configuration > Log‑
ging > Tasks. The Tasks tab displays only tasks related to catalogs created throughMachine Creation
Services (MCS) or Provisioning Services (PVS). Specifically, tasks associated with the following ma‑
chine catalog operations appear:

• Create catalogs
• Clone catalogs
• Addmachines
• Removemachines
• Update a catalog (update images or machines)
• Roll back machine updates

Tip:

TheTasks tab displays only tasks related to provisioning scheme changes (creating ormodifying
a provisioning scheme).

A task can be in the following state:

• Completed
• Not started
• Running
• Canceled
• Failed
• Unknown
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To cancel a running task, select the task and then click Cancel. The cancelation takes some time to
complete.

Examples of logged tasks include:

• Image update completed for a certain catalog
• Error while updating the image for a certain catalog
• Canceled image update for a certain catalog
• Provisioning VMs to a certain catalog
• Removing VMs from a certain catalog
• Created a certain catalog

By default, the display in the center pane lists logged tasks chronologically (newest entries first), sep‑
arated by date. You can sort the display by column header. To clear completed tasks, click Clear
Completed Tasks under the Tasks tab.

View API logs

To view REST API logs, navigate to Manage > Full Configuration > Logging > APIs. The APIs tab
displays REST API requests made during a certain time period.

Be aware of the following considerations:

• REST API logs are cleared after you sign out of the console. (They are also cleared if you refresh
your browser window.)

• Any operations in the console that result in API calls will have their corresponding API requests
displayed on the APIs tab.

• The display lists the API requests chronologically (newest entries first), separated by date. The
maximum number of API requests in the display is 1,000.

Generate reports

To generate a CSV or HTML report containing configuration log data, use PowerShell cmdlets for the
ConfigLogging Service in the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK. For details,
see:

• Export-LogReportCsv
• Export-LogReportHtml

Schedule periodic data deletion

Use the Remote PowerShell SDK to specify how long data is retained in the configuration logging
database. (This feature is not available in the Full Configuration management interface.) In Citrix
DaaS, youmust have Full access.
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In the Set-LogSite cmdlet, the -LoggingDBPurgeDurationDays parameter specifies howmany
days data is retained in the configuration logging database before it’s deleted automatically.

• By default, the value of this parameter is 0. A zero value means that data in the configuration
logging database is never deleted automatically.

• When you set a non‑zero value, the database is checked once every 120 minutes. Data older
than the retention period is deleted.

Use Get-LogSite to view the current value of the parameter.

Differences from on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops

If you’re familiar with configuration logging in the on‑premises Virtual Apps and Desktops product,
the Citrix Cloud version has several differences. In Citrix Cloud:

• Configuration logging is always enabled. You cannot disable it. Mandatory logging is not avail‑
able.

• You cannot change the location of the configuration logging database, because the database is
managed in the Citrix Cloud platform.

• Configuration log displays do not include operations and activities that are performed within
the Citrix Cloud platform.

• PowerShell is your only choice to create a CSV or HTML report of logged operations. In the on‑
premises product, reports can be generated from Citrix Studio or PowerShell.

• You cannot delete configuration log content.

Delegated administration

January 30, 2023

Overview

With delegated administration in Citrix Cloud, you can configure the access permissions that all of
your administrators need, in accordance with their role in your organization.

By default, administrators have full access. This setting enables access to all available customer ad‑
ministration and management functions in Citrix Cloud, plus all subscribed services. To tailor an ad‑
ministrator’s access:

• Configure custom access for an administrator’s general management permissions in Citrix
Cloud.
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• Configure customaccess for subscribed services. In Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops service), you can configure custom access when you invite a new administrator. You
can change an administrator’s access later.

For information about displaying the list of administrators and defining access permissions, see Man‑
age administrator access to Citrix Cloud.

This article describes how to configure custom access in Citrix DaaS.

Administrators, roles, and scopes

Delegated administration uses three concepts for custom access: administrators, roles, and scopes.

• Administrators: An administrator represents a person identified by their Citrix Cloud sign‑in,
which is typically an email address. Each administrator is associated with one ormore role and
scope pairs.

• Roles: A role represents a job function, and has permissions associated with it. These permis‑
sions allow certain tasks that are unique to Citrix DaaS. For example, the Delivery Group Admin‑
istrator role has permission to create a delivery group and remove a desktop from a delivery
group, plus other associated permissions. An administrator can havemultiple roles. An admin‑
istrator might be a Delivery Group Administrator and a Machine Catalog Administrator.

Citrix DaaS offers several built‑in custom access roles. You cannot change the permissions
within these built‑in roles, or delete those roles.

You can create your own customaccess roles tomeet your organization’s requirements, anddel‑
egate permissionswithmore detail. Use custom roles to allocate permissions at the granularity
of an action or task. You can delete a customized role only if it is not assigned to an administra‑
tor.

You can change which roles an administrator has.

A role is always paired with a scope.

• Scopes: A scope represents a collection of objects. Scopes are used to group objects in a way
that is relevant to your organization. Objects can be in more than one scope.

There is one built‑in scope: All, which contains all objects. Citrix Cloud and Help Desk adminis‑
trators are always paired with the All scope. That scope cannot be changed for those adminis‑
trators.

When you invite (add) an administrator for this service, a role is always paired with a scope (by
default, the All scope).

You create and delete scopes in theManage > Full Configuration interface. You assign role/s‑
cope pairs in the Citrix Cloud console.
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A scope is not shown for Full access administrators. By definition, those administrators can
access all customer‑managed Citrix Cloud and subscribed services objects.

Built‑in roles and scopes

Citrix DaaS has the following built‑in roles.

• Cloud Administrator: Can perform all tasks that can be initiated from Citrix DaaS.

Can see theManage andMonitor tabs in the console. This role is always combinedwith the All
scope. You cannot change the scope.

Do not be confused by this role’s name. A custom access Cloud Administrator cannot perform
Citrix Cloud‑level tasks (Citrix Cloud tasks require Full access).

• Read Only Administrator: Can see all objects in the specified scopes (in addition to global in‑
formation), but cannot change anything. For example, a Read Only Administrator with a scope
of London can see all global objects and any objects in the London scope (for example, Lon‑
don Delivery Groups). However, that administrator cannot see objects in the New York scope
(assuming that the London and New York scopes do not overlap).

Can see theManage tab in the console. Cannot see theMonitor tab. You can change the scope.

• Help Desk Administrator: Can view delivery groups, and manage the sessions and machines
associated with those groups. Can see the machine catalog and host information for the de‑
livery groups being monitored. Can also perform session management and machine power
management operations for the machines in those delivery groups.

Can see the Monitor tab in the console. Cannot see the Manage tab. This role is always com‑
bined with the All scope. You cannot change the scope.

• Machine Catalog Administrator: Can create andmanage machine catalogs and provision the
machines into them. Can manage base images and install software, but cannot assign applica‑
tions or desktops to users.

Can see theManage tab in the console. Cannot see theMonitor tab. You can change the scope.

• Delivery Group Administrator: Can deliver applications, desktops, and machines. Can also
manage the associated sessions. Can manage application and desktop configurations such as
policies and power management settings.

Can see theManage tab in the console. Cannot see theMonitor tab. You can change the scope.

• Host Administrator: Can manage host connections and their associated resource settings.
Cannot deliver machines, applications, or desktops to users.

Can see theManage tab in the console. Cannot see theMonitor tab. You can change the scope.
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• Session Administrator: Can view delivery groups being monitored and manage their associ‑
ated sessions andmachines.

Can see the Monitor tab in the console. Cannot see the Manage tab. You cannot change the
scope.

• Full Administrator: Can perform all tasks and operations. A full administrator is always com‑
bined with All scope.

Can see the Manage and Monitor tabs in the console. This role is always combined with All
scope. You cannot change the scope.

• Full Monitor Administrator: Has full access to all views and commands on theMonitor tab.

Can see the Monitor tab in the console. Cannot see the Manage tab. You cannot change the
scope.

• Probe Agent Administrator: Has access to Probe Agent APIs.

Can see the Monitor tab in the console. Cannot see the Manage tab. Has read‑only access to
the Applications page but cannot access any other views.

The following table summarizes which console tabs are visible for each custom access role in Citrix
DaaS, and whether the role can be used with custom scopes.

Custom access
administrator role

Can seeManage tab
in console?

Can seeMonitor tab
in console?

Can role be used with
custom scopes?

Cloud Administrator Yes Yes No

Read Only
Administrator

Yes No Yes

Help Desk
Administrator

No Yes No

Machine Catalog
Administrator

Yes No Yes

Delivery Group
Administrator

Yes No Yes

Host Administrator Yes No Yes

Session Administrator No Yes No

Full Administrator Yes Yes No

Full Monitor
Administrator

No Yes No
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Custom access
administrator role

Can seeManage tab
in console?

Can seeMonitor tab
in console?

Can role be used with
custom scopes?

Probe Agent
Administrator

No Yes No

Note:

Customaccess administrator roles (exceptCloudAdministrator andHelpDeskAdministrator) are
not available for Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops Standard for Azure, Virtual Apps Essentials, and
Virtual Desktops Essentials.

To view the permissions associated with a role:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. SelectMy Services > DaaS in the upper leftmenu.

2. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Administrators in the left pane.

3. Select the Roles tab.

4. Select a role in the upper middle pane. The Role definition tab in the lower pane lists the cate‑
gories and permissions. Select a category to see the specific permissions. The Administrators
tab lists the administrators who have been assigned the selected role.

Known issue: A Full Administrator entry does not display the correct set of permissions for a full
access Citrix DaaS administrator.

Howmany administrators you need

The number of administrators and the granularity of their permissions generally depend on the size
and complexity of the deployment.

• In small or proof of concept deployments, one or a few administrators do everything. There is
no custom access delegation. In this case, each administrator has Full access, which always has
the All scope.

• In larger deployments with more machines, applications, and desktops, more delegation is
needed. Several administratorsmight havemore specific functional responsibilities (roles). For
example, two have Full access, and others are Help Desk Administrators. Also, an administrator
might manage only certain groups of objects (scopes), such asmachine catalogs in a particular
department. In this case, create new scopes, plus administrators with the appropriate custom
access role and scopes.

Administrator management summary

Setting up administrators for Citrix DaaS follows this sequence:
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1. If you want the administrator to have a role other than a Full administrator (which covers all
subscribed services in Citrix Cloud) or a built‑in role, create a custom role.

2. If youwant the administrator to have a scope other than All (and a different scope is allowed for
the intended role, and has not already been created), create scopes.

3. From Citrix Cloud, invite an administrator. If you want the new administrator to have anything
other than the default Full access, specify a custom access role and scope pair.

Later, if youwant to change an administrator’s access (roles and scope), see Configure customaccess.

Add an administrator

To add (invite) administrators, follow the guidance in Add administrators to a Citrix Cloud account. A
subset of that information is repeated here.

Important:

Do not confuse how “custom” and “custom access” are used.

• Whencreating administrators andassigning roles for Citrix DaaS in theCitrix Cloud console,
the term “custom access” includes both the built‑in roles and any additional custom roles
that were created in the service’sManage > Full Configuration interface.

• In the service’sManage > Full Configuration interface, “custom” simply differentiates that
role from a built‑in role.

The general workflow for adding administrators is as follows:

1. Sign in toCitrix Cloudand then select IdentityandAccessManagement in theupper leftmenu.

2. On the Identity and Access Management page, select Administrators. The Administrators
tab lists all current administrators for the account.

3. On the Administrators tab, select your identity type, enter the administrator’s email address,
and then click Invite.

• Select Full access if you want the administrator to have full access. In that way, the admin‑
istrator can access all customer administrator functions in Citrix Cloud and in all subscribed
services.

• SelectCustomaccess if youwant theadministrator tohave limitedaccess. Youcan then select a
custom access role and scope pair. In that way, the administrator has the intended permissions
when signing in to Citrix Cloud.

1. Click Send Invite. Citrix Cloud sends an invitation to the email address and adds the adminis‑
trator to the list after the administrator completes onboarding.

When receiving the email, the administrator clicks the Sign In link to accept the invitation.

For more information about adding administrators, see Manage Citrix Cloud administrators.
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Alternatively, go toManage > Full Configuration > Administrators > Administrators and click Add
Administrator. You are directly taken to Identity and AccessManagement > Administrators, which
opens in a new browser tab. After you are finished adding administrators there, close the tab and
return to the console to continue with your other configuration tasks.

Create andmanage roles

When administrators create or edit a role, they can enable only the permissions that they themselves
have. This control prevents administrators from creating a role with more permissions than they cur‑
rently have and then assigning it to themselves (or editing a role that they are already assigned).

Custom role names can contain up to 64 Unicode characters. Names cannot contain: backslash, for‑
ward slash, semicolon, colon, pound sign, comma, asterisk, question mark, equal sign, left arrow,
right arrow, pipe, left or right bracket, left or right parenthesis, quotation marks, and apostrophe.

Role descriptions can contain up to 256 Unicode characters.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud if you haven’t already. SelectMy Services > DaaS in the upper leftmenu.

2. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Administrators in the left pane.

3. Select the Roles tab.

4. Follow the instructions for the task you want to complete:

• Viewroledetails: Select the role in themiddlepane. The lowerportionof themiddlepane
lists the object types and associated permissions for the role. Select the Administrators
tab in the lower pane to display a list of administrators who currently have this role.

• Create a custom role: Select Create Role in the action bar. Configure settings as follows:

– Enter a name and description.
– Configure console access. Determine which consoles are visible to the administra‑
tors. You canproceedwithout selecting any console. In that case, administratorswith
the role cannot accessManage andMonitor but can access, view, or manage objects
through SDKs and APIs.

– Select the object types and permissions. To grant full access permission to an object
type, select its check box. To grant permission at a granular level, expand the object
type and then select Read Only or individual objects underManagewithin the type.
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• Copya role: Select the role in themiddlepaneand then selectCopyRole in theactionbar.
Change the name, description, object types, and permissions, as needed. When you’re
done, select Save.
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• Edit a custom role: Select the role in the middle pane and then select Edit Role in the
action bar. Change the name, description, object types, and permissions, as needed. You
cannot edit a built‑in role. When you’re done, select Save.

• Delete a custom role: Select the role in the middle pane and then select Delete Role in
the action bar. When prompted, confirm the deletion. You cannot delete a built‑in role.
You cannot delete a custom role if it is assigned to an administrator.

Create andmanage scopes

By default, all roles have the All scope for their relevant objects. For example, a Delivery Group Ad‑
ministrator can manage all Delivery Groups. For some administrator roles, you can create a scope
that allows that administrator role to access a subset of the relevant objects. For example, youmight
want a give a Machine Catalog Administrator access to only catalogs that contain a certain type of
machines, rather than all catalogs.

• Full access administrators or custom access Cloud Administrators can create scopes for the
Read Only Administrator, Machine Catalog Administrator, Delivery Group Administrator, and
Host Administrator roles.

• Scopes cannot be created for Full access administrators, nor can they be created for Cloud Ad‑
ministrators or Help Desk Administrators. Those administrators always have the All scope.

Rules for creating andmanaging scopes:

• Scope names can contain up to 64 Unicode characters. Names cannot include: backslash, for‑
ward slash, semicolon, colon, pound sign, comma, asterisk, question mark, equal sign, left or
right arrow, pipe, left or right bracket, left or right parenthesis, quotation marks, and apostro‑
phe.

• Scope descriptions can contain up to 256 Unicode characters.
• When you copy or edit a scope, keep in mind that removing objects from the scope can make
those objects inaccessible to an administrator. If the edited scope is paired with one or more
roles, ensure that your scope updates do not make any role/scope pair unusable.

To create andmanage scopes:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. SelectMy Services > DaaS in the upper leftmenu.

2. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Administrators in the left pane.

3. Select the Scopes tab.

4. Follow the instructions for the task you want to complete:

• View scope details: Select the scope. The lower portion of the pane lists the objects and
administrators that have that scope.
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• Create a scope: SelectCreate Scope in the action bar. Enter a name and description. The
objects are listed by type, such as delivery group andmachine catalog.

– To include all objects of a particular type (for example, all delivery groups), select the
check box for the object type.

– To include individual objectswithin a type, expand the type and then select the check
boxes for the objects (for example, specific delivery groups).

– To create a tenant customer, select theTenant scope checkbox. If selected, the name
you entered for the scope is the tenant name. Formore information about the tenant
scope, see Tenant management.

When you’re done, selectOK.
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• Copy a scope: Select the scope in the middle pane and then select Copy Scope in the ac‑
tion bar. Change the name, description. Change the object types and objects, as needed.
When you’re done, select Save.

• Edit a scope: Select the scope in themiddle pane and then select Edit Scope in the action
bar. Change the name, description, object types, and objects, as needed. When you’re
done, select Save.

• Delete a scope: Select the scope in the middle pane and then select Delete Scope in the
action bar. When prompted, confirm the deletion.

You cannot delete a scope if it is assigned to a role. If you attempt to do this, an error mes‑
sage indicates that youdonothavepermission. In fact, the error occursbecause the role/s‑
cope pair that uses this scope is assigned to an administrator. First, remove the role/scope
pair assignment for all administrators who use it. Then delete the scope in the Manage
console.

After you create a scope, it appears in the Customaccess list in the Citrix Cloud console. You can then
select it when you assign a role to an administrator.

For example, let’s say you create a scope named CAD, and select the catalogs that contain machines
suitable for CAD applications. When you return to the Citrix Cloud console and select Edit scopes for
a role, the list of available scopes displays the CAD scope you created earlier.

The Cloud Administrator and Help Desk Administrator always have the All scope, so the CAD scope
does not apply to them.

Tenantmanagement

Using the Full Configuration management interface, you can create mutually exclusive tenants un‑
der a single Citrix DaaS. You achieve that by creating tenant scopes in Administrators > Scopes and
associating related configuration objects, such as machine catalogs and delivery groups, with those
tenants. As a result, administrators with access to a tenant can manage only objects that are associ‑
ated with the tenant.

This feature is useful, for example, if your organization:

• Has different business silos (independent divisions or separate IT management teams) or
• Has multiple on‑premises sites and wants to maintain the same setup in a single Citrix DaaS
instance.

The interface lets you filter tenant customers by name. By default, the interface displays information
about all tenant customers. To display information about a specific tenant, select that tenant from
the list in the upper‑right corner.
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Create a tenant customer

To create a tenant customer, select Tenant scopewhen creating a scope. By selecting the option, you
create a unique scope type that applies to objects in scenarios where you share a Citrix DaaS instance
between different business units— each of those business units are independent of the others. After
you create a tenant scope, you cannot change the scope type.

The Scopes tab displays all scope items. The only difference between regular scopes and tenant
scopes is in the Type column. A blank column field indicates a regular scope. You can click the Type
column to sort scope items if needed.

To see the resources (objects) attached to a scope, select Administrators in the left pane. On the
Scopes tab, select the scope and then select Edit Scope in the action bar.

Tip:

The tenantproperty is assignedat a scope level. Machine catalogs, delivery groups, applications,
and connections inherit the tenant property from the applicable scope.

When using a tenant scope, be aware of the following considerations:

• The tenant property is assigned in the following order: Hosting >Machine Catalogs >Delivery
Groups > Applications. Lower‑level objects rely on higher‑level objects to inherit the tenant
property from. For example, when selecting a delivery group, you must select the associated
hosting andmachine catalog. Otherwise, the delivery group cannot inherit the tenant property.

• After creating a tenant scope, you can edit tenant assignments by modifying objects. When a
tenant assignment is changed, it is still subject to the constraint that it must be assigned to
the same tenants or to a subset of those tenants. However, lower‑level objects are not reeval‑
uated when tenant assignments change. Make sure that objects are properly restricted when
you change tenant assignments. For example, if a machine catalog is available for TenantA
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and TenantB, you can create a delivery group for TenantA and one for TenantB. (TenantA
and TenantB are both associated with that machine catalog.) You can then change the ma‑
chine catalog to be associated only with TenantA. As a result, the delivery group associated
with TenantB becomes invalid.

Configure custom access for administrators

After creating tenant scopes, configure custom access for respective administrators. For more infor‑
mation, see Configure custom access for an administrator. Citrix Cloud sends an invitation to those
customer administrators you specified and adds them to the list. When they receive the email, they
click Sign In to accept the invitation. When they log on to the Full Configurationmanagement inter‑
face, they see resources that the assigned role and scope pairs contain.
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Administrators with access to a tenant canmanage only objects (for example, machine catalog, deliv‑
ery group) that are associated with the tenant.

Configure custom access for an administrator

This feature lets you define access permissions of existing administrators or administrators you invite
in a way that aligns with their role in your organization.

Changes you made to access permissions take 5 minutes to take effect. Logging out of the Full Con‑
figurationmanagement interface and logging back onmakes the changes take effect immediately. In
scenarios where administrators still use themanagement interface after the changes take effect with‑
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out reconnecting to it, a warning appears when they attempt to access items to which they no longer
have permissions.

By default, when you invite administrators, they have Full access. Full access allows the administrator
to manage all subscribed services and all Citrix Cloud operations (such as inviting more administra‑
tors). A Citrix Cloud deployment needs at least one administrator with Full access.

You can also grant custom access when you invite an administrator. Custom access allows the admin‑
istrator to manage only the services and operations that you specify.

When you create a role or scope in Citrix DaaS, it appears in the custom access list and can be se‑
lected. When you select a role for an administrator, you can modify the scopes as needed to reflect
the administrator’s role in your organization.

To configure custom access for an administrator:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. Select Identity andAccessManagement >Administrators in the upper
leftmenu.

2. Locate the administrator you want to manage, select the ellipsis menu, and select Edit access.

3. Select Custom access.
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4. Under DaaS, select or clear the check marks next to one or more roles. To modify the scopes
associated with an assigned role, select Edit scopes.
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By default, each selected role has all scopes selected, as noted by the All scopes label.

5. To specify the scopes for a selected role, select Custom Scope and then add or remove the
appropriate scopes. By default, all custom scopes are added to a role. To remove a scope, click
the X icon on the scope.
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Scopes that have been removed and are available to add to the role appear in a list below the
scopes that are already added. To add a scope to the role, select the plus icon for the scope.

6. When you’re finished selecting scopes, select Apply.

7. Select Save to save the selected roles for the administrator.
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Differences from on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops

If you’re familiar with delegated administration in the on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
product, Citrix DaaS version has several differences.

In Citrix Cloud:

• Administrators are identified by their Citrix Cloud login, rather than their Active Directory ac‑
count. You can create role/scope pairs for Active Directory individuals, but not groups.

• Administrators are created, configured, and deleted in the Citrix Cloud console, rather than Cit‑
rix DaaS.

• Role/scope pairs are assigned to administrators in the Citrix Cloud console, rather than Citrix
DaaS.

• Reports are not available. You can view administrator, role, and scope information in the ser‑
vice’sManage > Full Configuration interface.

• The custom access Cloud Administrator is similar to a Full Administrator in the on‑premises ver‑
sion. Both have full management and monitoring permissions for the Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops version being used.

However, in Citrix DaaS, there is no named Full Administrator role. Do not equate “Full access”
in Citrix Cloud with the “Full administrator” in on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.
Full access in Citrix Cloud spans the platform‑level domains, library, notifications, and resource
locations, plus all subscribed services.

Differences from earlier Citrix DaaS releases

Before the release of the expanded custom access feature (September 2018), there were two custom
access administrator roles: Full Administrator and Help Desk Administrator. When your deployment
has delegated administration enabled (which is a platform setting), those roles aremapped automat‑
ically.

• An administrator who was formerly configured as a custom access Virtual Apps and Desktops
(or XenApp and XenDesktop) Service: Full Administrator is now a custom access Cloud Ad‑
ministrator.

• An administrator who was formerly configured as a custom access Virtual Apps and Desktops
(or XenApp andXenDesktop) Service: Help Desk Administrator is now a customaccessHelp
Desk Administrator.

More information

SeeDelegatedadministrationandmonitoring for informationabout administrators, roles, and scopes
used in the service’sMonitor console.
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Home page for the Full Configuration interface

February 24, 2023

Provides an overview of your Citrix DaaS deployment and workloads along with information that
helps you get the most from your subscription. The page comprises the following parts:

• Service overview
• Recommendations
• What’s new
• Preview features
• Get started

To access the home page, follow these steps:

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud.
2. In the DaaS tile, clickManage.
3. SelectManage > Full Configuration. The home page appears.

Service overview

Provides an overview of your Citrix DaaS deployment and workloads:

• Resources. Shows the numbers of deployed resources and their counts by category.

Resource To view counts by category

Machines ClickMachines, select a state, and then hover
over the donut chart for details. Available
options: Availability state (Available, In use,
Off, and Unavailable), Registration state
(Registered and Unregistered), and
Maintenance state (In maintenance and Not in
maintenance). When viewing machine counts
by availability state, you can click a state to
view the corresponding machine details.

Applications Click Applications and hover over the donut
chart for details.

Delivery Groups Click Delivery Groups and hover over the
donut chart for details.

Machine Catalogs ClickMachine Catalogs and hover over the
donut chart for details.
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• Sessions launched in last 7 days. Shows the number of desktop and app sessions launched
each day for the last seven days. To drill down for more details, click Go to Monitor.

Recommendations

Recommends features thatareavailablewithyour subscription, suchasWorkspaceEnvironmentMan‑
agementandAutoscale. Toengagewithus, likeordislikea recommendationand leaveyour feedback.

Note:

If you dislike a recommendation, the recommendation disappears. If you dislike all recommen‑
dations or the recommendation widget, the recommendation widget disappears.

What’s new

Shows a select list of the latest Citrix DaaS features that are most valuable to your business. Using
those features helps you get themost from your subscription. For a complete list of new features, see
What’s new.

Preview features

Shows features that are currently in preview. As a Citrix Cloud administrator with full access, you can
turn preview features on or off without contacting Citrix. You might need to refresh your browser
window to reflect the changes.

Preview features are recommended for use in non‑production environments. Issues found with pre‑
view features are not supported by Citrix Technical Support.

Get started

Shows steps that guide you through the initial setup of apps and desktops. Click a step to see the
video demo.

Setup steps are as follows:

1. Create resource locations

Resource locations refer to locations that contain applications and desktops that you want to
deliver to your users. This step lets you add your resource locations to DaaS and install Cloud
Connectors in them. CloudConnectors serve as channels that authenticate andencrypt all com‑
munication between Citrix Cloud and your resources.

2. Create a host connection
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Hosts are hypervisors or cloud services that are in use in your resource locations. This step lets
you specify information that DaaS uses to communicate with VMs on a host. Detailed informa‑
tion includes the resource location, host type, access credentials, storage method to use, and
which networks the VMs on the host can use.

3. Prepare a master image

Amaster image includes theoperating system, all requiredapplications, and theVirtualDelivery
Agent (VDA). VDAs establish andmaintain connections between VMs and user devices.

4. Create a machine catalog

Amachine catalog is a collection of identical single‑ or multi‑session OS VMs that you assign to
users. This step lets you create a machine catalog by specifying the provisioning technology,
master image, and VM size.

5. Assign users

A delivery group is a collection of machines selected from one or more machine catalogs. This
step lets you create delivery groups to specify which teams, departments, or types of users can
use which machines.

6. Configure Workspace

In Workspace Configuration, enable DaaS within Service Integrations. Your users can then
access their apps and desktops using Citrix Workspace.

Licenses

March 23, 2022

This article covers tasks and resources for Microsoft licenses and Citrix licenses.

Configure a Microsoft RDS License Server for Windows Server workloads

This information applies when you are delivering Windows Server workloads.

This service accesses Windows Server remote session capabilities when delivering a Windows Server
workload, such as Windows 2019. This typically requires a Remote Desktop Services client access
license (RDS CAL). The VDAmust be able to contact an RDS license server to request RDS CALs.

Install and activate the license server. Formore information, see theMicrosoft document Activate the
Remote Desktop Services License Server. For proof of concept environments, you can use the grace
period provided by Microsoft.
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With this method, you can have this service apply the license server settings. You can configure the
license server and per user mode in the RDS console on the image. You can also configure the license
server using Microsoft Group Policy settings. For more information, see the Microsoft document Li‑
cense your RDS deployment with client access licenses (CALs).

To configure the RDS license server using Microsoft Group Policy settings:

1. Install a Remote Desktop Services License Server on an available VM. The VM must always be
available. The Citrix service workloads must be able to reach this license server.

2. Specify the license server address and per‑user licensemode using Microsoft Group Policy. For
details, see theMicrosoft document Specify the Remote Desktop LicensingModel for an RD Ses‑
sion Host Server.

Windows 10 workloads require appropriate Windows 10 license activation. We recommend that you
follow Microsoft documentation to activate Windows 10 workloads.

Citrix license usage

For information about Citrix license usage, see:

• Monitor license and active usage for cloud services

• Monitor license and active usage for Citrix DaaS

Multi‑type licensing

November 3, 2022

Multi‑type licensing supports consumption of different license entitlements in a single Citrix DaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) deployment. This article applies to you if you have
more than one Citrix license entitlement. A Citrix entitlement is a combination of the following:

• Product, which in the current context of DaaS is always Citrix DaaS
• Service edition (for example: Advanced, Advanced Plus, Premium, or Premium Plus)
• License model (for example: User/Device or Concurrent)

Rules for mixing entitlements

The rules for mixing the service editions are the following:

• Only mixing of DaaS Advanced and Advanced Plus is allowed
• Only mixing of DaaS Premium and Premium Plus is allowed
• DaaS Standard can’t be mixed with any other editions

You canmix the licenses models when the preceding service edition rules are followed.
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Entitlement at site and delivery group level

You can configure and use License entitlements at the following two levels:

• Site (your deployment of Citrix DaaS product)
• Delivery group

If you have not yet configured site or delivery group entitlements, be aware of the following default
behavior:

• If you have more than one entitlement, the most capable of the available entitlements is se‑
lected as site‑wide entitlement provided they were ordered at the same time. Else the first one
that came up becomes the site‑wide default unless explicitly changed later.

• The site entitlement is used unless a delivery group entitlement is configured.

Note:

Configuring entitlements for a site or delivery group affects how license consumption is counted
in the license usage displays in Citrix Cloud.

View and update the site‑level entitlement

To specify which license entitlement to use site wide, navigate to Full Configuration > Settings >
Assign license and click Edit. The Assign License blade appears. For information on how to get to
Full Configuration page, see the Citrix DaaS documentation.

In theAssign Licenseblade, select a license that youwant the site to use. The selected license applies
to all delivery groups on the site, except those sites configured with a different license.

Possible licenses available for you to select are as follows:
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• Citrix DaaS Premium – Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Premium – Concurrent
• Citrix DaaS Premium for Google Cloud ‑ Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Premium for Google Cloud – Concurrent
• Citrix DaaS Advanced – Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Advanced – Concurrent
• Citrix DaaS Advanced Plus – Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Advanced Plus – Concurrent
• Citrix DaaS Standard for Azure ‑ Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Standard for Azure – Concurrent
• Citrix DaaS Standard for Google Cloud ‑ Per User/Device
• Citrix DaaS Standard for Google Cloud – Concurrent

If you have an expired license, contact your Citrix sales representative to renew it or to purchase new
licenses.

View and update a delivery group level entitlement

You can specify which license you want a delivery group to use when creating or editing a delivery
group. On the License Assignment page, select an option.
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Options:

• Use the site license. A site license applies to all delivery groups except for sites configured
with a different license. The license that appears under this option is the site license in use. To
configure the site license, click the gear icon in the upper right corner of the console and select
License Assignment.

• Use a different license. This option lets you configure this delivery group to use a license dif‑
ferent from the site license. Remember that a license entitlement is a combination of product
code, edition, and license model. The delivery group must use the same license edition (Stan‑
dard, Premium, or Advanced) as the site. If configured, the delivery group consumes only the
selected license. Though the selected license is fully consumed or has become invalid, the de‑
livery group doesn’t fall back to the site license.

By default, the delivery group uses the site license.

When a delivery group license expires and is no longer valid, use a different license.

Note:

If you later configure a delivery group to use a different license, connected users consuming the
current license might temporarily lose access to their desktops and applications.

An example for mixing of entitlements

For example, consider that Customer A has initially purchased the Advanced edition and later bought
the Advanced Plus edition. In this case, Customer A still has site‑wide license of Advanced edition
only. Citrix does not modify the setting that is initially set at the site level by the Customer A. It is the
responsibility of Customer A to modify the license edition to Advanced Plus at the site level.

Similarly, Customer A can update the license edition to Advanced Plus in the delivery group also. If
this setting isn’t configured, the delivery group inherits the license edition set at the site level.

Customer A’s administrator can update the license edition using the following ways:

• Update site level license edition ‑ Use the Full configuration option. Formore information, see
the Manage delivery groups section in the Citrix DaaS documentation.

• Update delivery group license edition ‑Use thePowerShell SDKs or Citrix Studio. Formore infor‑
mation on how to update a delivery group using Citrix Studio, see the Manage delivery groups
section in the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops documentation

Update delivery group using PowerShell command

The PowerShell command to update the delivery group is the following:

1 Set-BrokerDesktopGroup -Name <DGName> -ProductCode <Name of the product
code> -LicenseModel <The type of license model>
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2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Update the preceding command, based on your details.

For example, see the following:

• Set-BrokerDesktopGroup -Name DG1 -ProductCode VADS -LicenseModel
CONCURRENT

• Set-BrokerDesktopGroup -Name DG1 -ProductCode $null -LicenseModel $null
(Set the delivery group level configuration to the configuration set at the site level)

• Set-BrokerSite -CloudSiteLicense VADS:ADVANCED:USERDEVICE

Consider that the license model and product code are not set at the delivery group level. In this sce‑
nario, these two properties set at the site level are used for the delivery group.

For more information on the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK, see SDKs and API documentation.

More information

• Licenses
• Create delivery groups
• Manage delivery groups

Load balancemachines

November 30, 2022

Note:

This featureapplies toall your catalogs—single‑sessionOSormulti‑sessionOScatalogs. Vertical
load balancing applies only to multi‑session OSmachines.

This feature lets you control how to load balance machines. You have two options: vertical and hori‑
zontal. By default, horizontal load balancing is enabled.

• Vertical loadbalancing. Assignsan incominguser session to themost loadedmachine thathas
not yet reached the maximum load. This saturates existing machines before moving on to new
machines. Users disconnecting from existing machines frees up capacity on those machines.
Incoming loads are then assigned to thosemachines. Vertical load balancing degrades the user
experience but reduces costs (sessions maximize powered‑onmachine capacity).

Example: You have two machines configured for 10 sessions each. The first machine handles
the first 10 concurrent sessions. The secondmachine handles the eleventh session.
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Tip:

To specify the maximum number of sessions a machine can host, use the Maximum num‑
ber of sessions policy setting.

Alternatively, you can use PowerShell to enable or disable vertical load balancing site‑wide.
Use the UseVerticalScalingForRdsLaunches setting in the Set-BrokerSite cmdlet.
Use Get-BrokerSite to display the value of the UseVerticalScalingForRdsLaunches
setting. See the cmdlet help for details.

• Horizontal load balancing. Assigns an incoming user session to the least‑loaded, powered‑
on machine available. Horizontal load balancing improves the user experience but increases
costs (because more machines are kept powered on). By default, horizontal load balancing is
enabled.

Example: You have two machines configured for 10 sessions each. The first machine handles
five concurrent sessions. The secondmachine also handles five.

To configure this feature, fromManage > Full Configuration, select Settings in the left pane. Select
an option under Load balancemulti‑session catalogs.

Local Host Cache

April 13, 2023

Local Host Cache enables connection brokering operations in a Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops service) deployment to continue when a Cloud Connector cannot communicate
with Citrix Cloud. Local Host Cache engages when the network connection is lost for 60 seconds.

With Local Host Cache, users who are connected when an outage occurs can continue working unin‑
terrupted. Reconnections and new connections experience minimal connection delays.

Important:

Local Host Cache requires a customer‑deployed on‑premises StoreFront as part of the deploy‑
ment. You must add all Cloud Connectors that have (or can have) VDAs registered with them to
the StoreFront as Delivery Controllers. A Cloud Connector that is not added to the StoreFront
cannot transition to outage mode, which might result in user launch failures.

For deployments with no on‑premises StoreFront, use the service continuity Citrix Workspace
platform feature to allow users to connect to resources during outages. For more information,
see Service continuity.
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Data content

Local Host Cache includes the following information, which is a subset of the information in themain
database:

• Identities of users and groups who are assigned rights to resources published from the site.
• Identities of userswhoare currently using, orwhohave recently used, published resources from
the site.

• Identities of VDAmachines (including Remote PC Access machines) configured in the site.
• Identities (namesand IPaddresses) of client CitrixWorkspaceappmachinesbeingactively used
to connect to published resources.

It also contains information for currently active connections that were established while the main
database was unavailable:

• Results of any client machine endpoint analysis performed by Citrix Workspace app.
• Identities of infrastructure machines (such as Citrix Gateway and StoreFront servers) involved
with the site.

• Dates, times, and types of recent activity by users.

How it works

View how Local Host Cache interacts with Citrix Cloud.

This is an embedded video. Click the link to watch the video
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During normal operations

• The Brokering Principal (also known as the Citrix Remote Broker Provider Service) on a Cloud
Connector accepts connection requests from StoreFront. The Brokering Principal communi‑
cateswith Citrix Cloud to connect userswith VDAs that are registeredwith the Cloud Connector.

• The Citrix Config Synchronizer Service (CSS) checks with the broker in Citrix Cloud approxi‑
mately every minute to see if any configuration changes were made. Those changes can be
administrator‑initiated (such as changing a delivery group property) or system actions (such
as machine assignments).

• If a configuration change occurred since the previous check, the CSS synchronizes (copies) in‑
formation to a secondary broker on the Cloud Connector. (The secondary broker is also known
as the High Availability Service, or HA broker, as shown in the preceding figure.)

All configuration data is copied, not just items that changed since the previous check. The CSS
imports the configuration data into a Microsoft SQL Server Express LocalDB database on the
Cloud Connector. This database is referred to as the Local Host Cache database. The CSS en‑
sures that the information in the Local Host Cache databasematches the information in the site
database in Citrix Cloud. The Local Host Cache database is re‑created each time synchroniza‑
tion occurs.

Microsoft SQL Server Express LocalDB (used by the Local Host Cache database) is installed auto‑
maticallywhen you install a Cloud Connector. The Local Host Cache database cannot be shared
across Cloud Connectors. You do not need to back up the Local Host Cache database. It is recre‑
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ated every time a configuration change is detected.

• If no changes occurred since the last check, the configuration data is not copied.

During an outage

When an outage begins:

• The secondary broker starts listening for and processing connection requests.
• When the outage begins, the secondary broker does not have current VDA registration data, but
when a VDA communicates with it, a registration process is triggered. During that process, the
secondary broker also gets current session information about that VDA.

• While the secondary broker is handling connections, the Brokering Principal continues tomon‑
itor the connection to Citrix Cloud. When the connection is restored, the Brokering Principal
instructs the secondary broker to stop listening for connection information, and the Brokering
Principal resumes brokering operations. The next time a VDA communicates with the Broker‑
ing Principal, a registration process is triggered. The secondary broker removes any remaining
VDA registrations from the previous outage. The CSS resumes synchronizing information when
it learns that configuration changes have occurred in Citrix Cloud.

In the unlikely event that an outage begins during a synchronization, the current import is discarded
and the last known configuration is used.

The event log indicates when synchronizations and outages occur.

There is no time limit imposed for operating in outage mode.
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You can also intentionally trigger an outage. See Force an outage for details about why and how to do
this.

Resource locations withmultiple Cloud Connectors

Among its other tasks, the CSS routinely provides the secondary broker with information about all
Cloud Connectors in the resource location. Having that information, each secondary broker knows
about all peer secondary brokers running on other Cloud Connectors in the resource location.

The secondary brokers communicate with each other on a separate channel. Those brokers use an
alphabetical list of FQDN names of the machines they’re running on to determine (elect) which sec‑
ondary broker will broker operations in the zone if an outage occurs. During the outage, all VDAs re‑
register with the elected secondary broker. The non‑elected secondary brokers in the zone actively
reject incoming connection and VDA registration requests.

If anelected secondarybroker fails duringanoutage, another secondarybroker is elected to takeover,
and VDAs register with the newly elected secondary broker.

During an outage, if a Cloud Connector is restarted:

• If that Cloud Connector is not the elected broker, the restart has no impact.
• If that Cloud Connector is the elected broker, a different Cloud Connector is elected, causing
VDAs to register. After the restarted Cloud Connector powers on, it automatically takes over
brokering, which causes VDAs to register again. In this scenario, performance can be affected
during the registrations.

The event log provides information about elections.

What is unavailable during an outage, and other differences

There is no time limit imposed for operating in outage mode. However, if the outage is due to loss of
Citrix Cloud connectivity from their resource location, Citrix recommends restoring connectivity from
the resource location as quickly as possible.

During an outage:

• You cannot use theManage interfaces.

• You have limited access to the Remote PowerShell SDK.

– Youmust first:

* Add a registry key EnableCssTestMode with a value of 1: New-ItemProperty -
Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Citrix\DesktopServer\LHC -Name EnableCssTestMode
-PropertyType DWORD -Value 1

* Set the SDK auth to OnPrem so that the SDK proxy does not try to redirect the cmdlet
calls: $XDSDKAuth="OnPrem"
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* Use port 89: Get-BrokerMachine -AdminAddress localhost:89 | Select
MachineName, ContollerDNSName, DesktopGroupName, RegistrationState

– After running those commands, you can access:

* All Get-Broker* cmdlets.

* The power management cmdlets New-BrokerHostingPowerAction, Set-
BrokerHostingPowerAction, and Remove-BrokerHostingPowerAction.

• Monitoring data is not sent to Citrix Cloud during an outage. So, theMonitor functions do not
show activity from an outage interval.

• Hypervisor credentials cannot be obtained from the Host Service. All machines are in the un‑
known power state, and no power operations can be issued. However, VMs on the host that are
powered‑on can be used for connection requests.

• An assigned machine can be used only if the assignment occurred during normal operations.
New assignments cannot be made during an outage.

• Automatic enrollment and configuration of Remote PC Access machines is not possible. How‑
ever, machines that were enrolled and configured during normal operation are usable.

• Server‑hosted applications and desktop users might use more sessions than their configured
session limits, if the resources are in different zones.

• Users can launch applications and desktops only from registered VDAs in the zone containing
the currently active/elected broker. Launches across zones (from a broker in one zone to a VDA
in a different zone) are not supported during an outage.

• If a site database outage occurs before a scheduled restart begins for VDAs in a delivery group,
the restarts begin when the outage ends. This scenario can have unintended results. For more
information, see Scheduled restarts delayed due to database outage.

• Zonepreference cannot be configured. If configured, preferences are not considered for session
launch.

• Tag restrictions where tags are used to designate resource locations are not supported for ses‑
sion launches. When such tag restrictions are configured, and a StoreFront store’s advanced
health check option is enabled, sessions might intermittently fail to launch.

StoreFront requirement

Local Host Cache requires a customer‑deployed on‑premises StoreFront as part of the deployment.
Youmustaddall CloudConnectors thathave (or canhave)VDAs registeredwith themto theStoreFront
as Delivery Controllers. A Cloud Connector that is not added to the StoreFront cannot transition to
outage mode, which might result in user launch failures.
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Resource availability

You can ensure the availability of resources (apps and desktops) during an outage in two ways:

• Publish the resources in every resource location in your deployment.

• Publish the resources to at least one resource location. Then use the following procedure to
enable the advanced health check feature in each StoreFront store.

1. Upgrade the StoreFront installation in each resource location to minimum version 1912
CU4. For guidance, see the StoreFront documentation.

2. For each StoreFront store, enable the advanced health check option. In the store’s web.
config file, under farmsets, add advancedHealthCheck="on".

Option example:

3. After you update the file, manually restart IIS. Repeat the web.config file update and IIS
restart for other stores.

Application and desktop support

Local Host Cacheworks onlywith customer‑deployed StoreFront. It isn’t supported for usewith Citrix
Workspace.

Local Host Cache supports server‑hosted applications and desktops, and static (assigned) desktops.

Local Host Cache supports desktop (single‑session) VDAs in pooled delivery groups, as follows.

• By default, power‑managed desktop VDAs in pooled delivery groups (created by MCS or Citrix
Provisioning) that have the ShutdownDesktopsAfterUse property enabled are placed into
maintenance mode when an outage occurs. You can change this default, to allow those desk‑
tops to be used during an outage.

However, you cannot necessarily rely on the power management during the outage. (Power
management resumes after normal operations resume.) Also, those desktops might contain
data from the previous user, because they have not been restarted.

• To override the default behavior, it must be enabled site‑wide and for each affected delivery
group, using PowerShell commands.
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For site‑wide, run the following command:

Set-BrokerSite -ReuseMachinesWithoutShutdownInOutageAllowed $true

By default, all delivery groups are not enabled for this feature. There are two options to enable
it at the delivery group level:

– Enable for selected delivery groups: For each affected delivery group, run the following
command.

Set-BrokerDesktopGroup -Name "name"-ReuseMachinesWithoutShutdownInOutage
$true

– Enable for all delivery groups: To enable the delivery group level setting by default, run
the following command. This setting applies to all newly created delivery groups (that is,
all delivery groups you create after enabling the setting).

Set-BrokerSite -DefaultReuseMachinesWithoutShutdownInOutage $true

To enable this for existing delivery groups, run the command noted previously (Set-
BrokerDesktopGroup -Name "name"-ReuseMachinesWithoutShutdownInOutage
$true).

Enabling this feature in the site and the delivery groups does not affect how the configured
ShutdownDesktopsAfterUse property works during normal operations.

Differences from XenApp 6.x releases

Although this Local Host Cache implementation shares the name of the Local Host Cache feature in
XenApp 6.x and earlier XenApp releases, this Local Host Cache is an entirely different implementation
technically. This implementation has significant improvements, is more robust, is more immune to
corruption, and requires less maintenance.

Manage Local Host Cache

View how to configure Local Host Cache.

This is an embedded video. Click the link to watch the video

In Citrix DaaS deployment, Local Host Cache is always enabled. You don’t have to do anything else to
configure or manage it.

As noted previously, the Microsoft SQL Server Express LocalDB database is installed automatically
when you install a Cloud Connector in a resource location. Do not attempt to disable or remove it.
Citrix updates theCloudConnector regularly. If youdisable or remove theSQLServer Express LocalDB
software manually, the next Cloud Connector update replaces it.
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Verify that Local Host Cache is working

View how to verify that Local Host Cache is configured correctly.

This is an embedded video. Click the link to watch the video

To verify that Local Host Cache is set up and working correctly:

• Verify that the resource location contains a local StoreFront that points to all the Cloud Connec‑
tors in that resource location.

• Ensure that synchronization imports complete successfully. Check the event logs.
• Ensure that the Local Host Cachedatabasewas createdon eachCloudConnector. This confirms
that the High Availability Service can take over, if needed.

– On the Cloud Connector server, browse to c:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\
NetworkService.

– Verify that HaDatabaseName.mdf and HaDatabaseName_log.ldf are created.
• Forceanoutageonall CloudConnectors in the resource location. After you’ve verified that Local
Host Cache works, remember to place all the Cloud Connectors back into normal mode. This
can take approximately 15 minutes.

Event logs

Event logs indicate when synchronizations and outages occur. In event viewer logs, outage mode is
referred to as HAmode.

Config Synchronizer Service

During normal operations, the following events can occur when the CSS imports the configuration
data into the Local Host Cache database using the Local Host Cache broker.

• 503: The Citrix Config Sync Service received an updated configuration. This event occurs each
time an updated configuration is received fromCitrix Cloud. It indicates the start of the synchro‑
nization process.

• 504: The Citrix Config Sync Service imported an updated configuration. The configuration im‑
port completed successfully.

• 505: The Citrix Config Sync Service failed an import. The configuration import did not complete
successfully. If a previous successful configuration is available, it is used if an outage occurs.
However, it will be out‑of‑date from the current configuration. If there is no previous configu‑
ration available, the service cannot participate in session brokering during an outage. In this
case, see the Troubleshoot section, and contact Citrix Support.

• 507: The Citrix Config Sync Service abandoned an import because the system is in outagemode
and the LocalHost Cachebroker is beingused for brokering. The service receivedanewconfigu‑
ration, but the import was abandoned because an outage occurred. This is expected behavior.
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• 510: No Configuration Service configuration data received from primary Configuration Service.
• 517: There was a problem communicating with the primary Broker.
• 518: Config Sync script aborted because the secondary Broker (High Availability Service) is not
running.

High Availability Service

This service is also known as the Local Host Cache broker.

• 3502: An outage occurred and the Local Host Cache broker is performing broker operations.
• 3503: An outage was resolved and normal operations have resumed.
• 3504: Indicates which Local Host Cache broker is elected, plus other Local Host Cache brokers
involved in the election.

Force an outage

Youmight want to deliberately force an outage.

• If your network is going up anddown repeatedly. Forcing an outage until the network issues are
resolved prevents continuous transition between normal and outagemodes (and the resulting
frequent VDA registration storms).

• To test a disaster recovery plan.
• To help ensure that Local Host Cache is working correctly.

Although a Cloud Connector can be updated during a forced outage, unforeseen issues can occur. We
recommend you set a schedule for Cloud Connector updates that avoids forced outage mode inter‑
vals.

To force an outage, edit the registry of each Cloud Connector server. In HKLM\Software\Citrix\
DesktopServer\LHC, create and set OutageModeForced as REG_DWORD to 1. This setting instructs
the Local Host Cache broker to enter outage mode, regardless of the state of the connection to Citrix
Cloud. Setting the value to 0 takes the Local Host Cache broker out of outage mode.

To verify events, monitor the Current_HighAvailabilityService log file in C:\ProgramData\
Citrix\workspaceCloud\Logs\Plugins\HighAvailabilityService.

Troubleshoot

Several troubleshooting tools are available when a synchronization import to the Local Host Cache
database fails and a 505 event is posted.

CDF tracing: Contains options for the ConfigSyncServer and BrokerLHC modules. Those options,
along with other broker modules, can identify the problem.
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Report: If a synchronization import fails, you can generate a report. This report stops at the object
causing the error. This report feature affects synchronization speed, so Citrix recommends disabling
it when not in use.

To enable and produce a CSS trace report, enter the following command:

New-ItemProperty -Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Citrix\DesktopServer\LHC -Name
EnableCssTraceMode -PropertyType DWORD -Value 1

The HTML report is posted at: C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\
Local\Temp\CitrixBrokerConfigSyncReport.html

After the report is generated, enter the following command to disable the reporting feature:

Set-ItemProperty -Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Citrix\DesktopServer\LHC -Name
EnableCssTraceMode -Value 0

More information

See Scale and size considerations for Local Host Cache for information about:

• Testing methodologies and results
• RAM size considerations
• CPU core and socket configuration considerations
• Storage considerations

Manage security keys

March 20, 2023

Note:

• Youmust use this feature in combination with StoreFront 1912 LTSR CU2 or later.

• The Secure XML feature is supported only on Citrix ADC and Citrix Gateway release 12.1 and
later.

This feature lets you allow only approved StoreFront and Citrix Gateway machines to communicate
with Citrix Delivery Controllers. After you enable this feature, any requests that do not contain the key
are blocked. Use this feature to add an extra layer of security to protect against attacks originating
from the internal network.

A general workflow to use this feature is as follows:

1. Display security key settings in the Full Configuration interface. (Use the Remote PowerShell
SDK)
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2. Configure settings for your deployment. (Use the Full Configuration interface or Remote Power‑
Shell SDK).

3. Configure settings in StoreFront. (Use PowerShell).

4. Configure settings in Citrix ADC.

Display security key settings in the Full Configuration interface

By default, settings for security keys are hidden from the Full Configuration interface. To display them
in that interface, use theRemotePowerShell SDK. Formore informationabout theRemotePowerShell
SDK, see SDKs and APIs.

Detailed steps are as follows:

1. Run the Remote PowerShell SDK.
2. In a command window, run the following commands:

• Add-PSSnapIn Citrix*. This command adds the Citrix snap‑ins.
• Set-ConfigSiteMetadata -Name "Citrix_DesktopStudio_SecurityKeyManagementEnabled
"-Value "True"

Configure settings for your deployment

You can configure settings for your deployment by using Full Configuration or PowerShell.

Use the Full Configuration interface

After enabling the feature, navigate to Full Configuration > Settings > Manage security key and
click Edit. TheManage Security Key blade appears. Click Save to apply your changes and to exit the
blade.
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Important:

• There are two keys available for use. You can use the same key or different keys for commu‑
nications over the XML and STA ports. We recommend that you use only one key at a time.
The unused key is used only for key rotation.

• Do not click the refresh icon to update the key already in use. If you do, service interruption
will occur.

Click the refresh icon to generate new keys.

Require key for communications over XML port (StoreFront only). If selected, require a key to
authenticate communications over the XML port. StoreFront communicates with Citrix Cloud over
this port. For information about changing the XML port, see Knowledge Center article CTX127945.

Require key for communications over STA port. If selected, require a key to authenticate commu‑
nications over the STA port. Citrix Gateway and StoreFront communicate with Citrix Cloud over this
port. For information about changing the STA port, see Knowledge Center article CTX101988.

After applying your changes, click Close to exit theManage Security Key blade.

Use the Remote PowerShell SDK

The following are PowerShell steps equivalent to the operations performed in the Full Configuration
interface.

1. Run the Remote PowerShell SDK.

2. In a command window, run the following command:
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• Add-PSSnapIn Citrix*

3. Run the following commands to generate a key and set up Key1:

• New-BrokerXmlServiceKey
• Set-BrokerSite -XmlServiceKey1 <the key you generated>

4. Run the following commands to generate a key and set up Key2:

• New-BrokerXmlServiceKey
• Set-BrokerSite -XmlServiceKey2 <the key you generated>

5. Run one or both of the following commands to enable the use of a key in authenticating com‑
munications:

• To authenticate communications over the XML port:
– Set-BrokerSite -RequireXmlServiceKeyForNFuse $true

• To authenticate communications over the STA port:
– Set-BrokerSite -RequireXmlServiceKeyForSta $true

See the PowerShell command help for guidance and syntax.

Configure settings in StoreFront

After completing the settings for your deployment, you need to configure relevant settings in Store‑
Front by using PowerShell.

On the StoreFront server, run the following PowerShell commands:

• To configure the key for communications over the XML port, use the Get-STFStoreServie
and Set-STFStoreService commands. For example:

– PS C:\> Set-STFStoreFarm $farm -Farmtype XenDesktop -Port 80 -
TransportType HTTP -Servers <domain name1, domain name2> -XMLValidationEnabled
$true -XMLValidationSecret <the key you generated in Studio>

• Toconfigure thekey for communicationsover theSTAport, use theNew-STFSecureTicketAuthority
command. For example:
– PS C:\> $sta = New-STFSecureTicketAuthority –StaUrl <STA URL>
-StaValidationEnabled $true -StavalidationSecret <the key you
generated in Studio>

See the PowerShell command help for guidance and syntax.

Configure settings in Citrix ADC
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Note:

Configuring this feature in Citrix ADC is not required unless you use Citrix ADC as your gateway.
If you use Citrix ADC, follow the steps below.

1. Ensure that the following prerequisite configuration is already in place:

• The following Citrix ADC related IP addresses are configured.

– Citrix ADC Management IP (NSIP) address for accessing the Citrix ADC console. For
details, see Configuring the NSIP address.

– Subnet IP (SNIP) address for enabling communication between the Citrix ADC appli‑
ance and the back‑end servers. For details, see Configuring Subnet IP Addresses.

– Citrix Gateway virtual IP address and load balancer virtual IP address to log in to the
ADC appliance for session launch. For details, see Create a virtual server.
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• The required modes and features in the Citrix ADC appliance are enabled.

– Toenable themodes, in theCitrix ADCGUI navigate toSystem>Settings>Configure
Mode.

– To enable the features, in the Citrix ADC GUI navigate to System > Settings > Config‑
ure Basic Features.

• Certificates related configurations are complete.

– The Certificate Signing Request (CSR) is created. For details, see Create a certificate.
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– The server and CA certificates and root certificates are installed. For details, see In‑
stall, link, and updates.
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– A Citrix Gateway has been created for Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops service). Test the connectivity by clicking the Test STA Connectivity but‑
ton to confirm that the virtual servers are online. For details, see Setting up Citrix ADC
for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.
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2. Add a rewrite action. For details, see Configuring a Rewrite Action.

a) Navigate to AppExpert > Rewrite > Actions.
b) Click Add to add a new rewrite action. You can name the action as “set Type to

INSERT_HTTP_HEADER”.

a) In Type, select INSERT_HTTP_HEADER.
b) InHeader Name, enter X‑Citrix‑XmlServiceKey.
c) In Expression, add <XmlServiceKey1 value> with the quotes. You can copy the

XmlServiceKey1 value from your Desktop Delivery Controller configuration.
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3. Add a rewrite policy. For details, see Configuring a Rewrite Policy.

a) Navigate to AppExpert > Rewrite > Policies.

b) Click Add to add a new policy.
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a) In Action, select the action created in the earlier step.
b) In Expression, add HTTP.REQ.IS_VALID.
c) ClickOK.

4. Set up load balancing. You must configure one load balancing virtual server per STA server. If
not the sessions fail to launch.

For details, see Set up basic load balancing.

a) Create a load balancing virtual server.

• Navigate to Traffic Management > Load Balancing > Servers.
• In Virtual Servers page, click Add.

• In Protocol, selectHTTP.
• Add the load balancing virtual IP address and in Port select 80.
• ClickOK.

b) Create a load balancing service.

• Navigate to Traffic Management > Load Balancing > Services.
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• In Existing Server, select the virtual server created in the previous step.
• In Protocol, selectHTTP and in Port select 80.
• ClickOK, and then click Done.

c) Bind the service to the virtual server.

• Select the virtual server created earlier and click Edit.
• In Services and Service Groups, click No Load Balancing Virtual Server Service
Binding.
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• In Service Binding, select Citrix DaaS created earlier.
• Click Bind.

d) Bind the rewrite policy created earlier to the virtual server.

• Select the virtual server created earlier and click Edit.
• In Advanced Settings, click Policies, and then in Policies section click +.
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• In Choose Policy, select Rewrite and in Choose Type, select Request.
• Click Continue.
• In Select Policy, select the rewrite policy created earlier.
• Click Bind.
• Click Done.

e) Set up persistence for the virtual server, if necessary.

• Select the virtual server created earlier and click Edit.
• In Advanced Settings, click Persistence.

• Select persistence type asOthers.
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• Select DESTIP to create persistence sessions based on the IP address of the service
selected by the virtual server (the destination IP address)

• In IPv4 Netmask, add network mask same as that of the DDC.
• ClickOK.

f) Repeat these steps for the other virtual server as well.

Configuration changes if the Citrix ADC appliance is already configured with Citrix DaaS

If you have already configured the Citrix ADC appliance with Citrix DaaS, then to use the Secure XML
feature, youmust make the following configuration changes.

• Before the session launch, change theSecurity Ticket AuthorityURLof the gateway to use the
FQDNs of the load balancing virtual servers.

• Ensure that the TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort parameter is set to False.
By default, TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort parameter is set to False.
However, if the customer has already configured the Citrix ADC for Citrix DaaS, then the
TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort is set to True.

1. In the Citrix ADC GUI, navigate to Configuration > Integrate with Citrix Products and click
XenApp and XenDesktop.

2. Select the gateway instance and click the edit icon.

3. In the StoreFront pane, click the edit icon.
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4. Add the Secure Ticket Authority URL.

• If the Secure XML feature is enabled, then the STA URLmust be the URL of the load balanc‑
ing service.

• If the Secure XML feature is disabled, then the STA URL must be the URL of STA (DDC’s
address) and the TrustRequestsSentToTheXmlServicePort parameter on the DDCmust be
set to True.
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Sessions

April 13, 2023

Maintaining session activity is critical to providing the best user experience. Losing connectivity due
to unreliable networks, highly variable network latency, and range limitations of wireless devices can
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lead to user frustration. Being able tomove quickly betweenworkstations and access the same set of
applications each time they log on is a priority for many mobile workers such as healthcare workers
in a hospital.

The features described in this article optimize the reliability of sessions, reduce inconvenience, down‑
time, and loss of productivity; using these features,mobile users can roamquickly andeasily between
devices.

You can also log a user off of a session, disconnect a session, and configure session prelaunch and
linger; see Manage Delivery Groups.

Session reliability

Session Reliability keeps sessions active and on the user’s screen when network connectivity is inter‑
rupted. Users continue to see the application that they are using until network connectivity resumes.

This feature is especially useful for mobile users with wireless connections. For example, a user with
a wireless connection enters a railroad tunnel and momentarily loses connectivity. Ordinarily, the
session is disconnected and disappears from the user’s screen, and the user has to reconnect to the
disconnected session. WithSessionReliability, the session remainsactiveon themachine. To indicate
that connectivity is lost, the user’s display freezes and the cursor changes to a spinning hourglass
until connectivity resumes on the other side of the tunnel. The user continues to access the display
during the interruptionandcan resume interactingwith theapplicationwhen thenetwork connection
is restored. Session Reliability reconnects users without reauthentication prompts.

Citrix Workspace app users cannot override the Controller setting.

You can use Session Reliability with Transport Layer Security (TLS). TLS encrypts only the data sent
between the user device and Citrix Gateway.

Enable and configure Session Reliability with the following policy settings:

• The Session reliability connections policy setting allows or prevents session reliability.
• The Session reliability timeout policy setting has a default of 180 seconds, or threeminutes. Al‑
though you can extend the amount of time Session Reliability keeps a session open, this feature
is designed for user convenience and therefore does not prompt the user for reauthentication.
As you extend the amount of time a session is kept open, the chances increase that a user may
get distracted andwalk away from the user device, potentially leaving the session accessible to
unauthorized users.

• Incoming session reliability connections use port 2598, unless you change the port number in
the Session reliability port number policy setting.

• If you do not want users to be able to reconnect to interrupted sessions without having to reau‑
thenticate, use the Auto Client Reconnect feature. You can configure the Auto client reconnect
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authentication policy setting to prompt users to reauthenticate when reconnecting to inter‑
rupted sessions.

If you use both Session Reliability and Auto Client Reconnect, the two features work in sequence.
Session Reliability closes, or disconnects, the user session after the amount of time you specify in the
Session reliability timeout policy setting. After that, the Auto Client Reconnect policy settings take
effect, attempting to reconnect the user to the disconnected session.

Auto Client Reconnect

With the Auto Client Reconnect feature, Citrix Workspace app can detect unintended disconnections
of ICA sessions and reconnect users to the affected sessions automatically. When this feature is en‑
abled on the server, users do not have to reconnect manually to continue working.

For application sessions, Citrix Workspace app attempts to reconnect to the session until there is a
successful reconnection or the user cancels the reconnection attempts.

For desktop sessions, Citrix Workspace app attempts to reconnect to the session for a specified time,
unless there is a successful reconnection or the user cancels the reconnection attempts. By default,
this time is five minutes. To change this period, edit this registry on the user device:

HKLM\Software\Citrix\ICA Client\TransportReconnectRetryMaxTimeSeconds;
DWORD;<seconds>

Where seconds is the number of seconds after which no more attempts are made to reconnect the
session.

Enable and configure Auto Client Reconnect with the following policy settings:

• Auto client reconnect: Enables or disables automatic reconnection by Citrix Workspace app
after a connection has been interrupted.

• Auto client reconnect authentication: Enables or disables the requirement for user authenti‑
cation after automatic reconnection.

• Auto client reconnect logging: Enables or disables loggingof reconnection events in the event
log. Logging is disabled by default. When enabled, the server’s System Log captures informa‑
tion about successful and failed automatic reconnection events. Each server stores information
about reconnection events in its own system log. The site does not provide a combined log of
reconnection events for all servers.

Auto Client Reconnect incorporates an authentication mechanism based on encrypted user creden‑
tials. When a user initially logs on, the server encrypts and stores the user credentials inmemory, and
creates and sends a cookie containing the encryption key to Citrix Workspace app. Citrix Workspace
app submits the key to the server for reconnection. The server decrypts the credentials and submits
them toWindows Logon for authentication. When cookies expire, usersmust reauthenticate to recon‑
nect to sessions.
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Cookies are not used if you enable the auto client reconnection authentication setting. Instead, users
are presented with a dialog box to users requesting credentials when Citrix Workspace app attempts
to reconnect automatically.

For maximum protection of user credentials and sessions, use encryption for all communication be‑
tween clients and the Site.

Disable Auto Client Reconnect on Citrix Workspace app for Windows by using the icaclient.adm file.
For more information, see the documentation for your Citrix Workspace app for Windows version.

Settings for connections also affect Auto Client Reconnect:

• By default, Auto Client Reconnect is enabled through policy settings at the Site level, as de‑
scribed above. User reauthentication is not required. However, if a server’s ICA TCP connec‑
tion is configured to reset sessions with a broken communication link, automatic reconnection
does not occur. Auto Client Reconnectworks only if the server disconnects sessionswhen there
is a broken or timed out connection. In this context, the ICA TCP connection refers to a server’s
virtual port (rather than an actual network connection) that is used for sessions on TCP/IP net‑
works.

• Bydefault, the ICATCPconnectionona server is set todisconnect sessionswithbrokenor timed
out connections. Disconnected sessions remain intact in systemmemory and are available for
reconnection by Citrix Workspace app.

• The connection can be configured to reset or log off sessions with broken or timed‑out connec‑
tions. When a session is reset, attempting to reconnect initiates a new session. Rather than
restoring a user to the same place in the application in use, the application is restarted.

• If the server is configured to reset sessions, Auto Client Reconnect creates a session. This pro‑
cess requires users to enter their credentials to log on to the server.

• Automatic reconnection can fail if Citrix Workspace app or the plug‑in submits incorrect au‑
thentication information, whichmight occur during an attack or the server determines that too
much time has elapsed since it detected the broken connection.

ICA Keep‑Alive

Enabling the ICA Keep‑Alive feature prevents broken connections from being disconnected. When
enabled, if the server detects no activity (for example, no clock change, no mouse movement, no
screen updates), this feature prevents Remote Desktop Services fromdisconnecting that session. The
server sends keep‑alive packets every few seconds to detect if the session is active. If the session is
no longer active, the server marks the session as disconnected.

Important:

ICA Keep‑Alive works only if you are not using Session Reliability. Session Reliability has its own
mechanisms to prevent broken connections from being disconnected. Configure ICA Keep‑Alive
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only for connections that do not use Session Reliability.

ICA Keep‑Alive settings override keep‑alive settings that are configured in the Microsoft Windows
Group Policy.

Enable and configure ICA Keep‑Alive with the following policy settings:

• ICA keep alive timeout: Specifies the interval (1–3600 seconds) used to send ICA keep‑alive
messages. Do not configure this option if you want your network monitoring software to close
inactive connections in environments where broken connections are so infrequent that allow‑
ing users to reconnect to sessions is not a concern.

The default interval is 60 seconds: ICA Keep‑Alive packets are sent to user devices every 60 sec‑
onds. If a user device does not respond in 60 seconds, the status of the ICA sessions changes to
disconnected.

• ICA keep alives: Sends or prevents sending ICA keep‑alive messages.

Workspace control

Workspace control lets desktops and applications follow a user from one device to another. This
ability to roam enables a user to access all desktops or open applications from anywhere simply
by logging on, without having to restart the desktops or applications on each device. For example,
workspace control can assist healthcare workers in a hospital who need to move quickly among dif‑
ferent workstations and access the same set of applications each time they log on. If you configure
workspace control options to allow it, theseworkers candisconnect frommultiple applications at one
client device and then reconnect to open the same applications at a different client device.

Workspace control affects the following activities:

• Logging on: By default, workspace control enables users to reconnect automatically to all run‑
ning desktops and applicationswhen logging on, bypassing the need to reopen themmanually.
Through workspace control, users can open disconnected desktops or applications, and any
that are active on another client device. Disconnecting from a desktop or application leaves it
running on the server. If you have roaming userswhomust keep some desktops or applications
running on one client device while they reconnect to a subset of their desktops or applications
on another client device, you can configure the logon reconnection behavior to open only the
desktops or applications that the user disconnected from previously.

• Reconnecting: After logging on to the server, users can reconnect to all of their desktops or
applications at any time by clicking Reconnect. By default, Reconnect opens desktops or ap‑
plications that are disconnected, plus any that are currently running on another client device.
You can configure Reconnect to open only those desktops or applications that the user discon‑
nected from previously.
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• Logging off: For users opening desktops or applications through StoreFront, you can configure
the Log Off command to log the user off from StoreFront and all active sessions together, or log
off from StoreFront only.

• Disconnecting: Users can disconnect from all running desktops and applications at once, with‑
out needing to disconnect from each individually.

Workspace control is available for users who access desktops and applications through a Citrix Store‑
Front connection, or through the Citrix Workspace app. By default, workspace control is disabled for
virtual desktop sessions, but is enabled for hosted applications. Session sharing does not occur by
default between published desktops and any published applications running inside those desktops.

User policies, client drive mappings, and printer configurations change appropriately when a user
moves to a new client device. Policies andmappings are applied according to the client device where
the user is logged on to the session. For example, if a healthcare worker logs off from a client device
in the emergency room of a hospital and then logs on to a workstation in the hospital’s x‑ray labora‑
tory, the policies, printermappings, and client drivemappings appropriate for the session in the x‑ray
laboratory go into effect at the session startup.

You can customize which printers appear to users when they change locations. You can also control
whether users can print to local printers, how much bandwidth is consumed when users connect re‑
motely, and other aspects of their printing experiences.

For information about enabling and configuring workspace control for users, see the StoreFront doc‑
umentation.

Session roaming
Note:

The following information guides you to configure session roaming using PowerShell. You can
use the Full Configuration management interface instead. For more information, see Manage
delivery groups.

By default, sessions roambetween client deviceswith the user. When the user launches a session and
thenmoves to another device, the same session is usedandapplications are simultaneously available
on both devices. You can view the applications on multiple devices. The applications follow, regard‑
less of the device or whether current sessions exist. Often, printers and other resources assigned to
the application also follow.

While this default behavior offersmany advantages, it might not be ideal in all cases. You can prevent
session roaming using the PowerShell SDK.

Example 1: A medical professional is using two devices, completing an insurance form on a desktop
PC, and looking at patient information on a tablet.
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• If session roaming is enabled, both applications appear on both devices (an application
launched on one device is visible on all devices in use). This might not meet the security
requirements.

• If session roaming is disabled, the patient record does not appear on the desktop PC, and the
insurance form does not appear on the tablet.

Example 2: A production manager launches an application on the PC in his office. The device name
and location determine which printers and other resources are available for that session. Later in the
day, he goes to an office in the next building for a meeting that will require him to use a printer.

• If session roaming is enabled, the productionmanager would probably be unable to access the
printers near the meeting room, because the applications he launched earlier in his office re‑
sulted in the assignment of printers and other resources near that location.

• If session roaming is disabled, when he logs on to a different machine (using the same creden‑
tials), a new session is started, and nearby printers and resources are available.

Configure session roaming

To configure session roaming, use the following entitlement policy rule cmdlets with the “SessionRe‑
connection” property. Optionally, you can also specify the “LeasingBehavior” property.

For desktop sessions:

Set-BrokerEntitlementPolicyRule <Delivery-Group-name> -SessionReconnection
<value> -LeasingBehavior Allowed|Disallowed

For application sessions:

Set-BrokerAppEntitlementPolicyRule <Delivery-Group-name> -SessionReconnection
<value> -LeasingBehavior Allowed|Disallowed

Where value can be one of the following:

• Always: Sessions always roam, regardless of the client device and whether the session is con‑
nected or disconnected. This is the default value.

• DisconnectedOnly: Reconnect only to sessions that are already disconnected; otherwise,
launch a new session. (Sessions can roam between client devices by first disconnecting them,
or using workspace control to explicitly roam them.) An active connected session from another
client device is never used. Instead, a new session is launched.

• SameEndpointOnly: A user gets a unique session for each client device that they use. This
completely disables roaming. Users can reconnect only to the same device that was previously
used in the session.

The “LeasingBehavior” property is described below.

Effects from other setting:
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Disabling session roaming is affected by the application limit “Allow only one instance of the applica‑
tion per user” in the application’s properties in the Delivery Group.

• If you disable session roaming, then disable the “Allow only one instance…” application limit.
• If you enable the “Allow only one instance …” application limit, do not configure either of the
two values that allow new sessions on new devices.

Logon interval

If a virtual machine containing a desktop VDA closes before the logon process completes, you can
allocate more time to the process. The default for 7.6 and later versions is 180 seconds (the default
for 7.0‑7.5 is 90 seconds).

On the machine (or the master image used in a machine catalog), set the following registry key:

Key: HKLM\SOFTWARE\Citrix\PortICA

• Value: AutoLogonTimeout
• Type: DWORD
• Specify a decimal time in seconds, in the range 0 to 3600.

If you change the master image, roll out the new image to the catalog. For more information, see
Change the master image.

This setting applies only to VMs with single‑session desktop (workstation) VDAs. Microsoft controls
the logon timeout onmachines with multi‑session server VDAs.

Tags

November 9, 2022

Introduction

Tags are strings that identify items suchasmachines, applications, desktops, delivery groups, applica‑
tiongroups, andpolicies. After creatinga tagandadding it toan item, youcan tailor certainoperations
to apply only to items that have a specified tag.

• Tailor search displays in the Full Configuration management interface.

For example, to display only applications that have been optimized for testers, create a tag
named “test” and then add (apply) it to those applications. You can now filter the search with
the tag “test”.
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• Publish applications from an application group or specific desktops from a delivery group, con‑
sideringonly a subsetof themachines in selecteddelivery groups. This is calleda tag restriction.

With tag restrictions, you can use your existing machines for more than one publishing task,
saving the costs associated with deploying andmanagingmoremachines. A tag restriction can
be thought of as subdividing (or partitioning) themachines in a delivery group. Its functionality
is similar, but not identical, to worker groups in XenApp releases earlier than 7.x.

Using an application group or desktops with a tag restriction can be helpful when isolating and
troubleshooting a subset of machines in a delivery group.

Details and examples of using a tag restriction are described later in this article.

• Schedule periodic restarts for a subset of machines in a delivery group.

Using a tag restriction for machines enables you to use new PowerShell cmdlets to configure
multiple restart schedules for subsetsofmachines inadeliverygroup. Forexamplesanddetails,
see Manage delivery groups.

• Tailor the application (assignment) of Citrix policies to machines in delivery groups, delivery
group types, or OUs that have (or don’t have) a specified tag.

For example, if you want to apply a Citrix policy only to the more powerful workstations, add
a tag named “high power” to those machines. Then, on the Assign Policy page of the Create
Policy wizard, select that tag and the Enable check box. You can also add a tag to a delivery
group and then apply a Citrix policy to that group. For details, see Create policies.

You can apply tags to:

• Machines
• Applications
• Machine catalogs
• Delivery groups
• Application groups

You can configure a tag restriction when creating or editing the following in the Full Configuration
management interface:

• A desktop in a shared delivery group
• An application group

Tag restrictions for a desktop or an application group

A tag restriction involves several steps:

• Create the tag and then add (apply) it to machines.
• Createor edit a groupwith the tag restriction (in otherwords, restrict launches tomachineswith
tag x).
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A tag restriction extends the Controller’smachine selection process. The Controller selects amachine
from an associated delivery group, subject to access policy, configured user lists, zone preference,
and launch readiness, plus the tag restriction (if present). For applications, the Controller falls back to
other delivery groups in priority order, applying the samemachine selection rules for each considered
delivery group.

Example 1: Simple layout

This example introduces a simple layout that uses tag restrictions to limit whichmachines are consid‑
ered for certain desktop and application launches. There is one shared delivery group, one published
desktop, and one application group configured with two applications.

• Tags have been added to each of the three machines (VDA 101‑103).
• The desktop in the delivery group was created with a tag restriction named Red. So, that desk‑
top can be launched only on machines in that delivery group that have the tag Red: VDA 101
and 102.

• The application group was created with the Orange tag restriction. So, each of its applications
(Calculator andNotepad) canbe launchedonly onmachines in that delivery group that have
the tag Orange: VDA 102 and 103.

Machine VDA 102 has both tags (Red and Orange), so it can be considered for launching the applica‑
tions and the desktop.

Example 2: More complex layout

This example contains several application groups that were created with tag restrictions. This results
in the ability to delivermore applicationswith fewermachines thanwould otherwise beneeded if you
used only delivery groups.

How to configure example 2 shows the steps used to create and apply the tags, and then configure
the tag restrictions in this example.
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This example uses 10machines (VDA101‑110), onedelivery group (D01), and three application groups
(A100, A200, A300). By applying tags to each machine and then specifying tag restrictions when cre‑
ating each application group:

• Accounting users in the group can access the apps they need on five machines (VDA 101–105)
• CAD designers in the group can access the apps they need on five machines (VDA 106‑110)
• Users in the groupwhoneedOffice applications can access theOffice apps on 10machines (VDA
101‑110)

Only 10 machines are used, with only one delivery group. Using delivery groups alone (without ap‑
plication groups) would require twice as many machines, because a machine can belong to only one
delivery group.

Manage tags and tag restrictions

Tags are created, added (applied), edited, and deleted from selected items through theManage Tags
action in the Full Configuration management interface.

(Exception: Tags used for policy assignments are created, edited, and deleted through the Manage
Tags action. However, you apply (assign) tags when you create the policy. See Create policies for
details.)
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Tag restrictions are configured when you create or edit desktops in delivery groups, and when you
create and edit application groups.

Use the Manage Tags feature

From Manage > Full Configuration, select the items to which you want to apply a tag. The items
include:

• One or more machines
• One or more applications
• A desktop, a delivery group, or an application group
• A machine catalog

Then selectManage Tags in the action bar. TheManage Tags dialog box lists all existing tags, not just
those for the items you selected.

• An enabled check box indicates that the tag has already been added to the selected items. (In
the screen capture below, the selectedmachine has a tag named “Tag1” applied.)

• If you select more than one item, a check box containing a hyphen indicates that some but not
all selected items have that tag added.
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The following actions are available from theManageTagsdialog box. ReviewCautionswhenworking
with tags.

• To create a tag:
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Select Create. Enter a name and description. Tag names must be unique and are not case‑
sensitive. Then select Save.

Creating a tag does not automatically apply it to any items you have selected. Use the check
boxes to apply the tag.

• To add (apply) one ormore tags:

Enable the check box next to the tag name. A check box containing a hyphen indicates that
some, but not all selected items already have the tag applied. When you select multiple items
and a tag’s check box has a hyphen, changing it to a check mark affects all selectedmachines.

If you attempt to add a tag to machines, and that tag is used as a restriction in an application
group, you are warned that the action can make those machines available for launch. If that’s
what you intend, proceed.

• To remove one ormore tags:

Clear the check box next to the tag name. A check box containing a hyphen indicates that some,
but not all selected items already have the tag applied. When you select multiple items and
a tag’s check box has a hyphen, clearing the check box removes the tag from all selected ma‑
chines.

If you try to remove a tag restriction from a machine, you’re warned that the action can affect
the machines considered for launch. If that’s what you intend, proceed.

• To edit a tag:

Select a tag and then select Edit. Enter a new name, description, or both. You can edit only one
tag at a time.

• To delete one ormore tags:

Select the tags and then select Delete. The Delete Tag dialog box indicates how many items
currently use the selected tags (for example “2 machines”). Select an item to display more in‑
formation (for example, the names of the two machines that have the tag applied). Confirm
whether you want to delete the tags.

You cannot delete a tag that is used as a restriction. First, edit the application group and remove
the tag restriction or select a different tag.

When you’re done in theManage Tags dialog box, select Save.

To see if a machine has any tags applied: Select Delivery Groups in the left pane. Select a delivery
group then select ViewMachines in the action bar. Select amachine and then select the Tags tab on
the Details pane.
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Manage tag restrictions

Configuring a tag restriction is a multi‑step process: You first create the tag and add/apply it to ma‑
chines. Then, you add the restriction to the application group or the desktop.

• Create and apply the tag:

Create the tag and then add (apply) it to the machines that the tag restriction will affect, using
Manage Tags actions.

• To add a tag restriction to an application group:

Create or edit the application group. On the Delivery Groups page, select Restrict launches
tomachines with the tag and then select the tag from the list.

• To change or remove the tag restriction on an application group:

Edit thegroup. On theDeliveryGroupspage, either select adifferent tag fromthe list or remove
the tag restriction entirely by clearing Restrict launches tomachines with the tag.

• To add a tag restriction to a desktop:

Create or edit a delivery group. Select Add or Edit on the Desktops page. In the Add Desktop
dialog box, selectRestrict launches tomachineswith the tag and then select the tag from the
menu.

• To change or remove the tag restriction on a delivery group:

Edit the group. On theDesktopspage, selectEdit. In the dialog box, either select a different tag
from the list or remove the tag restriction entirely by clearing Restrict launches to machines
with the tag.

Cautions whenworking with tags

A tag applied to an item can be used for different purposes. Keep inmind that adding, removing, and
deleting a tag can have unintended effects. You can use a tag to sort machine displays when using
search in the Full Configuration management interface. You can use the same tag as a restriction
when configuring an application group or a desktop. That action limits launch consideration to only
machines in specified delivery groups that have that tag.

If you add a tag to machines after that tag is configured as a desktop or application group tag re‑
striction, you are warned thatmightmake themachines available for launchingmore applications or
desktops. If that’s what you intend, proceed. If not, cancel the operation.

For example, let’s say you create an application group with the Red tag restriction. Later, you add
several other machines in the same delivery groups used by that application group. If you then try to
add the Red tag to thosemachines, you see amessage similar to: “The tag Red is used as a restriction
on the following application groups. Adding this tag might make the selected machines available to
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launchapplications in this application group.” You can then confirmor cancel adding that tag to those
additional machines.

Similarly, when a tag is used in an application group to restrict launches, you cannot delete the tag
until you edit the group and remove it as a restriction. (If youwere allowed to delete that tag, it might
result in allowing applications to launch on all machines in the delivery groups associated with the
application group.) The same prohibition against deleting a tag applies if the tag is being used as a
restriction for desktop launches. After youedit the applicationgroupordesktops in thedelivery group
to remove that tag restriction, you can delete the tag.

All machinesmight not have the same sets of applications. A user can belong tomore than one appli‑
cation group, each with a different tag restriction and different or overlapping sets of machines from
delivery groups. The following table lists howmachine considerations are decided.

When an application has been added to
Thesemachines in the selected delivery
groups are considered for launch

One application group with no tag restriction Any machine.

One application group with tag restriction A Machines that have tag A applied.

Two application groups, one with tag
restriction A and the other with tag restriction B

Machines that have tag A and tag B. If none is
available, thenmachines that have tag A or tag
B.

Two application groups, one with tag
restriction A and the other with no tag
restriction

Machines that have tag A. If none is available,
then any machine.

If you used a tag restriction in amachine restart schedule, any changes youmake that affect tag appli‑
cations or restrictions affect the next machine restart cycle. It does not affect any restart cycles that
is in progress while the changes are being made.

How to configure example 2

The following sequence shows the steps to create and apply tags, and then configure tag restrictions
for the application groups illustrated in the earlier second example.

VDAs and applications have already been installed on the machines and the delivery group has been
created.

Create and apply tags to the machines:

1. From Manage > Full Configuration, select Delivery Groups in the left pane. Select delivery
group D01 and then select ViewMachines in the action bar.
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2. Select machines VDA 101‑105 and then selectManage Tags in the action bar.
3. In theManage Tags dialog box, select Create. Create a tag named CADApps. SelectOK.
4. Select Create again and create a tag named OfficeApps. SelectOK.
5. Add (apply) the newly created tags to the selected machines by enabling the check boxes next

to each tag’s name (CADApps and OfficeApps). Then close the dialog box.
6. Select delivery group D01. Select ViewMachines in the action bar.
7. Select machines VDA 106‑110 and then selectManage Tags in the action bar.
8. In theManage Tags dialog box, select Create. Create a tag named AcctgApps. SelectOK.
9. Apply the newly created AcctgApps tag and the OfficeApps tag to the selected machines by

selecting the check boxes next to each tag’s name. Then close the dialog box.

Create the application groups with tag restrictions.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Applications in the left pane.
2. Select Create Application Group in the action bar. The wizard launches.
3. On theDeliveryGroupspage, selectdeliverygroupD01. SelectRestrict launches tomachines

with tag and then select the AcctgApps tag from the list.
4. Complete the wizard, specifying the accounting users and the accounting applications. (When

adding theapplication, choose theFromStartmenu source,which searches for theapplication
on themachines that have the AcctgApps tag.) On the Summary page, name the group A100.

5. Repeat the preceding steps to create application group A200, specifying machines that have
the CADApps tag, plus the appropriate users and applications.

6. Repeat steps to create application group A300, specifyingmachines that have the OfficeApps
tag, plus the appropriate users and applications.

Apply tags tomachine catalogs

You can useManage > Full Configuration or PowerShell to apply tags to machine catalogs.

• Using the management interface is described in Manage tags. Catalog displays do not indicate
whether tags are applied.

• To use PowerShell, see Use PowerShell to apply tags to catalogs.

Here is an example of using tags with catalogs:

• A delivery group containsmachines from several catalogs, but youwant an operation (such as a
restart schedule) to affect only themachines in a specific catalog. Applying a tag to that catalog
accomplishes that goal.

Use PowerShell to apply tags to catalogs

The following PowerShell cmdlets are available:
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• You can pass catalog objects to cmdlets such as Add-BrokerTag and Remove-BrokerTag.
• Get-BrokerTagUsage shows howmany catalogs contain tags.
• Get-BrokerCatalog has a property named Tags.

For example, the following cmdlets add apreviously created tag namedfy2018 to the catalog named
acctg: Get-BrokerCatalog -Name acctg | Add-BrokerTag fy2018.

See the PowerShell cmdlet help for guidance and syntax.

More information

Blog post: How to assign desktops to specific servers.

Time zone setup

August 3, 2022

The Date and time setting under Settings in the management console lets you customize the date
and time format to suit your preferences.

Click Edit to configure the following options:

• Time format:

– Select to display the time using a 12‑hour clock (09:00pm, for example) or a 24‑hour clock
(21:00, for example).

• Date format:

– Configure the date format to match your preferences, such as yyyy/MM/dd.

• Time zone:

– UTC: Display the date and time in UTC throughout the user interface. Mousing over the
date and time displays that information in your local time zone.

– Local time zone: Display the date and time in your local time zone throughout the user
interface. Mousing over the date and time displays that information in UTC.

Troubleshoot VDA registration and session launch issues

March 23, 2022
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We offer a health check feature that lets you gauge the health of VDAs. The feature lets you identify
possible causes for commonVDA registrationandsession launch issues through theFull Configuration
management interface.

Unlike CloudHealth Check, a standalone tool for gauging the health and availability of the site and its
other components, the feature is available as the Run Health Check action in the Full Configuration
management interface.

The Run Health Check action can run the same checks as Cloud Health Check except the following
ones:

• For VDA registration:
– VDA communication port availability

• For session launches on VDAs:
– Session launch communication port availability
– VDA application launch path

Prerequisites

Before you use the feature, verify that youmeet the following prerequisites:

• Windows VDAs
• VDA version 2109 or later
• VDAs are registered

Run health checks for VDAs

1. In the Full Configuration management interface, go to the Search node.

2. Select one or more machines and then select Run Health Check from the action bar.
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Note:

Currently, you can run health checks only for registered VDAs. The Run Health Check action is
unavailable for unregistered VDAs.

After you select Run Health Check, a window appears, displaying the progress of the health checks.
Wait until the heath checks complete or click Cancel to cancel the checks. If necessary, you canmove
the window.

Note:

In scenarios where a “health checks in progress” window already exists, you cannot run addi‑
tional health checks until the existing health checks complete.

After the health checks complete, the following two buttons appear: View report and Close. To view
the results of the health checks, click View report.

The health check report opens in a new browser tab. The report contains the following elements:

• Time and date when the results report was generated
• The person who ran the health checks
• Checks run on the target machines
• Issues found, along with fix recommendations
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You can run health checks individually and in batches.

Note:

When running health checks in batches, select no more than 10 machines. Otherwise, the Run
Health Check action is unavailable.

Use Search in the Full Configurationmanagement interface

July 15, 2022

Introduction

Use the search feature to view information about specific machines, sessions, machine catalogs, ap‑
plications, or delivery groups. After selecting Search in the Manage > Full Configuration left pane,
you have several options:
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• Use tabs to list machines by type (single‑session or multi‑session OS), or list all sessions.
• Enter the name in the search box.
• Select the filter icon to perform an advanced search. Select the down arrow to display a list of
search properties. Select the plus sign to build an expression from the properties in the list.

To save your search, select the ellipsis (…) icon and then select Save As. The search appears in the
Saved searches list. (To access the list, select the search box.) To delete saved searches, select the
search box and select Clear.

When you use filters to perform an advanced search, the Add filters window appears in the fore‑
ground, leaving the background viewunchanged. After you selectSearch, thematched search results
appear, with the filter criteria appearing next to Filter. When you close the Add filters window, the
results remain there. To clear the filters, select the X icon next to the filter criteria.

Search for machine catalogs or delivery groups

You cannot perform searches from the Machine Catalogs or Delivery Groups node because the
Search box is not available. Use the Search node instead to search for machine catalogs or delivery
groups. On the Search node, select the filter icon, add filters as follows, and then select Search.

To show more search criteria in the display, select the plus sign. Remove search criteria by selecting
the trash can icon.
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Customize columns to display

When customizing columns, you can see columnsmarked with theDegrades performance label. Se‑
lecting those columns might degrade the performance of the console. After you complete your cus‑
tomization, the table refreshes to display the columns you select. Their presence might result in de‑
lays when you refresh the table.

If your customization contains columns that degrade performance, you are prompted to determine
whether to preserve them. The prompt appears after you refresh the browser window or sign out of
the console and then sign in. Be aware of the following considerations if you decide to preserve the
columns:

• To ensure console performance, you cannot refresh the table more than once a minute. This
restriction applies to all tabs: Single‑session OS Machines, Multi‑session OS Machines,
and Sessions. If you require more frequent refreshes, remove all columns that degrade
performance.

Export search results to a CSV file

You can export your search results (up to 10,000 items) to a CSV file. The file is saved to the default
download location of your browser.

This feature is available for bothmachines and sessions. Toexport your search results, click the export
icon in the upper right corner. The export might take up to 1 minute to complete.

On each tab of the Search node, you cannot perform another export while an export is in progress.

Tips to enhance a search

Consider the following tips when using the Search feature:

• On the Search node, select any column to sort items.

• To show more characteristics to include in the display where you can search and sort, select
Columns to Display or click any column and select Columns to Display. In the Columns to
Displaywindow, select the check box next to the items you want to display and select Save to
exit.

Note:

Items that degrade performance are marked with the Degrades performance label.

• To locate a user device connected to a machine, use Client (IP) and Is, and enter the device IP
address.

• To locate active sessions, use Session State, Is, and Connected.
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• To list allmachines inadelivery group, selectDeliveryGroups in the leftpane. Select thegroup,
and then select ViewMachines from the action bar or from the context menu.

Keep the following considerations in mind when performing sort operations:

• As longas thenumberof itemsdoesnot exceed5,000, you can click any column to sort the items
in it. When the number exceeds 5,000, you can sort only by name or by current user (depending
on which tab you are on). To enable sorting, use filters to reduce the number of items to 5,000
or fewer.

• When the number of items is greater than 500 but nomore than 5,000:

– We cache all data locally to improve sort performance. On the Single‑session OS Ma‑
chines and Multi‑session OS Machines tabs, we cache the data the first time you click
a column (any column except the Name column) to sort. On the Sessions tab, we cache
the data the first time you click a column (any column except theCurrent User column) to
sort. As a result, the sort takes longer to complete. For faster performance, sort by name
or current user, or use filters to reduce the number of items.

– The followingmessage under the table indicates that the data is cached: Last refreshed: <
the time when you refreshed the table>. In that case, sort operations arebased
on items that were loaded previously. Those itemsmight not be up to date. To bring them
up to date, click the refresh icon.

User access

April 13, 2023

There are two primary components that provide access to applications and desktops in Citrix DaaS
(formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) deployment:

• Citrix Workspace platform: Citrix Workspace platform is a complete digital solution that al‑
lows you to deliver secure access to the information, apps, and other content that are relevant
to a person’s role in your organization. Users subscribe to the services you make available and
can access them from anywhere, on any device. Citrix Workspace platform helps you organize
andautomate themost importantdetails yourusersneed tocollaborate,makebetterdecisions,
and focus fully on their work.

There is zero effort to deploy Citrix Workspace, and it is kept evergreen by Citrix. Citrix
Workspace platform is recommended for new and existing customers, previews, and proofs‑of‑
concept.

• An on‑premises StoreFront: Customers can also use an existing StoreFront to aggregate appli‑
cations and desktops in Citrix Cloud. This use case offers greater security, including support for
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two‑factor authentication, and prevents users from entering their password into the cloud ser‑
vice. It also allows customers to customize their domain names and URLs. This deployment
type is recommended for any Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops customers who already have
StoreFront deployed.

See also Local Host Cache and StoreFront.

When users connect fromoutside the corporate firewall, Citrix Cloud can use Citrix Gateway (formerly
NetScaler Gateway) technology to secure these connectionswith SSL. Citrix Gateway or the Citrix VPX
virtual appliance is an SSL VPN appliance that is deployed in the demilitarized zone (DMZ). It provides
a single secure point of access through the corporate firewall.

Using Citrix Workspace

Access to workspaces occurs through https://<customername>.cloud.com. If needed, you can
customize the <customername> portion of the workspace URL. You can then configure the connec‑
tivity for each resource location you want to use, so that end‑users can access the resources in their
workspace. End‑users access their workspace using the latest version of Citrix Workspace app.

For more information about using Citrix Workspace, see:

• Configure workspaces: For configuring access and customizations.
• Secure workspaces: For configuring authentication.
• Manage your workspace experience: For understanding how end‑users access their workspace
and how it appears.

To provide remote access for end‑users through Citrix Workspace, you can use either Citrix Gateway
service or your own Citrix Gateway.

• To use the Citrix Gateway service:

1. In Citrix Cloud > Resource Locations, selectGateway for the resource location youwant
to use.

2. Select Gateway Service and then click Save.
3. In Citrix Cloud > Workspace Configuration > Service Integrations, locate the Gateway

service and select Enable from the ellipsis menu.

• To use your own Citrix Gateway:

1. Set up Citrix Gateway as an ICA Proxy (No authentication or session policies are needed).

2. Configure a resource location to use Citrix Gateway:

a) In Citrix Cloud > Resource Locations, select Gateway for the resource location you
want to use.
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b) Select Traditional Gateway and enter the external FQDN. Do not add a protocol.
Ports are optional. Combination remote and internal access is not supported in Citrix
Workspace.

3. Bind Citrix Cloud Connectors as Secure Ticket Authority (STA) servers to Citrix Gateway.
For details, see CTX232640.

Note:

OnlyCitrix CloudConnectormachines are supported for use asSTA serverswithCitrix
Gateway. Using other connectors as STA servers, such as Connector Appliance, isn’t
supported.

For more information about the Citrix Gateway service and Citrix Gateway, see Citrix Gateway.

Using an on‑premises StoreFront

For information about configuring an on‑premises StoreFront, see the StoreFront documentation.

One benefit of using an existing StoreFront is that the Citrix Cloud Connector provides encryption of
user passwords. TheCloudConnector encrypts credentials using AES‑256, using a random‑generated
one‑time key. This key is returned directly to Citrix Workspace app and never sent to the cloud. Cit‑
rix Workspace app then supplies it to the VDA during session launch to decrypt the credentials and
provide a single sign‑on experience into Windows.

• For transport, select HTTP and port 80. The StoreFront machine must be able to directly ac‑
cess the CloudConnector through the FQDN (fully qualified domain name) provided. The Cloud
Connector must be able to reach the Cloud NFuse/STA URL at (https://<customername\>.
xendesktop.net/Scripts/wpnbr.dll and ctxsta.dll).

• Add Cloud Connectors as Delivery Controllers for high availability.

Use the most recent version of StoreFront.

External access

To provide external access through Citrix Gateway and on‑premises StoreFront:

• Set up Citrix Gateway as usual, with authentication and session policies. See the Citrix Gateway
documentation for details.

• Point your on‑premises StoreFront store’s Delivery Controllers to the Citrix Cloud Connectors.
Bind Cloud Connectors as STA servers to Citrix Gateway.

• The Citrix Gateway must use the same STA URLs as StoreFront. If the gateway is not already
configured to use the STA of an existing Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment, Cloud
Connectors can be used as a STA.
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Internal access

To provide internal access through an on‑premises StoreFront, point the on‑premises StoreFront
store’s Delivery Controllers to the Citrix Cloud Connectors.

External and internal access

To provide external and internal access through Citrix Gateway and on‑premises StoreFront:

• Set up Citrix Gateway as usual, with authentication and session policies. See the Citrix Gateway
documentation for details.

• Bind Cloud Connectors as STA servers to Citrix Gateway.
• Point your on‑premises StoreFront store’s Delivery Controllers to the Cloud Connectors.

Local Host Cache and StoreFront

Local Host Cache enables connection brokering operations in Citrix DaaS deployment to continue
when Cloud Connectors cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud.

The Local Host Cache feature works only in resource locations containing a customer‑deployed on‑
premises StoreFront. Local Host Cache is not supported for use with Citrix Workspace.

Each resource location must have a customer‑deployed on‑premises StoreFront. Verify that the re‑
source location contains a local StoreFront that points to all the Cloud Connectors in that resource
location.

For more information, see Local Host Cache.

Virtual IP and virtual loopback

March 23, 2022

Important:

Windows 10 Enterprise multi‑session doesn’t support Remote Desktop IP Virtualization (Virtual
IP) andwedon’t support Virtual IP nor virtual loopback onWindows 10 Enterprisemulti‑session.

Virtual IP and virtual loopback features are supported on Windows Server 2016 machines. These fea‑
tures do not apply to Windows desktop OSmachines.

The Microsoft virtual IP address feature provides a published application with a unique dynamically
assigned IP address for each session. The Citrix virtual loopback feature allows you to configure appli‑
cations that depend on communications with localhost (127.0.0.1 by default) to use a unique virtual
loopback address in the localhost range (127.*).
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Certain applications, such as CRM and Computer Telephony Integration (CTI), use an IP address for
addressing, licensing, identification, or other purposes and thus require a unique IP address or a
loopback address in sessions. Other applications may bind to a static port, so attempts to launch
additional instances of an application in amultiuser environment will fail because the port is already
in use. For such applications to function correctly in a Citrix Virtual Apps environment, a unique IP
address is required for each device.

Virtual IP and virtual loopback are independent features. You can use either or both.

Administrator action synopsis:

• To useMicrosoft virtual IP, enable and configure it on theWindows server. (Citrix policy settings
are not needed.)

• To use Citrix virtual loopback, configure two settings in a Citrix policy.

Virtual IP

Whenvirtual IP is enabledandconfiguredon theWindowsserver, eachconfiguredapplication running
in a session appears to have a unique address. Users access these applications on a Citrix Virtual Apps
server in the same way they access any other published application. A process requires virtual IP in
either of the following cases:

• The process uses a hard‑coded TCP port number
• The process uses Windows sockets and requires a unique IP address or a specified TCP port
number

To determine if an application needs to use virtual IP addresses:

1. Obtain the TCPView tool from Microsoft. This tool lists all applications that bind specific IP ad‑
dresses and ports.

2. Disable the Resolve IP Addresses feature so that you see the addresses instead of host names.
3. Launch the application and use TCPView to seewhich IP addresses and ports are opened by the

application and which process names are opening these ports.
4. Configure any processes that open the IP address of the server, 0.0.0.0, or 127.0.0.1.
5. To ensure that an application does not open the same IP address on a different port, launch an

additional instance of the application.

HowMicrosoft Remote Desktop (RD) IP virtualization works

• Virtual IP addressing must be enabled on the Microsoft server.

For example, in a Windows Server 2016 environment, from Server Manager, expand Remote
Desktop Services > RD Session Host Connections to enable the RD IP Virtualization feature
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and configure the settings to dynamically assign IP addresses using the Dynamic Host Config‑
uration Protocol (DHCP) server on a per‑session or per‑program basis. See the Microsoft docu‑
mentation for instructions.

• After the feature is enabled, at session start‑up, the server requests dynamically assigned IP
addresses from the DHCP server.

• TheRD IPVirtualization featureassigns IP addresses to remotedesktopconnectionsper‑session
or per‑program. If you assign IP addresses for multiple programs, they share a per‑session IP
address.

• After an address is assigned to a session, the session uses the virtual address rather
than the primary IP address for the system whenever the following calls are made:
bind¸closesocket¸connect, WSAConnect, WSAAccept, getpeername, getsockname,
sendto, WSASendTo, WSASocketW, gethostbyaddr, getnameinfo, getaddrinfo.

When using the Microsoft IP virtualization feature within the Remote Desktop session hosting config‑
uration, applications are bound to specific IP addresses by inserting a “filter” component between
the application and Winsock function calls. The application then sees only the IP address it should
use. Any attempt by the application to listen for TCP or UDP communications is bound to its allocated
virtual IP address (or loopback address) automatically, and any originating connections opened by
the application originate from the IP address bound to the application.

In functions that return an address (such as GetAddrInfo(), which is controlled by a Windows pol‑
icy), if the local host IP address is requested, virtual IP looks at the returned IP address and changes
it to the virtual IP address of the session. Applications that attempt to get the IP address of the local
server through such name functions see only the unique virtual IP address assigned to that session.
This IP address is often used in subsequent socket calls, such as bind or connect. For more informa‑
tion about Windows policies, see RDS IP Virtualization in Windows Server.

Often, an application requests to bind to a port for listening on the address 0.0.0.0. When an applica‑
tion does this and uses a static port, you cannot launch more than one instance of the application.
The virtual IP address feature also looks for 0.0.0.0 in these call types and changes the call to listen on
the specific virtual IP address, which enablesmore than one application to listen on the same port on
the same computer because they are all listening on different addresses. The call is changed only if it
is in an ICA session and the virtual IP address feature is enabled. For example, if two instances of an
application running in different sessions both try to bind to all interfaces (0.0.0.0) and a specific port
(such as 9000), they are bound to VIPAddress1:9000 and VIPAddress2:9000 and there is no conflict.

Virtual loopback

Enabling the Citrix virtual IP loopback policy settings allows each session to have its own loopback
address for communication. When an application uses the localhost address (default = 127.0.0.1) in
a Winsock call, the virtual loopback feature simply replaces 127.0.0.1 with 127.X.X.X, where X.X.X is a
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representation of the session ID + 1. For example, a session ID of 7 is 127.0.0.8. In the unlikely event
that the session ID exceeds the fourth octet (more than 255), the address rolls over to the next octet
(127.0.1.0), to the maximum of 127.255.255.255.

A process requires virtual loopback in either of the following cases:

• The process uses the Windows socket loopback (localhost) address (127.0.0.1)
• The process uses a hard‑coded TCP port number

Use the virtual loopback policy settings for applications that use a loopback address for interprocess
communication. No additional configuration is required. Virtual loopback has no dependency on
Virtual IP, so you do not have to configure the Microsoft server.

• Virtual IP loopback support. When enabled, this policy setting allows each session to have its
own virtual loopback address. This setting is disabled by default. The feature applies only to
applications specified with the Virtual IP virtual loopback programs list policy setting.

• Virtual IP virtual loopback programs list. This policy setting specifies the applications that use
the virtual IP loopback feature. This setting applies only when the Virtual IP loopback support
policy setting is enabled.

Related feature

You can use the following registry settings to ensure that virtual loopback is given preference over
virtual IP; this is called preferred loopback. However, proceed with caution:

• Use preferred loopback only if both Virtual IP and virtual loopback are enabled; otherwise, you
may have unintended results.

• Editing the registry incorrectly cancause seriousproblems thatmay require you to reinstall your
operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee thatproblems resulting fromthe incorrect useofReg‑
istry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the registry
before you edit it.

Run regedit on the servers where the applications reside.

• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Citrix\VIP
• Name: PreferLoopback, Type: REG_DWORD, Data: 1
• Name: PreferLoopbackProcesses, Type: REG_MULTI_SZ, Data: <list of processes>

Zones

April 13, 2023
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Introduction

Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) deployments that span widely dis‑
persed locations connected by a WAN can face challenges from network latency and reliability.
Using zones can help users in remote regions connect to resources without necessarily forcing
their connections to traverse large segments of the WAN. In Citrix DaaS environment, each resource
location is considered a zone.

Zones can be helpful in deployments of all sizes. You can use zones to keep applications anddesktops
closer to users, which improves performance. Zones canbe used for disaster recovery, geographically
distant data centers, branch offices, a cloud, or an availability zone in a cloud.

Throughout this article, the term local refers to the zone being discussed. For example, “A VDA reg‑
isters with a local Cloud Connector” means that a VDA registers with a Cloud Connector in the zone
where the VDA is located.

Differences from zones in on‑premises Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environments

Zones inCitrixDaaSenvironment are similar, but not identical to zones in anon‑premisesCitrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops deployment.

• In Citrix DaaS, zones are created automatically when you create a resource location and add a
Cloud Connector to it. Unlike an on‑premises deployment, Citrix DaaS environment does not
classify zones as primary or satellite.

• In XenApp version 6.5 and earlier, zones included data collectors. Citrix DaaS does not use data
collectors for zones. Also, failover and preferred zones work differently.

What’s in a zone

A zone is equivalent to a resource location. When you create a resource location and install a Cloud
Connector, a zone is automatically created for you. Each zone can have a different set of resources,
based on your unique needs and environment.
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Each zone must always have at least one Cloud Connector, and preferably two or more, for redun‑
dancy.

You can place machine catalogs, hypervisors, host connections, users, and applications in a zone. A
zone can also contain Citrix Gateway and StoreFront servers. To use the Local Host Cache feature, a
zonemust have a StoreFront server.

Zones are supported with Citrix Workspace and the Citrix Gateway service.

Placing items in a zone affects how Citrix DaaS interacts with them and with other objects related to
them.

• When a hypervisor connection is placed in a zone, it is assumed that all the hypervisors man‑
aged through that connection also reside in that zone.

• When amachine catalog is placed in a zone, it is assumed that all VDAs in the catalog are in the
zone.

• Citrix Gateway instances can be added to zones. When you create a resource location, you are
offered the option to add a Citrix Gateway. When a Citrix Gateway is associated with a zone, it
is preferred for use when connections to VDAs in that zone are used.

• Ideally, Citrix Gateway in a zone is used for user connections coming into that zone from other
zones or external locations. You can also use it for connections within the zone.

• After you createmore resource locations and install Cloud Connectors in them (which automat‑
ically creates more zones), you can move resources between zones. This flexibility comes with
the risk of separating items that work best in close proximity. For example, moving a catalog to
a different zone than the connection (host) that creates the machines in the catalog, can affect
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performance. So, consider potential unintended effects before moving items between zones.
Keep a catalog and the host connection it uses in the same zone.

If the connection between a zone and Citrix Cloud fails, the Local Host Cache feature enables a Cloud
Connector in the zone to continue brokering connections to VDAs in that zone. (The zone must have
StoreFront installed.) For example, this is effective in an officewhereworkers use the local StoreFront
site to access their local resources, even if the WAN link connecting their office to the corporate net‑
work fails. For more information, see Local Host Cache.

Where VDAs register

VDAs must be minimum version 7.7 to use these zone registration features:

• A VDA in a zone registers with a local Cloud Connector.
– As long as that Cloud Connector can communicate with Citrix Cloud, normal operations
continue.

– If that CloudConnector is operational but cannot communicatewith Citrix Cloud (and that
zone has a local StoreFront), it enters Local Host Cache outage mode.

– If a Cloud Connector fails, VDAs in that zone attempt to register with other local Cloud Con‑
nectors. A VDA in one zone never attempts to register with a Cloud Connector in another
zone.

• If you add or remove a Cloud Connector in a zone (using the Citrix Cloudmanagement console),
and auto‑update is enabled, VDAs in that zone receive updated lists of available local Cloud
Connectors, so they knowwith whom they can register and accept connections from.

• If youmove amachine catalog to another zone (using the Full Configurationmanagement inter‑
face), the VDAs in that catalog re‑register with Cloud Connectors in the zone where you moved
the catalog. When you move a catalog, ensure you also move any associated host connection
to the same zone.

• During an outage (when Cloud Connectors in a zone cannot communicate with Citrix Cloud),
only the resources associated with machines that are registered in that zone are available.

Zone preference

In a multi‑zone Site, the zone preference feature offers the administrator more flexibility to control
which VDA is used to launch an application or desktop.

How zone preference works

There are three forms of zone preference. You might prefer to use a VDA in a particular zone, based
on:

• Where the application’s data is stored. This is referred to as the application home.
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• The location of the user’s home data, such as a profile or home share. This is referred to as the
user home.

• The user’s current location (where the Citrix Workspace app is running). This is referred to as
the user location. User location requires minimum StoreFront 3.7 and Citrix Gateway (formerly
NetScaler Gateway) 11.0‑65.x.

The following graphic shows an example multi‑zone configuration.

In this example, VDAsare spreadamong threezones, but theyareall in the samedeliverygroup. There‑
fore, Citrix DaaS brokermight have a choice which VDA to use for a user launch request. This example
illustrates that users can be running their Citrix Workspace app endpoints at different locations. User
A is using a device with Citrix Workspace app in zone 1. User B is using a device in zone 2. Similarly,
a user’s documents can be stored in different locations. Users A and B use a share located in zone 1.
User C uses a share in zone 3. Also, one of the published applications uses a database located in zone
1.

You associate a user or applicationwith a zone by configuring a home zone for the user or application.
The broker then uses those associations to help select the zone where a session will be launched, if
resources are available. You:

• Configure the home zone for a user by adding a user to a zone.
• Configure the home zone for an application by editing the application’s properties.
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A user or an application can have only one home zone at a time. (An exception for users can occur
when multiple zone memberships occur because of user group membership. However, even in this
case, the broker uses only one home zone.)

Although zone preferences for users and applications can be configured, the broker selects only one
preferred zone for a launch. The default priority order for selecting the preferred zone is: application
home > user home > user location. When a user launches an application:

• If that application has a configured zone association (an application home), then the preferred
zone is the home zone for that application.

• If the application does not have a configured zone association, but the user does (a user home),
then the preferred zone is the home zone for that user.

• If neither the application nor the user has a configured zone association, then the preferred
zone is the zone where the user is running a Citrix Workspace app instance (the user location).
If that zone is not defined, a random VDA and zone selection is used. Load balancing is applied
to all VDAs in the preferred zone. If there is no preferred zone, load balancing is applied to all
VDAs in the delivery group.

Tailoring zone preference

When you configure (or remove) a home zone for a user or an application, you can also further restrict
how zone preference is (or is not) used.

• Mandatoryuserhomezoneuse: In adeliverygroup, youcanspecify “Launch the session in the
user’s home zone (if the user has a home zone), with no failover to a different zone if resources
are not available in the home zone.” This restriction is helpful if you want to avoid the risk of
copying large profiles or data files between zones. In other words, you would rather deny a
session launch than launch the session in a different zone.

• Mandatory application home zone use: Similarly, when you configure a home zone for an
application, you can specify “launch the application only in that zone, with no failover to a dif‑
ferent zone if resources are not available in the application’s home zone.”

• No application home zone, and ignore configured user home zone: If you do not specify a
home zone for an application, you can also specify “do not consider any configured user zones
when launching that application.” For example, use the user location zone preference if you
want users to run a specific application on a VDA close to their machine, even though some
users might have a different home zone.

How preferred zones affect session use

When a user launches an application or desktop, the broker prefers using the preferred zone rather
than using an existing session.
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If the user launching an application or desktop already has a session that is suitable for the resource
being launched (for example, can use session sharing for an application, or a session already running
the resource being launched), but that session is on a VDA in a zone other than the preferred zone for
the user/application, then the system might create a new session. This action satisfies launching in
the correct zone (if it has available capacity), ahead of reconnecting to a session in a less‑preferred
zone for that user’s session requirements.

To prevent an orphan session that can no longer be reached, reconnection is allowed to existing dis‑
connected sessions, even if they are in a non‑preferred zone.

The order of desirability for sessions to satisfy a launch is:

1. Reconnect to an existing session in the preferred zone.
2. Reconnect to an existing disconnected session in a non‑preferred zone.
3. Start a new session in the preferred zone.
4. Reconnect to a connected existing session in a non‑preferred zone.
5. Start a new session in a non‑preferred zone.

Other zone preference considerations

• If you configure a home zone for a user group (such as a security group), that group’s users
(through direct or indirect membership) are associated with the specified zone. However, a
user can be a member of multiple security groups, and therefore might have a different home
zone configured through other group membership. In such cases, determination of that user’s
home zone can be ambiguous.

If a user has a configured home zone that was not acquired through group membership, that
zone is used for zone preference. Any zone associations acquired through group membership
are ignored.

If the user hasmultiple different zone associations acquired solely through groupmembership,
the broker chooses among the zones randomly. After the brokermakes this choice, that zone is
used for subsequent session launches, until the user’s groupmembership changes.

• The user location zone preference requires detection of Citrix Workspace app on the endpoint
device by the Citrix Gateway throughwhich that device is connecting. The Citrixmust be config‑
ured to associate ranges of IP addresses with particular zones. Discovered zone identity must
be passed through StoreFront to Citrix DaaS.

Although written for on‑premises use of zones, the Zone Preference Internals blog post contains rele‑
vant technical details.
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Permissions tomanage zones

A Full Administrator canperformall supported zonemanagement tasks. Moving itemsbetween zones
does not require zone‑related permissions (except zone read permission). However, you must have
edit permission for the items you aremoving. For example, tomove amachine catalog fromone zone
to another, youmust have edit permission for that catalog.

If you use Citrix Provisioning: The current Citrix Provisioning console is not aware of zones, so Citrix
recommends using the Manage > Full Configuration interface to create machine catalogs that you
want toplace in specific zones. After youcreate thecatalog, youcanuse theCitrixProvisioningconsole
to provision machines in that catalog.

Zone creation

When you create a resource location in Citrix Cloud and then add a Cloud Connector to that resource
location, Citrix DaaS automatically creates and names a zone. You can optionally add a description
later.

After you create more than one resource location (and the zones are created automatically), you can
move resources from one zone to another.

Resource locations and zones are synchronized periodically, typically and approximately every five
minutes. So, if you change a resource location’s name in Citrix Cloud, that change is propagated to
the associated zone within five minutes.

Add or change a zone description

Although you cannot change a zone’s name, you can add or change its description.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Zones in the left pane.
2. Select a zone in the middle pane and then select Edit Zone in the action bar.
3. Add or change the zone description.
4. SelectOK or Apply.

Move resources from one zone to another zone

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Zones in the left pane.
2. Select a zone in the middle pane, and then select one or more items.
3. Either drag the items to the destination zone or selectMove Items in the action bar, and then

specify which zone to move them to. (Although you can select Cloud Connectors, you cannot
actually move them to a different zone.)

A confirmationmessage lists the items you selected and asks if you are sure that youwant tomove all
of them.
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Remember: When a machine catalog uses a host connection to a hypervisor or cloud service, ensure
that the catalog and the connection are in the same zone. Otherwise, performance can be affected. If
youmove one, move the other, too.

Zone deletion

You cannot delete a zone. However, you can delete a resource location (after removing its Cloud Con‑
nectors). Deleting the resource location automatically deletes the zone.

• If the zone does not contain any items (such as catalogs, connections, applications, or users),
the zone is deleted during the next synchronization between zones and resource locations. Syn‑
chronization occurs every five minutes.

• If the zone contains items, the zone is automatically deleted after all items are removed.

Add a home zone for a user

Configuring a home zone for a user is also known as adding a user to a zone.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Zones in the left pane.
2. Select a zone in the middle pane and then select Add Users to Zone in the action bar.
3. In the Add Users to Zone dialog box, select Add, and then select the users and user groups

to add to the zone. If you specify users who already have a home zone, a message offers two
choices: Yes = add only those users you specified who do not have a home zone;No = return to
the user selection dialog.

4. SelectOK.

For users with a configured home zone, you can require that sessions launch only from their home
zone:

1. Create or edit a delivery group.
2. On the Users page, select the Sessions must launch in a user’s home zone, if configured

check box.

All sessions launched by a user in that delivery groupmust launch frommachines in that user’s home
zone. If a user in the delivery group does not have a configured home zone, this setting has no effect.

Remove a home zone for a user

This procedure is also known as removing a user from a zone.

1. FromManage > Full Configuration, select Zones in the left pane.
2. Select a zone in the middle pane and then select Remove Users from Zone in the action bar.
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3. In the Add Users to Zone dialog box, select Remove, and then select the users and groups to
remove from the zone. This action removes the users only from the zone. Those users remain
in the delivery groups to which they belong.

4. Confirm the removal when prompted.

Manage home zones for applications

Configuring a home zone for an application is also known as adding an application to a zone. By
default, in a multi‑zone environment, an application does not have a home zone.

An application’s home zone is specified in the application’s properties. You can configure application
properties when you add the application to a group or later.

• When creating a delivery group or adding applications to existing groups, select Properties on
the Applications page of the wizard.

• To change an application’s properties after the application is added, select Zones in the left
pane. Select an application and then select Properties in the action bar.

On the Zones page of the application’s properties/settings:

• If you want the application to have a home zone:
– Select theUse the selected zone to decide radio button and then select the zone.
– If you want the application to launch only from the selected zone (and not from any other
zone), select the check box under the zone selection.

• If you do not want the application to have a home zone:
– Select the Do not configure a home zone radio button.
– If you do not want the broker to consider any configured user zones when launching this
application, select the check box under the radio button. In this case, neither application
nor user home zones are used to determine where to launch this application.

Other actions that include specifying zones

If you have more than one zone, you can specify a zone when you add a host connection or create
a catalog. Zones are listed alphabetically in selection lists. By default, the first alphabetical name is
selected.

Monitor

April 29, 2022
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Administrators and help‑desk personnel can monitor Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops service) from Monitor, the monitoring and troubleshooting console. The Monitor tab dis‑
plays a dashboard to monitor, troubleshoot, and perform support tasks for subscribers.

Note:

Monitor is available as the Director console to monitor and troubleshoot Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops Current Release and LTSR deployments.

To access Monitor, sign in to Citrix Cloud. In the upper left menu, select My Services > DaaS. Click
Monitor.

Note:

The recommended optimal screen resolution for viewing Monitor is 1366 x 1024.

Monitor provides:

• Real‑time data from the Broker Agent using a unified console integrated with Analytics and Per‑
formance Manager.

• Analytics includes performancemanagement for health and capacity assurance, and historical
trending to identify bottlenecks in your Citrix DaaS environment.

• Historical data stored in the Monitor database to access the Configuration Logging database.
• Gain visibility into theend‑user experience for virtual applications, desktops, andusers forCitrix
DaaS.

• Monitor uses a troubleshooting dashboard that provides real‑time and historical health moni‑
toring of Citrix DaaS. This feature allows you to see failures in real time, providing a better idea
of what the end users are experiencing.
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Site Analytics

January 9, 2023

The Monitor dashboard provides a centralized location to monitor the health and usage of a site.

If there are currently no failures and no failures have occurred in the past 60 minutes, the panels stay
collapsed. When there are failures, the specific failure panel automatically appears.

Panel Description

User Connection Failures Connection failures over the last 60 minutes.
Click the categories next to the total number to
viewmetrics for that type of failure. In the
adjacent table, that number is broken out by
delivery groups. Connection failures include
failures caused by application limits being
reached. For more information on application
limits, see Applications.

Failed Single session OS Machines or Failed
Multi‑session OS Machines

Total failures in the last 60 minutes broken out
by delivery groups. Failures broken out by
types, including failed to start, stuck on boot,
and unregistered. For Multi‑session OS
machines, failures also include machines
reaching maximum load.
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Panel Description

Sessions Connected Connected sessions across all delivery groups
for the last 60 minutes.

Average Logon Duration Log on data for the last 60 minutes. The large
number on the left is the average logon
duration across the hour. Log on data for VDAs
earlier than XenDesktop 7.0 is not included in
this average. For more information, see
Diagnose user logon issues.

Note:

If no icon appears for a particular metric, this indicates that this metric is not supported by the
type of host you are using. For example, no health information is available for System Center
Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) hosts, AWS and CloudStack.

Continue to troubleshoot issues using these options (which are documented below):

• Control user machine power

• Prevent connections to machines

Monitor sessions

If a session becomes disconnected, it is still active and its applications continue to run, but the user
device is no longer communicating with the server.

Action Description

View a user’s currently connectedmachine or
session

From the Activity Manager and User Details
views, view the user’s currently connected
machine or session and a list of all machines
and sessions to which this user has access. To
access this list, click the session switcher icon
in the user title bar. For more information, see
Restore sessions.
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Action Description

View the total number of connected sessions
across all delivery groups

From the Dashboard, in the Sessions
Connected pane, view the total number of
connected sessions across all delivery groups
for the last 60 minutes. Then click the large
total number, which opens the Filters view,
where you can display graphical session data
based on selected delivery groups and ranges
and usage across delivery groups.

End idle sessions The Sessions Filters view displays data related
to all active sessions. Filter the sessions based
on Associated User, delivery group, Session
State, and Idle Time greater than a threshold
time period. From the filtered list, select
sessions to log off or disconnect. For more
information, see Troubleshoot applications.

View data over a longer period On the Trends view, select the Sessions tab to
drill down tomore specific usage data for
connected and disconnected sessions over a
longer period of time (that is, session totals
from earlier than the last 60 minutes). To view
this information, click View historical trends.

Note:

If the user device is running a legacy Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA), such as a VDA earlier than ver‑
sion 7, or a Linux VDA, Monitor cannot display complete information about the session. Instead,
it displays a message that the information is not available.

Desktop Assignment Rules limitation:
The Manage console allows assignment of multiple Desktop Assignment Rules (DAR) for different
users or user groups to a single VDA in the delivery group. StoreFront displays the assigned desktop
with the corresponding Display Name as per the DAR for the logged in user. However, Monitor does
not support DARs and displays the assigned desktop using the delivery group name regardless of the
logged in user. As a result, you cannot map a specific desktop to a machine in Monitor.
You can map the assigned desktop displayed in StoreFront to the delivery group name displayed in
Monitor using the following PowerShell command. Run the PowerShell commandusing Remote Pow‑
erShell SDK as described in the blog.
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1 Get-BrokerDesktopGroup | Where-Object {
2 $\_.Uid -eq (Get-BrokerAssignmentPolicyRule | Where-Object {
3 $\_.PublishedName -eq "\<Name on StoreFront\>" }
4 ).DesktopGroupUid }
5 | Select-Object -Property Name, Uid

Disable the visibility of running applications in the Activity Manager

Bydefault, theActivityManagerdisplaysa list of all runningapplications for auser’s session. This infor‑
mation can be viewed by all administrators that have access to the Activity Manager feature. For Del‑
egated Administrator roles, this includes Full Administrator, delivery group Administrator, and Help
Desk Administrator.

To protect the privacy of users and the applications that they are running, you can disable the
Applications tab to list running applications. To do this, on the VDA, modify the registry key at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Citrix\Director\TaskManagerDataDisplayed. By default, the key is
set to 1. Change the value to 0, whichmeans the information is not collected from the VDA and hence
not displayed in the Activity Manager.

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Access Citrix Analytics for Performance ‑ Session Details

The Session Details page from Citrix Analytics for Performance can be accessed Monitor. Click View
Session Timeline in the Sessions Details section of Activity Manager opens the Sessions Details page
of Citrix Analytics for Performance within Monitor.
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Note:

This feature requires you to have a valid Citrix Analytics for Performance entitlement.

Session Details are available for sessions that are categorized as Excellent, Fair, or Poor Citrix
Analytics for Performance. For more information about reasons why a session might not be cat‑
egorized, see the Not Categorized article.

You can view a trend of the session experience for the session for up to the last three days along with
the factors contributing to the session experience. This information complements the live data avail‑
able in Monitor, used by the help desk admin while troubleshooting issues related to session experi‑
ence.

For more information about the Session Details page, see Session Details.
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Session transport protocol

View the transport protocol in use for the HDX connection type for the current session in the Session
Details panel. This information is available for sessions launched on VDAs Version 7.13 or later.

Use the Session Control drop‑down in the Session Details pane to log off or disconnect a session.

• ForHDX Connection type,
– The Protocol is displayed asUDP, if EDT is used for the HDX connection.
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– The Protocol is displayed as TCP, if TCP is used for the HDX connection.
• For RDP Connection type, the Protocol is displayed as n/a.

When adaptive transport is configured, the session transport protocol dynamically switches between
EDT (over UDP) and TCP, based on the network conditions. If the HDX session cannot be established
using EDT, it falls back to the TCP protocol.

For more information about adaptive transport configuration, see Adaptive Transport.

Export reports

You can export trends data to generate regular usage and capacity management reports. Export sup‑
portsPDF, Excel, andCSV report formats. Reports inPDFandExcel formats contain trends represented
as graphs and tables. CSV format reports contain tabular data that canbeprocessed to generate views
or can be archived.

To export a report:

1. Go to the Trends tab.
2. Set filter criteria and timeperiod and clickApply. The trend graph and table are populatedwith

data.
3. Click Export and enter the name and format of the report.

Monitor generates the report basedon the filter criteria that you select. If you change the filter criteria,
click Apply before you click Export.

Note:

Export of a large amount of data causes a significant increase in memory and CPU consumption
on the Monitor server, the Delivery Controller, and the SQL servers. The supported number of
concurrent export operations and the amount of data that can be exported is set to default limits
to achieve optimal export performance.

Supported export limits

Exported PDF and Excel reports contain complete graphical charts for the selected filter criteria. How‑
ever, tabular data in all report formats is truncated beyond the default limits on the number of rows or
records in the table. The default number of records supported is defined based on the report format.

Report format Default number of records supported

PDF 500

Excel 100,000

CSV 100,000 (10,000,000 in Sessions tab)
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Error Handling

Errors that youmight encounter during an Export operation:

• Director has timed out: This error can occur due to network issues or high resource usage on
the Director server or with the Monitor Service.

• Monitor has timed out: This error could occur due to network issues or high resource usage
with the Monitor Service or on the SQL server.

• Max concurrent Export or Preview operations ongoing: Only one instance of Export or Pre‑
view can run at a specific time. If you get theMax concurrent Export or Preview operations
ongoing error, try the next operation again later.

Monitor hotfixes

To view the hotfixes installed on a specificmachine VDA (physical or VM), choose theMachine Details
view.

Control user machine power states

To control the state of the machines that you select in Monitor, use the Power Control options. These
options are available for Single session OSmachines, but might not be available for Multi‑session OS
machines.

Note:

This functionality is not available for physical machines or machines using Remote PC Access.

Command Function

Restart Performs an orderly (soft) shutdown of the VM
and all running processes are halted
individually before restarting the VM. For
example, select machines that appear in
Monitor as “failed to start,” and use this
command to restart them.

Force Restart Restarts the VM without first performing any
shut‑down procedure. This command works in
the same way as unplugging a physical server
and then plugging it back in and turning it back
on.
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Command Function

Shut Down Performs an orderly (soft) shutdown of the VM.
All running processes are halted individually.

Force Shutdown Shuts down the VMwithout first performing
any shut‑down procedure. This command
works in the same way as unplugging a
physical server. It might not always shut down
all running processes, and you risk losing data
if you shut down a VM in this way.

Suspend Suspends a running VM in its current state and
stores that state in a file on the default storage
repository. This option allows you to shut
down the VM’s host server and later, after
rebooting it, resume the VM, returning it to its
original running state.

Resume Resumes a suspended VM and restores its
original running state.

Start Starts a VM when it is off (also called a cold
start).

If power control actions fail, hover the mouse over the alert, and a pop‑up message appears with
details about the failure.

Prevent connections tomachines

Usemaintenancemode to prevent new connections temporarily while the appropriate administrator
performsmaintenance tasks on the image.

When you enablemaintenancemode onmachines, no new connections are allowed until you disable
it. If users are currently logged on, maintenancemode takes effect as soon as all users are logged off.
For users who do not log off, send a message informing them that machines will be shut down at a
certain time, and use the power controls to force the machines to shut down.

1. Select the machine, such as from the User Details view, or a group of machines in the Filters
view.

2. SelectMaintenance Mode, and turn on the option.

If a user tries to connect to an assigned desktop while it is in maintenance mode, a message appears
indicating that the desktop is currently unavailable. No new connections can be made until you dis‑
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able maintenance mode.

Application Analytics

The Applications tab displays application‑based analytics in a single, consolidated view to help an‑
alyze and manage application performance efficiently. You can gain valuable insight into the health
and usage information of all applications published on the site. It shows metrics such as the probe
results, number of instances per application, and faults and errors associated with the published ap‑
plications. For more information, see the Application Analytics section in Troubleshooting Applica‑
tions.

Alerts and notifications

August 5, 2022

Alerts are displayed in Monitor on the dashboard and other high level views with warning and critical
alert symbols. Alerts update automatically every minute; you can also update alerts on demand.

Awarning alert (amber triangle) indicates that thewarning threshold of a condition has been reached
or exceeded.

A critical alert (red circle) shows that the critical threshold of a condition has been reached or ex‑
ceeded.

You can view more detailed information on alerts by selecting an alert from the sidebar, clicking the
Go to Alerts link at the bottom of the sidebar or by selecting Alerts from the top of the Monitor page.
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In the Alerts view, you can filter and export alerts. For example, Failed Multi‑session OSmachines for
a specific delivery group over the last month, or all alerts for a specific user. For more information,
see Export reports.

Citrix alerts

Citrix alerts are the ones that originate from Citrix components. You can configure Citrix alerts within
Monitor in Alerts > Citrix Alerts Policy. As part of the configuration, you can set notifications to be
sent by email to individuals and groups when alerts exceed the thresholds you have set up. For more
information on setting up Citrix Alerts, see Create alerts policies.

Smart alert policies

A set of built‑in alert policies with predefined threshold values are available for delivery groups and
Multi‑session OS VDAs scope. You canmodify the threshold parameters of the built‑in alert policies in
Alerts > Citrix Alerts Policy.
Thesepolicies are createdwhen there is at least onealert target ‑a delivery groupor aMulti‑sessionOS
VDA defined in your site. Additionally, these built‑in alerts are automatically added to a new delivery
group or a Multi‑session OS VDA.

Built‑in alert policies are created only if no corresponding alert rules exist in the Monitor database.

For the threshold values of the built‑in alert policies, see the Alerts policies conditions section.
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Create alerts policies

To create a new alerts policy, for example, to generate an alert when a specific set of session count
criteria are met:

1. Go to Alerts > Citrix Alerts Policy and select, for example, Multi‑session OS Policy.
2. Click Create.
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3. Nameanddescribe the policy, then set the conditions that have to bemet for the alert to be trig‑
gered. For example, specify Warning and Critical counts for Peak Connected Sessions, Peak Dis‑
connected Sessions, and Peak Concurrent Total Sessions. Warning values must not be greater
than Critical values. For more information, see Alerts policies conditions.

4. Set the Re‑alert interval. If the conditions for the alert are stillmet, the alert is triggered again at
this time interval and, if set up in the alert policy, an email notification is generated. A dismissed
alert does not generate an email notification at the re‑alert interval.

5. Set the Scope. For example, set for a specific delivery group.
6. In Notification preferences, specify who should be notified by email when the alert is triggered.

Email notifications are sent via SendGrid. Ensure that the email address ‘donotreplynotifica‑
tions@citrix.com’ is white‑listed in your email setup.

7. Click Save.

Creating a policy with 20 or more delivery groups defined in the Scope might take approximately 30
seconds to complete the configuration. A spinner is displayed during this time.

Creating more than 50 policies for up to 20 unique delivery groups (1000 delivery group targets in
total) might result in an increase in response time (over 5 seconds).

Moving a machine containing active sessions from one delivery group to another might trigger erro‑
neous delivery group alerts that are defined using machine parameters.

Alerts policies conditions

Find below the alert categories, recommended actions tomitigate the alert, and built‑in policy condi‑
tions if defined. The built‑in alert policies are defined for alert and realert intervals of 60 minutes.

Peak Connected Sessions

• Check Monitor Session Trends view for peak connected sessions.
• Check to ensure that there is enough capacity to accommodate the session load.
• Add newmachines if needed

Peak Disconnected Sessions

• Check Monitor Session Trends view for peak disconnected sessions.
• Check to ensure that there is enough capacity to accommodate session load.
• Add newmachines if needed.
• Log off disconnected sessions if needed
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Peak Concurrent Total Sessions

• Check Monitor Session Trends view in Monitor for peak concurrent sessions.
• Check to ensure that there is enough capacity to accommodate session load.
• Add newmachines if needed.
• Log off disconnected sessions if needed

CPU

Percentage of CPU usage indicates the overall CPU consumption on the VDA, including that of the
processes. You cangetmore insight into theCPUutilizationby individual processes from theMachine
details page of the corresponding VDA.

• Go toMachineDetails >ViewHistoricalUtilization>Top10Processes, identify theprocesses
consuming CPU. Ensure that process monitoring policy is enabled to initiate collection of pro‑
cess level resource usage statistics.

• End the process if necessary.

• Ending the process causes unsaved data to be lost.

• If all is working as expected, add additional CPU resources in the future.

Note:

The policy setting, Enable resource monitoring is allowed by default for the monitoring
of CPU andmemory performance counters onmachines with VDAs. If this policy setting is
disabled, alertswith CPUandmemory conditions are not triggered. Formore information,
see Monitoring policy settings.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 80%, Critical ‑ 90%

Memory

Percentage of Memory usage indicates the overall memory consumption on the VDA, including that
of the processes. You can get more insight into the memory usage by individual processes from the
Machine details page of the corresponding VDA.

• Go toMachineDetails >ViewHistoricalUtilization>Top10Processes, identify theprocesses
consuming memory. Ensure that process monitoring policy is enabled to initiate collection of
process level resource usage statistics.

• End the process if necessary.
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• Ending the process causes unsaved data to be lost.

• If all is working as expected, add additional memory in the future.

Note:

The policy setting, Enable resourcemonitoring, is allowed by default for the monitoring
of CPU andmemory performance counters onmachines with VDAs. If this policy setting is
disabled, alertswith CPUandmemory conditions are not triggered. Formore information,
see Monitoring policy settings.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 80%, Critical ‑ 90%

Connection Failure Rate

Percentage of connection failures over the last hour.

• Calculated based on the total failures to total connections attempted.
• Check Monitor Connection Failures Trends view for events logged from the Configuration log.
• Determine if applications or desktops are reachable.

Connection Failure Count

Number of connection failures over the last hour.

• Check Monitor Connection Failures Trends view for events logged from the Configuration log.
• Determine if applications or desktops are reachable.

ICA RTT (Average)

Average ICA round‑trip time.

• Check Citrix ADM for a breakdown of the ICA RTT to determine the root cause. For more infor‑
mation, see Citrix ADM documentation.

• If Citrix ADM is not available, check the Monitor User Details view for the ICA RTT and Latency,
and determine if it is a network problem or an issue with applications or desktops.

ICA RTT (No. of Sessions)

Number of sessions that exceed the threshold ICA round‑trip time.

• Check Citrix ADM for the number of sessions with high ICA RTT. Formore information, see Citrix
ADM documentation.
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• If Citrix ADM is not available, contact the network team to determine the root cause.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 300ms for 5 ormore sessions, Critical ‑ 400ms for 10 ormore
sessions

ICA RTT (% of Sessions)

Percentage of sessions that exceed the average ICA round‑trip time.

• Check Citrix ADM for the number of sessions with high ICA RTT. Formore information, see Citrix
ADM documentation.

• If Citrix ADM is not available, contact the network team to determine the root cause.

ICA RTT (User)

ICA round‑trip time that is applied to sessions launched by the specified user. The alert is triggered if
ICA RTT is greater than the threshold in at least one session.

Failed Machines (Single session OS)

Number of failed Single session OS machines. Failures can occur for various reasons as shown in the
Monitor Dashboard and Filters views.

• Run Citrix Scout diagnostics to determine the root cause. For more information, see Trou‑
bleshoot user issues.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 1, Critical ‑ 2

Failed Machines (Multi‑session OS)

Number of failed Multi‑session OS machines. Failures can occur for various reasons as shown in the
Monitor Dashboard and Filters views.

• Run Citrix Scout diagnostics to determine the root cause.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 1, Critical ‑ 2
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Average Logon Duration

Average logon duration for logons that occurred over the last hour.

• Check the Monitor Dashboard to get up‑to‑date metrics regarding the logon duration. A large
number of users logging in during a short timeframe can increase the logon duration.

• Check the baseline and break down of the logons to narrow down the cause. Formore informa‑
tion, see Diagnose user logon issues.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 45 seconds, Critical ‑ 60 seconds

Logon Duration (User)

Logon duration for logons for the specified user that occurred over the last hour.

Load Evaluator Index

Value of the Load Evaluator Index over the last 5 minutes.

• CheckMonitor forMulti‑sessionOSMachines thatmight have a peak load (Max load). Viewboth
Dashboard (failures) and Trends Load Evaluator Index report.

Smart policy conditions:

– Scope: Delivery group, Multi‑session OS scope
– Threshold values: Warning ‑ 80%, Critical ‑ 90%

Hypervisor Alerts Monitoring

Monitor displays alerts to monitor hypervisor health. Alerts from Citrix Hypervisor and VMware
vSphere help monitor hypervisor parameters and states. The connection status to the hypervisor is
also monitored to provide an alert if the cluster or pool of hosts is rebooted or unavailable.

To receive hypervisor alerts, ensure that a hosting connection is created in the Manage tab. For more
information, see Connections and resources. Only these connections are monitored for hypervisor
alerts. The following table describes the various parameters and states of Hypervisor alerts.
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Alert
Supported
Hypervisors Triggered by Condition Configuration

CPU usage Citrix
Hypervisor,
VMware vSphere

Hypervisor CPU usage alert
threshold is
reached or
exceeded

Alert thresholds
must be
configured in the
Hypervisor.

Memory usage Citrix
Hypervisor,
VMware vSphere

Hypervisor Memory usage
alert threshold is
reached or
exceeded

Alert thresholds
must be
configured in the
Hypervisor.

Network usage Citrix
Hypervisor,
VMware vSphere

Hypervisor Network usage
alert threshold is
reached or
exceeded

Alert thresholds
must be
configured in the
Hypervisor.

Disk usage VMware vSphere Hypervisor Disk usage alert
threshold is
reached or
exceeded

Alert thresholds
must be
configured in the
Hypervisor.

Host connection
or power state

VMware vSphere Hypervisor Hypervisor Host
has been
rebooted or is
unavailable

Alerts are
prebuilt in
VMware
vSphere. No
additional
configurations
are needed.

Hypervisor
connection
unavailable

Citrix
Hypervisor,
VMware vSphere

Delivery
Controller

Connection to
the hypervisor
(pool or cluster)
is lost or
powered down
or rebooted.
This alert is
generated every
hour as long as
the connection
is unavailable.

Alerts are
prebuilt with the
Delivery
Controller. No
additional
configurations
are needed.
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Note:

For more information about configuring alerts, see Citrix XenCenter Alerts or check the VMware
vCenter Alerts documentation.

Email notificationpreference canbe configuredunderCitrix Alerts Policy >SitePolicy >Hypervisor
Health. The threshold conditions for Hypervisor alert policies can be configured, edited, disabled, or
deleted from the hypervisor only and not from Monitor. However, modifying email preferences and
dismissing an alert can be done in Monitor.

Important:

• All hypervisor alerts older than a day are automatically dismissed.
• Alerts triggered by the Hypervisor are fetched and displayed in Monitor. However, changes
in the life cycle/state of the Hypervisor alerts are not reflected in Monitor.

• Alerts that are healthy or dismissed or disabled in the Hypervisor console will continue to
appear in Monitor and have to be dismissed explicitly.

• Alerts that are dismissed in Monitor are not dismissed automatically in the Hypervisor con‑
sole.

A newAlert category calledHypervisorHealthhas been added to enable filtering only the hypervisor
alerts. These alerts are displayed once the thresholds are reached or exceeded. Hypervisor alerts can
be:

• Critical—critical threshold of the hypervisor alarm policy reached or exceeded
• Warning—warning threshold of the hypervisor alarm policy reached or exceeded
• Dismissed—alert no longer displayed as an active alert
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Filter data to troubleshoot failures

November 2, 2022

When you click numbers on the Dashboard or select a predefined Default filter from the Filters tab,
the Filters view opens to display data based on the selectedmachine or failure type.

You can create custom‑filtered views of machines, connections, sessions, and application instances
across all delivery groups and save the search for later access. You can edit a predefined filter and
save it as a Saved filter.

1. Select a view:

• Machines. Select Single session OS Machines or Multi‑session OS Machines. These views
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show the number of configured machines. The Multi‑session OS Machines tab also in‑
cludes the load evaluator index, which indicates the distribution of performance counters
and tool tips of the session count if you hover over the link.

• Sessions. You can also see the session count from the Sessions view. Use the idle time
measurements to identify sessions that are idle beyond a threshold time period.

• Connections. Filter connections by different time periods, including last 60 minutes, last
24 hours, or last 7 days.

• Application Instances. This view displays the properties of all application instances on
VDAsofMulti‑sessionandSingle sessionOS. The session idle timemeasurements are avail‑
able for Application instances on VDAs of Multi‑session OS.

2. Select a filter from the list of Saved or Default filters.

3. Use the drop‑down lists to select further filter criteria.

4. Select extra columns, as needed, to troubleshoot further.

5. Save and name your filter.

6. To open the filter later, from the Filters view, select View (Machines, Sessions, Connections, or
Application Instances), and select the saved filter.

7. Click Export to export the data to CSV format files. Data of up to 100,000 records can be ex‑
ported.

8. If needed, for Machines or Connections views, use power controls for all the machines you
select in the filtered list. For the Sessions view, use the session controls or option to send mes‑
sages.

9. In the Machines and Connections views, click the Failure Reason of a failed machine or con‑
nection to get a detailed description of the failure and actions recommended to troubleshoot
the failure. The failure reasons and the recommended actions for Machine and Connection fail‑
ures are available in the Citrix Director Failure Reasons Troubleshooting Guide.

10. In the Machines view, click a machine name link to go to the corresponding Machine Details
page. This page displays the details of themachine, provides power controls, displays the CPU,
memory, disk monitoring, and GPUmonitoring graphs. Also, click View Historical Utilization
to see the resource utilization trends for the machine. For more information, see Troubleshoot
machines.

11. In the Application Instances view, sort or filter based on Idle Time greater than a threshold
timeperiod. Select the idle application instances to end. Log offorDisconnect of an application
instance ends all active application instances in the same session. For more information, see
Troubleshoot applications. The Application Instances filter page and idle time measurements
in the Sessions filter pages are available if VDAs are version 7.13 or later.
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Note:

The Manage console allows assignment of multiple Desktop Assignment Rules (DAR) for differ‑
ent users or user groups to a single VDA in the delivery group. StoreFront displays the assigned
desktop with the corresponding Display Name as per the DAR for the logged in user. However,
Monitordoesnot supportDARsanddisplays theassigneddesktopusing thedelivery groupname
regardless of the logged in user. As a result, you cannot map a specific desktop to a machine in
Monitor. To map the assigned desktop displayed in StoreFront to the delivery group name dis‑
played inMonitor, use the following PowerShell command. Run the PowerShell command using
Remote PowerShell SDK as described in the blog.

1 Get-BrokerDesktopGroup | Where-Object {
2 $\_.Uid -eq (Get-BrokerAssignmentPolicyRule | Where-Object {
3 $\_.PublishedName -eq "\<Name on StoreFront\>" }
4 ).DesktopGroupUid }
5 | Select-Object -Property Name, Uid
6 <!--NeedCopy-->

Monitor historical trends across a site

November 30, 2022

The Trends view accesses historical trend information of each site for the following parameters:

• sessions
• connection failures
• machine failures
• logon performance
• load evaluation
• capacity management
• machine usage
• resource utilization

To locate this information, click the Trendsmenu.

The zoom‑in drill down feature lets you navigate through trend charts by zooming in on a time period
(clicking a data point in the graph) and drilling down to see the details associatedwith the trend. This
feature enables you to better understand the details of who or what has been affected by the trends
being displayed.

To change the default scope of each graph, apply a different filter to the data.
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Note:

• Sessions, failures, and logon performance trend information are available as graphs and
tables when the time period is set to Last month (Ending now) or shorter. When the time
period is chosen as Last month with a custom ending date or as Last year, the trend infor‑
mation is available as graphs but not as tables.

• Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) supports historical data re‑
tention only for 90 days. Hence, one‑year trends and reports in Monitor show the last 90
days of data.

Available trends

View trends for sessions: From the Sessions tab, select the delivery group and time period to view
more detailed information about the concurrent session count.

The Session Auto Reconnect column displays the number of auto reconnects in a session. Auto re‑
connect is enabled when the Session Reliability or the Auto Client Reconnect policies are in effect.
When there is a network interruption on the endpoint, the following policies come into effect:

• Session reliability comes into effect (by default for 3minutes) where the Citrix Receiver or Citrix
Workspace app tries to connect to the VDA.

• Auto client reconnect comes into effect between 3 and 5 minutes where the client tries to con‑
nect to the VDA.

Both these reconnects are captured and displayed to the user. This information can take amaximum
time of 5 minutes to appear on the Director UI after the reconnect occurs.

The auto reconnect information helps you view and troubleshoot network connections having inter‑
ruptions, and to analyze networks having a seamless experience. You can view the number of recon‑
nects for a specific delivery group or time period selected in the Filters.

A drilldown provides additional information like Session Reliability or Auto Client Reconnect, time
stamps, Endpoint IP, and Endpoint Name of the machine where the Workspace app is installed.

By default, logs are sorted by the event time stamps in descending order. This feature is available for
Citrix Workspace app for Windows, Citrix Workspace app for Mac, Citrix Receiver for Windows, and
Citrix Receiver for Mac. This feature requires VDAs 1906 or later.

For more information about session reconnections, see Sessions. For more information about poli‑
cies, see Auto client reconnect policy settings and Session reliability policy settings.

Sometimes, the auto reconnect data might not appear in Monitor for the following reasons:

• Workspace app is not sending auto reconnect data to VDA.

• VDA is not sending data to the Monitor service.
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Note:

Sometimes, the client IP address might not be obtained correctly if certain Citrix Gateway poli‑
cies are set.

View trends for connection failures: From the Failures tab, select the connection, machine type,
failure type, delivery group, and time period to view a graph containing more detailed information
about the user connection failures across your site.

View trends formachine failures: From the Single session OS Machine Failures tab or Multi‑session
OS Machines tab, select the failure type, delivery group, and time period to view a graph containing
more detailed information about the machine failures across your site.

View trends for logon performance: From the Logon Performance tab, select the delivery group
and time period to view a graph containing more detailed information about the duration of user lo‑
gon times across your site andwhether the number of logons affects the performance. This view also
shows the average duration of the logon phases, such as brokering duration and VM start time.
This data is specifically for user logons and does not include users trying to reconnect from discon‑
nected sessions.
The table below the graph shows Logon Duration by User Session. You can choose the columns to
display and sort the report by any of the columns.
For more information, see Diagnose user logon issues.

View trends for load evaluation: From the Load Evaluator Index tab, view a graph containing more
detailed information about the load that is distributed among Multi‑session OS machines. The filter
options for this graph include the delivery group or Multi‑session OS machine in a delivery group,
Multi‑session OS machine (available only if a Multi‑session OS machine in a delivery group was se‑
lected), and range. The Load Evaluator Index is displayed as percentages of Total CPU, Memory, Disk
or Sessions and is shown in comparison with the number of connected users in the last interval.

View hosted applications usage: From the Capacity Management tab, select the Hosted Applica‑
tions Usage tab, select the delivery group and time period to view a graph displaying peak concurrent
usage and a table displaying application based usage. From the Application Based Usage table, you
can choose a specific application to see details and a list of users who are using, or have used, the
application. You can see the predicted peak concurrent application instances values chosen future
time period with Application instance prediction. For more information, see the Application instance
prediction section.

View single andmulti‑session OS usage: The Trends view shows the usage of Single session OS by
site and by delivery group. When you select site, usage is shown per delivery group. When you select
delivery group, usage is shown per User.
The Trends view also shows the usage of Multi‑session OS by site, by delivery group, and by Machine.
When you select site, usage is shown per delivery group. When you select delivery group, usage is
shown per Machine and per User. When Machine is selected usage is shown per User.
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View virtual machine usage: From the Machine Usage tab, select Single session OS Machines or
Multi‑session OS Machines to obtain a real‑time view of your VM usage. The page displays the num‑
ber of Autoscale enabled Multi‑session and Single session OSmachines that are powered on for a se‑
lected delivery group and time period. Also available is the estimated savings achieved by enabling
Autoscale in the selected delivery group, this percentage is calculated using the per machine costs.

The usage trends of Autoscale enabledmachines indicate the actual usage of themachines, enabling
you to quickly assess your site’s capacity needs.

• Single session OS availability ‑ displays the current state of Single session OS machines (VDIs)
by availability for the entire site or a specific delivery group.

• Multi‑session OS availability ‑ displays the current state of Multi‑session OS machines by avail‑
ability for the entire site or a specific delivery group.

Note:

The grid below the chart displays the delivery group basedmachine usage data in real‑time. The
data includes machine availability of all machines independent of Autoscale enablement. The
number ofmachines displayed in the Available Counter column in the grid includesmachines in
maintenance mode.

Themonitoring data consolidation depends on the time period you select.

• Monitoring data for the one day and one week time periods is consolidated per hour.
• Monitoring data for the onemonth time period is consolidated per day.

Themachine status is read at the time of consolidation and any changes during the period in between
is not considered. For the consolidation period, refer to the Monitor API documentation.

For more information onmonitoring Autoscale enabled machines see the Autoscale article.

View resource utilization: From the Resource Utilization tab, select Single session OS Machines or
Multi‑session OS Machines to obtain insight into historical trends data for CPU and memory usage,
and IOPS and disk latency for each VDI machine for better capacity planning.
This feature requires VDAs version 7.11 or later.
Graphs showdata for average CPU, averagememory, average IOPS, disk latency, andpeak concurrent
sessions. You can drill down to the machine, and view data and charts for the top 10 CPU consuming
processes. Filter by delivery group and Time period. CPU, memory usage, and peak concurrent ses‑
sions graphs are available for the last 2 hours, 24 hours, 7 days, month, and year. The average IOPS
and disk latency graphs are available for the last 24 hours, month, and year.

Note:

• The Monitoring policy setting, Enable Process Monitoring, must be set to “Allowed” to col‑
lect and display data in the Top 10 Processes table on theHistoricMachineUtilization page.
The policy is set to “Prohibited” by default. All resource utilization data is collected by de‑
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fault. This can be disabled using the Enable Resource Monitoring policy setting. The table
below the graphs shows the resource utilization data per machine.

• Average IOPS shows the daily averages. Peak IOPS is calculated as the highest of the IOPS
averages for the selected time range. (An IOPS average is the hourly average of IOPS col‑
lected during the hour on the VDA).

• The machine drilldown lists processes with average CPU or average memory usage more
than 1%, this could mean that sometimes fewer than 10 processes are listed.

View application failures: The Application Failures tab displays failures associated with the pub‑
lished applications on the VDAs.

This feature requires VDAs version 7.15 or later. Single session OS VDAs running Windows Vista and
later, and Multi‑session OS VDAs running Windows Server 2008 and later are supported.
For more information, see Historical application failure monitoring.

By default, only application faults fromMulti‑session OS VDAs are displayed. You can set themonitor‑
ing of application failures by using Monitoring policies. For more information, see Monitoring policy
settings.

View application probe results: The Application Probe Results tab displays the results of the probe
for applications that have been configured for probing in the Configuration page. Here, the stage of
launch during which the application launch failure occurred is recorded.

This feature requires VDAs version 7.18 or later. For more information see Application probing.

Create customized reports: TheCustomReports tab provides a user interface for generating Custom
Reports containing real‑time and historical data from the Monitoring database in tabular format.

From the list of previously saved Custom Report queries, you can click Run and download to export
the report in CSV format, clickCopyOData to copy and share the corresponding OData query, or click
Edit to edit the query.
You can create a Custom Report query based on machines, connections, sessions, or application in‑
stances. Specify filter conditions based on fields such as machine, delivery group, or time period.
Specify the extra columns required in your Custom Report. Preview displays a sample of the report
data. Saving the Custom Report query adds it to the list of saved queries.

You can create a Custom Report query based on a copied OData query. To do this, select the OData
Query option and paste the copied OData query. You can save the resultant query for execution later.

Note:

The column names in the Preview and Export report generated using OData queries are not lo‑
calized, but appear in English.

The flag icons on the graph indicate significant events or actions for that specific time range. Hover
the mouse over the flag and click to list events or actions.
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Note:

• HDX connection logon data is not collected for VDAs earlier than 7. For earlier VDAs, the
chart data is displayed as 0.

• Delivery groups deleted in the Manage console are available for selection in the Trends fil‑
ters until data related to themare groomedout. Selecting adeleteddelivery groupdisplays
graphs for available data until retention. However, the tables don’t show data.

• Moving a machine containing active sessions from one delivery group to another causes
the Resource Utilization and Load Evaluator Index tables of the new delivery group to
display metrics consolidated from the old and new delivery groups.

Application instance prediction

Predictive analytics gives you the ability to predict future resource usage. This feature is especially
useful for administrators to organize required resources and licenses on each resource.

The first predictive analysis feature, Application instance prediction predicts the number of hosted
application instances likely to be launched per site or delivery group over time.

Application instance prediction is available in the Trends > Capacity Management tab that displays
the hosted application usage for the chosen time period. The historical graph contains the peak con‑
current application instances values plotted for the chosen period.

To get the predicted graph, select the Predict check box. A dotted line prediction graph is displayed
as an extension of the historical graph. The predicted peak concurrent application instances values
are plotted with the time line extended into the future for the chosen time period.

You can predict the application instances for the next 7 days, 1 month, or one year. Custom ending
dates are not supported.
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Prediction is done using machine learning algorithms that are based on data models created with
existing historical data. The predictions are therefore as accurate as the quality of the existing data.

The accuracy of prediction is indicated by the tolerance level that is displayed as a tool tip over the
predicted graph. It indicates the amount of possible variation of the actual values from the predicted
values.

The tolerance level can be high if either the available data does not follow a regular pattern or is miss‑
ing for certain periods or is insufficient.

Prediction for a year captures the monthly and quarterly patterns coupled with the overall trend for
the year. Similarly, monthly prediction captures the daily and weekly patterns along with weekly
trends such as reduced activity over weekends.

Sufficient historical data must be available for prediction as follows:

• 14 days data for 7 days’ prediction
• 35 days data for one month’s prediction
• 84 days data for one year’s prediction

Note:

You can export only the historical graph, but not the predicted graph.

Monitor Autoscale‑managedmachines

March 23, 2022

Autoscale is a powermanagement feature that enables proactive powermanagement of all registered
Multi‑session and Single session OS machines in a delivery group. You can configure Autoscale for a
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selected delivery group from theManage tab. For more information, see Autoscale.
You canmonitor the key metrics of Autoscale enabled machines from theMonitor tab.

Machine Usage

The Monitor > Trends > Machine Usage page displays the total number of Autoscale enabled Multi‑
session and Single session OS machines that are powered on for a selected delivery group and time
period. This metric indicates the actual usage of machines in the delivery group.
From the Single session OS Machines or the Multi‑session OS Machines tab, select the Delivery
group and the time period.

The chart plots the following metrics:

• Machines On ‑ the number of Autoscale enabled machines that are powered on
• Machines Registered ‑ the number of registered Multi‑session or Single session OSmachines
• Machines under Maintenance ‑ the number of Multi‑session or Single session OS machines
with maintenance mode switched on

Estimated Savings

The Monitor > Trends > Machine Usage page also displays the estimated cost savings achieved by
enabling Autoscale in the selected delivery group.
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Estimated Savings is calculated as the percentage of savings per machine per hour (in US $) as con‑
figured in Manage > Edit Delivery Group > Autoscale. For more information about configuring the
savings per machine, see Autoscale.

When you select all Delivery groups, the average value of Estimated Savings across all the delivery
groups is displayed.
The estimated savings help administrators consolidate the existing infrastructure and plan the capac‑
ity to achieve maximum savings and utilization.

Alert notifications for machines and sessions

The Monitor Dashboard displays alert notifications that can be further drilled down. Alert details are
displayed on theMonitor > Alerts page.

• To create an alert policy in a delivery group, go to Monitor > Alerts > Citrix Alerts Policy >
Delivery Group Policy.

• Here, you can set the following Warning and Critical thresholds:
– Failed Machines (Single session OS) and Failed Machines (Multi‑session OS),
– Peak Connected Sessions, Peak Disconnected Sessions and Peak Concurrent Total Ses‑
sions in the delivery group.

• Alertsaregeneratedwhen thecorrespondingmetric in thedeliverygroup reaches the threshold.

Formoredetails regarding the alert policy conditions and creationof newalert policies, see Alerts and
notifications.
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Machine status

• Monitor > Filters >Machines displays the power state of all machines in a tabular format. You
can filter by a specific delivery group.

• Monitor > Filters > Sessions displays filter by theMachine name to see the associated sessions
and their real‑time status.

• InMonitor > Trends > Sessions, select your delivery group and time period to see the trend of
the sessions and their associatedmetrics.

For more information, see Filter data to troubleshoot failures.

Load Evaluation trends

TheMonitor >Trends > LoadEvaluator Indexpage displays a graphwith detailed information about
the load that is distributed among the Multi‑session OS machines. The filter options for this graph
include the delivery group orMulti‑sessionOSmachine in a delivery group, Multi‑sessionOSmachine
(available only if Multi‑session OS machine in a delivery group was selected), and range. The Load
Evaluator Index is displayed as percentages of Total CPU, Memory, Disk, or Sessions and is shown in
comparison with the number of connected users in the last interval.

Troubleshoot deployments

March 23, 2022

As a help desk administrator, you can search for the user reporting an issue and display details of
sessions or applications associated with that user.

Similarly, you can search for machines or endpoints where issues are reported. Issues can be quickly
resolved bymonitoring the relevant metrics and performing suitable actions.

The following actions are available:

• ending an unresponsive application or process
• shadowing operations on the user’s machine
• logging off an unresponsive session
• restarting the machine
• putting a machine into maintenance mode
• resetting the user profile
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Troubleshoot applications

March 15, 2023

Application Analytics

The Applications view displays application‑based analytics in a single, consolidated view to help an‑
alyze and manage application performance efficiently. You can gain valuable insight into the health
and usage information of all applications published on the site. The default view helps identify the
top running applications.
This feature requires VDAs Version 7.15 or later.

The Probe Result column displays the result of application probing run in the last 24 hours. Click
the probe result link to see more details in the Trends > Application Probe Results page. For more
details on how to configure application probes, see Application Probing.

The Instances column displays usage of the applications. It indicates the number of application in‑
stances currently running (both connected and disconnected instances). To troubleshoot further,
click the Instances field to see the corresponding Application Instances filters page. Here, you can
select application instances to log off or disconnect.

Note:

For custom scope administrators, Monitor does not display application instances created under
application groups. To view all application instances, youmust be a full administrator. Formore
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information, see Knowledge Center article CTX256001.

Monitor the health of published applications in your site with the Application Faults and the Appli‑
cation Errors columns. These columns display the aggregated number of faults and errors that have
occurred while launching the corresponding application in the last one hour. Click the Application
Faults or Application Errors field to see failure details on the Trends > Application Failures page
corresponding to the selected application.

Theapplication failurepolicy settings govern theavailability anddisplayof faults anderrors. Formore
informationabout thepolicies andhowtomodify them, seePolicies for application failuremonitoring
in Monitoring policy settings.

Real‑time applicationmonitoring

You can troubleshoot applications and sessions by using the idle timemetric to identify instances that
are idle beyond a specific time limit.

Typical use cases for application‑based troubleshooting are in the healthcare sector, where employ‑
ees share application licenses. There, you must end idle sessions and application instances to purge
the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops environment, to reconfigure poorly performing servers, or to
maintain and upgrade applications.

The Application Instances filter page lists all application instances on VDAs of Multi‑session and Sin‑
gle session OS. The associated idle time measurements are displayed for application instances on
VDAs of Multi‑session OS that have been idle for at least 10 minutes.

Note:

The Application Instances metrics are available on sites of all license editions.

Use this information to identify the application instances that are idle beyond a specific time period
and log off or disconnect them as appropriate. To do this, select Filters > Application Instances and
select a pre‑saved filter or choose All Application Instances and create your own filter.
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An example of a filter would be as follows. As Filter by criteria, choose Published Name (of the ap‑
plication) and Idle Time. Then, set Idle Time to greater than or equal to a specific time limit and
save the filter for reuse. From the filtered list, select the application instances. Select option to send
messagesor fromtheSessionControldrop‑down, chooseLogoff orDisconnect toend the instances.

Note:

Logging off or disconnecting an application instance logs off or disconnects the current session,
thereby ending all application instances that belong to the same session.

You can identify idle sessions from theSessions filter page using the session state and the session idle
timemetric. Sort by the Idle Time column or define a filter to identify sessions that are idle beyond a
specific time limit. Idle time is listed for sessions on VDAs of Multi‑session OS that have been idle for
at least 10 minutes.

The Idle time is displayed asN/Awhen the session or application instance
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• has not been idle for more than 10 minutes,
• is launched on a VDA of Single session OS, or
• is launched on a VDA running Version 7.12 or earlier.

Historical application failuremonitoring

The Trends ‑> Application Failures tab displays failures associated with the published applications
on the VDAs.

Formore information about the availability of the application failure trends, see Data granularity and
retention article. The application failures that are logged to the Event Viewerwith source “Application
Errors” are monitored. Click Export to generate reports in CSV, Excel, or PDF formats

The failures are displayed as Application Faults or Application Errors based on their severity. The
Application Faults tabdisplays failures associatedwith loss of functionality or data. ApplicationErrors
indicate problems that are not immediately relevant; they signify conditions that might cause future
problems.

You can filter the failures based on Published Application Name, Process Name orDelivery Group,
and Time Period. The table displays the fault or error code and a brief description of the failure. The
detailed failure description is displayed as a tooltip.

Note:

ThePublishedApplicationname isdisplayedas “Unknown”when the correspondingapplication
name cannot be derived. This typically occurs when a launched application fails in a desktop
session or when it fails due to an unhandled exception caused by a dependent executable.

By default, only faults of applications hosted on Multi‑session OS VDAs are monitored. You can mod‑
ify the monitoring settings through the Monitoring Group Policies: Enable monitoring of application
failures, Enable monitoring of application failures on Single session OS VDAs, and List of applications
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excluded from failure monitoring. For more information, see Policies for application failure monitor‑
ing in Monitoring policy settings.

The Trends > Application ProbeResults page displays the results of application probing executed in
the site for the last 24 hours and 7 days. Formore details on how to configure application probes, see
Application Probing.

Application probing

January 5, 2023

Application probing automates the process of checking the health of Citrix Virtual Apps that are pub‑
lished in a site. The results of application probing are available in theMonitor tab of Citrix DaaS (for‑
merly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service). Citrix Probe Agent supports sites hosted on Citrix
Cloud Japan and Citrix Cloud Government Control Planes.

Ensure that the endpointmachines running probe agents areWindowsmachines with Citrix Receiver
for Windows Version 4.8 or later, or Citrix Workspace app for Windows (formerly Citrix Receiver for
Windows) Version 1808 or later. Workspace app forUnifiedWindowsPlatform (UWP) is not supported.

Requirements:

• Endpoint machines running probe agents are Windows machines with Citrix Receiver for Win‑
dows Version 4.8 or later, or Citrix Workspace app for Windows (formerly Citrix Receiver for Win‑
dows) Version 1906 or later. Workspace app for Unified Windows Platform (UWP) is not sup‑
ported.

• Citrix Probe Agent supports the default form‑based authentication as supported by Citrix
WorkSpace. Citrix Probe Agent doesn’t support other authentication methods like Single
Sign‑On (SSO) or Multi Factor Authentication (MFA). Similarly, Citrix Probe Agent works only
when there is no proxy server or load balancer like Citrix Gateway or Citrix ADC deployed.

• Ensure thatMicrosoft .NETFrameworkversion4.7.2or later is installedon theendpointmachine
where you want to install the Probe Agent.

• To use the probing agent in Citrix Cloud Japan Control Plane, set the registry value in the path,
“\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ProbeAgent\AGENT\region” to 2.
To use the probing agent in Citrix Cloud Government Control Plane, set the registry value in the
path, “\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ProbeAgent\AGENT\region”
to 3.

User accounts/permissions required to run Application Probing are as follows:

• A unique Workspace user to probe on each endpoint machine. The Workspace user is not re‑
quired to be an administrator; the probes can run in a non‑admin context.
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• User accountswithWindows administrator permissions to install and configure the Citrix Probe
Agent on the endpoint machines

• A full administratoruser accountwith the followingpermissions. Reusingexistinguser accounts
for application probing might log off from the users’ active sessions.

– Delivery group permissions:

* Read‑only
– Director permissions:

* Create\Edit\Remove Probe Configurations

* View Configurations page

* View Trends page

Configure Application Probing

Configure your applicationprobes to runduringoff‑peakhours acrossmultiple geographies. Thecom‑
prehensive probe results can help to troubleshoot issues related to the applications, hostingmachine
or connection before the users experience them.

Citrix Probe Agent version 2103 supports site aggregation. Applications and desktops can be enumer‑
ated and launched fromaggregated sites. When you configure the probe agent, select theWorkspace
(StoreFront) Site Aggregation Enabled option to enable enumeration of applications and desktops
from aggregated sites. The following combinations of sites are supported:

• Multiple on‑premises sites having one StoreFront URL.
• On‑premises and cloud sites having either a StoreFront or Workspace URL.
• Multiple cloud sites having one Workspace URL.

Note:

You must create separate administrators or users to configure probes that have access to only
one site.

Step 1: Install and configure the Citrix Probe Agent

The Citrix Probe Agent is a Windows executable that simulates the actual application launch by the
user throughCitrixWorkspace. It tests application launches as configured inMonitor and reports back
the results to Monitor.

1. Identify endpoint machines fromwhere you want to run application probing.

2. Users with administrative privileges can install and configure the Citrix Probe Agent on the end‑
point machine. Download the Citrix Probe Agent executable available at https://www.citrix.
com/downloads/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑and‑desktops/components/app‑probe‑agent.html

3. Start the agent and configure your CitrixWorkspace credentials. Configure a uniqueWorkspace
user on each endpoint machine. The credentials are encrypted and stored securely.
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Notes:

• To access the site to be probed from outside the network, type the login URL for Citrix
Gateway in theWorkspaceURL field. Citrix Gateway automatically routes the request
to the corresponding site Workspace URL.

• Use NetBIOS as the domain name in the user name field. For example, NetBIOS/user‑
name.

• App probing supports Citrix Content Collaboration service usingWorkspace authenti‑
cation (AD only).

4. On the Configure ToDisplay Probe Result tab, enter credentials to access Citrix DaaS. You can
find the Customer Name or Customer ID, Client ID, and Secret Key from the API Access page in
the Citrix Cloud console.
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Step 2: Configure Application probing in the Monitor tab

1. In Citrix DaaS, go to Configuration > Probe Configuration > Application Probe and click Cre‑
ate Probe:

2. In the Create Probe page, enter the name of the probe.
3. Select the schedule:

a) Choose the days of the week on which you want the probe to run.
b) Enter the start time at which you want the probe to run.
c) In addition, you can choose the Repeat in a day option. Enter the end time and the in‑

terval in which you want the probe to repeat within a day. For example, the configuration
below helps run application probes from 12:08 hours until 16:34 hours repeating every 30
minutes every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday.

4. Select the recommended number of applications to be probed depending on the interval.
5. Select the endpoint machines on which the probemust run.
6. Enter the email addresses to which the failure probe results are sent and click Save.

In this configuration, the application sessions launch at 12:08 hours, 12:38 hours, 13:08 hours, and so
on until 16:08 hours every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday.
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Note:

• Configure your email server in Alerts > Email Server Configuration.
• After configuration in the Monitor tab, the agent runs configured probes starting the next
hour.

• The probes that were set up before theRepeat in a day optionwas introduced continue to
run at their scheduled time. They have the Repeat in a day option disabled by default.

Step 3: Probe execution

The agent runs application probing as per the probe configuration it fetches fromMonitor every hour.
It launches selected applications serially usingWorkspace. The agent reports the results back toMon‑
itor via the Monitor database. Failures are reported in five specific stages:

• Workspace Reachability ‑ configured Workspace URL is not reachable.
• Workspace Authentication ‑ configured Workspace credentials are invalid.
• Workspace Enumeration ‑ Workspace Enumerate applications list does not contain the appli‑
cation to be probed.

• ICA download ‑ the ICA file is not available.
• Application launch – the application cannot be launched.

Step 4: View probe results

You can view the latest probe results in Citrix DaaS > Applications page.
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To troubleshoot further, click the probe result link to see more details on the Trends > Application
Probe Results page.

The consolidated probe results data is available for the last 24 hours or last 7 days timeperiods on this
page. You can see the stage inwhich the probe failed. You can filter the table for a specific application,
probe failure stage, or endpoint machine.

Desktop probing

February 2, 2023

Desktop probing automates the process of checking the health of Citrix Virtual Desktops that are pub‑
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lished in a site. The results of desktop probing are available in Monitor. Citrix Probe Agent now sup‑
ports sites hosted on Citrix Cloud Japan and Citrix Cloud Government Control Planes.

In Monitor’s Configuration page, configure the desktops to be probed, the endpoint machines to run
the probe on, and the probe time. The agent tests the launch of selected desktops using Workspace
and reports the results back to Monitor. The probe results are displayed on the Monitor UI – the last
24‑hours’ data on the Applications page and historical probe data on the Trends > Probe Results >
Desktop Probe Results page.

Here, you can see the stage when the probe failure occurred ‑ Workspace Reachability, Workspace
Authentication, Workspace Enumeration, ICA download, or Desktop launch. The failure report is sent
to the configured email addresses.

You can schedule your desktop probes to run during off‑peak hours acrossmultiple geographies. The
comprehensive results can help to proactively troubleshoot issues related to provisioned desktops,
hosting machines or connections before the users experience them.

This feature requires Probe Agent 1903 or later.

Requirements:

• Endpoint machines running probe agents are Windows machines with Citrix Receiver for Win‑
dows Version 4.8 or later, or Citrix Workspace app for Windows (formerly Citrix Receiver for Win‑
dows) Version 1906 or later. Workspace app for Unified Windows Platform (UWP) is not sup‑
ported.

• Citrix Probe Agent supports the default form‑based authentication as supported by StoreFront
and Citrix WorkSpace. Citrix Probe Agent doesn’t support other authentication methods like
Single Sign‑On (SSO) or Multi Factor Authentication (MFA). Similarly, Citrix Probe Agent works
only when there is no proxy server or load balancer like Citrix Gateway or Citrix ADC deployed.

• Ensure thatMicrosoft .NETFrameworkversion4.7.2or later is installedon theendpointmachine
where you want to install the Probe Agent.

• To use the probing agent in Citrix Cloud Japan Control Plane, set the registry value in the path,
“\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ProbeAgent\AGENT\region” to 2.
To use the probing agent in Citrix Cloud Government Control Plane, set the registry value in the
path, “\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Citrix\ProbeAgent\AGENT\region”
to 3.

User accounts or permissions required to run Desktop probing:

• A unique Workspace user to probe on each endpoint machine. The Workspace user need not
be an administrator; the probes can run in a non‑admin context.

• User accountswithWindows administrator permissions to install and configure the Citrix Probe
Agent on the endpoint machines

• A full administrator user account or a custom role with the following permissions. Reusing nor‑
mal user accounts for desktop probing might log off the users’ from the active sessions.
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– Delivery group permissions:

* Read‑only
– Monitor permissions:

* Create, Edit, Remove Alert Email Server Configuration ‑ if the email server is not al‑
ready configured

* Create, Edit, Remove Probe Configurations

* View Configurations page

* View Trends page

Configure desktop probing

You can schedule your desktop probes to run during off‑peak hours acrossmultiple geographies. The
comprehensive probe results can help to troubleshoot issues related to the desktops, hosting ma‑
chine or connection before the users experience them.

Citrix Probe Agent version 2103 supports site aggregation. Applications and desktops can be enumer‑
ated and launched fromaggregated sites. When you configure the probe agent, select theWorkspace
(StoreFront) Site Aggregation Enabled option to enable enumeration of applications and desktops
from aggregated sites. The following combinations of sites are supported:

• Multiple on‑premises sites having one StoreFront URL.
• On‑premises and cloud sites having either a StoreFront or Workspace URL.
• Multiple cloud sites having one Workspace URL.

Note:

You must create separate administrators or users to configure probes that have access to only
one site.

Step 1: Install and configure the Citrix Probe Agent

The Citrix Probe Agent is a Windows executable that simulates the actual desktop launch by the user
through Workspace. It tests desktop launches as configured in Monitor and reports back the results
to Monitor.

1. Identify endpoint machines fromwhere you want to run desktop probing.

2. Users with administrative privileges can install and configure the Citrix Probe Agent on the end‑
point machine. Download the Citrix Probe Agent executable available at https://www.citrix.
com/downloads/citrix‑virtual‑apps‑and‑desktops/components/app‑probe‑agent.html

3. Start the agent and configure yourWorkspace Receiver forWeb credentials. Configure a unique
Workspace user on each endpointmachine. The credentials are encrypted and stored securely.
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Notes:

• Toaccess the site tobeprobed fromoutside thenetwork, type theCitrixGateway login
pageURLon theWorkspaceURL field. CitrixGatewayautomatically routes the request
to the corresponding site Workspace URL. This feature is available for Citrix Gateway
version 12.1 or later.

• Use NetBIOS as the domain name in the user name field. For example, NetBIOS/user‑
name.

• Desktop probing supports Citrix Content Collaboration service using Workspace au‑
thentication (AD only).

• Youmust enable Interactive Logon for the configured unique StoreFront user.

4. On the Configure To Display Probe Result tab, enter your Monitor credentials. You can find
the Customer Name or Customer ID, Client ID, and Secret Key from the API Access page in the
Citrix Cloud console.

Step 2: Configure desktop probing in Monitor

1. In Citrix DaaS, go to Configuration > Probe Configuration > Application Probe and click Cre‑
ate Probe.

2. In the Create Probe page, enter the name of the probe.
3. Select the schedule:

a) Choose the days of the week on which you want the probe to run.
b) Enter the start time at which you want the probe to run.
c) Inaddition, youcanchoose theRepeat inadayoption. Enter theend timeand the interval
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in which youwant the probe to repeat within a day. For example, the configuration below
helps run desktop probes from 12:10 hours until 23:35 hours repeating every hour every
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.

4. Select the recommended number of desktops to be probed depending on the interval.
5. Select the endpoint machines on which the probemust run.
6. Enter the email addresses to which the failure probe results are sent and click Save.

In this configuration, the desktop sessions launch at 12:10 hours, 13:10 hours, 14:10 hours, and so on
until 23:10 hours every Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.

Note:

• Configure your email server in Alerts > Email Server Configuration.
• After desktopprobing configuration is complete, the agent runs the configuredprobes start‑
ing the next hour.

• The probes that were set up before theRepeat in a day optionwas introduced continue to
run at their scheduled time. They have the Repeat in a day option disabled by default.

Step 3: Probe execution

The agent runs desktop probing as per the probe configuration it fetches fromMonitor periodically. It
launches selected desktops serially using Workspace. The agent reports the results back to Monitor
via the Monitor database. Failures are reported in five specific stages:

• Workspace Reachability ‑ configured Workspace URL is not reachable.
• Workspace Authentication ‑ configured Workspace credentials are invalid.
• Workspace Enumeration ‑ Workspace Enumerate desktops list does not contain the desktop
to be probed.

• ICA download ‑ the ICA file is not available.
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• Desktop launch – the desktop cannot be launched.

Step 4: View probe results

You can view the latest probe results on the Desktops page.

To troubleshoot further, click the probe result link to see more details on the Trends >Probe Results
> Desktop Probe Results page.

The consolidated probe results data is available for the last 24 hours or last 7 days timeperiods on this
page. You can see the stage in which the probe failed. You can filter the table for a specific desktop,
probe failure stage, or endpoint machine.

Troubleshootmachines

February 13, 2023
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Note:

Citrix Health Assistant is a tool to troubleshoot configuration issues in unregistered VDAs. The
tool automates a number of health checks to identify possible root causes for VDA registration
failures and issues in session launch and time zone redirection configuration. The Knowledge
Center article, Citrix Health Assistant ‑ Troubleshoot VDA Registration and Session Launch con‑
tains the Citrix Health Assistant tool download and usage instructions.

The Filters > Machines view in the Monitor tab displays the machines configured in the site. The
Multi‑session OS Machines tab includes the load evaluator index, which indicates the distribution of
performance counters and tooltips of the session count if you hover over the link.

Click the Failure Reason column of a failed machine to get a detailed description of the failure and
actions recommended to troubleshoot the failure. The failure reasons and the recommended actions
for machine and connection failures are available in the Citrix Director Failure Reasons Troubleshoot‑
ing Guide.

Click the machine name link to go to theMachine Details page.

The Machine Details page lists the machine details, infrastructure details, and details of the hotfixes
applied on the machine.

Machine‑based real‑time resource utilization

TheMachine Utilization panel displays graphs showing real‑time utilization of CPU andmemory. In
addition, disk and GPUmonitoring graphs are available for sites with VDA versions 7.14 or later.

Disk monitoring graphs, average IOPS, and disk latency are important performance measurements
that help youmonitor and troubleshoot issues related to VDA disks. The Average IOPS graph displays
the average number of reads and writes to a disk. Select Disk Latency to see a graph of the delay
between a request for data and its return from the disk, measured in milliseconds.
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GPU Utilization

Select GPU Utilization to see the percentage utilization of the GPU, the GPUmemory, and of the En‑
coder and the Decoder to troubleshoot GPU‑related issues on multi‑session and single‑session OS
VDAs.

Supported GPU versions:

• NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPUs running Display Driver version 369.17 or later. For more information,
see NVIDIA vGPU Software.

• AMD Radeon Instinct MI25 GPUs and AMD EPYC 7V12(Rome) CPUs. For more information, see
AMD Drivers and Support.

Drivers:

The appropriate drivers or extensions must be installed on the VDAs.

• For NVIDIA GPUs, install GRID drivers manually or via extensions. For more information, see
NVIDIA vGPU Software.

– Note that for NVIDIA, only GRID drivers are supported. CUDA drivers do not work with the
NVadsA10 v5‑series and are not supported.

– For a sample process to install Nvidia Grid GPU drivers via extensions on Azure based ma‑
chines, see NVIDIA GRID drivers. NVIDIA GPUDriver Extension ‑ AzureWindows VMs ‑ Azure
Virtual Machines.

– For a sampleprocess to install NvidiaGridGPUdriversmanually, seeAzureN‑seriesNVIDIA
GPU driver setup for Windows ‑ Azure Virtual Machines.

• For AMD GPUs, install AMD graphics drivers manually or via extensions. For more information,
see AMD Drivers and Support.

– For a sample process to install AMD GPU drivers via extensions on Azure based machines,
see AMD GPU Driver Extension ‑ Azure Windows VMs ‑ Azure Virtual Machines.

– For a sample process to install AMD GPU drivers manually on Azure machines, see Install
AMD GPU drivers on N‑series VMs running Windows.

Usage Notes:

• The GPU Utilization graphs are available only for VDAs running 64‑bit Windows.
• The AMDGPUUtilization graphs are available only for VDAs runningCitrix Virtual Apps andDesk‑
tops 7 2212 or later.

• The VDAs must have HDX 3D Pro enabled to provide GPU acceleration. For more information,
see GPU acceleration for Windows Single‑session OS and GPU acceleration for Windows Multi‑
session OS.

• When a VDA accessesmore than one GPU, the utilization graph displays the average of the GPU
metrics collected from the individual GPUs. The GPU metrics are collected for the entire VDA
and not for individual processes.
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• For AMD, encoder and decoder usage are not supported separately. Any encoding/ decoding
workload using the GPU will be reported as the general 3D load on GPU usage.

• Ensure that you install the NVIDIAWMI during installation. This window is available only during
manual installation.

• If drivers are installed but Director does not detect GPU
– Check Task Manager. If drivers are installed properly, the GPU should show up in Task
Manager.

– Check if the machine is registered. Sometimes machines may take some time to be de‑
tected as online.

• If the GPU usage shows no activity in Director, make sure that the workload you are running is
using the GPU. For graphics workloads, this can be enabled from Settings > System > Display >
Graphics Settings > Choose the app to set preference. Make sure to turn on High Performance.
Sometimes, Windows defaults to using the CPU for graphics workloads when this is set to sys‑
tem default or power saving, based on other settings.

• The data is updated every minute and the data visualization starts within a minute of selecting
GPU Utilization.

Machine‑based historical resource utilization

In theMachine Utilization panel, click View Historical Utilization to view the historical usage of re‑
sources on the selectedmachine.
The utilization graphs include critical performance counters of CPU, memory, peak concurrent ses‑
sions, average IOPS, and disk latency.

Note:

The Monitoring policy setting, Enable Process Monitoring, must be set to Allowed to collect,
and display data in the Top 10 Processes table on the Historic Machine Utilization page. The
collection is prohibited by default.

The CPU andmemory utilization, average IOPS, and disk latency data is collected by default. You can
disable the collection by using the Enable Resource Monitoring policy setting.
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1. From the Machine Utilization panel in the Machine Details view, select View Historical Uti‑
lization.

2. In theHistorical Machine Utilization page, set Time Period to view usage for the last 2 hours,
24 hours, 7 days, month, or year.

Note:

Average IOPS and disk latency usage data are available only for the last 24 hours, month,
and year ending now. Custom end time is not supported.

3. Click Apply and select the required graphs.

4. Hoveroverdifferent sectionsof thegraph toviewmore information for the selected timeperiod.
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For example, if you select Last 2 hours, the baseline period is the 2 hours prior to the selected time
range. View the CPU, memory, and session trend over the last 2 hours and the baseline time. If you
select Last month, the baseline period is the previous month. Select to view the Average IOPS and
disk latency over the last month and the baseline time.

1. Click Export to export the resource utilization data for the selected period. For more informa‑
tion, see Export reports section in Monitor Deployments.

2. Below the graphs, the table lists the top 10 processes based on CPU ormemory utilization. You
can sort by any of the columns, which show Application Name, User Name, Session ID, Average
CPU, Peak CPU, AverageMemory, andPeakMemory over the selected time range. The IOPS and
Disk Latency columns cannot be sorted.

Note:

The session ID for system processes is displayed as “0000”.

3. To view the historical trend on the resource consumption of a particular process, drill into any
of the Top 10 processes.

Machine Console access

You can access the consoles of Desktop and Multi‑session OS machines hosted on XenServer Version
7.3 and later directly from Monitor. This way, you don’t require XenCenter to troubleshoot issues on
XenServer hosted VDAs. For this feature to be available, the XenServer hosting the machine must be
of Version 7.3 or later andmust be accessible from the Monitor.
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To troubleshoot a machine, click the Console link in the corresponding Machine Details panel. After
authentication of the host credentials youprovide, themachine console opens in a separate tab using
noVNC, a web‑based VNC client. You now have keyboard andmouse access the console.

Note:

• This feature is not supported on Internet Explorer 11.
• If the mouse pointer on the machine console is misaligned, see CTX230727 for steps to fix
the issue.

• Console access is launched on a new tab, ensure that your browser settings allow pop‑ups.
• For security reasons, Citrix recommends that you install SSL certificates on your browser.

Microsoft RDS license health

You can view the status of Microsoft RDS license in the Machine Details panel in theMachine Details
and theUser Details page for Multi‑session OSmachines.
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One of the following messages is displayed:

• License available
• Not configured properly (warning)
• License error (error)
• Incompatible VDA version (error)

Note:

The RDS license health status for machines under grace period with valid license displays a Li‑
cense availablemessage in green. Renew your license before they expire.

For warning and error messages, hover over the info icon to view additional information as given in
the following table.

Message Type Messages in Monitor

Error Available for VDAs version 7.16 and later.

Error New RDS connections are not allowed.
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Message Type Messages in Monitor

Error RDS licensing has exceeded its grace period.

Error A License Server is not configured for the
required OS level with the Per Device Client
Access licensing type.

Error The configured License Server is incompatible
with the RDS Host OS level with the Per Device
Client Access licensing type.

Warning Personal Terminal Server is not a valid RDS
licensing type in a Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops deployment.

Warning Remote Desktop for Administration is not a
valid licensing type in a Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops deployment.

Warning An RDS licensing type is not configured.

Warning The Domain Controller or License Server is
unreachable with the Per User Client Access
RDS licensing type.

Warning With the Per Device Client Access licensing
type, the Client Device license could not be
determined since the license server for the
required OS level is unreachable.

Note:

This feature is applicable only for Microsoft RDS CAL (Client Access License).

PVS target devicemetrics

You can view the status of PVS target devices for single‑session andmulti‑sessionOSmachines on the
MachineDetailspage in Director. Severalmetrics forNetwork,Boot, andCache are available on this
panel. These metrics help you monitor and troubleshoot PVS target devices to ensure that they are
up and running.
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Network:

• Network Bandwidth Utilization: Average bandwidth utilization across all NICs.

• Server Reconnect Count: Number of times the server has reconnected due to network issues or
server rebalancing or shutdowns and restarts of the Citrix Provisioning Stream Service.

• Total UDP Retry Count: Number of times the provisioning target device has tried to reconnect
to the provisioning server using UDP. This metric helps you to know if there are any network
issues in the Citrix Provisioning Stream Service (for example, bad switch configurations).

Boot:

• Boot Bytes Read MB: Bytes read while booting.

• Boot Byes Written MB: Bytes written while booting.

• Boot From: Boot medium (vDisk, local disk, and so on).

• Boot Retry Count: Number of retries to boot the machine.

• Boot Time: Time taken to boot the machine, in seconds. By default, there is a 5 second delay
between retries. If this delay grows into double digits, there is a significant increase in boot
time. Check your provisioning configuration to resolve this issue.

• Target Software Version: Version of the Provisioning target device software.

• vDisk Name: vDisk fromwhich the Provisioning target device is booting.

Cache:

• Write Cache Type: vDisk canbe set to different types of cache. Formore information, see Knowl‑
edge Center article CTX119469.

• Write Cache Volume Drive Letter: Drive letter for write cache types involving drives.

• Write Cache Volume Size MB: Total configured volume size for write cache.

• Cache File Size MB: Current cache file size (cache on device RAMwith overflow on hard disk).

• Ram Cache Usage MB: Current RAM cache size (cache on device RAM with overflow on hard
disk). Use Overflow to disk only if necessary. This metric is useful when setting or optimizing
the proper size of RAM cache.
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For more information, see Using the Status Tray on a target device.

Provisioning target device metrics is available only on:

• Provisioning machines.

• Provisioning target device version 7.19 and later.

• VDA version 2003 and later.

Note:

Metrics for Server Reconnect Count and UDP Retry Count are available only for Provisioning tar‑
get version 1912 CU2 and later.

Troubleshoot user issues

March 23, 2022

Use the Monitor’sHelp Desk view (Activity Manager page) to view information about the user:

• Check for details about the user’s logon, connection, and applications.
• Shadow the user’s machine.
• Troubleshoot the issue with the recommended actions in the following table, and, if needed,
escalate the issue to the appropriate administrator.

Troubleshooting tips

User issue Suggestions

Logon takes a long time or fails intermittently
or repeatedly

Diagnose user logon issues

Session startup takes a long time or fails
intermittently or repeatedly

Diagnose session startup issues

Application is slow or won’t respond Resolve application failures

Connection failed Restore desktop connections

Session is slow or not responding Restore sessions

Video is slow or poor quality Run HDX channel system reports
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Note:

To make sure that the machine is not in maintenance mode, from the User Details view, review
the Machine Details panel.

Search tips

Search for username is conducted across all configured Active Directories.

When you type a multiuser machine name in a Search field, the Machine Details for the specified ma‑
chine is displayed.

When you type an endpoint name in a Search field, the unauthenticated (anonymous) and authen‑
ticated sessions that are connected to a specific endpoint are listed. This enables troubleshooting
unauthenticated sessions. Ensure that endpointnamesareunique toenable troubleshootingofunau‑
thenticated sessions.

The search results also include users who are not currently using or assigned to a machine.

• Searches are not case‑sensitive.
• Partial entries produce a list of possible matches.
• After you type a few letters of a two‑part name (username, family name and first name, or dis‑
play name), separated by a space, the results include matches for both strings. For example, if
you type jo rob, the results might include strings such as “John Robertson” or Robert, Jones.

To return to the landing page, click the Monitor tab.

Diagnose session startup issues

March 23, 2022

In addition to the logon process phases mentioned in the Diagnose user logon issues section, Mon‑
itor displays the session startup duration. This duration is divided into the Workspace App Session
Startup duration and the VDA Session Startup duration on the User Details and Endpoint Details
pages. These two durations further contain individual phases whose startup durations are also dis‑
played. This data helps you to understand and troubleshoot high session startup duration. Further,
the time duration for each phase involved in the session startup helps in troubleshooting issues as‑
sociated with individual phases. For example, if the Drive Mapping time is high, you can check to see
whether all the valid drives are mapped correctly in the GPO or script.

Prerequisites

Ensure that the following prerequisites are met for session startup duration data to be displayed:
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• VDA 1903 or later.
• Citrix End User Experience Monitoring (EUEM) service must be running on the VDA.

Limitations

The following limitations apply when Monitor displays the session startup duration data:

• Session startup duration is available only for HDX sessions.
• For session launches from iOS and Android OS, only VDA Startup Duration is available.
• IFDCD is available only when Workspace App is detected while launching from a browser.
• For session launches frommacOS, IFDCD is available for Workspace App 1902 and later only.
• For session launches from Windows OS, IFDCD is available for Workspace app 1902 and later.
For earlier versions, IFDCD is displayed for only app launches from a browser with Workspace
app detected.

Notes:

• If you face issues in the sessions startup duration display after the prerequisites are met,
view the Monitor server and VDA logs as described in CTX130320.
For shared sessions (multiple applications launched in the same session), the Workspace
AppStartupmetrics are displayed for the latest connection or the latest application launch.

• Some metrics in VDA Session Startup are not applicable on reconnects. In such cases, a
message is displayed.

Workspace App session startup phases

Session Startup Client Duration (SSCD)

When this metric is high, it indicates a client‑side issue that is causing long start times. Review sub‑
sequent metrics to determine the probable root cause of the issue. SSCD starts as close as possible
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to the time of the request (mouse click) and ends when the ICA connection between the client device
and VDA has been established. For a shared session, this duration is much smaller, as much of the
setup costs associated with the creation of a new connection to the server are not incurred. At the
next level down, there are several detailed metrics available.

ICA File Download Duration (IFDCD)

IFDCD is the time taken for the client to download the ICA file from the server. The overall process is
as follows:

1. The user clicks a resource (application or desktop) on the Workspace Application.
2. A request from the user is sent to StoreFront through the Citrix Gateway (if configured), which

sends the request to the Delivery Controller.
3. The Delivery Controller finds an availablemachine for the request and sends themachine infor‑

mation andother details to StoreFront. Also, StoreFront requests and receives a one‑time ticket
from the Secure Ticket Authority.

4. StoreFront generates an ICA File and sends it to the user via Citrix Gateway (if configured).

IFDCD represents the time it takes for the complete process (steps 1–4). The IFDCD duration stops
counting when the client receives the ICA file.

LPWD is the StoreFront component of the process.

If IFDCD is high (but LPWD is normal), the server‑side processing of the launch was successful, but
there were communication issues between the client device and the StoreFront. This results from
network issues between the twomachines. So you can troubleshoot potential network issues first.

Launch PageWeb Server Duration (LPWD)

This is the time taken to process the launch page (launch.aspx) on the StoreFront. If LPWD is high,
there might be a bottleneck on the StoreFront.

Possible causes include:

• High load on the StoreFront. Try to identify the cause of slowdown by checking the Internet
Information Services (IIS) logs and monitoring tools, Task Manager, Performance Monitor and
so on.

• StoreFront is having issues communicating with other components such as Delivery Controller.
Check if the network connection between StoreFront and Delivery Controller is slow or some
Delivery Controllers are down or overloaded.
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Name ResolutionWeb Server Duration (NRWD)

This is the time taken by the Delivery Controller to resolve the name of a published application/desk‑
top to a VDA Machine IP Address.

When this metric is high, it indicates that the Delivery Controller is taking a long time to resolve the
name of a published application to an IP address. Possible causes include:

• a problem on the client
• issues with the Delivery Controller, such as the Delivery Controller being overloaded, or a prob‑
lemwith the network link between them

Ticket ResponseWeb Server Duration (TRWD)

This duration indicates the time it takes to get a ticket (if necessary) from the Secure Ticket Authority
(STA) Server or Delivery Controller. When this duration is high, it indicates that the STA server or the
Delivery Controller are overloaded.

Session Look‑up Client Duration (SLCD)

This duration represents the time taken to query every session to host the requested published appli‑
cation. The check is performed on the client to determinewhether an existing session can handle the
application launch request. The method used depends on whether the session is new or shared.

Session Creation Client Duration (SCCD)

This duration represents the time taken to create a session, from themomentwfica32.exe (or a similar
equivalent file) is launched to the time when the connection is established.

VDA session startup phases

Session Startup VDA Duration (SSVD)

This duration is the high‑level server‑side connection start‑upmetric that indicates the timeVDA takes
to perform the entire start‑up operation. When thismetric is high, it indicates that there is a VDA issue
increasing session start times. This includes the time spent on the VDA performing the entire start‑up
operation.

Credentials Obtention VDA Duration (COVD)

The time taken for the VDA to obtain the user credentials.
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This duration can be artificially inflated if a user fails to provide credentials in a timely manner, and
thus, not included in the VDA Startup Duration. This time is likely to be a significant only if manual
login is being used and the server side credentials dialog is displayed (or if a legal notice is displayed
before login commences).

Credentials Authentication VDA Duration (CAVD)

This is the time taken by the VDA to authenticate the user’s credentials against the authentication
provider, which can be Kerberos, Active Directory, or a Security Support Provider Interface (SSPI).

Group Policy VDA Duration (GPVD)

This duration is the time taken to apply group policy objects during logon.

Login Script Execution VDA Duration (LSVD)

This is the time taken by the VDA to run the user’s login scripts.

You canmake the user or group’s login scripts asynchronous. Optimize any application compatibility
scripts or use environment variables instead.

Profile Load VDA Duration (PLVD)

This is the time taken by the VDA to load the user’s profile.

If this duration is high, review your User Profile configuration. Roaming profile size and location con‑
tribute to slow session starts. When a user logs on to a session where Terminal Services roaming pro‑
files andhome folders are enabled, the roamingprofile contents and access to that folder aremapped
during logon, which takes extra resources. Sometimes, this can consume significant amount of the
CPU usage. Use the Terminal Services home folders with redirected personal folders tomitigate this
problem. In general, use Citrix Profile Management to manage user profiles in Citrix environments. If
you are using Citrix Profile Management and have slow logon times, check if your antivirus software
is blocking the Citrix Profile Management tool.

Printer Creation VDA Duration (PCVD)

This is the time taken for the VDA tomap the user’s client printers synchronously. If the configuration
is set for printer creation to be performed asynchronously, no value is recorded for PCVD as it does
not impact completion of the session startup.

Excessive time spent inmappingprinters is often the result of the printer auto creationpolicy settings.
The number of printers added locally on the users’ client devices and your printing configuration can
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directly affect your session start times. When a session starts, Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops have to
create every locally mapped printer on the client device. Reconfigure your printing policies to reduce
the number of printers that get created, specifically when users have many local printers. To do this,
edit the Printer Auto creation policy in Delivery Controller and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.

Drive Mapping VDA Duration (DMVD)

This is the time taken by the VDA to map the user’s client drives, devices, and ports.

Ensure that your base policies include settings to disable unused virtual channels, such as audio or
COM port mapping, to optimize the ICA protocol and improve overall session performance.

Application/Desktop Launch VDA Duration (ALVD/DLVD)

This phase is a combinationof userinit andShell duration. Whenauser logson toaWindowsmachine,
Winlogon runs userinit.exe. Usernit.exe runs logon scripts, re‑establishes network connections, and
then starts explorer.exe, the Windows User interface. userinit represents the duration between the
start of userinit.exe to the start of the user interface for the virtual desktop or application. The Shell
duration is the time between the initialization of the user interface to the time the user receives key‑
board andmouse control.

Session Creation VDA Duration (SCVD)

This time includes miscellaneous delays in session creation on VDA.

Diagnose user logon issues

February 8, 2023

Use Logon Duration data to troubleshoot user logon issues.

Logon duration ismeasured only for initial connections to a desktop or app using HDX. This data does
not include users trying to connect with Remote Desktop Protocol or reconnect from disconnected
sessions. Specifically, logon duration is notmeasuredwhen a user initially connects using a non‑HDX
protocol and reconnects using HDX.

In the User Details view, the duration is displayed as a number value below which the time the logon
occurred is displayed and a graph of the phases of the logon process.

As users logon to Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, the Monitor Service tracks the phases of the logon
process from the time the user connects from Citrix Workspace app to the time when the desktop is
ready to use.
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The large number on the left is the total logon time and is calculated by combining the time spent
establishing the connection and obtaining a desktop from the Delivery Controller with the time spent
to authenticate and log on to a virtual desktop. The duration information is presented in seconds (or
fractions of seconds).

Prerequisites

Ensure that the following prerequisites are met for logon duration data and drilldowns to appear:

1. Install Citrix User Profile Manager and Citrix User Profile Manager WMI Plugin on the VDA.
2. Ensure that the Citrix Profile Management Service is running.
3. For XenApp and XenDesktop sites 7.15 and earlier, disable the GPO setting, Do not process the

legacy run list.
4. Audit process tracking must be enabled for Interactive Session drilldown.
5. For GPO drilldown, increase the size of Group Policy operational logs.

Note:

Logon duration is supported only on the defaultWindows shell (explorer.exe) and not on custom
shells.

Steps to troubleshoot user logon issues

1. From theUser Details view, troubleshoot the logon state using the Logon Duration panel.
• If the user is logging on, the view reflects the process of logging on.
• If the user is logged on, the Logon Duration panel displays the time it took for the user to
log on to the current session.

2. Examine the phases of the logon process.

Logon process phases

Brokering

Time taken to decide which desktop to assign to the user.

VM start

If the session required a machine start, this is the time taken to start the virtual machine.

HDX connection

Time taken to complete the steps required in setting up the HDX connection from the client to the
virtual machine.
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Authentication

Time taken to complete authentication to the remote session.

GPOs

If Group Policy settings are enabled on the virtual machines, this is the time taken to apply
group policy objects during logon. The drill‑down of the time taken to apply each policy as
per the CSEs (Clients‑Side Extension) is available as a tooltip when you hover on the GPO bar.

Click Detailed Drilldown to see a table with the policy status, and the corresponding GPO name.
The time durations in the drilldown represent the CSE processing time only and do not add up to
the total GPO time. You can copy the drill‑down table for further troubleshooting or use in reports.
The GPO time for the policies is retrieved from Event Viewer logs. The logs can get overwritten
depending on the memory allocated for the operational logs (default size is 4 MB). For more in‑
formation about increasing the log size for the operational logs, see the Microsoft TechNet article
https://docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/previous‑versions/tn‑archive/dd277416(v=technet.10).

Logon scripts

If logon scripts are configured for the session, this is the time taken for the logon scripts to be run.

Profile load

If profile settings are configured for theuser or the virtualmachine, this is the time taken for theprofile
to load.

If Citrix ProfileManagement is configured, the Profile Loadbar includes the time takenbyCitrix Profile
Management to process user profiles. This information helps administrators to troubleshoot high pro‑
file processing duration issues. When Profile Management is configured, the Profile Load bar displays
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an increased duration. This increase is caused by this enhancement and does not reflect a perfor‑
mance degradation. This enhancement is available on VDAs 1903 and later.

Hovering over the Profile Load bar displays a tooltip showing the user profile details for the current
session. This additional information can help troubleshoot high profile load issues.

ClickDetailed Drilldown to drilldown further into each individual folder in the profile root folder (for
instance, C:/Users/username), its size, and the number of files (including files inside nested folders).

Profile drilldown is available on VDAs 1811 and later. Using the profile drilldown information, you can
resolve issues involving a high profile load time. You can:

• Reset the user profile
• Optimize the profile by removing unwanted large files
• Reduce the number of files to reduce the network load
• Use profile streaming

By default, all folder names are visible. To hide the folder names, edit the registry values on the VDA
machine using the following steps:
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Warning:

Adding and editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you
to reinstall your operating system. Citrix does not guarantee that problems resulting from the
incorrect use of the Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure
to back up the registry before you edit it.

1. On theVDA,addanewregistry valueProfileFoldersNameHiddenatHKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Citrix\Director\
2. Set the value to 1. This value must be a DWORD (32‑bit) value. Folder names visibility is now

disabled.
3. To make the folder names visible again, set the value to 0.

Note:

You can use GPO or PowerShell to apply the registry value change on multiple machines. For
more information about using GPO to deploy registry changes, see the blog.

Additional information

• Profile drilldown does not consider redirected folders.
• NTUser.dat files in the root foldermight not be visible to end users. However, they are included
in the profile drilldown and displayed in the list of files in Root Folder.

• There are some hidden files in AppData folder which are not included in profile drilldown.
• Number of files and profile size datamight notmatchwith the data in the Personalization panel
due to certain Windows limitations.

Interactive Session

This is the time taken to “hand off” keyboard and mouse control to the user after the user profile
has been loaded. It is normally the longest duration out of all the phases of the logon process and is
calculated as Interactive Session duration = Desktop Ready Event Timestamp (EventId 1000 on
VDA) ‑ User Profile Loaded Event Timestamp (EventId 2 on VDA). Interactive Session has three sub‑
phases: Pre‑userinit, Userinit, and Shell. Hover over the Interactive Session to see a tooltip showing
the following:

• subphases
• the time taken for each subphase
• the total cumulative time delay between these subphases

Note:

This feature is available on VDAs 1811 and later. If you have launched sessions on sites earlier
than 7.18 and then upgraded to 7.18, a ‘Drilldown unavailable due to server error’ message is
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displayed. However, if you have launched sessions after an upgrade, no error message is dis‑
played.

To view the time duration of each subphase, enable Audit process tracking on the VM (VDA). When the
Audit process tracking is disabled (default), the time duration of Pre‑userinit and the combined time
duration of Userinit and Shell are displayed. You can enable Audit process tracking through a Group
Policy Object (GPO) as follows:

1. Create a GPO and edit it using the GPO editor.
2. Go to Computer Configuration > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Local Policies >

Audit Policy.
3. On the right pane, double‑click Audit process tracking.
4. Select Success and click OK.
5. Apply this GPO to the required VDAs or Group.

For more information about Audit process tracking and enabling or disabling it, see https:
//docs.microsoft.com/en‑us/previous‑versions/ms813609(v=msdn.10) in the Microsoft docu‑
mentation.

Logon Duration panel in the User Details view.

• Interactive Session – Pre‑userinit: This is the segment of Interactive Session which overlaps
with Group Policy Objects and scripts. This subphase can be reduced by optimizing the GPOs
and scripts.

• Interactive Session – Userinit: When a user logs on to a Windows machine, Winlogon runs
userinit.exe. Userinit.exe runs logon scripts, re‑establishes network connections, and then
starts Explorer.exe, the Windows user interface. This subphase of Interactive Session repre‑
sents the duration between the start of Userinit.exe to the start of the user interface for the
virtual desktop or application.

• Interactive Session – Shell: In the previous phase, Userinit starts the initialization of Windows
user interface. The Shell subphase captures the duration between the initialization of the user
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interface to the time user receives keyboard andmouse control.
• Delay: This is the cumulative timedelaybetween thePre‑userinit andUserinit subphases and
theUserinit and Shell subphases.

The total logon time is not an exact sum of these phases. For example, some phases occur in parallel,
and in some phases, extra processing occurs that can result in a longer logon duration than the sum.
The total logon time does not include the ICA idle time that is the time between the ICA file download
and the ICA file launch for an application.
To enable the automatic opening of ICA file upon application launch, configure your browser for au‑
tomatic ICA file launch upon download of an ICA file. For more information, see CTX804493.

Note:

The Logon Duration graph shows the logon phases in seconds. Any duration values below one
second are displayed as subsecond values. The values above one second are rounded to the
nearest 0.5 second. The graph has been designed to show the highest y‑axis value as 200 sec‑
onds. Any value greater than 200 seconds is shown with the actual value displayed above the
bar.

Troubleshooting tips

To identify unusual or unexpected values in the graph, compare the amount of time taken in each
phase of the current session with the average duration for this user for the last seven days, and the
average duration for all users in this delivery group for the last seven days.

Escalate as needed. For example, if the VM startup is slow, the issuemight be in the hypervisor, so you
can escalate it to the hypervisor administrator. Or, if the brokering time is slow, you can escalate the
issue to the site administrator to check the load balancing on the Delivery Controller.

Examine unusual differences, including:

• Missing (current) logon bars
• Major discrepancy between the current duration and this user’s average duration. Causes in‑
clude:

– A new application was installed.
– An operating system update occurred.
– Configuration changes were made.
– Profile size of the user is high. In this case, the Profile Load is high.

• Major discrepancy between the user’s log on numbers (current and average duration) and the
delivery group average duration.

If needed, click Restart to observe the user’s logon process to troubleshoot issues, such as VM Start
or Brokering.
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Shadow users

November 9, 2022

Use the shadow user feature to view or work directly on a user’s virtual machine or session. You can
shadow bothWindows or and Linux VDAs. The usermust be connected to themachine that youwant
to shadow. Verify this by checking the machine name listed in the user title bar.

Shadowing is launched in a new tab, update your browser settings to allow pop‑ups from the Citrix
Cloud URL.

Access the shadowing feature from the User Details view. Select the user session, and click Shadow
in the Activity Manager view or the Session Details panel.

Shadowing Linux VDAs

Shadowing is available for LinuxVDAsVersion7.16or and later running theRHEL7.3orUbuntuVersion
16.04 Linux distributions.

Note:

• Monitor uses FQDN to connect to the target Linux VDA. Ensure that the Monitor client can
resolve the FQDN of the Linux VDA.

• The VDAmust have the python‑websockify and x11vnc packages installed.
• noVNC connection to the VDA uses the WebSocket protocol. By default, ws:// WebSocket
protocol is used. For security reasons, Citrix recommends that you use the secure wss://
protocol. Install SSL certificates on each Monitor client and Linux VDA.

Follow the instructions in Session Shadowing to configure your VDA for shadowing.

1. After you click Shadow, the shadowing connection initializes and a confirmation prompt ap‑
pears on the user device.

2. Instruct the user to click Yes to start the machine or session sharing.
3. The administrator can only view the shadowed session.

ShadowingWindows VDAs

Windows VDA sessions are shadowed using Windows Remote Assistance. Enable User Windows Re‑
moteAssistance featurewhile installing theVDA. Formore information, seeEnableorDisable features.

1. After you click Shadow, the shadowing connection initializes and a dialog box prompts you to
open or save the .msrc incident file.

2. Open the incident file with the Remote Assistance Viewer, if not already selected by default. A
confirmation prompt appears on the user device.
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3. Instruct the user to click Yes to start the machine or session sharing.
4. For more control, ask the user to share keyboard andmouse control.

Streamline Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers for shadowing

Configure your Microsoft Internet Explorer browser to automatically open the downloaded Microsoft
Remote Assistance (.msra) file with the Remote Assistance client.

To do this, you must enable the Automatic prompting for file downloads setting in the Group Policy
editor:

Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows Components > Internet Explorer >
Internet Control Panel > Security Page > Internet Zone > Automatic prompting for file downloads.

Sendmessages to users

March 23, 2022

From Monitor, send a message to a user who is connected to one or more machines. For example,
use this feature to send immediate notices about administrative actions such as impending desktop
maintenance, machine logoffs and restarts, and profile resets.

To send amessage to a user, follow these steps:

1. Go toMonitor > Filters >Machines > All Machines.

2. Select a machine to which you want to send amessage and click Send Message.

3. Type your message and click Send.

If the message is sent successfully, a confirmation message appears. If the user’s machine is con‑
nected, the message appears there.

If the message is not sent successfully, an error message appears. Troubleshoot the problem accord‑
ing to the error message. When you have finished, type the subject and message text again and click
Try again.

Resolve application failures

February 8, 2023

In the Activity Manager view, click the Applications tab. You can view all the applications on all
machines to which this user has access, including local and hosted applications for the currently con‑
nectedmachine, and the status of each.
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The list includes only those applications that were launched within the session.

For Multi‑session OS machines and Single session OS machines, applications are listed for each dis‑
connected session. If the user is not connected, no applications are displayed.

Action Description

End the application that is not responding Choose the application that is not responding
and click End Application. Once the
application is terminated, ask the user to
launch it again.

End processes that are not responding If you have the required permission, click the
Processes tab. Select a process that is related
to the application or using a high amount of
CPU resources or memory, and click End
Process. However, if you do not have the
required permission to terminate the process,
attempting to end a process fails.

Restart the user’s machine For Single session OSmachines only, for the
selected session, click Restart. Alternatively,
from the Machine Details view, use the power
controls to restart or shut down the machine.
Instruct the user to log on again so that you
can recheck the application. For Multi‑session
OSmachines, the restart option is not
available. Instead, log off from the user and let
the user log on again.

Put the machine into maintenance mode If the machine’s image needs maintenance,
such as a patch or other updates, put the
machine into maintenance mode. From the
Machine Details view, click Details and turn on
the maintenance mode option. Escalate to the
appropriate administrator.

Disable the visibility of running applications

Bydefault, theActivityManagerdisplaysa list of all runningapplications for auser’s session. This infor‑
mation can be viewed by all administrators that have access to the Activity Manager feature. For Del‑
egated Administrator roles, this includes Full Administrator, delivery group Administrator, and Help
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Desk Administrator.

To protect the privacy of users and the applications that they are running, you can disable the
Applications tab to list running applications. To do this, on the VDA, modify the registry key at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Citrix\Director\TaskManagerDataDisplayed. By default, the key is
set to 1. Change the value to 0, whichmeans the information is not collected from the VDA and hence
not displayed in the Activity Manager.

Warning:

Editing the registry incorrectly can cause serious problems that might require you to reinstall
your operating system. Citrix cannot guarantee that problems resulting from the incorrect use
of Registry Editor can be solved. Use Registry Editor at your own risk. Be sure to back up the
registry before you edit it.

Restore desktop connections

March 23, 2022

FromMonitor, check the user’s connection status for the current machine in the user title bar.

If the desktop connection failed, the error that caused failure is displayed and can help you decide
how to troubleshoot.

Action Description

Ensure that the machine is not in maintenance
mode

On the User Details page, make sure
maintenance mode is turned off.

Restart the user’s machine Select the machine and click Restart. Use this
option if the user’s machine is unresponsive or
unable to connect, such as when the machine
is using an unusually high amount of CPU
resources, which canmake the CPU unusable.

Restore sessions

March 23, 2022

If a session becomes disconnected, it is still active and its applications continue to run, but the user
device is no longer communicating with the server.
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In the User Details view, troubleshoot session failures in the Session Details panel. You can view the
details of the current session, indicated by the session ID.

Action Description

End applications or processes that are not
responding

Click the Applications tab. Select any
application that is not responding and click
End Application. Similarly, select any
corresponding process that is not responding
and click End Process. Also, end processes
that are consuming an unusually high amount
of memory or CPU resources, which canmake
the CPU unusable.

Disconnect the Windows session Click Session Control and then select
Disconnect. This option is available only for
brokered Multi‑session OSmachines. For
non‑brokered sessions, the option is disabled.

Log off the user from the session Click Session Control and then select Log Off.

To test the session, the user can attempt to log back on to it. You can also shadow the user to more
closely monitor this session.

Run HDX channel system reports

March 23, 2022

In theUserDetails view, check the status of theHDX channels on the user’smachine in theHDXpanel.
This panel is available only if the user machine is connected using HDX.

If amessage appears indicating that the information is not currently available, wait for oneminute for
the page to refresh, or select the Refresh button. HDX data takes a little longer to update than other
data.

Click an error or warning icon for more information.

Tip:

You can view information about other channels in the same dialog box by clicking the left and
right arrows in the left corner of the title bar.
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HDX channel system reports are used mainly by Citrix Support to troubleshoot further. To do this, in
the HDX panel, click Download System Report.

Reset a user profile

March 24, 2022

Caution:

When a profile is reset, although the user’s folders and files are saved and copied to the new pro‑
file, most user profile data is deleted (for example, the registry is reset and application settings
might be deleted).

1. FromMonitor, search for the user whose profile youwant to reset and select this user’s session.

2. Click Reset Profile.

3. Instruct the user to log off from all sessions.

4. Instruct the user to log back on. The folders and files that were saved from the user’s profile are
copied to the new profile.

Important:

If the user has profiles onmultiple platforms (such asWindows 8 andWindows 7), instruct
theuser to logbackon first to the samedesktopor app that theuser reportedas aproblem.
This ensures that the correct profile is reset. For a Citrix user profile, the profile is already
reset by the time the user’s desktop appears. For a Microsoft roaming profile, the folder
restoration might still be in progress for a brief time. The user must stay logged on until
the restoration is complete.

The preceding steps assume you are using Citrix Virtual Desktops (Desktop VDA). If you are using Citrix
Virtual Desktops (Server VDA) you need to be logged on to perform the profile reset. The user then
needs to log off, and log back on to complete the profile reset.

If the profile is not successfully reset (for example, the user cannot successfully log back on to the
machine or some of the files are missing), youmust manually restore the original profile.

The folders (and their files) from the user’s profile are saved and copied to the new profile. They are
copied in the listed order:

• Desktop
• Cookies
• Favorites
• Documents
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• Pictures
• Music
• Videos

Note:

In Windows 8 and later, cookies are not copied when profiles are reset.

How reset profiles are processed

Any Citrix user profile or Microsoft roaming profile can be reset. After the user logs off and you select
the reset command (either in Monitor or using the PowerShell SDK), Monitor first identifies the user
profile in use and issues an appropriate reset command. Monitor receives the information through
Profile Management, including information about the profile size, type, and logon timings.

This diagram illustrates the process following the user log on, when a user profile is reset.
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The reset command issued by Monitor specifies the profile type. The Profile Management service
then attempts to reset a profile of that type and looks for the appropriate network share (user store).
If Profile Management processes the user, but receives a roaming profile command, it is rejected (or
the opposite way).

1. If a local profile is present, it is deleted.

2. The network profile is renamed.

3. The next action depends on whether the profile being reset is a Citrix user profile or a Microsoft
roaming profile.
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For Citrix user profiles, the new profile is created using the Profile Management import rules,
and the folders are copied back to the network profile, and the user can log on normally. If a
roaming profile is used for the reset, any registry settings in the roaming profile are preserved
in the reset profile. You can configure Profile management so that a template profile overrides
the roaming profile, if necessary.

For Microsoft roaming profiles, Windows creates a new profile, and when the user logs on, the
folders are copiedback to theuserdevice. When theuser logsoffagain, thenewprofile is copied
to the network store.

Tomanually restore a profile after a failed reset

1. Instruct the user to log off from all sessions.
2. Delete the local profile if one exists.
3. Locate the archived folder on the network share that contains the date and time appended to

the folder name, the folder with a .upm_datestamp extension.
4. Delete the current profile name. That is, the one without the upm_datestamp extension.
5. Rename the archived folder using the original profile name. That is, remove the date and time

extension. You have returned the profile to its original, pre‑reset state.

Feature compatibility matrix

August 5, 2022

Citrix Monitor supports three Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) editions.
They are Premium, Citrix DaaS Advanced, and Citrix DaaS Advanced Plus. Specific Citrix Monitor
features, VDA versions, dependent components, and their respective license editions are listed in the
following table.

Feature

Dependencies ‑
min version
required Premium

Citrix DaaS
Advanced

Citrix DaaS
Advanced Plus

Session Auto
Reconnect

VDA 1906 Yes Yes Yes

Session Startup
Duration

VDA 1903 Yes Yes Yes

Desktop Probing Citrix Probe
Agent 1903

Yes Yes Yes
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Feature

Dependencies ‑
min version
required Premium

Citrix DaaS
Advanced

Citrix DaaS
Advanced Plus

Citrix Profile
Management
Duration in
Profile Load

VDA 1903 Yes Yes Yes

Profile Drilldown VDA 1811 Yes Yes Yes

Hypervisor
Alerts
Monitoring

None Yes No No

Application
Probing

Citrix
Application
Probe Agent
1811

Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft RDS
License Health

VDA 7.16 Yes Yes Yes

Export of Filters
Data

None Yes Yes Yes

Interactive
Session Drill
Down

VDA 1808 Yes Yes Yes

GPO Drill Down VDA 1808 Yes Yes Yes

Machine
Historical Data
Available Using
OData API

None Yes Yes Yes

Smart Alert
Policies

None Yes No No

Health Assistant
Link

None Yes Yes Yes

Interactive
Session
Drill‑down

None Yes Yes Yes

Application
Analytics

VDA 7.15 Yes Yes Yes
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Feature

Dependencies ‑
min version
required Premium

Citrix DaaS
Advanced

Citrix DaaS
Advanced Plus

OData API V.4 None Yes Yes Yes

Shadow Linux
VDA Users

VDA 7.16 Yes Yes Yes

Machine
Console Access

None Yes Yes Yes

Application
Failure
Monitoring

VDA 7.15 Yes Yes Yes

Application‑
centric
Troubleshooting

VDA 7.13 Yes Yes Yes

Disk Monitoring VDA 7.14 Yes Yes Yes

GPU Monitoring VDA 7.14 Yes Yes Yes

Transport
Protocol on
Session Details
Panel

VDA 7.13 Yes Yes Yes

User‑friendly
Connection and
Machine Failure
Descriptions

VDA 7.x Yes Yes Yes

Historical Data
Retention

VDA 7.x Yes No No

Custom
Reporting

VDA 7.x Yes No No

Resource
Utilization
Reporting

VDA 7.11 Yes Yes Yes

Alerting
Extended for
CPU, Memory
and ICA RTT
Conditions

VDA 7.11 Yes No No
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Feature

Dependencies ‑
min version
required Premium

Citrix DaaS
Advanced

Citrix DaaS
Advanced Plus

Export Report
Improvements

VDA 7.x Yes Yes Yes

Logon Duration
Breakdown

VDA 7.x Yes Yes Yes

Proactive
Monitoring and
Alerting

VDA 7.x Yes No No

Hosted
Applications
Usage

VDA 7.x Yes No No

Single‑session
and
Multi‑session OS
Usage

VDA 7.x Yes No No

Support for
Framehawk
Virtual Channel

VDA 7.6 Yes Yes Yes

Delegated administration andmonitoring

March 23, 2022

Delegated administration uses three concepts: administrators, roles, and scopes. Permissions are
based on an administrator’s role and the scope of this role. For example, an administrator might be
assigned a Help Desk administrator role where the scope involves responsibility for end‑users at one
site only.

Administrative permissions determine the monitoring interface presented to administrators and the
tasks they can perform. Permissions determine:

• The views the administrator can access, collectively referred to as a view.
• The desktops, machines, and sessions that the administrator can view and interact with.
• The commands the administrator can perform, such as shadowing a user’s session or enabling
maintenance mode.
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Monitoring now supports delegated administrator roles that allow you to assign custom defined or
built‑in roles to administrators. The role determines the available permissions and hence, how an
administrator uses monitoring. You can also define the scope applicable for those roles. The scope
defines the objects for which the role is applicable.

For information about creating delegated administrators, see the main Delegated administration ar‑
ticle.

The built‑in roles and permissions determine how administrators useMonitor:

Administrator Role Permissions in Monitor

Full Administrator Full access to all views and can perform all
commands, including shadowing a user’s
session, enabling maintenance mode, and
exporting trends data.

Delivery group Administrator Full access to all views and can perform all
commands, including shadowing a user’s
session, enabling maintenance mode, and
exporting trends data.

Read Only Administrator Can access all views and see all objects in
specified scopes in addition to global
information. Can download reports from HDX
channels and can export Trends data using the
Export option in the Trends view. Cannot
perform any other commands or change
anything in the views.

Help Desk Administrator Can access only the Help Desk and User Details
views and can view only objects that the
administrator is delegated to manage. Can
shadow a user’s session and perform
commands for that user. Can perform
maintenance mode operations. Can use power
control options for Single session OSMachines.
Cannot access the Dashboard, Trends, Alerts,
or Filters views. Cannot use power control
options for Multi‑session OSmachines.

Machine catalog Administrator Can access only the Machine Details page
(Machine‑based search).
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Administrator Role Permissions in Monitor

Host Administrator No access. This administrator is not supported
for Monitor and cannot view data.

Probe Agent Administrator Read‑only access to Applications page, cannot
access any other view. Meant to run the Citrix
Probe Agent on endpoint machines.

Monitoring Full Administrator Has full access to all views and commands in
theMonitor tab.

Session Administrator Can view Delivery Groups andmanage their
associated sessions andmachines on the
Filters page of theMonitor tab.

To assign a role (built‑in or custom) to a user, from the Citrix Cloud menu, go to Identity and Access
Management > Administrators. Here, when you add or edit the access of an administrator, you can
select Custom Access and one of the listed roles.
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You can define custom roles and scopes in Full Configuration > Administrators > Administrators.

The built‑in roles and custom roles are listed for selection with custom scope.
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Data granularity and retention

January 2, 2023

Aggregation of data values

The Monitor Service collects various data, including user session usage, user logon performance de‑
tails, session load balancing details, and connection and machine failure information. Data is aggre‑
gated differently depending on its category. Understanding the aggregation of data values presented
using the OData Method APIs is critical to interpreting the data. For example:

• Connected Sessions and Machine Failures occur over a period. Therefore, they are exposed as
maximums over a time period.

• Logon Duration is a measure of the length of time, therefore is exposed as an average over a
time period.

• Logon Count and Connection Failures are counts of occurrences over a period, therefore are
exposed as sums over a time period.

Concurrent data evaluation

Your sessionsmust be overlapping to be considered concurrent. However, when the time interval is 1
minute, all sessions in that minute (whether they overlap) are considered concurrent. The size of the
interval is so small that the performance overhead involved in calculating the precision is not worth
the value added. If the sessions occur in the same hour, but not in the same minute, they are not
considered to overlap.

Correlation of summary tables with raw data

The data model represents metrics in two different ways:

• The summary tables represent aggregate views of themetrics in perminute, hour, and day time
granularities.

• The raw data represents individual events or current state tracked in the session, connection,
application, and other objects.

When attempting to correlate data across API calls or within the data model itself, it is important to
understand the following concepts and limitations:

• No summary data for partial intervals. Metrics summaries are designed to meet the needs
of historical trends over long periods. These metrics are aggregated into the summary table
for complete intervals. There is no summary data for a partial interval at the beginning (oldest
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available data) of the data collection nor at the end. When viewing aggregations of a day (Inter‑
val=1440), this means that the first and most recent incomplete days have no data. Although
raw data might exist for those partial intervals, it is never summarized. Pull the min and max
SummaryDate from a particular summary table to determine the earliest and latest aggregate
interval for a particular data granularity. The SummaryDate column represents the start of the
interval. The Granularity column represents the length of the interval for the aggregate data.

• Correlating by time. Metrics are aggregated into the summary table for complete intervals as
described in the preceding section. They can be used for historical trends, but raweventsmight
bemore current in the state thanwhat has been summarized for trendanalysis. Any time‑based
comparison of summary to raw data must take into account that there is no summary data for
partial intervals that might occur or for the beginning and ending of the time period.

• Missed and latent events. Metrics that are aggregated into the summary table might be
slightly inaccurate if events are missed or latent to the aggregation period. Although the
Monitor Service attempts to maintain an accurate current state, it does not go back in time to
recompute aggregation in the summary tables for missed or latent events.

• Connection High Availability. During connection HA, there are gaps in the summary data
counts of current connections, but the session instances are still running in the raw data.

• Data retention periods. Data in the summary tables is retained on a different grooming sched‑
ule from the schedule for raw event data. Data might be missing because it has been groomed
away fromsummaryor raw tables. Retentionperiodsmight alsodiffer for different granularities
of summary data. Lower granularity data (minutes) is groomedmore quickly than higher gran‑
ularity data (days). If data ismissing fromone granularity due to grooming, it might be found in
a higher granularity. Since the API calls only return the specific granularity requested, receiving
no data for one granularity does notmean that the data doesn’t exist for a higher granularity for
the same time period.

• Time zones. Metrics are stored with UTC time stamps. Summary tables are aggregated on
hourly time zone boundaries. For time zones that don’t fall on hourly boundaries, there might
be some discrepancy as to where data is aggregated.

Granularity and retention

The granularity of aggregated data retrieved by Monitor is a function of the time (T) span requested.
The rules are as follows:

• 0 < T <= 30 days use per‑hour granularity
• T > 31 days use per‑day granularity

Requesteddata thatdoesnotcome fromaggregateddatacomes fromthe rawSessionandConnection
information. This data tends to grow fast, and therefore has its own grooming setting. Grooming
ensures that only relevant data is kept long term. This ensures better performance whilemaintaining
the granularity required for reporting.
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Setting name
Affected
grooming

Retention days
for Premium

Retention days
for Advanced

1 GroomSessionsRetentionDaysSession and
Connection
records
retention after
Session
termination

90 31

2 GroomFailuresRetentionDaysMachineFailureLog
and Connection‑
FailureLog
records

90 31

3 GroomLoadIndexesRetentionDaysLoadIndex
records

90 31

4 GroomDeletedRetentionDaysMachine,
Catalog,
DesktopGroup,
and Hypervisor
entities that
have a
LifecycleState of
‘Deleted’. This
also deletes any
related Session,
SessionDetail,
Summary,
Failure, or
LoadIndex
records.

90 31

5 GroomSummariesRetentionDaysDesktopGroupSummary,
FailureLogSum‑
mary, and
LoadIndexSum‑
mary records.
Aggregated data
‑ daily
granularity.

365 31
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Setting name
Affected
grooming

Retention days
for Premium

Retention days
for Advanced

6 GroomMachineHotfixLogRetentionDaysHotfixes applied
to the VDA and
Controller
machines

90 31

7 GroomHourlyRetentionDaysAggregated data
‑ hourly
granularity

32 31

8 GroomApplicationInstanceRetentionDaysApplication
Instance history

90 Not applicable

9 GroomNotificationLogRetentionDaysNotification Log
records

90 Not applicable

10 GroomResourceUsageRawDataRetentionDaysResource
utilization data ‑
raw data

3 3

11 GroomResourceUsageHourDataRetentionDaysResource
utilization
summary data ‑
hour granularity

30 30

12 GroomResourceUsageDayDataRetentionDaysResource
utilization
summary data ‑
day granularity

365 31

13 GroomProcessUsageRawDataRetentionDaysProcess
utilization data ‑
raw data

1 1

14 GroomProcessUsageHourDataRetentionDaysProcess
utilization data ‑
hour granularity

7 7

15 GroomProcessUsageDayDataRetentionDaysProcess
utilization data ‑
day granularity

30 30

16 GroomSessionMetricsDataRetentionDaysSession metrics
data

1 1
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Setting name
Affected
grooming

Retention days
for Premium

Retention days
for Advanced

17 GroomMachineMetricDataRetentionDaysMachine metrics
data

3 3

18 GroomMachineMetricDaySummaryDataRetentionDaysMachine metrics
summary data

365 31

19 GroomApplicationErrorsRetentionDaysApplication error
data

1 1

20 GroomApplicationFaultsRetentionDaysApplication
failure data

1 1

Caution:

You cannot modify the values on the Monitor Service database.

Retaining data for long periods has the following implications on table sizes:

• Hourly data. If hourly data is allowed to stay in the database for up to two years, a site of 1000
delivery groups can cause the database to grow as follows:

1000 delivery groups x 24 hours/day x 365 days/year x 2 years = 17,520,000 rows of data. The
performance impact of such a large amount of data in the aggregation tables is significant.
Given that thedashboarddata isdrawn fromthis table, the requirementson thedatabase server
might be large. Excessively large amounts of data can have a dramatic impact on performance.

• Session and event data. This is the data that is collected every time a session is started and
a connection/reconnection is made. For a large site (100 K users), this data grows fast. For
example, two years’ worth of these tables would gather more than a TB of data, requiring a
high‑end enterprise‑level database.

Session launch diagnostics

March 23, 2023

Note:

Session launch diagnostics is currently under preview.

Session launches involve multiple Citrix components. To diagnose session launch failures, use Citrix
Monitor (that is, Citrix Director service) to narrow down to the exact component and stage where the
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problem occurred. Apply the recommended actions to resolve the issue. Citrix Workspace app gener‑
ates a 32‑digit (8‑4‑4‑4‑12) Transaction ID which can be used in diagnosing session launch failures.

Note:

This feature is available only for cloud customers in the US, AP‑S, and EU regions. It is not avail‑
able in Japan and Government regions.

Prerequisites

If you are using Citrix DaaS, onboarding is automatic. Cloud customers using on‑premises StoreFront
must ensure that a supported StoreFront version is onboarded.

• If you are using Citrix Analytics for Performance, see Data sources for the steps to onboard on‑
premises StoreFront.

• If you are not using Citrix Analytics for Performance:

1. Go to https://analytics.cloud.com/unified-datasources/perf/Citrix%20
Virtual%20Apps%20and%20Desktops/site-details.

2. Click Connect to StoreFront deployment, enter the details, and download the configura‑
tion file. For more information, see Onboarding on‑premises sites using StoreFront.

Note:

Administrators with Cloud Administrator roles are permitted to onboard StoreFront de‑
ployments, while administrators with Full Monitor Administrator role can only view the
StoreFront deployments.

Minimum supported versions of other components are as follows:

• Citrix Workspace app for Windows 2109
• Citrix Workspace app for Mac 2112
• Citrix Workspace app for Linux 2112
• Citrix Workspace app for HTML5 2110
• Citrix Workspace app for Chrome 2110
• Citrix Workspace app for Android 2110
• VDA version Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops 2112
• Citrix StoreFront 1912 LTSR CU4

Steps to diagnose session launch failure

1. Copy the transaction ID of the failed session launch from Citrix Workspace app.

2. In the Monitor UI, search for the 32‑digit transaction ID and click Details.
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3. If the transaction id is not available, search using the user name. The Activity Manager of the
user is displayed.

4. Click the session selector. Go to theFailed sessions tab. A list of sessions that have failedduring
the last 48 hours is displayed here. Click the selected session.

5. Citrix Monitor displays key information regarding the transaction such as, the Username, Time
stamp and the Application or Desktop on which the failure occurred.

6. The Transaction Details panel contains a list of components indicating the failure occurrence.
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7. Click the component name to check the Component Details and the Last Known Failure Details.

8. The Failure Reason and Error Code are displayed. Click the Learnmore about the error link to
see the specific error code in the Error codes section that contains the detailed description and
recommended action.

9. You can export the logs to view them. The log file lists the session launch steps in chronological
order and shows the exact component and its stage where the failure occurred.

10. In case more than one failure has occurred across the components, only the last known failure
details is displayed on the Transaction page. The exported logs contain the details of all the
failures related to the transaction.

Note:

Client‑side error codes and diagnostic information are available only when Citrix StoreFront is
onboarded and sending data. Formore information about onboarding StoreFront, see Prerequi‑
sites.

Broker agent

bka.prepare.session.failure.validation

• Description: Failed to validate the prepare session request.
• RecommendedAction: Retry action. If failure repeats, check that the connectors are inahealthy
state.

bka.prepare.session.failure.rejected

• Description: VDA cannot accept the launch request.
• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

bka.hdx.prepare.failure.general

• Description: HDX prepares failure.
• Recommended Action: Restart the VDA.

bka.hdx.validate.failure.ticket_not_found

• Description: Referenced ticket or launch not in launch cache.
• Recommended Action: Ensure that VDA can communicate with the connector.
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bka.ticketing.validate.failure.unlicensed

• Description: Cannot verify license for launch.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix Support.

bka.ticketing.validate.failure.general

• Description: Generic failure while validating ticket.
• Recommended Action: Gather logs on the VDA and Contact Citrix Support.

bka.set.configuration.failure.policy

• Description: An error occurred during setting policies.
• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

bka.set.configuration.failure

• Description: An error occurred during setting configuration.
• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

Broker

brk.validate.credentials.failure.invalid

• Description: Failed to validate credentials due to some issue. Reason can be expanded in the
message parameter.

• RecommendedAction: Retry action. If failure repeats, check that the connectors are inahealthy
state.

brk.resolve.machine.failure.general

• Description: Failed to enumerate or resolve worker. Reason can be expanded in the message
parameter.

• Recommended Action: Ensure that machines capable of launching this application are regis‑
tered with the Broker. Ensure that all available machines have not reached their capacity.

brk.license.check.failure.constraints

• Description: Licensing constraints failed session launch.
• Recommended Action: Ensure that there are licenses available for this type of application or
desktop.
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brk.resolve.machine.failure.timeout

• Description: Broker timed out while contacting the database.
• Recommended Action: Problems communicating with the site database. Contact Citrix sup‑
port.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.queued.failure.general

• Description: Queueing power action failed.
• Recommended Action: Problems communicating with the site database. Contact Citrix sup‑
port.

brk.set.configuration.failure.general

• Description: Unspecified error while setting configuration on target VDA.
• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

brk.prepare.session.failure.host_unreachable

• Description: Failed to communicate with the VDA.
• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

brk.prepare.session.failure.general

• Description: Failed to prepare session on VDA, UnsupportedClientType, or ConnectionRefused
errors.

• Recommended Action: Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.

brk.validate.ticket.failure.license

• Description: Failed to retrieve a valid license for this session.
• Recommended Action: Check the health status of the site and ensure all connectors and the
Citrix DDC are operational.

brk.validate.ticket.failure.general

• Description: Invalid ticketing call.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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brk.reverse.prepare.failure.general

• Description: Generic failure during session launch.
• Recommended Action: Check the health status of the site and ensure all connectors and the
Citrix DDC are operational.

brk.reverse.prepare.failure.lease_revoked

• Description: Lease for this session was revoked.
• RecommendedAction: Retry action, if failure repeats, check that the connectors are in ahealthy
state.

brk.reverse.prepare.failure.resource_unavailable

• Description: The resource is already in use or is temporarily unavailable.
• RecommendedAction: Retry action, if failure repeats, check that the connectors are in ahealthy
state.

brk.reverse.prepare.failure.app_protection

• Description: App Protection is missing and is required for this session.
• Recommended Action: Ensure that app protection is enabled on this VDA or remove the App
Protection requirement from the application.

HDX VDA Linux

VDA_LINUX_ERR_RECONNECT_PRE_LOGOFF

• Description: Reconnect to a session in pre‑logoff state is not allowed.
• Recommended action: Retry to launch later, this gives time to let the session logoff.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_RECONNECT_NO_SESSION

• Description: Reconnect to a non‑exiting session.
• Recommended action: Retry to launch latter. If still fail, contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_SAME_KEY

• Description: Prepare for a connection, but there is an existing session with the same session
key.

• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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VDA_LINUX_ERR_GET_FQDN

• Description: Failed to get the FQDN of this VDA.
• Recommended action: Verify that the DNS configuration on the VDA is correct

VDA_LINUX_ERR_NO_CGP_LISTENER

• Description: There is no a CGP listener running.
• Recommendedaction: VerifySession reliability connectionspolicy is enabled. Verify thatCGP
listener is listening on expected port in VDA (default port is 2598, can be changed via Session
reliability port number policy).

VDA_LINUX_ERR_DTLS_CONNECT

• Description: Failed to establish a DTLS connection to Gateway service.
• Recommended action: Verify that the Gateway service FQDN is reachable from VDA. Verify path
/var/xdl/keystore/cacerts exists in VDA. Remove /var/xdl/keystore and run /var/
xdl/split_ca_bundle.sh to regenerate CA certificates. Verify that Gateway service FQDN is
trusted by VDA.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_ACCEPT_EDT_CONNECT

• Description: Failed to accept EDT handshake from client.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_TCP_CONNECT

• Description: Failed to establish a TCP connection to Gateway service.
• Recommended action: Verify that the Gateway service FQDN is reachable from VDA.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_TLS_CONNECT

• Description: Failed to establish a TLS handshake to Gateway service.
• Recommended action: Verify path /var/xdl/keystore/cacerts exists in VDA. Remove /
var/xdl/keystore and run /var/xdl/split_ca_bundle.sh to regenerate CA certificates.
Verify that Gateway service FQDN is trusted.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_RDVZ_HANDSHAKE

• Description: Failed to establish a rendezvous handshake to Gateway service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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VDA_LINUX_ERR_ACCEPT_ICA_CONNECT

• Description: Failed to accept an ICA connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_RECONNECT_TO_ANON_SESSION_NOT_ALLOWED

• Description: Reconnect to an anonymous session is not allowed.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_CONN_NOT_ALLOWED

• Description: Connection is not allowed.
• Recommended action: If the result code is 3, verify that the license is not expired, otherwise,
retry launch later. If you are unable to resolve, contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_CONN_GENERAL

• Description: Failed to validate connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_USER_CANCELLED_LOGIN

• Description: End user canceled logon.
• Recommended action: This error is expected, when SSO is disabled, and the end user clicks at
the ‘Cancel’ button in the logon box, otherwise, Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_GET_TARGET

• Description: Failed to get the target session.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_START_LOGON_TIMERS

• Description: Failed to start logon timers.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_SEND_CMD_TO_TARGET

• Description: Failed to send command to target session.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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VDA_LINUX_ERR_POST_RECONNECT_EVENT

• Description: Failed to post a reconnect event.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VDA_LINUX_ERR_RECONNECT_TIMEOUT

• Description: Reconnect to user session timeout.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

HDX VDAWindows

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_TCP

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt over TCP failed.
• Recommended action: Sporadic failures can occur due to poor network conditions. This is ex‑
pected. Check VDA configuration if this occurs frequently, then contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_EDT

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt over TCP failed.
• Recommended action: Sporadic failures can occur due to poor network conditions. This is ex‑
pected. Check VDA configuration if this occurs frequently, then contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_PROXY

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt failed because of an in‑
valid proxy configuration.

• Recommended action: Check rendezvous proxy configuration, contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_DTLS

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt failed due to the secure
transport handshake failing.

• Recommended action: Check rendezvous configuration, check cryptographic configuration.
Contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_TLS

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt failed due to secure trans‑
port handshake failing.
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• Recommended action: Check rendezvous configuration, check cryptographic configuration,
and contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUS_CONNECT_FAILED_CGP

• Description: An outbound Rendezvous transport connection attempt failed due to a CGP con‑
figuration issue.

• Recommended action: Check that CGP (Session Reliability) is enabled and CGP ports are being
listened on, contact Citrix support.

CGP_SR_SUSPEND_RESUME_FAILED_TIMEOUT

• Description: Network interruption was not resolved due to timing out, session reliability failed
to resume the connection.

• Recommended action: Sporadic failures can occur due to poor network conditions. This is ex‑
pected.

CGP_SR_SUSPEND_RESUME_FAILED

• Description: Network interruptionwas not resolved due to an unforeseen error, session reliabil‑
ity failed to resume the connection.

• Recommended action: Sporadic failures can occur due to poor network conditions. This is ex‑
pected.

PREPARE_RECONNECT_REJECTED

• Description: VDA rejected a reconnect request from an incoming ICA connection due to an in‑
valid session key.

• Recommended action: Check VDA configuration, contact Citrix support.

Error: PREPARE_REJECTED

• Description: VDA rejected a connect request from an incoming ICA connection due to an invalid
session key.

• Recommended action: Check VDA configuration, contact Citrix support.

PREPARE_LISTENING_FAILED

• Description: VDA failed to start listeners for the incoming ICA connection.
• Recommended action: Check network configuration, verify that listener ports are not in use by
other applications, contact Citrix support.
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RENDEZVOUSCONNECTIONREQ_FAILED

• Description: VDA failed to notify the ICA Stack to start an outbound Rendezvous connection.
• Recommended action: Check rendezvous configuration, check rendezvous proxy configura‑
tion, check CGP (Session Reliability) configuration, contact Citrix support.

RENDEZVOUSCONNECTIONREQ_FAILED_PROXYCONFIG

• Description: VDA failed to request the ICA Stack to start an outbound Rendezvous connection
due to a proxy configuration error.

• Recommended action: Check rendezvous proxy configuration, contact Citrix support.

ESTABLISH_SESSION_FAILED

• Description: VDA failed to create a session for the incoming ICA connection or failed to connect
to an existing session.

• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

ICA_ESTABLISH_FAILED

• Description: ICA connections accept or handshake failed.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VALIDATE_FAILED

• Description: Broker failed to validate an incoming ICA connection request from the VDA.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

VALIDATE_TICKETING_FAILED

• Description: Broker failed to validate an incoming ICA connection request from theVDAbecause
of a ticketing issue.

• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

MCS

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.generalfailure

• Description: General errors.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.insufficientresourcefailure

• Description: A hypervisor operation cannot be completed because of insufficient resources on
the hypervisor.

• Recommendedaction: Check the resourcequota in thehypervisor. If youcannot finda solution,
contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.nosuchmanagedmachine

• Description: A machine ID does not exist.
• Recommended action: Check the machine ID in the hypervisor. If you cannot find a solution,
contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.hypervisorconnectionfailure

• Description: Unable to establish a connection to the hypervisor. For example, the hosting in‑
frastructure address was not found.

• Recommended action: Verify that the hosting infrastructure address is correct. If you cannot
find a solution, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.invalidcredentialsfailure

• Description: Invalid credentials.
• Recommended action: Check the credentials for the hypervisor connection. If you cannot find
a solution, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.authorizationfailure

• Description: Insufficient privilege or credentials.
• Recommendedaction: Check the permission assigned to the credentials for the hypervisor con‑
nection. If you cannot find a solution, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.sslcertauthfailure

• Description: A connection cannot be established due to an SSL authentication issue.
• Recommended action: Check the hypervisor’s connection certificate. If you cannot find a solu‑
tion, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.ratelimitedfailure

• Description: Cloud connection reports that it is rate limiting.
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• Recommended action: Retry the connection later if the request is blocked by the hypervisor’s
rate limitation. If you cannot find a solution, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.connectorconnectionfailure

• Description: Errors exist on the cloud connector. For example, a timeout occurs while waiting
for the connection. Once the timeout is reached, the cloud connector is disconnected.

• Recommended action: Restart the cloud connector. If that fails contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.remotehclserverconnectionfailure

• Description: Errors on the HCL/remote proxy plug‑in or end point were not found when setting
up the connection to the plug‑in.

• Recommended action: Restart the connector. If that fails, contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.expiredcredentialsfailure

• Description: An expired credential was provided.
• Recommended action: Refresh the expired credentials used by the hypervisor connection.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.mcsmachinemanagementcustomfailure

• Description: Errors during machine creation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.detachdiskfailed

• Description: The detach disk used by the virtual machine failed.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.createclonefailed

• Description: Create clone disk failed in hypervisor.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.provisionedvmnotfound

• Description: The provisioned VMwas not found.
• Recommended action: Remove the provisioned VM from the catalog. If that fails, contact Citrix
support.
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brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.invalidvmstate

• Description: The operation cannot proceed due to an invalid VM state.
• Recommended action: Restart the VM first and retry the operation.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.insufficientresources

• Description: Insufficient resources during operation.
• Recommended action: Check the resource quota used by the hypervisor.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.hypervisorinmaintenancemode

• Description: The operation cannot proceed because the hypervisor is in maintenance mode.
• Recommended action: Verify if the hypervisor is in maintenance mode.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.delayed

• Description: Operation is queued.
• Recommended action: Wait for the process to complete. If the operation fails, contact Citrix
support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.recreatevmfailed

• Description: The recreation of the VM failed.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.unknownvirtualmachine

• Description: Unknown virtual machine.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.ratelimitexceed

• Description: The cloud connection is rate limiting.
• Recommendedaction: Retry the connection later if the requestwasblockedby the hypervisor’s
rate limitation.

brk.poweron.forlaunch.execution.virtualdisknotyetonstorage

• Description: The virtual disk is not stored.
• Recommended action: Retry later. If that fails, contact Citrix support.
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Profile Management

xendesktop.upm.userprofile.error.failure

• Description: Citrix Profile Management failed to process the user profile. Use a temporary pro‑
file instead.

• Recommended action: This error doesn’t cause a logon failure. Citrix Profile Management uses
a temporary profile instead. To troubleshoot the error, check the Windows Event logs.

xendesktop.upm.userprofile.error.timeout

• Description: Citrix Profile Management failed to process the user profile within the specified
time.

• Recommended action: This error doesn’t cause a logon failure. Citrix Profile Management con‑
tinues processing the user profile. To troubleshoot the error, check the Citrix Profile Manage‑
ment logs.

WEM Agent

wem.agent.userpolicy.error.failure

• Description: The Workspace Environment Management (WEM) agent failed to process group
policies for the user. The user logon continues.

• Recommended action: The error does not cause logon failures. For more details, see the WEM
product documentation and check the WEM agent service logs.

wem.agent.userpolicy.error.timeout

• Description: The Workspace Environment Management (WEM) agent failed to process group
policies for the user within the specified time. The user logon continues.

• Recommended action: The error does not cause logon failures. For more details, see the WEM
product documentation and check the WEM agent service logs.

Android Postlaunch

SessionManager.Launch.EngineLoadFailed

• Description: Failed to load or initialize ICA Engine.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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SessionManager.Launch.ConnectionFailed

• Description: Engine terminated before connecting.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.Launch.LogonFailed

• Description: Session disconnected without completing login.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.LeaseResolution.Failed

• Description: Unable to attempt lease launch.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny

• Description: Engine CLXMTP negotiation failed (soft deny).
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny_Implicit

• Description: Engine CLXMTP connection failed (implicit soft deny).
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

Transport.Connect.NoCGP_Fail

• Description: Failed to connect (CGP disabled).
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

Transport.Connect.FallbackFail

• Description: Failed to connect. Tried the ICA fallback.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

Transport.Connect.Fail

• Description: Connection is unavailable.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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Android Prelaunch

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00001

• Description: Send ICA request type is incorrect.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00002

• Description: The ICA request is invalid.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00003

• Description: The store is null for the ICA request.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00004

• Description: The store URL is null for the ICA request.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00005

• Description: The resource parameter is null for the ICA request.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00006

• Description: The resource parameter provided for the ICA request isn’t a valid resource type.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00007

• Description: The resource parameter provided for the ICA request is null for the ICA launchURL.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00008

• Description: The ICA request is null with authentication manager parameters.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00009

• Description: The ICA request body is null.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000010

• Description: Failed to create an HTTP entity from the ICA request body.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000011

• Description: Failed to download the ICA file because of an exception from creating the authen‑
tication manager request.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000012

• Description: Failed to download the ICA file because of an exception from running the authen‑
tication manager request.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000013

• Description: Failed to download the ICA file because of an unexpected response from the au‑
thentication manager request.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000014

• Description: Failed to download the ICA file when you copy the inputStream from the authenti‑
cation manager response.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000015

• Description: Failed to parse the ICA document using the inputStream from the authentication
manager response.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000016

• Description: The ICA document downloaded is null without any exception.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000017

• Description: Failed to download the ICA file because of an unsuccessful response.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000018

• Description: Resource is unavailable.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000019

• Description: The resource to launch either does not exist, not enabled, or not visible to a user.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000020

• Description: There are nomore active sessions.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000021

• Description: The server does not have the required license to do the requested activity.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000022

• Description: There are no workstations available.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000023

• Description: Unable to connect to the workstation. The Server has refused the connection.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000024

• Description: The workstation is under maintenance and is unavailable for use.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000025

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of a resourceerror error in the ICA file.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000026

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of a generalapplauncherror error in the ICA
file.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000027

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of an unknown error in the ICA file.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000028

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of a rebooting error in the ICA file.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000029

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of a resuming error in the ICA file.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000030

• Description: Can’t launch the resource because of an undefined error in the ICA file.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000031

• Description: Can’t download the ICA file. However, the error code isn’t found in the defined
map.

• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.
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Linux Postlaunch

SessionManager.Launch.EngineLoadFailed

• Description: Failed to load ICA engine.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.Launch.Failed

• Description: Failed to launch the session.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support.

SessionManager.Launch.ConnectionFailed

• Description: Engine terminated before connecting.
• Recommended Action: Look for other errors associated with the launch attempt.

SessionManager.Launch.LogonFailed

• Description: Session disconnected without completing login.
• Recommended Action: This error indicates login failure, possibly including a failure of the user
tomanually enter credentials. Investigate how the user attempted to sign into the remote VDA.

SessionManager.LeaseResolution.Failed

• Description: Unable to attempt lease launch.
• Recommended Action: Verify that the leases have been synced to the client machine, and are
still valid. User can sign into Citrix Workspace in online mode to trigger the (re‑) sync of leases.
Look for errors that the Gateway or Cloud Connector components sent. These errors might in‑
dicate reasons for the failure.

Transport.Connect.NoCGP_Fail

• Description: Failed to connect (CGP disabled).
• Recommended Action: Investigate why the client isn’t able to contact a VDA via TCP or EDT.

Transport.Connect.FallbackFail

• Description: Failed to connect. Tried the ICA fallback.
• Recommended Action: Investigate why the client isn’t able to contact a Gateway, Connector, or
VDA via either TCP or EDT.
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Transport.Connect.Fail

• Description: CitrixWorkspace app failed to connect toGateway, Connector, or VDA throughTCP,
EDT, or UDP.

• Recommended Action: Investigate why the client isn’t able to contact the Gateway, Connector,
or VDA through TCP, EDT, or UDP. The firewall between the client and host might not allow the
protocols(UDP/TCP) or the required ports.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny

• Description: Engine CLXMTP negotiation failed (soft deny).
• Recommended Action: This error doesn’t indicate that the launch must fail. It indicates that
the engine can’t succeed through a specific network path. Look for errors that the Gateway or
Cloud Connector components sent. These errors might indicate reasons for the failure.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny_Implicit

• Description: Engine CLXMTP connection failed (implicit soft deny).
• RecommendedAction: This error doesn’t indicate that the launchmust fail. It indicates that the
engine can’t succeed through a specific network path. Investigatewhy the client can’t contact a
Connector or Gateway. Itmight be expected for that host to be inaccessible because of network
topology or firewall restrictions.

Linux Prelaunch

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00001

• Description: Unable to connect to store because of no response from the Citrix Workspace app.
• Recommended action: Verify whether Citrix Workspace or StoreFront is down. Also, verify the
internet connectivity.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00002

• Description: User has canceled the session launch.
• Recommended action: Relaunch the session after sometime.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00003

• Description: Unable to connect to store. Verify that the server certificates are valid.
• Recommended action: Verify if server certificates are installed and active.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00004

• Description: The resource to launch does not exist, not enabled, or not visible to a user.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00005

• Description: Workstations aren’t available for this request.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00006

• Description: Server does not have the required license to do the requested activity.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00007

• Description: Server has refused connection to workstation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00008

• Description: The requested workstation is under maintenance and is unavailable for use.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00009

• Description: Maximum session limit is reached.
• Recommended action: Reached the maximum session limit that was configured by an admin.
Restart the session.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000010

• Description: General error that cannot be further specified.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

Mac Postlaunch

Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop failed to start. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.
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Viewer failed to start

• Description: Viewer failed to start. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop is under planned maintenance. Transaction ID ‑ “Trans‑
action ID”.

• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Application failed to start

• Description: “App name” failed to start.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Application failed to start

• Description: “App name” failed to start. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop failed to start.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop failed to start. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Viewer failed to start

• Description: Viewer failed to open “Application name”. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Viewer failed to start

• Description: Viewer failed to open desktop “Desktop name”. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.
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Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop is under plannedmaintenance.
• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Desktop failed to start

• Description: “Desktop name” desktop is under planned maintenance. Transaction ID ‑ “Trans‑
action ID”.

• Recommended action: Contact your admin with the error details.

Unable to connect to the desktop

• Description: Unable to reach “desktop name” desktop. Transaction ID ‑ “Transaction ID”. Try
again later.

• Recommended action: If the problem persists, contact your admin with the error details.

Mac Prelaunch

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00001

• Description: ICA file is invalid.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00002

• Description: Launch request has timed out.
• Recommended action: Verify the internet connection or contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00003

• Description: Server did not respond.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00004

• Description: Resource to launch either doesn’t exist, isn’t enabled, or isn’t visible to the user.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00005

• Description: Server isn’t reachable.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00006

• Description: Error while launching the viewer.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00007

• Description: Failed to launch an Apple open event.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00008

• Description: Viewer path isn’t reachable.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00009

• Description: User canceled the authentication.
• Recommended action: Ask the user to relaunch the resource.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000010

• Description: User canceled the LSI Window.
• Recommended action: Ask the user to relaunch the resource.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000011

• Description: Requested Workstation is under maintenance and unavailable for use.
• Recommended action: Ask the user to try after maintenance is complete, and the workstation
is available for use.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000012

• Description: User login credentials must be changed.
• Recommended action: Ask user to change login credentials.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000013

• Description: The session connecting the resource is no longer active.
• Recommended action: Ask the user to try again, or contact your Citrix technical support for
further assistance.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000014

• Description: Failed to download ICA file.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

Windows Postlaunch

SessionManager.Launch.EngineLoadFailed

• Description: The core components for establishing a connection to a remote desktop or appli‑
cation failed to load or initialize properly. Extra details might be provided in the error message.

• Recommended action: Citrix Workspace app isn’t functioning as expected. A third‑party (non‑
Citrix) virtual channel DLL or another system component might be causing this problem. It
might be necessary to collect and submit CDF traces to determine the nature of the failure.

SessionManager.Launch.ConnectionFailed

• Description: This error is a generic failure indicating that a launch attempt has failed. Other
errors sent out might indicate a cause.

• Recommended action: Look for other errors associated with the launch attempt.

SessionManager.Launch.LogonFailed

• Description: This error indicates that a connection to a remote desktop or application was es‑
tablished. However, the sessiondisconnectedwithout completingWindows (or other operating
system) login.

• Recommended action: This error indicates some login failure, possibly including a failure of the
user to manually enter credentials. Investigate how the user attempted to sign into the remote
VDA.

SessionManager.Launch.Cancelled

• Description: The Citrix engine’s connect attempt was canceled, most likely by user action.
• Recommended action: This error indicates why a connection wasn’t successfully established,
but likely indicates correct behavior.
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SessionManager.LeaseResolution.Failed

• Description: Indicates that an offline (also called “lease‑based”) launch failed. This failure is
becauseavalidand required lease for the resourcewasn’t foundon theclientmachine. Also, the
Gateway or Cloud Connector rejected the launch request, or the launch request was somehow
invalid.

• Recommended action: Verify that the leases have been synced to the client machine, and are
still valid. User can sign into Citrix Workspace in online mode to trigger the (re‑) sync of leases.
Look for the errors that the Gateway or Cloud Connector components sent. These errors might
indicate reasons for the failure.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny

• Description: A lease launch was attempted, and a Connector or Gateway informed the client
that it can’t complete the requested launch. However, the other Connectors or Gatewaysmight
be able to help the launch.

• Recommended action: This error doesn’t indicate that the launch must fail. It indicates that
the engine can’t succeed through a specific network path. Look for errors that the Gateway or
Cloud Connector components sent. These errors might indicate reasons for the failure.

SessionManager.clxmtp.SoftDeny_Implicit

• Description: A lease launchwasattempted, andaConnectororGatewaywasunreachable. How‑
ever, other Connectors or Gateways might be able to help the launch.

• Recommended action: This error doesn’t indicate that the launchmust fail. It indicates that the
engine can’t succeed through a specific network path. Investigatewhy the client can’t contact a
Connector or Gateway. Itmight be expected for that host to be inaccessible because of network
topology or firewall restrictions.

Transport.Connect.NoCGP_Fail

• Description: The Citrix Workspace app core (engine) components failed to connect to a VDA
host through the ICA protocol (port 1494). Attempts to connect to a gateway or VDA via the CGP
protocol were not attempted if this event was sent.

• Recommendedaction: Investigatewhy the client isn’t able to contact a VDA throughTCPor EDT.

Transport.Connect.FallbackFail

• Description: TheCitrixWorkspaceappcore (engine) components failed to connect to aVDAhost
through the ICA protocol (port 1494). After this failure, the Citrix Workspace app fails to connect
to a Gateway or VDA through the CGP protocol (port 2598).
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• Recommended action: Investigate why the client isn’t able to contact a Gateway, Connector, or
VDA through either TCP or EDT.

Transport.Connect.Fail

• Description: TheCitrixWorkspace app core (engine) components failed to connect to aGateway
or VDA through the CGP protocol (port 2598). Attempts to connect to a VDA through the ICA
protocol were not attempted if this event was emitted.

• Recommended action: Investigate why the client isn’t able to contact a Gateway, Connector, or
VDA through either TCP or EDT.

Windows Prelaunch

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00001

• Description: Unable to connect to store because of no response from the Citrix Workspace app.
• Recommended action: Verify whether Citrix Workspace or StoreFront is down. Also, verify the
internet connectivity.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00002

• Description: User has canceled the session launch.
• Recommended action: Relaunch the session after sometime.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00003

• Description: Unable to connect to store. Verify that the server certificates are valid.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00004

• Description: The resource to launch does not exist, not enabled, or not visible to a user.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00005

• Description: Workstations aren’t available for this request.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.
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CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00006

• Description: Server does not have the required license to do the requested activity.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00007

• Description: Server has refused connection to workstation.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00008

• Description: The requested workstation is under maintenance and is unavailable for use.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_00009

• Description: Maximum session limit is reached.
• Recommended action: Reached the maximum session limit that was configured by an admin.
Restart the session.

CWA‑ICADOWNLOAD_ERR_000010

• Description: General error that cannot be further specified.
• Recommended action: Contact your IT admin with the error details.

Workspace

StoreLaunchIcaEndpoint.LaunchFailed

• Description: An error occurred while launching.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

StoreLaunchSessionEndpoint.BadRequest

• Description: The parameters of the launch request were invalid or empty.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreLaunchSessionEndpoint.FarmUnavailable

• Description: There were no farms available for the launch.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops logs.
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StoreLaunchSessionEndpoint.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while launching.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreGetIcaFileEndpoint.BadRequest

• Description: There was no launch ticket provided in the request.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreGetIcaFileEndpoint.RetrieveIcaFileForTicketFailed

• Description: Workspace was unable to retrieve the ICA file.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreGetIcaFileEndpoint.Error

• Description: Workspace was unable to retrieve the ICA file.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxyGetLaunchStatusEndPoint.DSAuthFailure

• Description: There was an authentication problem.
• Recommended action: Try reauthenticating. Contact Citrix support.

WebProxyGetLaunchStatusEndPoint.LaunchFailed

• Description: There was an internal error while launching the application.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxyGetLaunchStatusEndPoint.ResourceNotFound

• Description: The launch failed because the application can’t be found.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops logs and application config‑
uration.

WebProxyLaunchIcaEndpoint.DSAuthFailure

• Description: There was an authentication problem.
• Recommended action: Try reauthenticating. Contact Citrix support.
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WebProxyLaunchIcaEndpoint.LaunchFailed

• Description: There was an internal error while launching the application.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxyLaunchIcaEndpoint.ResourceNotFound

• Description: The launch failed because the application can’t be found.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops logs and application config‑
uration.

WebProxySessionsLaunchIcaEndpoint.SessionNotFound

• Description: Workspace was unable to reconnect to the existing HDX session. Your session
might be terminated.

• Recommended action: Relaunch the application.

WebProxySessionsLaunchIcaEndpoint.DSAuthFailure

• Description: There was an authentication problem.
• Recommended action: Try reauthenticating. Contact Citrix support.

WebProxySessionsLaunchIcaEndpoint.ReconnectSessionFailed

• Description: Workspace was unable to reconnect to the existing HDX session. Your session
might be terminated.

• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxySessionsLaunchIcaEndpoint.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while reconnecting to the session.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxySessionsGetLaunchStatusEndpoint.DSAuthFailure

• Description: There was an authentication problem.
• Recommended action: Try reauthenticating. Contact Citrix support.
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WebProxySessionsGetLaunchStatusEndpoint.ReconnectSessionFailed

• Description: Workspace was unable to reconnect to the HDX session.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

WebProxySessionsGetLaunchStatusEndpoint.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while reconnecting to the session.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

DetermineGateway.Error

• Description: Workspace was unable to determine which Gateway to connect to.
• Recommended action: Verify your Gateway configuration. Contact Citrix support.

ConnectionRoutingProviderLaunch.Error

• Description: Workspace was unable to determine which Gateway to connect to.
• Recommended action: Verify your Gateway configuration. Contact Citrix support.

BrokerGetAddressCall.AnonymousPrelaunchNotSupported

• Description: Workspace can’t launch the application because the farm doesn’t support anony‑
mous launches.

• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

BrokerGetAddressCall.LeasingError

• Description: Workspace received an error from the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops broker.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

BrokerGetAddressCall.ServiceConnectionError

• Description: Workspace was unable to contact any Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops broker in
the farm.

• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

BrokerGetAddressCall.BrokerError

• Description: Workspace received an error from a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops broker.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.
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BrokerGetAddressCall.LicensingError

• Description: Workspace was unable to launch the application because of a licensing error.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

BrokerGetAddressCall.Error

• Description: Workspace can’t retrieve the VDA details from the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
broker.

• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

GetLaunchReference.NoAccessToken

• Description: Workspace can’t successfully connect to the VDA.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

GetLaunchReference.BrokerError

• Description: Workspace can’t successfully connect to the VDA.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

GetLaunchReference.Error

• Description: Workspace can’t successfully connect to the VDA.
• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

GenerateIcaFile.InvalidIcaSetting

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreIcaFileAndGetTicket.StoreIcaFileAndCreateTicketFailed

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

StoreIcaFileAndGetTicket.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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GetFasVdaLogonTicket.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GenerateSTATicket.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetVdaAddress.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetTicket.NoAccessToken

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetTicket.BrokerError

• Description: The Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops broker was unable to launch the HDX session.
• Recommended action: Verify the ID in the errormessage and Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops logs.

GetTicket.ServiceConnectionError

• Description: Workspace can’t contact a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops broker.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetTicket.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetNetscalerConfigurationByCustomer.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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DiscoverMPSServerCapabilities.Error

• Description: There was a problemmaking a request to the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops bro‑
ker.

• Recommended action: Verify your Citrix Virtual Apps andDesktops logs. Contact Citrix support.

GetResourceLocationNetScalerConfig.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetCustomerResourceLocations.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetResourceLocationFromResourceProvider.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetNetScalerGatewayInfo.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetCustomerEntitlements.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetResourceLocationForServerFeed.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

GetResourceInformation.Error

• Description: There was an internal error while establishing an HDX connection.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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Citrix Gateway as a service

CGS‑ICASN_ERR_00001

• Description: Application launch failed because of request parsing error.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS‑ICASN_ERR_00002

• Description: Failed to validate authentication ticket.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS‑ICASN_ERR_00003

• Description: Failed to validate authentication ticket.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS‑ICASN_ERR_00004

• Description: Failed to validate authentication ticket.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS‑ICASN_ERR_00005

• Description: Failed to establish connection to the Connector.
• Recommended action: Verify connector health. If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00006

• Description: Connection request to the Connector timed out.
• Recommended action: Verify connector health. Verify if any proxy settings blocks traffic be‑
tween connector/VDA and NGS. Verify connectivity between VDA and Connector. If the issue
persists, Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00007

• Description: Citrix Workspace app closed the connection.
• Recommended action: Verify that the client‑side network connectivity is stable. If the issue
persists, contact Citrix support.
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CGS_ICASN_ERR_00008

• Description: Back‑end closed the connection.
• Recommended action: Verify connector health. Verify network stability from Connector/VDA to
public network(NGS). If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00009

• Description: Failure in VDA to NGS connection establishment (Rendezvous).
• Recommended action: Verify the connector health. VDA must be able to reach NGS Service.
Verify connectivity between VDA and Connector. If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00010

• Description: EDT to TCP fallback. Verify prerequisite for EDT.
• Recommendedaction: RendezvousmustbeenabledandVDAmustbeable to reachNGSservice
over UDP. If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00011

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00012

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00013

• Description: Failure in GCT validation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00014

• Description: Failure in GCT validation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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CGS_ICASN_ERR_00015

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00016

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00017

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00018

• Description: Failed to validate authentication ticket.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00019

• Description: Failed to validate authentication ticket.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00020

• Description: Error in CGS internal licensing.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00021

• Description: Rendezvous v2 fall back because of disabled feature flag.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00022

• Description: Failure in NGS internal service.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.
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CGS_ICASN_ERR_00023

• Description: Timeout in CLXMTP exchange.
• Recommended action: Verify that the connectors are healthy and reachable to NGS service. If
the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00024

• Description: Failure in CLXMTP VSR validation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00025

• Description: Failure in CLXMTP VSR validation.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00026

• Description: Connector isn’t available in CLXMTP.
• Recommended action: Verify whether the connector is in the healthy state for the resource lo‑
cation. If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00027

• Description: CLXMTP redirect to Connector failed after maximum trials.
• Recommended action: Verify whether the connector is in the healthy state for the resource lo‑
cation. Verify that the Citrix ClxMtp Service service is running in all connectors. Contact
Citrix support.

CGS_ICASN_ERR_00028

• Description: Failed to communicate with the Controller.
• Recommended action: Contact Citrix support.

Success: CGS_ICASN_SUCCESS_00001

• Description: Session launch request received.
• Recommended action: Not applicable
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Success: CGS_ICASN_SUCCESS_00002

• Description: Session launch request completed.
• Recommended action: Not applicable

XAXD proxy

XDPXY_INF_00001

• Description: Broker sends a request to the VDA to prepare for incoming connections.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00002

• Description: VDA confirms request for connection by Broker.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_ERR_00001

• Description: Failed to communicate with the VDA.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_ERR_00002

• Description: XaxdProxy timed out waiting for a response from VDA.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_ERR_00003

• Description: Encountered a WCF fault or exception while trying to make the request.
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• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_INF_00003

• Description: Request for validation for an incoming ICA or RDP connection is called by the stack.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00004

• Description: Validation of the incoming ICA or RDP connection is established.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_ERR_00001

• Description: Failed to communicate with the VDA Proxy.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_ERR_00002

• Description: XaxdProxy timed out waiting for a response from VDA Proxy.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_ERR_00003

• Description: Encountered an exception while trying to make the request.
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• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Restart Citrix Delivery Agent service on VDA or restart VDA.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_INF_00005

• Description: Request for HDX session traffic direct to VDA is made.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00006

• Description: VDA establishes direct connection with Citrix Cloud control plane for HDX session
traffic.

• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00007

• Description: Client sends connection request to on‑premises StoreFront for a resource.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00008

• Description: On‑premises StoreFront accepts connection request from client for resource.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_ERR_00004

• Description: XaxdProxy got an HTTP error response while trying to connect.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– Verify network stability from Connector to public network.
– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.
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XDPXY_ERR_00006

• Description: The XML request has an invalid format.
• Recommended Action: Contact Citrix support

XDPXY_ERR_00007

• Description: XML request has invalid credential headers and/or format.
• Recommended Action: Logout, login again, and retry action. if the issue persists, contact Citrix
support

XDPXY_INF_00011

• Description: Service continuity launch is requested by the user via WSA.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_INF_00012

• Description: Service continuity launch is requested by the user via WSA.
• Recommended Action: Not applicable

XDPXY_ERR_00004

• Description: XaxdProxy encountered an HTTP error while trying to connect.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

XDPXY_ERR_00008

• Description: Service continuity launch failed as XaxdProxy timed out waiting for a response.
• Recommended Action: Check the health of the Connector. For more information, see Citrix
Cloud Connector and CTX224133.

– If you have a web proxy between the Connector and Broker, make sure it is properly con‑
figured.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.
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XDPXY_ERR_00009

• Description: Service continuity launch failed due to the lease being blocked and/or revoked.
• Recommended Action: Contact your Citrix Cloud Administrator with the error details. Formore
information, see Service continuity documentation.

– If the issue persists, contact Citrix support.

Citrix DaaS for Citrix Service Providers

August 3, 2022

This article describes how Citrix Service Providers (CSP) can set up Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Vir‑
tual Apps and Desktops service) for tenant customers in Citrix Cloud. For an overview of the features
available for Citrix Partners, see Citrix Cloud for Partners.

Requirements

• You are a Citrix Service Provider partner.
• You have a Citrix Cloud account.
• You have a subscription to Citrix DaaS.

Limitations and known issues

Limitations

• Tenant name changes take up to 24 hours to apply across all interfaces.
• When creating a tenant, the email address must be unique.
• Filtering inManage > Full Configuration by scope (similar to Monitor) is not available. To see
the resources attached to a scope, select Administrators in the left pane. On the Scopes tab,
select the scope and then select Edit Scope in the Action pane.

Known issues

• After scopes are assigned to a resource, you cannot use the management console to remove or
unassign them. Those tasks are supported only through PowerShell.

• Manage > Full Configuration does not enforce scopes. You are responsible for selecting the
appropriate scope when creating machine catalogs, delivery groups, and application groups.

• When more than 15 scopes are created (auto‑created and custom), the Citrix Cloud custom ac‑
cess information for an administrator (Identity and Access Management > Administrators)
does not display correctly. Workaround: Limit scopes to 15 or fewer.
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Add a customer

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
2. From the Customer Dashboard, select Invite or Add. Provide the requested information.
3. If the customer does not have a Citrix Cloud account, adding the customer creates a customer

account. Adding the customer also automatically adds you as a full access administrator of that
customer’s account.

4. If the customer has a Citrix Cloud account:
a) A Citrix Cloud URL displays, which you copy and send to the customer. For details of this

process, see Inviting a customer to connect.
b) The customer must add you as a full access administrator to their account. See Add ad‑

ministrators to a Citrix Cloud account.

You can addmore administrators later and control which customers they can see on theManage and
Monitor consoles.

Add Citrix DaaS to a customer

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
2. From the Customer Dashboard, in the ellipsis menu for the customer, select Add Service.
3. In Select a service to add, select Virtual Apps and Desktops.
4. Select Continue.

After you complete this procedure, the customer is onboarded to your Citrix DaaS subscription.

When the onboarding completes, a new customer scope is created automatically in Citrix DaaS. The
scope is visible in the Manage > Full Configuration display. This scope is unique to that customer.
You can rename the scope, but you cannot delete it.

Use this scope to tailor access for other administrators. For example, let’s say you have 10 customers
and two administrators. Using the unique scope, you can restrict one administrator’s access to only
three of the customers. The other administrator can access one of those three customers, plus two
other customers. For details, see Control administrator access to customers.

Set up a resource location

A resource location holds themachines that deliver apps and desktops for your customers, and infras‑
tructure components such as Citrix Cloud Connectors. For details, see Connect to Citrix Cloud.

Set up catalogs and groups to deliver apps and desktops

A catalog is a group of identical virtual machines. When you create a catalog, an image is used (with
other settings) as a template for creating the machines. For details, see Create machine catalogs.
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Adelivery group is a collection ofmachines selected fromoneormoremachine catalogs. Thedelivery
group specifies which users can use those machines, plus the applications or desktops available to
those users. For details, see Create delivery groups.

Application groups let you manage collections of applications. You can create application groups
for applications shared across different delivery groups or used by a subset of users within delivery
groups. For details, see Create application groups.

When configuring groups, be sure that:

• The delivery group’s scope is a subset of themachine catalog’s scope. For example, assume the
catalog’s scope is A and B. The delivery group’s scope can be either A or B, or A and B.

• The application group’s scope is a subset of the delivery group’s scope. For example, assume
the delivery groups associated with an application group have scope A and B. The application
group’s scope can be either A or B, or A and B.

Federated domains

Federated domains enable customer users to use credentials from a domain attached to your re‑
source location to sign in to their workspace. This allows you to provide dedicated workspaces to
your customers that customer users can access using a custom workspace URL (for example, cus‑
tomer.cloud.com), while the resource location is still on your Citrix Cloud account. You can provide
dedicated workspaces alongside the shared workspace that customers can access using your CSP
workspace URL (for example, csppartner.cloud.com).

To enable customers to access their dedicated workspace, you add them to the appropriate domains
that you manage. After configuring the workspace through Workspace Configuration, customers’
users can sign in to their workspace and access the apps and desktops that you’ve made available.

Add a customer to a domain

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
2. From the Customer Dashboard, select Identity and Access Management in the upper left

menu.
3. On the Domains tab, selectManage Federated Domain in the domain’s ellipsis menu.
4. On theManageFederatedDomain card, in theAvailable customers column, select a customer

you want to add to the domain. Select the plus sign next to the customer name. The selected
customer now appears in the Federated customers column. Repeat to add other customers.
When you’re done, select Apply.
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Remove a customer from a domain

When you remove a customer from a domain that you manage, the customer’s users can no longer
access their workspaces using credentials from your domain.

1. From the Citrix Cloudmenu, select Identity and Access Management, then select Domains.
2. Locate the domain that youwant tomanage and select the ellipsis button. SelectManage Fed‑

erated Domain.
3. From the list of federated customers, locate or search for the customers youwant to removeand

select the X button. Select Remove all to remove all the customers in the list from the domain.
The selected customers move to the list of available customers.

4. Select Apply.
5. Review the customers you selected and select Remove Customers.

Control administrator access to customers

You can control administrator access to customers by using the unique scope that was created when
you added Citrix DaaS to the customer. You can configure access when you add an administrator or
later.

To learn about restricting access using roles and scopes in Citrix DaaS, see Delegated administration.

Add an administrator with restricted access

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
2. From the Customer Dashboard, select Identity and Access Management in the upper left

menu.
3. On the Administrators tab, select Add Administrators From, and then select Citrix Identity.
4. Type the email address of the person you’re adding as an administrator, and then select Invite.
5. Configure the appropriate access permissions for the administrator. Citrix recommends select‑

ing Custom access, unless you want the administrator to have management control of Citrix
Cloud and all subscribed services.

6. After selecting Custom access, select one or more role and scope pairs for Citrix DaaS, as
needed. Be sure to enable only entries that contain the unique scope that was created for the
customer.

7. When you’re done selecting role and scope pairs, select Send Invite.

When the administrator accepts the invitation, they have the access that you assigned.

Edit delegated administration permissions for administrators

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
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2. From the Customer dashboard, select Identity and Access Management in the upper left
menu.

3. On the Administrators tab, select Edit Access from the ellipsis menu for the administrator.
4. Select and clear role and scope pairs for Citrix DaaS, as needed. Be sure to enable only entries

that contain the unique scope that was created for the customer.
5. Select Save.

View customer administrators and their assigned roles and scopes

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your CSP credentials. Select Customers in the upper leftmenu.
2. From the Customer Dashboard, selectMy Services > DaaS in the upper leftmenu.
3. In Citrix DaaS, selectManage > Full Configuration.
4. Select Administrators in the left pane.

Information is available on three tabs:

• The Administrators tab lists the administrators that have been created, plus their roles and
scopes.

• The Roles tab lists all roles. To view role details, select the role in the middle pane. The lower
portion of that pane lists the object types and associated permissions for the role. Select the
Administrators tab in the lower pane to display a list of administrators who currently have this
role.

• The Scopes tab lists all the scopes, including the scopes generated for customers of Citrix part‑
ners.

Configure workspaces

The customer has their ownworkspacewith a unique customer.cloud.comURL. This workspace is
where the customer’s users access their published apps and desktops.

The workspace URL is displayed in two places:

• From the Customer dashboard, selectWorkspace Configuration from the menu in the upper
leftmenu.

• From the Citrix DaaS Welcome page (the Overview tab), the workspace URL appears at the
bottom of the page.

You can change access and authentication to a workspace. You can also customize the workspace
appearance and preferences. For details, see the following articles:

• Configure workspaces
• Secure workspaces
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Monitor a customer’s service

TheMonitor dashboard in a CSP environment is essentially the same as a non‑CSP environment. See
Monitor for details.

By default, theMonitor dashboard displays information about all customers. To display information
about one customer, use Select Customer.

Keep inmind that theability to seeMonitor displays for a customer is controlledby theadministrator’s
configured access. The accessmust include a role and scope pair that includes the customer’s unique
scope.

If you used built‑in roles to configure access: The built‑in roles control whether the administrator can
see the Manage and Monitor displays. If you select only role and customer‑scope pairs that do not
include Monitor tab visibility, that administrator cannot see the Monitor tab for any selected cus‑
tomers. For example, if you give an administrator only Read Only Administrator,customerABC ac‑
cess, that administrator cannot see theMonitor tab for customer ABC, because read only administra‑
tors cannot access Monitor displays.

Remove a Service

Prerequisites

• Ensure that your customer scope is not linked to any Citrix DaaS objects. If they are linked, you
cannot remove the service. To unlink scopes, go to Citrix Studio > Administrators > Scopes
and edit the scope.

• To know your customer scope andmanage it, see Create andmanage scope.

1. Sign in to Citrix Cloud with your Citrix Service Providers credentials.

2. On theCustomerdashboard, click theEllipsismenu (…) of the customer fromwhere youwant
to remove a service and select Remove Service.
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The Service to Remove page appears.

3. Click Remove to remove the service.
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Citrix Gateway service

March 22, 2022

Citrix Gateway provides users with secure access to Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desk‑
tops service) applications.

The Citrix Gateway service enables secure, remote access to those applications, without having to
deploy Citrix Gateway in the DMZ or reconfigure your firewall. The infrastructure overhead of using
Citrix Gatewaymoves to Citrix Cloud.

Formore information about the Citrix Gateway service, see the product documentation. That content
includes how to enable the Citrix Gateway service and known issues for the version you’re using.

Citrix ADC is an application delivery controller that analyses application‑specific traffic to distribute,
optimize, and secure Layer 4‑Layer 7 (L4–L7) network traffic intelligently forwebapplications. TheCit‑
rix ADC VPX virtual appliance can be hosted on various virtualization and cloud platforms. For details,
see Deploy a Citrix ADC VPX instance.

SDKs and APIs

April 21, 2023
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Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK

The Remote PowerShell SDK automates complex and repetitive tasks. It provides the mechanism to
set up and manage the Citrix DaaS (formerly Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops service) environment
without using theManage user interfaces.

• Cmdlet details are provided in Citrix DaaS SDK.
• The supportedmodules are listed in Support and limitations. That section also lists the cmdlets
that are disabled in this SDK.

• Remote PowerShell SDK is available for download in the Citrix website.

This product supports PowerShell versions 3 through 5.

How this SDK differs from the SDK for customer‑managed deployments

In a Citrix DaaS deployment that is installed andmanaged by customer administrators, those admin‑
istrators run cmdlets and scripts in a site containing VDAs and Delivery Controllers within a common
domain structure. In contrast, Citrix DaaS splits the VDAs and Controllers into a resource location and
the control plane, respectively. This splitmeans that the original Citrix DaaSPowerShell SDKdoes not
work in a Citrix DaaS environment. It cannot cross the secure boundary from the resource location to
the control plane.

The solution is the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK. When running in the resource location, the
RemotePowerShell SDKaccesses thecontrolplaneas if it is local. Thisprovides thesame functionality
as a single Citrix DaaS site. There is only the lowest non‑visible communication layer, enhanced to
work either in a single local site or in the cloud environment. The cmdlets are the same, and most
existing scripts remain unchanged.

The Get-XdAuthentication cmdlet provides the authorization to cross the secure resource loca‑
tion to control plane boundary. By default, Get-XdAuthentication prompts users for CAS creden‑
tials, and must be done once per PowerShell session. Alternatively, the user can define an authenti‑
cation profile using an API access Secure Client, created in the Citrix Cloud console. In both cases, the
security informationpersists for use in subsequentPowerShell SDKcalls. If this cmdlet is not explicitly
run, it is called by the first PowerShell SDK cmdlet.

Prerequisites

To use the Citrix DaaS Remote PowerShell SDK, whitelist the following URLs:

Commercial

• https://accounts.cloud.com
• https://[service].citrixworkspacesapi.net/[customerid]
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• https://[customerid].xendesktop.net:443

Japan

• https://accounts.citrixcloud.jp
• https://[service].citrixworkspacesapi.jp/[customerid]
• https://[customerid].apps.citrixworkspacesapi.jp:443

Government

• https://accounts.cloud.us
• https://[service].citrixworkspacesapi.us/[customerid]
• https://[customerid].xendesktop.us:443

Install and use the Remote PowerShell SDK

Requirements and considerations:

Note:

Do not install the Remote PowerShell SDK on a Citrix Cloud Connector machine. It can be in‑
stalled on any domain‑joinedmachine within the same resource location.

Citrix recommends that you do not run this SDK’s cmdlets on Cloud Connectors. The SDK’s op‑
eration does not involve the Cloud Connectors.

If you also have a Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops deployment (in addition to the Citrix DaaS
deployment), do not install the Remote PowerShell SDK on an on‑premises Delivery Controller
machine.

• Ensure that PowerShell 3.0, 4.0, or 5.0 is available on the machine.
• The SDK installer downloads and installs .NET Framework 4.8 if it (or a later supported version)
is not already installed.

• If the machine already has the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops SDK installed, remove that SDK
(fromWindows Programs and Features) before installing the Remote PowerShell SDK.

• For an automated environment, use the -quiet parameter to install the SDK without user in‑
put.

To install the Remote PowerShell SDK:

1. From the download page, download the Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK.
2. Install and run the SDK.

Installation logs are created in %TEMP%\CitrixLogs\CitrixPoshSdk. Logs can help resolve instal‑
lation issues.
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Run the SDK on a domain‑joined computer within that resource location:

• Open a PowerShell command prompt. You do not need to run as an administrator.
• If you want to use the snap‑in (rather than the module), add the snap‑in using the Add-
PSSnapin (or asnp) cmdlet.

• You can explicitly authenticate by using the Get-XdAuthentication cmdlet. Alternatively,
run your first Remote PowerShell SDK command, which prompts you for the same authentica‑
tion as Get-XdAuthentication. If you are using a proxy, you must authenticate to the proxy
to be able to use the Get-XdAuthentication cmdlet. For more information, see Use the Re‑
mote PowerShell SDK with a proxy.

• To bypass the authentication prompt, you can use the Set-XdCredentials cmdlet to create
a default authentication profile, using a Secure Client created in the Citrix Cloud console.

• Continue running PowerShell SDK cmdlets or PowerShell SDK automation scripts. See an ex‑
ample.

To uninstall the Remote PowerShell SDK, from the Windows feature for removing or changing pro‑
grams, select Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK. Right‑click and select
Uninstall. Follow the dialog.

Use the Remote PowerShell SDKwith a proxy

If you are using a proxy, youmight be unable to use the Get-xdAuthentication cmdlet because of
the proxy blocking the HTTP requests that the cmdlet makes.

There are twoways toauthenticate to theproxy. Youcaneither use theProxyUseDefaultparameter
or the ProxyUsername and ProxyPassword parameters:

• The ProxyUseDefault parameter enables authentication to the proxy by using the default
proxy credentials. For example:

1 Get-XdAuthentication -ProxyUseDefault
2 <!--NeedCopy-->

• The ProxyUsername and ProxyPassword parameters enable authentication to the proxy
within the PowerShell session. For example:

1 $secureString = ConvertTo-SecureString -String "password" -
AsPlainText -Force

2
3 Get-XdAuthentication -ProxyUsername user1 -ProxyPassword

$secureString
4 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Example activities

Common activities include setting up machine catalogs, applications, and users. A sample script is
shown below.

1 $users = "xd.local\Domain Users"
2
3 $TSVDACatalogName = "TSVDA"
4
5 $TSVDADGName = "TSVDA"
6
7 $TSVDAMachineName = "xd\ds-tsvda2"
8
9 #Create TSVDA Catalog

10
11 $brokerUsers = New-BrokerUser -Name $users
12
13 $catalog = New-BrokerCatalog -Name $TSVDACatalogName -

AllocationType "Random" -Description $TSVDACatalogName -
PersistUserChanges "OnLocal" -ProvisioningType "Manual" -
SessionSupport "MultiSession" -MachinesArePhysical $true

14
15 #Add TSVDA Machine to Catalog
16
17 $BrokeredMachine = New-BrokerMachine -MachineName $TSVDAMachineName

-CatalogUid $catalog.uid
18
19 #Create new desktops & applications delivery group
20
21 $dg = New-BrokerDesktopGroup -Name $TSVDADGName -PublishedName

$TSVDADGName -DesktopKind "Shared" -SessionSupport "MultiSession
" -DeliveryType DesktopsAndApps -Description $TSVDADGName

22
23 #Create notepad application
24
25 New-BrokerApplication -ApplicationType HostedOnDesktop -Name "

Notepad" -CommandLineExecutable "notepad.exe" -DesktopGroup $dg
26
27 #Assign users to desktops and applications
28
29 New-BrokerEntitlementPolicyRule -Name $TSVDADGName -DesktopGroupUid

$dg.Uid -IncludedUsers $brokerUsers -description $TSVDADGName
30
31 New-BrokerAccessPolicyRule -Name $TSVDADGName -

IncludedUserFilterEnabled $true -IncludedUsers $brokerUsers -
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DesktopGroupUid $dg.Uid -AllowedProtocols @("HDX","RDP")
32
33 New-BrokerAppEntitlementPolicyRule -Name $TSVDADGName -

DesktopGroupUid $dg.Uid -IncludedUsers $brokerUsers -description
$TSVDADGName

34
35 #Add machine to delivery group
36
37 Add-BrokerMachine -MachineName $TSVDAMachineName -DesktopGroup $dg
38 <!--NeedCopy-->

Support and limitations

The following operating systems are supported by the Remote PowerShell SDK:

• Windows 11
• Windows 10
• Windows 10 IoT Enterprise LTSC x32 2019
• Windows 10 IoT Enterprise LTSC x64 2019
• Windows 10 IoT Enterprise 21h1 x64
• Windows Server 2022
• Windows Server 2019
• Windows Server 2016

The following Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops PowerShell modules are supported in this release:

• Broker
• Active Directory (AD) Identity
• Machine creation
• Configuration
• Configuration logging
• Host
• Delegated administration
• Analytics

For details about cmdlets, see Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops SDK.

After authentication, remote access remains valid in the current PowerShell session for 24 hours. After
that time, youmust enter your credentials.

The Remote PowerShell SDKmust be run on a computer within the resource location.

The following cmdlets are disabled in remote operations to maintain the integrity and security of the
Citrix Cloud control plane.

Citrix.ADIdentity.Admin.V2:
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• Copy‑AcctIdentityPool
• Get‑AcctDBConnection
• Get‑AcctDBSchema
• Get‑AcctDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑AcctInstalledDBVersion
• Remove‑AcctServiceMetadata
• Reset‑AcctServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑AcctDBConnection
• Set‑AcctServiceMetadata
• Set‑AcctADAccountUserCert
• Test‑AcctDBConnection

Citrix.Analytics.Admin.V1:

• Get‑AnalyticsDBConnection
• Get‑AnalyticsDBSchema
• Get‑AnalyticsDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑AnalyticsInstalledDBVersion
• Import‑AnalyticsDataDefinition
• Remove‑AnalyticsServiceMetadata
• Reset‑AnalyticsServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑AnalyticsDBConnection
• Set‑AnalyticsServiceMetadata
• Set‑AnalyticsSite
• Set‑AnalyticsDBConnection

Citrix.DelegatedAdmin.Admin.V1:

• Add‑AdminRight
• Get‑AdminDBConnection
• Get‑AdminDBSchema
• Get‑AdminDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑AdminInstalledDBVersion
• Import‑AdminRoleConfiguration
• New‑AdminAdministrator
• Remove‑AdminAdministrator
• Remove‑AdminAdministratorMetadata
• Remove‑AdminRight
• Remove‑AdminServiceMetadata
• Reset‑AdminServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑AdminAdministrator
• Set‑AdminAdministratorMetadata
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• Set‑AdminDBConnection
• Set‑AdminServiceMetadata
• Test‑AdminDBConnection

Citrix.Broker.Admin.V2:

• Get‑BrokerDBConnection
• Get‑BrokerDBSchema
• Get‑BrokerDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑BrokerInstalledDBVersion
• Get‑BrokerLease
• Get‑BrokerController
• New‑BrokerMachineConfiguration
• Remove‑BrokerControllerMetadata
• Remove‑BrokerLease
• Remove‑BrokerLeaseMetadata
• Remove‑BrokerMachineConfigurationMetadata
• Remove‑BrokerMachineConfiguration
• Remove‑BrokerSiteMetadata
• Remove‑BrokerUserFromApplication
• Reset‑BrokerLicensingConnection
• Reset‑BrokerServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑BrokerControllerMetadata
• Set‑BrokerDBConnection
• Set‑BrokerLeaseMetadata
• Set‑BrokerMachineConfiguration
• Set‑BrokerMachineConfigurationMetadata
• Set‑BrokerSiteMetadata
• Test‑BrokerDBConnection
• Test‑BrokerLicenseServer
• Update‑BrokerBrokerLocalLeaseCache

Citrix.Configuration.Admin.V2:

• Export‑ConfigFeatureTable
• Get‑ConfigDBConnection
• Get‑ConfigDBSchema
• Get‑ConfigDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑ConfigInstalledDBVersion
• Get‑ConfigServiceGroup
• Import‑ConfigFeatureTable
• Register‑ConfigServiceInstance
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• Remove‑ConfigRegisteredServiceInstanceMetadata
• Remove‑ConfigServiceGroup
• Remove‑ConfigServiceGroupMetadata
• Remove‑ConfigServiceMetadata
• Remove‑ConfigSiteMetadata
• Reset‑ConfigServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑ConfigDBConnection
• Set‑ConfigRegisteredServiceInstance
• Set‑ConfigRegisteredServiceInstanceMetadata
• Set‑ConfigServiceGroupMetadata
• Set‑ConfigServiceMetadata
• Set‑ConfigSite
• Set‑ConfigSiteMetadata
• Test‑ConfigDBConnection
• Unregister‑ConfigRegisteredServiceInstance

Citrix.Host.Admin.V2:

• Get‑HypDBConnection
• Get‑HypDBSchema
• Get‑HypDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑HypInstalledDBVersion
• Remove‑HypServiceMetadata
• Reset‑HypServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑HypDBConnection
• Set‑HypServiceMetadata
• Test‑HypDBConnection

Citrix.ConfigurationLogging.Admin.V1:

• Get‑LogDBConnection
• Get‑LogDBSchema
• Get‑LogDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑LogInstalledDBVersion
• Remove‑LogOperation
• Remove‑LogServiceMetadata
• Remove‑LogSiteMetadata
• Reset‑LogDataStore
• Reset‑LogServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑LogDBConnection
• Set‑LogServiceMetadata
• Set‑LogSite
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• Set‑LogSiteMetadata
• Test‑LogDBConnection

Citrix.MachineCreation.Admin.V2:

• Get‑ProvDBConnection
• Get‑ProvDBSchema
• Get‑ProvDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑ProvInstalledDBVersion
• Get‑ProvServiceConfigurationData
• Remove‑ProvServiceConfigurationData
• Remove‑ProvServiceMetadata
• Reset‑ProvServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑ProvDBConnection
• Set‑ProvServiceMetadata
• Test‑ProvDBConnection

Citrix.EnvTest.Admin.V1:

• Get‑EnvTestDBConnection
• Get‑EnvTestDBSchema
• Get‑EnvTestDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑EnvTestInstalledDBVersion
• Remove‑EnvTestServiceMetadata
• Reset‑EnvTestServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑EnvTestDBConnection
• Set‑EnvTestServiceMetadata
• Test‑EnvTestDBConnection

Citrix.Monitor.Admin.V1:

• Get‑MonitorConfiguration
• Get‑MonitorDBConnection
• Get‑MonitorDBSchema
• Get‑MonitorDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑MonitorDataStore
• Get‑MonitorDataStore
• Get‑MonitorInstalledDBVersion
• Remove‑MonitorServiceMetadata
• Reset‑MonitorDataStore
• Reset‑MonitorServiceGroupMembership
• Set‑MonitorConfiguration
• Set‑MonitorDBConnection
• Set‑MonitorServiceMetadata
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• Test‑MonitorDBConnection

Citrix.Storefront.Admin.V1:

• Build‑SfCluster
• Get‑SfClusters
• Get‑SfDBConnection
• Get‑SfDBSchema
• Get‑SfDBVersionChangeScript
• Get‑SfInstalledDBVersion

Citrix DaaS discoverymodule for App‑V packages and servers

Citrix DaaS candeliver applications contained in App‑V packages to your endpoints using either of the
following methods:

• Single admin management method (accessing packages from a network share)
• Dual admin management method (accessing packages from a Microsoft App‑V Management
Server)

The process of registering App‑V packages, Microsoft App‑V Management, and Publishing Servers
with the Application Library using Citrix DaaS differs slightly from registering packages using an on‑
premises deployment. However, the process of assigning applications to users and launching them
on a user’s endpoint is identical.

The Citrix DaaS management console in Citrix Cloud cannot view files in a resource location. Also,
it cannot directly discover App‑V packages or Microsoft App‑V servers in your infrastructure. The dis‑
covery module provides functions that discover App‑V package information in your on‑premises in‑
frastructure and uploads the package information to your Citrix DaaS. Package information includes
App‑V packages, Microsoft App‑V servers, and the apps that the packages contain.

The discovery module uses the Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK. It can discover
package information from either a network share or a Microsoft App‑V Management Server. You use
the discovery module on amachine in your resource location.

Prerequisites for using the discovery module:

• Verify that PowerShell 3.0 or later is available on the machine.
• Verify that the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK is installed on the ma‑
chine.

• Verify that you have access to the network share containing the App‑V packages.
• Verify that you have access to the serverwhere the Citrix CloudConnectors are installed and the
Microsoft App‑V Management Server is hosted.
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Add App‑V packages to the Application Library in Citrix Cloud

The following procedure is valid for adding App‑V packages from network shares (single admin man‑
agement) and adding all published App‑V packages from the Microsoft App‑V Management Server
(dual adminmanagement). With the dual adminmanagementmethod, youmust manage the added
App‑V packages just as you do when using the single admin management method.

1. Download the discoverymodule from the Citrix DaaS downloads page https://www.citrix.com/
downloads/citrix‑cloud/product‑software/xenapp‑and‑xendesktop‑service.html. Extract the
zip file Citrix.Cloud.AppLibrary.Admin.v1.psm1 to a convenient folder.

Note:

This file is also provided on the Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops ISO in Support\Tools\
Scripts. You can copy it locally or reference it directly from the CD drive.

2. Verify that the Virtual Apps and Desktops Remote PowerShell SDK is installed on your machine

3. Navigate to the folder containing the discoverymodule. In the PowerShell window, type the full
path of the folder containing the discovery module and then press Enter.

4. Import the discovery module with the command Import-Module.\Citrix.Cloud.
AppLibrary.Admin.v1.psm1.

5. Add the App‑V packages to the Application Library in Citrix Cloud using either of the following
methods.

• To add App‑V packages from a network share, run the PowerShell cmdlet: Import-
AppVPackageToCloud.

For example: Import-AppVPackageToCloud –PackagePath \\AppVSrv\share\
Notepad++.appv

For cmdlet help, type Get-Help Import-AppVPackageToCloud.

• To add App‑V packages from a Microsoft App‑V Management Server, run the PowerShell
cmdlet: Import-AppVPackagesFromManagementServerToCloud

Forexample: Import-AppVPackagesFromManagementServerToCloud –ManagementSrvFQDN
AppVMngSrv.domain.local

Forcmdlethelp, typeGet-Help Import-AppVPackagesFromManagementServerToCloud

This command imports all published App‑V packages from the Microsoft App‑V Manage‑
ment Server to Citrix Cloud.

After adding the App‑V packages to Citrix Cloud, you must manage them as you do using
the single admin management method.
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6. Sign in to Citrix Cloud. Select the target customer. After the script runs successfully, the App‑V
packages are added to the Application Library in Citrix Cloud.

High‑level PowerShell functions

The module contains the following high‑level functions that you can call from your own PowerShell
script:

• Import-AppVPackageToCloud -PackagePath <Full UNC path to App-V package>

Discovers and uploads to Citrix DaaS all the information necessary to publish applications from
a single App‑V Package.

• Import-AppVPackagesFromManagementServerToCloud -ManagementSrvFQDN <FQDN
of a Microsoft App-V Management Server>

Discovers the UNC paths of packages published by the Management Server and calls Import‑
AppVPackageToCloud for each one in turn.

Packages discovered in this way are loaded to Citrix DaaS using the single admin management
method. Citrix DaaS cannot deliver packages using the dual admin management method.

• Import-AppVDualAdminToCloud -ManagementSrvUrl <URL of a Microsoft App
-V Management Server> -PublishingServerUrl <URL of a Microsoft App-V
Publishing Server>

Discovers Microsoft App‑V Management and Publishing Servers and imports the content to the
Application Library. This cmdlet imports all the packages managed using Microsoft App‑V Man‑
agement Server and related information. Servers can be added and removed through Power‑
Shell.

This cmdlet adds App‑V packages in dual adminmode. Only App‑V packages that are published
on the Microsoft App‑V Management Server, and which have AD groups added, are imported. If
youmake changes to theMicrosoft App‑VManagement Server, rerun this cmdlet to synchronize
the Application Library with the Microsoft App‑V Management Server.

• Remove-AppVServerFromCloud -ManagementSrvUrl <URL of a Microsoft App
-V Management Server> -PublishingServerUrl <URL of a Microsoft App-V
Publishing Server>

Removes the Microsoft App‑V Management and Publishing Servers added to Application
Library.

This cmdlet removes the specified Microsoft App‑V Management and Publishing Servers, plus
all the associated App‑V packages.
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Run the discovery module for App‑V packages and servers on a domain‑joined computer within that
resource location. Follow the guidance in Install and use the Remote PowerShell SDK to get started.
Continue running PowerShell cmdlets or scripts. See the following examples.

Example activities

Import the Citrix DaaS App‑V package discovery module.

1 import-module "D:\Support\Tools\Scripts\Citrix.Cloud.AppLibrary.Admin.
v1.psm1"

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Loop through the App‑V Package store directory and upload each package.

1 Get-ChildItem -Path "\\FileServer.domain.net\App-V Packages" -Filter *.
appv |

2 Foreach-Object{
3
4 Import-AppVPackageToCloud -PackagePath $_.FullName
5 }
6
7 <!--NeedCopy-->

Discover and upload packages registered with a Microsoft App‑V management server.

1 Import-AppVPackagesFromManagementServerToCloud -ManagementSrvFQDN
AppVManagementServer.domain.net

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Discover Microsoft App‑V Management and Publishing Servers and add the configuration to the Ap‑
plication Library. This also imports all the packages managed by the Microsoft App‑V Management
Server in dual admin mode.

1 Import-AppVDualAdminCloud -ManagementSrvUrl http://AppVManagementServer
.domain.net – PublishingServerUrl http://AppVManagementServer.domain
.net:8001

2 <!--NeedCopy-->

Read PowerShell help documentation included in the module.

1 Get-Help Import-AppVPackageToCloud
2 <!--NeedCopy-->
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Limitations

• You cannot discover App‑V packages on your resource location infrastructure directly from the
Citrix DaaS management console in Citrix Cloud. For more information on Cirix Cloud, see the
Citrix Cloud documentation.

• Citrix DaaSmanagement console inCitrix Clouddoesnot have a live connection to theMicrosoft
App‑V Management server. Changes to Packages and other configuration in the Microsoft App‑
V Management server are not reflected in the Citrix DaaS management console until Import-
AppVDualAdminCloud is rerun.

Monitor Service OData API

In addition to using the Monitor functions to display historical data, you can query data using the
Monitor Service’s API. Use the API to:

• Analyze historical trends for planning
• Perform detailed troubleshooting of connection andmachine failures
• Extract information for feeding into other tools and processes; for example, using Microsoft Ex‑
cel’s PowerPivot tables to display the data in different ways

• Build a custom user interface on top of the data that the API provides

For details, see Monitor Service OData API. To access the Monitor Service API, see Access Monitor Ser‑
vice data using the OData v4 endpoint in Citrix Cloud.

Citrix DaaS APIs

The Citrix DaaS APIs are available at https://developer.cloud.com/citrixworkspace/citrix‑daas.

Disclaimer

This software / sample code is provided to you “AS IS” with no representations, warranties, or condi‑
tions of any kind. Youmay use, modify, and distribute it at your own risk. CITRIX DISCLAIMS ALLWAR‑
RANTIES WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, WRITTEN, ORAL OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, you acknowledge and agree
that (a) the software / sample code may exhibit errors, design flaws or other problems, possibly re‑
sulting in loss of data or damage to property; (b) it may not be possible tomake the software / sample
code fully functional; and (c) Citrix may, without notice or liability to you, cease tomake available the
current version and/or any future versions of the software / sample code. In no event should the soft‑
ware / codebeused to support of ultra‑hazardousactivities, includingbutnot limited to life support or
blasting activities. NEITHER CITRIX NOR ITS AFFILIATES OR AGENTSWILL BE LIABLE, UNDER BREACH
OF CONTRACTOR ANYOTHER THEORYOF LIABILITY, FOR ANY DAMAGESWHATSOEVER ARISING FROM
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USE OF THE SOFTWARE / SAMPLE CODE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DIRECT, SPECIAL, INCI‑
DENTAL, PUNITIVE, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. You agree to indemnify and defend Citrix against any claims arising from your use,
modification, or distribution of the code.
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